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PREFACE.
supply, to some extent, the increasing demand for
T o knowledge,
by students in the science of Freemasonry,
and to keep step with the irresistible progreBB of our institution, were the impelling motives that induced the undersigned
te undertake the arrangement of a work of this character.
Dr. O.LlVEB's Dictionary of Symbolical Masonry, notwithstanding its value and usefulness, falls short of the present wants
of the Fraternity. Dr. ALBERT G. llicuy's Lexicon qf
FreemaJJOnry, better adapted to the requirements of the
Fraternity in the United States than any other work of the
kind heretofore published, is also deficient in many respects.
The present volume is intended to remedy many of the
dofeets and omissions of its predecessors, and to exhibit, in
a form of easy reference, the latest developments and
progreBB of the institution, and the results of more recent
investigations. It contains a comprehensive explication of
the whole system of Freemasonry, and of kindred or similar
associations-ancient and modem-being a careful condensation of all that has ever been written on the subject;
intelligible to the Fraternity, and mysterious to the profane.
My purpose ·will be effectually and very satisfactorily answered. if the definitions here given of the technical and
other tem18 of Masonry, shall prove of sufficient value to
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induco the reader to increase his st( ck of kno,vledge by a
reference to other works, where the subjects n.re more
thoroughly Jiscussed, or to confirm the more advanced
Mo.son in the truth of those noble principles of the Craft,
to the study of which he has devoted his time and talents.
In the preparation of the History of the Mo.sonic Instituhlon, every available means has been adopted to obtain the
most reliable information whereon to found a truthful
chJ,:onicle of its origin and early progress throughout tbi&..,..
several parts of the world. The many and almost insurmountable difficulties in arriving at precise dates, when the
materials are scattered in different plnces, or mixed with
doubtful circumstances, are sufficient to almost deter any
wtiterfrom attempting the undertaking. Notwithstanding
the uncertainty with which much of the matter of history
is surrounded, a diligent and careful examination of the
materials, the probabilities of statements possessing the
germs of truth were too convincing to be set aside without
calm reflection and mature consideration.· 'Vith these
\iews the history in the accompanying pages is offered to
the Fra~rnity, in the hope that it will prov9 Mtisfs.ctory
and useful.
I have been greatly assisted in the arrangement of this
work by Bro. AuG. C. L. ARNOLD, LL. D., whose knowledge
and correct discrimination upon subjects connected with
the history and science of Freemasonry and its kindred
associations, will be a guaranty for their correctness. To
Bro. JoHN W. SIMONS, Past Grand Master of New York,
whose knowledge of the arcana of Masonry is not excellell
by any writer of the present nge, I am also indebted for
mrmy valuo.ble articles and excellent suggestions. To these
and other brethren who have kindly o.ided me I tendor my
hearty thanks.
Agnin asking tho frntomal indulgence of the brethren
for whatever defects may still be apparent, the work is respectfully submitted to their inspection.
ROBT. MAUOY.
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GENERAL

HISTORY OF FREEliASONRY.
.. or all the institutions which have been established fbr the purpose
of improving the condition of mankind, Freemasonry stands preeminent in llllefolneea as it is in age. Its origin is lost In the ahyss ot
unexplored antiquity. No historical record.q, no tmditionnry accounts,
can with certainty point out the preci.<w. time, the place, or the particular manner or its commencement. 'Vhile 11ome have endeavored to
discover its footsteps amongst the master-buildei'S and nrtiRts t'U.!.\':.Lgc•l
in the construction of the first Jewi~h temple, othe1-s have ntt.cmptt·d
to trace it to the Eleusinian mysteries, which arc s..'l.id to have taug-ht
the immor!.ll.lity of the soul and the other sublime tmths of nutural
religion. Some again have ascribed its rise to the sainted heroes of
the Cl'US4des; while others have endeavored to penetrnte the mysteries
of the Druids, and to discover its origin amongst the wise men of
that inatitution."-DE Wrrr CLINTON.

THE difficulty of arriving at the precise time, place, or
circumstance in which Masonry or its true prototype be~an,
ha.q been encountered by every writer upon the subJect.
Some, ov~r-anxious for.the digmty of the fraternity, have represente•ltt as coeval With the world.* Others, more· moderate, find its ori~in in the religious mysteries of the ancient
world, and particularly in a supposed branch of those religions at~sociations formed by the architects of Tyre, who,
under the name of the "Diouysiac Fraternity," constituted
an association of builders, exclusively engaged in the construction of temples and other prominent edifices in Asia
lliuor, and who were distinguu;hecl by the usc of secret
signs and other modes of mutual recognition. 'Vithout
adopting any untenable opinions, we are justified in avowing
that the institution must have been framed by a people who
• Anderson, Preston, and many other Masonic writers claim for the
order the hi~hest antiquity. Preston is particular in hi9' expressions
u to the origm of the institution, by saying: "From the commencement of the world, we may t.rscc the foundation of Masonry." He undoubtedly meant that its principles were coexistent with the universefor be qualifies the preceding sentence by the following expressions:
"Ever since 11ymmetry began, and harmony di.~plnycd her charms, our
order has had a being." Hegarding TRUTII as the 6Un of the Mu.~onio
l)'lltem, around which all the other virtues revolve, we may trace then
ita origin to GoD-the fountain of all truth, with whom there is no confusion llr disorder, but perfect symmetry and harmonv. In that scllll8
tltc origin of Freemasonry may be reconciled with the 1• commcncemPUt
of the world."
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bad made considerable advance in 11cience. The Egyptians,
in the time of Moses, were proficient in all the arts and
science11,* as the gigantic works constructed in those early
ages, still existing,J>rove. Their language was mystical, and
their l>•iests 11ecure the mysteries of thdr religion from the
know edge of the vulgar or uninitiated by symbols an<l
hieroglyphics, comprehen11ible alone to those of their order.
Thtl fraternity of ancient Egypt was denominated the llieroI.aotomi, or Sacred Builders. They were a sclectcd cash•,
ami connected with the government and priesthood, being in
f'\Ct l\lasons of the priestly order; whilst the ordinary
.l'ti:u!ons or artificers were of an inferior caste.t The intent
and purpose of those stupendous fabricR, the {lyramids, was
a great mystery, and a mystery they stillremam.
l\loses was initiated into the secrets and mysteries of the
priestly order when in Egypt, and some have imagined that
the Hebrews aRKilltccl in the construction of tho pyramids;
but, in all probability, these wondrous efforts of Ma:~onio
skill were hoary with age when the children of hrael settled
in the land of Goshen, and were emblems of sublime truthR
to a civilized nation when Abraham was a wanderer in tho
wilderness.
By Egyptian colonists, according to our biblical chronology, the arts were carried to Greece two or throo centuries
before the age of l'tlot~eA. By tbe Isrnelites a purer knowledge
of building was carried to th& promiRed land; and when
they b<'came a settled people, the remembrance of the beautiful and stupendous edifices they ha<l seen in Egypt, led
them to attempt constructions smted to their future hom<'.
But it is evillent that by the death of tlwir gr<'at ma.<~tt'r,
Mosc11, the lt~melites were not in full poss<'BNion of the knowledge rt•quisite to complete the glorious fiLh1·ic which the H.
A. 0. 'f. U. hacl in vit~ion to King David clirt•<'tecl hi" ~ou
Solomon to er<Jct; a.-1 we find by 11~-,ly W'rit, that" the wiset~t
man" needed the assist•Lnce of the Kmg of Tyro. Tyre aiHl
Sidon were the chief cities of the Phoonicians : the lattt.~r
boasts an antiquity anterior to any other whose site can ho
d(•termined. It was a place of considcmblc import:uwc in
" " The Egyptil\ns are described to us as being the first people whn
advanced to any high degree of knowledge in astronomy and sdcnce;
and hence t.hey acquirud the means of discovt>ring and J>roving the
existence of the Divin.ty, and worshipped the Author or those sublime
works which they contcmplated."-DR. Asum.
t Clmmpollion Rays: "A theocracy or government of prit'Sts wn.~
tiro first known to the E~yptinns, nnd it is neces.o•ary to give the word
pi"'C&tll the u.ccl'ptntion that it bore in ancient timc.q, when the miniNtt~ra
of l'ldiginn were also the ministcl'!l or science ami learning; !II> that they
united in their own pel'llOns two of the noblt'St missions with wllich
mf:n could be invc..'stcd-the worship of tho Deity, and the cultimt.ioo
P' S'::it..'DCC."
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the time of Joshua, who speaks of it as "great Sidon."
Hence it is evident that the Phrenicians were £'lr advanced
in the arts of life, when the Israelite8 reached the promised
land. When Solomon was about to build the temple, he
communicated to the King of Tyre his wish to enter mto au
en....agement for a supply of timber, knowing, as he said,
" that there is not amongst us any that can skill to hew
timber like the Siclonians." The answer of the Tyrian king
is remarkable: "I will do all thy desire concernmg timber
of cedar, and concerning timber of fir; my sorvants shall
hring them down from Lebanon unto the sea, and I will
convey them by sea in floats, unto the place that thou shalt
appoint me, and I will cause them to be discharged there."
(I KingR, v. 8, 9). Solomon was highly pleased with the answer
of the Tyrian king, and in return he made him yearly presents of the most costly kinds. Hiram sent him also a man
of his own name, a Tyrian by birth, but of Israelitisb parentage, who was honoretl by his king with the title of father,
and is called Hiram Abiff, • the most accomplished designer
and operator then known in the country, who in Solomon's
absence tilled the chair as Deputy Grand Maatcr, and in his
presence was the Senior Grand 'Varden, or Principal Surveyor and 1\Iaster of the work. That no confusion might
arise, owing to the great numbers employed, King Solomon
t~elected those of most enlightened minds and comprehensive
understandings, religious men, and zealous in good works, as
masters to superintend the workmen ; men skilful in geometry
and prorortion, who had been iuitiated and proved in tho
mystics learnin~ of the ancient sages-those he made overseers of the work. To carry on this stupendous work with
greater e8118 and 11peed, Solomon m·dered all the craftsmen,
as well natives as foreigners, to be numbered and classed as
follow~;, viz:
Harodim, princes, rulers, or provosts • • • • • •
1\lcnatzchim, overseers . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
Ghibli~, stonc-sqnarers • . • . . . . . . . . • • .
The levy out of Israel, at work in Lebanon • · ..

300
3,300
80,000
30,000
l13,600

Re!\ides the ish aabbal or men of burden, the remains of the
old Canaanites, amouuting to seventy thousand, who are
not numbered among the 1\Iasons.
*Thill inspired M~ter wM, without question, the most cnnninjl,

&kilful and curious workman that ever lived, whose abilities W<~re
not ~ned tD building only, but extended to all kinus ot' work,

whether In gold silver, brass or iron. !<'rom his designs, and under
hilt direetion, a11' the rich and splendid furniture of \\\e '\\~\\\\)\~ t..\\d
las ecveral appeiJd4gCB wu begun, carried on, and in\1\\lell.-b~\~
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The older t.raditions of Masonry say, "that the only
nctual Freemasons who were present at the builfling of the
Temple, were the three thousand three hundred overseers,
mentioned in 1 Kings, v. 16, added to the three hundred
who were called Ghiblimites, and were in fact masters over
·all the operative Masons employed in the work."
This arrangement produced the happiest effects, and introduced among the fraternity that perfect harmon;r and
universal brotherhood which is so often referred to m our
ancient charges.•
:Masonic tradition says that the workmen were divide!)
into classes or degrees, and to each class were as11igned different methods of recognition. There is no do'itbt that
there was an or~anization among the Jews which extended
beyond Judea. T110 Bible exhibits them mixing themselves
with the Tyrians or Dionysian artificers, notwithstanding
the ordinary repugnance of the Israelites toward strangers,
aml that they recognized each other b;r words and secret
si~ns similar to those employed by nat.1ves of other countnes. There was al11o between the Jews and Tyrians a
conformity of allegorical taste, particularly in all that affected 11acred architecture.
So perfect was the organization among the vast number of workmen, and so systematic the distribution of labor,
that Solomon's Temple, with all its goraeous splendor ancl
minute ornaments in detail, was finished in little more than
seven years from the laying of the foundat.ion·stone; while
the Temple of Herod, where the same accurate arrangement did not exist, occupied thirty-six years; that of Diana,
at Ephesus, two hundred years; St. Peter's Cathedral at
Uome, one hundred and fifty-five years; and St. Paul's in
London, thirty-five years in building.
Many of Solomon's Ma11on11, before he died, began to
trawl. The roval descendants of King Solomon continued
to occupy the throne and patronize the noble art of l<'reemasonry until tbe reign of Josiah, the last king of Judah.
With no people did the l\fasons seem to exerci11e a greater
or more beneficial influence than tho Gentiles. The Syrians
built a lofty temple, and a royal palace at Damascus, and
other cities on the coast and throughout Syria.
• They were instructed to " salute one another in a conrtoous
manner, calling each other brother; freely giving mutual instruction,
u might be thought expedient, without bemg overseen or ovcrhMN,
· and without encrol\Ching upon each other, or derogating from thnt
respect which wns due to any Brother, were he not o. 1\I!U!On; fi•r
althougl1 all Masons are, as Brethren, upon the same level, yet Maaonry takes no honor from a man that he had before; nay, it rather
addi to bill honor, eepeciallJ If he bu deacrve<l well of the brotherltood."-ANCIDT CUABOBIL
.
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About thirty-five years after the death of Solomon, the
Temple of Diana, built by some Japhitite11, in the days of
Moses, was burned down, and the kings of l-esser Asia re·
built and ornamented it in the most splendid manner. This
t~mple was regarded by all as pre-eminently magnificent,
and hence became the third of the seven wonders of the
world.
In the twelfth year.of Jotham, king of Judah, A. v. 3256,
Sardanapalns was bes1e~ed by his brothers Eser and N abonallsar, until, in despa1r, he burned himself, and all his
treasure, in the old palace of Nimrod, when the Assyrian
Empire was divided between Tiglath Pul Eser and N abonassar. In the days of the latter Prince, who ruled over
Chaldea, much attention wa11 given to the study of astronomy, and so great was the advancement made in the science
that after-generations styled this the astronomical era. In
one of the degrees of 1\Iasonry we have a tradition that after
Noah safely landed on .:Mount Ararat, and offered up sacrifice to God on an altar which he erected, that be turned his
attention to the cultivation of the earth for one hundred
years; when, his posterity becoming numerous, he ordered
them to disperse themselves and take possession of the ea1-th
according to the partition which he made; that they traveled
a westerly course nntil they came to the plains of Shinar,
when they counseled together, and, fearing the consequence!!
of a separation, and being desirous to establish for themselves a name, built the city of Babylon and the Tower of
Babel.
We will not attempt to trace ~lasonry into every country,
and point out the various cities that were built or adorned
by the traveling Masons who had assisted in the erection of
Solomon's Temple, bnt will be content to look at some of
the more prominent places.
l\Iasonry not only flourished in Eastern Asia, but it took a
westerly direction also. Boristhenes, in Pontus, was built
about the period of which we are writing. Prusias and
Chalcedon, in Bithyuia, Constantinople (then called Bizantinm), and Lampsacus, in the Hellespont. The travelers also
penetrated into Rome, Ravenna, Florence, and many other
cities in Italy; Granada and Malaga, and other cities of
Spain ; and also on the ooast of Gaur.
In A. H. 3416, or n. c. 588, four hundred and sixteen years
after the completion of the Temple, the powerful armr of
Nebuchadnezzar entered Jerusalem, after a protracted siege,
and took all the sacred vessels, removing the ~wo famous
pillars, Jachin and Boaz, robbed the city and Ute king's palace of all the riehe!l they contained, and then set fire to the
Tomple and city, overthrew the walls of the towns, and carric 1 away thoasands of the people captives to the city of

12
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B1lbylon, among wl10m were many of those nohle-bearted
Gihlemites who ilescended ft·om the builders of Solomon's
Temple. And Masonic tradition informs us that they continued to hold Recretly their Lodge meetings, and, in this
way, taught their children the !!ccrets of Masonry and t.he
principles of the revealed reli~ion of their fatlJCrs; for it
will he remembered that, previous to the fall of Jerusalem,
the power and authority to transcribe the law were confined
to the Scribes, and hence but a small portion of the people
were in possession of a copy, every copy found having been
destroyed by the infidel invader. The captive Jews, therefore, could only perpetuate their religion by teaching it to
their children from tradition, as they did Masonry. All the
~aptive Masons were compelled, for the space of fifty-two
years, to devote their time, labor, and skill in finishing and
ornamenting the buildings which the king of Babylon and
his predecessor bad commenced, as also the erection of new
ones. In this way the Chaldean Masons, who wrought with
the captive Jew11, perfected themselves in architecture, for
the results of their joint labor made Babylon the fourth of
the seven wonders of art and the boasted miRtress of the
world. Thus labored and toiled the true descendants of tho
children of Israel, borne down with oppression and slavery,
and often denied the privilege of worshiping the God of
thei~ fathers. But their long sufferin~s were destined to result 10 good; for the very opposite effect to that sought by
the king of Babylon was the result of their long and painful
captivity, for when the proclamation of Cyrus was issued for
the liberation of tho Israelites, according to the word of God,
the'!!e architects were better prepared to return to the land
they so much loved, and lay the foundation for the rebuilding of the Temple and the city of Jerusalem.
In 536 B. c. the Jews were liberated from Babylonish captivity by Cyrus, king of Persia, who, in the first year of Ius
reign, issued the following proclamation : "Thus saith
Cyrus, king of Persia: The Lord God of heaven hath given
me all the kingdoms of the earth ; and he hath charged mu
to build him a. house at Jerusalem, which is in Judea. Who
is there among you of all his people? his God be with him,
and let him go up to Jerusalem, which is in Judea, and build
the house of the Lord God of Israel, which is in Jerusalem."
These "glad tidings of great joy" were received by the
liberated captives with shouting and praise-tor they w11re
permitted 'to return to their former homes. Forty-two
thousand three hundred and sixty of the exiled Jews repaired, in the same year, from Babylon and the neighboring
cities to Jerusalem. The leaders of these were Zerubbabel,
J01thua, and Haggai, who perform an important par~ in tho

Royal Arch degree.
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From this period the fraternity of traveling Masons passea
into Greece, Rome, Spain, and other countries, where their
services could he emploved in the e~ction of the famous
edifices for which the ancient world is justly celebrated.
In passing, in this brief outline, from the condition of the
fraternity in what we may properly denominate the ancient
history, we will endeavor to trace its progress from that
period to the more enlightened days of modern architecture,
and the cnltivation of the arts and sciences, in such chronological order as will give the most concise historical facts in
detail-these facts being based upon substantial documents
and the principal monuments erected by the traveling operative fraternities or Freema!lontl. In '115 before the Christian
era, the Roman Colleges of Constructon were established,
composed of men learned in all the arts and trades necessary
for the execution of civil, religious, naval, and hydraulic
architectnre, with their own laws and judges-laws bas&d on
those of the Dyonisian artificers, whose myst<'ries had spread
among the principal peoples of the East. Numa Pompilius, ·
in founding the!'e colleges, made them at the same time civil
and reli!rions FociPties, with the exclusive privilege of building temple!! and public edifices-their relations to the state
and the priesthood being precisely determined by the laws.
They had their own jurisdiction and laws; at their head were
pres1dents <>ailed :Masten, Overseers or Wardens, Censors,
Tre~snrers, KPepers of the Seals, Archivists, and Secretaries ;
they had their own physicians and serving brethren, and
paid monthly dues. The number of members to each college was fixed by law. Composed, p1incipally, of Greek
artisans, they surrounded the secrets of their art and doctrines by the mysteries of their country, and concealed them
in 11ymbols borrowed froin theRe mysteries and from their
own arcana, one of the characteristics of which was the sym·
bolic employment of the utensils of their profession.
710. Nnma, the great legislator who founded the colleges,
at once assigned them labors of more than ordinary importance. First, the enlargement of the capitol, then the completion of the temples dedicated to the Sun, Moon, Saturn, Man, and other divinities, commenced under Romnluf
and other Sabine kings. On the termination of these labors
N uma directed the construction of temples to Faith, to Fidelity, to Romulus, and Janus, the god of peace, specially
adored by Numa; he caused the city to be fortified, and surrounded it with walls. He also continued labor on the fa·
mons temple erected by Romulus to Jupiter, on the spot
where his army, about to flee, was i111lnced to fight by the
prayer addressed by: Romulus to that deity. The great number of temples established in Rome siuco Homulus are due
to t.he cuatom that the general-in-chief should erect n tempi"
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to the d£>ity invoked by him in the course of a victorious
hattie; this nlso explains the number of temples erected to
the same divinity. They were leamc<l in the religious or
symbolic teachings of the period as well as in the arts and
sciences.
610. Under the reign of the elder Tarqnin temples were
erected to Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva; he caused the erection of a city wall of hewn stone (614), a sewer for improving the h£>alth of the city, and many other public monu·
meuts. The first circus was constructed by his order.
580. Serviua Tullius again enlarged Rome by the addition
of three neighboring eminences, which he tmrrounded by a
wall : he also built temples to Fortune and Diana.
500. Building of the temples of Vesta, Hercules, Pallas,
and Minerva, under Junius Drusius.
490. The consuls Sempronius and Minucius cause tho
building by the eolle~l'S of constructors of two temples, one
dedicated to Saturn, the other to Mercury : they also establish the Saturnalian feasts.
451. Creation of the law of the Twelve Tables, the VIIIth
relating to the coll£>ges of builders.
. 890. Taking of Home by the Gauls and destntction of vanous monument!!.
885. The ruined monuments are rebuilt, and new temple!!
constn10ted under 1<~. Quintius, who dedicated them to Mars,
Juno, Health, and Concord.
812. The first paved road was constructed by the colleges,
under the orders of Appins Claudius, who had it extended
to Capna. The first great aqueduct was built at this time.
290. The temple to Romulus, under the title Qnirinus, was
built, and in it was placed the first sun-dial, due to the consul Spurius. Carvilius, who also built a temple to PortisFortuna, to contain the spoils taken from the Etruscans. A
temple in honor of Esculapius is built on an island in the
Tiber.
285. The fraternities of builders, as they were then called,
attached to the Roman legions, establish themselves inCisalpine Gaul (Venezia and Lombardy), on the conquest of that
country by the Romans; these fraternities, a detachment of
which accompanied ea<'h legion, were charged with the duty
of drawing plans for all military constructions, t~nch as intrenched camps, strategic roads, bridges, aqueducts, dwellings, etc. ; they directed the soldiers and laborers in the
actual execution of these works; and they also made-the instruments of warfat·e. So fur as related to matters directly
pertaining to the war, they were under the orders of the generals or chiefs of the legions, but in all otlwr matters enjoyed
their peculiar privileges. Composed of nrtists and learned

-
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men, these fraternities propagated not only a knol>lcdge of
the G.·. A·. 0. ·. T. ·. U. ·. but a taste for the promieties oi life
and for literature and the Roman arts, wherever that natio~
bore its victorious arms. They also taught the vanquished
and the oppreseed the pacific element of the Roman powerart and civil law.
375. The conquest of nearly all of Cisalpine Gaul (Sardinian States) introduced the building fraternities, never remaining inactive, and ever rebuilding in better style those
monum\mts which the legions had destroyed.
250. 'Vhile Cisalpine Gaul waR being covered with military colonies surrounded hy fortifications, executed by the
fraternities, who constructed within them habitations and
palaces for the military chiefs, other legions push their conquests beyond the AlpR, into Transalpine Gaul and Spain.
The first causeway was built from Rome through Gaul, to
the valley of Ostia.
225. The fraternities of builders continued to follow the
legions and fulfil their mission; in Spain they founded Cordova ,· in Gaul Empodorum, where they built a famous cil'cuR, to which the consul Flaminins gave hi11 name.
220. The Romans, attacked by Hannibal, built, after his
retreat, and in memory of that occurrence, a temple to Ridicule. A granrl strategic road was constructed by the Roman _
soldiers, under direction of the colleges. Flaminius, the cettsor, built a circus in Rome.
210. During the second Punic war the colle~es, having
nothing to do at Rome, where no buildings were 10 progress,
journeyed to the conquered provinces.
200. The Roman people decided to build a temple to
Mars and another to Romulus and Remts, the founders of
Rome. These two temples were nearly completed during
the same year.
148. The fir11t marble temple was due to General Jl,letellns,
who consecrated it to Jupiter, after his victory over the king
of Macedonia; he built another temple at his own expense,
which he dedicated to Juno; also a remarkable sepulcher,
bearing his own name.
125. The legions, having taken possession ofHelvetia, fortified themselves, and by gradually enlarging fonnded a num'Oer of cities.
121. A Roman colony, commanded by 1\larsius, founded
Narbonne, which became the principal stronghold of the
Homans, until the time of Augustus. The Consul Opimius
caused the erection at Rome of the first basilic ; to him is
also due the elevation of a temple to Concord.
101. Marins, after his victory over the CimbrcR and Teu·
tons, caused the ,)recti<'n in Home, under the 11pecial direction
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of the architect Musius, of two temples, one dedicated to
Honor, the other to Virtue.•
'19. Herculaneum, an ancient city, containing many monuments erected by the building fraternities, was buried under
the lava of Vesuvius. Pompeii, not less ceiebrated than
Herculaneum, and whose monuments were fully equal to
those of·-Rome, likewise disappeared beneath the ashes and
lava from an eruption of Vesuvius in this year.
60. Julius Cesar became master of Transalpine Gaul
(France, Belgium, and Switzerland), after ten years of
struggles, during which, according to Plutarch, more than
800 Gallic cities were devastated. Cesar gave occupation to
the corr.orations in Gaul as well as others summoned by him
to rebmld these cities, aided by his soldiers.
55. Britain, which at this time was partially conquered,
received strong re-enforcements of builders sent to establish
more extended fortifications. Under command of Julius
Cesar, one of the legions pushed forward into the interior of
the country, and, to defend themselves, formed an intrenched
camp with walls, inside of which, as elsewhere, habitations,
temples, and aqueducts appeared. And from it arose Ebaractlm (York), a city celebrated in the history of FreemaIIOnry.
50. While Julius Cesar, pursuing his conquests, destroyed

all the Celtic monuments and Druidical altars, Pompey
caused the building in Rome of numerous temples and the
famous marble amphitheater, capable of holding thirty thousand persons; he also caused the completion by the fraternities of builders of the no le88 famous highway from Italy
across the Alps into Gaul. When Julius Cesar returned to
Rome he also built various temples to Mars, Apollo, and
Venus. He sent all the collc~es nctuall y in Italy to Carthage
and Corinth to raise those cities from their ruins.
45. The Roman senate, after the civil war, directed the
colleges of constructors to build various monuments in honor
of Julius Cesar; among others four temples, to Liberty, Con·
cord, Happiness, and Mercy.
4:2. The Triumvirs caused a temple to be erected to Isis,
aud another to Sernpis.
·
37. The Roman legions, stationed on the banks of tho
Rhine to guard the Gallic country against tbe continual aggressions of the Germans, found at various points intrenched
C&lDps, which became important colonies. Cologne thus be• Up to this period architecture bad preserved the Etruscan character, and the attempts to embellish the temples and other edifices con·
alated only in ornamenting them with statues and otb.er objects taken
trom subjugated countrit!B, especially Greece; but from thiS time forward the predilection of the Romans for Greeian ard\l&eottue became
dominant, and the Etruscan waa abandoned.
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gan, and was afterward invested vith the rights of a Roman
city under Claudius.
·
3.'5. The Pantheon was finished under Marcus Agrippa,
-who also constructed magnificent baths, which bore his
name. The great Cisalpine highway was continued by his
orders, under 'direction of the corporations.
32. The legions established in Paris erected, alongside of
the Gallic altars, temples to Isis and Mithra.
30. The reign of Augustus was fertile in splendid mono·
mente. The building fraternities were greatly augmented,
and a certain number formed special colleges devoted to
naval and hydraulic architecture. The great learning of
these men initiated in all arts, the generous principles ·professed by them, their mysterious organization, surrounded
them with so much consideration that many distinguished
men sought to participate in their privileges. The most important monuments erected by them at this period were, at.
Rome, the temple to Jupiter, the theater commenced under
the consulate of Claudius Marcellus, the mausoleum bearing
the name of Augustus, two triumphal arches also bearing his
name, two Egyptian obelisks: in Roman provinces we will
only mention the temple of Clitum. at Foligni, of Jupiter at
Pozuoli, the triumphal arch at Susa. In Gaul a large number of le88 pretentious monuments ornamented the cities rebuilt or founded by the Romans. A part of the high roads,
and notably that of Emporium near the Plrenees, were due
to the orders of Augustus. The friends o this emperor rivaled him in building sumptuous monuments; Statilus
Taurus built an amphitheater; Marcus Phillipus a temple to
Hercules; Mnnatius Plancus one to Saturn; Lucius Carnifucius one to Diana; Lucius Cornelius Balbus finished his great
theater in stone.
In the first year of the Christian era Augustus caused the
building of a temple in honor of his friends Cains and Lucius,
the remains of which are known as the square house.
5. The Jewish architects received protection at Rome,
where, under Julius Cesar, they were allowed to establish
aynagogues. Admitted to the colleges of builders, they im·
parted to them a knowledge of the Hebrew mysteries.
10. Vitruviua Pollio, the celebrated architect, in his works
on the subject, mentions the brilliant state of the art at
Rome during this period, and speaks of its doctrines as vailed
in allegories and symbols.
14. The palace of the Cesars, commenced under Tiberiua,
continued under Caligula (37), and finished under Domitiau
(81). Tiberius built a triumphal arch in honor of his brother
Claudius Dmsns, also one to Augustus and another to Castor.
25. The bridge of Rimini begun b.Y Augustn11 was finished
by Tiberius, who also built temples m honor of Proserpinu,
Juno, and the goddeu of Concord.
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41. A superb aqueduct erected under Claudius, bears his
name.
43. Detachments of builders from the fraternities along
the Rhine were sent by the Emperor Claudius to Britain,
where the legions experienced great difficulty in maintaining
themselves against the incursions of the Caledonians; they
constructed a number of fortresses beyond the camps.
50. At this time architecture reached its culminating point
1n H.ome ; the colleges, discouraged by the despotism of the
umperors, who gradually deprived them of their privile~es,
lost their cultivated taste. The monuments of this per1od
were far from attaining the elevated characte1· which placed
them among the mo11t sublime creations of human mtelligence. The same decay was observed in the Grecian monuments, from which the Romans had borrowed their finest
models. The principal cause of this decay was the fact that
the most skillful and highly;educated architects were sent by
Julius Cesar or Augustus into the conquered provinces to
build iml!osing monuments, in order to give the people an
elevated 1dea of the arts and sciences possessed by the conquerors; to inspire them, in short, with admiration. The
colleges, concentrating, as they did, among their members
most of the acquirements of that time, undoubtedly added
as much by their labors to the glory and power of Rome as
was contributed by force of arms. Among the architects, or
magistri, as they were called, of this period, a number busied
themselves by writing for the information of their distant
brethren works on the theory and rules of their art. The
most celebrated of these were Vitruvius Pollio, Fulvitius,
Varron, Publius and Septimus. The works of the first only
survive.
54. Various temples, baths, and acqneducts constructed
•.1nder Nero, who, after burning the city of Rome, and deOJtroying many fine monuments, built hts celebrated golden
palace.
70. Flavius Vespasian constructed the Coliseum, at which
12,000 Jewish prisoners worked. It held 110,000 persons,
but was uot completed till the reign of Titus {80).
98. Under Trajan was built the famous circus capable of
holding 260,000 persons.
120. Under the rei"'n of Adrian many new and costly temples were erected at 'Rome, particularly the one devoted to
the service of Venus. Thtt superb column in honor of Ulpius
Trajanus, the emperor, was constructed by the most distinguished of the builders by order of Adrian. He also constructed the mausoleum, known to this day as the castle of
St. Angelo. The celebrated architect Apollodorns, to whom
was due the honor of arranging the plan~> of that building,
was banished for having u1 tered Kome tacts not pleasing to
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the cmrero~-. ~drian, ~ith great industry an_d_ a display of
unnsna ab1hty m arch1tectural knowledge, VJ!Ilted the various province!' of his vaAt empire. In Britain he ordered the
construction, b;v the fraternities of builders, many of which
accompanied htm, of an immense wall, which, extending from
the Tyne to the Gulf of Solway, thus crossing the country
from cast to west, to protect tho military colonies from the
continual invasion of the Scots and other clans. Asia is
indebted to him for many valuable public monuments; but
it was Greece that was particularly favored with his remark·
able abilities as an architect, throughout which country he
ordered the erection of many of her most celebrated temples,
such as the Pantheon and the temples to Jupiter Olympus
with its 122 columns.
130. After the fall of the Roman republic all the corpora
tions founded at the same time as the colleges of builders, b}
Numa Pompilius, lost their ancient privileges. The colleges
were somewhat restrained by Trajan and Adrian, notwith·
standing most of their privileges were left that their talents
might still be employed.
140. Doring the reign of the Emperor Anton;us, temples
were erected to 1\lars, besides many others for civic purposes.
Another great wall was built in Britain, where the Homan
legions were constantly menaced by the marauding bands
that then infested the country. About this period the Masonic fraternities, the remains of the ancient Roman colleges
of builders, who, in the time of the Christian persecutions
ordered by Nero, Domitian, and Trajan, sought refuge in
those provinces the most dil!tant from Rome, and which were
govl'rned by men more humane than the emperors, that
those beautiful masterpieces of architectural grandeur were
erected.
166. The greater part of the memhers of colleges at Rome
embraced Chri'ltianity. The Emperor Marcus Aurelius, irritatt-:d at the progress made by this new doctrine, and determined to destroy it by force, ordered during this year fresh
pen~ecutions against the Christians, in consequence of which
many of them residing in Gaul took refuge with the corporations in Britain, where greater protection was afforded them
than el11ewhere. The Chrisdan Masons at Rome sought in
the catacombs a secret asylum from the edicts fulminated
against them, and an escape from the tortures to which they
were condemned. In these <larkJ vaults they met with their
co-rcligionistR. During the ten years of persecution under
Marcos Aun'lius they transformed the catacombs into
churchesj ornamented with sarcophagi and encaustic paintings ; their faith inspired these Christian artists to build
sbapels and altarH on the tombs of the martyrs.
180-275. Thia p9riod is marked in the history ofarchiteoture
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bv I! ne of the most 11ublime conceptions of the artistic geniu
oi' the builders, executed under the reign and by the orden
of the Emperor Aurelian-the two tem~ples of Helios at Palmyra, which, in beauty and grandeur, surpass those of Hellopolis. The larger of these temples had 464 columns, many
of them from a sin~le block of marble. The total number
of columns decoratmg the two temples and the galleries b&·
longing to them was 1,450.
287-290. Caram.ius, commander of the Roman fleet, took
possession of Britain, and declared himself emperor. To conciliate the Masonic fraternities, then wielding an immense influence in the country, he restored their ancient privileges;
since which time they have been called privileged or FreeMasons, to distinguish them from those not thus entitled.
298. Albanus, a converted pagan, was, by order of Carausius, decapitated on account of his faith. In this manner a
grand master of Freemasons became the first Christian martyr in Britain.
296. The city of York, in which many Lodges of Freemasons were established, was selected as the residence of Constantius Chlorus, who came to Britain, after the death of
Carausius, to assume the control of the government of the
country.
.
300. At this time there were in Rome more than 500 temples, 87 gates and triumphal arches, 6 bridges, 17 amphitheaters and theaters, 14 aqueducts, 5 obelisks, many monumental columns, mausoleums, baths, and sepulchers, all of
which were built by the fraternities, or colleges of archi
tects.
803. Under the reign of the Emperor Diocletian there
were erected, in many of the Roman provinceR, numerous
aqueducts, temples, and costly haths, by the fraternities that
remained in the country. This emperor was particularly
distinguished for his atrocious persecutions of the Christians,
many of whom were executed with cruelty in the more dilltaut pro,·inces. Notwithstanding. the humanity of the nliing
governor of Britain, the Christians, of whom a great number
were members of the Masonic fraternities, found it necessary
to seek refuge in Scotland and many of the adjacent islands,
where they were permitted to enjoy their religion and study
the arts of architecture. Many of these artisans attached to
the colleges established at Rome also fled to the East, or
buried themselves within the catacombs-their usual place
of refuge in times of religious persecution-where many of
them perished.
813. End of the persecutions again11t the Christians by
edict of Constantine, who declared Christianity the religion
of the State.
326. The Church of the Lateran at Rome built by order

I

of C'-onstantine, and one dediaated to St. Pan1, in the fonn
of a cros9: The fonn of the Greek cross used by tlw ChnstJan architects was chosen by them, not because it was
.,_rdered by C~n~tantine, but. because of its mysterious relation to the rehg10n of all nat10ns, and as a part of th<·ir symbolism and the secret teachings of their college11. It formed
t.he ground-plan of the temple at. Jerusalem, and repre11entcd
unity and trinity. For the general details of their edifices
Solomon's Temple served as a model, being recognized as ~
muterpiece of architecture, and the first temple erecte<l and
dedicated to one God.
360. The Emperor Julian built a magnificent temple and
rut baths at P!'ris, where the remains still exist.
600. Foundation of Canterbury Cathedral and that at
Hochester (602).
605. Foundation of St. Paul's Church, London.
620. The corporations are exclusively engaged and directed by the religious orders. An abbot or other ecclesiastic generally presided in the lodges, and was termed venerable, or worshipful llaswr.
925. At this period every considerable town in Britain bad
its lodge of Freemasons; but their relations to each other
were not intimate, which is explained by the wars and divisions of five centuries and seven kingdoms. During the
Danish war, when the monasteries were destroyed, the fra..
temity suffered an irreparable loss in the destruction of all
Athelstane, grandson of Alfred the
their documents.
Great, educated by the priest-architects, caused his 11on
Edwin to be instructed in the art, and named him Grand
Master. He convened a general assembly at York, to
whom be submitted a constitution, which was discus~~ed
and accepted.
960. On the death of Athelstane the fraternity wcre·again
dispersed, m~&ny of them passing over to Gcnnany and remaining there, under the name of TIJ"Otbers of St. John.
1001. In the early years of this period the worl<l was in a
measure paralp..ed by the idea that the end of time had arrived; but at last, getting the better of their superstitions,
especially as the earth continued to revolve on its axis, society awakened from its lethargy, and from that time (1003)
our modem civilization may be said to date.
h!50. A remarkable period, in which were concdved the
plaus of those wonderful sanctuaries of the Almighty which
are the admiration of J?OSterity for their gigantic dimensions
and the hannon y of then proportions. The plans of the cath<..'drals of Cologne, Strasburg, Paris, H.heims, Rouen, Beauvais,
Amiens, and others of which tlle foundations were laid
toward the close of the Xllth centur.Y, but which were
&nally executed on a larger scale and tn a different style
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from the original de11ign. The striking analogy between
thtse monuments and those which followed, up to the XVth
century, is explained by the bond of fraternity which united
the Masons of all countries who had received their instructions from t.he central school in Lombardy, continued at
Cologne and Strasburg, and further by the obedience of the
members to the laws which governed them in the construction of all religious edifices, from which they were only allowed to depart in the details of ornamentation.
1272. The construction of 'Vestminster Abbey was completed this year, under direction of the grand master Giffard,
Archbishop of York.
1275. A Masonic Congress was convoked by Erwin de
Steinbach for the resumption of the long-interrupted labors
of the Strasburg cathedral on a grander scale than that upon
which the foundations were laid in 1015, and a part of the
church erected. Architects from many countries anived in
Strasburg, formed, as in England and according to ancient
usage, a Grand Lodge, and bound themselves to observe the
laws and regulations of the craft. Neat· the cathedral was a
· wooden building (lodge), where the meetings were held and
where all matters in relation to the building were discu~sed.
Erwin de Steinbach was elected to preside, and at the meetings held a sword in his hand and was seated on a dais.
Words and signs were invented, partly those used in England. Apllrentices, Craftsmen, and Masters were received
with pecuhar symbolic ceremonies, beneath which were concealed or indicated the secrets of architecture.
1310. The construction of the magnificent cathedral of
Cologne, begun in 1248, gave to its lodge a certain supetiority
and made it the school where Masons of other countries came
to study this masterpiece. Th'e German Masons, recognizing
that superiority, gave it the title of Grand Lodge (Hi.mptltutte), and the master architect was regarded as the mastur
of all Masons in Germany.
1312. A small number of Templars, escaped from the persecutions of Philip, king of France, and the Pope, Clement
V., took refuge in Scotland, before the death of their Grantl
Master, Jacques de Molay (1314}, and found an asylum in
the Masonic lodges.
·
1314. The I-odge of Kilwinning, in Scotland, founded
during the building of the abbey of that name in 1150, assumed the rank of Grand ROval Lodge of Herodom, under
authority of U.obert Bruce, who also founded an order of the
same name for the Masons who had fought for him.
1350. The York Constitutions were revised during the
reign of Edward III. In an appendix it is prescribe<i,
among other thiugs, that in future at· the making ot "
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brother the Master of the Lodge shall read to him the Constitution and Ancient Charges.
1502. A Lodge of Masten convened June 24, under
direction of Henry Vll., moved in proceBSion to lay the
comer-etone of a chapel at Westminster, bearing the name
of Henry VII.
1535. The intelligence spread by the lodges formed out-·
aide of the corporations awakened the snapicions and hatred
of the ultramontane clergy, who accused them both openly
and in aecret of aiding the reform of Luther, who was Baid
to belong to them. They were accused by the prieata of
aeeking to introduce achtams into the Church and sedition
among the people, of hatred againat the Supreme Pontiff'
and all sovereigns, and, finally, of a desire to re~stabliah the
Order of Templan, and to avenge the death of their Grand
Master on t.he descendants of the kings, who were the cause
of it. lt is said that a convention of these associations was
held at Cologne June 24 in thia year, at which Herman V.,
Biahop of Cologne, preaided, when they drew up a docu·
ment announcing thetr doctrines and the aim of their association, so that if the intolerance of their fellow-citizens should
prevent them from maintaining their organization they might
propagate their doctrines in other parts of the globe. That
document was the Charter of Cologne.
1561. Queen Elizabeth of England, being suspicious of
the MaBOJls, sent a detachment of armed men to break up the
annual assembly at York. The officen sent for this purpose
made so favorable a report that the queen revoked her order,
and ultimately became the l?rotectress of the Fraternity.
1607. Freemasonry flounshed in England, where, under
the rei~n of James L, who declared himself their protector,
it acqntred fame and importance, and many gentlemen and
penon& of mark were initiated. The high consideration accorded the Craft at t~is period was furt.IICr augmented by
the election of the celebrated arc:hitect Inigo Jones to
the dignity of Grand Master, who infused great spirit into
the lodges.
1646. The Masonic corporations in England, in which for
• • long time the majority had been composed of learned men,
artiats, men eminent for knowledge and position, who were
received as honorary members, and termed accepted Masous,
no longer busied themselves with the material and primary
object of the association. It was at this time that the
celebrated antiquary Elias Aahmole, who founded the
museum at Oxford, having been initiated, rectified and com·
posed the formula for the society of Rose-Croix, consisting
of ceremonies based on historical allusions, and the comJDunication of signa of recognition after the manner of the
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Freemasons. This labor inspired him with the idea of composing new rituals for the Masons, and accordingly he
composed and substituted for the rituals in use a new mode
of initiation, based, in part, on old Anglo-Saxon and Syriac
manuscripts, partly on the Egyptian mysteries, and on what
he supposed to have been the form of initiation among the
Roman architects. These rituals were adopted by the I.on·
don lodges, and soon after throughout England.
1650. Freemasonry, in England, took a political bias;
after the decapitation of Charles I. the Masons of England,
and particularly those of Scotland, partisans of the Stuarts,
labored in secret for the re-establishment of the throne
destroyed by Cromwell. They used the mystery surround
ing their assemblies to lay their plans in security. Unable
to ·admit aU Masons to their proj$lcts, they composed superior
degrees to the initiates, in which they alone unfolded their
plans. It was by the influence of these men, placed in high
position, that Cha.·les 11, initiated during his exile, was
raised to the throne in 1660, and it was by this monarch
that Masonry was termed the Royal art, because it had
principally contributed to his restoration.
1663. General assembly at York, Charles I l presiding,
who confirmed the Grand Mastership of Henry Jermyn,
Count of St. Albans, and conferred on him the Order of tho
Bath. The assembly passed a series of re~ulations, all in
conformity with past events, and maintamed the high
degrees. The preponderance of Accepted Masons became
more eviden~; but having no longer to struggle against
political events, the superior degrees assumed a universal and
humanitarian tendency. Cultivation of the arts and sciences,
and sociability, under noble and elevated forms, became the
features of their meetings.
106.6. The great fire in London, which destroyed forty
thousand houses and eighty-six churches, ~ave a new impetus
to architecture. The local craftsmen bemg unable to mee~
the demand for labor, others were called in from all countries.
They united in a Lodge, under the authority of Sir Christopher Wren, architect of St. 'Paul's, who furnished plans • '
for rebuilding the city.
1685. James 11, Grand Master of the Order of Jlerodom
of Kilwinning, founded by Robert Bruce, King of Scotlan4-'
in 131-!, in favor of the Freemasons who had fought undf
his banners, reestablished the Order of Knights of St. 1
drew, which had been suspended, and the possessions of which
were confiscated dut·ing the Reformation. It was the inten•
tion of the king to have made this 01·der a si~n of distinction
and reward for Masons in part icnlar, and it IS probable tha~
but for his misfortunes he would have returned their propparty.
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I ':00. The Masonic corporations, except in England were
di.ssolved, a!ld even in that country they were no Tonge; busy
WJth operattve Masonry.
1703. Notwithstanding the zeal tllipla:yed by Grand Muter Wren, the number of Masons was contmually diminishing.
The jlnnual. f~ast~ were completely negl.ected, and the four
lodges remammg lD I.ondon deserted. Differences of opinion
~mon~ ~he Fraternity respecting the propri~ty of extending
1t_s pnvtleges to others than those educated m the science of
archit-ecture prevented the increase of its membership, and
little progress was made until after the death of Grand
Master Wren (1716).
1717. The four lodges in London determined to elect a new
Grand Master, and form a Grand Lodge. They, therefore
convened a general assembly of the Masons in London and it~
vicinity, and constituted a central authority under the title
of "The Grand Lodge of England," recognizing only the
three symbolic degrees. George Payne, elected Grand Master, got together a great quantity of ancient manuscript!!,
ehart11, rituals, and documents on the usages of the Fraternity, which, added to thoae in possession of St. Paul's
Lodge, were to form a code of laws and doctrines, certain of
which were to be published.
1720. The Grand Lodge having constituted several subordinates, in which many persons of distinction were initiated,
the Grand I..odge of York became jealous of ita rival, and
proscribed its members. About this time the institution met
with a severe loss in the destruction of important manuscripts
committed to the flames by over-scrupulous members of St.
Paul's Lodge, who were alarmed at the proposed publicity
about to be given them.
1721. Freemasonry began to extend to the continent. One
Lodge was founded at Dunkirk and another at Mons. The
Grand Lodge adopted various regulations concerning the
government of the lodges, and regularity of their work. The
rights of the Grand Master were determined, and he was accorded the right of naming his successor in case of his dismission or non-election. George Payne, having been again
elected, gathered such documents as bad escaped the flames
the preceding year, and from them drew up a historical
sketch of the society, which he submitted to the Grand
Lodge with certain regulations. This was referred to the
committee, who further referred it to Bro. Anderson,
and he, aft.er revising it, was authorized to publish i~
(1722).
1721-1725. Masonry introduced in France, and several
lodges coll8tituted.
1729. The activity of the English lodges and their attraotiveneu stimulated the Masone of Ireland to greater zeal,
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and they efltablished a central authority by the name of
"The Grand Lodge of Ireland.''
1732. The Grand Lodge at Yorlc, to which belonged tho
Masons calling themselves ancient, and whose constitution
was more in accordance with the old corporation!!, recog·
nized the necessity of conforming to the new order of thinga
as more clearly exJ>ressed in the London Constitution.
1733. The first Provincial Grand Lodge ip. America was
constituted at Boston.
1735. The first persecutions against Masons in modern
times commenced by the States General of Holland, which
interdicted Masonic assemblies.
1736. The Scottish Grand Lodge at Edinburg, in view of
the prosperous state of the English lodges growing out of
their constitution ".nd Grand Mastership, became desirous
of introducing the same system, but was prevented by the
hereditary office of patron, created by James L, for the
Roslin family in 1430. The then Grand Master Baron
Sinclair, of Roslin, consented to resign. The four .oldest
lodges in Edinburg called a general assembly, thirty-two
lodges being represented, and the Baron having resigned his
Grand Mastership and all the privileges attached to it, a
regular Grand Lodge was formed, and he was elected its
first Grand Master.
173R. The Pope, Clement XII., issued a bull of excommunication against the Freemasons, which was followed by an
edict of Charles VI., forbidding Masonic meetings in the
low countries of Austria.
August 15, in this year, Frederick IL, King of PruBSia,
was initiated.
1739. The Grand Lodge of England was accused of
changing the ceremonies and ritual, introducing innovation~
and of having named Provincial Deputies with power to
establish lodges in the South of England, the jurisdiction
of the Grand Lodge of York. A schism was the result,
and a new Grand Lodge was formed with the designation
of " Ancients., The Grand Lodges of Ireland and Scotland sympathized with the ancients, but the moderns were
decidedly the most successful.
In the same year Cardinal Ferraro, in an edict intended to
prevent any misunderstanding of the Papal bull against the
Freemasons, explained it to mean that " no one should dare
to unite, assemble with, or affiliate in, the society, nor be
present at ita meetings, under penalty of death and confiscation of their goods, without hope of remission or pardon ;
that all proprietors were forbidden to allow any Masonic asBern bly on their premises under penalty of havin~ their housea
:lemolished, being fined and sent to the galleys. '
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1740. At this time there were more than two hundred
lodges in France, of which twenty-two were in Pari !I.
1744. The Lodge of the Three Globes at Berlin, founded
hy Baron Bielefeld in 1740, was raised to the dignity of a
Grano J,odge by FredCiick the Great, king of Pru!lsia, who
was (•lected Grand 1\Iaster, and continued in office till 1747.
1751. At this period Freemasonry had found its way into
all eivilized countries. Its humane and elevating principles
it.s dogma of liberty, equality, and fraternity, alarmed th~
kmgs and clergy, and they sought to arrest its progress.
J<:dicts were fulminated against it in Uus!lia (1731), 1ts iuect·
mgs forbidden in Holland (I 735), and at Paris ( 1737, '38,
'44, '45), its members arrested and persecuted at Rome and
.Florence, their meetings forbidden in Sweden, at Hamburg,
and Geneva {I 'i38); the Inquisition caRt them iuto prison
and caused the executioner to burn the books which treated
of its doctrines. The Inquisition also caused knights who
had been present at Masonic meetings to be l'erpetually exiled to 1\lalta (I 740). In Portugal, unheard-of cruelties
were practiced against them, including condemnation to tho
galleys, at Vienna (1735); even the Sultan undertook to annihilate them {1748). As a worthy climax to this series of
)X'rsecutions, Charles, king of N a pies, forbid the practice of
Masonry in his state!!; Ferdinand VII., king of Spain, forbid
Ma~onic assemblies under penalty of death; and Pope Benedict XIV. renewed (1751) the bull of excommunieation
against the Freemasons, issued by Clement XII. in 1738.
But all this violence failed to check the progress of the institution, which spread over the face of the globe with a rapidity
which nothing could stop. . Notwithstanding Benedict's bull,
Masonry was openll practiced at Tuscany, Naples, and several other parLs o the Italian peninsula. Enm at Rome
there were lodges which hardly took the trouble to conceal
themselves.
1754. A chapter of the high degrees was founded at Paris,
by the Chevaher de Bonneville, under the title of Clermont.
In it was revived the Templar system, invented by the parti·
l!anf! of the Stuart11.
I 755. The Grand Lodge of England first issued individual
diplomas.
1756. The English Grand Lodge of France, founded in
1'1~6, and which assumed this title in 1743, cast oft' its allegiance to England and assumed the title of Grand Lodge of
France. The disorders which had arisen under the Grand
)lastership of Prince de Clermont were continued, and even
augmented. By warrants delivered to Masters ot' lodges, as
well by her&elf as by tbQ Lodge of St. Andrew of Sco~la~d,
M Edinburg, Jbsonic authorities of all kinds were tuult.1ph~:d
·2
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in France; illegal warrants were delivered by pretend~d
Masters of lodge~;~; false titles were fabricated ; antedated
charters, bcarin~ falsehood on theit· faecs, we1e set afloat
without any nottcP. on the part of the Grand Lodge. When
she declared her independence she alt>o announced her intention of adhering to the Scottish custom of giving personal
warrants to :\lasters for life, thus putting the climax: to the
existing disorder. The result was that these 1\Iasters gov•lrned their lodges according to their own caprict', giving
warrants to other Masters at Paris and in the pro,·inces,
who, in turn, constituted others; other bodies rivaling the
Grand Lodge were f'ormed as Chapters, Councils, Colleges,
and Tribunals, at Paris and elscwhet·e, and they likewise
established lodges and chapters. So mueh confusion resulted
that even in France it was not known which was in reality
tbe legitimate body.
1756. Foundation of the N ation!!.l Grand Lodge of Italy,
dissolved in 1790. In the same year the Grand Lodge of
the United Provinces (Holland) was formed.
1762. Baron de Hunde introduced in Germany the rite of
Strict Observance (so-called Templar System), which he had
obtained from Paris.
1763. The two factions into which the Grand Lodge of
France had been divided in 1761 reunited, but they were
unable to stay the tide of disorder which they had previously
Ret in motion.
1764. A person by the name of John~>on, a secret agent of
Lhe Jesuits, professing to have plenary powers from the authorities of the Rite of Strict Observance, established chapters of the Templar System particularly at Jena, where he
11alled a Masonic Congress Dec. 25, 1763. He professed to
have the sole power of creating knights by virtue of patents
from unkn,•wn authorities residing in Scotland. He convoked a second congress in 1764, to which the Baron Je
Hun de was invited, and who at first believed in ,Johnson's
authority; he subsequently, however, exposed him as an impostor, and, at a congress held at AltenberR' in 1765, the
Baron himself was elected Grand Master of 'lemplars.
1765. :Foundation of the H.oyalYork Grand Lodge at Berlin.
1772. Foundation of the Gmnd Orient of France.
1783. Foundation of the Eclectic Grand I.odge at :~!'rank
fort, which promulgated a new rite made up from the variety then existing, and hence called eclectic.
17 85. Cungress of Paris, called ostensibly to reduce to
order the chaos produced by the numerous systems introduced into Masonry. Without good results.
1789. Edict of the Empet·o•· Jos1•ph IL suppressing the
lodge:~ thro11ghout his dominious.
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• 1800. The rites and systems of high degre<>s introduce.}
tn the cour~~e of the last cc:>ntury, and l\'hich had the gorc:>atest
success were : 1. The Scottislt Rite ill ,<.y·,·en Dc!Jreea,
brought from England by Doctor Ham11ay, in 17:J6 ; 2. TM
Rite nf S1cedenbrn!J, ~r~~t introduced at Avi~non, in 17 }0;
3. T!te System o.f Stnct OhsenJt.mce, hy Baron de llmHlt1754; 4. &hmder's Rif.e (r~ctifiecl Ho~>e-Croix) with magil!
theosophy and alchemy, Berhn, 1766. Subsequently modified
and adopted by the Grand Lod~e of Hambur~; 5. OkricA
of Strir.t Observance, in the inte~sts of Catholicis~, I7e7;
6. Swedi.Bh Templar Rite, by Zinnendorf, Berlin, 1767; 7.
flluminati of IJavaria, a politieal ROciety under 1\lat!onio
forms, 1776; 8. The Martin System, a variant of the Scottish
rite, 1767; 9. The Golden Rose- Croix System, founded in
1616, by Valentine Andrea, a pi'Ofound phil·,wpher, an1l
revived under Masonic forms in Germany, 17i7; 10. Thd
&ottislt Rite in Nine IJegrees, by Fe!lsler, I79k. All thelle
rites or systems, as well as those growing out of them, have
either become extinct or been greatly modifi<•1l.
1804. Foundation of a Supreme Council in France by tlJC
Count d1~ Grasse Tilly.
1813. Union of the two Grand Lodges in England. In
the act of union it is expressly stated that ancient and true
Freemasonry consi11ts of but three degree!!: Apprentice, Fcllow·Cra.tl:., and l\Iaster.
1814. Edict of Pius VII. against the Freemasons, pronouncing infamous penalties, even to death and the confiscation of the property of its members. It is needless to add
that the accusations contained in this document against the
society are entirely without foundation.
1822. Ukase of the Emperor of Russia against the Freemasons.
1824. Edict of the King of Portugal against Masonio
assemblies.
1825. Imposing solemnity at Boston in honor of Bro.
Lafayette.
1826. The Pope renews the edict of Pius VII. agains~
the Freemasons.
1828. Edict of the king of Spain against the Masonic
F'a-aternit_y:.
1832. Foundation of the Grand Orient of Belgium at;
Brussels.
1836. Contestations and discussions arose among the
German Lod<re!l, et~pecially those at Berlin, in regard to the
admission of Israelites. Some lodges refnRed to initiate
them, and others to admit those who had been regularly initiated elsewhere. Addresses were presented by J ewi11h
brethren showing the opposition of this conduct to the true
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principles of Masonry; but without result, and the same stato
of affairs continues now.
.
It seems Rtrange that in these enli~htenod days a prejudice datiflg from the middle ages should still sway the mindf!
of men, and stranger still that the Masonic world should not
raise its voice against it.
1850. At this period we find Freemasonry spt·ead over
the surface of the globe. In Europe it was nearly everywhere flourishing, protected, and respected. England, Ireland, Scotland, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Prussia, Saxony,
the lesser German States, France, Switzerland, and a portion
of Bavaria had about 3,000 lodges governed by 21 Grand
r~odges. On the other hand, it was prohibited fn Russia,
Austria, and their dependencies; in the kingdoms of Naples
and Sardinia, at Rome, in Tuscany, Spain, and Portugal.
In Africa there were lodges m Algeria, at Alexandria,
Cape Town, aud other points. In North America it was
everywhere known, and lodges were constantly springing up.
In South America, beginning at a later date, it was
nevertheless making great progress. It had also been
established in Asia and the Ocean islands. So that tho
number of lodges on the ·globe were computed at 5,000, of
which 3,0.00 were in Europe, 1,400 in America, and 600 in
other parts of the world. Thus, in the course of a century,
Freemasonry was propagated over the surfi1ce of the globe,
scattering in its path the seed of civilization and progress,
and impressing on its adepts lessons of truth whwh have
been crystallized into deeds in their intercourse with tho
world. Little wonder that the partisans of an old and effete
order of things, astonished by Its peaceful transformation~,
should oppose, with all their might, the establishment aiHl
development of this institution. The influence of 1\Ia!lonry
on social progress would unquestionably have been greater
had it not, in the last century, been paralyzed by the introduction of numberless incoherent syt;tem~, which, essentially
contrary to its spirit, destroyed the uniformity and equality
on which it re~:~ts. These systems gave to Freemasonry a
different direction from that indicated by its doctrines, ar11l
thus rendering it an object of su!':picion to government~,
were, in part, to blame for the persecutions levelled again!\t
it. It was oftE-n abused and aBsimilated with secret J>oliti·
cal and religious societies which astmmed its name and
covered themselves with its mantle to attain an end they
dared not a \'ow, such as the Ro!<icrusians and Ill uminat1.
But when the society shall have got rid of the hetero~e
neous elements which introduced disorder and hindered tts
action and influcn~e, nothing can stop the beneficent inflr.·
ence it will exercise on society in general.
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The best evidence that may be adduood in favor of t.hd
l:enefioont in1lnence of the institution, is seen in tho roc-ent
opposition it has elicited from the weak and narrow-minded
indindua.ls who make no pretensions to any notion beyond
an idea single to a selfish and proscl~-ting ambition. Yet, not
withstanding tho objections thu.'l raiSed, the ortlor will move
on, spread and flourish. Here we propose to j:,<ive, in a su<>cinct form, an account of the organization of Gnwd and Subor--.
dinat.e Maaonio bodies, dates of introduction into tho several
parts of the world, so flU' o.s the history could be obtained authentically, and such other facts relative to the progress of Mt>sonry as are doomed worthy of record in a work of this kind
AFRICA. Freemasonry WWI ininto Africa about the year
1736, and is now well known in the
European colonies wong the COIISt;
the charters for holding lodges
BIDI\nated from England, France,
and the Netherlands. At MonroviA,
in the negro state of Liberia, there
are lodges of colored Masons, not
recognized by the whites, but working under a Grand Lodge of their
troduc~>d

own.

ALABAMA. FreemBIIonry was
introduced into this State by virtue
of charters granted from the Grand
Lodges of South CIU'Olina and Tennessee, dates not known.
The GB.UID LoDGE for the State
was organized June 14, 1821.
The GnuD Cs.u>TEB was organized June 2, 1827.
The GB.UID CouNCIL of Royal and
Select Masters waa established in
June, 1827.
The GB.UID CoJlK.UID:uY, Knights
Templar, was orgo.nized Nov. 29,
1860.

ARKANSAS. The Gn.um LoDGE
of this State was organized Feb. 22,

1832, the centennial anniversary of
Washington's birthday.
The Gn.t.ND CB.t.P'l'EB of Royal
Arch Masons was organized April
28, 1851.
B agh de Payens Commandery,
Kni,;lita Templar, organized Dec.
20,

J~.

ASIA. The introduction of MaBOnry bf&d ita origin in 1728, by
wnrmnt from the Grand Lodge of
Englaud. The first Lodge was
eatnblillhed at Calcutta, by Sir Geo.

Pomfret. In Co.nton, Hong Kong,
Sbo.nghai, and other citiee of China,
lodges are to be found, working
under the English Constitution. In
Asia Minor, at Smyrna, two lodge.,
one worlring in the English rmcl the
other in tho German langunge. In
the East Indies there is an English
Provincial Grand Lodge, with fifty
sahordinate lodges. Lodges are
established by the Grand I.odge of
Scotland in Bengul, Bombay, and
Ambia. The Gro.n<l Lodge of the
Netherlands, and tho Gmnd Orient
of France, bnve subordinate lodges
in Java, Sumntm, nnd Pondichl!ry.
There is scarcely a town in Hindeatan in which there is not a Lodge.
In the East Indies two :Utwonio
periodicals are published "The Indian Mason," at Bombay, and "The
Masonic Record.''
AUSTRALIA. Freemasonry 1r8ll
introduced on the iHlanda of this ex·
teasive country by the Gro.ncl I.odge
of England soon after its diKcoverr.
There are lodges now established IU
New South Wales, &>nth Anstrnlia,
Victorin, Van Diem •.n's Lna<l, New
Zealood, West AusLralia, Tasmania,
the Snndwicb Is).nnda, Tuhati, rmd
other parts of tho territory, by th'l
Grand J.odges of England, Scot.
land, Ireland,France, and California.
AUSTRIA. The ostllblishment of
}'reemiiSonry in Austria WRB accompanied with great difficulty. Tho
first Lodge was opened in Vienna
in 1742, under a warrant froru the
Gmnd Lodge of Germany at Berlin.
But this body wn-. compelled ~
cease itli meeting& throngh the "
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Ouenee of ~e pApal church au~ori
ties. In 1762 several lO<lges were
established in Vienna and Prague,
which, notwithstanding the hostility
of the church, increBSe<l so extensively as to defy its power. The
lodges then cxi6ting in Bohemia,
Hungary, BD<l TrnnsylvBDia, declared their independence of the
GrBDd Lodge at Berlin, BDd in 1784
est.abli6hed a GrBDd Lodge of Austria, with its seat at Vienna.
BAVARIA. The institution of
Freemasonry was introduced into
Bavaria about the year 1746, and
ftourillhed wi~ moderate success
until the introduction of the society of the illuminati, in 1776, when
FreemMonry became oppressed becanso of the attempt of the originator of the lllummnti to engraft
his system upon the Masonic rite.
In 178! the lodges voluntarily suspended operntion!l until 1806, when
the influence of the institution wu.s
again folt throughout the kingdom.
The GrBDd Lodge is located at
Munich.
BELGIUM. In 1721 the Grand
Lodge of Enghuul constituteit the
first Masonic Lo<lgo in Belgium, at
Mons, under tho title of Perfect
Union. In 17B:> thoro wore sixteen
lodgea cst.ahlil'hc<l throughout the
kingdom. At this period the ro<lgcs
were composed of tho elite of tho
nation ; but, a.'l the s~ntiment.'! of
the brotherhood had become very
liberal and patriotic, in 1\hy, 1786,
~e Emperor Joseph II. abolished
all the lodges in Belgium except
three. Most of them, however,
continued their meetings in secret.
During the French revolution all
the lod~es were interdicte<l. and
not until 1798 did thev re'lume
operations, but wit.h limited opportunities. In 1BH these lodges
declared thcmsch·cs independent of
the Grnnd Orient of Fmncc, and in
1817 organized a Omnd Lo<lge for
Belgium an<l tho Nctherlauds. After
the separation of Belgium from the
Netherlands in 1!!30, tho lntter desired to he entirely independent
of the other, whit>h was mutunlly
agreed to. J 11 li!:J;) most of the
lodges placed thomsch·es nuder the
prolt~etlon of King Leopold.
In

"

1817 the Supreme Council of the
Ancient and Accepte<l Scottish rite
was established in llruRRelH, while
tho Gran<l Orient, located also at
Brllll6els, hM exclusive control over
the symbolic degrees. The two
bodies mo~int.~in towiU'd ooch other
brotherly intercourse, so thnt the
members of the Grand Orient having
the high degrees are considered, on
that account, members of the Sn·
preme Council
DOHEMIA. In 1'749 the Grand
Lodge of Scotland instituted a
Lodge in Pmgue, Bohemia. The
order Wll.ll highly prosperous until
the commencement of the French
revolution, when it was suppressl'd
by the Austrian government. On
the restomtion of peace and tho
rights of civil lnw, the Ord«!r has
been recHtnlJJishl!d, nnd is hl8hly
successful.
BRAZIL. Tho introtlnction of
Freemasonry into Brazil bego~n 1\S
early M 1B1G; but, owiug to the
powerful influence of the church
authorities, the Ordor cense<l its
work until1820, when l!cvcrallodges
were N<tabli~<hml there. In 1B22 the
Gmn<l Orient was founded.
CALIFORNIA. Frl'Pmasonry
wu.s introduced into this State in
18!9 nn<l lf!50, by wfL!Tants from
the Grnnd L()(lgt-s of the District
of Colnmbio\, Connecticut, Missouri,
and New J cTl!ey. A convention of
deiPgntea from nll tho lodges in the
Stnte was held in the city of 81\r.romento, April 17, 1850. nnd on the
19th of thnt month a GrBDJ Lorlge
for the Htnte of Clllifomin \VIIS estnblishe<l in runplc form. Joni~thnn
D. Stevenson wM elected Graml
Master.
'l'he first Roynl Arch Chapt.-.,
wns convened in 1850, nnd the
GnA.ND CH.\PrEB of the State wn11
organiZL'd Mny G, 1!!54.
The G&.um ColldKA.NDERY, Kuightl'l
Temphu, Wl\8 founded August 10,
Hl;)B.
CANADA. The first lodge.'! in
Canada worke<lunder charters frora
the Umnd Lodgt•s of England, Scotlan<l, and lrelm11L Tho first Lodge
in <luebec wa.~ orgllnizcd by authority of a wnrrnnt from St. John'l
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Grnad Lodge, ot Boston, Ma.ssal'huset~
October 16, 1855, a con\'Cntion nsscmbled in the city of
llmuilton; forty-three lodge~~ were
represented, when the subject of
Bn independent orgnnizntion _wiiS
l'almly discussed, and resolutiOns
a.lopted, setting forth the circumlltances and necessities of a distinct
org.mization. When the convention
o.dopted a. C',onstitntion and elected
Grand officers, William Mercer
Wilson WI\S elected and installed
Grand Master. The newly-formed
Gmnd Lodge, however, did not
immediately receive the recognition
of aJl the lodges of Canada., and,
beside, the Grand Lodge of England
Hhowed an unwillingness to surrender her authority. In this unhappy state of affairs, severn! bodies,
claiming partial or absolute ju~
diction, arose, and much confu.s10n
prevailed until 185!!, when all dissensions happily expired, aud the
Order in Cuno.da became harmoniously united under one head.
The G-.m> RoYAL ARCH CHAPTliR
of Upper Canada was organized
August 27, 1818.
CHILI. The first Masonic Lodge
in Chili was constituted about 1840,
under charter from the Gmnd Orient
of France. But little is knowu of it,
a.s it was closed during the political
.struggle of the republic shnrtly after
it opened. A second commenced
its work with a charter from the
Grlllld Orient of France in 1851.
A t.hlrd begnn with a dispensation
from the Grnnd Lodge of Cl\J.ifonlla,
working in tho York rite, and in
the English language; it woo kept
at work one year and then closed.
Four other lodges were subsequently established there-two from the
Grand Orient of France, and two
from the Grand Lodge of Massa"luL<Ctts. April 20, 1862, repreK(lntatives from four lodges m ..t at
Va.lporaiso, in r.onveution, and org,wized a. Gmncl Lodge for the
republic. This Grnnd. Lodge hBH
four lodges nuder its jurisdiction,
and the Orand Lodge of lt1l\lll!BchuIM!tts two, to one of which illattnchcd
a Royal Arch Chapter. There iH
also one Lodge acknowledging the
Jurilldiction of the Grand Orient
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ot France. The Supreme Council
of the 33cl d..gree of the Ancieul
and Accepte<l 8cottillh rite for the
Southern jurisdiction of tht> United
States, whose East i~ at Charleston,
has instituted bodies of that rite iu
several pnrts of tho country.
COLOMBIA, NEw GnA.>qA..D.L
Masonry WI\S first established in this
republic about tho year 1820. T11e
Grand Orient wo.s founded at Carthngenia., June 19, 1833.
COLORADO. Masonry was introduced into this territory in 1850.
August 2, 1861, a convention was
held in Golden City, by reprt>sentatives from the three lodges then at
labor in the territory, nnd organized
a Grand Longe. J . l!. Chivington
WIL'I elected the first Grand Master.
COLUMBIA, DISTRICT oF. Freemasonry was introduced into the
District of Columbia by warmnts
from the Grand IA>dges of :\'larylnnd
and Virginia. The Gn<lND Loom1
was established by a conventiOn of
delegates from the lodges in the
dilltrict, December 11, 1!!10. Valen.
tine Reintzel was elected first Grand
MnRter.
The Royal Arch Chapters belong
to the Gmnd Chapter of Maryland.
The Commanderics of Knights
Templnr were organized 1825 and
1862, by warrant.'i from the Grand
Encampment of the United States.
CONNECTICU'l'. The introduction of Freeemllllonry into thi~ State
occurred November 12, 1750, by
authority of a warrant from the
Grand Lodge of Mnssachus~tts.
The GnAND LoDGE was orgumzed
July 8, 1789, by 11 convention. of
delegates from fifteen lodges. P1~r.
pont Edwards was elected :md mstulled Grand Master.
The GnAND CHAPTER was or~n
ized May 17, 179!!; Ephrai~1 Kirby
wn.s elected Grand High-Pr1et1t.
The GnAND CoUNCIL of Royal and
Select ::\IIIStei'Il organized 1!!l\J..
The G:&AND ComuNDERY, Kmp:bts
Tcmpla.r, organized Sept 13, 1827.
CUBA. Freemason~ w~ intr~
dnced into Santiago de Cuba.m 1805.
by pa'eut from Count de G~Pt.•,
Sov. Grand Inspector Genera:. A
flmn<l ConHistory wn.s estnbhsbed
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In 1801!. Since that period Masonry
bAS had but a feeble existence, by
reo.son of the hostility of the Spnnish
r.uthorities of the island. The Symbolic Grand Lodge, at Santiago,
under the title of the Grand Lodge
of Colon, WAS organized Dec. 5,
1859, by the delegates from the
three lodges then working in Cubn.
or the earlier history of Freemasonry on this island but little is
known. The Ancient and Accepted
rite is the ncknowledged system of
work in the jurisdiction.
DELAWARE. The precise date
of the introduction of Freemnsonry
into this State is not generolly
known. The lodges, prior to 1806,
were held under warrants from the
Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania. The
GBA.ND LoooE for the State wo.s
orgnnized June 6, 1806.
The Gn.urn CIIAFTEB of Royal
Arch Mnsons wo.s established Jan.
19, 1818.
DENl\IARK. Freemo.sonry was
first introduced into Denmark, nt
Copenhagen, in 1743, by authority
of a warnmt from the Grnnd Lodge
nt Berlin. In 1745 a warrant was
obtained from Lot·d Cranstoun,
Grand Master of Englnud, to estnblish a Lodge. In 1749 another
warrant wns obtained from the
Grand Lodge of England. From
this time lodges multiplied with
great rapidity. lu 1792, the Landgrave, Charles of Hesse, assumed
the title and duties of Grand 1\fuster
of all the lodges in the kingdom,
and thus Freemasonry became a
recognize(\ institution of the go\'crn.
mont. After the desth of Charles
the (..)rown Prince, subsequently
King Christian VIII., assumed the
protcctot'ship of the Danish lodge11.
DOMINICANA. The establishJCent of Freemasonry in this republic WM during the year 1845. The
Grand Orient was organized at the
city of St. Domingo, December 11,
1858.
ECUADOR. Of the introduction
of Freemasonry into this republic
little is known. lu 1857 the Grand
Orient of Peru issued charters for
a symbolic Lod~;te, nnd a chapter of
the 18tP de.::tree tn Guayaquil, which

prospered for about two years, and
until the political agitations of the
country, nnd the fierce opposition
of the priesthood, compelled the
brethren to close their lodges nnd
retUI'n their charters to tlte parent
bo1ly. There are at the present
time (1866) no Masonic bodies in
the republic. The Supreme Council of the Anci.mt and Accepted rite
of the Southern jurisdiction of the
United Stntes has issued the n&cessary authority for establishing
bodies of the rite in tltis republic.
ENGLAND. The precise time of
the introduction of Freemasonry
into England, or Brjtain, is uncertain. There is intermingled so much
of fable with the esrly accounts of
the settlement of that island that
no one of the present !laY cnn distinguish between the romance and
the truth. All history sustains the
assumption that ita introduction
began during the early part of the
third century, and was conveyed
tltere by the numerous bands of
traveling artisans who perambulated
every section of the country where
their services conld be employed.
The first organization of Masons as
a distinctive body occurred about
A. D. 300, under the protection of the
Emperor Camncius, who conferred
many privileges ou the Masons;
granted them a charter, and all':
pointed Albnnus, a distinguished
Roman general, their Grand MII.Ster.
Under tlto auspices of CarauciUH he
labored earnestly for the prosperity
of tlte Craft; convened the annuuJ
assemblies, settled the fu01lnmentw
constitutions; revised tlte r~tual of
the Order, and procured them emlJloymcnt and increased wages.
Ma.qonry fioUI'ished with voLried snccess until the ye.u- 926, when
King Athelstane became King ot
England. This king lo\'c<l and
encouraged the Masons, and made
his brotltor Edwin overseer of the
Craft, and granted them a charter.
"Accordingly, Prince Edwin summoned all the Masons in the realm
to meet him in a convention at
York, who came' and composed a
General Lodge, of which he WILl
Grand Master; and having brougM
with them all the writings nud
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rec.-ords extAnt, some in Greek. some teem. The -mbty Above a11ndod
in L'ltin. some in Frent'h Rnd other to did not fnlly rccRtabtish the Grand
lnub"U:J.Refl, from ~he contunts there~( ~e o~ England, but n.l \"illecl tlu'&
that I\Siiembly tlid frame the cousti- the holding an annnal ft>IIHt should
tntion and chargt>ll of an English be revived, nnd thnt tho Gnmd M1utLodge." From this era we may ter, according to custom, &houlcl be
date the rt>establishment of Masonry chosen. Accordingly, in the third
in England. For a long time. the year of the reign of George L, on
Grand Lodge at York exerCised St. John the Bnptist's day, 1717
Masonic &utli.ority overall Englnnd, the nnnual Bllllembly nnd feast we~
and until 1567, when the }!IUIODB in held, nnd Mr. Anthony Sayer WWI rethe southern part of the islllnd ~ gnhu-ly proposed and elected Grand
sembled at a Grand Convention, and Mllllter. Out of reRpect to the four
elected Sir Thomas Gresham, the old lodg<'l!, the only bodies then
diRtinguishcd merchant, as Gmnd exiRting in London, the privileges
.llrbster. There were now two Grauel which they had alwaYII posse8118d
llriasters in Englllnd, who M81Imed under the old organization were
distinctive titles; the Gmnd Master reserved to them. The two Grand
of the North (York) being called bodies of York and London kept up
"Grand Master of all England," a friendly intercourse, and mutual
while he who pre~<ided in the South interchange of recognition, until the
(London) was called "Grand Mas- Gmnd Master of the latter body, Ul
ter of England." Notwithstnnding 1731, granted two wnrrants of conthis new appointment of a Grand stitntion to a number or liasona
Master in the South, the Geneml who had seceded from the former.
Assembly continued to meet in the This unfriendly net was at once
city of York, where all the ancient condemned by the Gmnd Lotlge at
and valuable Masonic records were York, and produced a 1lisruption of
kept; and to this assembly appeals the hn.rmony that had long subsisted
were made on every important occa- between them. Three year11 later,
siou. Masonry flourished ana was in 1738, !lOme disngrellllble altercnremarlwl-ly prOllperous until the tions arose in the Order. A number
early p&rt of the eighteenth century, of di!lsatisfil'd brethren separated
when, i!l consE.>qnenca of the civil themselves from the rc~:ular lodges,
war that agitated the country, it held meetings in dilferent places,
became neglected, and fell into de- for the purpose of initiating persons
cay, pawticularly in the south of into MI\IIOnry, contrary to the laws
Englnncl Sir Christopher Wren,. of the Gmnd Lodge. The sct>c<ling
the Gnud Master in the reign of brethren, taking 1\iiYantage of the
Queen Anne, had become aged, breach between the Grand Lodgllll
infirm, Nld inactive, and hence the of London and York, assumed,
grand MRemblie~< were entirely no- without authority, the al>pellation
glecte<L The old Lodge of St. l'nul, of •• Ancient .J!(ISCJn.Y." These irreand a few others, continued to meet gular proceedings they pretended to
regnlarlJ, but consisted of few mem- justify nuder the feigned sanction
bers. T<> increase their members, a of the Ancient York Constitutions.
proposition WR.S made, and agreed They nnnonnced thnt the oil! landto, that the privilege~ of Masonry marks were alone preserved by
should TD kJnqer be restricted to oper· them; that the regu!Ju- lodges had
atit>e .l!lSon.s, but t.tlend to m.en of adopted new pla.ns, sauctioned invarious professins, provided they novn.tions, nnd were not to be
IDt'Te ret.JU!arly approved and inUiated considered as working under tht
into the Order. This is the period old syBtem; they w<"rc, therefom,
when the institution was changed branded with the title of ".Jluclem
from the opemtive to the speculative Jfasons." 'They estahliHhed n new
character. In consequence of thiR Gmnd Lodge in 173\J, in the city of
resolution mnny new regulatiOns London, uu!ler the name of th11
were estAblished, and the society "Gmnd Lodge of Ancient York
once more r011e into notice a.nd es- Masons," and, perseveriug in tht
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mll&81lres adopted, Conned committees, held communications, and
appointed annnnl feasts. Under
the falsi' nppellation of the York
banner, they gained the recognition
of the MBSons of Scotland and Ireland, who, believing the reprPsentntions made to them, heartily joined
1u condemning the measures of the
regular lod~es in London, as tending, in theU' opinion, to introduce
novelties into the society, and to
subvert the original plan of Masonry. The two Grand Lodge5
continued to exi11t, in opposition to
each other, to the great scandal of
the Fraternity, until the year 1813,
when, by the united efforts of the
Duke of Sussex, who was Grand
Master of tho Grand Lodge termed
Moderns, and the Duke of Kent.,
who was Grand Master of the Grand
Lodge known as the llncients, the
two bodies were happily united with
~eat solemnity, under the style and
sitle of "The United Grand Lodge
of Ancient Freemasons of England."
In no part of the .world is Freemailonry more prosperous or respected
than in England.
FLORIDA. The earliest record
of the exi~tence of Freemasonry in
Florida, that we cnn trace, is that a
Lodge of Ancient York Masons was
organized in the city of St. Angustine, under a warrant grante<l by the
Grand Lodge of the State of Georgia,
about the year 1806, to St. Fernando
I..odge. But no certain information
can be obtained on tho subject from
the records of the Grant! Lodge of
Georgia, as a port of the archives of
that Grand Lodge, from 1805 to
1817, were destroyed by the great
fire which occurred in the city of
SaVI\U.Ilah, about the year 1818. This
Lodge worked, and made Masons,
until the year 18ll, when it was
1111ppre11Sed by a mandate of the
Spanish government. N otwithstl\nding this pointed opposition to MaBOnry, a few faithful spirits chE>rished
in their hearts n love for the institution, aml, in the year Hl20, obtained from the Grant! Lodge of
South Carolinn a warrant for n
Lodge to work <in the city of St.
Augustine, under the style of "Floridan Virtues Lodge, No. 28." But

such was the still prevailing hostility
of the Spanish authorities, and from
other euuses, its existence WRB not
long preserved. The next Lodge,
of which we have any knowledge,
was a Mark Master's Lodge, called
"Union Mark Lodge," established
in St. Augustine, in 1822, under a
warrant from the Hon. DeWitt
Clinton, General Grand High-PriesC
of the General Grand Chapter of
the United States. This Me.Ronic
body worked for a short time only,
owing, perhnps, to the fact that
there was no symbolic Lodge in
existence in that city, to furnish it
with material for IIXif'k; and to the
further fact that Masonry, at that
time, had not recovered from tho
effect:& of the church prejudices and
inll.nencos. In 1824 another application was made to the Grand Lodge
of l:lonth Carolina, by the constitutional number of Master Masons,
for a warrant to establish a Lodge
entitled " Esperanza Lodge," at
St. Augustine. This L o d
whict.
s,
worked in the Spanish
.
,
became e ~:tinct after one year, y
the removal of the greater portion
of its members to llavana. Its
wan'!Wt was surrendered to the
Grand Lodge, whence it was received. From this time there was
no organized Masonry in East Floritla, until the establishment of a
Lodge in the city of Tallahassee, by
a warrant from the Grand Lodge of
Alabama, under the title of Jackson
Lodge, about the year 1826. The
second Lodge was organized in the
town of Quincy, by warrant from
the Grand Lodge of Tenne11see, un·
der the title of Wnshington Lodge,
and the third from the Grand Lodge
of Georgia, under the title of Harmony Lodge, in the town of Mariana.
On the 5th of July, 1830, delegates
from the three lodges in Florida assembled in the city of Tallnhasse€',
for the purpose of organizing a
Grnnd Lodge for the Territory of
Floridn. After regularly organizing
tho convention, the n~.ccsAAry resolutions were adopte.l, lllld July 6 the
Gnmd Lodge was lPgally orgnnized,
the Grand Officers elect<!<lnnd duly
instll.lled. Brother John P. Duval,
ths oldest Post MMter present, wd:i
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eleotAld the first Grand Haster.
Since lllis period Masonry has
flourished in Florida with remarkable vigor and permanency.
The Gu:sD CJLU>TBB of Royal
Arch :Mnstl'lll was organized Jan. 11,
HH7.
This Grand Chapter has
ever been an i~ bodynot acknowledging the authority of
the Genen•l Grand Chapter of the
United States.
The GUND CoutCCIL of Royal
and Select }lasters was organized
in January, 1852.
PRANCE. The first Lodge
founded in Prance was at Dunkirk,
October 13, 1721, and was called
"Friendship and Fraternity;" and
about the fi&IXle time another at
lions, called "Perfect Union." In
1726 Lord Derwentwater established
the ftrst Lodge at Paris; it had about
five hundrea members, and met at
a restaurant kept by one Harre; two
others were founded in 1729, and
a fonrlll in 1732, in which the Dnke
of Aumont was initiated.. and which,
on that account, took his name. In
1735 Lord Derwentwater received a
patent from England, constituting
him Provincial Grand Master, which
powers he 11nbsequently transferred
to his friend Lord Hamouester. In
1736llle four lodges in Paris founded
a Provincisl Grand LodgE~, under
the authority of England, and placed
Lord Hamouester at th' head. In
1738 he was succeeded by the Duke
D'Antin, who presided until his
death, in 1743, when the Count de
Clermont wa!J elected, at which
period the body 888umed the title of
· •Engliah Grand Lodge of France."
At this time an elfort was made to
llnf'preas the Fraternity, and Louis
XV. issued an edict forbidding llle
nobility to take part in the society,
and threatened with the Bastile
any who should have the temerity
to accept the Granl Mastership.
Nohrithstandin~ the inconvenience
aUending a remdence in the State
Prison, and the continued activity
ol the police, the Craft held ita own,
and even increased in numbers. The
Gnud Lodge now cast olf its allegiance to the Engliah Grand Lodge,
and became the Grand Lodge of
Fnnce, pret~erring, howovcr, the

tuJage which prevailed in the
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body or giving warrants to Masters
for life, who condidered the lodges
established by them a11 personal
property. They even sold warrants
to other Mnsters in Paris and the
provinces, and these, in turn, constituted other bodies, which set up
a rivalry against the Grand Lodge,
and produced the utmost degree of
confusion, which "·as more confounded by the Chevalier Ramsay,
whose sy11tem is credited as the base
of all the rites which have since been
peddled around the world. The
Grand Lodge fell into a state ot
anarchy on accoan~ of the inattention of the Orand Muster, who, to
rid himself of llle direction of aftiUrs
appointed proxies: the finlt was a
banker named Baure, who did no
better ~han his master, and he WBI!
removed to give place to Lacorne,
a dancing master, who took the
degrees of Perfection to ftt himself
for his new dignity. The members
of the Grand Lodge, however, refused to aasociate with him, and ho
was removed, and succeeded by
Chaillon de Joinville, whereupon a
schism arose, and the two p3rties
made war upon each other with
great bitterness. Each party granted warrants, and a faction under the
leadership of Lacorne did likewise;
tavern-keepers bought the right
to hold "lodges; rituals and constitutions were made merchandise,
and anarchy reigned supreme. In
1777 the two parties in the Grand
Lodge united, but Lacome and his
adherents kept aloof, and oausod
much trouble, even going so far
as to descend to acts of violenco, in
consequence of which the government closed all the lodges. Secret
meetings were, however, held, and
charters granted till1771, when tho
Count de Clermont died and th~
Duke de Chartres succeeded to the
Grand Mastershi\'· The edict of
revocation was Withdrawn, and all
the charters granted during the
suspension were c~~nceled. In 177a
the Grand Lodge changed its title to
thst of Grand Orient; 1wd March 5,
under the gavel of the Duke de Lux.
embourg, sub11titute of t.be Or~md
Mallter, adopted " Thtl ::itnt•1tcs "'
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the Royal Order of Freemasonry in
France," in which the life Masterships were abolished, and the annual
t>lection substituted. Some dissatisfied Masons continued the Grand
Lodge of France, and the quarrel
,.,·ent on ns before, until both parties
were silenced by the terrible events
of the Revolution. In 1799 Brother
Montaleau being Grand Master, a
concordat wa!! signed, and the various factions were united under the
direction of the Grand Orient. In
1802, however, new troubles arose
with the Philosophical or Scottish
rite, which refused obedience to the
Grand Orient, and claimed the right
to govern n.nd direct the high degrees. Mnny Masons of distinction,
among others the famous Stephen
Morin, took pnrt in thi!! movement,
and in 1!103 the banner of the opposition was fully displayed, and the
body t.Qok the name of "Scottish
· General Grand Lodge of the Ancient
and Accepted rite; "but in 1804 they
united with the Grand Orient. There
was, however, still in existence,
another body founded in 1802 by
the Count de Grasse-Tilly, with the
title "Sovereign Grand Inspectors
General of the 33d and last d!lf!Tee
of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish rite," claiming to have derived
authority from the Supreme Council
at Charleston. In 1!105 the previous
concordat was broken, and thus
there were again three governing
bodies in France. In the same year
Joseph Bonaparte wa.~ named Grand
Mnst~r, Cnmbacercs accepted the
p.sition of first assistant, and many
perRons of distinction wore thereby
attracted to the Jo'raternity. In
1!114, owing to political events, the
Grand Orient found it Qifficult to
maintain its organization, and the
lmdies of tho Scottish rite ceased
their meetings altngf'ther. Advanto.ge was taken of this state of affairs
by the Grand Orient to assume
jurisdiction over all degrees and
rites. In 1815, April 9, a new
claimant of Ma.'IOnic authority appenred in the ltite of Misraim, invented and propagated by four
brothers. J~otl:uritle by name. Tins
rite applied to the Hmnd Orient for
recogru.tion, but in UH 7 wl\8 n·fu:>l'<l,

and finally became so disorderly
that the police interfered and closed
its halls and operations. At a later
period (1838), the Rite of Momphis
made its appearance and pursued
its labors with varying fortnncsnone of them very brilliant-until,
on the application of the Grand
Hicrophaut Marcorin.~ de Negre, it
was finally absorbed by the Grand
Orient (1862), and its vast system
of ninety-six degrees cut down to
thirty-three, the dimensions of the
Scottish rite. In lll52 Prince Lucien
Mnmt was chosen Grand Master,
whoprovedinefficient,andconferred
no honor on the Cmfl. At the
meeting of 1861 violent disputes
arose, the majori~y of the representatives being anxious to get rid of
Murat and elect Prince Napoleon i.e
his stead, and the adherents of
Murat, as well as himself, being
equally anxious to retain the power
they had exercised for years to the
evident detriment of the society.
The clamors reached such a bight
that the civil authorities interfered
and closed the session before an
election was held. The Prince then
appointed a committee of five to
supervise the o.ff.UZ.s of Masonry
until the following October, when
the Grand Orient was again to be
called together for the purpose of
electing a Grand Master. The Craft
at large, however, refused to noknowledge theh· authority, nnd adherod to the council of t.lw Grand
Master, who were, in fact, the legal
successors of the defunct functionnry, and thus, for a time, the
Fraternity had two heads. J tmlliU'Y
11, 1862, Napoleon put an end tu
this disgraceful state of atftLirs, and
by "tho grace of Go<l and the
nntionnl will" appointed Marshal
Magnan Grand Master for threo
years. At the time of his nomination
the Marshal was not a Mason; but he
received the whole thirty-three degrees the following day, by communicntion, in tho presence of five
Masons, led by Uexes. The whole
proceeding Wl\8 entirely illegal ;
but there was no help for it, and
tho Marsho\l was subsequently in·
Htallcrl, nnd signalize•} his ontmnce
iulo oflicinl station by docllpitating
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.Bexes and removing those who, with
him, had for yeaTS mismanaged the
a1rnirs of the Grand Orient.. Be
found the Fraterr.ity overwhelmed
with debt, and its affairs generally
in a 11tste of diHgrnceful confusion.
By the adoption of vigorous mel\11nrE's he reduced this chaos to ord'lr,
and, at the encl of his first term, had
lltlcceeded in paying otr the floating
debt nmonnting to about $40,000.
In 1864 he announced that the
Emperor, at his roquoot, had withdrawn his appointment, whertlupon
the Grund Orient. with unanimity
and good taste, elected him for a
new term of three years; an honor
of which he evidently felt proud,
as he signed his edicts thereafter
" Elected" Grand Master, etc. May
2!1, 18G5, b.e died in office, in the
7Uh year of his age, honored and
regretted by the Fraternity he had
wdl and f.nithfully served. At the
sacceeding meeting of the Grand
Orient General Mellinet, the pre11ent
Grand Master, was elected. He has
appointed on his staff some of the
best known and respected citizens
of Paris; o.ud we hazard nothing in
saying that Masonry in France is at
rreaent in a better condition, and
Jts atlairs in better hands, than at
any time since its introduction into
the Empire. At the o.unual communication for 1865 a new collStitution
was adopted, which is apparently
modeled D\)On that of New York,
arul which IS decidedly better tho.u
any of its predecessors. It recognizes the sovereignty of the lay
membert~, and the great principle
of Grand Lodge jurisdiction, for
which we have always contended,
and which is the subject of diffenu~ce between the Grand Lodges
of America and that of Hamburg.
The subject of Masonic reform, by
atriking out the high degrees, is at
present obtaining great cotlllidemtion in Fronce o.ud throughout
Europe, and it is a noteworthy
fact that at the adoption of the
new constitution a proposition to
ignore them entirely only f.Uled by
&brae votes. U is-claimed in France
tbU the oontinnous difficulties
which have imp ~ed the progrefl8
aC the Cratt, and brought so much

4:1

disgmce D_POn U, are due to the
pitiful intrigues growing out of the
many systems of snperior degrM~~
which have from time to time bci!D
invented lliJd propagated there, .and
those who are well informed entertain no doubt of the near approach
of the day when Masonry in France
will return to its primitive organization, and practice only the symbolic degrees. It is also a subject
of remark that the lodges in France
are gradually falling into the hands
of the middle and working classes,
and that its aocial status is likely
to be thereby endangered-a fear in
·which we, on this side of the Atlantic, are not likely to participate; on
the contrary we see in it tbe indication of a healthy growth and a
tme progress toward the great end
of the nssocintiou-tlJe brotherhood
of m11n.
G E 0 R G I A . The earliest historical record of Freemasonry in
Georgia may be found in Pre11ton'e
Dlustmtions, during the Grand Mastership of the Earl of Strathmore,
in 1733, and is in the following language: "The hi:ltory of the sociE'ty
at this period affords few remarkable instances of record. Some considerable donations were collected,
and distributed among distre8881l
1\lasons, to encourage the settlement
of u new colony, which h11d been ju!Jt
c!ltabliahed at Georgia, America."
The nE'xt allru;ion we find by the
same author in 1735, who says: "Be
(Lord Weymouth being then Grand
Master) also issued warro.ut.s to open
a new Lodge at Lisbon, and o.uother
at Savannah, in Georgia." Thomas
Smith Webb, in his .Freemason's
Monitor, edition of 1805, says: "The
Grand Lodge of Georgi& IS holden
by virtue, and in pursuance of the
right of sncce811ion, legally derived
Crom the Most Noble o.ud 1rlost
Worshipful Thomas Thyne, Lord
Viscount Weymouth, Grand l11\8ter
of Englo.ud, .L D. 1730, • by his warrant, directed to the Right Worshipful Roger Lacey; and by the renewal
of the said power by Sholto Charles
• ThiA Ia mdently an error, -e-noo
Lord Weymouth .,.... Grand Muter In

1736, and wu auocoudod b)' tho JPArl oC
Loudon 111 17:10.
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Douglnso, Lord Aberdour, Grand
Master of Scotlnnd, for the yc>U"S
1755 nn<l1756; and the Grand MIIBter of England for t)le years 1757
nnd 1758 ; as will appenr in Lis
warrnnt !lirccte<l to the Right Worshipful Gr<>y Elliot. Dec. ~6. A. n.
1786, a com·ention or· the several
lod~;es holden in the State assembled
at 8tn-nnnah, when the pennanent
appointments. whieh had been theretofore made by the Grnn<l Master
of Euglnnd, were Rolcmnly relinquished, by the Hight Worshipful
Sam'! Elbert, Gmnd Master, nnd tho
other officers of t-he Grand Lodge;
and eertain regnlutions adopted by
which the Grand Oflicern nre now
elected nnnually by the Grand
Lodge." At this con\·cntion, 1787.
William Stephens \\'LUI elected Grand
MRIIter. This Grund Lodge so constituted was afterward incoqJomted
by the legi8latnre of Georgia. 'l'hc
warrant of Solomon's Lodge, as
originally issued, wus destroyed by
fire, therefore its precise dntc nnd
authority cannot, ut this time, be
definitely settled.
GERMANY. The earliest history
of ~'reemasonry in Gcrmauy is supposed to be closely int,•rwovtm
with the history of the lmilding
nssocintions of the Middle Ages:
"as we may easily recognize n
strong similarity in the usages, c.ustoms and peculiar terms of the
Fraternity of Fl'eemnsons of the
present day, nnd tbe • Ctein-Jfelzm'
i,stone-cutter~l of Germany. 1. The
classificntion of their members into
MasterR, l•'dlow-Cmfts, and Apprentices; 2. The ~ovcrnment of the
society by a cct·tuin muuber of officers; 3. The exclusion of the uninitiated from th(•ir meetingH; 4. 'l'he
peculitLr quoLlifications for membert<hip; 5. Tho cqn:Llity of nil the
membern of thl! Cmft ; G. Their
mutual obligations to relieve RUfft'ring; 7. Their peculiar lnwfl, jurisdiction and geneml regulations ;
8. The ceremonies of initiation; 9.
The manner of opening anrl closing
their assemblies; 10. The privileges
of a Mason's son; 11. 'l'he exn.mination of foreign brethren, et.e. 'l'aking
o.ll these eircnmsta.nr-es into c.onsitlernti<m, and combining with them

the results of historical invl"sti
gfLtion, it must be concede.d that
the modem society is the dirr-cl
descendant nnd ~uccf.'ssor, in an
unbroken line, of the opcmt1vo
Frntemity of Masons of the mid<llo
ages. "• In1733,l'reHton snys. eleven
German Masons applied for authority to open a Lodge nt Hamburg,
under the patronage of the Gmnd
Lodge of Englund, for which purpose the Grand Mnstcr, Lord Stmthmore, granted a dispeliSRtion to
establish a pennancnt Lodgll, concerning which but little is now
known. Decemller 6, 1737, a Lodge
Wl\8 establit;hed in Hamburg, by
authority of tho Gmnd Lodge of
England, which, in 1741, assumed
tho title of "Absalom." August
11, 1738, a deputation of thill
Lodge wns convened at Brunswick
for tho purpose of initiating the
Crown Prince, ruterward Frederick
II. llv this vuluaule acceBsion of
nobility Masonry wa.'l greatly benefited throughout Gennnny. Soon
after his iui~intinn, Lc org.mized a
Lodge in tho castle of Rheinsberg,
and, in 1740, when Frederick al!ccndcd the throne, ho conducted
the work of a Lodge establi,;hed a&
the eastle in Charlottenburg. ln
1738-3!lf!evernl Lodges were established in Dresden, and in 1741 the
Lodge ••Minen·a of the Three Pnlm
Trees" was organized nt Leipsic.
In 1742 the Lodge of Unity wns
estnbli~hed at Fmnkfort- on- the
Main. In 17-11 n Provincial Grand
Lodgn for Hnmburg and Lower
l:>nxony wns establi~he!l. The second Lodge in Hamburg was founded
in 174:!, under the n>Lme of St.
George. In 1744 a Lo<lge under
the title "Frederick" \\'RI! fomukd
ftt Hanover, which tlitl not, however, enter into active opemt.iou
untill741i. This Lo.lge is still iu exi~tencl). The war of 17GU C'orupl'il"d
most of the Lodges to close their
work until 175K Abont the year
17G71he first Lodge of the system of
Strict Observnnce wns estnblished
in Nnumburg, und~r tho title of
the ••Lodge of the Three llannNs."
This ~ystem, which claimed to be
the· trne llllll IPgi tiwate succes•
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eor of the Order of the Knights C'n'Nld Lodge of England. During
T<'mplnr. had for a short time nn thewiiJ'8inwhichtheehlerNnpoleon
unprece<if•nted popnlnrity; In 1755 wus the masU.r spirit 1\lru;onry ocn warnmt, with nmple powers to cnpie-.1 a quiet 11nd unohtruHin!
estal>lihh n l'r.:>nr.ei.tl Lodse in po><ition thn·u~hout the country.
If, rul•arg, was rt·ceind from the Onr limited 'J'>We will uot. pcnnit
Untn•l Lodge of EH~~lawl. In liGii u~ to follow the vnrious incidents of
another Provincial Grund Lod~c the l~mtl-rnity. We mu,;t, thereWBS established at Fm.nkfort-ou- fore, refer the Mnsonic stn.lent in
the-~lain, by the Gm.nd Lodge of his researches to tho more elaborate
EnglantL In 1776 the socidy works upon the subject of Masonic
of illuminati, a ·secret political history, and which hnve been preorgnnizntion, WIIIJ introduced and pared with grent cnre hy muny of
spread throughout the country, to the most competent writern of tho
the injury of Free~~~a~~onry. About pre~umt age. Freemasonry iK in
the year 1780 th!! sw:edish rite Wll.H hi.~h. repute in Germnny, emhrnc·ing
introduced and practiced by 11evernJ ,.,thm her ample foldll the l:llle of
lo<lges in Germany. In 178'1 au the country.
importnnt event took plncc for UIC
HOLLA!\D. In 17:ll, hy virtue
l>Nicr nud more peaceful conthtion of a Npel'i"l •l•·pntali•>:t from Lord
or the Ord(,r. Mnny of the lod~l!S, Love!, Gmnll :\loL~t<·r of England. 1\11
l><:ing diAAatisfil!d with tho immense cnulrgPut Lo<lge was ht•ld at tho
number of rites and hi~h degre1•H H:v~w. the :Earl of Chcsterfiehl
· t'DI,'TILfU:d upon tho plain and un- prc~i<ling, for the initiation of the
prc~unnng system of Freemusonry, Duke of 'l'uHrnny, nfterwnrd Emrei!Oh·ed to modify the dilfcrcnt peror of Gennany. After the cereelement!! then in use, nntl ns near mony tho Lodge wa.q closed. 'l'he
BK po!ISib~e to return to the original firHt regular nnd permanent Lodge
or primative condition. :For this e11tnbliHhed in Holhwd ~as o.t the
J•UrpoNe a convention of the lodges snmo plnce in 1734. From this
of G~nnany was held in Frankfort, Lodge several lodges were Conned.
in 1783, at which convention a union In 175B n convention of o.ll the lodges
wns funned undtr the title of th" then working in the country assem.. Eclectic Union," which .,lm<l for bled anti organized a Gm.nll Lodge.
iiH material or chief poiniH: 1. 'l'he When Holhmd ~a.q united to the
three llasouic dCb'l'eeH alone nre }'rcnch Empire, the Grand Orient
aclmowledged by o.ll the united of Fmnce Hongbt to extenll tho
!od;;es; 2. Bach Lotl~o is kft f•:ee to sphere of her juri~;diction, by igmtroducc as many of the higher uoring the cxil;tcnco of the loclges
<le~rt:CII as it mny deem proper, but in Hollanil. nnd founded two lodges
tht·y must not be .compulsory upon of he: own crenting in Amsterdam.
the whole tiiiiiOCiation; 3. Nonu of ThiR contrt''.''~'~'Y wns of short dumthe a>;:;Oeiated lodges tLrc dept•ndcnt tion, nnd tho Grallll Orient abauoa the other; they nre all e<Jl~al; don('(\ U1c dl'ort. In 1~63 the Grand
4. 'l'he Provincial Lodgc11 of W dz- Lodge of 1Iollnn•l numbered upwurtl
1ar and Frankfort-on-the-Main form of one hundred lodges upon iiH roll!~.
a General J?ir~tory. In con_seILLINOIS. The rl.'liable history
queuce of t~111 .md~l>endcnt acuon of FrcemMonry, nnd of itll enrly inof the l'rl?vmcuu. G~d Lodge. o.t troductiou into Illinoi~. is yet to bo
F~nkfort m scvenug 118 connectiOn written, and it is hopelllhnt the subWith the G~d Lo_dgc of Englnud, ject ill of suftlcicnt interest to tho
plans were 1mmedintely ndo~ted. to C'o.use to induce 11omo cnlightcn•'·<l
renew !wd perpetW<~ the, :l!:ngh~h brother. and well vemcd in the
anth_?nty upon the EOil of _Genuany. knowledge tbt•reto, to f>Lvor t\a• Fraln 1 .~ n n<'~ warrunt w1th P'?W~rs i teruity with n truthful 1\('C'onnt of
!or the estnbli:Junc_nt of a ~ov~nc~ . Masonry in this once f.tr we>! em
~rand Lodge, gJvmg full JIU"I.l4dic- , territory. In 1805, Kix yean< ~do_re
tiou over Ul.e w~olo of the Ullper . the orgunizntion of the tcmtt?nal
IWd Lower. Rhine, and Ul.o crrclo . govclnmont, n Lodge ,;as orunn1zed
vf 1-'rauoonl&, wM gnwted by the .
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.t. Kaskaskia, the oldest settlement 12, 1818. Alexander Buckner Willi
west of th11 Alle~hanies. Other elected the first Gmnd Ma~~ter.
lodges followed, an<l in those early
The GRAND RoYAL AlleR CRAPTF.D
d11ys, the Lodge-room was the resort WllR orgnnized in November, 1816.
of men anxious to profit by the
The GnAND CoUNCIL of Royalaud
myHtic teachings, and enjoy the Select Masters was organized iu
secret communion of the inner 1853.
chrunber of Masonry. A Gmnd
The GRAND ColiOl.UreltllY, Knighte
Lod~e. in due time, was formed, Tewplar, was established May 6,
which flourished for a time, but 1854.
mccumbcd before the anti-Mru;onic
lOW A. The introduction of Freetempest of 1827. From that time miiSonry into thia Territory, 1111 i'
forwnrd, until 1840, gloom and ob- wa.~ then called, began by authority
scurity rest upon Masonic recordll of letters of dtllpenRntiolf'from the
in Illinoi11. Time, patience, and Grand and Deputy Grand MMters
perseverance, will exhume them. of Missouri- the first dated Nov
January 20, 1840, a convention of 20, UHO, for a Lodge at Desmoines;
Masons, composed of delegates from the ·second dated Feb. 4, 1841, for
several of the subordinate lodges a Lodge at Bloomington; the third
in the State, wus held in the town elated Oct. 10, 1842, for a Lodgo~ at
of Jackson, when a resolution wns Dttbuqne. Jnn. 2, 1844, delegates
unanimously adopted declaring it from the three lodges met in conexpedient to establish a Gruml vcrition at Iowa City, when the
Lodge. The convention adjourned necessary resolutions were adopted,
to, and did meet ngnin, April Gof the and on the 3d of the same month
same yenr. The object of the meet- the Gmnd Lodge tor the Territory
ing huving been fully considered, wa.q proclaimed. Oliver Cock was
it was unanimously "Resolved, That clecte<l the First Grand Muster.
the several subordinate lodges of
'.fhe GRAND RoYAL Anc11 Ca.u>TEB
~ncient Freemasonry in the State of wM organized June 8, 18.5!.
illinois here ns~emblcd, repres<'nted
The GnAsD Cou:o~CIL of Royal
by delo:>gates properly authorized. and ~elect Masters WBB organized
consider it as a mntte1· of right, and in 1857.
as conducive to the gencrul. benefit
'fhP G)l,UID Cm.ntANDEnY.Knights
of Ma,.qonry, .that a Grund Lodge be T emplnr, was organized June 6,
established in the State of lllinoia, 1861.
and that they now proceed to estnbIRELAND. Of the early history
lish, organize, and to locnte the of Musoury in Irch~nd RO little is
same o.ceordingly, to be known and known that it would be folly to
designated by the name of the Grand nttempt, in thi~ late day, to discover
Lodge of Illinois." Abrnhrun Jonas the footprints of its exiHtence upon
was elected the first Grand Mas!A'r. tlmt nn<'ient soil. Bro. l\lichael
The Gn.LND CIIAPTER was orgnn- Funwll, thnn whom no living l\Inized April 9, 1850. Wm. B. Wnrren sonic writ~r is better ne.qnainted
was elected til'l!t Gmnd High-Priest with tho history of Masonry in IreTho GRAND CouNClL of Uoynl nnd hm<l, says : " I fumi>;h a brief
Select Masters was organized in abstract of the biMtoric constitution
1853. Jns. H. Hibbard wo.s elected of the ?.bsonic Order in Irelnnd;
the first Grund MllBtcr.
and though posscsRing irrefutable
The G BAND Cor.t!.U.NDEBY, Knights records BUll data, showing tho exTemplnr, wa.q organizl>d Oct. 27, istence of soveml self-designated
1857. Jus. V. Z. Binney was elected • Grand Lodges ' in past centuries,
the first Grund Commander.
nnd though the Lodge No. 1, on tho
INDIANA. The GnA!'!D LoDGE present ltgilirr~<~le rrgi.•l1y, ch1ims nn
of this St.nte wn!l organized ut Cnry- ! unintern1pted dcs<'I'Ut from nn indedon, in Dcecmhl'r, H!l7. The lin;t : pL'lHlent lodge, which exist~<l from
meeting of the Omnd Lodge for the ' time immcmnrinl, and rctnins mnny
election of officers, tmd the tmn~-,· qn 11int old documents in her Rr•
action of business, was held Jan. chives, 1!.11<1 is by m:u1y stylE'll., • Th·J
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First I .ot1ge of Ireland.' yet I leave
Lhe task of re>~CArch into the hazy
mist of the past 11ges, to some mol'e
erudite antiquary, taking for [..'Tanted
that those gone-by powers wcr<) hut
by assumption or prescription. The
constitution of the pre~~ent lletror..-,litan Grand Lodge dates from the
year 1729, when the entire Frat('rnity united in electing the Right
H ~n. Lord King~ton, Grau<l MllSter
of Ireland." Since that time llli\IIY
gentlemen of noble birth have occupied the chair, and directed the
affairs of Masonry with substantial
effect: 'l'he Ancient York rite is
tenaciously adhered to by this Grand
l.otlge. In 1809, a charter for the
establishment of a Supreme Council
of the 33d degree, Ancient and Accepted rite, was gmnted by the Supreme Council, nt Charleston, South
Carolina, and creating his Grace, tho
Duke of Leinster, Grand Commander, ad vitam. In 1820 a Council of
the Rite of Misraim wu.s instituted,
with the Duke of Leinster -as the
Supreme head. This organization
had a very brief existence in this
country. The present Grand Master
(11!66) of the Grand Lodge i11 the
Duke of Lein~:~ter, who has held the
office since 1813. Within the body
of the Grand Lodge is a Grand
Conclave of Knights Templar, a
S~preme Grand Council of rites,
and a Grand Royal Arch Chapter.
ITALY. Freemasonry wa.s first
lllltablished in this country, at Florence, in 1733, by Lon\ Charles
&ckville, but by what "BUthority
is at prest'nt unknown. At first
the Fraternity was known under
the name of the " Company of
the TI-owel," anrl. afterward, by the
appellution of " Franchi Muratori. '•
In 1735 the Grand Duke Francis
was initiated. This circumstance
gave a fre~~h nntl wholel!ome impetus
to the Order; lodges were immediately eRtablished in Milan, Verona,
PR<lna, Vicenza, Venice, and Naples.
The Fraternity wa.s not long permitted to enjoy entire freedom for
the exercise of their privileges. In
1738 Pope Clement XIL issued his
famous bull ~t the Fraternity,
which, notw1thatanding the inllueDoe aDd power of the Duke,
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compelled the brethren, very generally, to close their lodges. Fo:r
many years only those members who
hml the courage availed themselves
of tht>ir right to meet, and in tho
most secJ·ct manner. P£:rsocutioDB
of the most inhum:m chnro.ctt.•r were
exercised against the members of
the Ord0r by tho inquisition until
1776. when, through the inlluence
of Queen Caroline, dtmghter of
Fmncia L, the persecntioDB cenRcd,
Md all the pri>10ners in ehnrge of
the inquisition were releR!led. In
1805 a Supreme Council of the
Ancient and Accepted rite wa.s
established in Milom by letters
patent from Count de Grasse~Tilly.
Prince Eugene, viceroy of Italy
acc~pted the officll of SovoreigL
Grand Command<lr nnd Gmnd Master of the Grand Orient of Italy.
When Italy was under French rule,
then did :M:Monry begin to rise and
thrive. 1\Iumt, King of Naples,
assisted in tho establishment of a
Ornnd Lodge, which was opened
with marked splendor and ceremony
June 2!, 180\l. With the fall of
Napoleon the persecutions against
the Fraternity wore renewed, both
by civil and ecclesinstico1l authorities. At this penod the secret
society known as the C..rnnoNARI
(Colliers) arose. This was purely
a political organization, which had
for its purpose the consolidation (\f
Italy under one RCOJltcr, and free it
from foreign rule-m the language
of the colliers them sci vcs: " Clclll'
the forest of wolve!!." From 1814
to 1860 Freemasonry was almost
extinguished in Italy. The society
of the Carbonnri absorbed every
thought and consideration in the
:hope that they might free the country from the despotic tyranny of
the Bourbons. In 1861 Freemasonry
begn.n again to rekindle the fires
upon her alturs. In Pwermo a Grand
Orient wns founded by Gtrribaldi,
which adopted the Ancient and
Accepted Scottish rite. A Supreme
Council of the same rite has also
been formed in Nnples. Within a
few years past Masonry in Italy ha.s
undergone so many change,. that it
acems impoaaible to keop pace with
ita vast and exteDBive improvcmenta.
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GENERAL JIISTORY OF FREBMA.RONRY,
KAN~AS. The introduction of
Frc~mnsonry into this territory be~an in 1854, by authority from the

Grand J,odgcofMissouri. Nov. 14,
1855, delegates from two lod~es met
for tho purpose of orgaruzing a
Grand Lodge. This convention,
not having the legal number of
lodges represented, adjourned until
the 27th of the next month ;
again only two loJges appeared by
delegates, when they adopted resolutioiL~, formed a Constitution,
proclaimed n Grand Lodge, cstnblitdlCd and cl~cted Gmnd Officers.
The.~ proceedings having been pronounced illegal, another convention
wn.s convened March 17, 1856, when
delegates from all the chartered
lodges were present, nud ratified or
reennctt~d the previous proceedings,
and then oponcd a Grnnd Lodge for
the telTitory in ample fonn. Bro.
R. R. Uecs WM elected the first
Grand Ma~ter.
KENTUCKY. The first regnlnr
lodges in l{entucky derived their
authority from the Grand Lodge of
Virginis. In the year 1800 there
were under that authority five regular lodges. But, from their remote
situntion from their parent Grand
I.Ndge, they were induced to proceed
to the establishment of a Grund
Lodge for the State of Kentucky;
and, in pursuance of an invitation
from Lexington Lodge, No. 25, a
convention of delegates from all the
regnlar lodges then existing in the
State was held at the Masonic Hall,
in the town of J.exington, Sept. 8,
11:100, when it was resolved that
it was expedient and proper to
e.qtablish a Grund Lodge in the
State of Kentucky, and an address,
setting forth the motives which
impelled the brethren to sever
their immediate connection from
the parent Grnntl Lodge of Virginia,
Wll8 ordered to be prepared.
The
address was prepared, approved,
and forwarded to the Grund Lodge
of Virginia; to which that body
retltmed a fraternal and approving
reply. The convention met again
Oct. 1G, 1800, in the same place, and
proceeded regularly to establish a
Grand Lodge for tho State of Kentucky. The delegates then severally

surrendered to the Grand L(l(lge
their respective charters, mul receiTed new ones in lieu thereof,
under tho Grrut<l Lodge there established for the State. Wm. Murray
was elected the first Grund Master.
The GRAND RoYAL ARCH Cn.U'TEB
was organize<! Dec. 4, 1817, at the
city of Frankfort. James Moore
wns elected the first Gnwd HighPriest.
The Gn.u.-n CoUNCIL of Royal and
Select l\[asters was org.\uiz<>d Dec.
10, 1827. Robert Johnson Will\
elected the first Grand President.
The GBA!H> CoMliANDF.BY, Knights
Templar, was established Oct. 5,
1827. Honry Wingate wM elected
Grund Commander.
LOUISIANA. Freema.qonry WM
first plrmted upon tho soil of Louisiana by the Grand J~dge of South
Carolina in 1793; the second Lodge
obtained a charter from the Grand
Lodge nt Marseillea, France, in
1794. In 1800 and 1806 two charters were obtained from tho Grand
Lodge of Pennsylvania, and one
other composed of brethren from
St. Domingo. April 18, 1812, a
general Mnsonic convention, composed of delegates from the five
lodges, was called. The convention
adjourned until June 6, wh(ln a
constitution was ndopted, and, July
11 following, the Grand Lodge was
regularly established.
A GRA!m CHAPTER W118 organized
March 5, 1813. *
The GRAND RoYAL .Alum CHAPTER,
ackno,:ledging the jurislliction of
the General Omnd Chnpter of the
United States, Willi organized nbout
the year 1828.
ThP GRAND CoUNCIL of Royall\lld
Select Masters was established Feb.
16, 1856.
Tho· Grand Commandery, Knight•
Templar, was organized February 4.,
1864.
• Thla Grand Chapter wu organized bJ
the "Royal Lodges,"' Concor<Ua and Per.
aeverance. and Pnch oftlccn and member11
of the Grancl Lodge of the state as were
Uoyal Arch Mo..,on•. Those l<xlgea were
originally eatablisbed In the blatul of St.
Domingo, un<lor chartel"ll from the Orand
Lodge of Pennsylvanta. with powera to
oon!er all the cl~grees !rom Entered ApprenUce to Hoyal Arrb lnclullvo.

M A 1 N E. Until the renr 1820
Maine composed a part o the civil
and Ma.t10mc jurisdiction of .Mns.~
chusetts. In thnt /ear the seven,)
lodges, contemplnting a politicru
separation of that territory from the
commonwealth of Massachu.'!etta,
having 888embled, by their delegates, at Portland, Oct. 14, 1819, a
respectful memorial waa dmwn up,
and subscribed by all the '!.elej!"&teB,
addressed to the Grand Lodge of
Maaaachusetts, praying their consent to the Olg3nization of an
independent Grand Lodge in the
State of Maine. This request being
promptly and generously granted
by the Grand Lodge of MOoBHnChnsetts, the several lodges in Maine
were summoned to meet at ?tiMon's
Hall, in Portland, June 1, 1820,
when a Grand Lodge for the State
of Maine waa duly and regularly
organized. The Hon. William King,
Governor of the State, waa elected
the first Grand )laster.
The GRAND B.onL ABCB CIUPTII:B
oC the State waa organized in 1821.
Robert P. Dunlap waa the · first
Grand High-Priest.
The GILUfD Couxcn. of Royal and
Select Masters was organized May
3, 1855. Robert P. Dunlap was the
drat Grand PreHirlent.
The GRAND ColoDLUo'DEBY, Knights
Templar, waa organized May 6,
1852. Charles B. Smith was the first
Grand Commander.
MARYLAND. Until the 1enr
1783 the lodges in this State denved
their wammts from the Grand
Lodge of Pennsylvania, except one
at Annapolis, which obt.u.inedachartf:r from the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts in 1750. • On the 17th June,
1 '783, the tint ct-nvention WBB held
at Talbot Uonrt House by delt>gates
from the five lodges then working
in tho State, to take into consideration the propriety of .es~:Bb~is~in!! an
independent MB.~on1c Jnnsd!ction,
when a Master Ma110n's Lodge was
• Allgllft 12, 1700, a cbart.>r wu granted
b7 ~be Orand Lodge of MUM<"busetta to
• num!H,r of brethren who had petltione<l
to form a Lodge In Aonapollo, Marylan<l.
-History of Gr<1ttd LOOg• of Mtu•aclnwlu.
Thla Lodge lo n~ menlione<i in tbe IlK
of Lodges connned to eal&bliloh tbe

OrmdLocJie.

op~ned in the uRual form, the fnllowing resolution wnR Rdnpted
unRuinwu~ly ; Ru(Jlvffl, Tlmt the
sev.•rnl lo<l~c11 on thu e&Klern 11hurs
of ltlllJ'\'huul, com;ider it &!In mutter
of riglit, and tlmt tht·y OUI{ht to
form a Gnuul I.od~e, iudt•Jwndf"n~
o( the Grand Lodgo at l'hilntlelphia." At a sub&e<lUt>nt meeting
of the couvE'ntion, held ut tlw IIIUIItJ
plncl', ou the 31Kt of July, Gnmd
officers wt·rc chosen, of which John
Coats was elected Grand Master
and Cbarle>~ Gardiner waa appointed
Grand Secretary.
The GRAND CBAPTD, which had,
nntil receutly, within its jurisdiction the Chapter~ of the District of
Colu~abia, wu organized in 1812.
MAHHACHUSI':TTS. The introduction of f'r•·eruu1wnry into this
country, through w:~mwted lodges,
establiRh<'<lnpnn the bURiH of lt'h>al
ltlasonic uutlu>rity, dntc11 from July
30, 17:J:l. Upon the application of
several brethren, Free and Accepted
MaRouR, residing m the town of
lloston, Province of MMsachnsetta,
for authority to establish a Provincial Grnnd Lodge, a warrnnt was
grunted by the Right W o111hipful
Lord Viscount Montaoute, Grand
.Ma.~ter of Mnsons of Englnnd, dated
April 30, 1733, appointing Right
Womhipful Henry Price, Provincial
Grand }IB.'lter of Now Engltmd, and
dominion~ and territories thcreUllto
belonging, with free power and
authority to nominate and appoint
his Deputy Gran<l Maatcr and Grand
Wardens. On the receipt of this
commission, the brethren Msemblcd July 30, 1733, at the " Bunch
of Grapes" tavern, Stute Street,
Boston, when the chiU'ter of Constitution WI\S rend, and the Righ&
Worshirful Grand Ma.~ter !luly inTested and congretuh\te!l; a Grand
Lodge, under the title of" St. John'~
Grand Lodge," wus formed, and
the Grand Ottioera chosen and installed in due and ancient form.
A petition was then prt>sented by
several brethren, residing in Boston, prnying to be conHtitutcd into
a regular Lodge; and it wns voted
that the same be granted. Thil
Lotlgo was styled " The Jo'~rst Loll~
in lloston," or •·St. John a Lodge.
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Thus 'IVD8 Masonry establishe1l in at Louisburg. Of the further lilil. North America. In the year 1751 tory of this deputation, or whether
a number of brethren who had a Lodge under its authority waa
traveled, and many of whom had ever org!Ulized, we have no auther.been initiated into the mysteries of tic record. In 1773, a commission
the Craft in a11<:ie11l lodges abroad, be- WllS received from tho Earl of
came emulous to cultivate the royal. Dumfries, Grand !tbster of Ml\sons
art in the western world. For this in Scotland, dute(l March 3, 1772,
laudable purpose they petitioned the appointing Joseph Wnrren Grnnd
Grand Lodge of Scotland for a char- Master of Masons for the ConApril 11J,
ter to establish a Lodgt.>. 'fha prayer tinent of America.
of the petitioners being granted, 1775, hostilities commenced bethey received a dispensation, dated tween Great Britain and America.
Nov. 30, 1752, from Sholto Charles Boston became a garrison, and was
Douglas, Lord Aberdour, then Grand abandoned by many of its inhabitliBBter, constituting them a regular ants; and the regular meetings ofthe
Lodge, under the titie of "St. An- two Grand Lodges were suspendecL
drew's Lodge, No. 82," to be holden June 17, by the contest of this eventat Boston, in the province of Massa- ful day on the bights of Charleschusetts Bay. The establishment town, Masonry sustained a heavy
of this Lodge we.s discouraged and loss in the death of Grand Master
opposed b;r St. John's Grand Lodge, Oeneml Warren, who was slain conwho imagrncd their jurisdiction in- tendmg for the liberties of lria
fringed by the Grand Lodge of Scot- country. October 6, 1779, a petition
land. They, therefore, refused any of a number of brethren, officers in
communications or visits from such the American army, proying that
members of Sl 4ndrew's Lodge e.s this (Maasnchusetts) Orand Lodge
had not formerly sat in their loilges, wonhl gra.nt them a charter to hold
and this difficulty did not entirely a trllvcling Lodge, wns read, and
au'l!side for severol years. The pros- Gen. John Plltterson, Col. Benjamin
porous state of St. Andrew's Lodge 'fupper, and Ml•jor William Hull,
soon led to great oxertiollll for the bein~ nominated as Master and
establishment of an ancient Grand Wardens, voted iliat a diHpensation
Lodge in the l'roviuce; and this WIIS be grnnted them, under the title of
elfected by the e.ssisb\nce of three " Washington Lodge," to make
traveling lodges, which were holden Masons, pBBS l'cllow-Crnft.~, and
in the British lU'llly, then stationed rnise ;\lastem, in IWY of the United
at Boston, under the title of "The States where there is no Grund
Massachusetts Grand Lodge." Dec. Lodge; but in nn) State where a
27, 1769. On this festival, which WllS Orand Mnster i>regides they mu11t
celebrated in due form, a commis- apply for his t;tUlction. 'l'he St.
sion from the Right Honorable nntl John's Grand Lodge rc.,;umed ite
Most Worshipful George, Enrl of meetings after Boston was cvncnated
Dalhousie, Grand Master of Mnsons by the llritish army, nnd continued
in Scotland, bearing date May 30, to move in harmony, gmnting char1769, appointing Joseph Warren to .f,ers for the establishment of new
be Orand Mnster of MI\BOns in Bos- lodge,;, in various places. Dec. 5,
ton, New England, and within one 171Jl, a committee of the Massu.hundred miles of ·the same, was chusetts Grand Lodge wns appointread; whereupon the brethren pro- ed to confer with tho officel'!l of St.
ceeded, according to ancient Ullage, John's Grand Lodge upon the subto install the lught Worshipful ject of a complete Musouic union
Grand MllBter Warren, who after- throughout this commonwealth, and
ward appointed and invested the to report at the next quurterly comother Gnuul Officers. Nov. 13, 1758, muniCation. March 5, 179:.!, the
a deputation was granted to the committee brought in their report,
Bight Worshipful Edward Hunt- and presented a copy of the constilx!gford, to hold a Lodge in his tution and by-laws, and articles of
llij_~t,'s 28th regiment, stationed association, as ogreed to by St.
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J,,hn's Grand Lodge, which were
rend, and rocei ving the deliberate attention of the grand body, they were
nniWimowJy approved. Jnne 9,
following, the two Grand Lodg('s
ruet, agreeably to previous lli'I'angemcntR, unanimously elected Most
Worshipful John Cutler Grand Mnstcr of the United Grand Lodge, and,
thereupon, pn.ssed the follo\\ing
re.'IOiution: "Resulvtd, That this
Urand Lodge shnll forever hereafter
be known by the nruue of the Grand
Lodge of the Most Ancient and
llouomble Society of Free and
Accepted M1180ns, for the Commonwealth of Mal;sachusetts." Thus
were the prejudices and contentions
so long indulged in most happily
removed, and pence and harmony
restored to the Order, not only in
lfussachusetts, but, 1\ll fill' as the
originnl bodies had plllllted subordinates, in the surrounding country.
MEXICO. Frecmnsonry hn11 existed for many yean• in the republic
of Mexico, but in a very secluded
character. In 1~26 u Grand Lodge,
with a few Hubordinntcs, existed in
the city of Mexico, but, through the
po\\erlulintiucuceofthe church, the
Order is not p ennitte tl to flourish.
MICffiGAN. Of the early i"Ctroduction of FreemnHOnry into this
(then) territory, we are unable to
furnish any sntlsfuctory data, notwithstanding diligent efforts have
been made to ohtnin historicnl information. The Gnmd Lodge was
organized at Detroit, June 24, 1826;
was incorporated by the legiHlative
coundl ot' the territory, in 11:1~7,
an<l, hy a formal resolution, adopted
in Ill~\), suHpcnded Mtulonic labor.
A genr•rnl meeting of the Masons of
the litnte was called for inquiry in
1i40; in 18-U the former Grund
Officers b'l1lnted disJlensationl! for
~~evernl lodges, and tn June of the
IIIUlle year, at the constitutionnl
period, t.he Grnnd Lodge 1\Ssewbled
as.nd was organized by a conHtitution.'\1 number of lodges. Genernl
LewiH CIUII! was the first Grand l\laHkr und"r the original organization.
The Gru.Nn HoYAL A.ncu CIL\PTF.R
was orgsnized in 11J48.
'!'he GBAJCD CoUNCIL of Royal nnd
Selt:o\ Masters Wll8 organized 185!1•
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The G:a.um CoJOUNDlmY,Knights
Templar, was orgnnized Jan: 15,
1857.
lliNNESOTA. Freemasonry waa
introduced into this territory by
dispen,;ntion from the Grund Lodge
of Ohio, dated August 4, 1'49, to
twelve Master M1180ns, to ostaulish a
Lodge, under the title of "St. Pnul's
Lodge," at St. Paul Oct. 12, 1850,
a dispensation to open a Lodge with
the nruue of "St. John's Lodge," at
Stillwater, was granted by the Grt\nd
Master of Wisconsin. During the
year 1852 a dispensation wa.q granted
by the Grand MW!ter of Illinois, to
open a Lodge under the title of
•• Cataract Lodge," at St. Anthony.
F~b. 23, 1853, delegates from the
three lodges in the territory met in
convention at St. Paul and organized a Gruud Lodge. A. E. Ames
was elected the first Grand Master.
The GRAND CHAPTER was organized Dec. 17,1859. A. T. C. Pierson
was elected the tirst Grand HighPriest.
The GRolND Co:.mANDEBY, Knights
Templar, was organized in 1866.
MISSISSIPPI. The Grand Lodge
of Kentucky granted the first churter for a subordinate Lodge in this
State, in 1817; afterward the Grund
Lodge of Tennessee; granted two
chnrters for lodges. July 27, 1818,
authorized delegt\tcs from the three
lodges then working in the State,
convened in the city of N1\tchez,
and, being organized, resolve(\ tha'
it was expedient, and highly necessary, to form and orqnnize a Gnmd
Lodge for tho State of MiS!!issippi.
AugUHt 25, following, the com·en·
tion met again and adopted a
constitution li1r the government ot
the Grand J..odge, when the l6<1gcs
surrcnderetl their charters ohta inctl
from Kentucky and 'fennes,;ee.,, und
received others from the new Ura.nd
Lodge. Henry Tooley was elcllted
the tirst Grand Master.
The GRAND CuAI'TEB wns 01·gnnized at Vicksburg, May 18, HH6.
Benjnwin H. 'fnppen wa,q elected
the lir~t Grnnd H1gb-Pricst.
'l'uE GnA:>U CoUNCIL of ltoyal nncl
f;clect Ma.st<'rK vm.'l org:miz~d Jan.
1!:1, 185(i. llcujamin ~prin~··r WM
eloete•l the fin;t M.l'. Grand .?.LU!t.er.
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The GJWm Comu!mEnY,Knights
Templar, WIUI orgRnized JIUl. 22,
1857.
William lL Stevens wns
11lected the first Grand Commander.
:MISS 0 U R I. The fin~t Lodge
established in the territory of Upper Louisiana, ns this State wns
originally cu.lled, WWI by auth01ity
of a warrant !rom the Gmnd Lodge
of Pennsylvania, in 1807, in the
town of St. Genevieve. This Lodge
flourished unt.il 1816, when, owing
to the unRCttled condition of the
country, it ceased to work. In 1809
a constitutional number of brethren
obtained another chnrtcr from the
Grand Lodl-(e of Pennsylvania to
open a J,odgc in the town of St.
Louis. Of the hi~tory of this Lodge
nothing definite i» known. A clu•rter be<Lring (l:\te Octohq 8, 1!H6,
was granted by the Gmnd Lodge of
Tennessee, to open a Lodge in tho
town of St. Louis, by tho ni\Die of
Miasouri Lodge. October 6, 18HJ,
charters were gr.mted to open lodges
in the towns of Herculaneum and
St. Chnrles. In 1ll20 a dispensation
from the Gmntl Lodge of Inrlinna
WIUI granted t.o !onn a Lod;.::o in the
town of Jackson. Feb. 22, 1~21,
a conYention of delegates from the
severn! lodges ILSMombled in the
town of St. Louis for the purpoMc
of consulting upon the propriety of
establishing a Uran<l Lodge for the
Stato. The convention appointcol a
committee to dnut a constitution,
and adjourned to meet at the same
phLce April 23, following. Pursuant
to notice of adjoumml"nt the convention met, organized a Grand
Lodge for the State, ruloptc!l tho
CoDlltitution prc11cn ted by the committee, and elected Grmul Officers.
Thomas F. Riddick was elected the
first Grnnd MMtcr.
The Gn.um CIL\Pl'EB was organized May 18, 1846.
The GIIAND Co:aoU."'DEBY,Knighta
Templar, was organized llny 22,
1860. George W. Belt was elected
the tirst Gran!! Commander.
~IONT AN A. A Grnntl Lodge for
thi!l territory wns orgll.llizcd nt Virginia City Jan. 2-!, 1866. John J.
Hull was elected the first Uraud
MtUitcr.

NEBRASKA. The first Loqge
established in this territory was by
charter from the Grand Lodge of
Illinois to Ncbra~~ka Lodge, Oct. 3,
1855, nt Bellevue; the ~;ccontl by
charter from the (jraml Lodge of
Missouri to Giddings' Lodge, May
26, 1857, ot Nebraskn City: the third
by charter from the Grnnd Lodge of
Iowa to Capital Lodge, June 3, 1857,
at Omaha City. Se~t. 13, 1857, a
convention of authonzed delegates
from the above J..odges met in
Omaha, IUld established " Grand
Lodge for the territory of Nebraska.
H. C. Jordan was chosen the first
Grnnd l'tlaster.
NEW HAMPSHIRE. The earlieHt re!'or<i of the introduction of
?.Insonry into this State will be
funnd npon the books of St. John's
Grand Lodge, Boston, and in these
worclri, to wit: "A petition from the
brethren reMiding in Portsmouth, in
New Hampshire, for the erection of
a Lodge there (June 24, 1734,) was
granted, denominatell • The Holy
Lodge of St. John's;' which wns
the bcgimnng of Masonry in New
Hampshire." A charter was granted
to u number of brethren in Portl!mouth by the Mlls.'laehusetts Gmnd
L.>cl~;:l', undor the name of "l:;t.
l'utrwk's Lodge," bearin~ date Bostcm, l\Inrcll 17, 1780. This Lodge
continued iL~ meetingR until the
lattc:>r cncl of 1790, when they ceased
working. Thill Lodge had novel
acknowleclgcd the jurisdiction of
the Gnmd Lodge of New HIUDpshire, IUlol the l'tLL'iHI\chuH..tLq Gmml
Lodge, by the charter of St. l'atrick'u Loclgc, clnirued jnri11diction
no longer thnn till " Umnd Loclgo
shoul!l be formccl in New Hampshire; tl1erefore, St. l'nLrick'l! LodgA
was not, at the time of it.~ distlolution, undt'r tho jurisdiction of
any Gmnd Lodge. A charter was
granted to sevcrnl brethren at Cornish by tho l't!ru;sachusctLq Gnmd
Lodge, dated Nov. 8, 1781. This
Lodge met a fl'W time11 at Cornish,
but when that town was claimc-d by
New Hampshire tho Loclgc remoYed
to Windsor, Vermont, and took the
name of Vermont Lodge No. 1. A
petition from fiC\"cml brethren, to
erect a Lodge at Koone, Wl\8 reacl
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in t.he Masulchusetts Grand Lodge,
M.-u-Lh 5, 1784, and a chtuier granted
onrlf!r the designation of tho Itising
toun Lodge. This Lodge returned
its charter to the Massachusett.'l
Grand Lodge ~t the formation of
the Grand Lodge of New Hampshire. Two other lodges-Faithful
nnd Dartmouth-were chartered by
the !IIl<S8llchW18tts Grand Lodge,
n111l wore surrendered to the
pnrcnt body after the formation of
the Sow Hampshire Grand Lodge.
Jnly 1!, 171!9, deputies from the
several Jodgea in the State nsscmble<l in convention, at Dartmouth,
nut!, nfter due deliberation, adopted
the following: "Resoltw, That there
be a Gnwtl Lodge established in
the State of New Hampshire, upon
priucivles consi11tent w1th, and subordillllte to, the C•.•nernl Hegulations
Wld Ancient (..'onstitutions of }'reem&Sonry." The GriWd Lodge, being
thus organized, proceeded to the
elMtion of Grand Officers, when the
Bon. John Sullivan, President of
~he State, was elected Grand Mw;ter.
The GRAND CHAPTER was organized in 181!1. John Hnrris wo.s
elected the firilt Grauel High-Priest.
The Orders of Knighthood were
introduced into this State in 1824,.
The GJUND CoJOUNDEBY was organized Aug. 22,1860. Daniel Balch
was elected the first Grand Commander.
NEW JERSEY. Of the exact
date of the first existence of 1tlasonry
in this l:ltate we are compelled, 1111
in several other cases, to Rny that
the truth of history mUllt for 1\ little
longer remain iu the hidden nud
undevelot>cd rc<'ord of the past.
But thnt it hn.d a name and an existence within the borders of the
then colony of New Jersey none
who are II.C<luaintcd with the early
bilitory of Frecmnsonry in this
eoontry can doubt. The earliest
hU.torical record of the founding
of the Order in America is to be
found in Preston's illustrations,
under date 1729, the Duke of Norlollt being Grand Master, and in
these words: " Eatablishod by deputation a Provincial Grand Lodge
u New Jersey, in America." The
WUI'Wlt nam~ "Right WoNhillful

Brother Daniel Coxe of New Jersey,
residing, and about to reside, in the
said Provinces of Now York, New
Jersey, and Pensilvanin, Provincial
Grand Master, with free power to
appoint his Deputy Grand MIISter
mnd Grand Wardens for the space of
two ye!ll"s," ete. This deputation
bears dnte London, June 5, 1730:
a certified copy of which is in possession of tl1e Grnnd Lodge of New
Jen;ey. That Bro. Coxe exercised
any of the powers delt>gnted to him
we are not informed, nor has any
cYidence of action on his p!ll"t been
discovered. The fimt authentic
information that we have is that
a convention of the Masons in the
State WIIS held at the city of New
Brunswick, Dec. 18, 1786, when a
Grnnd Lodge was regularly constituted, and the Hon. David Brearley,
Chief Justice of th(l !;tate, was
elected the first Grund Master.
'l'he ORAND UonL ARcH CHAPTER
wns organized at Burlington, Dec.
30, 1856. Wm. H. Doggett wo.s
elected the finlt Grand High-Priest.
Tho Gn.AND C<JUNCIL of Itoyal and
Select Mnsters was organized Nov.
26, 1860.
The GRAND C.o:vMANDEBY,Knights
Templnr, was organized Feb. 14,
1860. Theophilus Fiske WIIS elected
the first Grand Commander.
NEW YORK. Tho first recorded
knowledge we have of the establishment of, or the attempt to establish,
Freemn~~onry in the colonies of
North America is the deputation
tn"anted by the Grnnd Lodge of
Englund, in 1730, Duke of Norfolk,
Gnmd Master, to l:iamuol Coxo, for
the Provinces of New Jersey, New
York, and Pennsylvania. But the
fnct that Brother Coxo usetl his
authority or perfonned any Masonio
act remains hidden beneath tho
unexcnvnted arches of our im pcrfed
history. But tho f1uthful and diligent crnf(amen nre at work, nnd we
are confident that some valuable
memento of the pW!t will yet be the
reward of their lsbors. The fil'B& ·
charter for the organization of a
Provincial Grand Lodge in New
York wo.s granted by the Grand
Loclge of England in 17:37, clnring
the Uran•l Mast.c•shii> of thu F..MI
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of Do.rnley, to Richard Riggs, as and many of the Gmnt) Officers, h•ft
Provincial Gmnd Master. The pre- the country. Sept. 19, 1783, a
cise date of this charte!' and the meeting of tho Provincial Grtl4d
records of the Grund Lodge were, Lodge was held, when Bro. 'Valter
probably, destroyed during the war resignecl and William Cock was
of the Revolution. Nl'ither is it nnnuimously elected Gnwd Mnster.
known that this ProYincial Grand At the meeting of Feb. 4 1784, Bro.
Lodge established any subordinates. Cock resigned, unci tho :ilon. Robert
In 1747, under the Graml Master- R. Livingston Will! ckctecl Grand
ship of Lord Byron, provincinl Muster. The precise dnte when the
patents were issued for New York. Grand Lodge changed itli form from
Durin~ this period, and up to 1751, Provincial to an l!;depnulent i11 not
FranciS Goulet exercised tho prero- positively known. But it is geneglltives of Provincial Grand Master. rally concecled that when the arti~'or the space of two years we have cles of pence were mtifie<l ':Jy the
no knowledge of who exercised the two countrieft, tho ProYincial title
duties of Grand MI\Ster. J nne 9, ceased, 118 a natural and legal result.
1753, a commission was granted by The history of Masonry in New
Lord Carysfort, Grauel Master of York hns been an eventful one.
Engln.nd, empowering George Har- Yet, notwithstanding these alterri~;on to superintend the affairs of ntlting experiem,es of tronquil calms
the Craft M Provincial Grand .nnu rnging tcwpesLq, the Order ot
lllastor in tho Province of New Freemo..qonry in Now York iR, to-clay,
York. He was regularly inHtalled immutable in its principles, unin due and ancient form Dec. 27, shattered by past convulliions, unin1753. Masonry fiourished under his jured by insidious clecay, unawed by
auspices, and several lodges were threatened tumult or turbulent disestablished in the Province. Sir sension, as securely poisecl upon a
John Johnson was appointed Pro- stable base ns the everlnsting hills.·
vincial Gmnd Master in 1760 by
The GRAND CHAPTER was organLorcl Abtmlour, Grand Master of ized Mar. 14, 171!8. DeWitt Clinton
England, which office he held until was elected the first Grand Hightho commencement of the war of Priest.
the Revolution, when he espoused
The GRAND CouNCIL of Royal and
the cause of the ~ritish, and it Select Masters was orgomizcrl 11:!07.
ill but fair to presume that he
The GnAND CoMM.\NDERY,Knights
suspended the meetings of the Tcmplar, was organized June 18,
Grand J,odge, took possession of 1814. DeWitt Clinton was elected
the records, etc., and that they were the first Gmnd Commnnder.
finally destroyed Juring the war;
NOU.TH CAROLINA. Of the
~.> most of the lodges suspended existence, or supposed existeuce,
business during the war, and the of Fre.:.runsonry iu this State the
work of the Craft wo.s transferrtJcl enrli<'st record is to be found among
to the army or traveling lodges. the tr.msactions of St. John's Grand
Sept. 5, 1781, a warrant was granted Lod!?e, at Boston, October 2, 17G7,
by the "Ancient Grauel Lodge of to w1t: "A dispenBiltion WIIS made
England," the Duke of Athol, Grand out for the Right Worshipful Thos.
Master, to open a Provincial Grnnd Cooper, Mnstcr of Pitt Countr
Lodge in the "city of New York, Lodge, in North Carolina, constiappointing Uev. Willinm Walter tuting him Deputy Grand Master
Provincial Grand Jl.fustcr. 'l'he first of that ProYince. And he wM commeeting· of this Grand Lodge was missioned with power to congregate
held Dec. 5, _1782, at _which nil!'e ull the brethren th0re rcsicling, or
lo~es, then m the CJty, nl!d s1x who should afterwnrcl reside in llnid
m1~1~ lodgeR, connected w1th the Province, into one or more lodgeR
Bnt18h army, were present. At ~he a~ ho should think fit, nnd in such
close of t~e war, and the evacuation plnce or places within the same as
of the c1ty of New York, by the llihoulci most redouu<l to the benefit
British army, the militllry lodge!!, nf !llasonry." As tho early histoQ
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olll'reemasonry in enry scction of by the British anny, annng the
~his country is of great importance, Revolution; and, for acYcnli yeiU'II,
and that no statement, however the mootinW'Jof the ~nm<l body woro
small it mRy appear, should bo UD· lfUsptmtle<l, and nil kuowh•tlge of ita
noticed, Wtl copy the following, in early reeords woro lu~t. W ot <:'nnno&
the hope of eliciting f11rther and even aay whether this I>rovinciul
more reliAble fuctll: "In a MS. letter warrant wa.q iK•m•cl tlir•·•·tly hy tho
of Robert Willillms,Gnm<l8ecretary Grand Lodge of Scothmd, 1111 we
of the Orand J..oclge of North Caro- cannot lind the f1u•t Ktah·d in tho
tina, dated JIUl. 9, 1~. M<l directed hiKtory of that grand bocly; hut we
to the GrMd Secretnrv of the Orand think it not 1~t all difficult tu l't!<'.nnLo<lge of Kentucky, ·nro. Williams eile this KCeming d..C<wL Wo know
Mys: •The Gr.uul Lodge of North that, in 17:36, tho <inm<l Loclgfl of
Oa.rolina Willi constituted by charter, Sr.()tilUld gnmtecla l'ruvinl'iw ~um
iasued from the Grand Lodge of ruillllion to Col. John Ymmg, who
Scotl111.d, in tho yenr 1761, Ri!,'lle<l had long actecl 11M l>c!JHI ty Umntl
by Henry Somt>rtiCt, Duke of Doou- Ha.sU>r over all the J... ><igllH iu Amerfort, aa Omn<l Master; and attested ica IUld tho WcHt Iudit•!i. Hut, M
by George John S}><'Dccr, as Grand bofore stiLted, th:Lt w:U"r"nt w1ua
Secretary. They were among the destrnyed, and for ahout teo \'e:u-s
olll.cen of the Omnd Lo<lge of Scot- no etf<J<:'tive ntternJ)t wo.~ 1111\(iu to
bmd, although Beaufort was an reorganize. •In 1tH7, tho
Engliah Duke, and Lord Spencer of the Craft asseruhlo•l nt llillii.1U English EarL' All the fllmOU8 borough, and COIUpilo•<l R C<>olu of
ILltercations bc&ween the two Grand laws for thu gnvt!rlllll<'llt of the
Lndgea of North Carolina and Ken- Grand Loclgo, ru1d n~:uin comnL<•nt·od
tucky, in relation to the juriadiction Mw<ouic l!Lbnn~.' .Fr<,>lll tl1i11. it
over the territory of Tenne88Ce, in would seem thnt tlu•y tlul not thmk
11107, etc., WaH ftnal.ly settled, chietly thi'JOAeh·en in<"np:u·ituh•tl to rt.•urby refcren<'e to the statements made gnnize, or reAHscitntt,, tho Orand
by JJro. Williams, in relation to the I..o<]J.:o, or, v;hich iK moat likely, to
"boT~Il&Uled charter, it is a curions · fonu a new Cran<l Lod~-:o, bccniiHe
fact, that u~ pn-60118 alm:e-nam~d the origiu•d document of authority
r.cue 1IQl qffic.ers of the Grand Lo<l')t had been tlcHtroye•l "•
1-ianmfl!
of &xi/and, but that tho Duke of J<>hnson, Gov,·mor of tho 1:-!tl•te,
iJeanfort, from 1767 to 1771, was was elected the flro;t Hran<l ~I·~~tcr.
Grand Mallter of EmJk'nd I It ill
lly the tran!llwtinnA of tho Bt•noadmimble to see what a small nLI Urand Ch1LpWr llll<'~ling of Hil7)
amoWLt of Masonic history ~~atis- we learn that n <imnd Ch1Lpter
lied our fathers fifty years ago. If existed in North Co.rulilllL, lut IL con·
Benufort Kiftlled the charter, he tllitneot of that grand body, in
wust ha\'8 dono so 118 Grund Master Hl2:!, but that it lmd <:'eas•·tl ita
of England. \Vo hope this piece lnhors. The Grnwl Chai•ter W<LM
of history will yet bo clonred up. ••• reorgnnizcd June 28, l!H7, under
Here is another specimen of how the U••ncral Gnuul ChiLJ>h•~ of the
:Mawnic hiHtory may be manufuc- United States. In 1Hii7 1t withdrew
tured, " 'hen it iR necessary to say ' nnd bectLme an intlependt•ot Umnd
bomethiog, but in th" absence of Chapter.
reliabledocnmen~evidenco: "We
The GRAND CouNciL of Hoyul
know thRt n ProvinCial Urand Lodge and Select Ma.~ters was orgnUJzod
WBB established in North Ct~olina, JWLe 6, 11!60.
in 1771, under the authority of ~he
OHIO. For the introduction of
Grand Lodge of ScotliLotl, wh1ch Freemasonry into Ohio we ctm givo
.:onvened alternately in Edenton no better or more rclinhlo hi11tory
and Newbern. Tho archives were than that found in the Iutroductioo
deposited at Edenton, which, IL81 to the republished tran!lltctionR of
we are informed, were de11troyed the Umnd Lodge. "At tho con.
• "Hiato'7 of U...nrr In Kantuckr,"
•" Hlol<>ry uC Fr<'<m_,nry." b)' .J. W. 8
IIJ 81 \Non M.onia, PJ' Ul, 11.
Milclu>U. "" ~10, \'wL L
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'fention which organized the Gmnd
Lodge <iAlegates from six chartered
lodges (the delegate from one Lodge
was not admitted-the reason is not
stated) appeared as representatives.
The lodges were: Union, No. 1;
Cincinnati, No. 13; Scioto, No. 2;
Erie, No. 47, Wld Amity, No. 105.
Union Lodge, No. 1, at Marietta,
derived ita charter from the Grand
Lodge of Massachusetts. • The
strong presumption is that this
Lodge is the legitimate succeBBOr
of the old and honored American
Union Lodge orgnnized Feb. 13,
1776, at Uoxbury, Massachusetts.
As many of its members, after the
dispersion of the army, settled at
Marietta, Cincinnati Lodge No. 13,
at Cincinn.o.ti, received ita warrant
originally from the Grand Lodge
of New Jersey, Sept. 8, 1791, under
the title of Nova Cesarea Lodge
No.10. Some time between June 24
Wld Dec. 10, 1805, the members
returned their original charter and
took one from the Grand J,odge of
Kentucky, assuming the title of
Cincinnati Lodge No. 13. Scioto
Lodge No. 2, at Chillicothe, was
organized in 1805, by charter from
the Grand Lodge of MllSSachusetts.
Erie Lodge No. 47, at Warren, was
organized March 16, 1804, by dispensation from the Grand Lodge
or Connecticut. Amity Lodge No.
105, at ZBilesville, received its
charter from the Grand Lodge of
Pennsylvania, about the year 1804.
lan. 8, 1808, a convention of delegates from all the lodges in the
Htate met at Chillicothe to consider the propriety of establishing a
Grand Lodge for the State. Tho
con veution, in its deliberatioDS, ad:onrned from day to day, and, on
the 7th, tho following resolution
was unanimously ngreod to: "Re8oli!Ed, That a Grauel Lodge be
formed, to be known and styled the
Grand Lodge of Ohio, whose powers
• M the charter, with a portion, ll not
all, of the recordao of the Lodge were
burned, with the bulldlng In which It waa
held, a few yean afterward, very l!Uie I•
lmown of lte htetory or origin, Mve that
It emanated from the Grand Lodge or
Jlaaaachuaette. It waa brought by the first
aettJen, and seem<od to be In oharge, prln·
"'pally, of men belonging to the American

_,.

shall be to grant charters aud dispeD88tions, on proper &}>plication,
to all such as shall apply, and shall
be deemed worthy--and .Wall have
jUrisdiction over the same-and
shall in all respects be clothed with
full powers, 1\8 a Grand Lodge,
according to ancient and due form,
and agreeably to the rules and landmarks of !Ll.Sonry. '' General Rnfu1
Putnam, a hero and veteran of the
Revolutionary war, was elected the
first Grand Master.
The GR.LND CIIAPTlm was organized October, 1816. Samuel Hoyt
was elected the first Grand HighPriest.
The GB.um CoUNCIL of Royal and
Select Masters was organized in
1829.
The GJWID CoiOU.liDBBY, Knights
Templar, organized Oct. 24, 1843.
Michael Z. Kreider was elected the
first Grand Commander.
OREGON. Freemasonry was introduced into this tArritory in 1849
or 1850, by warmnts from the Grand
Lodge of California. Aug. 16, 1851,
a convention was held at Oregon
City to take into consideration tl1e
subject of forming a Grand Lodge.
Three lodges were represented, viz:
MuHnomah, No.84; Willamette, No.
11; and LaFayette, No. 15. The
Grand Lodge was organized, a constitution adopted, and the officers
elected. Berryman Jennings was
elected tho first Grand Maste11.
PENNSYLVANIA. The firs&
Lodge of which we have any authentic historic1ll record was estaP...
lished in Philadelphia, in 1734.
The deputation ~ted to Daniel
Coxe 1\8 l'rovincial Grand Master
for New Jersey, New York, and
PenllBylvania, m 1730, naturally
leads us to the belief, and particularly "·hen our impression is SUl\o
t.lined with notices in the public
newspapers of the day, that lodges
existed in Philadelphia anterior to
1734. Notwitl18tanding the doubts
and discrepancies existing in regard
to the early development of the
mystic Order in Pennsylvania, we
must content ourselves with the
evidences of history as presented
to us until the mists thut now IIVround tho tewple 11hall be dillpelled
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by the disooyery or the truth. The
lustory of St. John's Grand Lodge,
at Boston, furnished the following
extraet: "A petition being presented from Benjamin Franklin and
seveml brethren reKiding in !'hiladelphia, June 24, 1734, for a constitution for holding a Lodge there,
the R. W. Grand Maater (Henry
Price), haYing thill year received
orders from the Grand Lod!fe in
England to establiah Masonry m all
North America, was pleased to grant
the prayer or the petitionel'll, lllld
to !16Ild them a deputation, appointing the R. W. Benjamin Franklin
thei? first Maater; which was the
beginning of Masonry in the State
of Pennsylvania." July 10, 1749,
Franklin received a similar a:epointment from Thomas Oxnard,
ProYincial Grand Master of New
England,lllld the auceeasor of Henry
Price. In March, 1750, Wm. Allen
presented a communication from
the Grand Lodge of England as Pro.
"rincial Grand Master of PeDDByl. n.nia. Franklin afterward reeeind
a commission from England as ProYincial Grand Master. "In 1768,
Lodge No. 2 was constituted, by
virtue of a warrant from the Grand
Lodge of Ancient York Masons of
England, the Earl of Blessington,
Grand Master, lllld Laurence Dermott, Grand Secretary. "• From the
same source as the extract just
quoted, we are informed " that a
warrant for a Pro'rincial Grand
Lodge in PennsylVIIllia was issued
by the Grand Lodge of En~land,
in June 1'i64, directed to 'William
Ball, as Grand Master. From thill
period little ill lmowu of Masonry
m PeDDIIJlvllllia. The original archives of the ProYincial Grand
Lodges (for it seems there was more
thiW one) were destroyed during
the Revolution, lllld while PhiJa..
delphia was in the hands of the
British. In 1779, theliuons of that
~urisdiction, feeling the evils resultIng from the Wllllt of llll organized
body, requested William Ball to
convene the Masons of the State
with a 'riew of reorganization. In
oomplillllce with their request he
• Bia&orJ' ot lituoDJ7 In 1'eJmqlftllia,
~to

tbe Gnai{Lodp Ia lli'Je.
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summoned the brethren to IIM8IIl
ble in Philadelphia, Dec. 20, whn
Grand Officers were elected-Bro.
Ball being cho~en Grlllld Master.
Sept. 13, 17116, thirtl'en lodges, by
their .PtiMters and Wardens, met
in Philadelphia, lllld UDIIllimoualy
"&80lt.'«l, That it would be im·
proper that the Grand Lodge of
Pennsylvania should remain any
longer under the authority of any
foreign Grand Lodgep" whereupon,
the Orand Lodge cloaed •lne d~
On the day following, the delegates
of the thirteen lodges 111111embled
in connntion, and orgllllized the
present Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania, and elected Grand Officers.
From the reorganization of thill
Orand Lodge, down to the present
day, the history of Masonry in th-*
jnrisdiction has been one uninterrupted course of prosperity and
geneml harmony.
The GRAND CHAPT.EB was organized Nov. 23, 1795. Until abou'
IS".aO this Grand Chapter was in its
~ovemment under the Urand Lodge,
Jts Grand Mnster being ez officw
the Grand High-Priest of the Grand
Chapter. It has since been a Grand
Chapter wtth its own elective Grand
Officers. It is sovereign and independent, and has never acknowledged the supremacy of the Geneml
Grand Chapter of the United Stlltea.
Previous to t!Je formation of this
Grand Chapter, a Master's warrant
was mftl.cient authority for congregating a Chapter, and conferring
any degree of Masonry t!Je brethren
had knowledge of.
The GR.UID Cotn~CIL of Royal and
Select Masters was organized Oct.
16, 1847. Previous to ~e formatidn
of this Grand Council, it was cuRtomary for the Chapters to confer
the degrees on t!Joae who desired
them as honorary degrees.
Muonic Knight!Jood WIIS introduced into Pennsylvania in 1793. •
Prior to 1797 four Encampments
were instituted in t!Jis State, viz :
two in Philadelphia, one in Harrisburg, lllld one lD Carlisle. These
bodies were under the aut!Jority of
the Grand Lodge of Pennsylvllllia
• "Biator1 ot the Knight• Tcmpl&r of

Ptmn.,"

by Alfred Crelgll, Pblla., 1887.
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until the 12th of May, 1797, when a
Grmu.l Encampment was organized
at n c-onvention of delegate.:~ !rom
the severn! Encampments. From
this p~riod Templarism has existed
lUI an mdepe.ndent organization.
PERU. As long as the Spaniards
held an exclusive and undisputed
possession of the country ( 15361782), and the Inquisition lent its
Rid to a fanatical friesthood, it
~mnot be a matter o SllrJ?rise that
Masonry "1\·a.~ unknown In Peru.
The introduction of the Royal Art,
or even the fact of being a Mason,
would have been a sufficient cause
for the banishment, if not the dtlath,
of the offender. During the French
invasion of Spain (1807-13), and the
presence there of the English, many
lodges were instituted in that country, and, among the troops sent
from Europe to quell the war of
Independence in Peru, there were
mnny brethren ; these, however,
being subjects of Spain, admitted
none of the pntriots M members,
an<l it WM not until the Declaration
of Independence, in 1821, when free
intercourse was established between
Peru and foreign lllltions, that Freemasonry wns introduced among the
natives. In 1825, after I>eru had
achieved her complete independence, lodges were established in
Lilllll and other parts, by authority
of letters patent from the Grand
Orient of Colombia. From this
Gmnd Orient all the other Ma.~onic
bodies in Peru afterward derived
their existence. The bodies worked
in the Ancient and Accepted Scottish rite. Nov. 2, 1830, a Supreme
Council of this rite for the Republic
of Peru wns established. June 23,
1831, the Masters and Wardens of
the symbolic lodges, as well as representativtJs from the councils, chapters, etc., assembled at the capital
nud installed themselves into ~n
Independent Grand Lodge under
the title of th.:. Grand Lodge of Peru,
which was in the snme year changed
to Grand Orient. The political agitations, which soon after disturbed
the peace of the country, caused the
lodges to be closed, and an attempt
was made to drive Masonry from
Ule country. In 1845, after a receBfl

of some twelve years, n number of
brethren a.~xembled and reopened
severn! of the lodges nnd ch11pters.
Jan. 30, l!H9, the Supreme Council
was reopened, and lodges Jmder ita
autl}.ority set to work. July 13,
1852, the Grand Orient of Peru was
reopened and reconstituted under
the title of National Grund Orient
of Peru. In 1852 the Supreme
Royal Arch Chapter of &otbn<l
granted a cha11~r to bold a Holy
Uoyal Arch Chapter at Cnlln6. This
was the first Masonic body of the
"Ancient York rite," opened in
the Republic. This chapter was not
recognized by any of the governing
bodies. In Siny, 1857, an extensiv($
schism broke out nmong the Fruternity, nnd many lodges nnd chupters
were instituted by tho disaffected
party. None of the grand bodies
throughout the world acknowledged
the schismatics. At the present
time ( 1866) there are no illegal
bodies in Pent, except one at Cnllao
-which is only a remnant of the
former schisms. There arc many
lodges nnd chnpters in Limn and
Callao, in n healthy and prosperous
condition. Benide the lodges nnd
chapters under the Supreme Conn·
cil, working in the Scottish rite in
Lima nnd Callao, the Grund Lodge
of Ireland hn.s two lodges, to one of
which a Chapter of Royal Arch is
attached, under its jurisdiction, all
in Lima. The Grnnd Lodge of
Scotland hn.s, be~idos the Uoyal
Arch Chapter, a Lodge of symbolic
Masonry in Cullao. 'l'he Grand
Lodge of Massachusetts has a Lodge
established in Arica. All these
bodies, combined, form the Grand
Orient of P eru, which admits into
its bosom all recognized rites, consistent with tho general principles
of Freemasonry.
POLAND. Freemnsonry h<'gnn
in Poland in 1736, but wi\S almost
immediately supprcsse1l I h rough the
infiuence of the church. In 1742-49
many new lodges wore established,
and in 1766 the institution roM to a
high position. In 1780 the Lodge
of the Good Slwl?herd was established by the Gnmd Lodge of
England. In 1784 thirteen lodges,
then in the country, m~>t at W&nJaw
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and organized a Gmnd Lodge. In fort, Breslan, Halle, &te. The killfl
1807 the Grand Orient of Frant"o BSIJUmed the otllce of Grand Maater
founded severs! lodges in the king- and continued to bl.'ar the title'
dom. In Ut.!2 a dt>cree of the E m - although during the seven year8'
peror Alexander prohibited all secret war, and the cares that government
aocieties; the brethren of Poland, entailed on him, he WBR prevented
though deeply grieved, yet submis- Cro'!l attending to his Maltonio
sively closed their lodges, which, duties. In 17-&7, he appointed the
since then, have remained closed.
Duke of Holatein-Beck as VicePORTUGAL. The introduction Grand Master, when the statute.
of Freemasonry into this kingdom were revised, and )faaonry, which
began at Lisbon, in 173.'), by the had some11·hat declined, again reGrand Lodge of England, but its vived. SoonafterwardanewLodge
nsefulnet111 wu of short duration. "La Petitt Dmcorde," was esta~
The inquisition, that great extin- li11;hed at Berlin, and, in 1760, a
guisher of liberty and enlighten- third, " The Three Dove~~;" the
ment, had control of this country. latter being founded by Tilley de
Notwithstanding this powerful op- .Lerney and a number of French
position the Onler succeeded m prifl<mers of war. Dissensions soon
spreading its cheerful infinences, broke out between these lodges;
and in 1805 a Grand Lodge WaR !Uld then began in Berlin and
organized. In 1807, dnnng the throughout Gt-rmany that lamentainvasion of Portugal by the French ble period of Masonry, when the
troops, Masonry was protected, and introduction of the French degrees,
until uno, when a fl"CIIh persecution nod the admixture of variout~ sysof the Order began. which lasted tem!! tln<l new riteR, causo<l such
until about 1837, since which time confusion among the Frntcmity that
the Order haR been permitted to the original tendency of the instituenjoy some success. There exists tion wasl\lmoKt extingnishc<l lTO
in Lisbon a Grand Lodge of Portu- follow the history of Masonry in
gal and a Provincial Gran'l Lodge l'rlll~ia through this period, with it.
of Ireland, which are recognized by thousand changcs,s1stems,schiams,
etc. , in an intelhgible manner,
foreign Grand Lodges.
PRUSSIA. Freemnsonry was in- would requirt> too long an article.)
troduced into PrnRBia by Frederick I u 1765 Zinnendorf became Gmnd
ll, surnamed the Great. Having Master of the Ht1wd Lo<lge of the
been secretly initiated, while crown- T hree Globe11, but the following year
prince, at Brunswick, he soon after abandoned it, and in 1770 instituted
organized a Lodge in the cR&tle of nt Berlin a new Gnmd Lodge, clllle<l
Rheinsberg; and when, in 1740, he the Grnnd National Lodgu of Uerascended the throne he biw!lelf roany, for which he obtained royal
wielded the gavel, and conducted u nction, and nlso a coiiJititution
the first work with his own hand at from the Grand Lodge of Englnml
the C811tle in Cbarlottenburg, June In 1772 the Gmnd Lodge of the
to. The distinctive title of thi!! Three Globes 888umed the title ol
Lodge was "The First Lodge," or the "NatioW\l Grand Mother Lodge
"The Lodge of the King, our Grand for the PrWIIIian Stntell." In the
Master." 1n the 111\Dle year,_Sept.· meantime, the Lodge of the 'fhree
13, at his instigation, a new Lodge Doves, which had been found'"'! at
was established in Berlin, which was Derlin in 1760, and subsequently
called "The Three GlobeR." This ndded to its original title th11t of
Lodge was principally composed of ••Friendship," separated from ibl
the members of" The First Lodge," Mother Lodge (the Three Globes)
which had but a brief existence. i n 1765, and 888Umcd the title of
In 1744 "the Lodge of the Three " Royal York of Friendship." In
Ulobee" IIII81Uiled tlie title of Royal 1798,a rorni edict was issued, which,
Grand Mother Lodge of the Three while strictly prohibiting nll secret
Global, and conatituted subordi- societies, especially excepted the
DA&e lodgel at Meiningen, Frank- three existing Gmnd LodgAS witb
th eir 11ubordinatea.
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RHODE ISJ.AND. December aft'nirs of a Lodge, and was regarded
27, 1749, the' petition of several as nn expert workman. In 1783 the .

brethren residing in Newport was
presented to St. John's Grand Lodge
at Boston, of which Thomas Oxnard
WBB Grand Master, praying for tho
incorporation of a regular Lodge
there, which, on being read, it wo.s
voted that a charter be granted
them. This wss the beginning of
Masonry in Rhode Island. The
second Lodge WM established at
Providence Jan. 18, 1757, under
the title of St. John's Lodge, by
authority of the same Grand Lodge,
l eremy Gridley being Grand Master,
in compliance with the petition
of several brethren residing there.
Nov. 3, 1790, n report from a joint
committee of the two lodges in
Rhode Island, proposing a plan for
the formation of a Grand Lodge of
Rhode Island, was adopted. The
constitution of the. Grand Lodge
wes adopted April 6, 1791. Christopher Champlin was elected the first
Grand Master. The first charter
granted by the Grand Lodge of
Rhode Island was in 179!1, to certain
brethren in Warren, under the nnme
of Wat~hington Lodge No. 3. Notwithetauding the irregularity of the
formation of the Grand Lodge by
only two subordinates, Freemasonry
h88 always occupied a respectable
position in Rhode l~:~lsnd, and her
membership h88 been compo~:~ed of
its best and most honored citizens.
The GB..Um CIIAPTEB was organized March, 1798. Seth Wheaton
was the first Grand High-Priest.
The Ga.L>rn CouNciL of Royal
and Select Masters was organized
Oct. 30, 1860.
The Gn.um CoKK.L.>rnKBY, Knights
Templsr, l?elonging, jointly, to lriRIIBBChnsetts and Rho!fe Island, was
formed in 1805. Thomas Smith
Webb, of R. L, was the first Grand
Commander.
RUSSIA. In 1731 the Grand
Lodge of England granted a warrant
for a Lodge at St. Petersburg, and
named Captain John Phillips as Provincial Grund MMter. For many
years Freemasonry flourished, and
gained strength. In 1771 the Order
W88 patronized by the nobility. The
Emperor Peter III. conducted the

lodges throughout the empire organized a National Grand Lodge.
'l'be society rose to a fullness of
splendor, unequaled in any part
of the world. But this state of
prosperity was not permitted to
continue. Politics and religions
opinions were permitted to enter
the lodge-room; extravagance and
speculation became unmnnagable
among the brotherhood; the church,
with powerful influence, and some
other causes, compelled the Craft to
close their lodges, yet the meetings
were ocC88ionally held, but very
secluded, until 1!:108-14, when the
Order again flourished with renewed
vigor, and until 1822, when, suddenly and most unexpectedly, the
Emperor Alexander issued a decree
that all the Masonic lodges throughout the empire should be closed,
and no others permitted to be
founded. The then condition of
Poland was alleged 88 a re88on for
this. The brethren, with saddened
hearts, calmly obeyed the command
of their monarch. A few years after
the Fraternity ventured again upon
their field of philanthropy; gradually reopened their lodges, and resumed their labors, nnd continue to
n.'lllemble 1\11 Freemasons even to the
preRent day.
SAXONY. The first Lodge wns
established at Dre!lden, Saxony, in
1738. In 1741 anothllr Wl\8 formed
at Leip~ic, and n thir<l in 1742 at
Altenburg. In 1805 a convention
of the lodges in Saxony a.;sembled
for the purpose of establishing :A
Grand Lodge; although the rules
for its orgnnization were arranged,
yet it WRII not perfected. until 1811.
'fhe seat of the Grand Lodge is at
Dres<len. The system of Ancient
Craft Masonry and Schroder's rite
1\l'e the work of the lodges in this
country.
SCOTLAND. The early history
of Freemnsonry in this country,
like that o{ England and Germany,
is surrounded with the misty haze
of legendary lore. The first reliable
information we have touching the
Fraternity dates back to the early
part or the tlfteenth oentu.ry. They,
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ai that period, acknowled~ed their continuea to act independently, and
Jtiug and sovereign aa theu Orand to grant charters to other lodges aa
:Master; to his authority they sub- formerly. This gave rise to dismitted all disputes that happened putes, which it was desirable for the
among the brethreD. When not a credit of the Fmternity to avoid;
Haaon himself, he appointed one and. at length, in 1807, Motht.r Kilof the brethren to preside aa his winning Lodge agreed to surrender
deputy at their meetings, and tO her authority and acknowledge the
regulate all matters concerning the Grand Lodge, thereby renouncing
Crl\fl. In 1430 King James L was all ri~ht to gmnt charters in future.
ncknowledged as the Royal Grand Kilwmning Wll8 placed at the head
lln~~ter, who regulated the affairs of the roll of the Grand Lodge
of the Fmternity. In 1441 William under the denomination of ••Mother
St Clnir, Earl of Orkney and Baron Kilwinning," and itll Master, for the
of Roshn, obtnined a gmnt of the time being, declared the Provincial
office of Grand Master from King Grand Master over the Ayrshire
.James IL By another grunt this district, and thie put an end to all
office was made hereditary to the t!isputea about Masonic precedency.
said William St. Clair, and his heira From thie time Freemasonry has
and 11nccessora in the barony of prospered and increased throughout
Boalin; in which noble famill it has the country.
continued without interruption till
Besides the Grand Lodge there
of late years. The Masons held are:' 1. Supreme Grand Royal Arch
their grand court.ll, or, in Masonic Chapter for Scotland; 2. The Royal
language, their Grand Lodge &~~~~em Order of Scotland, Herodom of
bled at Kilwinning, in the western Kilwinning, supposed to have been
country, where it is claimed thnt established by King Robert Bruce, .
the Mnsona or Scotland firat held in 1314; 3. The Genere.l Chapter of
regular· and permanent lodges. It the Religious and Military Order of
is a&~~erted, "1\-ith great firmness and Knight!! Templar, with various Priplausibility, that in this place the ories; 4. The Supreme Grand Counroyal art first made itll appearance. cil of Scotland of the Ancient and
The office of Patron being hereditary Acct>pted Scottish rite.
in the family of Sinclair of Roslin,
SOUTH CAROLINA. There is
he being advanced in years, and no evidence, by record or tradition,
having no children, was anxious >f the existence of a Masonic Lodge
that the office of Grand Master in the Province of South Carolina
ahould not become vacant at his anterior to the year 1736. Oct. 28,
death; therefore he assembled the of that year, the first Lodge of
lodges in and about Edinburg, Oct. Masons in South Carolina was
15, 1736, and represE:uted to them opened in the city of Charleston,
how beneficial it would be to the then known as "Charles-Town. "•
eaUII6 of Masonry in gencrnl, to have
.In this year John Hammerton was
a Grand )laster of their own elect- 11ppoiuted Provincial Urand Master
ing, and intimated his intention ot for the Colony, which office he
reotigniug his office, and setting the resigned the following year, when
next St. Andrew's day, Nov. 30, as be waa succeeded by J 11mes Gneme.
the time for holding such election. 'rhe elllly history of the Order in
On that day thirty-three lod~cs met,
• Tbla Ia the llrel Lodge that w-u eTer
and, havin!J received the res1gnation
~alabllobed in the jurlodklion. U recel.-ed
of St. Clair, they proceed to the Ita
wvrr.ot rrom Lord We:rn10uth, the
eleetion, and unanimously elected Grand Muter or the Grand Lodge of
William Sinclair, of Roslin, Grand EDgland, with the tiUe ol Solomon'• Lodge
Nu. 46; artenrard It became No.1. From
Master, and this was also the found- tta
organ!Ation, in 1736, It continued un•
iDg of the Grand Lodge or Scotland. llllerruptedl;r to work until 1811, when It
The Lodge at Kilwinning, (more ouopcnded labor. In 1817 U wu rovlved,
generally known u the "Mother b ut "'aln bt.'C&me dormAnt In 1838. It
,..,.. dnall:r revived. by a now warrant,
Lodge of Kilwinning,") long after l,(r&nled
Juno 25. Ill' I. It Ia now In act!.,.
Uae iDat.itution of the Grand Lodge, IWd ouc..,.,..rul opcraliu...
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South Camlina is shrouded in some
do~bt, po.rticulnrly in consequence
of th~nathy of the brotherhood,
and
y by reason of a large fire
whic occurred in Charleston in
1738. The period of inaction which
m111·ked the Orde,- for several years
previous to 1754 was, in that year,
brought to a happy conclusion, nnd
was followed by nn important reaction. In 1754, the Mo.rqui!J of Co.rlllU"fon grnnted n deputation "to
Peter Leigh, Chief Justice of South
Co.rolina, for ClllOlina." Mr. Leigh
proved nn efficient officer. He, immedintely after his o.rrival, appointetl a Deputy Grand Ml\Ster and
Gmnd Wo.rdens,and reorganized the
Provincial Grand Lodge. 1tll\8onry,
for a time, flourished with renewed
'rigor. The Ron. Peter Leigh died
Au~. 21, 1759.
In 1761 Benjrunin
SIWth WIIS appointed Prov. Grand
Master, who resigned the office in
1767. In 1769 the Duke of Beaufort,
Gmnd Master of Engl1111d,appointed
the Ron. Egerton Leigh Provinciul
Grand Master, which office he held
until he left the country, in 1774.
In 1777 the Grand Lodge elected
the Hon. llo.rnard Elliott "Gmnd
Master of Mum>ns in this State."
This, Dr. Mackey strongly urges, wns
"the true date of the org1111izntion
of the Gmnd Lodge of South Carolina." In 1787 the Gmnd Lodge
became nn independent body, and
called itself the Gmnd Lodge of
Free and Accepted Mnsons of South
Carolina. In the Hamc yenr the
Gmnd Lodge of Ancient York
Masons was OI"!;anized. In 1808
the two Grand Lodges united and
formed tho Grand Lodge of Sonth
Carolina. In H!O!J the Grnncl Lodge
of Ancient York Masons was revived. In 1817 the tl.nul union took
place l1etwoen tho Grand Lodge
of South Carolina Bnd the revi \"ed
Grand Lodge of Ancient York
Masons, which forms the present
Gmnd Lodge of South CarolinB.
The GRAND lWYAL ARcn CIIAl'TEn
was organized May 29, 1812. Wm.
Young wns elected the first Grnnd
High-Priest.
The degrees of RoyBl a11tl St?lect
Masters were first iutroducctl into
South Carolina in tho year li83,

and conferred in the Lodge of
Perfection, at Cho.rleston, under
the authority of the Ancient and
Accepted rite. After a time the
Supreme Council relinquished its
authority over the councils establiKhed in the State, and, in 1860, a
Grand Council of Roynl and Select
Mnsters was established. Albert G.
:Mackey wBB elected the fl.rst Most
PniSSIUlt Grnnd M>\Sler.
Tho order of Knights Templlll'
was introduced into South Carolina
about 1780-1803. The exact date
is involved in obRCurity and doubt.
There is but one Commandery
(South Carolina Commandery No.1)
in the State.
SPAIN. In 1727 the first Lodge in
Spain was establi11hed at Gibniltar,
by warrnnt from the Enrl of Inchiquin, Grand Mnster of Englnnd; the
second at Madrid in 1728, and o
third in 1739, at Andalut~in. In 174(!
Philip V. issued an edict against
the Order, nnd several members ol
the Fmternity were arrested nnd
conderunetl to the gnlleyR. Freemasonry was much oppressed in
Spain until the year 1807, when
Joseph Bonaparte ascended the
throne; the Fraternity incrensed
rapidly, and, in 1809, 11 National
Gra.ml Lodge wns foundl.'d at
Madrid, which held its meetings in
the Bllme building in which tho
ill(p1isition had a short time before
held its convocations. lu 1811, the
king, in his capacity of Gmnd Commlmder, founded a Grand Chapter
of the higher degrees. 'l'he ~·rnter
nity flourished till the return of
FenlinBnd VII., who reestablished
tho inquisition, and in 1814 the
meetings of the Or•ler were prohibited, and many of the Mnsonll
persecuted in the most inhumnu
wnnner. Between 1845 nnd 18&:1
tho lutlges increased notwith~tand
ing the oppoHition. A Grnnd Orient
hBd bt!en orgBnizcd under the
title of "Gran Oriente Hesperico,"
which acknowledge~ the Ancient
and Accepted rite, and also recognizes the lodges founded l)y the
Grnud Lodge. Tho members of
the Order :no oblig<'tl to use ftcti•
tious n>llll<'H to c!lcu.pe the peraecutiollN of the civiltmthoritiell Nil
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Lodgo i111 permitted to poBSess any and zenloua member or the Orde!
written documents, an1l every Rix during his life time. Freemasonry
m .mths a new pass-word is selected, is still protected by tho crown, and
IWd communicated by tho Grand is,therefore.oneofthemoHtrespectOrient; brethren who are strangers able institutions in the country.
are only admitted if personally
SWITZERLAND. The intro.
lmown to the W. M.
duction of the Order into SwitzorSWEJ;>EN. FreemMonry was in- lnnd began in 1737, by warrant from
traduced into this country in 1735, the Grand Lodge of England, to
oy charter from the Grnnd Orient Sir George Hamilton, as Provincial
of Frnnr.e, granted to tho Governor, GrandMaster, hyauthorityofwhich
Count Spnl'I'EI. Dut little is known he established a Provincial Grand
of this Lodge, Ill! its operations Lodge at Geneva. In 1739 the
were closed in 1738 by royRl de- Duke of Montacute, Grand Master
cree, forbidding M011on~:~ to meet on of Englnnd, granted a WIU'l'llnt to a
pain of de.'lth. This prohibition number of English nobleman to
Will! rescinded in 1740, when the establish a Lodge at Lausanne.
Order spread 1111d tlourished. It Masonry flourished for a short time,
soon enjoyed a position that the when it was prohibited by the civil
brethren did not hesitate to publicly authorities of Berne. 'fhe lodges
aclmowlt:dge their nssociation with remained closed for nearly twetlty
the in11titution. In 1762 King years, when the o!U Lodge at
Adolphus Frederick declared him- Lauii8Jllle was revived, and tlourself the prot<octor of the Swedish ished for a short period. Dut soon
lodges, and de,.ircd to participate in the old prohibition was again issued
the labor~:~ and expenses of the against the Order. Internal dissenFraternity. In 1765 Lord lllaney, Hi.ons also entered the bodies, which,
Grand :Master of Bngln.nd, granted for a time, threatened its total dea deputation to Brother Charles struction. Four distinct organiza.FulliWlll, fkl~retary to the English tions, in spirited opposition to each
embaAHy at Stockholm, to establish other, existed at the same time in
a ProYinciul Grand Lodge for Swe- the republic. During the stormy
den. In 1799 u tmion of the Grand politicu.l events between 1793 and
Lo.iges of Sweden and England 1803 the lodgeR remained closed.
was effected, which was the cause When Neuenburg and Geneva were
of great rejoicing among the Frn- ceded to France, the Grand Lodge
ternity. In 180'-J Charles XIII. of Geneva ceased to exist, and Rll
roacended the throne of Sweden, the lodges pla.ced themselves under
who, May 27, 1811, founded an the Grand Orient of France, which
order of knighthood under the immediately founded new lodges in
title of "Charles the Thirteenth," various parts of the country. Peace,
for the purpose, as is stated in the with its harmonious intluenccs, WBB
manifesto establishing the Order, restored, and Masonry immediately
to do honor to thoRo virtues which revived. In 1822 1\ treaty of union
are not prescribed by law, and which was agreed upon between the Grand
are seldom offered to the notice of Orient and the English ProYinciRl
the public. The statutes emoted Grand Lodge, which B88UIDCd the
that this Order, the distinctive name of the Grand Lodge of
badges of which were to be worn Switzerland. In 1844, through the
openly, should only be communi- efforts of the powerful and inmted to Freemasons; it, therefore, fiuentil4 Masons of Switzerland,
formed the highest degree of Swe- delegates from all the lodges met
c1iah Freemasonry. The reigning at Zurich, when the treaty of
king was always to be Grand Master union WBB rntified for the newlyof the Order, an•\ hesidc the prince!! ; founded Grand Lodge under tho
ol the royal house, the Order could I name of "Alpinn." Switzerland
only con.si&t of twenty-seven secular ' displays in the present day ~:reat
and three eccleaia.stieal members.[· Masonic activity, 1111d the Frotcmity
l..:harli!ll XID. remained an active therein is much e1teemed.
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TENNESSEE.• Previous to Dec. and the Gnmd Lod,re of the repnbo
2'1, 1813, the lodges in the State of lio wBB formed. By advice and
Tennesa"" were held under charters directton of this body, the three
from the Grand Lodge of North subordinate lodges transferred their
Carolina, except one which was allegiance from Louisiana to theil
held under the authority of the own Grand Lodge, surrendered
Grand Lodge of Kentucky. Pur- their charters to Louisiana, and
l!llant to Dt tice, a convention of received others from Texas. Anson
delegates from the several lodges Jones was electA!d the first Grand
in the State assembled at Knoxville Master. Such is the brief sketch
in December, 1811, for the purpose of the first establishment of Free·
of establishing a Grand Lodge, masonry in Texas. It was founded,
when the following resolutions were like our political institutions, amid
adopted: "Resolved, That, in the the stem concomitants of adversity
opinion of this convention, the and war; but its foundations were
number of lodges of Ancient York laid broad and deep, and upon
Masons in this State, as well as the thfm has been raised 8 superstrucstate of society, require the forma- ture of strength and beauty, symtion of a Grand Lodge within tho metrical in its proportions and vast
same, for the better regulation and in its dimensions, and which will
extension of the Craft. Hesolt'ed, continue as a beacon to !rlide and
That a committee be appointed for cheer worthy Masons on their jourthe purpose of drawing up an ney of life.
address to the Grand Lodge of
TRINIDAD, W. I. Henry Price,
North Carolina, solicitmg their as- Provincial Grand Master of New
sent to the establishment of a Grand England, in 1733, on his return to
Lodge in the State of Tennessee." England in 1738, went by way of
Other resolutions were atlopted, of Antigua, where, finding a number of
similar effect to the foregoing, nnd Masons from Boston, he formed them
the convention atljoumcll to meet into 8 Lodge, gave them a ~!.barter
Dec. 27, 1813, when the Grand Lodge and initiated the governor and
was organized, the officers elected ,;everal gentlemen of high distincand in11talled. Thomas Clairbomo tion. In 1798 a charter was received
was elected tho first Grand Mn.~ter. from the Grnnd Lodge of France,
TEXAS. The introduction of for tho Lodge Unite<l Brothers,
l'tiasonry into 'l'exas beg:m by diA- which, in 1799, had its warrant
penAntion from John H. Hoiland, renewed by the Grand Lodge of
Grand Ma.~ter of Louisiana, under Pennsylmnia. This Lodge remaintho name of Hollund Lodge,Dec.17, ed under the jurisdiction of the
1835,at Bmzorio\. Soon after hostili- Grnnd Lodge of Pennsylvania until
ties broke out between Mexico and 1814, when, in consequence of the
Tem._q, when the Lodge wa.~ obliged war between the United States
to close its operations. Brazoria was and Great Britain, eommunicutiona
abandoned; Gen. Urrea, commander bein~;: interrupted, the brethren
of the Mexican forces, entered the petitioned the Grand Lodge of
cily and took possession of the ijcotland to take them nnder their
books, jewels, and everything be- protection, which request was COJll·
longing to the Lodge. Meanwhile plied with. This Lodge is still in
the Grand Lodge of Louisiana had existence, with the No. 251 on the
i>;sued a charter for Holland Lodge registry of the Gnmd Lodge of
No. 36, and the Lodge was reopened Scotland. A Chapter of Royal Areh
in Oct., 1837, at the city of Houston. Masons has also been established
Soon after two other lodges, with there. The Grand Lodge of England
charters from the Grand Lodge has several lodges at work there.
of Louisiana, were eRtablished in In 1814 a chart.er was granted
Te:ms-Miln.m, at Nacogdoches, hy the Royal Grand Conclave of
and JrloFarlnue, nt San Augustine. Scotland to the "Trinidad Grand
Dclegatf>.a from these, antl from Assembly of Knights Templar,
HPlltmd Lodge, met in convention No. 29." Maaonry is now m a
t.t Houaton, in the winter of 1837-8, ftourishing condition here.

GENEIUL lii8TOBY OF FREJQUSO!nCT.

TURKEY. Freemaaonry was inThe GJWm C!uPrza was o~.
troduced into the Ottoman Empire ized Dec. 20, 1804. Jonatilan Weill
about 1830; but it soon ceased to was elected the first Grand Highexisl More recently several lodges Priest. Reorganized July 18, 1849.
have been established at ConstanThe GJWm CoUNCIL of Royal and
tinO(Jle, Smyrna, and Aleppo, and Select Mastel!l was organized 1854.
particularly among the English set- Nathan B. Haswell was elected the
tlement& The lodges are ,ProB- first Grand Master.
peronR, and an Englhm ProVUlcial
The GIUND ColiOUNDI!:BY,Knights
Grand Lodge for Turkey has been Templar, was organized 1825-was
Mtablished recently, with Sir Henry dormant for several years-reorganBulwer u Grand :Mastt>r.
izt!d Jan. 14, 1852.
URUGUAY. The first Lodge
VIRGlNIA. Writelll on the early
wu established in this republic in history of Freemasonry in the
the year 18'J7, by the Grand Orient United States, particnlarl;v of the
of France, under the name of' "The time when they were colomes of tho
\Jhildren of the New World." This British government, are often emLodge is still in existence, having, barrassed in their researches, and
however, changed its name to that are unnble to furnish the •• tangible
of' "The Friends of the Country." proof" of the filllt introduction of
There are several Spanish lodges the Order into certain well-estabin the republic, governed by the lished localities among the early
Supreme Council and the Grand settlements of this country. The
Orient of Uruguay, which were historian is often sorely perplexed
establi.qhed in the year 1855. The from the fact that the materials
lodges under this authority, and the within his reach are in many
eolitsry one which retains its alle- instances only speculations, pregiance to the Grand Orient of sumptions, or the-too frequently
France, are working together in the questionable-statements of "the
utmost harmony. Notwithstanding oldest inhabitant." The difficulty,
the opposition of the priesthood therefore, of preparing a continuous
here, Muonrr is folly carrying out history of Freemi\Sonry in America
ita l!1'88t mislnon of love.
lies mainly in the presumptive charVERMONT. Of the first intro- acter of much of the evidence that
duction of Freemseonry into this makes up its record. That there is
State we have, at present, no im- some cause for this lack of reliable
mediate knowledge, unless the first evidence is beyond dispute. The
Lodge is that mentioned in the fol- many difficulties that surrounded
lowing statement: "A petition from the habitationR of the first elnieeveral brethren, dated at Cornish. grants; the wild and unscttlt:>d con(then cLumed by Vermont, but now dition of the country; tho war of the
in New Hampshire,) was read in the Revolution, when the merciless foe
Hassachnsetts Grand Lodge, Nov.8, burned and destroyed every kind
1781, praying for the establishment of property within his reach; the
-rf a Lodge in that place; where- frequent ecclesiastical and politicnl
upon, voted that a charter be issued pen;ocutions which have from time
accordingly. This Lodge met a few to time been brought again11t the
times at Cornish, but when that town Order, and the Hlight interest taken
waa claimed by New Hampshire by our nrcdecessolll in the prcserva·
the Lodge removed to Windsor, VL, tion of Masonic rocords-thcHo,
Oil the opposite side of Connecticut with other causes, will, in some
river, and took the name of 'Ver- measure, account for tho Rcarcity of
mont Lodge, No.1."' Jan. 17, 1785, reliable Masonic data, at the present
the Massachusetts Grand Lodge time. We are led to these reflections
granted a ohart.er to a proper num- after examining the scanty material•
ber of' Master Muons, residing at which we find for tho subject under
lla.Dchester, Vermont, to establish discussion 1\11 well as of that ah·eady
a Lodge at that place. The Grand disposed of. For the matter of this
1 odge wu orpnizE'd Ocl 19, 1711'. lketch I am indebted to & ""r1
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able ~d interel!ting addrC88 on the
"History of the Grnnd Lodge of
Virginia, by R. W. JoliN Dove,
M. D." Bro. Dove has been an
active member of the Gro.nd Lodge
of Virginia for fifty, and its Grand
Secretary for more than thirty, years.
He says: "The first Lodge of Ancient York MM<>ns was chartered
Doc. 22, 1733, in the village of
Norfolk, by the title of Royal
Exchange Lodge, No. 172. The
second Lodge was chartered by the
Grand Lodge of Scotland for Port
Royal, by the name of Kilwinning
Cross, in 1755. The third was
chartered by the same Grand Lodge
for Petersburg, by the name of
Blandford Lodge No. 83, in 1757.
The fourth was chartered by the
Grand L~e of MassachuRetts
for Fredericksburg, July 21, 1758,
having some years before obtained a dispensation. The fifth was
chartered by the Grand Lodge of
England for Hampton, Nov. 6, 1773,
by the name of St. Tamu.ny; and,
on the same day, by the same grand
body, the sixth Lodge was chartered
for Will!amsburg, by the name
of Williamsburg.
The seventh
was chartered by the same for
Gloucester, Nov. 6, 1773, by the
name of Botetourt. Thfl eighth was
chartered by the Grand Lodge of
Scotland for Cabin Point, April 5,
1775, by the name of Cabin Point
Royal Arch. Beside these are found
on the registry of the Grand Lodge
of Scotland thnt St. J ohn'11 Lodge
No. 111 was constituted at Norfolk
in 1741; also there was a Lodge at
Falmouth, and one chartered for
Yorktown, Aug. 1, 1765, by the
Grand Lodge of England. That
there were others in the State (military lodges no doubt) is proven by
a letter written in 1843, by R. W.
John Barney, the Grand Lecturer
of Ohio, in which ho says: •Capt.
Hugh Maloy, aged ninety-three, is
now living in or near Bethel, Cleimont Co., who was initialed in 17!12,
in Gen. Washington's Marquee;
Gen. WMhington presided in perROD, and performed the initiatory
eeremonies.' " At a convention of
delegates from Norfolk, Kilwinning
l'ort lloyal Cro!IB, lllandford, Wil-

liamsburg, and Cabin Point Royal
Arch lodges, met at Williamsburg,
Va., May 6, 1777, for the purpose
of choosing. a Grand Master for the
State of Virginia. The convention·
decided, by unanimous vote, that a
Grand Master ought to be chos-en
to preside over the Cmfl. in Virginia,
and a committee was appointed to
present, to the Fraternity at large,
the rel\80ns for this step. May 13,
following, the convention received
tlie committee's report, which preHented four reasons for the course
contemplated, viz : 1. That the
lod!;tes in Virginia were working
under jive distinct and separate authorities, viz: the Grand Masters of
England, Scotland, Ireland, Penn•
sylvania, and America, the last at,
second hand; consequently, they
could not assemble in annual communication to manifest the distinguishing characteristics of Masonry,
or settle whatever differences might,
arise among the respective lodges
for wnnt of a common tribunal.
2. No precedent could be found by
the committee where Masonry had
ever derived any benefit from the
foreign appointment of a Grnnd
Master in this country, those officers
being but little known and slightly
regarded. 3. There was no tribunal
for the correction of !\buses, and no
settled authority for the establishment of new lodges. 4. The Grand
Lodges of England, Scotland, and
Ireland, having established their
own right of elec~on upon the
inherent privilege of Mu.sons, distinct from all foreign power whatever, the comlnittee conceive thai
the MI\Bons of Virginia have the
same rights and privileges which
1'1-lnsons in other lands, in all times,
heretofore had confe811edly enjoyed.
After the discussion of this able
tmper, the convention then ad·
journed to meet at Williamsburg,
June 23, ensuing. Upon that day,
the delegates of five lodges assembled, agreeably to adjournment, and
declared themselves unanimously
of opinion that a Grand Master qf
Vir!1inia i.~ essential to the prosperiJy
dnd di!Jnity of Musonry in 9eneral;
but, there not being a majority of
tho VirginiA lodges represented,
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they decliDec! p~ at that
time to an election. The COin'ent;ion recommended, however, that
each lodge _petition ita own Grand
lluter (in England, Scotland, etc.,
u the case might be,} to ap~int
10me one worthy Mason, res1dent
in this State, as Grand Haster
thereo(, with power to resign such
authority to a convention of all
the lodges when they should meet
and elect a Grand Master. And for
this purpose the convention recommended that GBNDAL GIOBOB
W AJIBilllorox,commander-in-chief of
the reYolutionary army, should be
the indindual to whom the charter
of appointment should be made,
but he declined. The oonvention reusembled, Ocl.13, 1T78, four lodges
being represented, and adopted a
reaolution, unanimously, that there
was a sufficient number of lodges
present to proceed to business.
Decided that the power and authority of Comeliu Harnet, as
Deputy Grand Master or A.mtorica,
had ceased to exist. John Blair,
of Williamsburg, was then unanimously elected Grand Master. He
waa installed Oct. 30, ensuing, and
thus the long-desired object of an
Independent Grand Lodge was
IIOOODlplished.
Royal Arch Hasonry was introduced into• Virginia under the
auspices of Joseph Myers, one of
the Inspectors General of the Ancient and Accepted rite, of the
aouthem jnri!ldiction, at Charleston,
8. C. The StrPBEliE GJU.ND RonL
Aac11 CIUI'TEB was organized at
Norfolk, May 1, 1808. This grand
body is nol in affiliation "with the
General Grand Chapter of the
United States.
The GJWiD ENcAXP1BNT was or-

~edabout1823;wasrepresented

m the Grand Encampment of the
United States in 1826; 1100n became
dormant. ~ed new Grand
Encampment m 18t5, without npproval of the Grand Encampment
of the United States. In 1851
UDited again with the Grand Encampment of the United StatA>s;
Needed again in 1861; renewed her
allegiance to the Grand Encrunp·
IIWlt of the United States in 1H66.
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W .ABHINGTON, TmmrroBY o:r.
A convention of delegates from
Olympia Lodge No. 5; Steilacoom
Lodge No.8; Grand Mound Lodge
No. ill, and Washington Lodge No.
22, all haYing received charters from
the Grand Lodge of Oregon, met in
Olympia, tenitory of Washington,
Deo. 6, 1858, for the purpose of
considering the l!_ropriety of estab
lishing a Grand Lodge lor said tafoo
ritory. 'l'he convention appointed
the nsual officers, and committees,
and on the 7th regularly organized
a Grand Lodge, adopted a constitution, elected and installed Grand
Ofticers. T. F . .McElroy was elected
the first Grand Master.
WEST VIRGINIA. A convention of delegates from nine lodges
of West Virginia. met at Fairmount,
on Wednesday, Aprill2, 1865, when,
after the transaction of other business, the convention elected Gnmd
Officers. W. J. Bntes was elected
Grand Master, and T. H . Lo~l\11
Gra~~d Secretary. The convention
adjourned to meet again May IQ,
of the same year, when the Grand
Officers were installed in ampls
form, and the Grand Lodge of West
Virginia regularly established.
WISCONSIN. The introduction
or Freemasonry into this territory
beR&D in January, 1843, by dispenaations granted to Mineral Point
Lodge, at Mineral Point; Melody
Lodge, at Platteville, and .Milwaukee Lodge, a.t Milwaukee, by
tho Grand Lodge of MiRKOnri. A
convention of the delegates from
the lodges just nnmed IU!Sembled at
the city of Mndison, on Monday,
Dec. 18, 1843, when the convention
adopted the resolution that it waa
expedient to form a Grand Lodge
in the tenitory of W1sconsin. A
constitution wo.s adopted, officers
elected and installed. Rev. D. T.
Kavanaugh WIUI electod the fhst
Grand Master.
The GBAND CIUI'TEB of Royal
Arch Masons wM founded Feb. 13,
1850. Dwight F. Lawton was elected
the first Grand High-Priest.
Tho GBAND CotJNCJL of Royal and
Select Masters was organized in
1857. James Collins was elected
she ftrst Gm~~d Master.
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The G:a.um CoKKANDEBY, Knight3
Templar, WPB organized Oct. 20,
1859. Henry J,. Palmer, WPB elected
the ftrst Grand Co=ander.
GENERAL GRAND CHAPTER
OP THE UNITED BT.t.TES.
Until the
year 1797 no Grand Chapter of
Royal Arch Masons wPB organized
in America. Prevtous to that period,
a competent number of companions
of that degree, possessed of sufficient ability, under the 111\Dction of
a Master's warrant, exercised the
rights and privileges of Royal Arch
Chapters, whcrev& they thought it
expedient or proper. This unrestrained mode of proceeding was
subject to many inconveniences and
of great injnry to the society. Fully
sensible of the many irregularities
to which the Order was exposed,
and with the Tiew of preventing
these difficulties in the future, in
the year 1797, a convention of
representatives from the several
chapters in the State of Pennsylvarua met at Philadelphia, and
organized a Grand Chapter for the
State. This was the first Grand
Chapter in the United· States. Actuated by similar motives, Oct. 24,
1 ~ 97, a convention of delegates from
several chapters in the northern
States, met at Doston to deliberate
upon the propriety of forming a
Grand Chapter of Royal Arch
Masons for the States of New Hampshire, Mas.'IIIChusctts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, Vermont, and New
York. The convention having taktln
the subject into consideration came
to a determination to forward to
each of the chapters within the
States before mentioned an address,
expressive of their opinions. This
address was iBHUed, and the convention adjourned to meet again at
Hartford, Conn., January 24, 1798.
Agreeably to the recommendation
of the convention of October, and,
u requested by the circular, issued
by that body, delegates assembled
at the city of Bos.ton, J tm. 2!, 1798,
from the followmg chapters, viz:
St. Andrew's Chapter, Boston, MasBaehnsetts, instituted 17(;9; King
Cyrus Chapter, Newbnryport,MIIAA.,
instituted 1790; Providence Chapter Providence, B. L, instituted

1793 ; Solomon Chapter, Derby,
Conn., instituted 17114 ; Franklin
Chapter, Norwich, Conn., institut('d
1796; Fmnklin Chapter, New Haven,
Conn., instituted 1796; Hudson
Chapter, Hudson, N. Y., instituted
1796; Temple Chapter, Albany,
N. Y.; Horeb Chapter, Whitestown,
N. Y. The convention, after due
deliberation, adopted the followiDB
resolution : "Resolved, That the
dele!P'tes who compose this convention, being invested with ample
powers, will establish a Grand
Royal Arch Chapter, for the States
of New H:unpshire, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, Vermont, and New York, to be denominated the Grand Royal Arch
Chapter of the northern Stat811 of
America." A constitution Wl\ll then
adopted for the government of Royal
Arch Masonry. In 1806 the title of
the body WIIB changed to "The
General Grand Chapter of Roynl
Arch MI\Sons for tho United States."
From this period this grand body
has prospered, and its influence
spread throughout the whole country. Nearly every Grand Chapter
in the United Stu.tes acknowledges
its jurisdiction and authority.
GRAND ENCAMPMENT OJ'
THE UNITED ST.t.TES. The convention for organizing the Grand Encampment of the Uniel!d States was
held June 20-1, 1816, in the city
of New York, consisting of delegates
from the following Encampments,
viz: Boston, at Boston, Ma68. ; St.
John's at Providence, R. I.; Temple, at Albany, N.Y.; Montgomery,
at Stillwater, N. Y., St. I>aul's, at
Newburyport, Mass.; Newport, R.
I., and Darius Council, at Portland,
Maine-when a constitution wo.s
1\dopted and officers chosen. The
Hon.DeWitt Clinton, then Governor
of New York, was elected the flrHt
Grand Master.
or the early or first introduction
of the Masonic Knighthood into this
country but little of its true history
is known. That it existed previous
to 1790 in Pennsylvania is fully
authenticated. 'l'ro.dition affirms
that tho orde1-s wero conferred in
,s ome of the IU"IlJY lodgas of th11
revolutionary war.
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A.
AARON. The brother of Moses, who accompanied and
888isted him in the great work of emancipating the Jcw11
from Egyptian bondage. He was the first High-Prit'st of
the Hebrew Church, and the dignity of the priesthood was
made hereditary in his famil7. He died on Mount Hor, at
the age of 123, and was buned 80 privately that his sepulcher still continues to be unknown. His son Eleo.ze.r succeeded him in the office of High-Priest.
ABACISCUS. In ancient architecture, the checkered or
square divisions of the Mosaic pavement. The material of
which the ground-floor of King Solomon's Temple was supposed to have been made.
ABACUS. L An instrument to facilitate computations in
arithmetic; 2. In architecture, a table constituting the upper or crowning member of a.
column and Jt.s capital; 3. A game among
the Romans; 80 called from its being played
on a board, somewhat in the manner of
chess; 4. A tray or fla• board, perforated
with holes for carrying cup~. glasses, etc.;
5. In the Templar system of Masonic Knighthood it is the name of the Grand Master'•
staff of office.
"In his !umd he bore that singular Abacu11. "-lnMBor.

The upper part of the staff is gilt, usually of
metal, with a Templar's cross, enameled red,
and edged with gold, within a circle; upon
the center of the cross a black shield, bearing a silver square. On the circle is the
motto of the Order-"b ROC SraNo VrNcFA" Among the early
Templars this staff bore a mystic and significant symbolism,
and was held iri high veneration by the members of the Order.
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ABBREVIATIONS, MAsomo. Tho form to which a word,
title, or phrase is reduced by contraction and omission. Tho
Mat )ns of Europe arc much more addicted to the use of
this method of contracting Masonic writing than American
Masons. The abbreviations among oui foreign brethren are
usually distinguished by the use of three periods, placed in
the form of a triangle-thus.·. or thus·.·-as the writer may
prefer. This peculiar form of contraction was first introduced by the Grand Orient of France, in 1774. The following list embraces all the abbreviations commonly made nse
of by the Fraternity at the present day. When an o.bbreviation stands for a foreign word or phrase, of which the
English explanation is a translation, such word or phrase is
given in italics:
A.<... M., or A. Y. M. Ancient Craft.
CI Ancient York Mn.sonry.
A.· and A.· . S. ·. R. ·. Ancient and
Arcepted Scottish rite.
A. IJ. (Anno Domini.) Year of our
Lor<l. The dnte used in common
\t'lth all Masonic dates.
A llEP. (Anno Dqx>sitwnis.) Year
of the Deposit. The date used
in Cryptic Mn.sonry.
A. G. M. Acting Grand Mn.ster.
A. H. (Anno llebmico. ) Hebrew
year. The date used in the Ancient
and Accepteci rite. Tho Hebrew
year begins in SeJ;>tember, which
is the first of '.fiar1. '.fo find this
date add 3760 to the prt'sent year
-thus 3760 + 1866=5626. After
Septembet 15 ndd one year more. •
A.INv. ( A11no lnt-enlioni.9.) Year of
the Discovery. UHed by Uoyal
Arch Masons. To fintl this date
add 530 to the present year-thus
630+1866=2396.
A. L. (AnnoLucis.) YearofLight,
or year of the Creation. The common or ordinary date of Mn.~onry,
and, like the vulgar ern, may be
nsed in all Ma~onic documents.
It is particularly Appropriate to
Ancient Cmft Masonry. To find
this date add 4000 to t.he present
year-thus, 4000 + 1866=6866.

A.·. L. ·.G.·. D. ·.G.·. A.·. D. ·. L'U. ·•
(Fr. A Ia Gloire du Grand Archi-.
tecle de r Ur.ivers. J To the Glory

of the Grtmd Architect of' the Universe. Utmally found on ~'rench
Mn.sonio documents.
A. L'On. ·. (Fr. A !'Orient.) At the
En.st; the location of the Lodge.
A. 1\:1. (Anno .llU!uli.) Year of the
World. Used with the preceding
(A. H.) in document.'! of the Ancient nnd Accepted rite.
A. 0. ( Jlnno OrdinL,,) Yenr of tho
Order. The dute nserl in the Orders of 1\Iasonic Knighthootl To
fiud this date subtmct 1118 from
the present ycnr-thus 1118·1866=748.
A.·.U.·.T.·.O.·.S.·.A.·.G.·. (Adlmiver.,i terrarum orbis summi Archileoti Gloriam.) To the Glory of the
Grand Architect of the Universe.
The caption for document~< of tho
Ancient and Accepted rite.
B. L. R. T. Brotherly Love, Relief,
and Truth.
D. ·. D.·. Burning Bush. Use<l on
documents of the Ancient and
Accepted rite.
Bn. or BRO. Brother. (Gt>r. Bruder
or Briider.) (Fr. ]<}be.)
C.·. C.·. Celestial Canopy. Used on
documents of the Ancient and
• The J ewloh people usually employ !d
Accepted rite.
the ~r.o of the Belt•ucidro until tho ft!l.eonth
"entnry. when a new mo<te of computing C. F. C. Committee on ForeJ.gD Cor• u adopted by them. They date from the
respondence.
-tlon. which they consider to have ~~~
11110 7Wrll ud throe month& bclore &he C. G. Ct\pt&in Gen6ral; Captain of
the Guard.
eommNicemm& of &ho vu.lpr era.

ABB.
C. H. Captain of the Hoet.
CoXP. Companion.
D. A. F. Due and Ancient Form.
D. D. G. M. District Deputy Grand
Master.
Dw. Degree, or Degrees.
D.·. G.·. B.·. A.·. W. -: (Ger. Der
Gros11t Ba~er aller Welten.)
To the Glory of the Grand Architec~ of the UniTerse.
D. G. H. P. Depu~ Grand HighPriest.
D. G. M. Depu~ Grand Master.
D. ·. M. ·. J. ·. ( Dell.8 Jleumque ,JIUI. )
God and my right. The motto of
the 33d degree, Ancient and Accepted rite.
E. East, the place or emblem of
Jight.
E.A.orE.A.P. Entered Apprentice.
F. ·. or FF. •. (Fr. JiWre ou lil'bu.)
Brother or Brethren.
F. A. M. or F. and A. M. Free and
Accepted Mt\80ns.
F. C. Fellow-Craft.
F. H. C. Faith,-Hope, a.nd Charity.
F.·. U. ·• A.·. M. ·. (Ger. lteU! und
.A71genommene .llaurer.) Free and
Accepted Mason.
G. Grand; Guard; Guardian; Geometry; Generalissimo.
G. A. Grand Architect; Grand Almoner.
G. C. Grand Chaplain; Grand Chapter; Gran!l Council; Grand Conductor; Grand Conclan.
G. C{)K. Grand Commander; Grand
Comma.ndery.
G. C. G. Grnnd Captain General;
Grand Captain of the Guard.
G. C. H. GrandCnptainoftheHost;
Hrand Chapter of Harodim.
G. E. GraBd East; Grand Encampment.
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G. X. 8. Grand Keeper of the &aiL
G. L.; GG. LL. (Fr. Grande lbJt;
Graruk., Loge~~. ) (Ger. Uro.•s-Lu.;e;
Uross-LY;m.)
Grand Lodge;
Grand Lodges.
G.·. M. ·. (Fr. Gra~~tl Jf,JUrc.) Gr.&nd
Master; Grand MBI'IIhal.
G. M. V. Grand Master of the Vails.
G. 0. Grand Orient; Grand Orator;
GrandOrgan.ist..
G. P. Grant\ Prelate; Grand Pnrauivant; Grand Patron.
G. P. K. T. Grand Priory of the
Knights of the Temple. The Supreme body in Scotland.
G: P. S. Grand Principal Sojourner.
G. R. Grand Recorder; Grnn<l Registrar.
G. R. A. C. Grand Royal Arch C~>o
tnin.
G. S. Grnnd Secretary; Gmnd
Scribe, Grnnd Sentinel; Gmnd
Stewnrd. (Fr. Grund &ocretair~)
G. S. W. Grand Senior Warden.
G. STD. B. Grand St..mdard-Bearer.
G. Swo. B. Grand Sword-Dearer.
G. T. Grand Trea~~nrer; Grand Tiler.
G. W. Grand Warder.
H. ·. J. ·. (Ger. llrili!Jt Johannes.)
Saints John.
H. K. T. Hiram, King of Tyre.
H. P. High-Priest.
H.RA.C. Holy Royal Arch Chapter.
H-R-M. Herodom, rite or.
INs. ·. GEN. ·. ln11pector Geneml.
One who has receive.\ the 33d
degree.
L N. R. I. ( letllUI Kazarmu.' R•.x
l•.ulmorum.) J esnh ot N nznreth,
King of the Jews. Motto of thtt.
Order of the Knights of Malta.
L S. Inside Sentinel An officer in
English Lodges.
L T. N. 0. T. G. A. 0 . ·r. U. In the
name of the Grand Architect of
the Universe. Initial11 usually
ronnel on Mtulonic documents iq
the EngliMh l:mgunge.

G. G. Grand Geometrician; Grand
Genernlillsimo; Grand Guardian.
G. G. C. Gencml Grand Chapter.
G. H. P. Grand High-Priest.
J. D. Junior Deacon.
G. J. W. Grand Junior Warden.
J. G. D. Junior Grand Deacon.
G. X. Grand King.
J. G. W. Junior Grand WardeD.
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• L. · N •, M. •. Q. ·• 0. •. A. •• C. •• ( Ordo ab OAao. )
Ord~~ out of chaos. A motto ot
the 33d degree.
0. C. B. Oriental Chair of Solomou.
the Masonic names, which we o. G. Outside Guardiau.
only kn~'lf,
Or. • . (Orient. J The East. The
I. W Juwor Warden.
station of the Master; Orator.
K. a S. ~&ht of the Order of P. c. W. Principal Conductor of the
ChRrles
of Sweden.
Works.
p, G. M. Past Grand Master; Pro
K. K-D-H. Knight Kadosch.
Kr. or IUIT. Knight.
viucial Grand Master.
K. E. P. Knight of the Eagle and P. J. Prince of Jerusalem; Prov01t
Pelican.
and Judge.
K. M. Knight of Malts.
P. ·. M. ·. (Fr. Maitre Passi! ou .B1c
K R. · C Knight of the Red Cross;
Vinirable.) (Ger. Altmeister or
'Knight of the Rose-CroiL
·
PassiNneister.) Past Master; PerK. T. or KNT. T. Knight Templsr.
feet Master.
R. A. Roysl Arch; Royal Art.
L.,o; LL.,c§L Lodge; Lodges.
A. C, Royal Arch Captain. or
£, E. T. (Luz e Tenebris.) Light out R.Chapter.
of DRl'kness.
or R. C. Rose Cross.
LT. G. C. Lieutenant Grand Com- R.
R-s-y C-s. Rosy Cross. The Royal
mander.
order of Scotland.
}1. •• (Fr. Maitre.) (Ger. Meister.)
(Sp. Maestro.) Msster; Marshal; R. ·. E. •. A. •. etA. • . (Rite .Ecossais
Ancien et Acc~pli.) Ancient and
Mark.
Accepted Scottish rite.
M. C. Master of Ceremonies; MRrk
B. E. G. C. Right Eminent Grand
of the Craft.
Commander.
M. E. G. H. P. Most Excellent Grand
R. L., orR. o ( R~ Lodfje.)
High-Priest.
Worshipful Lodge.
M. E. M. Most Excellent Master.
R. 0. S. Roysl Order of Scotland.
M. ·. K. ·. G.·. (Ger. Maurer Kunst
R. w. Right Worshipful.
Geselle.) Fellow-Craft.
M. •. L. ·. (Ger. Maurer Lehrling.) R. W M. Right Worshipful MBBter.
Th~ title of a Provincial Grand
Entered Apprentice.
Msster in England, 11nd of the
M. M. MBBtcr Me..~on; Mark MBBter;
MBBter of a Lodge in Scotland.
( Mois M~onnique.) MRHonic
Month. The French MBHons be- Sec. Secretary.
gin the year with March. (Ger. s. ·. c.·. S. ·. G.·. L ·. G.·. Supreme
Meister .J-Iaurer.) (Sp. Jlaestro
Council Sovereign Grand Inspeo.
Jlason.)
tors General
.M. W.; M. W. G. M. Most Worship- S. G. D. Senior Grand Deacon.
ful : Most W orshipfnl Grand
S. ·G. W. Senior Grand Warden.
Msster.
S. · , G.·. L ·. G.·. Sovereign GranG
N. E. C. North East Comer.
Inspector General A member 01
No.·. P. ·. V. ·. D.·. M. ·. (Fr. N~
the 33d degree.
bliu pas oos dicoraiions Mafon- S. M. Secret Master; Select Moster;
niques.) This abbreviation is used
Secret Monitor; Sovereign Msster.
among French Mosons, and when
Speculative Mssonry.
placed in the left hand corner of
the notice for a meetinli' of a s. ·. P . ·, R. ·. S. ·. Sublime Prinoc
of the ltoyal Secret.
Lodge means: "Do not forget
ss. John. Saints·John.
1'"11' Masonic regalia."

'N. ·.' 8. ·. 'C. .'(Fr.' J; vous salue
r les noms Mafonniquu que nou.s
~ connoissons.) I salute you by
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B. 8. (~um Sanctonim.)

Holy W.·.M. ·. (~r. Jnlrdigft- Afei#ier.)
of Holies.
Worahipfnl Muter.
~ (~r. Trois fois :')alul. J Thrice 0
This symbol ia often aubeti.
Greet1~g, or thrice ~elcome;
tuted for the word Lod
a.1.1utation. Oftf.n fonndm French r::a,. Th'
ge.
llasonie documents.
Dl'
111 symbol represents the
Surv. • .1"'. (Fr. Premier Surveillant.)
P aral-Lodgea.
Senior Ward"n.
1:::... The delta is the emblem of the
Snrv. •. 2•. (Fr. Second SurvdllanL)
Chapter.
Junior W!lrden.
P8811ion Cro88. The prefix to
8. W. Senior Warden.
the signature of a Knight
Tempw.
T. ·. c.·. ou v. ·. F. ·. (Fr. 7TU CMr
T
.
ou v~ Jirif'e.) Dearest or &
empw s Croaa, used before
Venerable Brother.
liZ' the signature of an oftioer of
T. G. A. 0. T. u. The Grand Archia State Grand Commandery.
teet of the Universe.
+Patriarchal Croaa, used before
the sii{Dature of nn officer of
Treas. Trflii.IIW'er.
.
the Grand Encrunpment of
T. ·.
(7ris Sage.) W1sest. The
the United SW.tea.
pre81ding ofllcer m· the French
rite.
Crot1s of Salem, URed before the
V.·. (Vbilrabk. .) Worshipful The
signat~reoftheGrandMaste1
title of the Master in France.
of Kmghts Templar.
V... L. .. tFr. Yraie Lumih'e.) True Wben theoe """"""" are uoed on doeuLight.
~~~":!'~e*f..Tr::~
the)
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Besides the generally current abbreviations given above.
other short methods of statement are frequently employed
in particular cases. The meaning of unexplained contractions will be sufficiently obvious from the connection in
which they may stand.
.!.BDITORUM. In Archmology, a secret plo.ce, where
important documents may be concealed and preserved.
The two columns at tho entrance of Solomon's Temple were
supposed to be used for this purpose.
ABELITES. So called from Abel, the son of Adam.
1. It was the appellation of a sect in Northern Africa, which
professed a certain form of gnosticism. 2. This was the
name also of a Hecret, or quasi Masonic Society, which spmng
up in Germany about the year 1746. A pamphlet called
"The Abelite," setting forth the character and purposes of
the Order, was published at Leipzig, in the same year. From
ibis it appears that it Wll8 founded on the highest principles
of Christianity, morality, and philanthropy. It had secret.
Fiigns, ceremonies, pass-words, and symbols, and was, for a
short time, remarkably popular; but it never extended beyond
the country in which it originated. The motto of the Orde,.
~as "Sincerity, Friendship, and Hope...
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ABIB. The name given to green eo.rs of com by the J ewa,
and was adopted as the name of the first month of their
ecclesiastical year--our March-because, at that time, com
was in the ear. This month was afterward called Nisa.n.
ABIF. A Hebrew word, signifying "his father." It is
often used in the Scriptures as a title of honor. It was
given to Hiram, the Tyrian builder, probably on accoun~ of
his distinguished llkill.
ABLUTION. Washing, or, literally, a washing off, i e.,
making one clean from all pollution. In the ancient mysteries it constituted a part of the preparation for initiation,
and was a symbolical representation of moral purification.
The ceremony is known in some of the degrees of the Ancient
and Accepted rite.
ABSENCE. The signification wmally applied to this term
is that of being absent by permission, for a specified time,
during the regular meetings of the Lodge, a.nd in such a
manner as not to interfere with the harmony or working of
the body. Long or continued absence from the Lodge
meetings is contrary to the duties inculcated by the ancient
charges of the Order, which prescribe, as a rule, "that no
Master or Fellow could be absent from the Lodge, especially
when warned to appear at it, without incurring a severe
censure, until, it appeared to the Master and Wardens that
pure necessity hindered him."
AO.ADEMIE DES ILLUMINES D'AVIGNQN. Academy
Iauminati of Avignon. This society, was established
at A-.ignon, in 1785. It admitted both sexes to membership,
and the teachings of its ritual were a mixture of the Hermetia
Philosophy and Swedenborgia.n ideas.

of the

AC.ADE?tHE DES SUBLIMES 1\:IAITRES DE L'A.N-

NEAU LUMINEUX. Aca¢emy of the Suhlime Masters of the
Luminous Ring. This is the name of a high degree introduced into the Lodge of Douay, France, in 1815, by the
Scotch Baron Grant, of Blairfindy, who was a member of
Contract Social Lodge, and Chief of the Scottish Philosophical rite. He formed the eighth and highest degree known
m the Lodge of Douay into three Orders. In one of the
first Orders of this Academy, they employed themselves in
a study of the true history of Freemasonry, but in the third
they explained the various sciences, and appliecl themselves
to the acquirement of the highest wisdom.
AC.ADE?tHE DES VRAIS MA.QONS. Academy

of

1Tue

Ma10ns. This was a FrE>nch Chapter of the high degrees,
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\lrith Alchemistical tendenciM, which, iu 1778, was founded
at Montpellier, by Boileau, the distinguished pupil of Per•
netti. This rite had six degrees beyond the symbolia
degrees of Ancient Craft Masonry, which· were essential for
admission, but not practiced. In it the Hermetic Science
was taught. The def:P"ees were: 1. The Tn1e Mason; 2. The
True Mason in the Right Way; S. The Knight of the Golden
Key; 4:. The Knight of the Rainbow; 5. The- Knight of the
Argonauts; 6. The Knight of the Golden Fleece.
ACADEMY OF ANTIQUITY, OR OJ' THE MYS'rKRIEI!. An
Alchemi!ltical Brotherhood, with a Masonic form, founded at
Rome, by Thoux de So.lverte, in the sixteenth century, and
at Warsaw, Pol~d, in 1763.
ACADEMY OF SAGES. A society for the interpretation
and propagation of the high degrees, introduced into France
in 1776, by the Scotch Mother-Lodge of the Philosophico.l rite.
ACANTHUS. An herbo.ceous plant-vulgar name, bearsbreech-bearing large whitish flowers, and pinna.tifid leaves.
A species of it is found in the East, and is supposed to be
the beautiful classic plant of antiquity, to which Masonic
tradition attributes the model of the
Grecian architect who invented and
formed the leaves of the Corinthian
Capital; and the idea of so applying it
was derived from the following incident: "It happened that a basket, c.-..,v.117"
covered with a tile, was left upon the
crown of the root of an Acanthus
plant, which when it began to grow,
finding itself unable to arrange its leaves in the usual manner, turned them up around the sides of the basket, until,
encountering the under side of the tile, they graduo.lly curved
bo.ck in the form of a volute.''
ACCHO, on AcRE. An ancient city, sitiate on the coast of
the Mediterranean sea, thirty miles south of Tyre. During
the Crusades this place was usually knowii tn Europeans by
the name of Aeon; afterward, from the occupati"n of the
Knights of St. John of Jeruso.lem, as St Jean d'Acre, or
simply Acre. It was the last fortified place in the Holy
Land wrested from the Christians by the Turks.
ACCLAMATION. An exclamation of admiration, approval,
welcome, or reverence among Masons. In French Lodges
the expression is" vivat.'' In the Ancient and Accepted rite it
ia "Hmua," or "Hoshe4," and in English Lodges "So mote it be.''
1*
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ACCOLADE. An interesting ceremony formerly used iD
conferring the honors of knighthood, by the King, the Grand
Master, or other authorized person laying his arms about the
neck of the young knight, and
embracing him. This familiar
expression of regard was the
practice before the introduction
of the more stately act of touching, or gently striking, with the
sword, the neck or shoulder of
the kneeling knight. The present
ceremony of conferring the honors of Masonic knighthood, is
evidently derived from it. The custom is of great antiquity,
and is regarded by some writers as the blow which the
Roman slave received on manumission.
ACELDAMA. Field of Blood. A small piece of land, lying
on the south side of Jerusalem, called also Potter's Field,
which was used as a cemetery for strangers. In the time of
the crusades it was appropriated as a burial-place for pilgrims, and since, it has been used for the same purpose by
the Armenians. It is referred to insh-uctively in the lessons of the Templars' degree.
ACHISHAR. An officer having charge of the household
of Solomon.· Allusion is made to him in the degree of Select
Master.
ADEPT, from the Latin .Ad~us. A name given to members of the Order of the illuminati. The Rosicrucians also
employed tho titles of ~ldeplus Adoptatus, Adeptus 001·onatus,
and Adeptus Exemptus. The title of Prince Adept is given
to the chief of the Consistory of the 28th degree.
ADHUC STAT.. It stands yet. A Latin motto which is
often found on Masonic medallions.
ADONIS, THE MYsTERIES oF. Adonis is supposed by some
to be identified with Osiris, the grand figure in the Egyptiau
mysteries; and the mystical rites, celebrated by his priests,
and performed at initiations, are thought to be the same as,
or a reproduction of, the mysteries of Isis. There are, indeed,
some points of resemblance; but there are also radical differ·
ences. They were both slain, but Osiris met his deatlf by
the deliberate machinations of Typhon, or Evil, while Adonis
was killed by a wild boar. The meaning of tho myth of
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Osiris is pla.in enough. The struggle betw6en Osiris flnd
Typhon was the etern!.U struggle between Truth and EtTor ·
the destruction of Osiris by Typhon represents the tem~
porary triumph of Evil over the Good, and his return to life
and. the do~ of Typhon show forth the final triumph
of virtue over VICe, of life over death. The myth of Adonis
is not so comprehensive, and all parts of the le~end are not
so readily interpreted. The mysteries of AdoDl8 were celebrated throughout all the countries of Syria, and formed a
part of the ceremonies of the Tyrian architects, by whom
they were introduced into Judea. Duncan, in his "Religions
of Profane Antiquity," says: "The objects represented in
these mysteries were the grief of Venus and the death and
resurrection of Adonis. An entire week wa.s consumed in
these ceremonies; all the houses were covered with black
drapery; funeral processions traversed the streets, while the
devotees scourged themselves, uttering frantic cries. The
orgies were then commenced, in which the mystery of the
death of Adonis was depicted. During the next twentyfour hours, all the people fasted, at the expiration of which
time the priests announced the resurrection of the god.
Joy now prevailed, and music and dancing concluded the
f«>.stiva.ls." Some writers regard the story of Adonis as an
astronomical allegory, representing the seasons of tho year,
and the transition through which the earth passes, in consequence of these changes. But the rites had, undoubtedly, a
deeper meaning, and related to the supreme ideas of religion.
The early Christian writers evidently regarded them as
having relation to the great Christian mystery. Fermicius,
who lh·ed in the fourth century, says: "On a certain night
an imoge is placed upon a betJ., and is mourned over by many
with sorrowful cries. Then, when wearied by this simulated
grief, light is brought in, and the mouths of those who were
weeping are anointed by a priest, who breathes forth in a
low murmur: 'Trust ye, disciples! for the god having been
saved, out of his sufferings, salvation shall be ours.'"
ADOPTIVE MASONRY. A name given to certain degrees
resembling Masonry, and Masonic in spirit, which have, at
times, been invented for ladies who have claims upoJL the
Order of Freemasonry, through relatives who are members of
it. Adoptive Masonry first made its appearance in France,
in the early part of the 18th century, and there is still a legal
and regular branch of the institution in that country. The
French rite has four degree&: 1. Apprentice; 2. Companion;
3. Mi.stresa; 4.. Perfect Mistress. The officers of a L<•dge of
Adoption are a Grand Master and a Grand MistreBB; an
4
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Orator; an Inspector, and Inspectress; a Depositor and
Depositrex; a Conductor and Conductress. They wear blue
collars, with a gold trowel pendant therefrom, white aprons,
and gloves. The members also wear the jewel of the Order,
which is a golden ladder with five rotmds, on the left breast.
Many of the most distinguished ladies of Europe have been,
and are now, members of this Order. Among them were
the Duchess of Bourbon, the Empress Josephine, Lndy
Mon~e, Duchess Elizabeth Chesterfield, and the Empress
Engen1e. The Adoptive Lodges were at first rapi<lly diffused
throughout all the countries of Europe except the British
empire. But the American Adoptive rite is better adapted
to the United States, and ho.s excited considerable interest,
and found many powerful advooates in this country. It consists of five degrees, as follows: 1. Jephthah's daughter,
or the Daughter's degree,
illustrating respect to the
binding force of a vow; 2.
Ruth, or the Widow's degree, illustrating devotion to
religions principles; 3. Esther,
or .the Wife's degree, illustrating fidelity to kindred and
friends ; 4. Martha, or the
Sister's degree, illustrating
undeviating faith in the hour
of trial; 5. Electa, or the
,
Benevolent degree, illustrat- a.u. or THE o~mzs or nu: E48TEBIC BTa. '
ing charity and courage, with patience and submission under
wrongs. All the degrees togtther are called the " Rite
of the Eastern Star," and are very beautiful and impressive. Ladies who have received these degrees have a
ready and efficient means of commanding the services ot
Freemasons whenever and wherever they may need them.
The moral teachings of the Eastern St!U' degr~e.e~ellE)pt,
and cll.llnot fail to make a good impression. Notwithstanding there is among some Masons o. strong feeling against o.ny
form of Adoptive Masonry, it cannot be questioned that the
spirit of the age demands something of the kind. Masons
cannot find a surer safeguard and protection for their wives,
sisters, and daughters, than is furnished by the American
Adoptive rite or Order of the Eastern Star. To the obj'ecti~n that the degrees are not Masonic, it may be replied
that they are as much so sa any degree outside of the Sym·
~olieal Lodge. All degrees above tho first 'throe are Masonic,
'-lnly by adoption.
···
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ADORATION. Worship, the expression of that supreme
reverence .which a man should feel toward his Creator.
Although in different parts of tho world the attitudes o1
worship differ, in some respects, yet there is a. strong resemblance between them. One may bow his head, another may
kneel, and others may bend the body toward tho earth, or
throw themselves prostrate thereon, with the face down ward,
the act is still the same, a symbol most expressive of dependence, and reverence, and filial obedience.
AFFILIATED. A word that designates a Mason as a
member of some Lodge. .t\ Mason who doe11 not belong to
any Lodge is styled "Non-Affilia.te<l"
AFFILIATION. Initiation indicates the first reception of
a person into a Masonic Lodge; affiliation denotes the reception of one already a Mason into some other Lqdge than the
one fn which he received the Light.
AFRICAN MASTER BUILDERS. A secret society with
a Masonic form which came into being about the year 1756,
and ceased to exist in 1786. It professed to be devoted to
the discovery of truth, and the cultivation of -virtue, and was
a very wolih3 and respectable order. They set forth that:
"When the architects were by wars reduced to a very small
number, they determined to travel together into Europe,
and there to form, together, new establishments. Many of
them came to England with Prince Edward, son of Henry
m., and were shortly afterwards called into Scotland by
Lord Stewart. Their installation in this kingdom falls about
the Masonic year 2307." They received the protection of the
King of Sweden in 1125, of the King of England in 1190, and
of Alexander ill, of Scotland, in 1284. There were fivo
initiations into their Apprentice's degree: 1. The Apprentice to the Egyptian Secret, Menes J[usae; 2. The Initiation
into the ~tian Secret; 3. The Cosmopolite; 4. Tho
Christian Philosopher; 5. The Lover of Truth. The higher
degrees followed these, of which there were three. They
had G'hapters, whose officers were chosen for life.
AGAPE. Love-feast. A banquet of charity, among the
early Christia.ns. St. Chrysostom thus describes its origin
and purpose: "At first Christians had all things in common;
but when that equality of possession ceased, as it did even
in the Apostle's time, the Agape, or love-feast, Wll.Fl instituted
instead of it. Upon certain days, after the rel4,-rious services
were closed, they met at a common feast, the rich bringing
Jlrovisions, and the poor, who had nothing, being invited.
Those meetings were held in secret." The Agape cannot but
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eaJl to mind the Table-lodges of Freemasonry, and, in truth.
the11e owe their origin to the love-feasts of the primitive
Christians. A distinguished German scholar, A. Kestner,
professor of Theology at J ena, published a work in 1819,
entitled, "The Agape, or the Secret World-Society- Wsltbund, of the primitive Christians"-i.e., a society apart from
their spiritual organization-" founded by Clemens, at Rome,
in the reign of Domitia.n, having a. hierarchical constitution,
o.nd a ground system of Masonic symbolism, and mysteries."
In this work he establishes the fact of a direct connection
between the .Agape ADd the Table-loge of Freemasons.
AGATHOPADES, Tux Onno oF. This Order Wll.l!l founded
in Brussels about the middle of the fifteenth century, and
aimed to avoid, equally, the fanaticism of both the Catholic
and Protestant churches. 1\In.ny persons, distin~hed by
rank and talent, became members. Among tnem, it is
claimed, were the Prince of Epinoi, the Duke of Bournonville, Marshal Moritz, of Sa.x~my; P . P. Rubens and Voltaire.
The old Brotherhood became extinct in 1837, at the death
of the Advocate, Pins, who, a few months before that evei1t,
initiated his friend Schayes, through whom the Order of the
New-Agathopo.des was constituted Sept. 29, A. D. 1846.
The Chief of the Society bears the peculiar name of "Hog,"
and all the members are called by the name of some wild
beast. The motto of the Order is " Amis comme cochons,"
and the Pentastigma ( • ; • ) is the holy sign.
AGENDA. A Latin participle, signifying "things to be
done." In Masonry it means small books in which certain
virtues or precepts are written, and which it is the duty of
all Masons to inculcate and practice.
AGNUS DEL Lamb of God. The name of an amulet, and
also of the seal of the old Order of Knights Templar, and the
jewel of the Generalissimo.
ALCHEMY. The art of changing base metals into gold.
Among the things that men the most earnestly desire are
the means of physical comfort or luxury-that is to say
wealth, and freedom from disease, and long life. The hopo
of discovering among the secrets of Nature the art of making
gold, and that magic liquor, which would secure perpetual
youth, called the Elixir of Life, gave birth to the science of
Alchemy. A class of Hermetic philosophers arose who
prosecuted their researches with ardor and seriousness; for
1t is not necessary to assume that the Alchemists were
imposters. They were enthusiasts, and taught their doctrines through mystical images and symbols. To transmute
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metals they thought it necessary to find a substance which,
containing the original principle of all matter, should PQS·
aess the power of dissolving all its elements. This general
solvent, or menstruum universale, which, at the same time,
was to possess the power of removing all the seeds of disease
out of the human system, and renewing life, was called the
"Philosopher's Stone "-Lapis Philosophorum--and its possessors were styled Adepts. The more obscure the ideas
the Alchemists themselves had of the appearances resulting
from their experiments the more they endeavored to express
themselves in symbolical language, which they afterward
employed to conceal their secrets from the uninitiated. The
science of Alchemy is as old as the history of philosophy
itself. ~e Egyptian Hermes, the son of Anubis, who was
ranked among the heroes, has been claimed as its author,
and many books on the subject of magic are to be attributed
to him, though not on snflicient grounds. The name, how• enr, is Arabian, and it is well known that the Arabs prosecuted the science with ardor, and to their labors many
valuable discoveries in chemistry are to be attributed.
Paracelsns, Roger Bacon, Basilins, Valentinus, and many
other distinguished men were believers in the art. And
even to this day science cannot positively decide that the
Philosopher's Stone is not within the circle of possibilities.
Alchemy has been more or less connected with Freemasonry
'Jince the middle of the last century, chiefly through the
Rosicrucians. One of the most interesting degrees in Freemasonry-" Adepts, or Knights of the Eagle and the Sun"is founded on this Hermetic Philosophy, and cannot be
understood without a study of the mystic science of the
Alchemists.
ALCORAN. The sacred book of the Mahommedans, or
rather a sacred book; for they recognize the old Hebrew
Scriptures as of greater authority. The Alcoran contains
the revelations made to Mahommed, his doctrines nnd precepts. In a Masonic Lodge or 1\lahommedans it should lay
on the altar as the Bible does· in a Lodge of Christians.
ALLAH. The Arabic name of God. The Alcoro.n deIICli.bes his character and attributes thus: "He alone is
self-existent ; has no rival ; is from everlasting to everlasting; fills the universe with his presence; is the center in
which all things unite, as well the visible as thejnvisible; is
infinite; Almighty, all-wise, all-merciful, tender-hearted, and
his decrees are unchangeable."
AJJMOND-TREE. The tree of which Aaron's rod, tbs:.'
budded. was a branch. Ita flowers were pure white.
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ALM-AMU.

ALMONER. A name formerly applied to an o~cial in re..
ligious and monastic orders, whose business was ~ distribute
alms. It is also the title of an officer in the Templar System.
ALOADIN. Prince of the Assassins, or Arsacides, commonly ca.lled the Old Man of the Mountain. He was Sheik
of a Syrian tribe, professing the Ma.hommedaa religion, but
blindly devoted to the will of their chief. Many fabulous
stories are related of him, from whose followers the word
assassin is derived. [See art. AseAssiN.]
ALPHABET OF ANGELS. The Jewish mystics affirmed
that the patriarchs had a knowledge of such an alphabet,
communicated to them by the angels themselves. Several
degrees in the Scottish rite a.llude to this alphabet.
AMALTHEA. The name of the horn of the Cretan goat.
It is the mythological horn of plenty-" Cornu Cf1/)ia"which ~es an abundance of things necessary to life. •
It is the Jewel of the stewards of a Lodge of Master Masons.
AMAZONS, ORDER oF. A system of Androgyne Masonry,
which for a time excited some interest in South America
during the last century.

1

AMBURVALIA. Religious festivals among the Rom·ans.
They had an agricultural reference. The rites were celebrated in the latter part of May, and consisted of processions
through the fields, and solemn invocations of the goddess
Ceres, that she would bless the labors of tho husbandmen,
and grant them an abundant harvest.
AMENTHES, oR AMENTI. In the Egypthian Mythology,
the place of depn-ted spirits, corresponding to the Hades of
the Greeks. It was also the place of judgment where Osiris
presided, and announced the decisions of eternal justice.
AMERICAN MYSTERIES. There unquestionably existed
among the more enlightened of the Aborigines of the
'Vestern Continent fruternities which were bmmd together
by mystic ties and formed a kind of rude Freemasonry.
'fhe Peruvian and Mexice.n mysteries resembled very strongly
the rites of the ancient.nations of Northern Europe.

'.(i

AMULET. A piece of stone or metal, or other substance,
marked with certain figures, which people wear about their
persons as a tb~~tection against danger, etc. The name, as
well as the
· g, comes from the East. It is from the
Arabic, hmn4il, a locket-anything hung around the· neck.
Among the Turks and other nations every person thinks an
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Amulet neee88ary to sa&ty. Amulets were in vogue among
the Greeks, the Egyptians, and Romans. They were introduced into Christendom by the Ba.silideans. The Amulets
of this sect were stones with the mystic word Abraxas
engraved upon them. They were highly valued by the J ows;
and in past times Christians have worn them, having the
mark of a fish or a symbol of the Savior. In many quasi
Masonic societies they have been largely used, and are not
wholly unknown in Masonry itself-e. g., the Tyrian Signet,
H. T. W. S. S. T. K. S.
ANDERSON, Jums, D. D., was born at Edinburg, Scotland, August 5, 1662. The time of his death is uncertain;
but, from the most reliable sources at our command, it is
believed that he died in 1738. He was a man of a high
order of literary talent. His first work was an ~' Essay
showing that the Crown of Scotland is Imperial and Independent," for which the Parliament of Scotland gave him a
vote of thanks. At what time, or in what Lodge, Bro. Anderson became a Mason is not known. At the meeting of
the Grand Lodge at London, September 29, 1721, he was
ordered to arrange a.nd more fully digest the old Gothic
Constitutions into a new a.nd better method than had before
existed. This duty he performed most satisfactorily to th<.
Grand Lodge and. the Fraternity, and the work was issued
in 1723, under the title, " The Constitutions of the Freemasons; containing the History, Charges, Regulations, etc
of that most Ancient and Right Worshipful Fraternity. Fo1
the use of the Lodges." In 1738, a second edition, enlarged
and corrected, was published under his supervision. These
are regarded as the basis of Masonic Constitutions for the
government of the Fraternity to the present time. He was, for
many years, Grand Chaplain of the Grand Lodge. His most
elaborate work was a folio volume entitled, "Royo.l Genealogies; or, the Geneo.logical Tables of Emperors, Kings, and
Prinees, from Adam to these times. London, 1732."
ANDREW, D.&.Y OP ST. November 30 is sacred to this
Saint, and on this day the Scottish Lodges, and many others,
hold their festivals a.nd elect their officers. The Grii.Dd
Lodge of Scotland was organized Nov. 80, 1786.
ANDREW DEGREE, on ANDREW's MA.SONRY. Degrees of
Scottish Masonry, introdueed into France and Germany by
the followers of the Pretender, in 1736. " 'l.'he Apprentico
of St. Andrew," and "the Companions of St. Andrew," form
the 4th ~gree of the Swedish system; "Master of St~
Andrew" is the 5th degree of the same. "The Fa.vori~
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Brothers of St. Andrew,'' and also " The Knights of the
Purple Band," make the 9th degree of Swedish Masonry.
ANDREW, ST. Brother of St. Peter, one of the Twelve
Apostles. The Russians hold him in the highest reverence,
as also do the people of Scotland, and the Freemasons of that
country honor him as one of their patrons. Tradition says
that he was crucified on a cross, shaped thus X. In both
countries there is an order of knighthood named in his
honor.
ANDROGYNAL MASONRY. [See A.noPTIVB. MASONRY.]
ANOINTING was a custom extensively practiced among
the Hebrews and other oriental nations, and its omission was
significant of mourning. They anointed the hair, head, and
beard, and sometimes the feet. It was a customary mark of
respect to guests. Kings and High-Priests were anointed at
their inauguration. This ceremony indicated their being set
afart ·and consecrated to the service of God. The cristom
o anointing with oil or perfume was common among the
Greeks and Romans, and is practiced in the higher mysteli.es of the Masonic institution with sublime effect.
ANTIQUITY OF FREEMASONRY. Notwithstanding
much that is claimed as true in Masonic history, by enthusiastic brothers, must fall before the st'ern tests of sound
philosophical criticism, yet the high antiquity of the institution is incontestably established. A part of the ritual of
Freemasonry originated in Egypt, and was engro.fted on the
system of the Sidonian builders. This society also adopted
a :portion of the rituals of Elensis and Adonis, and through
thts Order Freemasonry was introduced into Judea, and constructed Solomon's Temple. We fail to find a vestige of
Masonry aniong the Jews previous to this period. In the
time of. Nnma Pompilius, King of Rome, a branch of the
Order of Hiram appeared in Italy, and formed the Collegia.
Fabrorum and Artificum. This society of builders continued
in uninterrupted succession till the downfall of the Roman
empire, when its members spread over all Europe, a portion of
whom settled in Britain. Here the society had a plain and
tangible history till 1717, when the Brotherhood laid aside its
orero.tive character, and it became entirely speculative.
APIS. A bull to which divine honors were paid in Eooypt.
lt was necessary that he should be black, with a triangle of
white on his forehead, o. white spot in the shape of a. crescent
on his side, and sort of knot, like a beetle, uuder his tongue.
When Qna was found, he was fed four mont.us in a building
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facing the East. At the new moon ho was led to a splendid
ship, with great solemnity, and conveyed to Heliopolis,
where he was fed forty days more by priests and women.
After this no one was permjtted to approach him. From
Heliopolis be was taken to Memphis, where be bad a temple,
two chapels to dwell in, and a large court for exercise. He
had the gift of prophecy. The omen was good or bad as he
went into one chapel or the other. Notwithstanding a.ll this
reverence, be wa.s not suffered to live beyond 25 years. His
death caused universal mourning. He was an important
symbol in the mysteries of Isis.
APRON. The pure white lambskin apron is to the operative M:ason an ancient and spotless emblem. The investiture
of this symbol of the purity of the order, being the first gift
bestowed upon the candidate, is made in behalf of the whole
Fraternity, while the recipient, in return, is required to keep
himself pure in all his actions, so thu.t he may prove to the
world that it is "more honorable than the star or garter,"
or any other order that can be conferred upon him. It is
worn by operative Masons to protect their garments from
injary, spot, or stain. The investiture of the candidate with
the apron, among the primitive Masons, formed an essential
part of the ceremony of initiation, and was attended with
rites equally significant and impressive. This badge received

a characteristic distinction from its peculiar color nnd
material. With the Essenian Masons, it was accomplished
by a process bearing a. similar tendency, and accompanied
by illustrations not less imposing and satisfactory to the
neophyte. He was clothed in a long white robe, which
R..'\Ched to the ground, bordered with a fringe of blue
ribbon, to incite personal holiness, and fastened tightly
round the waist with a girdle, to separate the upper from
t.he lower parts of the body. With feet bare and head
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uncovered, the candidate was considered the personification
of modesty and humility, walking· in the fear of God. The
Masonic Apron is a pure white lambskin, 15 inches wide and
13 inches deep, with a flap of triangular shape about 5 inches
deep at the point, square at the bottom. For the symbolic
degrees the trimmings are blue, and in the Royal Arch
<legree the trimmings are scarlet, or blue and scarlet.
ARCADE DE LA PELLETERIE. A nickname of tho
eo-called Orient of Clermont, or old Grand Lodge of Fn.nce,
before its union with the Grand Orient, 1799.
ARCH. Part of a circle. In architecture a. construction
supported by its curve. The Arch is a. prominent idea in
the ritual of Royal Arch Mo.eonry. •
'
ARCH OF ENOCH explained in the degree of the
Knights of the Ninth Arch, the
1itual of which says: "Enoch was HE a ~~f.E~~~~
the seventh in descent from
Adam, and lived in the fear and
love of his Maker. Being inspired
by the Most High, and in commemoration of a wonderful vision,
this holy mo.n built o. nine-fold
temple under ground, and dedicated the same to God. He was
assisted in the construction of
this subterranean temple by Jared, his father, and Methuselah,
his son, without being acquainted with his motives. This
happened in that part of the country which was afterward
called Canaan, or the Holy Land." The engraving here
used is copied from an old Masonic publication, and appears
to allude to this event.
ARCH OF STEEL. In the Templar system, and also the
French, the Arch of Steel is formed during certain ceremonies, by the members, arranged in two ranks, with theit'
swords raised and crossed.
ARCH..EOLOGY. From the Greek words Arche, the
beginning, and Logos, word, i. e., a. discourse concerning the
primitive times; in other words, the science of antiquities.
This science is peculiarly interesting to Fr1.1emasons, inasmuoh as through the investigations of Archmologists the
antiquity of Masonry is vindicated.
•

-
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ARCHIMAGUS. In other words, Chit:f of the Sageif, and
High-Priest of the Chaldean Mysteries. In the ceremony of
initiation he represented Ormuzd, the god of beauty, light,
and truth, and the rite was intended to illustrate the struggles of that god with Ahriman, the god of darkness and
evil, and his final victory ov.er him.
ARCHITECTURE. The art of construction or building,
according to certain proportions and rules, determined and
r£•gulated by nature, science, and taste. It is divide~l into

TBII nT& ORDIUL8 OF .t.BCBITIICTORI!!.

three distinct branches-civil, military, and nn.ml. Tho art
ol building had its origin in the desire implanted in mun to
procure protection from the outward elements and the vicissitudes of tho changing seasons. There is something divine
in man, which prompts him to look beyond the mere supply
of his necessities, and to aim continually at higher objcc~.
He, therefore, 110on expected from his habitation und hlli
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temples more than mere utility. He· aim6d at elegance, and
architecture became by degrees a fine art, differing essentially, however, from the other fine' arts in these respects: 1.
That it is based on utility; 2. that it elevates mathematical
laws to rnles of beauty, correct proportion, and perfect sym_metry. It is difficult, perhaps now impossible, to fix the
exact period of the invention of architecture, as every art is
perfected by degrees, and is the result of the labors of many.
In the early ages of the human race, the habitation must
have been. rude and imperfect; yet each nation, at every
age, possessed its peculiar style of architecture, and marked
its character by its symbolic monuments. Among such
monuments we should place, as the chief, the Temple of Solomon, from which the trne knowledge of architecture became
diffused throughout the world. Thus through ages has the
institution been transmitted; and though deprived of its
operative character, it is none the less efficient in its symbolism and importance. The working-tools of an operative
Mason have, therefore, become our symbols. There aro five
orders of architecture, viz: The Doric, the Tuscan, the
Ionic, the Corinthian, and the Composite.
AREOPAGUS. The hill of Mars, the seat of the supreme
tribunal of Athens, which was also called Areopagus. This
famous court had sovereign jurisdiction over all the affairs
of Grecian society, and from its decrees there was no
appeal. In Freemasonry, the name in France and Belgium
is applied to a council or assembly of the 30th degree of the
Scotch rite.
ARGENT. French for silver. An heraldic term used in
describing coats of arms, thus: Tho arms of tho Company
of Freemasons in the reign of King Henry IV. "Azure,
on a chevron, between three castles, Argent."
ARGONAUTS, ORDER OF. An Androgyne Masonic Society
founded in Germany, in 1775, by some members of the St.rict
Observance. Its chief officer was called Grand Admiral, the
place of meeting was called a ship, and all the appointments
were named from various parts of a vessel The motto of tha
Order was: "EIJ lebe die Freude," they live to promote happiness. The seal was a silver anchor inlaid with green.
ARK OF THE COVENANT. The sacred chest, or coffer,
which Moses constructed by command of God, wherein were
deposited tho two tables of stone on which were graven the
Ten Commandments, Aaron's rod, and a pot of manna.
The ark was a symbol of the Divine presence, and a protec-
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tion to the people, 80 long as they adhered to the articles of
the covenant, which the ark contained. It was made of
shittim-wood, covered with plates of gold; nearly four feet
in length, and two feet three inches in width and height. On
the top of it, all round, ran a kind of gold crown. It had
four rings of gold, two on each side, through which staves
were put, whereby it was carried. These also were o,·erlaid
with the finest gold, and were not to be removed from the
rings. The lid of the ark, glistening with gold, was called

the M~rcy-seat; and upon its opposite ends were two golden
cherubim, fronting each other, with their wings 80 extended as to cover the Mercy-seat. It was borne from place
to place during the journeys of the Israelites, with great
solemnity, and deposited in the most sacred places in the
tabernacle. It was finally placed by Solomon in the Holy of
Holies, and was supposed to have been lost at the destruction of the temple by the Chaldeans. The idea of the concealment of an ark and its accompanying treasures always
prevailed in the Jewish sect. The use of this sacred symbol,
and the important moral lessons its discovery inculcates, are
exceedingly interesting to Royal Arch Masons.
ARK AND DOVE. An American degree, sometimes given
as a preparation for the Royal Arch. The appellation
Noachite, by which it is sometimes designated, is improperly
applied The term Noachite belongs to the 21st degree of
the old English system, and the 35th of the rite of Misraim.
Dr. Oliver conjectures that it was derived from a more
ancient degree called the "Ark Mariner," and was of an .
honorary character.
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ARK MARINER, Ron..r.. This is a. speculative degree
given in a. Royal Arch Chapter. It is founded on the Mosaic
account of the deluge, which is explained through questions
and imswers. This degree, however, is considered modern,
and to have first appeared toward the end of the last century.
ARMS OF FREEMASONRY. The armorial bearings of
the order have undergone some changes in the lapse of ages,
varying more or less from the original, in consonance with
the country or the times. They
are described in several works
on heraldry as follows: " The
Company of Masons, being otherwise termed Freemasons of
ancient standing, and good
reckoning, by means of affable
and kind meetings, at divers
times did frequent this mutual
llBsembly in the time of King
Henry IV., viz: the 12th of
.
his reign. Their arms, azure
on a chevron, between three castles, argent, a pair of compasses somewhat extended of the first, were granted by William Hawkslow, Clarencieu::r. King of Arms."-GuiLLAK.
The Arms of the Operative or Stone Masons. Azure on a
chevron between three castles argent, a. pair of compasses
somewhat extended of the first. Crest, an arm extended,
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grasping a trowel, proper. Supporters, two heavers, proper.
-DEBKoTT. The o.rms of the Grand Lodge of England, and
used by several of the Grand Lodges of this country, are
similar to those adopted by Royal Arch Masons, which are
described as follows: Party per cross vert, voided or; in th~
first quarter azure, a lion rampant or, for the tribe of Judah,
in the second or, an ox pa.ssant sable, for Ephraim; in the
third or, a man erect proper, for Reuben; in the fourth
azure, a spread engle or, for Dan. Crest, an ark of the covenant; supporters, two cherubim, all proper, motto, Holiness
to the Lord. The banners which adorn the Royal Arch Chapters of England, representing the twelve tribes of Israel, are
as follows: Scarlet, a lion couchant, for Judah; blue, an ass
crouching beneath its burden, for Issachar; purple, a ship,
for Zebulon; yellow, a sword, for Simeon; white, a troop of
horsemen, for Gad; green, an ox, for Ephraim; flesh-color,
a vine, by the side of a wall, for Manasseh; green, a wolf, for
Benjamin; purple, a cup, for Asher; blue, a hind, for Naphtali; green, an eagle, for Dan.
ASAROTA. A kind of pavement in variegated colors, used
by the ancients for floors of temples.
ASIATIC SYSTE~I, OR BRoTHERS oF AsiA. A Masonic sect
with somewhat mystical theories, which arose in Germany
about the year 1780. It explained somewhat fancifully the
symbols, rites, and words of Freemasonry. 'l'here were
several degrees, all more or less tinctured with the speculations of the Rosicrucians and hermetic Masonry.
ASPIRANT. A seeker of Masonic light, who has applied
for admission to the mysteries of the Order, and, having been
accepted, is preparing himself for the induction.
ASS. An emblem of stupidity and ignorance. In the
Egyptian system it represented the uninitiated, ignorant,
and profane.
ASSASSINS. A secret order of lshmaelites, professing the
Ma.hommedan religion, and yet at heart repudiating all.
religions. They had a remarkable organization, were noted
for their daring bravery, but were still nothing more nor
lea than a band of plunderers and cut-throats.
ASTROLOGY bears the same relation to astronomy as
alchemy docs to chemistry. It iR the art of reading the
future and discovering the destinies of mortt.ls by the stars.
Many learned men have been believers in th:t• art, as Tych:o
de Brahe and Kepler. It held a high place m the hermeti·J
IJIItem of Masonry.
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ATELIER. French for worlcshop. In symbolic Masom:J
it is the name of the Lodge, and a1so in many of the higher
degrees, especially in France and Germany. In the French
and Scotch rites it denotes council, tribunal, consistory,
college, court, and areopagus.
ATHERSADA. A Persian word meaning the strong hand.
This name in the Septuagint is given to the Persian governors of Jerusalem who accompanied Zerubbabel and Nehemiah. (Bee Esdr. ii. 63; Neh. vii 65-70.) In the Order of
Heredom of Kilwinning, it was the appellation of the chief
of the Order; and in French Masonry it is the official name
of the head of a Chapter.
ATHOL MASONS. The seceders from the Grand Lodge
of England, in 1739, having assumed the title of "Ancient
Masons," and organized a G1·a.nd Lodge, elected the Duke
of Athol, then Grand Master of Scotland, Grand Master of
the new Grand body. Hence they were called Athol Masons.
AZURE. Sky-blue. . The appropriate color of the symbolic Lodge. A favorite color in heraldry; employed in
blazonry.

B.

BAAL.

A Hebrew or Canaanitish name signifying lord.
The Phoonicians or Sidonians who went into Judea. to build
Solomon's Temple carried with them the mysteries of Baal
represented by the sun, and many of the decorations of the
temple referred to his system of worship. The sun was a.
significant symbol of the Tyrian architects, and also of the
Druids, as it is now of the Masonic Brotherhood.
BACHELOR. A low rank of knighthood, yet the most
ancient. It does not often appear now except in heraldic
description in connection with knightly or social rank. It
was originally accounted the first of military dignities, and
the foundation of all honors. The word was added to the
dignity of knighthood by King Henry ID. of England,
• because the title died with the person to whom it was given,
and did not descend to his posterity. It is now conferred
indiscriminately on persons in civil or mili~ stations, and
may be granted even to a child as soon as he lS baptized.
BAHRDT'S RITE. A system of Freemasonry consisting
of six degrees, introduced into some of the Lodges of Germany by Carl Friedrich Bahrdt, a learned divine, and author
of a large number of works on theology, ethics, philology,
etc. His system found for a. time many adherents, but is
not now practiced.
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BALDACHIN. The canopy which is placed over the
oriental chair in the Master's
Lodge, and also denotes the covering of the Lodge itself, which
is a symbol of the star-decked
heavens, and a s~ of the universality of Freemasonry. In
Pritchard's catechism we meet
with the following: "What has
the Lodge for a covering?" Answer : "The vaulted skies of
variona colors, or the clouds."
It is remarked by K.lause that
the " sense of this beautiful system of symbols is not well un-
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derstood. Lodge
Some think
thatcovthe
primitive
was not
ered above, and that the skies
were literally its covering; hence
the ceiling of a Lodge-room is generally made to represent
the celestial planisphere." The Baldachin, in this sense, is
also a symbol of the extent of Freemasonry; for as th~ skies,
with their troops of stars, spread over all regions of the earth,
so Freemasonry holds in its embrace all the world, and
reaches through all time.
BALUSTER. A small column or pilaster. In the higher
degrees of the French system, proclamations and decrees
are thus named.
BALUSTRADE. A row of baluste1·s. Although archmological researches have failed hitherto to discover this
architectural invention among the ruins of ancient buildings,
yet it is difficult to conceive that an arrangement of such
obvious utility should be wholly unknown to the architects
of antiquity.
BAND. A ribbon worn around the neck of the officers of
Grand Lodges, ·and also of individual Lodges, to which are
attached the official jewels. The color of the band differs in
different Lodges, but blJJ.e is predominant.
BANNER-BEARER. In the high degrees of the French
and English systems, a. Lodge-officer whose duty is well
enough described by the word itself.
BANNERET. 1. A small banner; 2. a justice of the peace;
.3. in the Knight-Templar system an officer who, together
\lrith the Marshal, led all warlike enterprises; 4:. in France
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and England the word formerly designate<l an order of
knighthood of great dignity. The title is now extinct.
BANQUET. The custom of banqueting after Lodge meetings is now very generally abolished in American Lodges,
except upon installation nights, or, on the festivals of the
Sts. John, on the 24th June and the 27th of December, when
social gatherings of the brethren take place similar to the
carnival meetings of other bodies. The brethren are en~oined not to convert the houra of recreation and refreshment
Jnto that of abuse or intemperance.
BAPHOMET. Among the charges preferred against tho
Order of the Knights of the Temple was that of worshiping
an idol or image called Baphomet. The word is probably a
corruption of Mahomet, and the image itself, with its mystical embellishments, was without doubt a cabalistic talisman,
which the Templars had brought from the East, and which
had some connection with the hermetic philosophy of the
Arabians. That it was an object of worship among tha
members of that Order there is not a shadow of proof.
BAREFEET. Putting off the shoes has a threefold signifi ·
cation in Scripture. First, it wM usual to put them off in
token of mourning and grief, as David is said to ha\'e gone
from Jerusalem barefoot, when he fled from Absalom.
Secondly, it signified tho yielding of one's right to another,
and is so prescribed in Deuteronomy, and matured by Boaz;
the third, was a token of respect and reverence, as appears
by the command of God to Moses, and the reason assigned
for it was that the ground whereon he stood was holy, 01
B&D.ctified by God's immediate presence. Bee DmcALCEATION.
BASILICA. By this nnme market-houses and halls ot
justice, erected after the fashion of religious edifices and
Christian churches, were called in the middle ages. These
buildings were of an oblong rectangular form, with a narrow
side suitable for a semicircular niche. Anderson, in his
'Book of Constitutions, remarks that " Our modern temple
las arisen from the Basilica, having tho same interior arch."
BATON. A staff or truncheon, about two feet long, generally ornamented or gilt at each end, n.nd the middle enveloped in a scroll; it is usually carried in tho right hand, and
is the distinguishing mark or emblem of authority of Marshals in Masonic and other processions. The badge of a
Marshal in a subordinate Lodge is two cross batons, and
that of the Marshal in tho Grand Lodge two cross batons
encircled in a wreath.
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BEAUSEANT. The name given to the banner which the
ancient Knights Templar canied before them to battle. It
was divided across the center-the upper half being black,
and the lower half white, intended to signify that they were
fair and favorable to the friends of Christ, but black and
terrible to his enemies. The idea is quite an oriental one,
white and black being always
used among the Arabs metaphorically, in the sense above
mdicated. Their customary salutation is, "May your day be
white!"-i. e., May you be happy!
Beauseant was not merely the
name of the banner, but it was
also the battle-cry and the most
sacred oath of the emplars, in
allusion to the seal, whereon two
brethren were represented as
riding on one horse, which was '
considered by the order as a
"fair seat"--bien seant-that is, as a seal of true fraternal
alliance. The seal of this Order was always accompanied
with the word Beauseant-both staniling in close relationship.
It would seem natural, therefore, to refer the word to this
token of brotherly love, where two Templars were represented
as united in close friendship, and seated on one horse. This
device, then, "the fair seat," "beau seant," served as a symbol
of intimate union, the word was adopted as their battle-cry
and the name of their banner, and finally it formed an
appropriate formula of oath, signifying "By the fraternal bond
cf the Temple Order-Beauseant."
BELLS were the most notable ornaments on the robe of
the chief pontiff of the Hebrews. " And it shall be unto
Aaron to minister, and his sound shall be heard when he
goeth in into the Holy Place before the Lord, and when he
cometh out, that he die not."
BORDER. The ornaments of a. Lodge are said to be the
lloRaic pavement, the indented teJsel, and blazing star. The
indented tessel represents the beautiful border that embellished the outer edges of the Mosaic pavement. This border
consisted of small stones of various colors, artisticall;y
arranged, so as to produce the most pleasing effect.
BRAHMINS. The members of the priestly caste in Hindostan are thus named. They are a well educated class, for
th& moe~ part, and many among them are distini'tlished for
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learning. In this respeet they are superior to many of the
missionaries who have been sent there to convert them.
They were early celebrated for their attainments in philosophy and science, and their ideas have entered largely into
the various philosophical systems of the West.

BRASSART. A piece of armor worn by the Knights
Templar, to protect the upper part of the arm, from the
elbow to the shoulder.
BREASTPLATE. A splendid piece of ornamental em·
broidered cloth, of the so.me material of which the ephod waa
made, ten inches square, and worn by the Jewish High-

Priest on his breast, when dressed in full so.cerdotal vestments. The front was set with twelve precious stones, in
golden sockets, arranged in four rows, three in each row, on
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eadl of which was engraved the nam«!_ of one of the twelve
tribes of Israel. On the first row a sardius, red, for Judah;
a topaz, pale green, for Issachar; an emerald, green, for Zebulon; o~ the second row a ~arbuncle, deep red, for Reuben;
a sapphtre, deep blue, for Suneon; a ja.:per, green, clouded
with white, for Gad; on the third row, a ligure, dull red, for
Ephraim; an agate, gray, spotted with different colors, for
Manasseb; an amethyst, purple, for Benjamin; on the fourth
row a chrysolite, pale green, for Dan; an onyx, bluish white,
for Asher; a beryl, bluish green, for Naphtali. The breastplate was double, or composed of two pieces, forming a kiud
of purse or bag, in which, according to the learned ro.bbins,
the Urim and Tbummim (Light and Truth), were inclosed.
It was fastened at the four corners, those at the top to each
shoulder, and a golden ring at the end of a wreathed chain;
those below, to the girdle of the ephod, by four blue ribbons,
two at each corner. This ornament was never to be severed
from the priestly garments; and it was called the "Memorial," being designed to remind th~ priest how dear those
tribes should be to him whose names he bore upon his
heart. It was also named "the Breastplate of Judgment,
because it was believed that by it was discovered the judgment and the will of God, or because the high-priest who
wore it was revered as the fountain of justice, and put it on
when he exercised his judicial capacity in matters of great
importance, which concerned the whole nation.
BRIDGE. In the higher degrees of Freemasonry the
Bridge bas a Maso~c use, and is an important symbol.
BROTHERLY KISS. At the close of their meetings the
first Christillll8 were accustomed to kiss each other; this took
plo.ce also at the holy evening banquet-agape-of the community of brothers and sisters. To this practice the Apostles
Paul and Peter refer in their epistles: "Greet each other
with the holy kiss"-"phi!Bmale agi6," Rom. xvi., 16, 1 Pet.
v., 14. This holy kiss, as a sign or token of brotherly love,
is found likewise as a venerable clll!tom in many Lodges,
particularly in Europe, where the Master greets with a kiss
each newly-initiated member.
BRO'rHERS OF THE BRIDGE. A charitable and reli·
gious Brotherhood, which urose in the aouth of France in the
medimval age, the members of which dev.oted themse~ves.to
the work of building bridges, roads, bosp1tals, the ma.mtaming ferrigs, and otherwise providing for the .comfo~ and
protection of travelers and pilgrims. Two bndges, m purticolar, are mentioned as having been consil'lX'ted by them;
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that of "Don-Pas," three miles from Avignon, and the bridge
over the Rhone, "Pont-St.-Esprit," in the department otGard, which was commenced Aug. 21, 1265. Pope Clement
IlL granted them peculiar favors in considerntion of their
works of mercy and humanity. Tho peculiar token or jewel
of the Order was a pick-axe worn upon the breast. RAMSAY,
in a discourse published in Paris, 1741, affirms that this
Order united or established relations with the Knights of St.
John of Jerusalem, and afterward with the Roman builders,
1md thus establishes a direct connection between them and
Freemasonry. Many of the high degrees of the Fren<'h
system have borrowed soQle of their decorations from th"'
Order of the Brothers of the Bridge.
BURIAL. The right to be conducted to the last restingplace on earth, by his brethren, and to he committed to the
grave with the ceremonies of the society; belong n.louo to
Master Masons. Among the old regulations is the following:
"No Mason can be interred with the formalities of the
Order, unless it be at his own specin.l request, communicated
to the Master of the Lodge of which he died a memberforeigners and sojourners excepted; nor unleBB he has been
advanced to the third degree of Masonry, from \Vhich there
can be no exception."
BURNING BUSH. In the ceremonies of the Royal Arch
degree, the Burninfl Bush is represented. It was on Jltiount
Horeb that the angel of the
Lord appeared to Moses in
a burning bush, not one
leaf of which was consumed.
Here it was that the unutterable name, which was
never known or beard of
befure GoD told it to Moses,
was revt..aled. Supremo
Councils of tho Ancient and
Accepted Rite, date their
documents "near the B. B."
or " BurniDg Bush"-this
being the great source of true Masonic light, and the plaC(.
whence all Mo.sonic inst1·uction must emanate.
BY-LAWS. The power of framing its own by-laws is inherent in every Subordinate Lodge, provided they are made in
accordance with the ancient statutes and reguln.tiqns of the
Grand Lodge. As the validity of by-laws rests on the authority of t"be Grand Lodge, it is required thu.t thoy shoula fir:~t.
be submitted for approval.
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c.
CAABA. The name of a taliRJDanic and sacred stone, which
has been an object of reverence among the Arabians from
time immemorial Previous to the time of Mohammed it was
the recipient of divine honors ; but after the remarkable
conversion of those idolaters to theism, by the labors of the
Prophet, he consecrated it as a symbol of the Eternal Mysteries, and an emblem of the perpetual duration of the truth
that "God is one and his name one." Many fabulous stories
are told of the building in which it is enclosed; but although
all relating to its origin are too absurd for belief, yet it is
certain that it is a temple of very great antiquity: The Caaba
is not an · object of worship among the Mohammedans; for
they are more strict and earnest in opposition to idolatry
than ever were the ancient Hebrews. It is simply the type
of invisible verities and virtues which should be objects of
the profoundest reverence. The pilgrims who visit Mecca
march around the mystic stone in procession, and salute it
with kisses, and believe that its very touch imparts a. divine
influence--efficacious-at the same time curing the diseases
of tho body and working a moral purification of the heart.
CABAL. From the French Cabale. It means, primarily, a
society of men who profess to have a knowledge of secret
things. Politica.lly, it signifies a clique of unprincipled politicians; and, in the reign of Charles II., was applied to the
ministers of that monarch, Clifford, Ashley; Buckingham, A:rliugton, and Lauderdale, because their initials form the word.
CA.BmL Gods, or deified heroes, held in great esteem by
the Phrygians. The secret ceremonies performed in their
aaered grottoes were called the mysteries of tho Cabiri.
Herodotus and Strabo both speak of these rites; and it is
probable that most of the mysteries of antiquity wore only
variations of the Phrygian, which were celebrated in the
obscurity of night, and with the most profound secrecy.
These rites were spread throngh all the cities of Syria, and it
has been said that Hiram, King of Tyro, was a High-Priest
of these mysteries, and through him the leading feature of
the Cabirian initiation WM incorporated into Masonry, and
perpetuated in the legend of the third degree. Many conJecture that the Order of the Essen, or the E88()nes, grew out
of the Cabirian rites.
CABUL. A country in Galilee ceded to Hiram, King of
Tyre, by Solomon, as a reward for his assistance in building
the temple. The history of this ~vent is given in the. degt-eo
of Intimate Secretary of the Anc10nt and Accepted nte.
15
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CALENDAR. An almanac-a method of marking exo.ctly
the division of the years, starting from some great epoch.
rhus Christian nations reckon their time from the birth of
Christ, while those of the Mohammedan faith reckon theirs
from the hegira, or, the flight of Mohammed from Mecca..
The Mo.sonic era. commences with the creation of the world
(Anno Mundi), or, a.sonica.lly expressed, Amw Lucis, year
of light, or year of the Lodge. Betweeq the creation of tho
world and the advent of Christ 4000 years intervene; thus
L D. 1866 added to 4000 gives the Masonic year, 5866. The
Rite of Misraim adopts the chronology of Archbishop Usher,
which adds 4 years to the common era, and makes 5870
the Mo.sonic year. The Scotch rite employs the Jewish
chronology; thus the Hebrew year 5826 is the A.. L. of Scotch
.Ma.sonry. This rite also adopts the Hebrew manner of
dividing the year into months, and closes the year Sept. 17,
and begins the new on the 17th (Tisri, 1st). The York rite
commences the year with Jan. 1; the French with March 1.
.rhe Royal Arch degrees begin their computation with the
year in which Zeru11babel began to build the second temple,
which was 530 years before Christ. So that 5~0+1866=2396,
the Masonic year of the Royal Arch. The Royal and Select
Master's degree reckons time from the year in. which Solomon's Temple was completed, viz: 1000 yem before Christ.
'l'hus, 1000 + 1866 2866, the year of the Royal and Select
Master. The Knights Templar compute time from the
founding of the Order, A. D. 1118; so that A.. D. 1866-1118-=
748 the year of the Order of the Temple. Others (Strict
Observance) commence their reckoning from the destruction of the Templars, in 1314; therefore, A. D. 1866-1314=
5fi2. The following will place these Masonic years directly
before the eye: A.. D. 1866=A. L. 5866, the common Masonic
year; A. D. 1866=A. L. 5870 of the Rite of Misraim; A. D. 1866=
A.. x. 5826 of the Scottish rite; A. D. 1866=A. I. 2396 of the
Royal Arch; A. D. 1866=A.. D. 2866 of the Royal and Select
Master; A.. D. 1866=A. o. 748 of the Templars; A.. D. 1866=
&. o. 552 of the Strict Observance.
CALLED, on CALLING ow. This term can have but one
applicn.tion, and denotes the ceremony which summons tho
Craft from labor to refreshment. To "call oft'" £or any
~ther purpose is neither legal nor Masonic.
CALLED, on CALLING ON. When the brothers are IIUDlmoned to their labors, after the hours oi refreshment, the
summons is designated by the term "calling on."
Cft.NCELLARIUS. An office in Tcmplar Masonry of the
Gliddlo ages. Each Province and l>rofect had its ChanCQl-
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lor; he conducted the correspondence; was also properly the
custodian of the mysteries, and had to instruct the newlyinitiated knights in regard to their duties.
CANDLESTICK, GoLDEN. The candelabrum which Moses
'vas commanded to make for the tabernacle, after the model
shown him on th~ Mount. The material of which it was
made was fine gold, oi which an entire talent-( about
$2,000)--was expended on the candelabrum and its appendages. The mode in which the meto.l was to be worked ia
described by a term
which appears to mean
uTought with the hammer, as opposed to ca.'lt
by fusion. It consisted
of a base; of a shaft
rising out of it; of six
arms, which came out
by threes from two
opposite sides of the
shaft; of seven lamps
which were supported
on the summits of the
cJ.lmUtBTicK,
AJID I"UlllfiTURL
central shaft and the six arms. The arms were adorned
with three kinds of carved ornaments, called cups, globes
and blossoms. Its lamps were supplied with pure olive
oil, lighted every evening, and extinguished every morning.
It was placed in the Holy Place, on the south side ( i. e., to
the left of a person entering the tabernacle), opposite the
table of shew-bread In the first temple there were ten
candelabra of pure gold, five on the north and five on the
south side, within the Holy Place. These were carried away
to Babylon. In the second temple there was but one,
resembling that of the tabernacle. This was carried, with
other spoils, to Rome, on the destruction of Jerusalem; it
was lodged in Vespo.sian's temple to Peace, and copied on the
triumphal arch of Titus. The seven-branched candlestick
is an indispensable emblem in the Royo.l Arch dt>gree, o.lso
in several of the degrees of the Ancient and Acct:>pt:ed rite.
.A.BJ[

CAPITULAR DEGREES. The appellation, in Frnnce, of
certain degrees of the Scotch rite, from the 4th to the 18th,
inclusive, and which the French rite has contracte..l to four.
These degrees are divided into four series, vi:.~: First series,
4th degree (Sc')tch rite), Secret Master; 5th, Perlect Master;
6th, Intimate Secretary; 7th, Provost and Judge ; 8th,
Intendant of the Building. Second series, 9th degree
(Scotch rite), Master Elect of Nine; lOth, Grand Elect ol
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Fifteen; 11th, Sublime Knight Elect. Third series, 12th
degree (Scotch rite), Grand Master Architect; 13th, Knight
of the Royal Circle ; 14th, Scotch Elect. Fourth series,
15th degree (Scotch rite), Knight of the East; 16th, Prince
of Jerusalem; 17th, Knights of the East and West; 18th,
Knight of the Rose Cross.
CAPTAIN-GENERAL. In a Comma"ndery of Knights
Templar the third officer, and who, in the absence of the
Commander and Generalissimo, presides over the same. By
virtue of his office, he is one of the re_wesentatives.of his
Oommandery in the Grand Commandery. His station is on
the left of. the Commander; his jewel, a level surmounted by
a. cock, emblematic "of courage; his duties are to see that
everything is properly prepared for the conclave, and to
communicate an orders from the Council.
CAPTAIN OF THE HOST. The fourth officer in a.
Chapter of Royal Arch Masons; his station is at the right,
in front of the Council; his duty corresponds with that of a
Marshal, having charge of the Chapter when in procession;
to receive orders from the Council, and see that they are
properly executed. The preservation of the essential traits
of the ancient customs, usages, and landmarks of Royal
Arch Masonry is entrusted to his charge.
CARAUCIUS. A Roman Emperor who patronized the
Masons of Great Britain, A. v. 300. A Roman knight,
named Albanus, being much interested in the prosperity of
the Craft, influenced the Emperor to confer on the Brotherhood peculiar privileges. He granted the Masons a charter,
and Albanus became their Grand Master, during whose
administration many of their fundamental constitutions
were settled, and the ritual revised.
CANEPHOROS. The bearer of the round flat
basket, containing tho sacred cake, chaplet,
frankincense, and the implements of sacrifice,
usunlly a young Athenian maiden, who walked
in the processions of the Dionysia, Panatheneo.,
and the other public festivals, in which all marriageable women offered sma.ll baskets to their
favorite deities. The attitude in which they
appear in works of art was a favorite one with
the ancient artists and familiarly described by
classic authors; the figure elevates both arms to """'1111110.1~
support the basket carried on the head.
CARBONARI, oR CoLLIEBS. .A political society, with a
Masonic for:!"l, which, for a long time, exercised a. powerful
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in.Jluence in Italy. The date of its origin is unknown. U
was inspired with the noblest ideas of liberty nnd religious
freedom, and labored for the regeneration of Italy, the
emancipation of the conscience, and the purification of
religion. Botta., in his "Hisl.oria d' Italia," says that during
the reign of Murat most of the republicans joined the Order,
and in one month the society was increased by the addition
of over six hundred thollBBJld members. The essence of the
oath of administration was, "Hatred to all tyrants." There
were four degrees. The place of meeting was called baraca,
i. e., hut or lodge, the exterior parts were called the wood;
the interior wM called the vendita or colliery. The confederation of all the lodges was called the Republic. The
religious character is revealed in the following statute:
"Every Carbonaro has the natural and inalienable right to
worship the Almighty according to his own sense of duty
and the dictates of his own conscience. The grand idea of
the society has at last triumphed; it has united the Italian
States, and given them free institutions. No society has
ever existed which succeeded so well in working out its ideal.
CARPET. A kind ot map, on which are pictured the emblems illustrative of the several degrees of Freemasonry,
and by reference to which the neophytes are instructed.
They were formerly traced upon the floor, hence the term

carpet.
OASTEI.I.AN. In Germany, a steward or superintendent
of Masonic buildings. He has charge of the furniture of the
Lodge, and also has the direction of the " Agape, or Tablelodge."
·
OENTAINE, 0BDRE DE LA. The Order of the OenJ,ury. An
Androgyne system of Masonry, which came into notice, at
Bordeaux, A. D. 1735.
CENTER OF UNITY. The central force or authority
which keeps a society or order of men together. In most
organizations, the center of unity is a visible material
pmvcr. In the Papal Church, it is the hierarchy of Rome.
But the Masonic center of unity is not material nor visible.
It is an internal principle or sentiment, which dwells ~ all
its part-s, and binds them all altogether in one harmoruous
whole. By virtue of the omnipotence of this principle the
Masonic Order has resisted all attacks from without, and all
treachery within, and is more powerful than ever before.
CENTER, 0PBNING oN. The explanation usually given ol
this phrase is not satisfactory. It is too f&r·fetched and
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fanciful. A better exposition may be found by a. reference to
kindred societies, and especially ancient orders that are now
represented either wholly or in part by Freemasonry. Let iii
be observed that a Lodge of Entered Apprentices or of Fellow
Crafts is never said to be "opened on the center," but only
a Master Mason's JJodge. The reBBon for this is obvious.
The Apprentice Lodge is the ex.teriorcircle; the Fellow-Craft,
the inner circle; the Master Mason's Lodge, the center.
While in the first two the truth is but partially reYealed,
and ill seen through a shadowy vail, in the third circle-the
Master Mason's Lodge-the great center of Masonic Lightit shines with cloudleBS luster. "Opening on the center"
simply means opening in the interior or central circle of
Freemasonry. The llitelligcnt Mason is referred to the
Constitution of the Order of Essenes, of the Pytha.goreans,
nn.d the "Apostolica.l .Constitutions," and "A:rca.na Disciplina.," of the primitive church.
CEPHAS. A GrmcoSyria.c word, meaning stone; the same
as petros. In the Masonic degree of Royal Master it is used
in connection with the cubical stone.
CERCLE, Som.u.. Social Circle. An order .;.hich sprang
np at Paris, in 1790, and endeavored, though happily without effect, to tempt the Masonic Brotherhood to play an
important part in the French Revolution. The society published a journal, called" The Mouth of Iron," tho object of
which was, as it claimed, "to establish a univcrso.l. confederation of the friends of truth."
CHAMBER OF REFLECTION. A room used in the Templa.r system; also in the Ancient and Accepted rite, where,
before initiation, the candidate is left, surrounded with
gloomy and somber emblems, to retlect on the solemn
responsibilities he is about to assume.
CHANCELLOR. The name of an officer in a Council of
Knights of the Red CroSE~.
CHAOS, oR CAHos. The 1st nn.d 2d names of the 49th and
60th degrees of the Rite of Misra.im.
CHAPTER. GENERAL GRAND. This supreme body is composed of the principal officers of the State Grand Chapters and
the past officers of the General Grand Chapter. Tho General
Grand Chapter of the United States was organized in 1798.
CHAPTER, GRAND. An organization consisting of the
officers of the subordinate chapters under its jurisdiction
and the past officers of the Grand Chapter.
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CHARLES XIII., ORnER OF. An Order of Knighthood,
instituted by Charles the Thirteenth, King of Sweden, May
27, 1811, as an encouragement and reward for social and
~enevolent efforts to the advantage of the people, and particularly to those who may need assistance.
The order is conferred only on the members
of the Masonic Fraternity who have attained
to a high rank in the institution in Sweden.
In the original statutes instituting the order,
the King said: "To give to this society (the
Masonic) an evidence of our gracious sentiments toward it, we will and ordain that its
first dignitaries, to the number which we may
determine, shall in future be decorated with
the most intimate proof of our confidence,
and which shall be for them o. distinctive
mark of the highest dignity." The King of
Sweden is the perpetual Grand Master, and
the number of knights is limited to 27.
Knights can be installed only on Jo.n. 28. Carlisle, in his
"Account of tf.le Orders of Knighthood," says: "The King,
who is always Master of the Order, is bound to wear it, as
well as the heir apparent ancl the Princes of the House of
Sweden, appointed to that dignity by the King. It is also
conferred upon thirty native Swedes, being 36 years of age,
appointed by the King, of whom three are of the Ecclesiastical Order." Tho badge is a cross of four points, of ruby
red, with a golden border, surmounted by the regal crown.
In the center of the obverse, on a white ground, are the
initials of the royal founder, viz: the number xrn., between
two C's, intertwined with each other; on the reverse, in o.
triangle, the letter B. It is worn pendant to a reel watered
ribbon.
CHARTER. In Freemasonry, a document issu~d by a
Grand Lodge, or Chsp'"..er, or other grand body, to a certain
number of members, empowering them to organize a Lodge
or Chapter, etc., and confer degrees. A Lodge can never
be opened for labor unless the Charter is present; and it is
the right of every visiting brother to see it before he enters
the Lodge.
CHASIDEES, CuASIDIH. A class or order of men mentioned in the 1st Book of Maccabees, chap. vii., 13. The
Septuagint designates it by the Greek name Assidai. The
word meo.ns skilled in all wisdom, human or divine. This
aasociation WM composed of the great and learned men of
Israel, who were eminent for iheir charitable and peaceful
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dispositions ; and their superior knowledge of the. law;
especially were they distinguished by their _ardent zeal for
the purity and preservation of the temple. Dr. Oliver sees
in this Order a kind of Masonic society, and Sco.liger thinks
the Chasidim were the predecessors of the Essenes. ·
CHIEF OF THE TABERNACLE. The 23d degree of
the Ancient and Accepted rite. This is the first of a series
of three degrees giving a full description of the setting up
of the Tabernacle in the wilderness, its form, materials,
furniture, etc., the sncerdotal and sacrifical ceremonies performed by the Priests in their worship of the Deity, as
described in the instructions delivered to Moses in Exodus
XXIX and xr..
The ceremonies of this degree commemorate
the institution of the order of the High-Priesthood in Aaron
and his sons Eleazar and Ithamar. Assemblies in this
degree are styled Courts. The hangings are white, supported by red and black columns, by twos, placed at intervals.
The court represents an encampment of the twelve tribes,
in the desert, near Sinai The standards of the tribes, made
after the accompanying model, are planted round the room
near the walls, in the following order: In the east, that of
Judah; the color of the standard being crimson, in stripes
or waves; and the device a lion, couchant, between a crown
and scepter. Next to Judah, on the side toward
the north, that of lssachar ; color, greenish
yellow ; device, an ass, couchant, beneath its
burden. Next to Judah, on the side toward the
south, that of Zebulon ; color, light green ;
device a ship. Next toward the south, that of
Simeon; color, yellow; device, a naked sword.
In the south, that of Reuben; color, a brilliant
crimson; device, a man. Next to Reuben, on
the side toward the west, that of Gad; color,
bluish-green; device, a field covered with stars.
Next toward the west, that of Manasseh; color,
variegated, like agate; device, a vine running
over a walL In the west, that of Ephraim; color, variegated,
like opal; device a bull. Next toward the north that of
Benjamin; color violet; device a. wolf. Next toward the
north, that of Asher; color, blue; device, a tree in full leaf.
In the north, that.of Dan; color, that of the gold-atone;
device, an eagle, holding a serpent in his ben.k. Next to
Dan, toward the east, that of Naphtali; color, bluish-green;
device, a. female deer running at speed. In the center of
the Court is a representation, reduced in size, of the Tabernacle of Moses, described in Exodus, chapters XXVI an~
XXXVL
The furniture of the Court consists of a.n altar ()f
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I&CI'i1ice; a laver, or large basin of bronze, filled with water;
the table of shew-bread; the seven-branched candlestick; an
altar of incense, and the ark of the covenant. On the altar
of incense are the roll of the · Book of the Law and a
poniard ; and on the Book of the Law, the square and
comp8o88es. The presiding officer sits in the east, represents
Aaron, and is styled Most Excellent High Priest. The
\Vardens sit in the west, and represent his two sons, Eleazar
and Ithamar, and are styled Excellent Priests. The Orator,
Secretary and Treasurer sit on the east of the tabernacle,
the Master of Ceremonies on the west of it, the Captain of
Guards on the south of it, and the Sentinel on the north.
The other officers and members sit on the north, south and
west of it. All except the three first officers are styled
Worthy Levites. Aaron is dressed in full priestly robes.
The Wardens wear the same dross, except the breastplate
and the miter, instead of which they wear plain turbans of
white linen. The High-Priest and Wardens do not wear
aprons. The other officers and members wear white aprons
lined with scarlet, and bordered with red, blue and purple
ribbons. In the middle is painted or embroidered the
golden candelabrum with seven lights. They also wear a
red leather belt, fringed along the lower edge with gold;
from which hangs a small silver censer, or ornamented cup, ·
with a long handle, the end whereof, on which the cup sits,
is shaped like an open hand. This is also the form of the
jewel of the degree. For receptions an extra apartment is
required, with an altar, a feeble light, and other appropriate
emblems.
CHIVALRY. This word indicates an institution which
arose in Europe very soon after Christianity had destroyed
the old religions and brought most of the nations under its
benignant influence, and seems to owe its existence to several
elements. Its military and outward form was derived from
the Equestrian Order of ancient Rome. Its system of symbols, and ceremonies, and fraternal bonds was contributed
by the Masonic Order, and the spirit of reverence for woman,
which it cultivated so earnestly, and illustrated with so
many brilliant e:xa.mples, was derived from the Teutonic
and Scandinavian nations. In all countries of the world,
except the north of Europe, woman had over been regarded
as a slave. But Tacitus informs us that the Teutons and
Northmen held that there was something divine in the female
sex, and therefore regarded woman with a love which approached to reverence. In the worship which thev paid to
the goddess Frigga, they expressed their devotion to the sex.
Frigga was the type of woman deified and enthroned in the
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hearts of men. Thus the Romans and Scandinavians, and
Masons, contributed equal parts in the creation of this institution. The Rite of Induction was in the Masonic form; and
the Order was divided into three circles, corresponding to the
three degrees of ancient Masonry. These three circles or
degrees were those of Page, Squire, and Knight. The ceremony of reception took place in a room called a chapter, and
strongly resembled the Masonic rites. The Knight, at the
time of his full investiture, bound himself, by a solemn oath,
to protect the weak, defend the right, love God, and reverence
and shield from harm the female sex. The influence of the
institution on the manners of society was very aa.luta.ry. It
disenthralled woman; invested her with .the charms of romance, and threw around her o. drapery of poetic beauty. It
elevated love from the character of an instinct to that of a
sublime sentiment. It created the troubadours, and called
into being, in European society, music and poetry, the moat
powerful agencies of human civilization. [See KNIGHTHOOD.]
CHRONOLOGY. From Ohronos, time, and Logos, a wor<l
or discourse, i. e., the science of time, or rather the science
of computing time and arranging dates. The chronology of
Christiana dates from the nativity of Christ-Anno Christi.
• The Romans began their computation, Anno Urllis, from the
building of the city. Masons date their documents, Anno
Mundi, year of the world, or Anno Lucis, year of light. (868
CALENDAR.

J

CLAY GROUND. A piece of land remarkable for the
character of its clay; situated between Succoth and Zeredatha., about 35 miles from J erusa.lem. The pillars and
sacred vessels of the Temple were cast there by Hiram Abi1f.
CLEFTS IN THE ROCKS. The country around J erusalem is mountainous and broken, and abounds in caves and
clefts, which afford convenient hiding-places for robbers an<l
aaaassins.
CLERIC! ORDINIS TEMPLARIORUM. A name adopted
by the Strict Observance system after the close of the seven
yeara' war. The author of this arrangement was a person
by the name of Stark. For a time this new system of
Temple-Masonry flourished and drew to itself considerable
attention, but, at length, it fell into disfavor and passed inw
obscurity.
CLERMONT, 011APTER oF. Under this name the Chevalier
de Bonneville found~d, in 1754, at Paris, a cho.pter of the
high degrees.
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COCK. This fowl was considered by the ancients as the
companion of Mars. He is a symbol of courage and vigilance.
His image is the jewel of the Captain Q:enera.l of a. Commandery of Knights Templa.r.
COLLEGES, Irusu; OR IBISB CIIAPl'ERS. These Chapters
were established a.t Paris about the year 1730, and soon
spread over the whole of France. Their object was to
propagate a. form of the Ancient and Accepted rite; but
they were soon superseded by the Scottish Chapters.
COLLOCATIO. Anciently, a ceremony at the funerals of
Greeks and Romans, who were accustomed to place the
corpse, laid on a bier, near the threshold of the house, that
all might see whether he had met his death by violence or not.
COMMANDER. In councils or assemblies of the high
degrees, this is the common name of the Chief of the Order.
·The presiding officer of a. Comma.ndery of Knights Templar
is called Eminent Commander. His official jewel is a passion
craBS surrounded by a. halo of rays.
COMMA.NDERY. An assembly of Knights Templar. It
must consist of at least nine members, authorized by a
dispensation or charter from some competent power to
confer the degrees of knighthood. The officers are B Commander, Generalissimo, Captain General, Prelate, Senior
Warden, Junior Warden, Treasurer, Recorder, StandardBearer, Sword-Bearer, Warder, three Guards, and a. Sentinel
COMMANDERY, GRAND. A body of Knights Templa.r.
formed by three or more subordinate Commanderies in a
state or province, and which exercises jurisdiction over all
the Councils of the Red Cross, and the Commanderies of
Knights Templar and Knights of Malta..
CONCLAVE. A secret assembly. The college of cardinals
is thus called when assembled, especially for the election
of a Pope. The name is also given to a Commandery of
Knights Templar, when in session.
CONCORD, ORDER oF. Several societies have borne this
name, but the first one that could lay any claim to a Masonic
character was the" Order of Concord," or of" United Hosts."
This was a fraternity founded on Masonic principles, in 1696,
by the Prince of Nassau. Prince Swartzbnrg-Rudolstadt
founded another of the same name, which admitted ladies
to membership, in 1718, and in 1759 another arose in
Hamburg, where it sti1111.onrishcs.
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CONFERENCE. In Europe, particularly on the continent.
intelligent Masons are in the habit of meeting occasionally
f•Jr the purpose of consulting together in regard to the
interests of Freemasonry. These assemblies they call OonferE)nces. In the last century the most important ones were
those of Copenhagen, Hamburg, and Mattisholm.
CONGRESS, MAsoNic. A modern name for assemblies like
those described in the preceding article.
IJmljrus qf Washington, convoked
in the year i822, at the clll.l of several Grand Lodges, for the purpose
of recommending the establishment
of !' Ge~erol Grand Lodge of the
Umted States. The effort was an
UDBUCCCIIIIful one.
. Co711.fl'U8 o.f Baltimore, convoked
in the year 1843, with the object of
establishing a uniform system of
work. Perl.aps there was not, in
any of the preceding Congresses, a
gre.ater instance of failure than in
this, since not a year elapsed before
the most prominent members of the
Congress disagreed as to the nature
and extent of the reforms which
were instituted; and the Baltimore
system of work has already become
a myth.
Second Congress if BaUimore, convoked in the year 1847, the object
being again to attempt the establishment of a General Grnnd Lodge.
This Congress went so far as to
adopt a "Sup,reme Grnnd Lodge
Constitution,' but its action was not
supported by a sufficient number of
Grnud Lodges to carry it into effect.
C.on!JresS o.f I..e:riugton, convoked
in 1853, at Lexington, Ky., for the
purpose of again making the attempt
to form a General Grand Lodge. A
plo.n of collStitution was proposed,

but a sufficient number of Grnnd
Lodges did not accede to the proposition to give it efficacy.
Third Co119f"ess of Paris, convoked
by order of Prince Murat, in 1855,
for the purpose of effecting various
reforms in the Masonic system.
At this Congress. ten propositions,
some of them highly important,
were introduced, and their adoption
recommended to the Grnnd Lodges
of the world. The meeting has been
too recently held to permit us to
form any opinion as to what will be
its final results.
North American Jfasonic CXmljrus,
convened in the city of Chicago,
Sept. 13, 1859, at the call of a large
numb& of vrominent members of
the Fratem1ty, for the purpose of
organizi~ a General Grand Lodge
of the Umted States. The Convention held two sessions, adopted
articles of confederation, which proposed that the Congrei!B should meet
triennially; take cognizance of all
eases of difference which may have
arisen between two or more Lodge11;
consult and advise on questions of
Masonic law and jurisprudence,
without power of enforcement of its
decrees. No subs6quent 8088ion Wl\11
held; the .r.roject, therefore, failed
of establishing any 4efinite results.

CONSECRATION, El.Em:NTB oF. Com, wine, and oil are the
materials used by Masons for consecrating purposes. Col'n
is the symbol of nourishment; wine is the symbol of refreshment, and oil is the symbol of joy. They o.re also emblematic of peace, health, and plenty.
CONSECRATION is the net of solemnly dedicating a
pemon or thing to the service of God. It was one of tho
most widely-spread religious ceremonies of the ancient world.
Tho ceremonies of con!*lcratinga Lodge-room o.re im1>osing
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and necessary, and should be performed before the purposes
of Freemasonry can be consistently exe1·cised.
CONSERVATOR, GIU...~. The name of an officer of the
Grand Orient of France. He was a counselor of tile Grand
Master, and in some cases could restrain his action. This
appellation wo.s also given to a triumvirate of three Grand
Conservators of the GI'!Lild Orient, in 1814, when Joseph
Napoleon, then Grand Master, and his adjunct, Prince Camba.ceres, wore called away by public duties.
CONSISTORY. The name given to an assembly or organization of Masons in the higher degrees, especially of tile
Ancient and Accepted rite, and the Rite of Misraim.
OONSOLIDATION LODGES. About the middle of tile
past century a large number of Scottish Lodges, witil
a.lchemistical tendencies, were constituted under t1lis name.
One of tile most interesting of our Masonic degrees was
derived from tilem.
CONTRACT, SociAL, i e., SociAL CoNTIU.CT. A Lodge, 01
rather a union of lodges, for purposes of instruction, founded
in Paris about tile year 1776. It made a new arrangement
of tile degrees.
CONVENTION. A Masonic convocation, now called a
CongreBB, was formerly designated by tllis name. The following are tile principal Conventions, mentioned in chronological order:
Convention al York. In the year
926, Prince Edwin, a brother of
King Athelstane, of England, convoked a. Masonic Convention at the
city of York, which, under the na.me
of a. Genera.! A.l;sembly, established
the celebrated Gothic constitutions,
which are the oldest Masonic document extant. These constitutions
ha.ve a.lwa.ys been recognized a.s
containing the funda.menta.l law of
Masonry. Although transcripts of
theso constitutions are known to
have bf'en taken in the reign of
Richard n., the document wa.s for
along time lost Bight of until a. copy
of it wa.s discovered in the year
1838, in the Britillh Museum, and
published by Mr. J. 0. Ha.lliwell.
J1r8t Gonvmtion rf Strasburg, convoked at Btra.sburg, in 1275, by
Edwin Von f;teinba.ch, ma.ster of
the work. The object. was the

continuation of the labors on the
cathedral of Stra.sburg, and it WR8
attended by a large concourse of .
M88ons from Germany, England,
and lta.ly. It W88 at this Conven·
tiou tha.t the German builders and
architects, in imitation of their
English brethren, R&sumed the name
of Freemasons, and took the obligations of fidelity and obedience to
the ancient laws and regulations of
the Order.
First Cbnvenlion of Ratisbon, convoked in 1459, by Jost Dotzinger,
the master of the works of the Strasburg cathedral. It established some
new laws for the govemment of the
Fraternity in Germany.
&cond Convention of Ratisbon, convoked in 1464, by the Grand Lodge
of Strasburg, to define the relative
rights of, and to ~~ettlo existing difliculUea between, tho Grand J..odgoa
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establishment of th~ Grand Lodge
of Scotland.
.
Cbnvention of till! H~ convoked
by the Royal Union Lodge, in 1756
and tho result was the establishment
of the National Orand Lodge of the
United Provinces.
First Convention qf Jma, convoked
in 1763, by the Lo<tge of Strict Observance, under the presidency of
Johnson, a MllSonic charlatan, but
whose real name was Becker. In
this Convention ijle doctrine was
first announced that the Freemasons
were the successors of the Knights
Tem:plnr, a dogma peculiarly charactenstic of the rite of Strict Observance.
Second Convention of Jtma, convoked in the following year, 17M,
by Johnson, with tho desire of
authoritatively establishing his doctrine of the connection between
Templarism and Masonry. The
empirical character of Johnson or
Becker WIIS here discovered by the
celebrated Baron Runde, and he
Be~ Cbnvention of Strasburg, was denounced, and subs!YJ.ently
convoked by the Grand Lodge of punished at Magdeburg by the pubStrasburg, in 1564. It appears tc lie authorititl&
have boon only a continuation of
Convention qf Allenberg, l'onvoked
the preceding one at Basle, and the in 1765, as a continuation of the
aame matters became tho subjects preceding. Its result wns the ellof its consideration.
tablishment of the Rite of Stnct
Convention of London. convoked Observance, and the el'lCtion of
by the four Lodges of London, at Baron Runde as Grand Moster.
the Apple-tree taYem, in February,
Oonvention of Brunstcick, convoked
1717. Its history is familiBl' to all in 1775, by Ferdinand, Dtlite of
American and English MIISons. Its Brunswick. Its object ras to elfect
results were the formation of the a fu&ioniof the various ntee; but it
Grand Lodge of England, and the terminsted its labors, af'Wr a session
organization of the institution upon of six weeks, without sncoeBB.
th&t system, which has since been
Convention of 4J(JTIS, convoked in
pursued in England and in this 1778, by the Lodge of CheL'<lliers
country.
bienfaisants. Its object ~as tc proConvention of Dliblin, convoked by dnce a reform in the rit.Jals of the
the Lodges of Dublin, in 1730, for Masonic system, but h does no~
the purpose of forming the Grand appear to haYe been IP'.gaciolll' in
Lodge of Ireland.
its means, nor succest.."ul in ita
Convention of .lii.linbv.rgh, convoked results.
in 1736, by the four Lodges of EdinConvention of the Inven of 7hdh,
burgh, for the purpose of receiving held at Paris, in 1784, under the
from Sinclair, of Roslin, his abdica- auB):>ices of the "~o of the
tion of the hereditary Grand MilS- Umted Friends." The J)uke of
tership of Scotland, and for the Brunswick, St. Martin, and the
election of a Orand Master. The,. celebrated Mesmer, were IICtive Jll'l"
r:uuH of this Convention waa the ticipants in its discllSI!io~

of Strasburg, Cologne, Vienna, and
Berne.
Convention of Spire, convoked in
1469, by the Grand Lodge of Btrasburg, for the consideration of the
eondition of the Craft, and of the
edifices in course of erection by
them.
Convention qf Cologne, convoked
in 1535; by lterml\llJl, Bishop of
Cologne. It was one of the most im. portant conventions ever held, and
wasattcndedbydelogatesfromnineteen Grand Lodges; it was engaged
in the refutation of slanders at this
time circulated against the Fraternity. The result of its deliberations
was the celebrated document known
as the "Charter of Cologne."
Cbnvention qf Basle, convoked by
the Orand Lodge of Strasburg, in
1563, principally for the purpose of
settlin~ certain difficulties which
had anson respecting the rights of
the twenty Lodges which were its
subordinates. Some new regulations
were adopted at this Convention.

.
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Gbnvmlwn of Wolfenbuttel, eon"oked in 1778, by the Duke of
Brunswick, os a continuation of thnt
which had been held in 1775, and
with the same view of reforming the
orga.nization of the Order. However, after a sellllion of five weeks,
it terminated its labors with no
other result than an agreement to
call a more extensive meeting at
Wilhelmsbad.
Cbnt.~lon of Wilhelms'bad, convoked in 1782. Its avowed object
was the reform of the Masonic system, and its disentanglement from
the confused mOBS of rites with
which French and German pretenders ot entbruriRSts had sou~ht
to overwhelm it. Important topie11
were proposed at its commencement, but none of them were discussed, and the Convention was
closed without coming to any other
positive determination than that
Freemasonry was not connected
with Templarism, or in other words,
that, contrary to the doctrine of the
rite of Strict Observance, the Free-

ua

mMons wet'<1 not the snce611110rs ot
the Knights Tcmplar.
Gbnt~itm.' at Paris, convoked in
1785 nnd 1787, with the laudable
view of introducing a reform in the
rituals and of discussing important
points of doctrine and history.
Both Conventions closed, after sessions of several months, withon$
producing any practical result.
From the foregoing liRtK, it wit.
be seen that a large number of
the Mosonic connntions and congreBSes which hnve been held were
productive of little or no effect.
Others of them, however, sneh, fnr
instance, as those of York, of Cologne, of London. nnd n few others,
bnve certainly left their mnrk, untl
there can, we think, be but little
doubt that a genera~ convention ot
the Masons of the world, meeting
with an eye smgle to the great objec'
of Mnsonic reform, and guided by a
spirit of compromise, might be of
incalculable advantage to the interests of' the institution at the
present day.

I

CONVOCATION. The meetings of Chapters of Royal Arch
Masons and Councils of Royal and Select Masters are called
Convocations. The term is applied to several of the bodies
of tho higher grades.
CORNUCOPIA, or the HoRN OF PLENTY. A source whence,
according to tho ancient poets, every production of tho
earth was lavished. In the Masonic system it is the symbol
of joy, peace and plenty. It is tho official jewel of the
Stewards of the Lodge.
CORRESPONDENCE. Intercommunication between
lodges. The duty of attending to this is usually assigned to
an officer called Corresponding Secretary. In tho Masonic
Grand Bodies tho subject is in charge of a. committee.
CORYBANTES. Priests who are supposed to have derived
their origin from Corybas, who appomted them to p~rform
religious service to his mother, the goddess, Cybole, m the
island of Crete and Phrygia. The ceremonies bore a strong
resemblance to those of the Cabiri.
COTY8, MY8TEIUES OF. Cotys was a goddess worshi~ed at
Corinth and Chios. Her mysteries were celebrated m the
night.
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COUNCIL. An appella.tion given to assemblies of :rrumy of
the higher degrees of Freemasonry, as "Council of Royal
and Select Masters; Council of the Trinity," etc.
COUSINS, CoLLIER, THB GooD. An old order which flourished in the western part of France. Their book of laws,
ritual, and catechism, were a mixture of religious and mystical
ideas.
COVERING. [See BALDACHIN.]
CREATED. In the orders of chivalry the recipient of the
honor of knighthood is said to be " created" The term is
used in the degrees of Red Cross, Knights Templar, and
Knights of Malta.
CREED. Articles of faith. The "Creed" of a Mason is
simple. It ~ belief in a GoD "in whom we live, and move,
and have our being."
CROSS-LEGGED. The effigies on the tombs of the ancient
Knights Templar are always represented with the legs
crossed, in allusion to their character as Knights of the
Cross. Consequently, in the sixteenth century, when some
Knights Templar in Scotland joined the Masonic Lodge, at
Stirling, they were called cross-legged Masons.
CROW. An instrument of iron used to raise heavy substances. Employed as a symbol in Royal Arch Masonry.
CROWN, PRINCESSE8 OF THE. A system of Adoptive Masonry
which appeared in Saxony, in 1770. It flourished for a shorl
time, and then became extinct.
CULDEES. An order which at one period had establishments in almost every part of Great Britain and Ireland.
Some derive the name from the Latin cuUor Dei, a worshiper
of GoD. Others, however, think they can trace its origin
to the Gaelic kyldee, from cyUe, a cell, o.nd dee, a house, thai
is a building composed of cells. They were much persecuted,
and lived in as retired a manner as possible. A society of
them settled at York, and were found there by King
Athelstane on his return from Scotland, in 936. They a1·e
described o.s holy men-" viros santre vitm et conversatione8 Jw.
nestaJ d·ictos adhunc Calideas." Fessler thinks he has discovered
a connection between them and the building corporations of
Great Britain, and thus brings them into the category of
MI\SOnic societies.
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DA.CTYLL Priests of Cybele in Phrygia; so-called becaUse
they were five in number, thus corresponding with the number
of the fingers, from which tho name is derived. To them is
ascribed the discovery of iron, and the art of working it by
means of fire. Their ceremonies were similar to those of the
Corybantes and Curetes, other priests of the same goddess in
Phrygia and Crete. Their number appears to have been
originally three: Celmis (the smelter), Damnamenens (the
hammer), and Acmon (the anvil). Their number was afterward increased t.o five, t~n (male and female), fifty-two, and
one hundred.
DADUCHI. Priests of Ceres, who, at the feasts and sacrifices of that goddess, ran about the temple with lighted
torches, delivering them from band to hand, till they hnd
p888ed through the whole company.
DAIS. The platform or raised floor in the East, ·on which
the presiding officer i& seated. In a Lodge the dais should
be reached by three steps; in a Royal Arch Chapter by seven.
DEACONS. In the constitutional list are two officers
known as Senior Deacon and Junior Deacon. Their duties
are a generalsuperintendenoo over the security of the Lodge;
the introduction of distinguished visitors and strangers;
assist in the ceremonies of the Order; carry me888geS about
the Lodge, and to see that proper accommodations are
afforded to every member. The S. D. should be appointed
by the Master, and the J.D. by the Semor Warden, as they
are the special messengers of those two officers. There is no
knowledge of these officers in Masonry prior to 1777. in this
oountry, and still more recently in England.
DEATH. That event in the life of man which marks the
transition from the material and visible to the invisible and
spiritual world. In point of fact, there · is no sueb thing as
death-it is simply a progress, or a change in the manner of
existence. The ancients were· more earnest believers in
immortalitl than the modems. With them immortality was
a fact which admitted of no doubt; consequently all the
literature of the old Pagans deals largely with the awful
mysteries of eternity. It invariably represents the future
life as a continuation of this.* In the mysteries, and also in
• Dr. Oliver bas allowed himself to repeat the assertions of ignorant
and prejudiced minds in his article on this subject. Both of the authors
to whom he refe111, and from whom he makes quot.o.tion11, were earnE~>~t
belleven in immortality. Theae quotations are garbled extroota.
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Freemasonry, death has a symbolical meaning. It signi.6.ea
the end of a profann and vicious life-a life of stupidity and
ignorance-and the introduction to a life of virtue, and to the
enjoyments of knowledge; in other words, to that higher
sphere of intellectual and moral perfection which is the result
of those labors and trials which are symbolically represented
in the initiation.
DEBATE. An exchange of opinions or a war of words.
Freemasonry forbids all improper debates in the Lodge, i.e.,
the discussion of those ideas which divide men into religioUB
and political sects. Seeking the harmony and concord of
society it tolemtes no practice which would destroy its object.
Fraternal debates on literary, scientific, and philosophical
subjects are always in order, in a Masonic Lodge, when they
tend to the improvement of the brethren.
DECALOGUE. The ten commandments or precepts delivered by God to Moses on Mount Sinai. They are engraved
on two tables of stone, and are important symbols in the
ceremonies of the Royal Arch degree.
DECANUS. An honorary officer in the Knights 'remplar
of Baron Hunde. In the absence of the Grand
Master and the Prior, he presided as chief of the Chapter.
When a vacancy occurred in the office of Grand Master, he
was one of four vicars who governed a province.
~~Y&tem

DELTA. The name of the fourth letter of the Greek
alphabet. In form it is a triangle (6.), and was considered
by the ancient Egyptians a symbol of fire, and also of God.
In the Scottish and French systems, and also that of the
Knights Templar, the triangle or delta is a symbol of the
Unspeakable Name.
DEMIURGE. A handicrojWnan. The name giTen in the
cosmogony of the Gnostics to the creator or former of the
world of sense. He was conceived as the archon or chief
of the lowest order of the spirits or reons of the pleromo.;
mingling with chaos, he formed in it a corporeal animated
world. He created man, but conld impart to him only his
own weak principle, the psyche or sensuous soul; therefore
the highest, the really good God, added the divine rational
soul, or pneuma. But the power of evil in the material body,
and the hostile influence of the merely sensuous demiurge,
prevented the development of that higher' element. The
demiurge, holding himself to be the hignest God, could not
bring his creatures to the knowledge of the true godhe~;
as the Jehovah of the Jews, be gave them the imperfect law
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of Moses, which promised merely a sensnotlB happiness, and
even that not attainable; and against the spirits of the hyle,
or world of matter, he sent only a psychical, and therefore
powerleBS Messiah.
DEPUTATION-LODGES. ABBemblies composed of deputations from several lodges who meet for the purpose of
accomplishing some common object deemed important to the
interests of all concerned. These lodges afforded opJ.><>rturi.ities for intelligent Masons to exchange thoughts, and m the
last century were tl88fnl in purging the institution of many
clistoms and practices which were foreign to it. The Deputation-Lodge, we believe, is not known in the United States.
DEPUTY. An officer appointed by the Grand Master to
represent him in a certain Masonic district. In the United
States be is styled District Deputy Grand Master.
DEUS MEUMQUE JUS. God and my Right. Motto of the
Supreme Council 33d degree of the Ancient and Accepted
Scottish rite.
DEVICE. A badge, in heraldry, derived from the old
French word deviser, to talk, to discourse familia.rly; probably
so-called because a symbol united with a word or words
describes more graphico.lll and forcibly what is desired ~han
any other invention po881bly conld. A device is, therefore, ·
a painted metaphor, and is used on banners, seals, medals,
shields, armorial bearings, de. Almost every degree in Freemasonry bas ita device, as Adhuc Stat, Deus Meumque Jus, etc.
All knightly orders have their devices-that of the French
Order of the Star, founded in 1351, was a star with the words:
"They show to kings the way to the stars."
DIEU LE VEUT (French)~ God wills it. The battle-cry
of the Crusaders, and, in imitation of them, a common
expression in the Knight Templar system.
DIGNITA.IRES (French). Dignitaries. In French Lodges
the first five officers are called by this name, and in the
Grand Lodge the same are styled Grand Dignitaries.
DIMIT. From the Latin dimitto. To permit to go. The
act of withdrawing from membership. The dimission of a
Mason from his Lodge does not cancel his Masonic obligations to the OrJer. He is still subject to the imperative law
-{)nee a Mason, always a Mason. .
DIONYSIAN ARCHITECTS. Priests of Bacchus, who is
also named Diony8118. Becoming skilled in the science of
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architecture they founded the order of Sidonian Bnilden, a
considerable period before the time of David, King of Israel
From this society-which built the Temple of Solomonsprung the Roman Colleges of Architects, and these, in thei.
turn, gave birth to the building corporations of the middl ·
ages, from which the present order of Freemasonry ir.
:lerived. Thus the society of Dionysian Builders is the
connecting link between Modem Masonry and the Ancient
Mysteries.
DIONYSIAN MYSTERIES. The ceremonies o1 this order
of mystagognes appear to have been a mixture of the rituals
of the Egyptian mysteries and the Oabriri. The ritual of
Freemasonry preserves, in its centr&.l circle, the leading
features of the Dionysian institution. Hiram and Dionysus,
or Bacchus, are names, representing and illustrating in
their history and experience, the same ideas. The initiation
was a symbolical progress, from the dark, dead. and frigid
North to th~ refulgent East-a pilgrimage
"Through darkness dread, and terrors wild,
And horrors that appall,
To Bacchus' shrine, where splendors mild
Around the 'accepted' fall."

'rho moral teaching of these mysteries was the same as that
of tqe Mysteries of Isis, which see.
. DIPLOMA. Froto the Greek atpl()(l, 1 fold up; literally a
letter folded but once. It signifies a document signed and
sealed, conferring certain rights and privileges on the holder.
In Freemasonry this would designate a certificate of membership, and of good standing, issued by a Lodge to its members,
to be used by them when traveling among strangers. These
documents have been in vogue since 1663, and in some
jurisdictions traveling brothers, who are strangers, are noi
permitted to visit Lodges, if they are not provided with one.
The great body of Masons, however, seem reluctant to make
the presentation of a diploma a necessary condition of
admission to the Lodge as a visitor
DffiK, oB DAGGER. An attribute of the clothing or costume
of the members of the Degree of the elect-the 4th degree
of the French rite-and of the Knights Kadosch-the 30th
degree of the Ancient and Accepted rite.
DISCALCEATION. Denuding or making bare the feet as
nn act of religious reverence. This custom appears to have
been unive1-sal among ancient nations, and is, at least, as old
as the time of Moses; for it is said, Exod iii 5, that the
angel of the Lord called to 'Moees from the burning bush.
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"Draw not nigh hither; put off thy shoes from off thy feet;
for the place whereon thou standest i11 holy ground" But
among all peopks the custom was observed as an o.ct of
reverence and a sign of humility. Even among Christiant~
the practice has prevailed An Ethiopian bishop, an envoy
from the King of Abyssinia to John ill, Portugal, is represented as saying: "Non daJur no&i.s poleslas adeundi templum
J&isi nudibuB pedibuB," i e., "The power or privilege of going
into the temple is not given us unless we go with naked
feet."
DISCIPLINA ARCANA. The name given to the secre'
ritual and practices of the first Christian Church. The d~
ciples of Christ had scarcely formed themselves into a
brotherhood, before the instinct of self-preservation compelled
them to retire into secrecy, and throw over themselves· o.nd
all their proceedings the vo.il of mystery. The o.ncient documents known as the "Apostolical Constitutions o.nd Canons.,
often speo.k of the Di.Jciplirw. Arcana, or secret discipline
of the most ancient church. Irenmus, Tertullian, Clemens,
Origen, and Gregory, of Nyssa, also furnish abundo.nt proofs
that the primitive church was a secret society. Indeed, so
well known was this peculiar organization that nearly all
ancient writers, Christian or Pagan, have noticed tho met.
. Lucian of Samosata speaks of Christ as a magician who
established new mysteries. Pliny, also, informs us that tho
Christians were persecuted in the reign of Trajan, not on
account of their religion, but as a secret society, under a
general law of the empire which prohibited all "secret
associations." The arcana of tho primitive disciples were
comprised in four circles, which the neophyte was required to traverse before be could participate in the
most sacred mysteries of the church. The central light of
truth shone in its full splendor only on those who had attained to the highest degree. They were styled: 1. Oi pistoi,
the Faithful; 2. Photizomenoi, the Enlightened; 3. Memue
menoi, the Initiated; 4. Teleioumenoi, the Perfect. The
terms mttstai, and musta gogetoi are often used in this connection, and, in short, all the phraseology which profane writers
employ in describing an initiation into their mysteries. Indeed the right of baptism itself has an evident relation, as
Cyril of Jerusalem represents, to the initiatory rites of Isiw,
Eleusis, Samothrace and Phrygia.*
DISTRICT DEPUTY. [..'ke DEPUTY.]

* Cyn1, Hierosol, Oatech, MystAgog, 5, el •eq, et Jamfuoo, MAnners of
Primitive Christiana.
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DOVE, KNIGHTS AND LADIB8 oF THE. A kind of Adoptive or
Androgynal Masonry which appeared in France, A. D. 1784.
DRAGON, KNIGHTS OF THE. A degree in Knight-Templarism, which was popular in Strasburg, Lyons, and Bordeaux from 1766 to 1783. It had a history and a cypher of
a peculiar character.
DRUIDS. An order of priests resembling the Brahmins of
India., whose principal seat was in Great Britain. The name
seems to have been derived from the Greek drus-the oakor from derw the Celtic word for the same tree, which they
held in the highest reverence, as a symbol of wisdom and
strength. They were divided into three castes. 1. Those
who were peculiarly priests, and directed the public worship.
2. Tbe prophets, who foretold future events. 3. The vales,
holy singers, bards, or poets. According to Julius Cresar,*
they were the learned men and philosophers of the Gauls
and Celts, and possessed great authority also in the government of the State. The instruction of the people-save in
the art of wo.r-was intrusted to them. Their teJ\chings
were often communicated in verse, and had a double sense.
They believed in the immortality of man, and the transmigration of souls, and a restoration of all to purity and happineBS. Their reverence for the parasitical plant-mystletoeamonnts almost to worship. At a certain season of the year
the Arch-druid ascended the oak, on which it was usually
found, and cut it with a golden knife. This wo.s the holiest
thing in nature, and a p~~,na.ooa for every disease. Their
temples and altars were constructed of nnhewn stones, and
the former bad no roofs or coverings. Their ceremonies
were symbolical, which has led some writers, as Lawrie,
Preston, Hutchinson, and Oliver, to see a connection between
them and Freemasonry.
DUE FORM. When a Lodge is constituted, and its offi.c6lt"S
installed, or any Masonic service is performed, such as layizlg
corner-stones, consecrating halls, by the Grand Master and
his officers, it is said to be done in ample forin; if by deputJ'\ls
of the Grand Master, it is said to be done in due form.
DUE GUARD. The "due guard" of Masonry teachee
every brother to set a watch over .his ~()~, his~~.!...-a.I1Ji .bil
thoughts, and constantly warns him to remember lii8 solemn
obligations, and nevet· to forget the penalty of broken vow1
and violated faith.

* Oa::sar, Bell, GalL
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EAGLE, KmoBT o• 'l'HB Aloru:cu. A. quasi-military degree
in Texas, and the Western States.
EAGLE, KNIGHT oF TBB Buox. Tho name of a PruBBian
Order founded in 1701; also of the 38th degree of the Rite
of Misraim, the 66th of the Metropolitan Chapter of France
and of the 27th degree of the Primitive Scotch rite.
•
EAGLE, KNIGHT OF THE Rm>. A. title in the French Ordre
de la Sincerill.
EASTERN STAR, OBDu OF TBE. An American adoptive
system of Freemasonry. It was introduced into this country
"' .in l.7.lB, and since that
time thousands of persons have pl.lorlicipated
in its ceremonies. The
theory of the Order of
the Eastern Star is
~.ded ul}!!l the !!ol!
\.~·
lVe prO¥Jlnen~ female characters,
illustta.ting as many
Masonic virtues, are
eelected, adopted and
placed under Masonic
protection. Its obligations are based upon
the honor of the female
.sex,-&nd framed upqll the principles of Equality and Justice.
Those who are entitled to receive the -aegtEm!f·are·Master
Masons, their wives; widows, sisters and daughters. [See
.AJ>oPTIVJC ?riAsoNBY.]
ECLECTIC MASONRY. Soon after the convention of
Wilhelmsbad; 1782, some German Masons, with the celebrated Baron Knigge at their head, conceived the idea of
such a. reform in the system of degrees ·as would confine
Freemasonry, in its original and legitimate character, to the
three symbolical degrees, governed by the English constitution of 1721, and in this way escape from the tyrannical
usurpations of the Circles of the Strict Observance. The
Lodges, however, according to this plan, were allowed to
select or choose any of tho higher degrees, and work them
as a. kind of amusement or recreation. This invention did
not meet with the success anticipated, and has nearly di.lappeo.r,d. It was never introduced into the United Sbtee.
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ECOSSAIS (French), Bcotch. A term applied to the Ancient and Accepted rite, and the name of the fifth degree of
the French system. This system has a very cwious history,
and at different times has promulgated nearly a hundred
degrees, and through their agency all sorts of ideas and
theories of a mystical character were propagated by their
inventors. The apocryphal degrees, however, have gradually
been discarded.
. EGYPTIAN MYSTERIES. According to Herodotus, the
secret institution of Isis, with its wonderful mysteries and
imposing ceremonies, made its appearance simultaneously
with the organization of Egyptian society and the birth of
Egyptian civilization. At first the initiation into these mysteries was, p:JOba.bly, simply a mystic drama, representing
the progress of man, from a barbarous to a civilized state,
and his advancement and struggles through gloom and toil,
toward the supreme perfection, whether in time or eternity.
This is seen in the hieroglyphical representation of the
judgment of Amenti. It is a picture of an ordeal or :ocrntiny
to which the candidate was subjected preparatory to initiation. The ceremony of initiation itself was a progress
through gloom and terror, and all possible mortal horrors, to
scenes of indescribable beauty and glory. The principal seat
of tho myste~ies was at Memphis. They were of two kinds
-the Greater and the Less ; the former taught by the
priests of Osiris and Serapis, the latter by those of Isis.
The candidate was required to furnish proofs of a pure and
moral life as an evidence that he was fitted for admission or
enrollment. When these conditions were fulfilled, he was
1·eqnired to spend a. week in solitude and meditation, abstain
from all unchaste acts, confine himself tc a light diet, and
to purify the body by frequent ablutions and severe mortifications of the flesh. Being thus prepared, the candidate was
ordered to enter the pyramid during the night, where he
had to descend on his hands and knees through a narrow
}Jassage without steps, until he reached a cave-like opening,
through "hich he had to crawl to another subterranean
cave, on tho walls of which he found inscribed the following
words: "'l'he mortal who shall travel over this road alone,
without hesitating or looking behind, shall be purified by
fire, by water and by air, and iJ he can surmount the fear of
death he shall emerge from the bosom of the earth; he shall
revisit the light, and claim the right of preparing his soul
for the reception of the mysteries of the great goddess Isis."
At the same time three priests, disguisea in masks resembling
the heads or jackals, and armed with swords, sought to
frighten him, first by their appcru·n.nco and noise, and after-
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ward by enmnernting the dangers that waited him on hill
journey. n his courage did not fail him here, he was pelmitted to pass on to the Hall of Fire. T':lis was a large
apartment lined with burning stufti!, and whose floor was a
grate painted flame color; the bars of this grate were so
narrow that they offered scarcely room enough for him to
cro-.;s. Through this hall he was obliged to pass with tho
._'Tentest speed to avoid the effects of the· flames and heat.
Having overcome this difficulty, he next encountered a wido
channel fed from the waters of the Nile. Over this stream
he had to swim, with a small lamp, which furnished all tho
light that was afforded him. On reaching the opposite side,
he found a narrow passage leading to a landing place about
six feet sqm1re, the floor of which was made movable by
mechanism underneath. On each side were walls of rough
stone, and behind wheels of metal were fixed. In front
was a gate of ivory, opening inward, and preventing any
farther advance. On attempting to turn two large rings
annexed to the door, in hopes of continuing his journey, the
wheels came into motion, producing a most terrific and
stunning effect, and the floor gave way, leaving him BDSpended by the arms over apparently a deep abyss, from
which proceeded a violent and piercing current of cold air,
so that the lamp was extinguished, and he remained in complete darkness. In this process of trial, it will be observed
that the candidate was exposed to the action of the fonr
great purifying elements---Earth, Fire, Water and Air. After
the risk of falling into an nnknown depth had continued for
a moment or two, the floor rE:.mmed its original position, the
wheels ceased to revolve, and ti:.~ door of ivory flew open,
disclosing the sanctuary of Isis, illuc.>inated with a blaze of
light, where the priests of that goddeas were assembled
drawn up in two ranks, clothed in ceremon5.al dresses, and
bearing the mysterious symbols of the Order, singing hymns
in praise of their divinity, who welcomed and coi!gratul~ted
him on his courage and escape from the dangers which hud
surrounded him. The entrance to the sanctuary was constmcted in the pedestal of the triple statue of Isis, Osiris
and Horus; and the walls were ornamented with various
allegorical figures, symbols of the Egyptian mysteries, among
which were particularly prominent: 1. A serpent throwing
an egg out of its mouth; a symbol of the production of all
things by the heat of the sun. 2. A serpent curled up in
the form of a circle, holding its tail in its month; an allusion
to eternity, and to the uninterrupted revolution of the sun.
3. The double tau, which is meant to represent the active
and passive power of nature. in the generation of all things.
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There he was made to kneel before an altar, and requireJ .
· o pronounce tho following solemn obligation : " I sweiU'
never to reveal to any uninitiated person the things that
I have seen in this sanctuary, nor any of the mysteries
which have been or shall be communicated to me. I call on
all the deities of earth, of heaven, and of the infernal
regions, to be witnesses of this oath; and I trust that thou•
vengeance will 1a.ll on my head should I ever become a.
villain so base and perjured." He was then retained for
IKlveral months in the temple, where moral trials of differttnt
kinds awaited him. The object of this was to bring out all
the traits of his character, and· to test his fitness for his
vocation. After he had passed through this trial, then came
what was called his ltlanifesstation. This consisted of a
number of ceremonies, of which the novice Wl\8 tho subject
during the space of twelve days. He was dedicated to
Osiris, Isis and Horus, and decorated with the twelve consecrated scarfs (stolre) and the Olympic cloak. These scarfs
were embroidered with the signs of the Zodi!I.C, and the
cloak with figures that were symbolic of the Starry heavene
as the abode of the gods and happy spirits. A crown of palm
leaves was placed upon his head, and a burning torch in his
hand. Thus prepared, he was again led to the altar, where
he renewed his oath. Now came the time when he had a.
right to appear as victor before the people, and to this end
they prepare!~ for him a solemn proceBBion, called the
Triumphal March of the Initiated, which was proclaimed by
heralds in every quarter of the city. On the morning of
the day appointed for the ceremony, the priests assembled
in the temple, when the most precious treasures belonging
to the sanctuary were displayed, and repaired to the chapel
of Isis to bring a sacrifice to the goddess, covered with a
vail of white silk, and embroidered with golden hieroglyphics, and this again concealed beneath a black gauze.
After the sacrifice, the procession left the temple and moved
westward. First in the train came an image of Isis seated
upon a. triumphal car drawn by six white horses, next to
,vhich walked the priests in the order of their rank, dressell
in their most gorgeous attire, and carrying the sacred
symbols, the utensils of the temple, the books of Thot, and
tho sacred tablet of Isis, which was a silver plate with the
hieroglyphics that referred to the mysteries of this goddess
engraved on it. The priests were followed by all the native
and foreign adepts, dressed in white linen garments. Tho
newly-initiated walked in their midst, distinguished by a
white vail· which extended from his head down to hi&
shoulders. All the hoUBOB of the streets through which the
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procession passed were decorated as on festal oooasions.
Flowers and perfumes were everywhere thrown over the
person of the novice, and his arrival greeted with shouts of
rejoicing. After his return to the templtl, he was plac<>il
upon an elevated throne,.before which immediately afterwarcl
a curtain descended. While the priests chanted during tlw
interval hymns in favor of the goddeBB, he divested himself
of his holiday suit, and B88llmed the white linen garb which
he was henceforth to wear. The curtain was now again
raised, and the renewed shouts of the spectators greeted him
as an adept. The ceremonies concluded with a festiv1u,
which lasted three days, during which the newly-made
brother occupied the seat of honor. At a aubsequent
period the Mysteries were augmented by the introduction of
the tragedy of Osiris. The ceremony consisted of funereal
rites, expreesive of the wildest grief on account of his death;
a search for his body, which is at lMt found, the return of
Osiris to life, and the destruction of Typhon, his a!tSBSsin.
Osiris was the symbol of tmth or goodncBB; Typhon of
error or evil-the murder of Osiris signified the temporary
subjugation of virtue, and his resurrection the ultimate
triumph of the good. This was the parent of all those
urecian rites which represent a death and a resurrection,
and whose principal features are perpetuated in the Jegend
of the Sidonian builders. These 1\lysteries exercised ll
powerful influence over the Egyptian mind. They gave
unity to the Egyptian character, consistency to their rei ig.iouJ
establishments, stability to their political institution!!. and
vigor and directness in the pun;uits of philosophy, sCience
and art.
. ELECT OF PERIGNAN. A degree of the French rite,
nearly identical wit'h the degrees Elected Knights ot Nine,
and illustrious Elected of Fifteen, in the Ancient and
Accepted rite.
ELECT OF TRUTH, OB LoooB OF PERFECT UNION, was tho
name given to a .rite adopted in the Lodge Perfect Uni0n, al
Rennes, in France, about 1779, and for a time extendad to
other cities. The object of the system was to throw aside
the Tcmplo.r degrees, and everything that related to mat,ric,
alchemy and the cabala. It was divided into three clf\sses,
which contained fourteen degrees; the first class comprisiug
the Entered Apprentice, Fellow-Craft, Master and Perfect
Master; the second, the Elect of Nine, Elect of Fiftebn, Master
Elect, Minor Architect, Second Architect, Grand Architect,
Knight of the Eu.st, Rose Croix; and the third clo.QI, Knighl
Adept and Elect of Truth. This rite has tleased to exist.
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lffiECTA. The name of the fifth degree of the Order of
tle Eastern Sto.r. She was a lady of high repute in Judea,
and illustra~s the Masonic characteristics of bevevolence
and hospitality in the American Adoptive rite.
ELECTED COHENS. The Rite of "Elected Cohens," or
"Priests," was founded some time between 1754: and 1760
hy Martinez Paschalis, by whom it was introduced into the
Lodges of Bordeaux, Marseilles and Toulouse. Of its principles very little is known, but it is said to have been divided
into two classes; in the first of which was represented the
fad of man from virtue and happiness, and in the second his
final restoration. It consisted of nine degrees: Entered
Apprentice, Fellow-Craft, Master Mason, Grand Elect, Apprentice Cohen, Fellow-Craft Cohen, Master Cohen, Grand
Architect, and Knight Commander. Clavel tells us this rite
was rather popular among the litterateurs of Paris for a short
time, but it bas now ceased to exist.
ET.ECTED KNIGHTS OF NINE. Called by the French
"llaster Elect of Nine." The body is termed a Chapter.
'J'he presiding officer represents King Solomon, and is styled
"Thrice Illu.strious." The room represents the audienco
d1aruber of King Solomon; it is illuminated by nine lights
of yellow wax. The apron is of white lambskin, spotted
with red, and lined and bordered with black. On the flap is
puinted or embroidered an arm holding a dagger; and in the
midtUe of- the apron an arm holding a bloody head by the
!Jair. The sash is a broad black watered ribbon, worn from
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tho right shoulder to the left hip. At the lower end of thia
are tho nine red rosetteR, four on each side and one at the
bottom; and from the end of the Baijh hangR the je,vel, which
iRa dagger, its hilt of gold, and its blade of silver. The objN·t
of this dl'gree is to exhibit the mode in which a certain wolkmnn, who, in order prematurely and improperly to obtuiu
tho knowledge of a superior degree, engaged in au execrable
deed of villainy, received his punishment. It exemplifius
tho truth of the maxim that the punishment of crime, though
sometimes slow, is ever sure; and it admonishes us, by tho
historical circumstances on which it is founded, of the binding nature of our Masonic obligation. T"lle symbolic colors
in the regalia are white, red, and black; tho white being
emblematic of tho purity of the Kni~ts, the red of the
atrocious crime committed, and the black of grief for its
results. In the French rite this is the 4th degree; it requires
three chambers, and in some respects has similitude to the
11th degree of the Ancient and Accepted rite, being also
preparatory to the degree of Sublime Knight Elect.
ELEPHANT A. An island, called by the natives Ghn.ripoor,
situated between·the w~st coast of Hindostan and Bombay.
It is celebrated for its wonderful cave, and Hindoo mythological inscriptions. The largest of th~ excavations on this
island is nearly square, measuring 133 by 132 feet ; and
immediately fronting its main entrance stands a bust or
third-length of a three-headed deity, with a height of 18 feet,
and a breadth of 23. It was the seat of the ancient mysteries
of India.
ELEUSINIA. The name by which the rites and ceremonies
originally celebrated at Eleusis were known, and by way of
eminence called "The Mysteries."* These, like the EE,ryptian
• Amidl!t all the in11titutions which have been denominated MyKteriCA,
thoRe of Eleusis hold the highest rank, equally imposing from their
origin and their results: they alone appear in relation with the primitive
oource of religions ideas, and alone formed the mysticism of polytheiKrn.
Never did the ancients by the name of mysteries 10 thoroughly nuderst.md any other than the Eleusinian. The others, with a few exceptions,
wort! nothing more, originally, than the mysterioUII pmcticefl of selfish an~
interested persons, the object of whose mi88ion was accomplished in the
deception of a t'onfidin~ and credulohs people. The mysteries of Eleusis
bad alOM, and within 1ts own organization, attainPd the ohjPct of every
gteat religious as•ocintion. All Greece hastened to be initiated; and
Plato, who had ~netrated into the secrets of ~ho IIIUlctnary, did not
speak of them Without admiration. "The knowledge of nature," says
St. Clemens of Alexandria, "is taught in the Ore~ Mysteries." If it
wore pot~~~ible to lit\ the vail which covers the mysteries of Eleusis, wo
should possess a key to the mysteries of Egypt and of the E."\llt; a clue;
which, b.aving once been found, would lead on to tht• last moments of
1>0lytheism. The time when the mysteries of EleWiis were fQ'Inded
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mysteries, were of two kinds-the lesser and the greater,
which were also esoteric and e.xoteric*-held o.t ditl'erent
periods of the year, and at different places; the lesser, which
was introductory to the greater, being celebrated n.t Agrro,
on the banks of the llyssUB; the greater at EleUBis, a tO\vn
of Attica in Greece. They were subsequenUy extended into
is equally uncertain as the name of their founder. Tertulli~~on attrithem to .Musams; St. Epiphanr to Cadm1111 and !nachos; while
Clemens of Ale:mndria informs 1111, that thA mysteries were traced to an
Egyptian named MelampU& Some declare that one Eumolpus was the
founder and first Hierophant of the mysteries; and others believe that
Orphe1111 introduced them !rom Egypt into Greece. Tho writers, howlllver, most worthy of credit, aseribe to Ceres herself the foundation of
the J::leusinian mysteries. We sball not here repeat the ditferent fables
that have been told conolrning the manner in which Ceres established
these mysteries. By attributing them to the goddeBB or to Eart4, tho
epooh of their foundation was removed beyond the bounds of history,
and the impo~~&ibility of ascertaining it waa acknowledged. ·An uncertainty still more great hangs over the year of their i1111titution; those
who have diaon888d this subject offering vario1111 opinions, lill equally
deficient in proofs and t'Ve,Jl in the appearance of probability. Meiners
and Dupuis have already shown that this research is no leBB frivolous
than 1188l-. In BUpport of the assertion here made, we shall observe,
that the lulfer mysteries having undoubtedly preceded the great, the epoch
ol their true development should be that of the' organiz:1tion of the
Grecian republics. It is, therefore, infinitely more interesting to study
the my11teries in their maturity than in their infancy. We may remark
also, that however remote the date of their transmigration from Egypt,
however symbolict'l the name of Ceres, the my11teries m1111t have been
anterior to the epoch which has been usigned for their fonmlation, if
we consent to place the germ of them in the festivalH and popular practices of those who first inhabited Greeue, and who, like them, had is11ned
.tiom the East. The r11ligion of the Greeks was not formed without snccessi ve acquisitions; and of their worship and of their ceremonies much
had been tru.nsmitwd to them by the Egyptian& 'l'he mysteries of
Ceres, according to Lactantius, very strongly resemble those of Isia.
The Attic Ceres is the same Rll the Egyptll.Lil Isis, who, in the time of
Herodotus, WRII the only divinity in E!;ypt honored by the celebration
ol my11teries. From these, therefore, we may partly derive the mysteries
of Ceres : but this depository of ideas can have developed iteelf but
lilowly; and it was late in aBBuming those mystic forws which o.lwayl'l
announce a maturity of thought. In this we clearly see the ordinary
progreBB of the human mind, that departe from the idea of infinitude,
11nd ranges through an immense space ere it resumes its station before
this same idea, which seems to embrace the two extremities of ite
onreer.-OunBOFP, Elflfa1J Olllhe Mysterielf of .Eleusis.
• The mysteries of Elensis were divided, like the philosophy of th..
anciente, into two partE!; the one esoteric, the other uoteric; and theso
two parta were the greater and the /user mysteries. It is genero.lly
allowed that the le8lier were the more ancient, and this progression is
consistent with the nature of things. M. de St. Croix, supported by
.Meursina, regards the leBBer mysteries as preparatory ceremonies. n
ia, however, more probable that the greater and leBBer mysteries were
absolutely distinct. Some writers contend that the lesser mysteries were
celebrated annually and the greater once in five years. On thia poin+,
though, there is
absolute authentic infni'ID&tion.
bute>~
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Italy o.nd even to Britain.* These mysteries w~re iustituted
in honor of Ceres and Proserpine, and commemorate<! the
soarch of Ceres after her daughter Proserpine, who had beeu

a.-,

Tunot.urol, (on the car of Cnu,)

l'aonl~Pn<a AIID

OTau.L

J'rom an ancient Etruacan TUe.

f01·cibly carried by Pluto to the infernal regions. The exoteric
celebration of tho greater myRteries occupied nine days, chiefly
devoted to sacrifices, processions and other acts of worship;
and during this period the judicial tribunals were closed;
an armistice was proclaimed; private enmities were bushed;
and death was decreed by the Athenian senate against any
one, high soever in rank, who should disturb the sanctity of
the rites. The esoteric ceremonies of initiation into both the
lesser and greater mysteries were conducted by four priests of
the most illustrious families of Greece, called the Hierophaut
or Mystagogue, who wore the emblems of the supreme <!city;
the Daduchus, or Torch-bearer, who was a. type of the sun;
the Hiero-Ceryx, or Sacred Herald, who enjoined silence on
those who were candidates for initiation, aud commanded
the profane to withdraw; the Altar-Minister, who attended
at the altar, and bore the symbol of the moon; Basileus, or
king, who judged and punished those who disturbed thA
• 'the mysteries of Eleusis, celebrated at Athens in honor of C••re11,
swallowed up, u it were all the others. All the neighboring nations
neglected their own, to celebrate those of Eleusis; and in a little while
all Ureece and Asia Minor were filled with the initiates. They spr.!ad
into the Roman Empire, and even beyond its limits, "those holy and
august Eleusiniau Mysteries," said Cicero, "in which the people of the
remotest lands are initiated." Zosimns says that they embraced the
whole human race, and Aristides termed them the oommon temole Ol
the whole world.-Pm:a, Gnostidsm and MlJsterlu.
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solemnities. Besides these leading ministers, there was a
multitude gf inferior priests and servants. Priestesses were
also mentioned in connection with these rites. The examination of those who had been purified by the lesser mysterie11,
and who were preparing for the greater, was exceedingly
rigorous. All foreigners, all who had even involuntarily
committed homicide, all who had been declared infamous by
the laws, or had been guilty of a · notorious crime, were ex·
eluded. Women and children were admissible; and a child,
styled the "Child of Holiness," whose innocence, it was
believed, of itself endowed him with capacity to fulfill the
requirements of the mysteries, was selected to conciliate
the deity in the naime of the initiated. The ceremonies of
admission were performed at night. Into this branch of
the mysteries the qualifications for initiation were maturity
of age, perfectness in physical cOnformation, and purity of
conduct.* The postulant was held under a solemn obligation
to conceal whatever he saw or heard within the hallowed
precincts; and he who violated the obligation was not only
put to death, but devoted to the execration of all posterity.
Crowned with myrtle, and enveloped in robes, which from
this day were preserved as sacred relics, the neophyte was
conducted beyond the boundary impassable to the rest of
men. Lest any should be introduced not sufficiently prepared for the rites, the Herald proclaimed, " Far from hence
the prqfane; the impious, all who are pollut.ed by !lin/" If any
such were present, and did not instnntly depad, death was
the never-failing doom. The skins of new-slain victims
were now placed under the feet of the novice; he was thus
duly prepared, and amid the singing of hymns in honor of .
Ceres, he pnssed on, when soon the whole scene changed;
utter darkness surrounded him; a low deep sound rose from
the earth; the lightning flashed, mighty winds were hcn.rd,
terrific thunder broke forth, and specters glided through
the vast obscurity, moaning, sighing and groaning. Mysterious shades, the messengers of the infernal deities-Anguish, Madness, Famine, Disease, and Death-flittell
around; and the explanations of the Hierophant, deliver{'!}
in a solemn voice, added t'l the horrors of the scene. Thlli
was intended as a representation of the internal regionH,
where misery had its seat. As they advanced, amidf'lt thu
l,'l'Oans which issued from the darkness were distinguished
• Purity of morals and elevation of soul were required of the initiates.
Candidates were required to be of apoUess reputation and irreproRChablo
virtue. Nero., after murdering his mother, did not dare to be present ~>t
the celebration of the mysteries; and Antony pret~ented himself to he
initiated, 811 the most infallible mode of provmg his innocfnce of IJ1E
di!Rth of Avidiaa Cll98i.us.-Puur., Gnosticism and MJIMIJriu.
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tl10se of the BUicules-thus punished for cowardly deserting
the post which the gods had asaigned them in this world.
But the scene which the novice had heretofore beheld seemed
to be a sort of purgatory, where penal fires and dire anguish,
and the unutterable horrors of darkness, were believed, after
countless ages of 81lffering, to purify from the guilt acquired
in this mortal life. Suddenly the bursting open of two vast
gates, with a terrific sound, dimly displayed to his sight, and
faintly bore to his ears, the torments of those whose stato
WBS everlasting-who had pB888d the bounds beyond whieh
there is no hope. On the horrors of this abode of anguish
and despair a curtain may be dropped; the subject·is unutterable. Onward proceeded the novice, and wBB soon oonducted into another region; that of everlasting bliss, the
sojourn of the just-of those who had been purified and
· whose minds had been enlightened by" the Holy Doctrine."*
This was ELYSIUM-the joys of which were equnlly unutterable, equally incomprehensible, to mortals not admitted into
these mysteries. Here a vail was in like manner thrown
over this scene, and the ceremonies were closed. These
rites inculcated the doctrine of one God, and the dignity and
destiny of tl1o human soul; they instructed the people in
the knowledge of nature and of the universe, and taught
them to see the presence of the' Etemal in the splendor and
beauty of the natural world. It is evident that these mysteries constituted the great educational institution of ancient
Greece. They formed the Grecian mind, and led in the
development of Grecian ideas. Nearly all ancient writers
speak of their eminent utility and salutary influence. Arrien,
Pausanias, Euripedes and Cicero, unite their testimony in
their favor, and speak of them as peculiarly calculated to
"reform the manners, and perfect the education of mankind."
ELEUTHERIA. A festival celebrated at Platten, in honor
of Jupiter Eleutherius, or the asserter of liberty, by delegates frow almost all the cities of Greece. There was also
a festival of the same name observed by the Snmians, in
honor of the god of love. Slaves also, when they obtained
their liberty, kept a holiday, which they called Eleutharia.
ELU. A French participle, signifying "elected." It is the
4:th deg~·ee in the French rite, and resembles in its teachings
the degree of "Maitre elu des neufs."
• The Holy Doctrine is held by all the mystic ceremonies of the
ancients, not only to pnrify the heart from sin, and expel ignorance from
the mind, but to insure also the favor of the gods, and to open the gaten
of immortal fehcity to the initiated.
•
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EMPERORS OF THE EAST AND WEST. An oJ"der
ealling itself a "Council of Emperors of the East and West"
'I¥&& instituted in Paris, A. D. 1758. Its adepts styled themeelves "Sovereign Prince Masons-Substitutes General of
the Royal Art-Grand Superintendents and Officers of the
Grand and Sovereign Lodge of St. John of Jerusalem."
The rite consisted of 25 degrees, the first 19 of which were
the same as those of the Scottish rite. The 20th was named
Grand Patriarch Noachite; the 21st, Key of Masonry; 22d,
Prince of Lebanon; 23d, Knight of the Sun; 24th, Kadosh;
25th, Prince of the Royal Secret. This rite hnd some success,
and was propagated in Germany, particularly in Prussia, and
was ·accepted by the Grand Lodge of the Three Globes.
The assumption that Frederick II., King of Prussia, ever
had any connection with it will not be acknowledged by the
intelligent Mason.
ENCAMPMENT. L&e 0oJOUNDBRY.]
ENCAMPMENT, GJWiiD. [See CoJOUNDEBY, GJWiiD.]
ENCAMPMENT, GRAND. The Grand Encampment of the
United States was organized on the 22d of June, 1816. It
consists of a Grand Master, Deputy Grand Mo.ster, Grand
Generalissimo, Grand Captain General, Grand Prelate, Senior
Grand Warden, Junior Grand Warden, Grand Treasurer,
Grand Recorder, Grand Standard-Bearer, Grand SworJBearer, Grand Warder, Grand Captain of the Guards; ull
PastGro.nd Masters; all Past. Deputy Grand Masters; all Past
Grand Generalissimos, and all Past Grand Captains General
of the Grand Encampment of the United States. Likewise,
all Grand Commanders, Po.st Grand Commanders, Deputy
Grand Commanders, Grand Generalissimos, and all Grand
Captains General of each State Grand Commandery that
acknowledges the jurisdiction of the United States Grand
Encampment. Also, the first three officers of each Commandery that holds its charter immediately from the Grand
Encampment of the United States. No person shall be
oligible to any office in the Grand Encampment of the
United States, unless he shall be at the time a member of
some subordinate Commandery under the general or immediate jurisdiction of the Grand Encampment of the United
States. Its conclaves are held triennially, on the second
Tuesday of September, at such place as may have been
previously designated.
EPHOD. A vestment worn by the Jewish high-priest over
the tunic and the robe. It was without sleeves, and open
below the arms on each side, oonsisting of two pieces, one oJ
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which covered the front of the body and tl..e other the back,
and reaching down to the middle of the thia'hs. They were
joined together on the shoulders by golden buckles set with
gems, and two large precious stones set in gold, on which
were engraved the names of the twelve tribes of Israel, six
on each stone, according to their order. The material of
which the epho!l was wrought was extremely costly and
magnificent ; gold, blue, purple, scarlet, and fine twined
linen, with rich embroidery. A girdle or bo.nd, of one piece
with the ephod, fastened it round the body. Just above tllis
girdle, in the middle of the ephod, and joined to it by golden
chains, rings, and strings, rested the square oracular breastplate, originally intended to be wom by the high-priest exclusively. Ephods of an inferior material were in use among
the ordinary priests. Even David, when bringing the ark
of the covenant to Jerusalem, was "girt with a linen ephod"
'l'he Jews had a peculiar superstitions ~gard for this garment, and employed it in connection with idolatrous worship,
and held that no worship, true or false, could subsist without
its presence.
EPOPT.lE. A Greek word, formed from epi and oplamai,
I see, or rather, look upon. It was the name given to those
who were initiated into the greater mysteries of Eleusis, to
distinguish them from the mtl8tm-disciples-who had only
been received into the lesser. It signifies the "spectators
of the mysteries," or the illuminated. Epopt was also used
by the illuminati, to distinguish the members of the si:r.th
degree.
EQUES. Latin for Knight. In the system of Strict
Observance, established in Germany, in 1764, by Baron von
Hund, it designated all the members of the sixth degree.
On being invested with the honor of knighthood they
received an order-name, an e10utcheon, and a device.
ESOTEIUC. Greek, Esoterilcos. That which is secret,
revealed only to the initiated. In the secret societies of the
ancients, the doctrines were divided into the eHIJteric and
f'3:(•feric; the former for the initiated, who were permitted to
look upon the most sacred mystol'ios of the arcana.; and the
latter for the uninitiated, who remained in the outer court.
ESPERANCE-LOGES (French), Lodges of Hope. Under
the name of Knight'i and Ladies of Hope, an order was
organized in }'ranee early in the last century, and established
Lodges bearing this title. This wo.s the commencement of
that system now known as Adoptive Masonry (q. v.). ·
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ESQUIRE. Anciently the person that attended a Knight
in time of war, and carried his sh1eld. In the days of chivalry
this title was honox:able, and generally borne by persons of
good family. Heads of ancient families were considered
esquires by prescription; and hence originated ihe use of the
word, in the present day, o.s a common addition to the names
of all those who live in the rank of gentlemen. It is a title
in the English Knights Templar system.

ESTHER, Hebrew name HADASSAH. A damsel of the tribe
of Benjamin, born during the exile, and whose family did
not avail itself of the permission to return to Jerusalem,
under the edict of Cyrus. The reigning king of Persia,
Ahasuerus, having divorced his former queen, Vashti, search
was made throughout the empire for the most beautiful
::uwden to be her successor. The choice fell on Esther, who
found favor in the eyes of the king, and was advanced to the
station of queen. Her Jewish origin was perhaps at the
time unknown; when she avowed it to the king, she seemed
to be included in the doom of extirpation which a royal
edict had pronounced against all the Jews in the empire.
This circumstance enabled her to turn the royal indignation
upon Haman, the chief minister of the king, whose resentment against Mordecai had led him to obtain from the king
this monstrous edict. The laws of the <!mpire would not
allow the king to recall a decree once uttered; but the Jews
were authorized to stand on their defense; and this, with
the known change in the intentions of the court, o.ve1·ted the
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fearful consequences of the decree. The Jews establisbe<l a
yearly feast ealled Punnr, in memory of this deliverance,
which is observed among them to this day. Such is th*'
substance of the history of Esther, as related in the book
which be1U11 her name. Esther is also the title of the third
degree of the order of the Eastern Star, which illustrates
the Masonic characteristic of fidelity to kindred and friends
in the American Adoptive rite.
EUNUCH. The physical and moral deterioration which
emasculation produces in men is of a most marked character.
The whole nature is degraded. The affections are blunted,
generous dispositions are destroyed, the intellect is impaired,
and the man is entirely incapacitated for performin~ any
deeds which require a high and magnanimous dispos1tion.
For this reason they were excluded by the Jewish law from
" the congrebration of the Lord," and for this reason cannot
be received into the Masonic brotherhood.
EXPERT. The name of an officer in French Lodges, who
superintends the examination of visiting brothers. The
office is not known in the United States. Strangers seeking
admission to the Lodge are usnally examined by a committee
of brothers appointed by the Muter.

F.
FAMILY-LODGES. The same
. peculiar to Germany.

BS

Conference-lodges-

FECIALES. A number of priests at Rome, employed in
declaring war and making peace. When the Romnn11
thought themselves injured. one of the sucerdotal body was
empowered to demand red1·ess, and, after tho allowance of
thirty-three days to consider the matter, war wn.s declared,
if submissions were not made, and tho Fcciuli1:1 hurled a
blocdy spear into the territories of the enemy in proof of
intended hostilities.
FELICITE, ORDER OF. A society with a Masonic form,
established at Paris A. D. 1742, by some naval officers. It
admitt:ed females. Its official titles and the names of its
degrees were borrowed from the nomenclature of the sea,
and its initiation represented a "voyage." It WBS a sym·
bolical journey in search of the Islo.nd of Happiness. Tho
seal of the Order was an anchor, suspended from three
silken cords, and its pass-word was schalvm led:a, i. e., "pence
be with thee." It had four degrees viz: 1. Cabin-boy;
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2. Pab:on; 3. Commander; 4:. Vice-A.dmiral. In 17,i8 it
was merged in a new organization, called the "Knights and
Ladies of the Anchor."
FEMALE DEGREES. About the year 1730 societies
imitating Freemasonry for the admission of women were
instituted in France. By whom they were invented or who
first introduced them history or b:adition does not enlighten
us. They are evidently the product of the French mind.
The forms of these associations were, however, not definitively
settled until1760; and they were not recognized or sanctioned
by the administrative authority of Masonry until the yeau·
1774, when the Grand Orient of France established a new
system called the "Rite of Ma.sonic Adoption," which was
placed under the control of the Grand Orient. Rules and
regulations were thenceforth provided for the government
of these bodies, one of lVhich wn.s that no men should be
permitted to attend them except regular Freemasons, and
that each Lodge should be placed unde1· the charge, u.nd held
under the Banction and warrant of some regularly-constituted
Masonic Lodge, whose Master, or, in his absence, his Deputy,
should be the presiding officer, assisted by a female President or 1rfistress. At· first these organizations adopted
divers names and rituals; some of which were ingenious and
chaste, while others were puerile, and sometimes of a character not to merit countenance. In 1743 the emblems aud
vocabulary were nautical-an orient was called a Roadslead,
and a Lodge, Squadron-and the sisters made the fictitious
voyage to the island of Felicity, under the 11ail8 of the
brethren. In 1747, the Chevalier Beauchaine, the most
·famous and zealous of the Masters in Pa.ris, the same who
had established his Lodge in a cabaret, where he slept, and
for six francs gave at one sitting all the degrees of Masonry,
instituted the order of 'Voodcutters; the ceremonies whereot
were borrowed from the society of the Carbonari, or Coalburners, which had been previously established in Italy.
The Lodge was styled o. Woodyard, and was supposed to
represent a forest. The officers were known by the followi11g
titles: Father Master, President; Cousin of the Oak, Godfather ; Cousin of the Elm, Introductor; Cousin of tho
Beech, Keeper of the Wine; Cousin of the Service-tl·tJe,
Keeper of the Bread; Cousin of the Yoke-Elm, Guard ot
Hospitality; Cousin of the Maple, Guard of the Chair;
Cousin of the Ash, GQard of l:lonor. The brethren and
sisters were called Cousins, and the candidate was called a
Brick. This rite ha<l an extraordinary success; the meetings
were held in a large garden, in the quarter of New France,
out of Paris ; the most distinguished men and women oJ
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Franet~ went there in crowds, weo.ring blouses and petticoats
of frieze, and heavy wooden shoes, and indulged in all the
fnn and noisy merriment of the common peorle. Upon a
reception, the Father Master sat on a log o oak, his left
elbmv resting on a table; a slouched hat and a crown of oak
letlves were on his head. Round his neck wa.s a cordon of
green silk, at the end of which hung a wedge of box-wood.
He held an axe in his hand, and a pipe in his mouth, nod
wns dressed in coarse linen. All was so arranged as to call
tho attention of the adepts to the lower classes of society,
to make them acquainted with their poverty and misery, and
induce them to labor to improve their lot. Among thefiO
people, apparently so utterly disinherited by fortune, were
nevertheless rracticed virtue, friendship, love anrl gratitude.
The design o this degree wa.s to call the attention of the
candidates, who then belonged chiefly to the nohll.•sse, or the
rich Bourgeoisie, and who were soon to he called on to
regenerate France, to their true relations to the people. All
these mysteries, all these odd ceremonies tended to impress
the minds of the candidates, to instruct them, and to bring
the higher and lower classes together, in the bonds of equality
and frnteruity. Other societies of. both sexes succeeded this,
such ns the orders of the Hatchel, of Fidelily, the fonna of
which more fully resembled those of the ordinary Freemasonry. In 1775 a Lodge of Masonic Adoption was instituted
at Paris, with imposing solemnities, under the auspices of
the Lodge of St. Anthony, and in which the Duche!lll of
Bourbon presided, and was installed Grand Mistress. This
rite consisted of four degrees, viz: 1. Apprentice; 2. Companion; a. Mistress; 4. Perfect Mistress. In 1785, under
the patronage of several members of the Court of l!'rtmcl',
the Lodge "La Cnndeur" was- opened at Paris, ns Gmnd
Mistress of which the Duchess of Bourbon was in~;tullcd
with unusual pomp and solemnity. The revolution chcck('d
the·progress of Adoptive Lodges; but they were revived in
1805, when the Empress Josephine presided over a Lodge at
Strasburg. For some years J>nst the rite of Adoption has
been confined to the limits of Paris, as a distinct and recogllizcd institution. At the meeting of the Grand Orient of
:France, in 1866, fonnal applic~ion was made to have the
degrees of Adoptive MI!.Bonry reorganized and administered
by that body.
FERALIA. A festival in honor of the dead, observed nt
Rome the 17th or 21st of February. It continued for eleven
days, during which time presents were carried to the graves
of the deceaaed, marriages were forbidden, and the templo"
of the gods were sbnt.
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FERLE. Solemn religious festivals celebmted by the early
Romans. They met on the Alban mount, where, under tho
direction of the magistrates of Rome and the seve1·al cities,
they offered sacrifices to Jupiter, and under sanction of this
ceremony took oaths to preserve their mutual friendship and
alliance. It continued but one day originally, but in process
of time four days were devoted to its celebration, and during
that time it was unlawful for any person to work. Tho
d:\ys on which the feriaJ were observed were called by tho
Uomansfesti diea, because dedicated to mirth, relaxation and
fli-stivity.
FESSLER'S SYSTEM, or, as it is sometimes called,
"FESSLER's RITE." This is the most elaborate, learned and
philosophical illustration and application of the Masonic
degrees. Bro. Fessler was a professor of the civil law and
Deputy Grand Master of the Lodge Royal York i\. 1' Amitie,
at Berlin. He was a man of profound learning, and took
great interest in all things pertaining to Masonry. He at
first undertook to destroy the high qegrees, but finding it
imprllCticable, he 11oCQ6pted, in 17!}8, an appointment to revise
and rectify them. He thus created nine degrees, the first
three of which, Apprentice, Fellow-Cmft and Master Theosoph, are the symbolic degrees, with slight variations. After
these came 4th, the Holy of Holies; 5th, Justification; 6th,
Celebration, 7th, The True Light, or Passage; 8th, The
Conntry, or Fatherland; 9th, Perfection. The last degree
WI\S never completed; and the six lo.at were taken from the
rituals of the Rose Croix of Gold, those of the Strict
Observance, of the Chapter lllumina.tus of Sweden, and the
Ancient Chapter of Clermont. It is sn.id that the system,
though incomplete, was apptoved by Frederic William in
1797. It is at present practiced by only a small number of
Lodges in Prussia.
FI!UILLANTS. 1. A Masonic order, governed hy tl1e
statutes of St. Bernard; 2. A kind of Androgynousl\In.soury.
FIDELITE, ORDER OF. One of the many forms of Adopti,·e
Mn.sonry which appeared in France during the last ccutnr.''·
It WI\R instituted at Paris, oeout 1748, and was styled" 'l'hc
01·dcr of Knights and Ladies of Fidelitl." It flourished for
a long period, and was propagated cons1dembly in Germany
and on the continent.
FIDES. Latin for failh or faiJ~(ulM.ss, that is to Ray,
fidelity. It was also the name of u. goddess among the
lwmnns, who presided over contrr\cts, sanctified oaths, Blld
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punished their violation. Nnma Pompilius, the eecond King
of Rome, 714: to 672 s. c., is said to have erected temples,
and consecrated altars to her service. The goddeBB was
llStl&lly represented by two hands joined together, or by two
figures holding e11ch other by the right hand.
FIELD-LODGES. Also called "Army Lod~' ·~Travel·
ing Lodges," "Military Lodges." These are
nic bodiea
organized in armies, and which move with them. They are
eminently useful in relieving the monotony of the soldier's
life, and mitigating tho horrors of war. In the war of the
American Revolution they were found in both of the belligerent armies, and also in the civil wnr of H!t.il-5. During
the Bono.partean wars they sustained and illustrated the
principles of Freemasonry in the allied and French armies.
FINANCE. The funds of a Lodge are deposited with the
Treasurer, who pays them out on the order of the Master,
and with the consent of the brethren. Ace m.ling to an
ancient practice the funds are first received by tho Secretary,
who transfers them to the Treasurer, tt'king his r~:coipt for
the same. His yearly accounts are examined hy an auditing
committee.
FIVE SE:NSES. The brain is wonderfully adapted by ita
perfect system of nervous sympathy to give the intellectual
powers their force, nnd enable the mind to receive perceptions of every object in tho wide creation, that comes within
the sphere of hearing, feeling, smelling, tasting, and seeing;
these being the five human senses explained in the lecture
of tho Fellow-Craft's degree.
FLOORING. A large chart on which the emblems of tho
second degree are painted, for the purpose of illustrating
the instructions gi von to neophytes. It is the same as the
Master's Carpet, and is called "flooring," be01~use these
<lmblems were formerly delineated on the floor.
FORESTERS. Several societies have borne this no.mo,
with symbols and ritual borrowed from the various depadmenta of woodcraft. They styled themselves "Colliers,"
"Woodcutters," and "Sawyers." The most extensive of these
brotherhoods is the "Ancient Order of Foresters," known in
England and the United States.
l"'ORM OF THE LODGE. The form of o. Masonic Lodge
is said to be o. parallelogram or oblong .aquare-ita greatest
length being from East to West-its breadth from N01th to
South. A sqn:u-n, a circle, a trio.nglo, o1· any other form but
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that of a.n oblong square, would be eminently inoorrect a.nd
unmo.sonic, beco.nse such a. figure would not be a.n expression
of the symbolic idea which is intended to be conveyed. At
the Solomonic era.-the era. of the building of the Temple
o.t Jerusalem-the world, it must be remembered, was supposed to have that very oblong form, which has been here
symbolized. If, for instance, on a. map of the world, we
should inscribe a.n oblong figure whose boundary lines would
circumscribe and include just that portion which wa.s known
a.nd inhabited in the days of Solomon, these lines running a.
short distance North and South of the Mediterra.nen.n sea,
and extending from Spain in the West to Asia Minor in tha
East, would form an oblong square, including the southen1
shore of Europe, the northern shore of Africa., a.nd the
western district of Asia, the length of the para.llelogram
being about sixty degrees from Ea.st to West, and its breadth
being about twenty degrees from North to South. This
oblong square, thus inclosing the whole of what wa.s then
supposed to be the habitable globe, would rrecisely represent
what is symbolically sa.id to be the form o the Lodge, while
the Pillars of Hercules in tho West, on ea.ch side of the strait!;
of Gades or Gibraltar, might appropriately be referred to the
two pillars that stood at the porch of the Temple.
Ko>BTB.
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A Masonic Lodge is, therefore, a symbol of the world
1'his symbol is sometimes, by a very usual figure of speech,
extended, in its ap.Plico.tion, and the world and the universe
ve made synonymous, when the Lodge becomes, of course,
a symbol of the universe. But in this case the definition
of the symbol is extended, and to the idea.s of length and
breadth are added those of bight and depth, and the LOtlge.
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is said to assume the form of a double cube.* The solid
contents of the earth below and the expiUlSe of tho heavens
above will then give the outlines of the cube, and the whole
. created universe be included within the symbolic limits of a
Mason's Lodge.-MACKEY.
FRANKS, 0BDEB oF REGENERA.l'ED. In the last half of the
year 1815, a political brotherhood, with forms borrowed
from Freemasonry, was organized in France, and had for its
motto, "For God, the King, and Fatherland." It 1lourished
for a short time.
FREEMASONRY, DEFINITIONs oF. The definitions of Freemasonry have been numerous, and they all unite in declaring
it to be a system of morality, by the practice of which its
members may advance their spiritual interest, and mount
by the theological ladder, from the Lodge on earth to the
Lodge in heaven. Subjoined are a few of the most important
definitions:
"Free1J18110nry is a beautitul sya"Freemasonry is an iDAtitution
tem of morality, Tailed in alllO.,';• calculated to benefit mankind."and illustrated by symbols."- ANDuw J ACJ[li()N.
lONG.
" Freemasonry is a moral order,
"The grand object of Masonry iDAtituted by virtuous men, with
iR to 11romote the happinet111 of the the praiseworthy design of recnlling
human race. "-W.l.BBINOTON.
to our remembmnce the most sub"Kaaonry is an art, useful and lime truths, in the midatt of the
most
innocent and BOCial pleasures,
a:tensive, which comprehends within its eircle every branch of useful founded on liberality, brotherly love
knowled~ and learning, and stamps and charity."-ABNOLD.
an indelible mark of preilmineuce
"I have ever felt it my duty to
on its genuine professors, which 811pport and enco11111ge the princineither chance, power, nor fortune ples of Freemasonry, because it
can bestow. "-P:a&IITOK.
powerfully develops all BOCial ~nd
"Freemasonry is an establish- benevolent affections. "-Lonn Duament founded on the oonevolent JUK,
intention of extending and confer" From its ori.pn to the present
ring mutual happiness upon the best hour, in all its viclllllitudes, Masonry
and truest ~rinci,ples of moral life has been the steady, unvarying friend
and BOCial nrtue. -.<JA.LOO"l"l'.
of man. "-REv. EJIABTUs BuJUL
• The form of a Lodge should always be an oblong &qOAre, in length,
between the East and West; in breadth, between the North and the Mouth;
Jn bight, from earth to heaven; and in depth, from the surface to the
center. This disposition serves to indicate the preYalence of Freemasonry
OYer the whole lace of the globe, guarded by its laws, and ornamented by
its beautiful tenets. Every civilised region l8 illuminated by its presence.
Its charity relieves the wretched; its brotherly love unites the Fraternity
in a chain of indiBIIOluble affection, and extends its example beyond the
limite of the Lodge-room, to embrace, in its ample acope, the whole
hiUnall race, infolcfmg them in its arms of universal lon. The square
form lYBS esteemed by our ancient operative brethren as one of the
Greater Lights, and a component part of the furniture of the Lodge.
The double cube is an expreBIIin emblem of the united powers of darltDess and light in the c:'re&tion.
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"The study of Freei1181Wlll')' is the
lltudy of man as ~ candidate for a
ble88ed eternity. It famishes examples of holy living, and displays
the conduct which is pllllllling and
ucceptable to God. The doctrine
and examples which distinguish the
Order are obvious, and suited to
every capacity. It is impossible for
tlu.• most fastidious Mason to misundorstand, however he may slight
or neglect them. It is impossible
for the most Rnper:ticial brother to
any that he is unable to comprehend
the plnin precepts, and the unanswerable arguments which are furnished by Freemasonry."-OLIVBB.
"Freemasonry is an institution
based on that never-failing charity
which upholds univeraal love, calms
ilie troubled seo. of our evil passions, and leaves a smooth surface,
in which all men, who are sincere
1\Dd conscientious worshipers of
God, and unexceptionable m moral
deportment, may unite, bless each
other, and rejoice in practically
realizing the sublime sentiment that
God b.th made mankind one
llfighiJ brotherhood,
Hlmeelf &heir Muter, and &he
World biB Lodge:•-DIL J. B11B1CI.

"Freemasonry is an ancient and
respectable institution, embracing
individuals of every nation, of every
religion, and of every condition in
lift'. Wealth, power and talents,
nre not necessary to the person
of a Freem011on. An unblemished
· cl!.aracter and a virtuous conduct
are the only q~litlcations for admission into the Order."-L.A.vlll&
"Freemasonry is an institution
fonrded on t'ternal reason and
truth ; whose deep basis is the
civilization of mankind, and whose
everlasting glory it is to have the
immoYable support of those two
mi~hty pillars, science m:.d morality. ''-Dn. DoDD.
"I highly venerate the Masonio
institution, under the fullest persuasion that where its principles
are acknowledged, and ita laws and
precepts obeyed, it comes nearest
to the Christian religion, in ita moral
effects and influence, of an1 institu:
tion "IIIith which I am acquamted. "R:sv. F.IUW. D&LcBo.

"Freemasonry is a ~~eience of
symbols, in which, by their proper
study, a search is instituted after
truth--that truth consisting in the
knowledge of the divine and hnmllll
nature, of God and the human soul"
-Dn. A. G. llicu.Y.
"Masonry superadds to our other
obligations the strongest ties of
connection between it and the cultivation of virtue, and fnrni.;;hes the
mo11t powerful incentives to good·
neBII."-D:s Wrrr CLINTON.
"Freem011onry is an order whose
leading star is philanthropy, and
whose principles inculcate an unceasing devotion to the cause of virtue and moral1ty."-LA Furrr&
"Freemasonry is an institution
essentially philanthropic and progressive, which h11s for its t-asis the
existence of God IUld the immortality of the soul It hiiB for its object the exercise of benevolence, the
study of universal morality, and the ·.
practice of all the virtues. "-llmstitution Grand Orient of Fra,nce.
" I regnrd the Masonic institution
as one of the means ordained by the
Supreme Architect to enable mankind to work out the problem of
destiny; to tight against, and overcome, the weaknesses and imperfections of his nature, and at last to
attain to that true life of which
death is the herald, and the grave
the portal."-JoliN W. SIMONS.
"It is noble in ita administration;
to think and let think, beyond the
narrow contracted prejudices of bitter sectarians in these modern times.
It is general or universal language,
fitted to benefit the .JlOOr stmnger,
which no other inshtutiori is calculated to reach by extending tho
beneficent hand. ''-LouNzo Dow.
"The prosperity oi MIIBonry as a
means of 11trengthening our rehgiou,
and propagating true brotherly love,
is one of the dearest v.ishes of mJo
heart, which, I trust, will be gratified
by the help of the Grand Architect
of the universe."--CKBIBTLUI, King
of Denmark.
" 'l'he precepts of the Gospel weH
nn.iv~~lly ~e obligations of Ma.
sour~ . -RJ::v. Da. R088BIJ..
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"Jla.lomy Ia one of the mo.t
lllblime and perfect institutions
tha& ever was formed for the advancement of happineas, and the
~ good of mankind, creating,
m all it& varieties, univel'll8.1 ben~
volence and brotherly love."-Duu
OJ' SUIIUL
"For centnries had Freemuolll')'
aiated ere modem political controversies were eYer heard o~ and when
the topics which now agitate IOciety
were not known, but all were united
in brotherhood aud alfeetion. I
Jmow the institution to be founded
em the great principles of charity,
~~py, and brotherly love."-

"A. Kaaon'a Lodge Ia a school of
pietJ. The ~cipal emblems aro
the teachers. -Ru. DL Noav.u..
"The aima of Freemuolll')' are
.llot limited to one form of operr.ntion, or one mode of benevolenoe.
lta object is at once moralaud social.
U propo1188 both to cnltivato th•
mind and enlarge and pnrif)' the
heart."-Bn. J. 0. 8J[J1CQL
•' The Masonic syatem nhibita a
sfupendons and beautiful fabri.,,
founded on univel'll8.1 pietJ. To
rule aud direct our ~ona ; to
have faith and loTe m God, and
charity toward man."---8TBPB&11

"Everything which tends to combine men by stronger ties is useful
to humanity; in this point of view,
Jfaaonry ia entitled to reapeet."LA. L.um&
" I think we are warranted in
contending that a BOCiety thus constituted, and which may be rendered
ao admirable an engine of improv~
ment, far from meriting reproach,
deserves highly of the community."
-Bn. Dr. Mn.N&
"Charity, or brotherly kindneBB,
ia as much a Muonic as it is a
Christian virtue."-Rir.v. DB. SLAD.L

"There are Great Truths at the
foundation of Freemuonry-trnth.l
which it is ita miesion to teachand which as constituting tho very
eBBence of that sublime system
which gives .t o the venerable institution its peculiar identity aa a
science of morali~, and it behooves
eve~ disciple diligently to ponder
and mwo.rdly digeat.-ALBEBT PIIK.
"Its !aiDS are reason and equity,
its princivle6 benevolence and lovo;
ana its religion purity and truth; ita
intention is peace on earth; and ita
di6position good-will toward man."
-RET. T. M. IWwB.

JoKU.

FRENCH RITE. The French or Modern rite was established by the Grand Orient of France about the year 1786,
to preserve the high degrees; aDd for the purpose of simplifying the system the number was reduced to seven, viz:
Entered Apprentice, Fellow-Craft, Master Mason, Elect, or
.First Order of Rose Croix, Scotch Order, or Second Order
of Rose Croix, Knight of the East, or Third Order of Rose
Croix, and the Rose Croix, or ne plus ultra. The peculiar
~ and secrets of the two first symbolical degrees under
this rite are in reverse of those adopted by the Grand Lodge,
or Supreme Council of the Ancient and Accepted rite, of
France, in which the practice is the same as in our own Grand
Lodge. In the 3d degree the Lodge has a very solemn appearance, being hung with black drapery, and displayin.g
many somber and awe-inspiring emblems. The Master 18
designated Tru Respectohle (Very Worshipful), and the
members Venerable Masters; all the brethren appeo.rcovered.
In the 4th degree there are three chambers-the Room of
Prepn.rati'>n, the Council Chamber, and the Cavem. The
'1
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lesso11 ineulcated in this degree is intended forcibly to
imprint on the mind of its recipient the certain,ty with which
punishment will follow crime. The 5th det,rree requires also
three chambers, the second of which is most elaborately furnished and deQorated with various Masonic attributes; in the
East is a triangular pedestal, on which is placed the cubical
stone; in the center of the chamber is a column, and by it a
table, having npon it the corn, wine, and oil; and in the
North is a sacrificial altar. The Lodge is illuminated by
twenty-seven lights, in three groups of nine each; it reprosen~ the Temple completed, and its whole appearance is
most gorgeous. The Lodge is denominated Sublime; the
presiding officer is 'Pres Grand (Very Great), and the brethren
are Sublime Masters. The Gth degree also requires three
chambers; the second, which is co.lled the Ho.ll of the East,
represents the council of Cyrus at Babylon, and is composed
of that prince, seven principal officers, and other Kn~ghts.
.The decoration is green, and requires fifteen lights. Be. hind the throne is a. transparency, representing the vision of
Cyrus, in which be received the injunction, " Restore liberty
to the captives." The candidate, in passing from the second
to the third chamber, has to cross a bridge of timber over a
stream choked with rubbish; and having at length arrived at
the last, or western chamber, he perceives the Masons reposing
among the ruins of Jerusalem. The room is hung with red,
and illuminated by ten groups of candles of seven each. In
the center is the representation of the ruined Temple. Tho
Sovereign Master represents Cyrus; the chief Officer, Daniel
the Prophet. The badge is of white satin, bordered with
green; the sash, of water green, is worn from left to right;
the jewel is the tri:ple trian_gle, crossed by two swords. The
7th degree is preCisely like that of the 18th degree of tho
Ancient and Accepted rite. A rite, slightly differing from
the preceding, and called the "Ancient Reformed rite," is
now practiced in Holland and Belgium.
FRERES PONTIVES. A community of operative and
speeulative Masons, who, as a religious house of brotherhood, established themselves at Avignon, at the close of
the twelfth century; they devoted themselves, as the name
denotes, to the construction and repair of stone bridges. It
is on record that the community existed as late as 1590.
John de Medicis, who was Master in 1560, may perhaps have
been a son of Cosmo, Duke of Florence, who died 1562, and
tras made a cardinal shortly before.
FRIENDLY ADMONITIONS. As useful knowledge is

the great object of our desire, let us diligently aprly to the
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pmctice of the art, aud steadill adhere to the principles which
1t inculcates. Let not the difficulties that w !l have to ooconnter check our progicBB, or damp our zeal; but let us recolleci •
that the ways of wisdom arc beautiful, and lead to pleasure.
Knowledge is attained by degrees, and cannot everywhere
be found. Wisdom seeks the secret shade, the lonely cell,
designed for contemplation. There enthroned she sits,
delivering her sacred oracles. There let us seek her, anti
p111'8lle the real bliss. Though the passage be difficult, the
farther we tmce it the easier ii will become. Union o.nd
harmony constitute the eBSence of Freemasonry; while wo
enlist under that banner, the society must flourish, anti
private animosities give place to peace and good fcllowHhip.
Uniting in one design, let it be our aim to be hu.ppy ounrul veH,
and contribute to the happiness of others. Let us mark our
superiority and distinction among men, by tho 11incerity of
om· profession as Masons; cultivate the moral vu:tueil, u.ud
iJnprove in all that is good and amiable.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES. Associations with some Mn.sonio
features, formed chiefly among mechanics for mutual protection and 888istance. They help their ntembers in sickneBS
and misfortunes, and at their death furnish assistance to their
families. The most important of these societies, and the most
efficient in its organization, is the Ancient and Indopeudent
Order of Odd Fellows. All of them seem to have borrowed
their idea of mutual relief from the Masonic brotherhood.
FRIENDS, OBDn OF PEJ.UPEOT. A soci~ty of distinguished
Masonic Savans in Germany, in the last century, the chief
spirit of whom was Knigge. The society was sometimes
called "The Seven Allies."
FUNERAL SERVICES. No Mason can be interred with
the ceremonies of the Order, unless it be by his own request,
made while living to the Master of the Lodge of which he
died a member; nor unless he has been raised to the third
degree of Masonry; sojourners and officers high in the Order
e~cepted. A dispensation has first to be obtained from the
Grand Master before any public procession can be allowed
to take place.
FURNITURE OF THE LODGE. Every well-regulated
is furnished with tho Holy Bible, tho Square, o.nd tho
Compasses. These constitute the furniture of the Lodgebeing the three Great Lights of Masonry. Tho first is
designed to be the guide of our faith; the second to regulate
our actions; and the third to keep us within proper bounds
with all mankind.
L~dge
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This letter is deservedly regarded as one ok the
most sacred of the Masonic emblems. Wh&oe it
is used, however, as a symbol of Deity, it mwst be
remembered that it is the Saxon representative of
the Hebrew Yod and the Greek Tau-the initial
letters of the name of the Eternal in those languages. This
Bymbol proves that Freemasonry always prosecuted its labors
with reference to the grand ideas of Infinity and Eternity
By the letter G-which conveyed to the minds of th6
brethren, at the same time, the idea of God and that of
Geometry-it bound heaven to earth, the divine to the
human, and the infinite to the finite. Masons are taught to
t·egard the Universe as the grandest of all symbols, revealing
to men, in all ages, the ideas which are eternally revolving
in the mind of the Divinity, and which it is their l}uty to
reproduce in their own lives and in the world of art and
industry. Thus God and Geometry, the material worlds ·
and the spiritual spheres, were constantly united· in the
speculations of the ancient Masons. They, consequently,
labored earnestly and unweariedly, not only to construct ·
cities, and embellish them with magnificent edifices, but also
to build up a temple of great and divine thoughts and of
ever-growmg virtues for the soul to dwell in. The symbolical
letter G• • • " That hieroglyphic britiht,
Which none but craftsmen ever saw, '

and before which every true Mason reverently uncovers, and
bows his head-is a perpetual condemnation of profanity,
impiety and vice. No brother who has bowed before that
emblem can be profane. He will never speak the name
of the Grand Master of the Universe but with reverence,
respect and love. He will learn, by studying the mystic
meaning of the letter G, to model his life after the divine
plan; and, thus instructed, he will strive to be like God in
the activity and earnestness of his benevolence, and the
broadness and efficiency of his charity. ' 1 The letter G
occupies a proininent position in several of the degrees in
the American system; is found in many of the degrees of
the Ancient and Accepted Scottish rite; in Adonhiramite
Masonry; and, in fact, in every one of the many systems
in which the people of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were so prolific in manufacturing. Wherever we find
this recondite symbol in any of the Masonic rites, it has the
same significance-a substitute for the Hebraic jod, the
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init.ial letter of the Divine name, and a monogram that
expressed the Uncreated Being, principle of all things; and,
inclosed in a triangle, the unity of God. We recognize toe
same letter G in the Syriac Gad, the Swedish Gud, tno
German Gott, and tho English Gud-all names of the Deny,
and all derived from the Persian Goda, itself derived frow
the absolute pronoun signifying himself. The young FellowCraft is the representative of a student of the sciences, and
to him the letter G* represents the science of Geometry."

GA.VEL. .An emblem in the degree of Entered Apprentice.
It is a hammer with an edge such as is used by stone-masons
to break oft' the comers of stones, in preparing them for tho
builder's use. In the Masonic system it is employed as e.
symbol by which the Mason is constantly admonishe<i to
divest his mind and conscience of all the vices and errors
of life, thereby fitting his body as a living stone for that
building, "that bouse not made with hands-eternal in the
heavens." It is also an emblem of authority, and is ui:Uld
by the Master in governing tho Lodge. It is sometimes
erroneously confounded with the setting-maul, which is quito
a different instrument. The name gavel is probably derivE'd
from the German Giebel, the gable or apex of the roof which its edge resembles.
The form of the gavel used
by the presiding officer o~
a Masonic Lodge varies in
dift'erent sections of tho
countr.y. as displayed in the
annexed engravings, viz:1. Is sometimes found
~mong our French and
Spanish brethren, and is
familiarly known as the
president's hammer; 2. The
setting-maul, which is frequently found in use ; 3.
I.
2.
a.
1.'he stone-mason's hammer. I'OIUill oJ' GAV&LB t:BBD rx 1""8"1<10 Bomu.
Tllis is the appropriate emblem of authority in tho hand
of the Master of the Lodge. The gavel is also called a
· Hiram, which see•
... In my own opinion, tho letter G, which is nRed in tho Fellow-Craft'&
degree, should never have been pennittetl to intrmle into MIU!Onry; it
present.'! an in11tnnce of RhRnrd anRchronism, which would nevet' have
or cnrre<l if the original Hebrew symbol hRd be<•n retninetL But being
th~:e now, without the vossibility of removnl, we have only to rcmcrnb('r
~nt it is in fact b:;' !be symbol of n Ryrubol. "-:U.wxEY.
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GENERALISSIMO. A title conferred by the French, ou
the commander-in-chief of a. grand division of an army.
This dignity was first assumed by Cardinal
Richelieu on the occasion of his leading
the French army into Italy. In the
Knights Templar system the second officer of a Comma.ndery. He is the assistant
of the Grand Commander, presides in his
absence, and is e:r:~fficio a member of the
Grand Comma:adery. His jewel is a.
squru-e surmounted with a. paschal lamb.
GENUFLEXION. A bending of the knee, or kneeling.
The act of kneeling has, among all people, and in all ages,
been a token of reverence, a sign of dependence, supplication,
and humility.
GffiEON. A city of Judea which was situated in a northerly
direction fr0m Jerusalem. It had a place of worship peculiarly sacred, perhaps the seat of the Tabernacle. Hence
the name is used symbolically in France, as the apellation
of the Master, who must have a. pure heart, in which tho
High and Holy One may dwell. In the Swedish ritual it is
also used in the same sense.
GffiLEMITE. The Giblemites were the people of Gebnl
or Giblos, a city on the coast of Phoonicia, between Tripoli
and Berytus, called Byblos by the Greeks and Romans, now
known by the name of Jiblah. At the present time it is but
little more than a. mass of ruins, which are sufficiently mn,~
nificent to indicate its former greatness and beauty. Indeed
it was famous in former times for the skill of its masons and
builders, who excelled all others in the knowledge of architecture. They are frequently mentioned in Scripture as
"stone-squarers," a term applied to them as being eminently
distinguished in that kind of work. The people of the
ancient city of Gebal were famous for their worship of
Adonis, who was believed to have been wounded by a wild
boar while hunting on Mount Libanus. The river Adonis,
whose waters are at some seasons as red as blood, passes by
it; and when this phenomena appeared the inhabitants
lamented the death of Adonis, pretending their river to be
colored with his blood.
GILEAD. A part of the ridge of mountains which runs
south from Mount Lebanon, on the east of Palestine. They
gave their name to the whole country which lies on tho cn.si
of t.he sea of Galilee. Gilead is the name of the keeper of the
Mals, in the Scottish degree of the Sacred Va.ult of James vt.

GNO-GOD.
GNOSTICISM, o:a GN08Tics, from the Greek word, gn&i~
knowledge. This name was o.ssnmcd by a Jlhilosophical sect
which sought to unite the mystical not10ns of the East
with ideas of the Greek philosophers, and teachings of
Christianity. The system has features which show conclusively that it was a development of the old Persian or Chatdean doctrine. According to the gnostics, God, the highest
intelligence, dwells in the follne88 of light, and is the source
of all good; matter, the crude, chaotic mo.ss of which all
things were made, is like God, eternal, and is the source
of all evil. From these two principles, before time commenced, emanated beings called 100ns, which Me described
as divine spirits. The world and the human race were
created out of matter by the mons and angels. They made
the body and sensual soul of man, of this matter; hence
the origin of evil in man. God gave man the rational
soul; hence the constant struggle of reason with the senses.
What are called gods by men-as Jehovah, the god of the
Jews-they say Me only roons or creators, under whose
dominion man becomes more and more wicked and miserable. To destroy the power of these malicious gods, and
redeem man from the thraldom of matter, God sent the most
exalted of all mons-Christ-who, in the form of a dove,
descended upon a Jew-Jesus--and revealed, through him
the doctrines of Christianity; but before the crucifixion of
Jesus separated from him, and at the resurrection of the
dead will be again united with him, and la1 the foundation
of a kingdom of the most perfect earthly felicity, to continue
a thousand years. There have been no gnostic sects sinco
the fifth century; but many of their principles and ideas
reappear in later philosophical systems. There are some
traces of gnosticism in several parts of Freemasonry, particularly in the degree of the Adepts of the Eagle or Sun,
andalso in the rite of the mystic Mason. Fe88ler, and his
friends Krause and Mossdorf, were much interested in gnosticism, and Fessler's rite is tinctured with some of its ideas.
GOD. The highest and most perfect intelligence in which
all things exist, and from which all things depend. The
belief in God is not the result of teaching, not the result
of the exercise of reason, not a deduction from the order
and regularity of the universe; for faith in a Supreme Being
was universal among men in the infancy of the race, and
before the human mind was capable of that power of
analysis, or had attained to that degree of science which
this study of the universe and of the laws of nature supposes. As the notion of an Infinite Being transcendA
the circle of sensible and material objects, and is clearly
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beyond the power of o. finite being to create, therefore,
that notion must have been communicated directly to man
by God himself. Man believes in a God, therefore God
exists; because, were there no God the notion of such a beiug
could not exist. The crowning attribute of man, and what
distinguishes him from the brute, is not the faculty of reason;
for that, the brute has in common with man; but the
power of seeing and aspiring to the ideal. Thus man had
no sooner looked npon tho grandeur, and- glory, and beauty
of the world, than he saw enthroned far above the world
that which was vaster, more beautiful, more glorious than
the world, the IDEAL, that is to say, God. Therefore, Freemasonry accepts the idea of God, as a supreme fact, and
bars its gates with inflexible sternness against those who
deny his existence. No atheist can become a .lfason.
GOLGOTHA. The place of Skulls. A retired SJIOt neal'
Jerusalem, COIJ!monly called Calva.ry, where Jesus was crucified, and which contained his sepulcher. The word is found
in the Swedish, and also in the Templnr rite.
GOTIDC CONSTITUTIONS. These comprise all the
statutes, iaws, and regulations enacted for the government
of Masons, from the convention of York, A. D. 926, down to
the revival, A. D. 1717. These were revised by Dr. Anderson,
and published for the first time in 1722.
GRAND BODIES, MASoNic. The organization of Grand
bodies for the government of Masonry in its rept-esentative
character is of recent date, as· compared with the age of the
institutioD.. Every Lodge or body of Masons was originally
independent, as "a sufficient number of Masons not less
·than seven met together within a certain district, with the
consent of the sheriff or chief mll{,>istrate of the place, wore
tlmpowered at this time to make Masons and practice the rites
of Masonry without warrant of constitution. The privilf!ge
was inherent in them as individuals." The custom prevailed
in the early period of Masonic history for the brethren to
assemble annually for the purpose of consulting on the
general concerns of the Craft. At these yearly meetings the
Grand Master, or Grand Patron of the Order for the kingdom or province, was elected by the whole brotherhood then
llSSembled. These gatherings wore called Annual A.'!Semlllies,
and were attended by members of the Craft without regard to grade or position. At a general assemblage of the
~"'mtet~ty of England in 1717, adopted a regulation that
every Lodge, except the four old Lodges then existing, should
.thereafter obtain a warrant from the Grand Lodge.
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GRAND ELECT, PERFECT AND SUBLIME MASON.
The 14th degree of the Ancient and Accepted rite, sometimes
called the "Degree of }>erfection." In lt~ro.uce it is called
"Grand Scotch Mason of Perfection of the Sacred Vault
of James VL" The degree is considered to be the
ultimate rite of ancient Masonry, as it is .the last of the
Ineffable degrees that refer to the first temple. The MMOna
who had been employed in constructing the temple acquired
immortal honor. Their association became more uniformly
established o.nd regulAted after tho com~letion of the temple
than it had been before. In the admisswn of new members
their prudence o.nd caution had produced great rcHpect, as
merit alone was required of every candidate. With these
principles firmly established many of the Grund Elect left
the temple after its dedication, and, traveling. into other
countries, disseminated the knowledge they had acquired,
o.nd instructed in the sublime dcbrrees of ancient Craft
Masonry all who applied and were found worthy. Tho
Lodge is styled the Secret Vault. The hangings are crimson,
with white columns at regular intervals. 2-! lights-9 in the
East; 7 in the West; 5 in the South; o.nd 3 in the North. The
apron is white, lined with crimson; in the middle is a square
fiat st-one, in which is an iron ring. The collar is crimson; the
jewel, a gold compass, open on a circle of forty-five degrees;
between the legs· of the compass is a medal representing the
!Jlln on one side, on the other the flaming star. On the circle is
engraved the figures 3, 5, 7; 9. The compass is surmounted
with a pointed crown. Tho ring of alliance is of gold. On
the inside is engraved: "Virtue unites what death cannot
separate;" with the name and date of initiation of the owner.
GRAND INQUISITOR COMMANDER. The 31st degree
of the Ancient o.nd Accepted rite. It is not an historical degree, but is simply n.dministrative in its character;
the duties of tho men1bers being to examine o.nd regulate
the proceedings of tho subordinate lodges and chapters.
The meeting is designated a "Sovereibrn Tribunal," and is
r,omposed of nine officers, viz: a Most Perfect President, a
Chancellor, a Treasurer, and six Inquisitors---one being
E:lected to perform tho functions of Inspecting Inquisitor.
The decoration of tho Lodge is white, with eight golden
C¥>lumns; on the dais above tne presiding officer's throne are
the letters J. E.; there is also an altar covered with white
drapery. In the East, on a low seat, is placed a case containing the archives of the Order, covered with blue drapery,
having on its front a large rod cross; on the right of the altar
is the table of tho Chancellor, on the left that of the Treasurer.
The door of tho Sovereign Tribunal is covered by o. painting,
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the centre of which represents a croBB, encompassing all the
attributes of Masonry. There is no apron; the members wear
~ white collar, on which is embroidered a triangle with. rays,
having in its center the :fi.gares 31, to which is suspended
the jewel-a silver Teutonic cross. In France the regulations
direct a white apron, with aurore (yellow) flap, embroidered
with the ·attributes of the degree.
GRAND LODGES, JuBJSDIOTION oF. At first there were
no clear nor well defined notions in regard to the territorial
jurisdiction of Grand Lodges. Until within a few years each
Grand Lodge claimed the right to constitute lodges in any
part of the world. At the time of the breaking out of our
revolutionary war the Grand Lodges of England, Ireland,
and Scotland had lodges in Massachusetts and other colonies.
The principle, however, is now well settled that the Grand
Lod~e of a Province or State has exclusive jurisdiction
within such territory, and that no other Grand Lodge can
legally charter lodges therein. A Grand Lodge is supreme
over its own a.ft'airs. There is no Masonic authority or power
above .it.: it is subject only to the michangeable laws of the
Order, the acknowledged constitutions, and the Ancient
Landmarks.
GRAND LODGES, ORGANIZATION oF. A Grand Lodge
consists of the Master and Wardens of all the lodges under
its jurisdiction and such Past Masters as may be elected
members. The officers are a Grand Master, Deputy Grand
Master, Senior Grand Warden, Junior Grand Warden,
Grand Treasurer, Grand Secretary, Grand Chaplain, Senior
Grand Deacon, Junior Grand Deacon, Grand Stewards,
Grand Marshal, Grand Standard Bearer, Grand Pursuivant,
Grand Sword Bearer and Grand Tyler. In a country or
state where there is no Grand Lodge three or more legal
lodges may meet in convention and organize a Grand Lodge.
Then these lodges surrender their charters to the Grand
Lodges from which they received them, and take others from
the new Grand Lodge.
GRAND MASTER ARCHITECT. The 12th de~ee of
the Ancient and Accepted rite. In this the prinmples of
operative Masonry become prominent; it is a purely sctentifio
degree, in which the rules of architecture and the conneetio9
of the liberal arts with Masonry are dwelt upon. Although
the lectures on the Fellow-Craft degree illustrate architecture
from the same point of view, the subject is susceptible of
great extension, and under the "Grand Master Architect"
numerous details illustrative of the temple dedicated to the
Host High by the wisest man might be worked out. In the
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absence of distinct information upon many points, there is
some exercise for the imagination in furnishing a complete
description of Solomon's Temvle, which was an astonishing
and magnificent work for the time in which it was built; and
it seems to have been distinguished from all other tem pies
of remote antiquity by its sumptuousness of detail. The
principal officers of this degree are the Master, denominated
Thrice illustrious, and two Wardens. The holly is styled
chapter, and is decorated with white hangings, strewe<l with
crimson flames; the ornaments are the columns of the five
orders of. architecture, and a case of mathematical instruments. The jewel is a heptagonal medal of g-old. In each
angle, on one side, is a star, enclosed in a semicircle. In
the center, on the same side, is an equilaternl triangle,
fol"D)ed by arcs of circles, in the center of which is the letter
N· On the reverse are five columns or different orders of
architecture. This is suspended by a blue ribbon.

GRAND MASTER OF ALL SYMBOLIC LODGES. The
degree of the Ancient and Accepted rite. This degree
affords a thorough exemplification of the philosophic~ spirit
of the system of Freemasonry. Philosophy aml Masonry,
being one and the same principle, haYe the same object and
mission t{) attain-the worship of the Great Architect of tho
universe, and the disenthralment of mankind. Here the
candidate is charged with tho responsible duties of instructor
of the great truths of the universality of Masonry, inspired
by an upright and enlightened reason, a firm and rational
judgment, and an affectionate and liberal philanthropy.
This.degree bears the same relation to Ineffable Masonry
that the Past Master's degree does to the symbolic degrees.
Veneration, Charity, Generosity, Heroism, Honor, Patriotism,
Justice, Toleration, and Truth are inculcated. The body
is called a Lodge; the hangings are blue and golq.. The
presiding officer is styled Venerable Grand Master, and is
seated in tho East. A Lodgo c:1.nnot bo opened with 1088
~Oth
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than nine members. In the East is a throne, ascended by
nine steps, and surmounted by a canopy ; the Lodge is
lighted by nine lights of yellow wax. The apron is yellQw,
bordered and lined with blue; the sash is of broad yellow
and blue ribbon, passing from the left shoulder to the right
hip; the jewel is a triangle, of gold, on which is engrave(!
the initials of the sacred words.
GRAND PONTIFF. Th"e 19th degree of the Ancient and
Accepted rite. The degree is founded on the mysteries of
the Apocalypse, relating to the new
Jerusalem, as set forth in the Revelation of St. John, xxr. and xxn., which it
illustrates and endeavors to explain.
The assembly is styled a chapter; two
apartments are required. The presiding officer is styled Thrice Puissant
Grand Pontift: The members are
called Faithful Brothers. The jewel is
an oblong square, of solid gold, with the letter A. engraved
on one side, and D on the other.
GRAND PRIORY. The title applied to the head of the
Templars in Scotland. It is synonymous with Grand
Encampment, Conclave, etc.

GRAND SCOTTISH KNIGHT OF ST. ANDREW. The
29th degree of the Ancient and Accepted rite. It is also
co.lled "Patriarch of the Crusades," in allusion to its supposed origin during those wars, and it is also sometimes
known by the name of "Grand Master of Light." This
degree is devoted to toleration and freedom of man in the
. great moral attributes. It inculcates equality-representing
the poor Knight equo.l to the monarch, and exhibitS the
requisites of knighthood; protection to the defenseless and
iDnocent; the possession of virtue, patience, and firmnessand represents the Knight as the exponent of truth, and one
alike without fear and without reproach. The assembly is
called a chapter. Two apartments are required. In tho
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tnt apartment the hanging8 are crimson, supported by white
eolumns. ~ the reception this room represents the
court of Saladin, the great Sultan of Egypt and SyriL The
second apartment should be a well-furnished room; decorated
in the eastern style. The presiding officer is
styled Venerable GrJm.d Master. The Knights
are all dressed in crimson robes, with a
large white cross of St. Andrew on the breast.
The jewel is two interlaced triangles, formed
by arcs of large circles, with the concave outward, of gold, and enclosing a pair of compn.sses open to twenty-five degrees. At tho
bottom, and to one of the points is suspended
a St. Andrew's Cro88, of gold, surmounted by
a. Knight's helmet; on tho center of tho cross
is the letter '1, inclosed in an eqnilatcml triangle,
and this again in a ring formed by a winged serpent; between
the two lower arms of the cross may be suspended a key.

H.
HAIL, or HELE. The Masonic word usually spelt hail ie
more properly the old English word hele, from the ancient
German hehlen, to conceal. From this comes our word hell,
corresponding to the Greek hades, and the Hebrew sheol,
the invisible, thtt unseen.
"These words thou shalt publish and these thou shalt hele."-EIID:u&.

Hele--pronounced hale-should be used in the catechism.
The fact that this Saxon word is found in the ritual of Freemasonry proves the relation and connection between the
modern system of Freemo.sonry and the German Building
Corporations.
HALLELUJAH. Praise the Lord. Expre88ion of applause
in the Apprentice degree of Misraim, in the degree of
Sublime Scotch, Heavenly Jerusalem, and others.
HAND CLAPPING. Among Masons the common expression of applause, approval, and agreement. Its use is
universal in the Order.
HARMONY, OnnEn OF. An order embracing both men and
women, founded in 1788, by Gl'Ossinger, under tho auspices
of Augusta, Countess of Staff. The Duchess of Newcastle
was Grand Mistress. They bound themselves by o. solemn
oath to be eternally faithful to the obligations of friendship
and love.
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· HARMONY, ORDER OJ' UNIVEBS.u.. A new French rite
which, in 1806, arose out of a stock company, through which
they hoped to cultivate an East Indian trade. It could not
have less than 26 degrees, with military rank up to marshal
of the empire.
HARODIM. In 2d Chronicles, n. 18, !t is recorded that
Solomon "set three score and ten thousand people to bo
bearers of burdens, and four score thousand to be hewers in
the mountains, and three thousand six hundred overseers to
set the people at work." These overseers were ca.lled
Ho.rodim, or Princes.
HARPOCRATES. Among the Greek writers he was compared with Apollo, and identified with Horus, the Egyptian
god of the sun, the youngest son of Osiris and Isis. Both
were represented as youths, and with the same attributes
and symbols. He was believed to have been born
with his finger in his mouth,
as indicative of secrecy and
mystery. The Greeks and
Romans worshiped him as
the god of quiet life, repose
and secrecy. He is described
by Plutarch as lame in the
lower limbs when born, to
indicate the weak and tender
shootings of corn. He also
symbolizes the sun when in
its early or feeble condition.
He is sometimes represented, in sculpture, as a child
. wearing the skull cap or psche.nt, the crown of the upper and
lower world, and holding in his hands the whip and crook,
to expel evil influences. He is also represented mounted
upon a ram, which carries a ball upon its head; his left hand
is armed with a club, while he presses the two fore-fingers of
the right hand upon his lips, as the symbol of silence, and
intimates that the mysteries of religion and philosophy o~ht
never to be revealed to the profane or umnitia.ted. Bemg
armed with the club identifies him as the Hercules of the
Egyptians.
HAT. Among the Romans the hat was a sign of freedom.
Formerly Masons wore hats in the Lodge, as a symbol of
freedom and brotherly equality. In English and American
Lodges it is now exclusively an attribute of the :Master's
costume.
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HEAL. An act of a legally constituted body of Mason11
by which a person who has been irregularly admitted to the
mysteries of Freemasonry is made a lr~wful Mason. When
tho person to be "healed" has been initiated into a self-con·
stituted or false lodge he can bo healed only by a reinitiation.
Members, however, of schismatic Lodges mny be recognized
as legitimate by the action of o. Grand Lodge. There is a
difference between a clandestine (or sham) Lodge and one
that is simply schismatic. The founders and members of the
first are impoators; the latter are regnla.r Lodges, but from
some cause or other not recognized bythe legitimate Muonic
authorities.
•
HECATESIA. An annual festival observed by the Stratonicensians in honor of Hecate. The AtheniAns paid
particular attention to this festival, and worshiped this
goddess under the name of Diann, who was deemed tho
patroness of families and of children. From this circumstance statues of the goddess were erected before tho doon
of the houses, and upon every new moon a public suppe1
was always provided at the expense of the richPst people,
and set in the streets, which the poorest of the citizens wero
permitted to enjoy.
HECATOMBOIA. An ancient festival, celebrated in honor
of JllDo, by the Argians and people of lEginn. A hundred
bulls were sacrificed as an offering to the goddess, whence
its name. The fiesh of the animals was distributed among
the poor citizens of the country.
HECATOMPHONIA. A solemn sacrifice offered by the
Messenians to Jupiter, when any of them had killed an
hundred enemies.
HERMANDAD. Brotherhood. This Spanish society was
founded A. D. 1295, in the cities of Castile and Leon. It was
based on tho Masonic principle of secrecy, having ceremonies
of admission, secret signs of recognition, and secret places
of meeting, where causes were tried and offenders against
justice· were judged o.nd punished. It invested itself in a
garment of mystery, and the blow of justice fell from its
band surely and swiftly, like the bolt of lightning. It sought
not only to punish crime, hut to prevent it. It wn.rned every
nobleman who showed a disposition to wrong a citizen of the
certain destruction that awaited him if he persisted. Should
he rob oc injure 11. member of the Order, or a citizen, and
refuse to make restitution, or give security for better con<iuct
in future, his cattle, his vineyards and gardens were destroyed.
'l'he mysterious power of this terrible but righteous brother·
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hood penetrated every place-through barred and !Jolted
gates and armed sentinels-o.nd often dealt its retributions
in the royal presence itself. Of the utility of this Spanish
Fraternity there co.nnot be a doubt, and its beneficial effects
in .those stormy times were immeasurable. Its ideas were
justice, absolute justice, in the administration of the laws•
and equality in society and before God.
HERMAPHRODITE. This word is often used, although
improperly, in Masonic lodges; for in the hnme.n species
there lS no such thing. Among the lower races such monsters
are sometimes found, though rar!!iy.
HERMETIC MASONRY.. The Hermetic philosophy was
introduced into the Masonic system very early in the 18th
century, and for a. time was very popular with the most distinguished members of the Order. It even now constitutes
the substance of one degree, and is taught in t"~e philosophic.'\1
o.nd moral lodges of the degree of Prince Adepts. [ &e

Ar.cmary.]

HERODEM, RoYAL ORDER oF. Dr. Oliver claims that this
Order was instituted by Robert Bruce, after the battle of
Bannockburn, which took place on St. John's day, 1314. He
says: "The Royal Order of H. R. D. M.-Herodem-hn.d
formerly its seat at Kilwinning, and there is reason to think
that it and St. John's Masonry were then governed by the
same Gro.nd Lodge. But during the 16th and 17th centw·iM
Masonry was at o. very low ebb in Scotland, and it was with
the greatest difficulty that St. John's Masonry was preservecl
The Grand Chapter of H. R. D. M. resumed its functioN
about the middle of the last century, at Edinburg; and in
order to preserve a marked distinction between the RoyRI
Order and Craft Masonry, which had formed a Grand Lodyo
there in 1736, the former confined itself solely to the two
degrees of H. R. D. M. and R. S. Y. C. S., i. e., Herodem anu
Rosycross." It is more probable, however, that Chevo.lior
Ramsay had more to do with the creation of this Order thtm
Robert Bruce. This appears to be the opinion of ~a.gou.
Something of the nature of this Rite may be gathered from
the following extracts, taken from the lectures:
Quu. In what place was the Grand and Holy Order of H. R. D. JIJ.
fhst established?
Ana. Upon the holy summit of Mt. Moriah, in the kingdom of Judea
~? What qualifications are requisite for admission into this sublim ·
Ana. Patience, prudence, firmness, jm;tice.
Quu. Where waa it Rfterwa.rd r!"i'stabliHhed?
AM. At 1-colm-kill, and afterward nt Kilwinning, where the Kmg
Seol.land presided in person as Grand Master•
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Ql.,...t. Why was it ~~stablished, and why were changes made?
AM. To reform the abuses and correct the errors which had been

wtroduced among the brethren of the first three degrees.

In the third section we find the following:
Qua. What symbol in Masonry represents the Son or Man?

AM. The comer-stone.
Quu. What is the comer-stone?
AM. It is the stone which the builders rejected, and which is now

become the principal stone of the comer, or the most perfect model by
which the workmen can fashion their monu jewels.
Quu. How do you know it to be the most perfect model?
.iln.9. By three grand princifles or Masonry.
~8. Will you name them
AM. Fraternal love, assistance, and tmth.
Ques. Why fmtemallove?
Ans. Because no ~rson can show more love for his brethren than he
who is ready to sacnftce himself for them.
Ques. Why the second?
An.t. Be~.ause he has cume to deliver us from slavery and sin.
Qlu8. Why the truth?
An8. Bec'luse he is himsell the truth in his own eesence.
Quu. What is his name?
AM. Immanuel
~8. What does it signify?
AM. God with us.

These extracts afford a very clear view of the tone and
spirit of the entire ritual of the Royal Order of H. R. D. M.
There is no reason for believing that this Order has any connection with that of the Culdees, notwithstanding that
monastic society once had an establishment at I-colm-kill.
HERODEN. This word is identical with Heredom, Haeredom, Haeredum. I~ is thought by some to be derived from
the Greek words "ieras domos," i. e., holy house. In the
catechism of the degree of Grand Architect it is a. na.me
given to a mountain near Kilwinning.
~8.

What do they call these mountains?

Ana. Mount Moriah in the land of Gibeon, Mount Sinai, and the

monntain or Heroden.
Ques. Where is the mountain or Heroden?
.
An.t. Between the west and north or Scotland, at the end of tho
ecliptic, where the first Lodge of Masonry was erected.

It is inferred from this that King Robert L of Scotland
united the Knights Templa.r with St. Andrew's Order of the
Thistle, a.nd ca.lled it the Order of Heroden, or of the Holy
House, i. e., Holy Temple.

HEROINE OF JERICHO. An adoptive degree conferred
on the 'vivos u.nd willows of Royal Arch Masons. It was
never widely propa.gated, and is now almost entirely superseded hy tho America.n Adoptive rite of the Eastem Star.
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HIEROPHANT. The chief director of the ceremoniea
and expounder of the d9ctrines in the mysteries of Eleusis.
No one but a descendant of Eumolpus could hold this office.
It was necesso.ry for him to have the experience and gravity
of age, and to be perfect in his physical organization. Iu
the inferior mysteries, he introduced the novice into the
Eleusinian temple, and initiated those who had undergone
the fino.l probation into the last and great mysteries. Ha
represented the Creator of the world, and explained to the
novice the various phenomena that appeared to him. In the
great mysteries, he was the sole expounder of the secrets of
the interior of the so.nctuary, and of those esoteric doctrines
which it was the only object of the institution to communicate
to its adepts. No person was permitted to pronounce his
no.me in the presence of an uninitiated person. He sat in
the East, and wore, as a symbol of authority, a golden globe,
suspend~d from his neck. He was o.lso called Mystagogue.
HIGH PLACES. It seems natural to man to regard
mountains and high places with a certain degree of reverence;
and the sentiment of religion has always, and everywhere,
impelled him to consecrate them as places of worship.
Solomon went to Mount Gibeon to offer sacrifice, because
it was a high place. The Druids, too, were partial w hills,
and erected their a]to.rs on their highest summits. And
thus Masons .are said to have met on "lofty hills or in low
valleys" in the olden time, when the earth, with its carpet of
variegated flowers, was literally the mosaic pavement, and
the star-de~ked heavens the only covering of the Lodge.
HIGH-PRIESTHOOD. The order of the High-Priesthood
is conferred only on Past High-Priests of Chapters, ns an
honorary degree, and corresponds to that of Pu.st Master.
HIRAMITES. A name sometimes given to Freemasons as
disciples or followers of Hiram, the Tyrian Builder.

•

HOLY GHOST, ORDER oF. 1. An order of male and female
hospitallers. It was founded in the twelfth century by Guy,
son of the Count of Montpellier, for the relief of the poor,
the infirm, and foundlings. He took the vows himself, and
~ave a rule to the order. Pope Innocent ill., confirmed it
m 1198, and founded a hospital at Rome. The dress of both
sexes is black, with a double white cross of twelve points on
the left breast. 2. The principal military order in France,
instituted in 1574, by Henry III. The revolution of 1830
swept it away. Several brotherhoods have borne this name,
which is o.lso known in some Masonic systems.
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HOLINESS TO THE LORD. An inscription wom on tho
forehead of the High-Priest, o.s described in ExodUII miJ:.
30: "And they made the plate of the holy crown of pure
gold, and wrote upon it a writing like to the engraving of a
signet, HoLIN.I!'.SS TO THE LoRD."
HONORABLE. In former times a title given to the degree
of Fellow-Craft, on account of its scientific character.
HONORARY DEGREE. A degree like that of Past Muter, or the Order of the High-Priesthood, conferred as a
reward for official service.
HONORARY MASTER. An honorary title given to
learned and worthy brothers, who have not filled the oriental
chair, as a recognition of their Masonic science and worth.
An honor not known in the United States.
HONORS, Gn.AND. A peculiar ceremony among Masons by •
which they npphm<l, or express their agreement, satisfaction
or son·ow. They are divided into private and public. The
first cnn only be given in a Master's Lodge, and cannot be
described here. The public grand honors, as their name
imports, do not partake of this secret character. They
consi~;t of clapping of tho hands three times, in rapid suocession, and u.ro given on all public occasions in which the
ministrations of the Fmtemity o.re required, in the presence
of the profane as well as the initiated. The funeral grand
honors are given in the following manner: Both arms are
crossed on the breast, the left uppermost, and the open
palms of the hands touching the shoulders; the hands are
then raised above the head, the palms striking each other,
and theu made to fall sharply on the thighs, with tho head
bowerl. This is repented th~e times. While the honors
are being given the third time, the brethren audibly pronounce the following words-when the arms are crossed on
the breast:-"'Ve cherish his memory here;" when the
hands o.re extended above the hend-"'\Ve commend his
spirit to God who gave it;" and when the hands
extended
toward the ground-" And consi!{U his hody to the earth."

are
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HOST, O.u-rAIB oF THE. Among the Jews a. military rc:.nk.
In a. Royal Arch Oha.pter the title designates a. kind of
master of ceremonies.

I.
1-COLM-KILL. An isla.nd, situated near the Hebrides, in
a. southerly direction therefrom. In ancient times it was the
seat of the Order of Culdecs, and contains the ruins of the
monastery of St. Columba, which was founded A. D. 565. Here
the Rite of Herodem, it is claimed, originated.
IDIOT. This word did not always have the meaning which
is now attached to it. It is derived from the Greek, idi6tl8,
'"hich signified a private citizen. In Sparta it denoted one
who felt no interest, and took no part, in public affairs, and
hence came to mean an ignorant person. It was used in
this sense in the middle ages, and this is its Masonic meaning.
The modem meaning-fool-would be out of place; for it
would be as absurd to establish a. rule that no fool should
be made a. Mason as it would be to enact a law that no horse,
or infant, or dead man, should be admitted to the mysteries of
Freemasonry. The word means, ma.sonica.lly, not a. fool, but
a. listless, indifferent, ignorant, fellow, who could only be a
disgrace to the Craft.
ILLUMINATI OF AVIGNON. This system was organized
as a species of Masonry intermingled with the reveries of
Swedenborg, somewhere about the year 1760, by Pernetti
(who was a Benedictine Monk), and the Baron Gabrianca, o.
Polish nobleman. Very little is known of the institution,
and it might have been forgotten but for the Marquis de
Thorme,in 1783, taking up the system that had been o.dopted
in the Avignon Lodge, and from it framing what is now
known as the Swedenborg rite-which see.
ILLUMINATI, on THE ENLIGHTENED. During the second
half of the eighteenth century, among the numerous secret
societies which were more or less connected with Freemasonry
there was not one that attracted so much attention, received
the support of so many distinguished men, and created so
1ich a literature, as. this. It was founded in 1776 by Adam
'Veisha.upt, professor of law, at Ingolstadt, ll man of great
originality and depth of thought, and remnrkablc for the
earnestness of his character. The objects which he sought
to effect by this Bssociation were the highest Bnd noblest ever
entertained by the human mind. He desired to assert th&
individuality of man as a fundn.mentalilrinciple-a.nd bcnco
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was an apostle of civil and religious liberty-to discover the
means of advancing human nature to a state of higher perfection-to bind in one brotherhood men of all countries,
ranks, and religions, and to surround the persons of princes
with trustworthy counselors. Apostles, stylod Areopl\h>i.tes,
were sent into various pn.rts of Europe to make converts, o.nd
iu a short time tho Order was flourishing in Germany, Holland, and Milan. Protestants, rather than Ct\tholicR, were
preferred as members. The deh>Tees were eight in number:
1. Novice; 2.llinerval; 3. Dluminatus Minor; 4. Dluminatus
Major; 5. Knight; 6. Priest; 7. Regent; 8. King. Attracted
by the liberality of its doctrines, and the grandeur of its
objects, large numbers of illustrious Masons, and among
them the celebrated author Knigge, became active members
of it. In 1784 tho society was dissolved by order of the
Bavarian government. No association of men was ever more
calumniated and misrepresented than the Order of Dluwinati.
It is common to dismiss them with tho 1·emark that they were
"a body of men united together for the purpose of destroying
society and r~ligion," whereas, they were men of the profoundest religious convictions, and only desired such a reform
in politics as would give man a greater degree of freedom,
and afford him ln.rger opporttmities and facilities for the
development of his faculties. It is humiliating to see that
some llasonie writers have repeated the infamous calumnies
of those high-priests of the lying fraternity, Robison and
Baruel, in regard to them. If they were infidels and
anarchists, then the whole American people n.re; for they
were only inspired with, and sought to propagate, the ideas
which we hold in the highest reverence, and have embodied
in our institutions. This name hll.S been borne by other
orders, n.s the religious society of the Alombrados, in Spain,
founded in the sixteenth century; the Order of Guerineto, in
France, in the seventeenth; and many others before o.nd since.
IT..LUSTRIOUS ELECT OF FIFTEEN. The lOth degree
of the Ancient and Accepted rite. The body is called a chapter.
The decorations are black, sprinkled with red and white
ten.rs; there o.re 15 lights, 5 in the East, and 5 before each
Warden, and 1 in the center-o.ll of yellow wax. The officers
are: Thrice Dlustrious, Senior and Junior Inspectors, Orator,
Secretary and Trea.stu-er, Hospito.ller, Master of Ceremonies,
and Captain of the Host. This degree is devoted to the same
objects as the Elective Knights of Nine-the conclusion of
the punishment of the traitors, who, just before the completion of the temple, had committed an infamous crime.
IM~IANUEL.

with us."

A name o.pphed to Christ, o.nd means "God
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. INDIA, MYBTERm! OF. The leading idea of the India
philosophy is that a state of absolute quiescence or rest
constitutes the most perfect bliss, and that it can be attained
only by the most complete self-abnegation. This idea naturally grows out of the pantheistic nature of their religion.
They believe in unity existing in all things, and all things in
unity; God in the universe, and the universe in God; and
regard nature as a revelation of the divine ~telligence.
Everything is thus the perpetual transformation or metamorphosis of God. This doctrine is taught in all their
mysteries, and upon this theory rests the idea of the recirocal influence of worlds upon each other, and their central
1ght, and the conception of the universe as a perpetual
creation, as does, likewise, the belief in metempsychosis, or
the transmigration of sohls after death. . Beginning and end
are mingled, and mind and matter are continually striving for
predominance in the universe, which, therefore, exhibits an
eternal struggle between good and evil, light and darkness.
The notion of God taught in the highest Hindoo mysteries
is pure and elevated. He is called Brahm, Alma, Bramalma.
Before the creation he reposed in silence, and absorbed
in himself. " This world," says Menon, " was all darkness,
undiscernible, undistinguishable, altogether as in profound
sleep, till the self-evident and visible God, making it manifest
'vith five elements, and other glorious forms, perfectly dis. palled the gloom. He, desiring to raise up various creatures
by an emanation from his own glory, first created the waters,
and impressed them with the power of motion; by that
power was brought the wondrous egg, bathed in golden
splendors and blazing like a thousand suns, from which
sprang Brahma, the self-existing, the parent of all rational
beings. In the Hindoo mysteries God is represented under
three forms: Vishnu, Siva, and Brahma; for that is the
order in which the three are expressed by the letters
A U M, that form the mysterious and inefl'able name, Olf,
which is never spoken, but is the object of silent and constant
contemplation. '!'he Lingam is wor11hiped in these rites the
same as tbe Phallus in the Egyptian. The Lotos, too, is
a sacred attribute in these mysteries, as it was in those of
Isis. The whole initiation represented the same idea ns the
Egyptian. The eternal combat between the opposing forces
of good and evil, of light and dark, and the ultimate triwnph
of the former, is the leading feature of both, showing conclusively, that the Egyptian system, which is the parent of the
Grecian, Roman, and, consequently, of our 1\Iasonic system,
was itself tho oflspring of the old Indian my1:1teries. Tho
most celebrated temples where theRe rites were performed
wc1·c those of Elora, ::)ahlottc, and Elcphant.n.
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the "Dlustrious Order of

INDUCTION. In a Council of
the Cross," the word has a significance similar to the following.
The word also occurs in a Lodge of Past Masters, wherein
the newly-elected Master is inducted into the oriental chair
of King Solomon.
INDUCTION, RITB oF. Those acts and ceremonies by
which the novice is first introduced into the Lodge are called
by this name. They are highly instructive when properly
explained, and have an important symbolical meaning.•
!NEFFABLE. Unutterable. The ineffable degrees, socalled, are the eleven conferred in a Lodge of Perfection,
known as the second series of degrees in the Ancient and
Accepted rite. The third series are historical, and conferred
in p. Council of Princes of J eruM.lem. The fourth series are
philosophical, and conferred in a Chapter of Rose Croix de
H.-R.-D.-M. The fifth series are chivalric, historical, and
philosophical, and I,U"e conferred in a Consistory of Sublime
Princes of the Royal Secret. The last grade is official, and is
conferred in the Supreme Council of the thirty~hird degree.
INFLAMED URN. An embl"m in the alchemistical degree
of "Knighl. qf the Sun or Blaclc Eagle." It teaches that the
Hermetic Mason should, by his knowledge and virtue, exercise an influence on the world as acceptable as the perfume
of the burning urn.
INFORMATION, LAWFUL. No stranger can be :permitted
to visit a Lodge until he has been examined and tried in the
usual form, unless some brother present lcnows him to be a
Mason, by previous trial, or by having met him in a legally
constituted Lodge, and vouches for him. This voucher, bl
a known brother, is called "lawful information." The exaiDlnation of strangers should be made by intelligent Masons
• The Rite of Induction signifies the end of a profa~e and vicious lifethe palingenuiD (new birth) of corrupted human nature-the death ol vice
and all bad passions, and the introduction to a new life of purity and
virtue. It also prepares the candidate, by prayer and meditation, for that
mystic pilgrimage, where he must wander through ni~ht and darknllllll,
before he can behold the golden splendors of the Onent, and stand in
llJllettered freedom lloJilong the Sons of Light. The rite further represent.
man in his primitive condition of helpleBIID888, ignorance, and moral
blindness, seeking after that mental and moral enlightenment which alone
can deliver his mind from all thralldoiDll, and malte him master of the
material world. The Neophyte, in darkn6811 and with trembling&. knocks
at the portals of the Lodge, and demands ~ion, inafr~:tctioD;, ~d
li~ht. 8o man, hom ignorant, and helpleas, and blind, yet feeling stirring
Within him unappeasable longings for knowledge, knocks nt the doolll o~
the temple of 11e1ence. He interrogates Nature, demands her secrets, and
&t lengt.h becom'la the proud t>OlllleSSOr of her mysteries.
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who know how to be, at the same time, thorough and
courteous. An examination may be carelesR and inefficient
through an excess of modesty on the part of the examining
officer, or it may be needlessl1 rigid and pedantic. Both of
these extremes should be avmded.
INNOVATIONS. These ca.n never be permitted in Freemasonry. As it was in the beginning, so it is now, and so it
must forever remain. This is particularly true of symbolic Masonry. It has resisted all attempts of reformers, as
these innovato:;l'l style themselves, to ood to, or take from,
or introduce, changes. The high degrees are developments
of the first three, and complete the fabric in all its beauty.
Among the innovators who, in the last age, attempted to
change the character of the Masonic rites, Cagliostro and
the Chevalier Ramsa.y were the chief. But their efforts were
unavailing, and their inventions soon forgotten.
LN. R L, i e., Jesus Nazarenus Rex Iuda!Q1'Um. Jesus of
Nazareth, King of the Jews, the inscription which was placed
upon the cross of the Savior. In the Philosophical Lodge
they represent Fire, Salt, SUlphur, and Mercury. In the
system of the Rosicrucians they had a similar use : " Igne
Naturs Renovalur Integra"-" by fire nature is perfectly
renewt:d." This idea is also found in the degree of" Knights
Adepts of the Eagle or the Sun."
INTENDANT OF THE BUILDING, sometimes called
:MAsTER IN IsRAEL. The 8th degree in the Ancient and
AcceJ.>ted rite. The body is called a. Lodge, and its decorations are crimson; the room is lighted with 27 lights,
arranged in three groups of 9 each, and each group
forming a tri.ple triangle; on the altar are 5 other lights.
The Master 1s styled Thrice Potent, and represents King
Solomon. This degree was instituted to supply the loss of
the chief architect of the temple.
INTIMATE SECRETARY. The 6th degree of the Ancient
and Accepted rite. The place in which the Lodge is held
represents the audience chamber of King Solomon. It is
hung with black, strewed with white tears. There are but
three officers, who represent King Solomon, King Hiram,
and a Captain of the Guards. The ceremony and legend
are intended to preserve the remembrance of an instance of
unlawful curiosity, the due punishment of the offender boing
averted only in consideration of his previous fidelity. . The
degree also teaches that Masons should cultivate the virtues
of Silence, Justice, Humanity, and Sccreey; and that in the
execution of justice they should not be unmindful of mercy.
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miSH DEGREES. These degrees appeared in France
between the years 1730-40. They had a political element.
aDd were intended to aid the Pretender in his efforts to
reS'IPn the English throne. There were three degrees: Irish
Master, Perfect Irish Master, and PuiBBIW.t Irish Master.
ISIAC TABLE. A monument of ancient Egypt, on which
is represented the worship of the goddess Isis, with he..
ceremonies and mysteries. It is a square table of copper.
covered with silver mosaic~ s~lfully ~aid. ~e p~ncip:...o
figure of the central group 1l'l Is1s. This table 18 Bald to bt.
now in the royal museum at Turin.
.

.

ISIS. The chief goddess in the Egyptian mysteries, the
symbol of nature, and mother and nurse of a.ll thing&
Diodorus says that Osiris, Isis, Typhon, .Apollo and VenWI
were the children of Jupiter and Juno. Owis, who ·
identica.l with the Dionysus (Bacchus) of the
Greeks, married Isis, the moon, and they both
made the improvement of society their especia.l
care. Men were no longer butchered, after
Isis hnd discovered the va.lun.ble qualities of
wheat and barley, and Osiris hnd taught how
to prepare them. Isis and Osiris were undoubtedly persons superior in mind and intelligence to the age in which they lived, who
organized society, and contributed lar~ely to
the improvement of mankind, on wh1ch account the gratitude of after ages elevated uu ..urD •oaliL
them to the rank of gods. Her priests were bound to
observe perpetual chastity. Her festivals were celebrated in
a.ll parts of Egypt, Greece and Rome. In her terrestrial
character, she wears upon her head the throne which represents her name ; in her celestial, the disc and homs, or
ta.ll plumes, and nursing Horus. The mysteries of Isis are
jnteresting to Masons, as being the foundation of those of
the Sidonian builders, or Dionysian architects, which have
contributed so many elements to the Masonic rites.
IVORY KEY. .A. symbol in the Philosophical Lodge, or degree of Knights
Adept of the Eagle or the Sun. It teaches
thnt one should exercise due caution in
opening hilil heart, and expressing his
opinions."' The Ivory Key, with the letter
Z on the wards, in black, is the jewel of
the degree of Secret Master, Ancient and
Accepted rite.

.
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J.
.JACIDN, (,:lM"'). The name of one of the bn.zen pilll\l'lll
placed at the porch of Solomon's Temple. It signifius, "ht
t'luU strengthens," or "toill establish." The other pill&r was
called BoAZ, (Tl1:l), "in strength"-the two words signifying
"in strength shall this my house. be estf]blished." *
JEHOVAH <mM"). The name of God, ineffable and
mysterious, which God declared to Moses, from the burning
bush on Mount Horeb. Its 1mcient pronunciation was
Yahveh; its melming is Hz IS, the same as I AM, the person
only being changed. In reply to the request of MoRes that
God would reveal to him his name, "God said unto Moses,
I AM THAT I ur."-Ex. m. 14. Thus it denotes the selfexistence, independence, immutability, and infinite fullne88
• "Stieglitz, in his work • On Ancienl G~an Archihclure,' gives au
illustration of two celebrated pillars, as they are now standing in the
cathedral of Wurzburg, one of the oldest cities of GermiUly, and formerly
capital of Franconia. He dates them from
_
the time of the construction of the old
cathedral, in 1042, by the Fraternity of
Steinmetzen, the peculiiU' form and orna.
mentation of the capitals and bnses being
r.c=s~•
characteristic of the architecture of that
period. '!'hey were originRlly situated, like
the brazen columns of Solomon's Temple,
on either side of the porch-Jachin on the
right, and 1JOIU on the left; but at the
present time they are placed in an inverse
position, within the body of the eo.thedral,
not far from the main entrance, on either side
of a Gothic door-way, leading to a small
vaulted chamber. He so.ys, that •theywere
intended to bear a symbolic reference to
the Fraternity, which reference is reveRled
to the initiated in their peculiar provortions,
in the ingenious construction and combination of the shl\fts and capitals, as well as
~~~~~ by the names sculptured on the abolcus.'
Demewitz, disagreeing with Stieglitz in his
explanation of the symbolism of these pil"ri~-.....::~:!II__J~ lam, says, that • the artist intended J>y ~em f-l'""""~~
to represent God and man.' Boaz lR tripartite, and yet constitutes but one whole (Trinity); the centml portion
of the shaft reenters within itself (God without IJtginning or end).
Jachin consists of only two actuRl parts, Body and Soul, which are united
by a mysterious entwined bond or tie. The interior of thl'll6 pillars is
invisible. The inner man is likewise invisible- unfathomable. The
lower portion of the shaft rises from the earth, and again returns thither;
(so shall the dust return to the tarth Mit tca.~;J while the upper portion
returns again within itself, and is bound with an endless band (thd spirit,
being also without beginning or end, tcaUs hopefuUy for iLt union U"UI& lht
euerlasli11g spirits above; it embraoea eternity, and is by it ~J."8DmBBBNDB, BJ8I. qf Ma.80f&f'JJ.
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ef the divine Being. It never ha.s the article bnfore it, nor
is it found in the plural form. The Jews, with a deep
reverence for the Deity, never pronounce this nn.me; and
whenever it occurs in the Hebrew Scriptures, they substitute
for it, in reading, the word AooNAI, Lord, or ELoHDJ, God.
That Jehovah is specifically the God of the Hebrews is clear
from the fact, that the heathen deities never receiYc this
name; they are always spoken of as Elohim, Moreover, the
nltars, the sacrifices, the festivals, the tabernacle, the temple,
the priesthood and the prophets, all belong emphatically to
Jehovah. The word is sometimes called the TETRAORAIDIATON,
(from the Greek tetra, four, and gramma, letter,) as it was
among some ancient nations, the mystic number four, which
wa.s often symbolized to represent the Deity, whose name
was expressed in sevcrnl languages by four letters. The
investigation of this subject is exceedingly interesting tc
Hoynl Arch Ma.sons.

JEPHTHAH'S DAUGHTER. The name of thefirstdegree
of the Order of the Eastern Star, or American Adoptive
rite. It illustrates in a beautiful and impressive manner,
the ready obedien~e of a child to the obligations of the
rarent; of the sacredness of a soleii;ln vo'V! or prom_ise, a~d,
lit the same time the great care, dehbcrat10n and discretion
with which it sh~uld be formed and offered. Its symbo:!i..!al
color is blue. There is a touching and thrilling interest in
the history of Jephthnh's daugh!-er. Tho Scri~tures give a
eimple statement of facts and cl.l"cumstanccs, w1thout orna·
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mentor impassioned comments, and the narrative ~xeites
the deepest attention. The question has often been propounded, What was the precise nature of Jephthah's vow 1
Amidst all the uncertainty which may attend the interpre·tation of this question, there_ is enough to stamp characte1·
upon it, and to invest it with peculiar interest. Important
moral and spiritual lessons are involved in it. Painful &f. ii!
the impression produced by the thought of the young,
lovely, and only daughter sacrificed at the hands of h~r
father in the fulfillment of a rash and unlawfol vow, yet,
nnder that impression, relief is at once afforded as we sympathize with the spirit and mark the conduct of the destined
victim, and we acknowledge Jephthah's daughter-the beautiful Adah..-a.s one of the illustrious heroines of Scripture,
in the most appropriate sense of the term. -The incidents
of the degree are recorded in the book of Judges, chap. xz.
JERUSALEM. Habitation or foundaJifm of peace. The most
famous and important city of Palestine. The old traditions
and natural prepossessions both of Jews and Christian11
connect it with that Salem of which Melchizedek was king.
It is situated on elevated ground south of the center of the
country, about 37 miles from the ~editerrnncnn, and about
24 from the Jordan. About a century after its foundation,
it was captured by the Jebusites, who extended the walls,
and constructed o. castle, or citadel, on Mount Zion. By
them it was called Jehus. In t.he conquest of Canaan,
Joshua put to death its king, Adonizedek, 'and obtainotl
poS<J<~'lf>ion of the town, which was jointly inhabited by Jews
n.ud Jebusites until the reign of David, who expelled tho
latter, and mn.de it the capital of his kingdom, under the~
name of Jehus-Salem, or Jerusalem. Its highest historicn.l
iniportancedates from the time of David, who transported to
• it the ark of the covenant, and built in it an altar to tho
Lord. The building of the temple by King Solomon wo.s
the consummation of the dignity and holiness of J ormmlem,
which was further enlarged, strengthened and beautified by
this king and by his successors. After the death of Sol~mon
(B.c. 975), it suffered a diminution of political importance
through the revolt and secession of the ten tribes. It Wll.fil
pillaged (B. o. 972), by Shishak, king of Egypt, and by
Athaliah (B. o. 884:), and finally (B. o. 5~8), it was taken, after
a siege of three year111, by Nebuchndnezzo.r, who razed its
walls, and destroyed the temple and palaces, and carried all
the holy vessels of the temple, together With thonan.nds of
captives, to Babylon. Having been rebuilt after the Captivity
(B. c. 536), it wo.s again taken and pillaged under Ptolemy
Lagos (B. c. 320), and under Antiochns Epiphnnes (n. o. Hil)
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Pompey took the city (B. c. 63), put 12,000 of the inhabitant.
to the sword, ancl rnzed the walls to the ground, sparing, at
the same time, the treasures of the sanctuary. A few years
later (B.c. 51) it was pillaged by Crassns; and from these
beginnings date the continued series of Roman aggressions,
which te.nninatcd in the complete destruction of the .city
and dispersion of the Jewish race, under Vespasian and
Titus, A. D. 70.
JERUSALEM, HEAVENLY. The City of God. In several of
the higher degrees the Heavenll Jerusalem is frequently
alluded to, and occupies a promment place. In the fifth
section of the 2d degree of the Rite of Herodem the Thersata
says: "Brothers, may we all, whether present or absent, so
labor that we sho.ll come at last to Mount Zion, to the city
of the living God; the Heavenly JerU80lem. * * * *, where
the sun shall set no more, nor the moon deprive us of her
~ht, and where the days of our affliction, and the fatigues
of our pilgrimage shall find an end." This celestia.l city is
also referred to in the 19th degree of the Ancient and
Accepted rite.
JERUSALEl\I, NEW. Some professors of the doctrine of
Swedenborg formed o.· society in London under this name,
having relations with o. mystico.l-ml\,"'lletica.l-spiritual brotherhood, in Stockholm. It had some Masonic symbols, and its
spirit is seen in some of the degrees of the Swedish rite.
JESUITS, OnDER or. This celebrated society was founded
in 1534, by Iguntins Loyoln, n Spaniard of ardent imagination
and enrnest spirit, nnd wns confirmed by Pius m. in 1540.
There can be bnt little doubt that he intended it to be a
mystical nnd contemplnti'"c ns.<wcin.tion, resembling, in many
things, the collc~es of Egyptian priests; and the original
objects of the Order, ns llromulgated by Loyola, were
certainly entitled to respect. To defend and propagate
the faith, to edncnte the young, to assist each other, to
renounce tho honors of the world, and ecclesiastical dignities; such was the basis upon which was erected a fabric
tho.t destroyed itself as soon o.s it lost sight of its first ideo.l,
and ceased to be what it promised at the commencement of
its career. The Jesuits appear to have taken the Egyptian
priests for their model. Like them, they were the conservators and interpreters of religion. The vows, they
pronounced, botmd them to their company, as indissolubly
as the interest and politics of the Egyptian priests fixed them
in the sacred college of 1\lemphis. Like those ancient
pri!'8ts, they aubjected all who o.spired to membership in tho
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Order to the severest trials; like them, they Rent forth
missionaries to propagate and interpret the faith; they were
the counselors of princes, and the educators of statesmen.
But the Order lost its power, and received the condemnation
of the world as soon as it became the a.lly of despots and
made a. traffic of the rights of man. After the Order of Jesus
had fa.llen from its high estate, and became merely a secret
society of politica.l agitators and intriguers, some ardent and
enthusiastic men conceived the fdeo. of superseding it by o.
new Order that should retain all the good of the old, and
be better adapted to the circumstances of modern times, and
the wanbJ of modern socie~. The Society of the illuminati
and that of the Rosecrumans were formed with this aim
and purpose. The adepts of the illuminati were governed
by rules nearly identica.l with those of the Jesuits, and the
whole machinery of the two orders was constructed after the
same idea.
JEWELS. Every Lodge is furnished, symbolica.lly, with
six jewels; three movable and three immovable. The three
immovable jewels are the square, level, and plumb; they are
so-caJled because they are the permanent and unchangeable
jewels of the Lodge, and can never be taken or removed
from their proper places. They belong, permanently and
immovably, to the three principal offices and chairs. The
movable jewels are the rough ashlar, the perfect ashlar, and
the trestle-board. Jewels are the no.mes applied to the
emblems worn by the officers of Masonic bodies as distinctive
~es of their offices. For the purpose of reference, the
jewels used by the several Masonic bodies most popular in
the United States are herewith described:
Marshal wears CJ'088-batona.

SYHBOJ.IC LODGE.

OrRani8t

01'1111.~

•• J
"
GRAND J.ODGE.

!:"ro.

Put Mast. wears a compass, opened Tyler
on a quarter circle, sun in center.
o•

'l'hla j'1W81 JDa7 be cl llilver or gold, or
ol llilvor and 8old.

0. GOLD

Master weara a square:
8. War.
"
level
J. War.
u
plumb.
1'reaeurer " cross-keys.
Beoretary " cross-pens.

Past Grand Mast. wears a compasR,

8. Deaoon

"

J. Dcacon

•

Stewards

Mast. of Cer."
Chaplain
"

iaq= :!in tb~
00

center.
square and compass,quar.moon
m the center.
cornucopia.
cross-swords.
open llible.

TaLLOW llft.U. (11U8penckld

within a clrde).

opened on quarter circle, triangle
in the center.
compass, opened
G. Mast. wears a { on aquar.circle,
sun in center.
Dep.G.Mast." square.
8. G. War. " leveL

J . G. War.
G. Treas.
G. Sec.
G. Chaplain
G. Marshal

"
"

plumb.
cross-key..
croli8-pens.
"
open Bible.
" J scroll and nord
l crol88d.
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G. Std. B. wears a banner.
G. Sword B. " straight ~ord.
G. Stewards " cornucop~a.
dove, bearing olive
G. Deacon
branch.
sword and trum't
G. Parauiv.
crossed.
G. 'l)'ler
c.ross-swords.

j

..

ROYAl, ARCH CHAPTERS.
H. P. wean a miter.
le.el, surmounted
Xing
by a crown.
plumb, surmountScribe
ed by a turban.
triangular plate,
inscribed with a
Capt. of Host"
soldier.
triangular plate,
inscribed with a
Prine. Sojr. "
pil . .
B.A. Captain .. SW<?~th signet

..

..

..
..

llast.ofVails"
Treasurer
Secretary
Chaplain
Sentinel

rmnt_

BWO

cross-keys.
cross-J.llins.
open ible.
cross-swords.

AU the aboYe jewela ror Grand or Subor4lDa&e Ch&p&era are or yellow malal, and
Rlpellded within Ul equlla&eral tri&IJ81o.

ROYAL AND SEI.ECT MASTEUS.
G. Mast. wears 8 trowel and square.
Hir. or ~e .. trowel tmd level.
C'dr.of"i ks." trowel and plnmb.
trowel and crossTre&ll11rer
keys.
trowel
and cross"
Becorder
pens.
Capt. of Grd." trowel and bat. ax.

"j

Cond'r. wears a { trowel, with serot\
and baton.
"
trowel.and sword.

Sentinel

Of yellow metal, and auopended within 1.11
equilateral trlang1e.
COlnU~DlRY OF KNIGHTS TEllPT.Alt.
Eni't Commander weam a pMSion
cross! with rays of light at the
croMmgs.
surmounted
Gen'simo wears ~e.,
ypMchallamb.
level, IIUJ'IIlountcd
Capt. Gen.
b~ 8 cock.
trip e ~glewith
a pass10n cro88
Prelate
in each.
hollow
square and
Sen. War.
sword.
eagle and fiaming
Jnn. War.
sword.
cross-keys.
Treasurer
cross-pens.
RecordEJr
plnmb, surmountStand. B.
ed by a banner.
triangle tmd crossSword B.
"
swords.
square plate, with
Warder
trumpet and
cross-swords.
sqnare plate, with
Guards
battle-ax.
Sentinel
sword.
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The jewele ror Orand Commander;r are
tho oame, oncloll<'d within a circle, and
all or yellow metal.
A descri~tion of the lcwels be-

longing tot e Ancient an Accepted
rite may be found att8C.'hed to the
W\Dle of each degree, reapecti\'ely,
in this work.

JOABERT. The companion of Solomon and Hiram. Tho
name appears in several of the high degrees in conuecti0n
with the above-mentioned illustrious Masons.
JOACHIM, ORnER oF ST. An offspring of the Order of true
and perfect friendship of St. Jonathan. It was composed of
Knights and ladies, ~d, in 1804, had its seat in B:1mberg.
Ono of the vows of tho members required them to believe
in the Trinity and avoid waltzing.
• JOHANNITE MASONRY. The lodges of symbolical
Masonry which were formerly dedicated to King Solomon
are now dedicawd to St. John the Baptist and St. John
the Evangelist. Hence the first three degrees are calleu

Jolu~nuite 1\la.~onry,
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JOPPA. One of the most ancient seaports in.th.r world;
on the Mediterranean sea, about 35 miles north-west of
Jernsalem. Here the materials for building the first and
second temples, sent
from Lebanon, Tyre
and other places, were
landed, and conveyed
to J erusa.lem. Its harbor_is shoal and unprotected from the winds;
but on account of its
convenience to Jerusalem, it became the
principal port of Judea, and is still the
great landing-place of pilgrims and travelers to the Holy
Land. · The place is now called J aft'a. The peculiarly hilly
and even precipitous character of Joppa is preserved in the
traditions of the degree of Mark Master, and a benevolent
moral deduced, in accordance with the entire instructions
of the grade.
JUDAH. The fourth son of the patriarch Jacob, whose
descendants became the most distinguished of the twelve
tribes. On account of this the whole of Palestine is sometimes called Judea, or the land of Judah. The device on
the banner of this tribe was a lion. It appears in the
&ymbolism of Freemasonry.
JUDAH AND BENJAMIN. Of the twelve tribes of Israel,
which were carried awa-, captive by Nebuchad.nezzar, only
two (Judah and Benjamm) ever returned to Palestine, No
traces of the lost tribes have ever been found.

K.
KADOSH. A Hebrew word, signifying holy, conse-eratecl,
lleJXlrakd; the designation of the 30th degree of the Ancient
and Accepted· rite, or Knight of the White and Black Eagle.
LSee KmoHT or K.wosu.] There are several degrees bearing
this name, but they all seem to be allied to the Knights
Templa.r system. In the history of the high degrees we
find: 1. The Knight Kadosh; 2. Kadosh of the Chapter of
Clermont; 3. Philosophical Kadosh; 4. Kadosh Prince of
Death; 5. Kadosh of the Scottish rite. It is also the name
of the loth degree of . Martin's system ; the 24th of the
Council of Emperors of the East and West; 9th of the Scotch
Philosophical rite, and 6Gth of the system of Misraim.
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KALAND, B.BOTREBS oF. A lay brotherhood which originated in Germany in the thirteenth century. The name is
derived from the Latin word lcalend<B, which, among the
ancient Romans, designated the first day of the month. On
this dn.y the brethren assembled to pray for their deceased
friends, and to• meditate and discuss religious, morn.l, and
pbilosophico.l subjects. The meeting was clo&ed with the
agape, or Table-lodge.
Kn..WINNING. A small town in Scotland, of no importance or intluence, but which fills a large place in Masonic
history, although it is doubtful whether tho greater portion
of the Masonic events said to have transpired there ever
existed, except in the regions of the imagination. AB Kilwinning, however, was the seat of a monastery, founded in
1140, it is not unlikely that a Lodge of Masone might have
been orFized there at that time; although there o.re no
authentic records existing showing this to be the fact.
Thory-Acta Latamorum--says that: "Robert Bruce, King
of Scotlo.nd, under the title of Robert L, created the Order
of St. Andrew of Chardon, after the battle of Bannockburn,
which was fought June 24, 1314. To this Order was afterward
united that of Heroden, for the sake of the Scotch Masons,
who formed a part of the thirty thousand troops with whom
be had fought an army of one hundred thousand Englishmen. King Robert reserved the title of Grand Master to
himself and his successors forever, and founded the Roynl
Grand Lodge of Herodem at Kilwinning." The whole
subject of the connection of Kilwinning with the history of
Freemasonry is involved in great obscurity; but it is generally
believed by Masons that the first Lodge in Scotlo.nd was
opened at Kilwinning at the time of the building of the
abbey. (Bee JbBoDEH.J
KING. In the Chapter of Royal Arch Masons, he is the
aeoond officer, and represents Zerubbabel, governor of Judea,
and a lineal descendant of the royal race of lting David. In
the Lodge of Mark, Past and Most Excellent Masters, the
King acts as Senior Warden.
KING OF THE SANCTUARY. An honorary or side
degree. A Mason can only receive this degree from five
Masters of Lodges, who have each served a year in that
office without interruption. No King of the Sanctuary can
confer this degree, until after the expiration of nine years
from the time of receiving it, nnless he who presided at his
reception knowing him to be the only person in po1111ession
of the 4legree, in the place where he resideo, relieves llim of
Uris restriction before finally parting with him permanently;
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anti this is moreover to be done in the presence of thoso who
assisted at his reception.
KNIGHT. 1. A young servant, or follower; a military
attendant; 2. A young man when admitted to the privilege
of bearing arms; hence one of a certain chivalric or feudal
rank; a champion; 3. One on whom knighthood is conferred by the sovereign or authorized military power, or,
masonica.lly, within the body of a just and legally constituted
Com.mandery of Knights Templar, entitling the recipient to
be addressed as Sir Knight.
KNIGHTHOOD, MAsomo. There is much dift'erence of
opinion as to the origin of this branch of the Masonic Institution, and without attempting to show that the form of
conferring the order is identical with that of the gallant
and devoted soldier-monks of the Crusades, it cannot be
controverted that their Institution possessed some features
of similarity to Freemasonry. The connection between the
Knights Templa.r and the Masonic Institution has been
repeatedly asserted by the friends and enemies of both.
Bro. Lawrie says: "We know the Knights Templar not only
possessed the mysteries, but performed the ceremonies, and
inculcated the duties of Freemasons;" and he attributes the
dissolution of the Order to the discovery of their being
Freemasons. and assembling in secret to practice the rites of
the Order. He endeavors to show that they were initiated
into the Order by the Druses, a Syrian Fraternity which
existed at that date, and indeed now continues. In a French
MS. ritual of about 1780, in the degree of Black and White
Eagle (30th), the transmission of Freemasonry by the
Templars is most positively asserted. The history of the
Templo.rs and their persecution is minutely described in the
closing address, and the Grand Commander adds: "This is,
my illustrious brother, how and by whom Masonry is derived
and has been transmitted to us. You are now a Knight
Templar, and on a level with them." The Order of the
Temple, in the twelfth century, was divided into three
classes : Knights, Priests, and Serving Brethren. Every
candidate for admission into the first class must have
received the honor of knighthood in due form, and according
to the laws of chivalry, o.nd consequently the Knights Templar were all men of noble birth. The second class, or the
Priests, were not originally a part of the Order, but by the
bull of Pope Alexander, kaown as the bull omne dat1tm
optimum, il was ordained that they might be admitted,
to enable the Knights more commodiously to hear divine
&er ""ee, and to receive the sacraments. Serving Brothers,
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like the Priests, were·not a part of the primitive institution.
Th~y owed their existence to the increasing prosperity and
luxury of the Order. . Over this society, thus constituted, was
placed a presiding officer," with the title of Grand Master.
His power, though great, was limited. He was in wa.r the
commander-in-chif'f of all the forces of the Temple. In his
hands wos placed the whole patronage of the Order, and as
the viceberent of the Pope, he was the spiritual head and
bishop of all the clergy belonging to the society. He was,
however, much controlled and guided by the chapter, without· whose consent he was never permitted to draw out or
expend the money of the Order. The Grand Master resided
originally at Jerusalem; afterward, when that city was lost,
at Acre, and finally at Cyprus. His duty always required
him to be in the Holy Land; he, consequently, never resided
in Europe. He was elected for life from among the Knight~~:
in the following manner: On the death of the Grand Master,
a Grand Prior wa.a chosen to administer the affairs of the
Order until a. successor could be elected. When the day,
which had been appointed for the election, ~ved, the
chapter usually assembled at the chief -seat of the Order;
three or more of the most esteemed Knights were then
proposed, the Grand Prior collected the votes, and he who
had received the greatest number wa& nominated to be the
electing Prior. An Assistant was then associated with him
in the person of another Kni~ht. · These two remained all
night in the chapel, engaged m prayer. In the morning,
they chose two others, and these four, two more, and so on
until the number of twelve (that of the Apostles) had been
selected. The twelve then selected a chaplain. The thirteen
then proceeded to vote for a. Grand :rtbster, who was elected
by a majority of votes. When the election was completed,
it was announced b the assembled brethren, and when all
had promised obedience, the Prior, if tho person was present,
said to him: "In the name of God ~-Father, the Son, and
the Holy Ghost, we have chosen, and do choose thee, Bro. N.,
to be our Master." Then, turning to the brethren, he said:
"Beloved sirs a.ntl brethren, give thanks unto God, behold
here our Master." The mode of reception into the Order
is described to have been exceedingly solemn. A novitiate
was enjoined by the canons, thou~h practically it was in
general dispensed with. The candidate was received in a
chapter assembled in the chapel of the Order, all strangers
being rigorously excluded. The Preceptor opened tho business with an address to those present, demanding if thc.v
knew any juat cause or impediment why the candidate shoul,I
not be admitted. If no ob~ection was made, the ca.ndidato
was conducted into an adJacent chamber, where two or
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tbrH of the Knights, placing before hie view the rigor and
austerities of the order, demanded if he still persisted in
entering it. If he persisted, he was asked if he wa." married
or betrothed, had made a vow in any other order, if he owed
more than he could pay, if he was of sound body, without
any secret infirmity, and free? If his answers proved
satisfactory, they left him and returned to the chapter, and
the Preceptor again asked, if any one had anything to say
against his being received. If all were silent, he asked if
«.hey were willing to receive him. On their assen~, the
oandidate was led in by the Knights who had questioned
him, and who now instructed hiri:J. in the mode of asking
admission. He advanced, and kneeling before the Preceptor,
with folded hands, said: "Sir, I am come before God, and
before you and the brethren; and I pray and beseech you,
for the sake of God, and our sweet Lady, to receive me
into your society and the good works of the order, as
one who, all his life long, will be the servant and slave
of the order." The Preceptor then inquired of him if he
had well considered all the trials and difficulties which
awaited him in the order, adjured him on the lloly Evan. gelists to speak the truth, and then put to him the question
which had already been put to him in the preparation-room,
further inquiring if he was a Knight, !md the son of a
Knight and ~entlewoman, and if he WBS a priest. He
then asked him the following questions: "Do you promise
to God, and Mary, our dear Lady,· obedience, as long as
you live, to the Master of the Temple, and the Prior who
shall be set over you? do you promise chastity of the body?
do you further promise a strict compliance with the laudable
eustoms and usages of the order now ip. force, and such
as the Master and Knights may hereafter add? will you
fight for and defend, with all your might, the Holy Land
of Jerusalem, and never quit the order but with the consent
of the MBBter and Chapter? and lastly, do you agree that
1ou never will see a Christian unjustly deprived of his
inheritance, nor be aiding in such a deed?" The answers
to all these questions being in the affirmative, the Preceptor
then said: "In the name of God, and of :Uary, our dear
Lady, and in the name of St. Peter of Rome, and our
Father the Pope, and in the name of all the brethren of
the Temple, we receive you to all the good works of the
order, which have been performed from the beginning, and
will be performed to the end, you, your father, your mother,
and all those of your family whom you let participate
therein. So you, in like manner, receive us to all the good
worb which you havo performed and will perform. W~t
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assure you of hrend and water, the poor clothing of the
order, and labor and toil enow." The Preceptor then
took tho white mantle, with ita ruddy cross, placed it about
his neck, and bound it fii.Bt. The Chaplain repeated the
133d Psalm: "Behold, how good and how pleasant it is
for brethren to dwell together in unity I" and the prayer
of the Holy Spirit, "Deus qui corda fidelium;" each brother
said a pater, and the Preceptor and Chaplain kissed the
candidate. He then placed himself at the feet of the
Preceptor, who exhorted him to peace and charity, to
chii.Btity, obedience, humility, and piety, and so the ceremony
WII.B ended. The secret mysteries of the Templars, most of
the historians say, were celebrated on Good Friday; av.d
what those mysteries were, we discover from those who still
carry them on ad their successors-the order 11.8 kept up in
France and other countries on the continent-not the Masonic
institution. They are accustomed in these secret rites to act
over the events which took place on Thursday, Friday and
Se.tnrday of the Holy Week, and then solemnize with great
pomp the resurrection of Christ. One writer, Rosetti, distinctly asserts that the TempliU'S were a branch of the Masonic
institution, whose great object in that age was the overthrow
of the papa.! tyranny, and the monstrous fabric it had erected
of idolatry, superstition, and impiety; and hence he traces
the determination of the Pope to crush, at a.ll hazards, the
order of the Temple, with all ita daring innovations. Though
there is a great probability, if not a certainty, that Masonry
was a leading feature in tho Templar institution, we are
inclined to believe that the mysteries of the craft were ·the
only secrets of their practice. The wonderful architectural
and engineering works which, both in Asia and Europe, were
constructed under the direction of the Templars and Hospitallers-more partic\llarly the former-are, it seems to us,
very striking evidence of the MII.Bonic origin of the Knights.
Gervii.Be of Canterbury, who wrote in tho twelfth century,
speaks of both French and English artificers, skillful to work
in stone and in wood, who traveled in guilds or societies, for tho
purpose of proffering their services wherever the architect's
and builder's art required to be exercised. These wet·c the
only men who possessed the requisite knowledge, and from
their ranks kings and princes frequently impressed by violence
workmen whom they required to construct their palaces or
fortresses. They were the operative Freemasons, to whose
anrpassi.ng skill and knowledge of the laws of beauty
and just proportion we are indebted for the magnificent
cathedrals which adorn many parts of Europe. They met
in Lodges close tiled from the vulgar gaze, and pursued the
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prat,otice of their mystic rites under the 8Biletion of the throne
and the church. The traveling bodies of Freemasons, which
we have mentioned, consisted of brethren well skilled in.
every branch of knowledge; among their ranks were many
learned ecclesiastics, whose names survive to the present
da.y in the magnificent edifices which they assisted to erect.
The Knights of the Temple, themselves a body of military
monks, partaking both of tho character of soldiers and
priests, preserved in their Order a rank exclusively clerical.
the individuals belonging to which took no part in warfare,
who were skilled in letters, and devoted themselves to the
civil and religious affairs of tho Order; they wore tho historians of the period, and we know that o.ll tho learning of
the time was in their keeping, in common with the other
ecclesiastics of their do.y. From the best information we nro
po88essed of regarding the Order, we believe there can ho
little doubt that these learned clerks introduced the wholf.'
fabric of Croft Masonry into the system of knighthood, nnd
that not only was the speculative branch of tho scit-nco by
them incorporo.ted with the lo.ws and organization of the
Knights, but to their operative skill were the Templo.rs
indebted for their triumphs in architecture and fortification.
We have shown that the early Freemasons were the architects
of o.ll structures above the hovels of the peasantry; and we
have endeavored to trace to Masonic influence the eminence
attained in structuro.l science by the various knightly
orders. In our opinion, there is little room to doubt
that the practice of Masonry soon became a prominent
feature of the Order, and that Mo.sonic secrets alone were
the far-famed mysteries of tho Templars. As it is evident
that these pursuits would not in tho eyes of the world appear
to further the original objects of the chivalric orders, we
cannot be surprised that the knights made no profession of
their Masonic studies; perhaps, oven at that remote period,
there was a well-grounded fear of the animosity which has
been since so fearfully developed in the church of Rome
against all secret societies. That power has ever trembled
at the progre88 of liberality and science, knowing full well
that in prorrtion as the intellect of man is strengthened by
freedom o thought, her UUluence, founded upon blind
superstition and puerile credulity, must graduo.lll disa.ppear
from the earth. In. illustration of the alarm o the po.pa.l
church at societies of this kind, we will refer, though no1;
strictly belonhring to our subject, to the Academy of Secrets,
established in Italy in the sixteenth century, by Baptista
Porta, for the advancement of science. This association
was called I Secreti, and was accessible only to such as hacl
made SOIM new discovery (real or supposed) in physical
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acience. Porta did not content himself with this privsto
means of instruction and education; he also, to the utmost
of his power, promoted public academies, wherein were
taught the then recondite sciences of chemistry, optics, and
natural history. His voluminous works extended his fame,
and he was visited by the learned from all pa-rts of Europe.
Such a man, in that age, could not escape the notice and
preBSing attentions of the Holy Church. Writing, of course,
much that was perfectly incomprehensible to the itplorant
priests of the time, he was 8UlDJDoned to Rome to answer for
his conduct and opinions.

~GHT OF THE BRAZEN SERPENT. The 25ili
degree of the Ancient and Accepted rite. The history of
this degree is founded upon the events described in the Book
of Numbers J:XL ~9.* The body is styled the Council, and
represents the camp of the Israelites in the wilderness, after
the death of Aaron. The camp, standards, and tabernacle
with its court, are arranged as in the 23d and 24th degrees.
In the East is a transparency on which is painted o. cross, with
a serpent coiled round it and over the arms. The teaching and
moral of the degree is FAITH. The preRiding officer represents
Moses, and is styled "Most Puissant Leader." The candidate
is called "A Traveller." The hangings of the council are red

• "And the Lord sent :fiery serpents among the people, and they bit
the people; Rnd much people of Israel died. Therefore, the people came
to Moses, a.nd said, We have sinned, for we have apoken against tho
Lord, a.nd against thee; pray nnto the Lord, that he tl\ke away the serpents from us. And Moses prayed for the people. And the Lord said
unto Moses, make thee a :fiery serpent, R.Ild set it upon a pole: and it
Bhnll come to pMR, that every one that is bitten, when he looketh upon
it, shall live. And Moses made a serpent of bmBR, and put it upon a
pole, and it crune to pMs that if a se~ent had bitten any man, when he
beheld the serpent of braRS, he lived. ' Th~ ritual sayll that Moses, in
obedience to tho divine command, placed the brazen S'lrpt:nt upon the
tau, and every one who looked upon it was directed to pronounce the
word hatathi, "I have sinned;" and having done this, he Wad immediately

healed.
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r.nd blue. The jewel is & tau croll8, of fJOld, surmounted
by a circle-the Oru:& .A.nsata--round which a serpent is
entwined, Bt1Bpended by a red ribbon. The legend states
that this degree was fo'imded during the time of the crusades
in the Holy Land, as a military and monastic order, and gave
it the name it bears, in allusion to the healing and saving
virtues of the brazen serpent* among the lamelitea in the
wilderness-it be~ part of the obligation of the Knights
to receive and gratuitously nurse sick travelers, protect them
agaiMt the attacks of the infidels, and escort them safely
through Palestine.
KNIGHT OF THE CHRISTIAN MARK, .lim Gu.um o•
THJ& OoKar.&.v:& According to the traditions of this degree it
was first created at Rome by Pope A.leunder, for the defense
of his person and the Holy See. Circumstances, however,
occurred which rendered some changes neceBBIUY, and he
called on the worthy Knights of St. John to assist him, as
they were well known to be faithful and zealous followers of
the Lord. That no stranger should gain admission and
discover the secrets of this august assembly, the Order of
the Christian Mark was conferred on the members. The
motto of the Order is " Christus regnal, mncit, triumplwl,"
Christ reigns, conquers, and triumphs. "lle:I: regum, et
Dominus dominorum." King of kings, and Lord of lords.
The body is called a conclave. The officers are: 1. Invincible
~ht; 2. Senior Knight; 3. Junior Knight; 4. Six Grand
Ministers; 5. Recorder; 6. Treasurer; 7. Conductor; 8. Guard
The jewel is a triangular plate of gold with seven eyes
engraved on one side, and the letter G within a five-pointed
star on the other.
KNIGHT OF CONSTANTINE. This degree, sometimes,
but improperly, styled "Knight of Constantinople," is an
auxiliary or side degree; the legend thereof refers to the
time of Constantine Perphyrogenitus, who beco.me Emperor
A. D. 911.
It may be conferred on any Master Mason in
good standing, by any one who is legally in poBBession ol
it, with the aid of at least five other Master Masons who are
ali!IO Knights of the degree. The body is styled a Preceptory
and the presiding officer is called Preceptor.
• The brazen serpent which Moses set up was preaened aa a mem~l
of the miracle till ~e time of Hezekiah-more than 700 years-who, m
extirpating idolatry, "removed the hi~h places, and brake the images. and
eut down the grove~, and brake in purees the brazen se~nt that Moses
had made; for unttl those days the ohildren o.r Israel did bum in~nse
to it." ThiJ was a bold measure; for some kings, however dete~med
on the extirpation of idolatry, would have he11itstod at. tho destruction of
that which waaoerta.inly in itself an interesting memorial of a ren1arkable
maaifeetstion of tho power of Uod.
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KNIGHT OF THE EAST OR SWORD. The 15th degree
of the Ancient and Accepted rite. It refers to those valiant
Masons who, with trowels in hand and swords by their sides,
were ever ready to construct and defend the Holy City and
Sanctuary. It is founded on the circumstance of the assistance rendered by Darius to the Jews, who, liberated from
their captivity by Cyrus, had been prevented by their enemies from rebuilding the temple. This degree requires three
apartments, styled Hall of the West and Hall of the East.
between which must be an ante-chamber or passage, representing the road from J ernso.lem to Persia. The first
apartment represents the encampment of the Masons among
the ruins of Jerusalem. The hangings are crimson. The
room is lighted with 70 lights, disposed in groups of 7 each,
in commemoration of the 70 years captiVity. The second
apartment represents the council chamber of Cyrus, King
of Persia, and should be decorated according to the customs
of the Orientals. In the ante-room, separating the two
apartments, must be a solid bridge, resembling stone, with a
representation of running water under it. The jewel, of
gold, is three triangles, one within the other, diminishing in
size, and inclosing t\fo naked swords, crossed hilts downward, resting on the base of tho inner triangle. From
Scripture and tradition is derived the following legend of
this degree: The Knights of the East derive their origin
from the captivity, when the whole land was a "desolation
and an astonishment," and the nation did "serve the King of
Babylon seventy years." And when the seventy years were
accomplished, the Israelites were restored to liberty by
C~, in fulfillment of the prophecy of Jeremiah.
Cyrus
penmtted the Jews to return to Jerusalem for the purpose
af rebuilding the temple. and be caused all the holy vessels
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and ornaments which had been ct.rried away by Nebnzaradan
to "be restored, and brought ~ into the temple which
is at Jerusalem, every one to hlB place, and place them in
the boose of God" (Ezra VL 5). The king committed the
charge of the holy vessels, as well as of the returning captives,
to Sheshbazzar, the prince of Judah; this is the Babylonian
name of Zerubbabel, who was of the royal line of David.
When the Israelitish captives were assembled they numbered
42,860, exclusive of slaves and servants amounting to 7,337.
Thia traditional history relates that Zernbbabel, for tho protection of his people, armed 7,000 Masons, and placed them in
the van to repel such as should oppose their march to Judea.
Their march was unimpeded as far as the banks of the
Euphrates, where they found an anned force opposed to their
passage. A conflict ensued, and tho enemy WllH cut to pieces
or drowned at the passage of the bridge. Tho emblematic
color of the degree is in allusion to this circumstance. The
journey Occupied four months, and in seven days from their
arrival the work of restoring the temple was commenced.
The workmen were divided into classE~s, over each of which
a chief, with two assistants, was placed. Every degree of
each class was paid according to its rank, and each class had
its distinctive modes of recognition. The works had scarcely
commenced before the workmen were disturbed by the
neighboring Samaritans, who were determined to oppose the
reconstruction of the
edifice. Zerubbabel
therefore ordered, as
a measure of precaution, that the Masons
should work with a
sword in one hand
and a trowel in the
other, that they might
be able at any moment
to defend themsel vea
from the attacks of
their enemies. The
'DDIIOLDIDK.UOniRIILDDfoTJDiaooliDTDil'LL
second temple occupied about 20 years in its construction, and was consecrated in a like manner to that of the Temple of Solomon.
Those Mo.sons who constructed it were .created by Cyrus
Knights of the Eo.st, and hence the title of this degree. This
def?l"ee appears in both the French rites; in the Grand
Onent it is the 6th; in both it is termed Knight of the East.
The assembly i8 called a Council. Everything bears a
Hebrew character; there are the candlestick with seven
branches, the brazen 11160., and the table of shewbread, etc.
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The Chief of the Council is designated Sovereign, and represents Cyrus, King of Persia. Zerubbabel and two others
receive the authority from the King of Persia. to rebuild the
Holy City and Sanctuary.

---=---

KNIGHTS OF THE EAST AND WEST. The 17th degree
of the Ancient and Accepted rite. It is entirely philosophical, and makes no pretense in its history with Freemasonry.
Its origin dates back to the time of the crusades; that in
1118-the same year that the Order of the Temple was
• The Tracing-board of the degree is a heptagon within a circle, tJu1
upper portion forming a rainbow. At the =~lea of the hep~on, on the
outside, are the initials of the seven words wh1ch are o~ the capitals of the
eolamns; at the Mgles, on the inRide, are the initials of the seven words
which are on the bases of the columns. Near the center of the heptagon
is the figure of a man in a long white robe, with a golden girdle round
his waist, and standing on a section of the globe; hair and beard white
as snow; his right hand extended, holding seven stars surrounding the ., ;
his head enoircled by a glory emanating from a delta;" two-edged tlaming
IIWord in his mouth. Around him stand seven golden candlesticks, with
candles burning; and over each of theRe, one of the letters E. S. P. T. 8.
P. L., the initials of the names of the seven churches-Ephesus, SmyrnR,
PergiU!Ioa, Thyatria, Sardis, Philadelphia, Lo.odicea. The sun and moon
ve 1Wio depicted, ud the basin and chafing <iish.
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instituted-eleven Knights took the vows of aecreoy, friendahip, and discretion, between the hands of the Patriarch oj
Jerusalem. The Lodge-room is in the shape of a heptagon,
hung with crimson, sprinkled with stars of gold. In each
angle is a square column; on the capitals of which are the
initials, respectively, of the following words: Beauty, Divinity,
Wisdom, Power, Honor; Gl?ry, Foree; and on the bases of
these columns are the initials, re~vely, of the words
Friendship, Union, Resignation, Discretion, Fidelity, Prudence, and Temperance. On each column is a brillial't light.
Bodies of this degree are called Preceptories. Th& MMter is styled Venerable, and represents John the Baptist.
The jewel is a heptagonal medal of gold and silver. On one
side are engraved, at tho angles, the same letters as are
upon the square columns, with a star over each. In the
center of it on the same side, is a lamb, lying on a book with
seven seals; on the seals are, respectively, the same letters.
On the reverse side are two swords crosswise, points upward,
and the hilts resting on an even balance; in the corners are
the initials of the seven churches.
KNIGHT OF THE HOLY SEPULCHER. St. Helena,
daughter of Coylos, King of Great Britain, visited Jerusalem
in 296, in search of the cross and sepulcher of Christ.
Having been, as it is said, successful, she instituted thie
order in 302, which was eonfirmed by Pope Marcellinus in
304. The duties enjoined on the Knights were; 1. Feed the
Hungry; 2. Give drink to the thirsty; 3. Clothe the naked;
4. Visit and ransom captives; 5. :Q:arbor the homeless, and
give the widow and orphan where to lay their heads; 6. Visit
and relieve the sick; 7. Bury the dead.
KNIGHT KADOSH, OR KNIGHT OJ! THE WBITE AND BLACK
EAGLE. The 30th degree of.. the Ancient and Ac<'.epted rite.
There are several degrees known as Kadoshes. The French
rituals mention seven: 1. That of the Hebrews; 2. That of
the first Christians; 3. That of the Crusades; 4. That of the
TemplBl'll; 5. That of Cromwell, or the Puritans; 6. That of
the Jesuits; 7. The Grand Veritable :Kadosh, "apart from
every sect, free of all ambition, which opens its arms to all
men, and has no enemies other than vice, crime, fanaticism,
nnd superstition." Its ritual furnishes the history of the
destruction of the Templars by the united efforts of Philip
of France and Pope Clement V. In this degree, when there
is a reception, four apartments are used. In the first and
second apartments, the Lodge is termad Council; in the
third, Areopagus; in the fourth, the Senate. The presiding
_,fficer is styled Most lllustrious Grand Commander. The
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Jewel is a Teutonic cross, o.nd is thus described, in hel'IUdio
language: "A cross potent sable, charged with another cross
double potent o1·, surcharged with an escutcheon, bearing
the letters J. B. M. ; the principal cross surmounted by a
chief, azure seme of France." On the reverse, a skull transpierced by a poniard. The stated meetings of all councils
of Kadosh are held January 6; on Good Friday; on Ascension day, and on November 2, in each year. No one of these
is ever, on any account, to be omitted.·
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF THE DOVE. Intheyear
1784 a secret society of both sexes was framed on the mOdel
of Freemasonry; its meetings were held at Versailles under
the title of Chevaliers et Chevalieres de la Colombe. Its existence was of brief duration.
KNIGHTS OF MALTA. The Knights of St. John of
Jerusalem, afterward known as Knights of Rbodes, and
finally called Knights of Malta. This society was organized
as a military order about the year 1048, for the protection
of pilgrims who visited Jerusalem. They became eminent;
for their devotion to the cause of religion, their boundless
charity, and noble hospitality; rapidly increo.sed in numbers
and in wealth. After long ·and bloody contests with the
infidels they were finally driven from Palestine, when they
)ook possession of Cyprus, which they soon lost again, and
'hen established themselves on the island of Rhodes; at
1hich time ( 1309) they took the name of Knights of Rhodes.
'They held this island for a period of two hundred years,
when they were attacked by the Turks and driven from it.
After this disaster they successively retired to Castro, Measino, and other places, until, in 1o30, when the Emperor
Charles V. bestowed upon them the island of Malta, on the
condition of their defending it from the depredations of the
Turks and pirates who then infested the Mediterranean. At
this time they assumed the title of Knights of Malta, by which
name they have ever since been known. In 1565, the island
of Malta was besieged by Soliman II. and thirty thouso.nd
Turkish soldiers, on which occasion the Knights suffered
immense loss, from which they never entirely recovered.
After one of the most persistent and noble defenses known
in modem warfare, the brave Knights were overcome, the fori
of St. Elmo was taken, and the island was, for a time, in the
hands of the infidels. At length the promised succor came;
the viceroy of Sicily, with n. ltuge army, reached the island
m safety, the troops disembarked; and, though the Turks
atill possessed the advantage of numbers, a panic seized them,
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and they 1led. Joy and triumph sne«!eeded to danger and
dread. This may justly be regarded as the last great event
in the military history of the Order of St. John. The siege
1t'88 raised Sept. 8, 1565, and so late as the year 1784, at
Malta on that day, an annual proceiiBion was solemnly made
in memory of their deliverance. J nne 9, 1798, the island of
Malta was taken by the French, under Bonaparte. In the
same year the Knight& chose Paul 1., Emperor of Russia, as
Grond Master, who took them under his protection. Upon
the reduction of the island by the Englieh, in 1800, the chief
seat of the Order WBS transferred to Catania,in Sicily, whence
in 1826, it WBS removed by authority of the Pope to Ferrara.
The last public reception of the Order took place at Bonneburg in 1800, when Leopold, King of Belgium, Prince
Ernest, and several other noblemen were created Knight.
according to the long-established customs of the Order. The
88Bembly is called a Council. The officers are: 1. Commander; 2. Generalissimo; 3. Captain General; 4. Prelate;
5. Senior Warden; 6. Junior Warden; 7. Treo.surer; 8. Recorder; 9. First Grand; 10. Second Grand; 11. Standard
Bearer; 12. Warder; 13. Sentinel. The Order must be
conferred in an asylum of a legal Commandery of Knights
Templar, or i.tl a Council of the Order of Malta, regularly convened for the purpose, distinct from, and after, the Templar's
Order. The ancient ceremonies of reception were simple and
impreiiBive: "The novice wBS made to understand that he
was 'about to put off the old man, and to be regenerated;'
and having received absolution, was required to preseni
himself in a secular habit, without a girdle, in order to
appear perfectly free on entering into so sacred an engagement, and with a burning taper in his band, representing
chastity. He then received the holy communion, and afterward presented himself 'most respectfully before the person
who was to perform the ceremony, and requested to be
received into the company of Brothers, and into the- Holy
Order of the Hospital of Jerusalem.' The rnlea of the Order,
the obligations he WBS about to take npon himself, and the
duties that would be required of him being explained, he,
Rith great solemnity, vowed and promised 'to render henceforward, by the grace of God, perfect obedience to the
Superior placed over him by the choice of the Order, to livo
without personal property, and to preserve his chBStity.'
The brother who received him then said r.t.s follows: 'We
acknowledge you the servant of the poor and Rick, and as
having consecrated yourself to the service of the church.'
.To which he answered: •I acknowledge myself as such.' He
then kissed the book and returned it to the brother, who
received him, in token of pe:raonal obedience. He WBS theu
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invested with the mantle of the Order, in such a manner as
· that the cross fell on his left breast. A variety of other
minor ceremonies followed, and the whole was concluded
with a series of appropriate and solemn prayers." The Order
of the Knight of Malta is conferred in a Commandery of
Knights Templar, and is acknowledged in the United States
as one of the orders of Masonic knighthood.
KNIGHT OF THE MEDITERRANEAN PASS, some
times called KlnaBT OJ' ST. PAUL. An honorary degree, conferred on Knights Tem:plar and Knights of Malta. Its ceremonies are very impre881ve, and its organization into councils,
governed by appropriate officers, assimilates its forms to
that of one of the regular degrees of Masonry. The ritual
of this degree informs us that it was founded about the year
1367, in consequence of certain events which occurred to the
Knights of Malta. In. an excnrsion made by a party of these
Knights in search of forage and provision.s, they were attacked
while crossing the river Offa.nto (the ancient Aufidio), by a
large body of Saracen.s, under the command of the renowned
Arourath L The Saracens bad concealed themselves in
ambush, and when the Knights were on the middle of the
bridge which spanned the river, they were attacked by a
sudden charge of their enemies upon both extremities of the
bri~. A long B.nd sanguinary contest ensued; the Knights
fought with their usual valor, and were at length victorious.
The Saracens were defeated with such immense slaughter
that fifteen hundred of their dead bodies encumbered the
bridge, and the river was literally stained with their blood.
In commemoration of this event, and as a reward for their
valor, tho victorious Knights were aft'ran.chised in all parts of
the Mediterranean coasts, that is to say, had free permission
to pass and repass, wherever and whenever they pleased,
from which circumstance the degree, which was then founded,
received its name of "Mediterranean Pass." It will be seen
from these details that there is no real connection between
this degree and that given under the same name to Royal
Arch Masons, although there is some internal evidence that
the latter was surreptitiously obt!Pned from, and is only
a corruption of, the former. L8ee lb:DITEBBANE.&N PASS.]
KNIGHT OF THE NINTH ARCH, sometimes called
the A.NCIDT RoYAL ABcu OJ' SoLOMON. The 13th degree of
the Ancient and Accepted rite. The ceremonies of this
degree afford abundant information on certain points, in
which the sacred volume is not entirely free from obscurity,
and these have reference to the mode in which Enoch, notwithstanding the destruction caused by the deluge, and the
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lapse ol. ages, was enabled to preserve the true name in ibt
purity; that it might eventually be communicated to the first .
po888880rs of this degree. The body is called a Chapter,and
rep1·esents the audience chamber of King Solomon. The
hangings are alternately red and white. The presiding officer
is styled "Thrice Potent Grand Master," and represents King
Solomon. The arron and collar are purple, bordered witli
white. The jewe is a gold triangle: on one Bide is engraved
the delta of Enoch, surrounded with rays; on the obverse ia
n representation of two persons letting down a third through
a square opening into an arch. Around thit! device are the
letters: "R. S. R. S. T. P. S. R. LA. J. S., Anno Enochi, 2995."
KNIGHTS AND NYMPHS OF THE ROSE. An Order
of Adoptive or Androgynous Masonry, established in Paris
toward the close of the eighteenth century; but its ex·
istence was brief. A full history of the ceremonies are
furnished for the benefit of the curious. The place of meeting
was called "The Temple of Love." It was ornamented witJi
garlands of flowers, and hung round with escutcheons, on
which were painted various devices and scenes of gallantry.
There were two presiding officers, the man being styled
Hierophant, the female the High-PriesteBB. The former
initiated men, the latter women. The Conductor Assistant
of the men was called Sentiment, that of the women Discre·
tion. The Knights wore a crown of myrtle; the Nymphs a
crown of rolltls. The Hierophant and High-PriesteBS wore,
in addition, a rose-colored 1le&rf, on which were embroidered
two devices within a myrtle wreath. One dull taper was tho
only light during the initiation; at the closing business the hall
was illuminated by numerous wax candles. When a candidate
was to be initiated, he or she was taken in charge by Sentiment
or Discretion, divested of all weapons, jewels, or money, hoodwinked, and loaded with chains, and conducted to the door
of the Temple of Love, where admission was demanded by
two knocks. When admitted and presented, the candidate
was asked his or her name, country, condition in society,
and having answered these questions was asked, "What are
you now seeking?" to this the answer was, " Happiness."
The interrogatory then proceeds a little further, "What is
your o.ge?" and the candidate has, if a male, to reply, "The
age to love;" the female, "The age to please and to be loved."
The candidate's feelings and opinions on matters of gallantry
are further probed, and all being satisfactory, the chains are
removed and replaced by garlands of flowers, which are
called "the chains of love." After some other probationary
exercises of a like character, the 0 B is administered: "1
promise and swear by tha Grand Master of the Univorat~
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never to reveal the secrets of tho Order of the Rose, and
should I fail in this my vow, may the mysteries I shall receive
add nothing to my pleasures, and, instead of the roses of
happiness, may I find nothing but thorns of repentance."
The candidates were then conducted to the mysterious groves
in the neighborhood of the Temple of Love, and during the
time there spent, slow and delicious music in ma.rch style
is played. These trials ended, the novice is next conducted to the altar of mystery, placed at the foot of the
Hierophant's throne, and there incense is offered to Venus
and her son Cupid; a brief space spent there, and after some
more ceremonies of a like character, the bandage is removed
from the novitiate's eyes, and with delicious music, and in a
brilliantly lighted apartment, the signs and secrets are
communicated.
KNIGHT OF THE RED CROSS. This degree is intimatelyconnected with the circumstances related in the Royal
Arch degree, and cannot be conferred upon any one who has
not been exalted to that sublime degree. Its history dates
from the close of the captivity of the Jews at Babylon, when
Cyrus, King of Persia, at the solicitation of Zernbbabel, the
Prince of Judah, restored the Jews to liberty, and permitted
them to return to Jerusalem, to rebuild their city and temple.
The ceremonies of the degree forcibly illustrate some of the
difficulties and interruptions encountered by them in their
labors. A full history of the degree will be found in
J osepl:mtt, and in the 3d and 4th chapters of the first Book
of Esdras. It is the initiatory grade to the Templar's degree.
The body is called a Council. The presiding officer is styled
Sovereign Master.
KNIGHT OF THE ROYAL AXE, OR PBINCB OF LIBANUII.
The 22d degree of the Ancient and Accepted rite. The legend
of this degree informs us that it was instituted to record
the memorable services rendered to Masonry by the mighty
cedars of Lebanon, as the Sidonian architects cut down theo
cedars for the construction of Noo.b's ark. Our ancient
brethren do not tell us how the Israelites had the wood
eonveyed to them from the land of promise to the mountains in the wilderness. They say, however, that the
descendants of the Sidonians were employed in the same
place, in obtaining materials for the construction of the
ark of the covenant; and also, in later years, for building
Solomon's Temple; and, lastly, that Zernbbabel employed
laborers of the same people in cutting cedars of Lebanon
for the use of the second temple. The tradition addR that
t.he Sidonians formed colleges on Mount Libanus, and always
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adored the G. A. 0. T. U.* Bodies of this degree are styled
Colleges. There are two apartments; the first representing
the workshop at Lebanon, with u:es, saws, mallets, planes,
wedges, IUld such like implements. The room should be
lighted with lamPs or candles. In this apartment the Senior
Warden presides, and is styled Master Carpenter. He and
all the brethren wear blouses and aprons. The second
apartment represents the council-room of the round table.
It is hung with red, and lighted with 36 lights, arranged by
sixes and each 6 by twos. In the center of the room is a
round table around which the brethren sit; on the table
are plans and mathematical instruments. The presiding
o:flioer is Chief Prince, who is styled Thrice Puissant. The
sash, to be worn from right;
!1_
~
to left, is a broad rainbowcolored ribbon, lined with
purple. The apron is white,
lined and bordered with purple; in the middle a round
table is painted, on which are
mathematical instruments.
and plans unrolled. On the
flap 18 a serpent with three
heads. The Jewel is a golden
axe, crowned, having on the blade and handle the initials of
Jeveral personages illustrious in the history of Masonry.

KNIGHT OF THE SUN, oR PRINCE AnZPT. Sometimes
known by the names "THE Plm.oSOPBIOAL LoDGE," "PRINOII
01' TBB SUN," "KEY TO MAsoNRY." It is the ~8th degree of
• Sidon Willi one of the most ancient cities of the world, and even in
the time of Homer, the Sidonians were celebrated for their trade and
commerce, their wealth and prosperity. The allnBion to the "Coll8ft811"
on Mount Libanns may have some reference to the aecret Beet of the
Drusell, who still exist in thst conntry, and whoBe mysterions ceremoni-.
travelers at1lrm, hsve conBi~rablll, rJBnity to Freemaaonry.
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the Ancient ~md Accepted rite, and is strictly philosophical
and scientific. The ceremonies and lecture, which are of
great length, furnish a history of o.ll the preceding degrees,
and explain in the fullest manner the various Maaonio
emblems. The great object of the degree is to inspire men
with the knowledge of Heavenly Truth, which is the pure
source of o.ll perfection, and as this virtue is one of the three
great tenets CJf Masonry it deserves commendation. The
body is styled a Council, and consists of not leBB than ten
members. The walls should be painted to represent the
open country, mountains, plains, forests and fields. The
chamber is lighted by a single light, a great globe of ground
glass, in the South; this represents the sun. The only
additional light is from the transparencies. In the East
is suspended a transparency, displaying the sign of the
macrocosm, or of the seal of King Solomon-the interlaced
triangles; one white and the other black. In the West is
suspended a transparency
• displaying the sign of a
microcosm, or the pentagram traced on a pure
white ground with lines of
vermilion, and with a single
point upward. Many other
transpw:encies, symbolizing
objects of great importance,
are appropriately arranged
around the chamber, particularly the accompanying
figures, which are placed
in the North. On the right
hand of the presiding officer, in the East, on a gilt
pedestal, is a Caduceus,
gilded, the upper part of it
a croBB, surmounted by a
globe ; and with two serpents twining around it,
their heads rising above the cross. The ceiling should rep-.
resent the heavens, with the crescent moon in the West,
the principal planets, and the stars, in the constellations
Taurus and Orion and those near the polar star. The
presiding officer is styled Father Adam. The Warden sits
in the West, and is called Brother Truth; there are seven
other officers, who are styled Brothers Gabriel, Auriel,
Michael, Camaliel, Raphael, Zaphieland Zarakhiel. The collar
is a broad white watered ribbon; on the ri~ht side is
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painted or embroidered an ey~
in ~old. The apron is of pure
wh1te lambskin, with no edging
or ornament, except the pentagram, which is traced on the
middle of it with vermilion. The
jewel is a medal of gold, on one
side o. full sun, on the other a
globe. When the degree is conferred, no jewel or apron is worn.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR. Tho natural desire of visiting
those holy places which have been so.nctified by the presence,
and rendered memorable by the sufferings of the founder
of the Christian religion, drew, during the early ages of
Christianity, cro_w~ of devout worshi}l&'S and pilgrims to
~- To such a height did this religions enthusii\BDl
arrive that, in 1064, not leBS than 7,000 pilgrims o.ssembled
from all parts of Europe around the holy sepulcher. Tho
year following Jerusalem was conquered by the wild Turcoma~ three thousand of the citizens were mllBSacred, and
Ule command over the holy city and territory was confided
to the Emir Ortok, the chief of a savage po.storal tribe.
Under the iron J'Oke of these fierce northern strangers, the
'(Jbrjstiana w~relearftllly oppreBRed; they were driven from
their churches and plundered, and, the patriach of the holy
city was dragged by the hair of his head over the sacred
pavement of the Church of tho Resurrection, o.nd cast into a ,
4ungeon, to extort a ransom from the sympathy of his flock.'
The intelligence of these cruelties aroused the religions
~]1i_v~oLChrist;cndom; "a nerve was touchoJ of exquisite
feeling, and the llensation vibratc"d to tho heart of Europe."
Then arose the wild enthusia.sm of the CruBII.dcs, and men
of all ranks, and eYen priests and monks, were animated
, with the "pious Bnd glorious enterprise" of rescuing the
'• boll sepulcher of Christ from the foul and polluting abomi""'nations of the heathen. When the intelligence of the
· capture of Jerusalem by tho Crusaders (A. n. 1099) had
been conveyed to Europe, the zeal of pilgrimage blazed
forth with increased fierceness. The infidels had, indeed,
been driven out of Jerusalem, but not out of Palestine.
The lofty mountains bordering the sea coast were infested
by warlike bands of fugitive 14_~13Selmen, who maintained
themselves in various impregnalile castles and strongholds,
from whence they issued forth upon the high roads, cut
off the communication between Jerusalem and tho seaports,
· and revenged themselves for the loBS of their habitations and property· by the indiscriminate pillage of all
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t.Joavelers. To alleviate the dangers and distresses to which
they were exposed, nine noble gentlemen, who ho.d greatly
distinguished themselves at the siege and capture of Jerusalem, formed a holy brotherhood in arms, and entered into
a solemn compact to aid one another in clearing the highways, and in protecting the pilgrims through the passes and
defiles of the mountains, to the Holy City. Warmed with
the relig!ons and military fe.l'Vor of the day, and anima.tOO.-by
the iiacre<IneBB of the cause to which they ho.d dev_oted their
sw.ordB,-they called themselves the Ppqr .fellow-soldief:s ofJesus
Chriat. In 1118 Baldwin JI., Kfug of Jerusalem, granted
them a place of habit11otion within the sacred inclosure of the
temple 6n Mo~~ Mo~~; thenceforward they became known
by the name. of" THE KNIGHTHooD oF THE TEliPLE oF SoLOliWN."
The views and exertions of the Order now became more
extensive, and it· added to its profession, of protecting
poor pilgrims, that of defending the kingdom of Jerusalem,
and the whole eastern church, from the attacks of infidel&.
Hugues de Payens was chosen by the Knights to be -the
superior of the new religious and military society, by the
title of "The Master of the Temple," and he has, consequently,
generally been called the founder of the Order. The name
and reputation of the Order spread rapidly through Europe,
and many princes, nobles, and ge~.mnen of the best houses
of France, Gennany, Italy, and Erigland, became members of
it. In 1128 they received rules and regulations for their
governance from the Pope, which had been expreBBly arranged
for them by St. Bernard. The illustrious Order of the Temple
has, through many vicissitudes, survived to our times; an4,
indeed, of late years a great, and we may say an astonishing,
influence has been exercised in the Masonic Craft by this
brotherhood in England, on the continent of Europe, and in
the UW.tea- States. Notwithstanding the persecution the .
Order was subjected to, consequent upon tho machinations 1
of Philii>le Bel and Pope Clement, it continued to exist, if
not £o 1lourish. \Jaques de Mol.11oy, the mart,Y!ed Grand
Mas~r, in anticip'n.tion of his fate, appointed lii""8--successo1·
to ·rule the Fraternity, and from that time to the present
there has been an uninterrupted succession of Grand Masters.
It is true that as years passed on, and clouds aroae still more
ominous to the existence of the society, the Tcmpln.rs were
amalgamated with their ancient brothers in arms, the
· IUrights of Malta. The Knights Templar degree is highly
valued in all countries, and its ritual is nearly identical.
The candidate for its honors must be n. Royal Arch MJ).son,
and as such he presents himself at the Commandery-nsllie
bodies are called-in the character and go.rb of a pilgrim,
cr palmer, as they were designated in t.he Holy Land; he
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figuratively undergoes seven years' travel, and then se-n~n
years' warfare, when, having conducted himself courageousl1
through his trials, he is finally admitted into the Order.
There is not a vestige of Freemasonry, as such, in the degree,
save the absolute necessity of candidates having been admitted
into the Royal_,4J:cll. The throne is situated in the East,
above whichis"".8uspended a white banner, on which is painted
a red passion cross, edged with gold and irradiated at the
crossings with rays of light; on the right and left are two
sky-blue banners, on one of which is painted a Paschal Lamb
and a red Templar's Cross, with the words "The will of
God." On the other, the emblems of the Order are displayed.
The symbolic colors of the Order are white and black,
properly interspersed with gold and silver. The Grand
Standard of the Order is displayed in the W eat, in charge
of the Standard-bearer. The Beauseant, or battle-flag of
the Ancient Templars, is displayed in the South, in charge
of the Senior Warden. Tho following is the Tem~lar
uniform adopted by the Grand Encampment of the United
States, September,1862: Full.DreSB-Black frock coat, black
pantaloons, scarf, sword, belt, shoulder-straps, gauntlets and
chapeau, with appropriate trimmings. FaJ,igue .Dress-Sam•
as full dress, except for chapeau a black cloth cap, navy form,
with appropriate cross in front, and for gauntlets white gloves.
In the United States, the assembly is called a Commander,y,
and has the following officers: 1. Eminent Commander;
2. Generalissimo; 3. Captain General; 4. Prelate; 5. Senior
Warden; 6. Junior Warden; 7. Treasurer; 8. Recorder;
9. Standard-Bearer; 10. Sword-Bearer; 11. Warder; 12. Three
Guards; 13. Sentinel. Commanderies are dedicated to Saint
John the Almoner. The candidate receiving this Order is
said to be "dubbed and created a Knight of the valiant and
magnanimous Order of Knights Templar." The motto of
the Order is," In 1wc signa mnces"-in this sign we conque1·.
KNIGHT OF THE THREE KINGS. An honorary or
side degree of high moral character. Its history connects
it with the completion and dedication of the first temple.
The presiding officer represents King Solomon. It ~s intended, by an appropriate ceremony and interesting legend,
to llortray the beauty of that harmony and peace which
should exist among all Masons, and it has been often used in
a judicious manner, and on appropriate occasions, to reconcile
differences amo~ Masons, and to subdue that spirit of strife
which will sometimes. exhibit itself in despite of the philanfuropio lessons of our Order. It may be communicated by
one Master Mason to another, but to be conferred in ample
(ozru the !Jresence of at least. five Knighhs is nece!.Gary.

KNIGHT OF THE TRIPLE CROSS. This Order was
founded in 1080. It is held in a Sovereign Council. The
Master is styled Grand Commander; the Wardens Sublime
Knights; the Master of Ceremonies Grand Esquire, and the
other members Knights. The jewel is three crosses arranged
in a square. History-In 1080, Solyma.n, Prince of the
Turks, established the seat of his Empire, or rather of his
tyranny, at Nicopolis, in Syria Minor. Among many pilgrims
who then resorted to the holy places of Palestine a Frenchman, named Pierre Clement, made the journey to Jerusalem,
in 1093, and then, conferring with Simon the patriarch,
offered to convey letters from him to the Pope and all the
western princes, to arouse them to expel from the Holy
Land those barbarians and infidels. The good patriarch
accepted his offer, and entrusted to him all the letters for
which he asked. Pierre Clement embarked without delay,
and repaired to the court of the Pope, where he presented
the letters of the patriarch to Urban ll, who sent him into
all the provinces on either side of the Alps, to negotiate
with the princes, and J?Ublicly to preach the crusades. All
who were made acquamted with the designs of the Pope
exhibited much zeal for so holy an undertaking; but Urban
thought it fitting to convoke a council, in which he himselt
presided. During this council, which was held in 1095,
he addressed the members in the fP"ea.t hall of the city, and
so excited the council, that all cned out together, as if in
concert," Dieu le Veut!" The Pope willed that a cry, which
was so good an omen, should become the device of the whole
army, be borne on the flags and standards, and be the warcry of the soldiery, and even of their captains in battle, to
animate each other to deeds of daring. And he determined
that those who enlisted in this service should wear a red
cross upon the right shoulder, to show that they were the
soldiers of him who had conquered the cross. Many princes
took up the cross, and they were conjointly the chiefs of that
holy enterprise, without any one of them claiming to have
the right to command the others.
KNIGHT OF THE TRUE LIGHT. A mystical Order
founded in Austria., A. n. 1780, probably by Baron Hans
Heinrich and some of his friends. Its ritual and teachings
were a mixture of the mysteries of Rosicrucians and Asiatic
brothers. It had five degrees: 1. Knight Novice of the third
yP.a.r; 2. Knight Novice of the fifth year; 3. Knight Novice
of the seventh 1ear; 4. Levite; 5. Priest. This OrdCl· belongs
t.o the Hermetic or Alchemistical gystem of Masonry.

L.
LABARUM. The imperial standard of Constantine the
Great, Emperor of Rome, which he caused to be formed in·
commemoration of the vision of the cross in the heavens. n
is described as a long pike surmounted by a golden
crown, inclosing a. monogram which contains the two
first letters of the name of Christ, and is at the same
.time a. representation of the figure of the croBS. The
silken banner which depended lrom it was embroidered
with the figure of Constantine and his family. The
labanun is engraved on some of his medals with the
famous inscription, EN TOYTO NIKA; and it was preserved for a considerable time, and brought forward
at the head of the armies of the emperor on important
occasions as the pa.lladium or safe-guard of the empire. •
LABYRINTH. A place full of inextricable windings. In
the nncient mysteries the passages through which the initiate
made his mystical pilgrimage.

•

•Dr. 0li1'8r, in his "Historical Landmarks," (Am. ed., p. 89,) fllrnish•
the following ill'l18tration and explanation of the 'rision of Constantine:
"Tho Bed Croaa of Constantine commemorates the following circumlltance, which is attested by Eusebiua:
The army of Constantine being on
· the march to meet the enemies of the
Crotlll, it happened one evening wheD
the sun was declining, and the emperor was engaged in devotion, that
there suddenly appeared a pillar ot
light in the heavens like a crot111,
whereon was an inscription exprllllll8d
in letters formed by a configuration of
atars-TOTrn NIKA, in thi.t ~com&
Constantine was not a little startled
at this sight, and 10 was the whole army that beheld it. They looked upon
it as an insll!'l'icious omen, and even
the emperor himself was confounded.
But at night our Lord appenred te
him in a dream, with the CJ'OIIS in hill
hand, commanding him to make "
royal standard like that which he had BeeD in the heavena, and cause i'
to be bome before him in his wan as an ensign of victory."
"Constantine, in his contest with Maxentiua, and on his march to
Rome, is said to have seen in the sky a luminous cr088 with the inscription, lr ...o.n-oo ,..,,.., by this, conquer; and on the night' before the last and
decisive battle with Maxentius a vision is said to have ap;peared to
Constantine in his sleep, bidding him inscribe the shields of h1s 10ldiers
with the aacred monogram ol the name of Christ. The miracle of hi•
oonversion to Christianity was commemorated by the imperial standard
of the labarum, at the summit of which was the monogram of the name
ol Christ."· -8JirrB.'s OL.umau. DtcnoxAliJ'.
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LANDMARKS, M.uomo. Literally, and in a general st:DJJ8,
anything by which the boundary of a property is defined.
In ancient times the correct division of lands was an object
of great importance. Stones, trees, and hillocks were the
nsuallandmarks. The removal of a·landmark was considered
a heinous crime by the Jewish law, as may be judged by the
denunciation of Moses: "Cursed be he that removeth his
neighbor's landmark." Of the nature of the landmarks of
Masonry there has been some diversity of opinion; yet the
conviction has becolD.e settled that the true principles coostituting landmarks are those universal customs of the Order
which have gradnally grown into permanent rules of action,
and originally established by competent authority, at a period
so remote that no account of their origin is to be found in
the records of Masonic his'..ory, and which were considered
essential to the preservation and integrity of the institution,
to preserve its purity and prevent innovation. Dr. Alben
G. Mackey, who has devoted much study and attention to
the subject, enumerates the following as the unchangeable
Landmarks of Masonry:
•• L The modes of reoognition are,
of all the landmarks, the most :r!~
mate and unquestioned. They
·t
of no variAtion; and it ever they have
lltlft'ered alteration or addition, the
eru of BUch a violation of the ancient
law has always made itselt subsequently manifest. An admission of
this is to be found in the proceedings of the latA! Masonic Congresa
at Paris, where a proposition waa
presented to render these modes of
recognition once more universala proposition which never would
hlwe been necessary it the integrity
of this important landmark had been
rigorollllly preserved.
"~ The division of symbolic
lf.llllonry into three degrees is a
landmark that has been better
preserved than almost any other,
although even here the mischievous
spirit of innovation has left ita
traces, and by the disruption of ita
concluding portion trom the third
degree, a want of uniformity haa
been created in respect to the 1lnal
teaching of the Haater's order; and
the Royal Arch of En!Jland, Scotland, Ireland, and Amenca, and the
•high degreea ' of France and Germany, are all made to di1fer in the
mode of which they lead the n~
phyte to the great eonii11DlJDAtion of

all symbolic Masonry. In 1813, the
Grand Lodge of England vindicated
the ancient landmark, by solemnly
enacting that Ancient Craft Masonry
conaist6d of the three degrees of
Entered Apprentice. Fellow-Craft,
and Haater Mason, inclu~ the
Holy Royal Arch. But the diRruption haa never been healed, and the
landmark, although acknowledged
in its integrity by all. still continues
to be violated.
"3. The legend of the third de~ is an important landmark, the
mtegrity of which has been well
preserved. There ill no rite of
Masonry, practiced in any countl'1
or language, in which the essential
elements of this legend are not
taught. The lectures may vary,and,
indeed, are constantly changing, but
the legend h1111 ever remained substantially the same. And it is
necessary that it should be ao, for
the legend of the temple builder
constitutes the very essence and
identity of Masonry. Any rite 'thich
should exclude it, or matAirially alter
it, would at once, by that exclusion
or alteration, cesae to be a Masonio
rite.
•• 4.. The government of the Fraternity by a presiding oflloer called a
Grand Haiiter, who is elected from
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t.he body of the Craft, Ia a fourth opening and holdinlf lodgetl is
landmark of tho Order. Hany por- another lanri.m:tr\:. ll~ may grant,
aons ignorantly suppose that the in virtue of t.hi11, to a sufficient
election of ihe Grand Muter is held number of 111nson•, t.Ue privilege of
in oo~U~equenoe of a law or regulation meeting lq:A!.her and couferring
of the Grand Lodge. Sucn, how- degrees. T"he lo<lgu thus est&~
ever, i1 not the case. The office is lished ave oalled •lodges under
Indebted for its existence to a land- dispensation.' They are strictly
mark of the Order. Grand Masten creature~~ of the Gr:md Master,
are to be found In the records of created by his authority, e:dsting
the in11titution long before Grand only during his will aud pleuure,
Lodge~~ were e~~tnblished; and if the and liable at any llloment to bt
preeent 111tem of legislative gov- diasoh-ed at his command. Tht~y
ernment by Grand Lodg8ll were to JJIII.Y be oontlnued for a day,a month,
be abolished, a Grand Master would or lib: months; but whal.lover be ihe
1till be neceasary. In fact, althongh period of their existence, they are
there hal been a period within the mdebted for that existenl"e aolely to
reoords of history, and, indeed, of the grace of the Grand MMter.
very recent date, when a Grand
"8. The prerogative of the Grand
Lodge was unknown, there never Master to make Mason11 at. sight is
has been a ~me when the Craft did a landmark which is clOII'lly connot have \heir Grand Master.
nected with. the preceding one.
"5. The prerogative of the Grand There has been much misapprehenMaster to preside over every &BSem- sion in relation to thi1 landmark,
bly of the Croft, wheresoever and which miBBpprebcnsion hu somewhe;nsoeverheld,is a fifth landmark. times led to a denial of its existence
It is in consequence of this law, in jurisdictions where the Grand
derived from ancient UBBge, o.nd not MMter was, perhaps, at the very
from o.ny special enactment, that time sub11tnntially nercising the
the Grand Master MBttmes the chair, prerogative, wi~hont the slightell&
or, as it is called in England, • the remark or appaRition. It is not to
throne, • at every commnnication of be supposed thl\t the Grand MRBter
the Grand Lodge; and that be is can retire with a profane into a
also entitled to preside l't the com- privl\te room, and there, without
muuicatiou or every subordinate a&~~istance, confer the dt>grces of
lodge, where be may happen to be Freemasonry upon him. No mch
present.
prerogative exists, and yet ml\ny be. "6. The prerogative of the Grand lieve that &his is the so-mllch-tnlkedMRBter to grant dillpensatioDII for of righrof • ml\kiug Mtu~onM at Kight.'
conferring degrees at 1rre~ times The real mode 1\nd tho only mode
is another, o.nd a very IDlporto.nt, of exerci11ing the prerogl\tive is this:
landmark. The statutory law of The Gmnd AIMter summons to his
Masonry requires a month, or other R88isto.nco not less than six other
determinate period, to elapse be- Masons,cQDvenesa Lodge, and withtween the presentntion of a petition out any previous rrobntion, hut on
and the election of a candidate. But siljhl ·of the candidate, confer~~ the
the Grand MB&ter has the power to degrees upon him, after whieh be
set RBide or dispense -with this pro- diBBolves the Lodge, and dismiRSCII
bation, o.nd to allow a candidate to tlae brethren. Lodge11 thus conbe initiated at once. This prero~ vcned for syecial purf.?.ses aro cl\llcd
tive he po111e88ed, in common w1th • oceRBiona lodges.' This is the only
nil Masters, before the enactment of way in which o.ny Grand MRHter
tho law requiring a probation, and, within the records of the inRtitntJon
113 no stl\tnte can impair his prcro- has ever been known to • make a
gativc, he still retains the power, , Mason at sight.' The prerogative
although the mMters of lodges no is dependent upon that of granting
longer po88088 it.
dispeDBBtious to open o.nd hold
"7. The prerogative of the Grand lodges. If the Grand Master hu
Master to give dispensations for the power of granting to o.ny other
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Huson the privilege of ;presiding nized 118 a Lodge. The presence ol
over lodges working by h1s dispen- a MBSter and two Wardens is as
sation, he may assume this privilege essentis! to the valid organization
of presiding to himself; and as no of a Lodge as a warrant of constione can deny his right to revoke his tntion is at the present day. The
dispensation granted to a number names, of course, vary in different
of brethren at a distance, and to languages, the Master, for instance,
dissolve the Lodge at his pleasure, being called •Venerable' in French
it will scarcely be contended that Masonry, and the Wardens, •Surhe may not revoke his dispensation veillants,' but the officers, their
for a Lodge over which he himself number, prerogatives and duties aro
has been presiding within a day, and everywhere identicaL
dissolve the Lodge Rll soon 88 the
"11. The necessity that every
business for which he had assembled Lodge, when congregated, should
it is accomplished. The making be duly tiled, is an important Landof Masons at sight is only the con- mark of the institut1on. which i11
ferring of the degrees by the Grand never neglected. Tho necessity of
Master, at once, in an occasional this law arises from the esoteric
Lodge,constitnt&d by his dispensing chnrncter of Masonry. As a Bt'cret
power for the purpose, and over institution, its portals must, of
which he presides in person.
course, be guarded from the intrn" 9. The neceasity for Masons to sion of the profane, and such a law
congregat-e in lodges is another must, therefore, always, have been
Landmark. It is not to be under- in force from the very beginning of
stood by this that any ancient Land- the Order. It is, therefore, properly
mark has directed that permanent classed among the ancient Landorganization of subordinate lodges marks. The office of tiler is wholly
which constitutes one of the features independent of any special enactof· the Me.~onic system 88 it now mont of Grand or Subordinate
r.revails. But the Landmnrks of Lodges, although these may and do
the Order always prescribed that prescribe for him additional duties,
Masons should, from time to time, which vary in different jurisdictions.
congregate together for the purpose Dnt the duty of guarding the door,
of either operntive or speculative and keeping oft" cowans and eaveslabor, and that these congregations droppers, is an ancient one, which
should be called Lodges. Formerly cons~itntes a Landmark for his
these were extemporary meetings government.
called together for special purposes,
"12. The right of every Mason tQ
and then dissoived, the bretl!ren de- be represented in all general meetparting to meet again at other times ings of the Craft, and to instruct his
and other places, according to the representativtls, is a twelfth Landnecessity of circumstances. But wm-- mark. Formerly, these ~reneral meetrants of constitution, by-laws, penna- ings, which were ustUuly held once
nent officers and annual arrears are a year, were called • General Assemmodern innovations wholly outside blies,' and all the Fraternity, even
the Landmarks, and dependent -en- to the youngest Entered Apprcnti<"e,
tirely on the special enactments of were permitted to be present. Now
!t oomparatively recent period.
they are called • Grand Lodges,' and
•' 10. The goYernment of the Craft, only the Masters and Wardens of the
"·hm so congregated in a Lodge by subordinnte lodges are snmr.16ned.
a MaRter and two Wardens, is also a llnt this is simply as ~he representaLandmnrk. To show the inllnence tives of their members. Originally,
of this ancient law, it may be ob- each ?rluson represented himself;
served, by the way, that a congrega- now he is represented by his officers.
\ion of Ma.'!ons meeting together This was a concell!lion granted by
under any other government, as the Frnoornity about 1717, and of
that fo~ inNtance of a preHideot and course does not affect the integJ.ity
vice-president, or a chairman and of the Landmark, for tho principle
aub-ch:Urmnn, would not be recog- of representation is still preserved.
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The e011Cle81don was only made for
purpo!M!8 of oonTenienee.
" 13. The right of enry Jrla&on to
appeal from the decision of hill
brethren in Lodge connned, to the
Gmnd Lodge or General Assembly
of Jrla&oJUI, is a Landmark highly
flll8elltial to the preservation of ju,stice, and the prevention of oppression. A few modem Grand Lodges,
in adopting a regulation that the
decision of subordinate lodge~~, in
oaaes of expulsion, cannot be wholly
set aside upon an appeal, have
Tiolated this unquestioned Landmark, as well as the principles of
just goverment.
"14. The right of every Jrla&on to
visit and Bit in every regular Loclge
is an unquestionable Landmark of
the Order. Thill is called 'the ri!!bt
of Tisitation.' Thia right of vilnta.tion baa always been ~1i?.ed as
an inherent right, which mures to
eveey Jrla&on as be tlaTels through
the world. And this is because
l~s are justly considered as only
diVlBions for convenience of the
universal Masonic family. Thill
right may, ot course, be impaired
or forfeited on special oooa.Bions by
Tarious circun~stances; but w.hen
admission is refused to a Jrla&on in
good standing, who knocks at the
door of a ·Lodge as a Tisitor, it is
to be expected that some good and
aufticient reason shall be furnished
for this violation of what is in general a Masonic right, founded on the
Landmarks of the Order.
"15. ·It is a Landmark of the
Order that no visitor, unknown to
the brethren present, or to some one
of them as a Mason, can enter a
Lodge without first passing an
e:mmination according to ancient
usage. Of course, if the visitor is
known to any brother present to be
a Jrla&on in good standing, and if
that brother will vouch for hill
qualiflcations, the examination may
tie dispensed with, as the Landmark
refers only to the oaaes of strangers,
who are not to be recognized unleu
after strict trial, due examination or
lawful information.
"16. No Lodge can interfere in
the bUsineas of another Lodge, nor
give degrees to brethren wlio are

il9

members of oUler lodgeL 'l1lis il
undoubtedly an ancient Le.ndmn.rk,
founded on the great principles of
courtesy and fraternal kindne1111,
which are at the very foundation of
our iDIItitntion. n baa been repeatedly recognized by subsequent
statutory enactments of all Grand
Lodges.
" 17. It is a Landmark that every
Freeln&IIOn is amenable to the laWII
and regulations of the Masonio
jnrisdiction in which be resides,
and this althonfth !to may not be a
member of any Lodge. Nonaftllia..
tion, which is, in fact, in itself, a
l'rlasonlc offense, does not exempt a
Mason from Masonic jurisdiction.
"18. Certain qualifications of candidates for initiation are derived
from a Landmark of the Order.
These qualiftcations are that he
shall be a man-shall be unmutilated, free-bom, and of mature age.
That is to say, a woman, a cripple,
or a slave, or one bom in slavery, i.e
disqualified for initiation into the
rites of Masonry. Statutes, it i.e
true, have from time to time been
enacted, eilforcing or explaining
these principles; bnt the qualiftoations really arise from the vert
nature of the Masonic institution,
and from its symbolic teachings, and
have always existed as Landmarks.
" 19. A belief in the existence of
God, as th~ Gmnd Architect of the
Universe, is one of the most important Landmarks of the Order. I&
bas been always deemed essential
that a denial of the exilstence of
B Supreme and Superintendin8
Power is an absolute disqualification for initiation. The annals of
the Order never yet have furnished
or could furnish an instance in
which an avowed atheist was ever
made a Mason. The very initistorr
ceremonies of the ftrst deJP.:OO forbid
and prevent the posaibilty of so
monstrous an oocnrrence.
"00. Snbsidi&ry to this belief in
God. as a Landmark of the Order,
is the belief in a resurrection to a
future life. Thill Landmark is not
so positively impressed on the oandidate by exact words as the pre.
oeding; but the doctrine is taught
by very plain implioation, and nm11
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through the whole symbolism of
the Order. To belieTe in Masonry,
and not to beline in a resurrection,
would be an absurd anomaly, which
could ouly be excused by the retleotion, that he who thus confounded
his belief and his skepticism WBB so
ignorant 'Jf the meaning of both theories as to have no rational founda..
tion for his knowledge of either.
"21. It is a Landmark that a
•Book of the lAw' shall conatitute
an indisr:nsable part of the furniture o every Lodge. I say, ad'risedly. Book of the Law, because
it is not absolutely required that
eTerywhere the Old and New Testaments shall be used. The • Book
of the Law' is that Tolume which,
by the religion of the country, is
believed to contain the revealed
will of the Grand Architect of the
Universe. Hence, in all lodges in
Christian countries, the Book of the
Law is composed of the Old and
New Testaments; in a country where
Judaism WBB the prevailing faith,
the Old Testament alone would be
BUfficient ; and in Mohammedan
countries, and among Mohammedan
Masona, the Koran might be su'batituted. Masonry does not attempt
to interfere with the peculiar religious faith of its disciples, except
so far BB relates to the belief in the
existence of God, and what neceeaarily results from that belie£ The
Book of the lAw is to the speculat.ive Mason his iritual trestleboard; without this'f:.e cannot labor;
whatever he believes to be the reTealed will of the Grand Architect
oonatitutes for him this spiritual
trestle-board, and must ever be
before him in his hours of speculat.iTe labor, to be the rule and guide
of his conduct. The Landmark,
therefore, requires that a Book of
the Law, a religious code of some
kind, purporting to be an exe~t~
of the revealed will of God,
form an eseential part of the furni.
ture of every Lodge.
"IJ2. The ~=ty of all Masons is
another Lan
k of the Order.
This equality hu no reference to
any subTersion of those gradat.iona
of rank which haTe been instituted
b7 the usages of society. Tho

monarch, the nobleman, or tbti
gentleman is entitled to all the inftuence, and receives all the respect
which rightly belong to his exalted
position. But the doctrine of Masonic equality implies that, as childzen of one great Father, we meet
in the Lodge upon the level-thal
on that level we are all traTeling to
one predestined goal-that in the
Lodge genuine merit sho.ll receiTe
more respect than boundless wealth,
and that virtue and knowle~one
should be the basis of all
Dio
honore, and be rewarded with preferment. When the labors or the
Lodge are over, and the brethren
have retired from their peaceful retreat, to mingle once more with the
world, each will then again resume
that social position, and exercise
the prirueges of that rank, to which
the cru~toms of society entitle him.
" 23. The lleCl1'8C1 of the inatitution is another, and a most important, Landmark. There is some
di1ll.culty in precisely detlning what
is meant by a •88Cret society.' If
the term refers, as, perhaps, in
strictly logical langnage it should,
to those llo880Cistiona whose designs
are concealed from the public eye,
and whose members are unknown,
which produce their results in darkneas, and whose operationa are
carefully hidden from the P.ublio
gaze-a definition which will be
appropriate to many political clubs
and revolutionary combinations in
despotic countries, where relorm,
if it is at all to be e1rected, must be
e1rected by stealth-then clearly
FreemBBOnry is not a 88Cret society.
Its design is not only publicly
proclaimed, but is Taunted by ita
disciples as something to be venerated-its disciples are known, for
its membership is considered an
honor to be coveted- it works for
a result of which it boasts-the
civilization and retlnement of mAD,
the amelioration or his condition,
and the reformation of his mannel'IL
But if by a secret society is meantand this is the m011t popular undf'll'standing of the term-a society in
which there is a certain amount of
knowledge, whetheriibeofmethoda
of recognition, or of legendary and
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traditicmal leamiDg, Yhich is im- f mark of the Order. The Temple
parted to thoae only who haYe of Solomon 1t'88 the cradle of the
pRIIII8d throngh an established form institution. and, therefore. the reot initiation, the form itself being ferenee to the operati1'e M.aaonry,
Rlso concealed or esoteric, then in which colllltructea that magnificen'
this &eliSe is Freemasonry undoubt- edillee, to the materials and impleedly a secret society. Now this menta which were employed in its
form of aeorecy is a form inherent construction, and to the artiRts who
in it, existing with it from ita very were engaged in the building, are
foundatioJl, and secured to it by ita all competent and eBSential parts of
ancient Landmarks. If diYested of the body of Freemasonry, which
ita aeoret character, it would loae could not be subtracted from il
ita identity, and would cease to be without an entire deRtruction of the
FreemMonry. Whatever objections whole identity of tho Order. H•mce.
may, therefore, be made to the in- all the comparatively modem rites
stitution, on account of ita secrecy, of Masonry, howevertheymaydilfer
and however much some unskillful in other respects, religiously prebretliren have been willing in times serve this temple hifltory and these
of trial, for the sake of expediency, operative elements, lUI the substrato divest it of ita secret character, it tum of all their modifications of the
will ·be ever impossible to do so, Masonic system.
even were the Landmark not stand••25. The liUit and crowning Land·
tng before us as an insurmountable mark of all is that these LandmBrb
obstacle; becaUBe such change of ita can never be changed. Nothing can
clmracter would be 11ocial suicide, be subtmcted from them-nothing
and the death of the Order would can be added to them-not tho
follow ita leg-.ilized exposure. Free- Rligbtest modification can be made
1Dl18onry, 11o11 a secret assoeiation, in them. As they were received from
hM liYed unchan~ed for centuries-- our predeceBBOrs, we are bound by
as au open society it would not liUit the most solemn obligations of duty
for aa many ye&nL
to LranRmit them to our BUO<'.essors.
"24. The foundation of a specu- Not one jot or one tittle of these
IBtive science upon an operative unwritten laws can be repealed; for,
art, and the symbolic use and in respect to them, we are not only
explanation of the terms of that art, willing, but compelled to adopt the
~or ~poses of religious or moml language of the sturdy old barons of
teaching, constitute another Land- Eogland-'nolumt'-f leges mutari.'"

Dr. Oliver, than whom no Masonic writer is better qualified to render a correct opinion on this import.n.nt subject,
favors us with these o.s the Landmarks of E'reemasonry:
"In tho absence of p<>sitive evidance we will endeavor to ascertain,
on the authority of ancient documenta, what were considered Ll\ndmarks by tho Craft at the earlie11t
period on record, as they were collected and handed down to UR in
the Lectures which were used during
~he liUit century.
"1. 0PENDIO .uro CLOSING THB
LoooE.-To begin with the beginning: The opening and closing of
the Lodge include many important
Landmarks, which are absolutely
indispensable to the integrity of the
Order. For instance, if a Lodge be
opened in the abaence of a atipu-

lnted number of brethren; or by any
ot.her than tho propf.'r oftleerR, and
unaccompanied by the prescribed
btltteries or reports; if this eSIIential
ceremony be performed without
cnumemting the principal and assistant officers, together with a description of their severul duties, and
including a reference to the cBrdinal
points of the COIDJ'8811; if it be done
m an nntiled Lodge, or without the
brethren appearing in Order lUI
Masons; or 1f the solemn invocation
to T. G. A. 0. T. U. be omitted;
then the meeting wonld forfeit tho
character of a Lodge of Masons, its
t.ranMctiona would be illegal, nnt1
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the brethren would become liable a disappointed candidate wnnld

to an indictment for i~arity and then have it in his power to say that
a 'Violation of the established Landmarks. At tho closing of the Lodge,
Rimilar ceremonies have been transmitted to us from the most ancient
time11, and their observance investa
the proceedings with solemnity and
decorum; until the members are finnlly dismissed with an exhortation
to fidelity-which is an unchangeable Landmark-and they depart in
peace, harmony, and brotherly love.
"2. MEET ON TBB LEVEL AND PAB'l'
ON THE 8QUABE.-This Landmark
was originally introduced into the
lectures, to show that the Order,
although confeli86dly based on the
principle of equality, is not the
exponent of that species of communism which would destroy rnnk,
equalize property, 1\nd reduce society to the oommon level of a
savage state. Nor do its members
look forward to the period which
was so ardently desired by Condorcot, • when the sun shall shine on
none but free men; when a man
shall recognize no other master than
his reason; when tyrants and their
slaves-when priests, to~ether with
their stupid and hypocritical agents,
will have no further existence but in
history or on tht> stage.' It is only
when the Lodge ill open thut the
brethren; without 1\llY reference to
a diversity of rank, are equal; 11nd
during the process of working the
lectures, each bears tho burdl•n
assigned to him by the Master for
the furtherance of that common object the acquiHition of knowledge,
But having met on the level, they
part on the square.
"3. CONCERNING CANDGIATEB. By studying the Landmarks, an industrious brother will acquire an
accnrste knowledge of the boundt\ries within which hifl investigations
ought to be confined. And for want
of 11ome such incipient trniuiug,
many a zealous 1\fnRon has abandoned the Order in despair. There
is one rule respecting candidates
which every brother ought to understand distinctly, as an inalienable
Landmark in ifa.qonry; that 110 one
can, uwkr nny circmn.<limct.•, ilwile
IU11 friend(() becQme" Maso11, becuuse

he had been inveigled into the
Order for the sake of the fee; which
would bring upon it a scandal,
rather thBD a bendlt. Every person
who offers himself for initiation is,
therefore, bound by another stringent Landmark, which the Grand
Lodge of England has invested with
the authority of a law, solemnly to
declare that he has not been biased
by the solicitations of friends, or by
any mercenary or other unworthy
motive; and that his request for
admission is made from a favorable
opinion of the institution, BUd a
desire of knowledge. Thus, in the
beautiful language of the lectures,
he must freely and voluntarily 88k,
if he would have; seek, if he would
find; and knock, if he willhes the
door of Masonry to be opened for
his admission into the Order.
"4. ADMI88ION OP CANDIDATBI!.To prevent disaJ>pointments of thil
nature from bemg of frequent oocurrence, BUothl'r Landmark directs
the brethren of a Lodge to proceed
with great deliberation in the admission of candidates, by making
a strict pcrquisition, before the
ballot is tnken, into the che.racter
they sustain among their neighbors
and friends. '!'his may be ascertained with sufficient accuracy by a
cureful examination of their antecedents, and the tt>11timony of those
with whom they have boon connected in the affnirs of businells or
tho ptmmits of pleasure. 'l'ho moa'
ancitmt Lmtdmn!'ks that we are acquainted with provide that • the son
of a bondman shall not be admitted
as an apprentice, le11t his introduction into the Lodge should cause
diSNatisfactiou among the brethren;'
and thnt the canditlate mut1t be of
gout! moralH, without blemish, antl
have the full 11nd proper uso of his
hmbs; for •a wnimed man,' as tho
York Con8titntions express it, • cau
do the Cmfi no good.' Hy tho nssistauce of these plain and simple directions, added to others which have
been subsequently o:njoined by Specnlntive Grand Lodge><, no ditliculty
can nrisA iu estimating the qualit\catiunij of n caudiw1tu fw initiation.
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••&. Tml BALW!'.-E'fer)' taeility
Is afforded far making the neceiiiiAl'Y
inquiries. The laWII and Landmarks
~ually provide that, before a candldate can be admitted, he must be
pro~ in open Lodge, and a
notice to that effect served on each
individual member in the ensuing
summons, with his name, occupation, and place of abode, distinctly
11Jl8Cified. And to afford ample
time for deliberate invMtigation,
«be ballot cannot legally be taken,
except in cases of emergency, till
the next regular lodge-night; when,
if approved, the candidate max
receive the firllt degree; becau11e 1t
is presumed that every brother,
before he records his vote, has mn.do
due inquiry,and is }>t'rfectly satisfied
that the candidate po88e88es the
necC811ary qualifications to become
a good and worthy M880n.
"6. PuPABATIOM.-EveryeJ:isting
institution is distinguished by some
preliminary ceremony of admisRion
which is inaccessible to those who
are unable to establish an indisputable olaim to participl\te in its
privileges. The approved candidate
m Freemasonry having sought in
his mind and asked of his friend,
its tiled door is now about to be
opened and its BeCrets disclosed.
The preparation is accompanied by
ceremonies which, to a superficial
thinker, may appear trifling and
nndifPillied, although they embody
a senes of references to certain sublime matters, which constitute tho
very essence of the institution, and
contribute to its stability and permanent usefulness, if, in accordance
with the advice of St. Paul, everything be done decently and in
Order. But ceremonies, considered
abstractedly, are of little value,
except as they contribute their aid
to impress upon the mind scientific
beaut.ies and moral truths. And
this is the peculiar characteristic of
Fre..masonry, which, although its
rites and observances are studiously
complicated throughout the whole
routme of its cousecuti ve degrees,
does not contain a single ceremony
that is barren of intellectual improvement; for they all bear a direct
reference to certain ancient usages
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reoorded in the Book which Ia always e:r.panded on the pedestal in
the East.
"7. T!a B4DO&-In thela<lgesof
the last century, some trifting varieties existed in the arrangement&
during the process of initiation; for
a perfect unifonnity, however desirable, had not been attained. To
explain them here would be superftuoiUI, and, perhaps. not altogether
prudent. Suffice it to say that in
sotu& lodges tho investiture took
place before tho candidate was entrusted with t.ho peculiar Hecrets of
the de[{l'ee, while otbl'rs practiced a
formula 11imilar to that which was
enjoined at 'the Union in 1813. The
Senior Warden performed the duty,
and t>ce.ommendl•d tho !'andidl\te to
wer.r the apron as a b1Ldl(e of inuor.ence and bond of fril•nd.Hhip, in
the full l\llflurance that if be never
disgmced that brnlge it would never
disgrace him. There are other elementary Lamlnmrks embodied in
the initiation, but they are so well
known and generally understood
that it will scarcely be necesWLry to
enumerate them, much less to go into
the detail of a particular illustratlou,
which, indeed, would be unauthorized, and constitute, if not a legal
offense againat the Constitutions or
Masonry, at least a moral infringement of the 0. B.
"8. TESTS OF INDUSTBY. -Every
candillate at his initintion, should
carefully note the particulars of the
ceremony; and if there shonld happen to be some thing11 which appear
to his ine:q><·rience unncces1111ry,
and others that he cl\nnot exactly
comprehend, he ml\y conceive it to
be within th~> bounds of probabili~y
that they will admit of 1\ satisfactory
explanation. For it is se.arcoly to
be supposed, even by the most obtuse intellect, that in the nineteenth
century educated men would meet
together periodically to waste their
time in unprofitable discussions; to
loud the sl\Uction of their names to
propagate a fiction, or to engage in
pursuits which lead to no ndvantngeous result. Let the candidate
use the means at his disposal to
remove all false impre88Jons, by
studying his elementary exercise-
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the tests o! the first degree, which
ve enjoined by the authority of
many Grand Lodg~nd ought
to be by all-as a proof of his m-

I

d11Btry, and a desire o~ knowledge;
for they are intended to convey
some preliminary insight into our
allegorical system."

John W. Simons, in his excellent and popular work on tho
"Principles and Practice of Masonic Jurisprudence," offers
the following to be the Landmarks of Masonry, in the prope-r
sense of the term:
·
"1. A belief in the e:ristence of a
BuP.reme Being, and in the immortality of the souL
"2. That the moral law, which inculcates, among other things, charity
and probity, iudustry o.nd sobriety,
is the rule IUld guide of every Mason.
"3; Respect for,and obedience to,
the civil law of the country, o.nd the
Masonic regulations of the jurisdiction where a Mason may reside.
"4. That new-made Masous must
be free-born, Qf lawful age, o.nd hale
and sound at tho time of making.
"5. The modes of recognition,
o.nd, generally, the riteR and ceremonies of the three degrees of Ancient
Craft Masonry.
"6. That no appeal can be t.lken
to the Lodge, from the decision of
the Master, or theWar<len occupying
Ule Chair in his absence.
"7. That no one can be the Master of a Warranted Lodge till he
bas been installed o.nd served one
year as Warden.
·
"8. That when a man becomes a
Mason he not only acquires membership in the particular Lodge that
admits him, but, in a general seuse,
he becomes one of the whole MIIRonic
family; and hence he has a right to
visit, masonically, every regulnr
Lodge, except when such visit is

likely to disturb the harmony or
interrnpt the working of the Lodgo
he proposes to visit.
"9. The prerogative of the Grand
Master to preside over every assembly of the Croft, within his jurisdiction, to make Masons at sight in
a regular Lodge, and to ~t Dispensations for the formation of ne\f
lodges.
"10. That no one can be m.o.de a
Mason, save in a regular Lodge,
duly conveued, after petition, and
acceptance by unanimous ballot,
except when made at sight by the
Grand Master.
"11. That the ballotfor candidates
is strictly and inviolably secret.
" 12. That a Lodge cannot try its
Master.
" 13. That every Mason is amenable
to the laws and •·egulations of the
jurisdiction in which he resides,
oven though he be a member of a
particular lodge in some other jurisdiction.
"14. The right of the Craft at large
to be represented in Grand Lodge,
and to instruct their representntiveB.
"15. The general aim and form
of the ilociety, 1\11 handed down to
us by the fathers, to be by us proserved inviolate, and transmitte<l to
our successors forever. "

Bro. Rob. Morris, in his "Code of Masonic Law," deduces
these boundaries, marks of distinction, or immemorial laws,
as the unalterable landmarks:
"1. The Masonic Landmarks are · "5. The Masonic Lodge and the
uehangeable and imperative.
Masonic institution are one IUld
"2. Masonry is a system, teach- indivisible.
lng, symbolically,/iety, morality, 1 "6. Masonic qualifications regan]
BOiiUlce, charity an self-discipline. 1 the mental, moral, and physical
"3. The Law of God is the rule nature of man.
and limit of Masonry.
I " 7. P ersonul worth nnd merit are
''-!. The civii law, so far as it ae- · the basis of official worth o.nd merit.
oords 'IIIith the Divine, is obligatory I "8. 'fhe official duties of Masonr1
upon Masons.
are eaoteria.
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"9. The aeleetion of Masonic material and the general labors of the
Maaoniu Craft are exoteric.
"10. The honors of Masonry are
the gratitude of tho. Craft and the
approval of God;
"11. Masonic promotion, both
private and official, is by grades.
"12. The Qrnnd Master may have
n Deputy.
•• 13. The head of the Lodge is the
MA.~ter, duly elected by the Craft.
"14. The medium of oommuni-
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cation between the head and the
body of the Lodge is the Wardc1111,
duly elected by tbo Cmt'L
"15. Obedience to tho M118tertt.nd
W&rdens is obligatory upon the
membel'!l.
"16. Secrecy is an indispensable
element of Masonry.
"17. The Grand Lodge is supreme
in its sphere of jurisdiction, and
controls both. the subordinate1odgee
and individual Masons, but alwa)'ll
subject to the Ancient Landmarks."

The Constitution of the Grand Lodge of New York sets
forth, in & concise and masterly m&nner, the following as the
Landmarks of the Order:
"1. That belief in the Supreme
Being, •The Great Architect of the
Universe,' who wiU punish vice and
reward virtue, is au indispensable
pre-requisite to admi88ion to Masonry.
"2. That the moral law which inculcates charity and probity, industry and sobriety, and obedience to
law and civil government, is the rule
and guide of every Ma.~on, and to
which strict conformity is required.
"3. That obedience to Ma>~onic
law and authority, being volnntarily
usumed, is of perpetual obligation,
and can ouly be divo>~tcd by the
BIUlction of thtl supreme government
in Masonry.
"4. That the rites and ceremonies
lwhich include th' unwritten lallt]U(J.!Jel
of the true system of the Ancient
York rite, and wllich constitute a
part of the body of Masonry, are
unmntable, and tho.t it is not in tho
power of any man, or body of men,
to make innovations therein.
"5. That contention and lawsuits
between brethren are contrary to
the laws and regulations of Masonry.
"6. That charity is the right of a
1\lason, his widow, and orphans,
when poor and destitute, to demand,
and the duty of his prosperous
brother to bestow.
"7. That Masonic instntction is,
like charity, a reciprocal right and
duty of Masons.
'' ll. That the right to visit, m~
sonically, iR an absolute right, but
may be forfeited or limiterl by particular regulations.
"9. That men made Masons must

be at least twenty-One years of age,
free-born, of good report, halo and
sound, not deformed or dismembered, and no woman, no eunuch.
"10. That no one can be made a
Mason except in a lawful Lodge,
duly C'>nvened, acting (except when
maue by the Grand Master at sight)
under ILll unrcclaimed Warrant or
Dispensation, anu at the plaoe
therein nametl.
"11. That the Gmnu Master may
make Masons at Right, in person,
auu in a lawful Lodge, and may
grunt a dispensation to a Lodge, for
the same purpose; but in all other
cases a candidate must be proposed
in open Lodge, at " stated meeting,
and can only be accepted at a stated
meeting following, by the scrutiny
of a secret bo.llot, and an unanimous
vote, and must pay a fi.xed price
before adm199ion.
" 12. That the ballot for candillates
or for membership is strictly and
inviolably secret.
"13. That a petition to be made
a Mason, after being presented and
referred, cannot be withdrawn, but
must be acted upon by report of
committee and b11.1lot.
"14. That a ballot for each degree
separately is an undeniable right,
when demanded.
"15. '!'hat initiation makes a man
a Mason; but he must receive the
Master Mason's degree, and sigu
the By-Laws, before he becomes o
member of the Lodge.
"16. That it is the duty of every
Master Mnson to be a aontributing
member ol a Lodge.
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"17. Thate. Lodge under dispcnsalion is but a temporary and inchoate
body, and is not entitled to representatiou in the Grund Lodge, and
those who work it do not forfeit
their membership thereby in 1\llY
other Lodge, while it so continue~~,
but such membership is thereby
suspended.
"18. That the Master and Wardens of every warranted Lodge must
be chosen aunually by its members,
and if installed, cannot resign their
offices during the term for which
they were elected; and are, of right,
and inalienably, representatives in,
and membel'!l of, tho Grand Lodge;
and, in case they do not attend the
Grand Lodge a proxy may be appointed by the Lodge to represent
1t in the Grand Lodge, who m such
cose shall have three votes.
"19. That no one can be elected
Master of a warranted Lodge (except
at its first election) but a Master
Mason who shall have served as
Warden.
" 20. That no appeal to the Loclge
can be taken from the decision of
the Mll.llter, or theWarden occupying
the chair in his absence.
" 21. That every MRSou must be
tried by his peern; and hence the
Master cannot be tried by his Lodge.
"22. That .Masonic intercourse
with a clandestine or expelled Mt~
&9n is a breach of duty, and nu
offeilbtl against Masonic law.
"23. 'l'hat a restoration to the
privileges of Ml\llonry by the Grnnd
Lodge does not restore to memberehip in a Subordinate Loclge.
"24. That a Mason who is not a
member of any Loclge is still subject to the dillciplinary power of
Mnsonry.

"25. 1.bt..Hhe disciplinary powem
of a Lodge may not be exercised for
a violation of the moral law (as distinguished from the law of the land)
until the offenlier.has been thrice
admonished by the Master or Wardens of his Lodge.
"26. That n fail urn to meet by"
Lodge for one year is cause for the
forfeiture of its Warrant.
••27. That it is the duty, as well as
the right, of every warranted Lodge
to be represented in the Grand Lodge
ot its annual Communication.
"28. Thnt a Grand Lodge has
supreme and exclusive jurisdiction.
within its territorial limits, over all
matters of Ancient Craft Masonry.
••29. That no appeal lies from the
decision of a Grand MMter in the
chair, or his De~uty or Warden oocupying the chau: in his absence.
•· 30. Thnt the office of Grand
Master is always elective, and should
be filled annually by the Grauel
Lodge.
"31. That a Grand Lodge, oomposed of its Officers aucl ol Reprosentatives, must meet at least once
in each year to consult and act concerning the interests of the l!'raternity in its jurisdiction.
"Besides these, there are vario1111
Landmarks, which constitute the
frame-work of the government of the
Fraternity; ancl the indispensoblo
discharge of various duties and relations b>rowing out of them; and
also those matters regulating and
nttentling the ceremonies and work
of MtlSOnry, which are not proper
to be written; fWd various other
duties and rights more fully se'
forth in the "ANCIENT CIURGES,"
being a part of the Constitutions
of Freemusons."

Dr. Mitchell, in his "History of Freemasonry," disposes
of the subject of Landmarks in the following brief manner:
"The Landmtnks of Masonry are fundamental laws of tho society.
those immemorial laws whit'h have 'l'he unwritten Landmarks compri>~e
boon handed down from age to nge, all those cssentit\l ritUtus and teachand from g!!neration to generation, ings of the lotlJ5e-room, and which
no one knowing whence they origi- mm bo learned nowhere else. The
nated, ancl no ono having the right I written Lnudrr.arkR are six in numto altor or chnnge them, but ull 1 ber, and are to be found under the
Masonl! being bound by a fair and 1 hea.cl of •The Old Charges of a Freeliberal oou~tmctiou of them. They nmson,' lin;t published in 1723, by
r.onsist of the written and unwritten ord11r of the Gr. Lodge of En:;land.'
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Bro. Lttko A. Lockwood, in his work entitled "llasonio
Law and Practice," gives the following as the Landmarks:
1. Belief in the existence of a
Supreme Being, in some revelation
of his will, in the r'ls•urectiou of
the body and in the immortality of
the soul.
2. The obligations and modes of
recognition, and the legend of the
third degree.
3. Tbe inculcation of the moral
nrtnes, of benevoltmce and of the
doctrinea of uRtural religion, by
menus of symbols derived from the
Temple of King Solomon and ita
tradition, and from the URRgeB and
CIUlltoms observed, and from the
implements and materials used in
ita construction..
4. That Masons mnst obey the
moral law and the gonrnm11nt of
the country in which they live.
6. That the Grand Master is the
head of the Craft.
6. That the Master is head of the
Lodge.
7. That the Gn1nd Lodge is the
supreme governing body within ita
territorial jurisdiction.
8. That every Lodge hl\8 an in·
herent right to be represented in
Grand Lodge by ita first three
officers, or their proxies.
9. That every Lodge has power

to mRke Masons, and to administer
its own private aft'ail'll.
10. That every candidate muat
be a man, of lawful age, born of
free parents, under no restraint ot
liberty, and hale and sound, 88 a
man ought to be.
11. Tbat no candidate can be
received except by unanimous baJ.
lot, nfter due notice of his application and due inquiry 88 to his
qualifications.
12. That the ballot is inviolablJ
secret.
13. That all Masons, 1\8 such, are
peers.
14. That all Lodges nro:> peers.
15. That all Grand Lodges are
peers.
11:. That no person can be in·
stalled Master of a Lodge unleRB he
be a Past Warden, except by diapen~~ation of the Gmnd Master.
17. That the obligntions, means
of recognition, and the forma and
ceremonies observed in conferring
degreeR are secret.
18. That no innovation can be
made upon the bodr of Masonry.
19. That the Ancumt LRudmalb
are the Supreme Luw, and cannot
be changed or abrogated.

The late Bro. Charles Scott, in "The Keystone of the
Masonic Arch," thus discusses the character of Landmarks:
"The ancienta set great value
opon the landmarlts or boundaries
of their property. To deface 01:
remove any of them was regarded
as a grievona oft'ense. • • • • Even
among the heathen the landmark
was sacred-so aacred, they made a
deity of it. • • • • The •sons of light'
have theirlandmatb; aud so clearly
~nay they be trat>ell that a friend may
alwt~yH bf' distinguiRhed from a foe.
The better opinion is that the rites,
forms, or ceremonies are enumer-

ated among our Ianrlmarb; also
our universal or common laws.
These laws cannot be repealed or
modified, anrl arl', or ought to be,
the same in every Loclge. Any
attempt to reJll:al or alter them
would be a VIolation of Mll80uio
faith; for it is a fundamental priuoiple of our ancient comtitution thn&
no innovation can be made iu tho
body of Masonry, and every member
of the Fraternity is religiously obli·
gated to observe and enforce it."

To maintain the present standing of our order; to secure
its vigorous existence, and extend its benefits, much depends
upon the vigilance with which we watch over its concerns,
o.nd the melJ.llS employed to preserve its Ancient Lan:dma1·b
from innov:\tion, and its principles from r.orruption.
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LAVER, BRAZBN. Moses wM directed to make, among
other articl~s of furniture for th9 services of the tabernacle,
a laver of brass. It was held as a vessel
of great sacredness, in which water·
was kept for the ablutions of the priests
before entering upon the actual discharge of their sacred duties of offering
sacrifices before the Lord. In the ancient
mysteries the laver with ita pure water
was used to cleanse the neophyte of the
impurities of the outer world, and to
free him from the imperfections of his
past or sinful .life. It is a necessary
article in many of the higher degrees,
R11'UB PIUZIT .um LAVKL for the ablution of the candidate in his
progress to a higher and purer system of knowledge.
LAY BROTHERS. An order bearing this name, and appearing to have some connection with the corporn.tions of
builders and stone masons, was founded in the 11th century.
It became a numerous body, the members of which were
divided into two classes. They ware skilled in all the arts,
especiall,y those connected with architecture. There was
also an order of Lay Brothers in the Strict Observance.
LAZARUS, ORDER oF. 1. A Sardinian Order of Knighthood.
2. The memory of a monk of this name belonging to the
9th century is celebrn.ted, February 21, by the Roman church,
because neither the threats nor violence of Theophilus,
Emperor of Constantinople, could prevent him from painting
images of the Saints. This monk afterward became the
patron of the sick, particularly of lepers, and in Palestine
was instituted the "United Order of St. Lazarus and of our
beloved Lady of Mt. Carmel"-the members of whieh were
called Knights Hospitallers of St. Lazarus of J erusn.lcm.
l'he founder of this Order is unknown. Ita object was the
care of the sick and of poor pilgrims. Lewis VII. of Frmwo
introduced it into Europe, where it established numerous
hospitals for the same class of diseased persons. 3. Thi!:! is
also the name of a Masonic degree, the members of which
wear an emerold cross upon the breast.
LEVITICON. Name of the .Ritual-book of the Parisi:ur
New Templars, in which the secret instructions of the Order,
and the ceremonial forms for the reception of members, in
the several degrees, are preserved.
LEWIS, oR LoUVETEAu. The words Lewis and Louvetenn,
which, in their original meanings, import two very differ!'ll t
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things.
in ·Masonry an equivalent signi!cation-the
former being used in English, and the latter in French, to
designate the son of a Mason. The English word lewis is a
term belonging to operative Masonry, and signifies an iron
cramp, which is inserted in a cavity prepared for the purpose
in any largo stone, so as to give attachment to a pulley and
hook, whereby the stone may be conveniently raised to any
hight, and deposited in its proper position. In this country
tho lewis has not been adopted as a symbol of Freemasonry,
but in tke English ritual it is found among the emblems plaood
upon the tracing-board of the Entered-Apprentice, and is
used in that degree as a symbol of strength, because by its
assistance the operative Mason is enabled to lift the heaviest
stones with a comparatively tri1ling exertion of physical power.
Extending the symbolic allusion still further, the son of a
Mason is in England called a lewis, because it is his duty to
support the sinking powers and aid the failing strength of
his father, or, as Oliver has expressed it, "to bear the burden
and heat of the day, that his parents may rest in their old age,
thus rendering the evening of their lives peaceful and happy."
By the constitutions of England, a lewis may be initiated at
the age of eighteen, while it is required of all other candidates
that they shall have arrived at the maturer ago of twenty-one.
Tho Book of Constitutions had prescribed that no Lodge
should make "any man under the age of twenty-one years,
unlei!s by a di~<ptm~ion from the Grand Master or his Deputy."
The Grand Lodge of England, in its modern regulations, has
availed itself of the license allowed by this dispensing power,
to confer the right of an earlier initiation on the sons of
Masons. The word louueteau signifies in French a young wolf.
The application of the term to the son of a Mason is derived
from' a peculiarity in some of the initiations into the ancient.
mysteries. In the mysteries of Isis, which were practiced in
Egypt, the candidate was made to wear the mask of a wolf's
head. Hence, a wolf and a candidate in these mysteries
were often used as synonymous terms. Macrobius, in his
Saturnalia, says, in reference to this custom, that the ancients
perceived a relationship between the sun, the great symbol in
these mysteries, and a wolf, which the candidate represented
at his initiation. For, he remarks, as the flocks of sheep an!l
cattle fly and disperse at the sight of the wolf, so the docks
of stars disappear at the approach of the sun's light. The
learned reader will also recollect that in the Greek language
lulcos signifies both the sun and a wolf. Hence, as the candidate in the Isiac mysteries was called a wolf, the son of R
Freemii.Son in the French lodges is called a young wolf or a
louvettau. The louvetcau in France, like the lewis in England,
is invested with peculiar privileges. He also is permitted

LIB-LIL.
to unite himself with the order at the early age of eighteen
years. The baptism of a louveteau is sometimes performed
by the Lodge of which his father is a member, with Impressive
ceremonies. The infant, soon after birth, is taken to the
lodge-room, where he receives a Masonic name, differing from
that which he bears in the world; ·he is formally adopted by
the Lodge as one of its children, and should he become an
orphan, requiring assistance, he is supported and educated
by the Fraternity, and finally established in life. In this
country, these rights of a lewis or a louvetea.u are not recognized, and the very names were, until lately, scarcely known,
except to a. few Masonic scholars.-MAcXEY.
LIBATION. Latin libatio, from libare, to pour out. Properly
o. drink offering. Libations were frequent at meols among
the ancient Greeks and Romans, and consisted generolly of
wine, though libations to the dead consisted sometimes of
blood or milk. In sacrifices, the priest was first obliged to
taste the wine, with which he sprinkled the victims, and
caused those to do the same who offered the sacrifice. They
consisted in offerings of bread, wine, and solt. Libations
are in use in several of the high degrees of Freemasonry,
particularly in the Templar system.
LIBERTAS. The name of the Goddess of Liberty among
the ancient Romans. According to Hyginus, she was the
daughter of Jupiter and Juno. Crowned with a. diadem
and covered with a. vail, she personifies liberty in general.
The modern Libertas, or Goddess of Liberty, is o. female
figure, the head covered with a. cap. The co.p has always
been a. symbol of liberty, and in the Masonic brotherhood it
is also a sign of equality, and hence, in former times, the
figure of Liberta.s was often found among the decorations of
the Lodge, and Masons wore their hats while engaged in the
labors of the Craft.
LIBERTINE. By this name is designated a person who
is governed by no principle, and restrained by nci laws of
morality and virtue, who selfishly and basely seeks his own
gratification and advancement, at whatever cost to others.
Such a man is, of course, in every sense unfit to be a Mason.
In the Ancient Charges it is laid down as a fundamental rule
that "a. Freemason is obliged by his tenure to obey the morol
law; and if he rightly understands the art he will never be a
stupid atheist nor an irreligious libertine." Here tho word implies a person who rejects all religions tmths, i. e., an infidel.
LILY OF THE VALLEY. A side degree in the Templa.r
system of France.
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LINGAM. The symbol of the creating and )>roducing
power, sa.cred in the Egyptian, Grecian, and Indl&D myste ·
ries. [See Plw.Lus.]
LOWEN. It is difficult to ascertain the exact etymology
of this term. The word occurs in the Ancient Charges of
the Lodge of Antiquity, London, a.a follows: "Twelvethly:
That a Master or Fellow make not a mould stone, square, nor
rule to no lowen, nor let no lowen work within their lodge,
nor without to mould stone." It is evident the word is employed to designate BD ignorant, reckleBB, wild fellow, wholly
unsuited to he the companion of MBSOns. It may he the old
Saxon word [{;wen, lion, sometimes used as a general term
for wild beasts. Hence, metaphorically, it may properly be
applied to BD ignorant, stupid, brutish person.
LUSTRATION. A purification, or ceremony of expiation,
and also, in tho Mysteries, of preparation. 'l'he word is de. rived from lustrare, to expiate. A solemn purification or
consecration of the Homan people, by means of a sacrificium
lustrale, was performed after every census. It consisted of
a bull, a sow, a sheep or ram--suoveta urilia.
The ram was
dedicated to Jupiter, the swine to Ceres, and the bull to
Mars. This solemn act was called lustrum condere. In
Masonry the word means a purification, and is of a moral
character, although in some degrees an actual lustration by
water is performed.
LUX. Latin for Light. It is applied to Freemasonry hecaWI8
Masonry is a fountain of intelligence and wisdom. It has
been a favorite word in the symbolism of all mystic orders.

LUXE TENEniUS. Light out .of flarlcncs.~. This device
teaches that when man is enlightened by rell.flon he is able to
penetrate the darkness o.nd obscurity which ignorance and
superstition spread abroad.
L. V. C. LA.noa VIRIS CONVENIT. "Labor is usiful to men." A
device in the Templar system of Baron Runde, whinh was
engraved on the inside of the rings worn by the Knit;hts, and
also upon their seals and escutcheons. It is also the ilovice
of the "Scottish Lodge of Ninfl Sisters," in Dnmswick.
LYONS, THE SYBTElrl or. The name applied to the reformed
ritual and regulations adopted by the " Chevaliers bienfaisant&
de la Sainte Cite," benevolent Knights cl the Holy City, at
the convention of Lyons, A. D. 1778.
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M.
MACBENAC. A wo:rd well known to Masons. It is deriTed
from the Hebrew, and signifies HHe lives in the SoN."
MAGIANS. The name of the members of the priestly
order among the ancient Modes and Persians. The word is
of Indian origin, being derived from mag, which, in the
Pehlvi language, signifies priest. In the last half of tho
seventh century before Christ, Zoroaster reformed and
reorganized the order, and divided the members into three
classes or degrees: 1. Herbeds, or Apprentices; 2. Mobeds,
or Teacher and Master; 3. Destur Mobeds, or Perfect Master.
The Magians claimed to have the gift of prophecy, a superua.tural wisdom, and power to control the secret forces of
nature. They were held in tho highest reverence among the
people, and no transaction of importance took place withont
or against their advice. Hence their almost unbounded
influence in private as well as in public life; and, quite apart
from the education of the young princes being in their hands,
they also formed the constant companions of the ruling
monarchs. Their mode of life was of the simplest and
severest, befitting their station. The food, especially of the
lower classes, consisted almost entirely of flour and vegetables; they wore white garments, slept on the ground, and
were altogether subjected to the most rigorous discipline.
Tho initiation consisted of the most imposing and mysterious
ceremonies. Purifications of several months duration, and
fastings of the severest test, bad to precede it; and it was
long before the candidate could be led into the realms of the
dead, where all is darkness and misery, thence to the higher
stages of glory and perpetual life. Graduo.lly, however, their
intJnence, which once had been powerful enough to raise them
to the throne itself, began to wane, and in the course of time,
its members dwindled down to the number of seven, and
finally to extinction. In the seventeenth century an ordor
of Magians was established in Florence, and still later a
sub-division of the order of Rosicrucians bore this name.
\Ve find, also, the appellation ]}fagus applied to tho 8th
degree, or the 1st degree of the Grand Mysteries of the
illuminati, to the 9th and lnst degree of the German, Gold
and Rose-Cross, and-to the 7th grade of the Clerical system
of the Strict Observance. Thory also mentions a &uereign
Magus of the 5th degree of the Clerical-Cabalistic system.
MAGNA CHARTA. The great chn.rter, so called, obtained
by the English barons from King John, June 5, 1215; and
confirmed by his successor, Henry IlL It has been viP.wed

MAH-MAR.
by after ages as the basis of English h"berties. Its most
important articles are those whicn provide that no. freeman
shall be taken or imprisoned or proceeded against, "excepb
by the lawful judgment of his peers or by the lo.w of the
land," and that no scuto.ge or o.id should. be imposed in the
kingdom (except certain feudo.l dues from tenants of the
crown), unless by the authority of the common council of
the kingdom. The remaining and greater part of it is
dirooted against abuses of the :Iring's power as feudo.lsuperior.
MAHER-SHAJ.AI,_HASH-BAZ. A mystical name that
was to be given to one of the sons of the prophet Iso.i.o.l.
which he had previously written by divine command, on a
tablet, the meaning of which is: "He hasteth to the BpQil;
speed to the prey." A prophetic intimation of the speedy
invasion and victory of the Assyrians over Syria and IsraeL
As a warrior. devoted to the cause of honor and justice, we
should be ever ready to .hasten to the relief of the destitute
and oppressed.
MA.ITRESSE AGISSANTE. (M.·. A.·.) In the Egyptian
system of Cagliostro, this title, "Acting Mistress," is given
to the presiding sister.
MAKE. When a candidate is initiated into the mysteries
of the order, he is said to be made a Mo.son. An expreBBion
in use o.ni.ong the operative Masons in the ancient times.
It is a term synonymous with tho word "initiate."
MALLET. One of the working tools of a Mark Master;
an instrument of pro.ctico.l architecturo.llabor. As an emblem
of morality it is synonymous with the common gavel of the
Entered Apprentice.
MANES. In Roman antiquity, the gods of the lower
world; the benevolent deities; generally applied to the souls
of the departed. According to Apuleius, the Manes were
originally co.lled Lemures, and consisted of two classes-the
Lares and the Larvre; the former of whom were the souls of
those who had led virtuous lives, and the latter of thoso
who had lived improperly. At a later period the term ManeB
came to be a genero.l designation for both.
MARK. The Mark-Master's medo.l, or the Tyrio.n Signot,
which Hiram is said to have sent to King Solomon. It
is in the form of a keystone, and has engraved upon it
a circle-the emblem of au eterno.l compact of friendshipand .a mark or device chosen by the possessor. A Mark·
Mason who receives this mark from a destitute brother is
bound by the most solemn obligations to o.BBist him to the
extent of his' ability. In this respect it resembles the
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"Ring of Hospitality," and the "TeBSIU'lll" among tho ancients, with whom hospitality was considered a most sacred
duty. Individuals often entered into contracts of friendship,
binding themselves and descendants to assist and protec*
each other in adverse circum~E;!.::;;:J~ii\ stances; and, as was the case
among the Greeks, ratified the
allia.nce by breaking a ring into
two parts, each party taking one
halt The visitor was kindly received, clothed, and entertained.
After nine days, if the stranger
had not previously made himself
known, the question was put to
him, "who and whence art thou?"
If, in reply, he could show the
ha.lf of the broken ring, he
was welct>med still more warml7.
Among the early Christians, marks were in general use, and m
the existing circumstances of the Brotherhood were of the
highest importance and utility. In Rev. ii. 17 allusion is
made to the Christian mark, as follows: " To him that overcometh will I give a white stone, and in it a new name
written, which no man knoweth, saving he that receiveth it."
That is, "To him who passes triumphantly through all the
trials, discipline, and proofs of discipleship, will I ~Pve the
mystical stone, which will secure to him protection and
assistance, and brotherly love, in this world; and in the
world to come, will open to him the eternal mysteries, and
admit him to a more perfect fellowship in the grand circle
of the just.
MARKMAN. The name of a 1\-lasonic degree which is not
now in use. The markmen were Wardens at the building
of Solomon's Temple.
MARK OF THE CRAFT. According to the traditions of
the Mark Master's degree, each Mason employed in building
te Temple of Solomon was required to place a peculiar
..41U"k upon his work, to distinguish it from that of others.
It is probable that this has always been the practice with
the various corporations of builders from the earliest periods
down to quite modern times. Most of the edifices constructed in the middle agee, particularly those of Strasburg,
Worms, Rheims, bear these marks, which a.'ppear to have
been of two classes, viz: monograms, which belonged to
overseers; and emblems, o.s the trowel, mallet, squlll'e, etc.,
that belonged to the workmen. A writer, 4escribiug tbe

walls of the fortress of Allahabad, in the East Indies, erected
A. n. 1542, says: "The walls are composed of large oblong
blocks of red granite, and are almost everywhere covered
with Masonic emblems, which evince something more than
mere ornament. They are not confined to any particular
spot, but are scattered over the walls of the fortress, in many
places as high as thirty or forty feet from the ground. It is
quite certain that thousands of atones on the walla, bearing
these Masonic symbols, were carved, marked, and numbered
in the quarry before the erection of the building.
MARSHAL. A term, in ita origin, meaning a gmom or
manager of the horse, though eventually the king's marshal
became one of the principal officers of state in England.
In France, the highest military officer is called a marshal, a
dignity which originated early in the thirteenth centnry.
Originally, the Marichal de France was the first companion
of the king, and commanded the vanguard in war; in later
times, the command became supreme, and the rank of the
highest military importance. After the deposition of Louis
XVL the dignity- of marshal ceased; but was revived by
Napoleon, with the titJe of Marshal of the Empire. 2. An
officer known to Masonic bodies, whose duty is to have charge
of proceBBions and other public ceremonies. As a badge of
special distinction be wears a scarf and carries a baton.

MARTHA. The name of the fourth degree of the order
of the Eastem Star, or American Adoptive rite. It illustrates
undeviating friendship and the power of faith to console the
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heart in seasons of aftliction. Its symbolical color is green,
representing at the same time, the immortality of the soul
and of its affection. The incidents of the degree a.re r~
corded in John n. 26.
MA.RTINISTS. The members of a philosophical and mystical form of Freemasonry were called by this name, from
the founder of the rite, the Marquis de Saint Martin.* The
adepts of this order were earnest, pious, and remarkably
modest men, and, although they promulgated ideas, startling
in that material and skeptical age, were never fanatical in
their advocacy of them, nor ill-tempered when ridiculefl.
Like the Rosicrucians, the Dluminati, and some other
similar societies, they aspired to a higher and more positive
philosophy, and sought a foundation for the ideas of religion
and morality in the eternal fitness of things, and the interior
experiences of the soul, rather than in tradition. They
believed that the very existence of religious ideas in the
human mind demonstrated their eternal truthfulness; for
all subjective notions must be the reflex of an ofdective reality.
Thus the vast orb of the sun is mi.J.TOred in the tiny dewdrop. The reflected image of the sun is a demonstration of
the sun's existence. In like manner the notion of God that
exists in the mind is a reflex of God himself, and could no
more exist in the mind were there no God than the image
of the sun could be found in the dew-drop if there were no
sun. Like Goethe, they believed that " Die geisterweU isl
nicht verschlossan"-"the world of spirits is not shut." n
was their belief that an invisible sphere-a world of superior
intelligen~nvirons man; that beneficent spirits are always
near. him, tho constant companion of his actions, and witnesses of his thoughts; that the highest science-all the ideas
• Louis Claude de Saint Martin was bom at Amboise, of a noble
French family, in 1743, and died in 1803. He adopted the nom de plume
of "Ill Philosophe inconnu," which we read Philosopher of the UD1mown.
He possessed vas~ original genius and metaphysical insight, and as a
thinker he digested and B88imilated, in a masterly manner, whatever he
found to his taste. The first and most valued of his numerous writin~
was a work entitled Des JiJrreurs et de la Vmtl, pnblillhed at Lyons, m
1775, in which may be found, under the most enigmatic style, that ancient
doctrine which so universally prevails, of a good and a bad princiele, of
an ancient state of perfection of man, of hili fall, and of the po881bility
of his restoration. For many years he devoted his best euorgiea to
reforming the ayatem of his teacher, Martinez Paschalie, the founder of
the sect of Martinists; and to that end instituted a new system tha&
became famous under the name of Mertinism, which bad its center ·''
Lyons, in the ~e of Bent>tloont Knights. This rite was extended
into the principal o1tiea of France, Germany and RlliiBia. &int-Mattin,
like many other of the noblesse of France, suifered by the French
revolution, and, being implicated in a conspiracy, owed his life to t'he
revolution of Thermidor.

of religion, art, and philosophy-are revelations of this overworld, whose ineffable splendora are ever streaming downward to meet humanity, which, impelled by its immortal
needs, is aspiring upward to the fountain of light. The Order
of St. Martin was a modification of a society founded by
"Pascbalis, at Marseilles, 1754. It had ten degrees, dividec.l
ido_two divisions, called "Temples." Those of tho 1st temple were Apprentice, Fellow-Craft, Master, Ancient-Master
Elect, Grand Architect, and Mason of the Secret. Thoae of
the 2d temple were the Prince of Jerusalem, Knights of
Palestine and Kadosch. The object of the initiation was
the regeneration of men, and the instructions to neophytes
embraced the whole circle of human knowledge.

MASON, ETYMoLOGY oP. The speculations of many Maaonio
writers respecting the origin and derivation of this word are
too puerile to be repeated. It is evidently the German
"metzen" to cut. In Germany the operative Masons were
called "Btein-metzen,"stone-cuttera, and sometimes "mauern,"
wall-builders. The term Mason is simply the German word
anglicized, by softening tho tz sound.
MASONIO COLORS. Every grade of Masonry is furnished with its peculiar and emblematic color. An important
and mystic meaning hBB always been applied to colors, and
they are used BB the distinguishing mark of different :utions.
The colora best known, and almost universally adapted to
Masonry, are seven, viz:
L BLUE. This is the great color
or Masonry. It is the appropriate
tincture of the Ancient Craft degreea. It is to the Mason an emblem of universal friendahiJ.> and
benevolence, teaching us that m the
mind of a brother those virtues
should be as extensive as the blue
arch of heaven itself. It is, therefore, the only color, except white,
which should be used in a Master
Mason's Lodge. Beaidea the three
cl~ of Ancient Craft Maao~,
this color is also to be fonnd m
NVeral othei degreN, especially of
the Ancient and Acoepted rite,
where it bears Tarioua symbolic
lligniflcationa; all, how~er. more or
leu related to ita original character,
u an emblem of uniTersal friendBhip and benevolence. This tincture
was held in high veneration among
all the nations of antiquity. It
1JY1Ubolioally upreaaed heaven, the

fum~ent, truth, ooDataney, and
fidelity.
2.. PURPLE, being formed by a
due admixture of blue and IICIU'let,
is intended to remind us of the
intimate connection and harmony
that exists between symbolic Masonry and the Royal Arch degree.
In the religious services of the Jews
purple is employed on several occaaiona. It is one of the colora of the
curtainR of the tabernacle, and is
symbolical of the element of water.
It is also used in the construction of
the ephod and girdle of the High
Priest, and the cloths for divine
service. Among the Gentile nations
of antiquity purple was considered
rather as a color of dignity than of
veneration, and was deemed an emblem of e:mlted ofB.oe. Pliny ay1
it was the color of the vestment.
worn by the early ldnga of Rome,
and it has eYer Since, even to the
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present time, been eonsldered as
the becoming inaignia of regnl or
supreme authority.
3. SCARLET, Rlm, o:a C!Ulii!Ow,
for it is indifferently called by e&eh
of these names, is the appropril\te
color of the Royal Arch degree, and
symbolicnlly represents the ardor
and zeal which should ootuate
all who are in possession of that
sublime portion of Masonry. Scar~et was Uaed as one of the vails of
\he taberuaole, and was an emblem
of the elements of fire. Scarlet wns,
among the Jews, a color of dignity,
appropriated to the most opul nt
or honorable. In the middle ngea,
thoee Knights who engaged ill the
wars of the crusades, and especially
the Templars, wore a red cross as n
symbol of their willingness to undergo martyrdom for the snke of
religion. Scarlet is in the higher
degrees of Masonry as predominating a color as blue is in the
lower. These three colors-DLUE.
PoBPLB, and Sc.u~LET-were cnlled.
in the early English lectures, the
old colors of Masonry," and were
&aid to have been selected " because
they are royal, and such 1\8 the
ancient kings and princes used to
wear; and sacred history informs
us that the vail of the temple wll<l
oomposed of these colom ''
~ WHITE is one of the mnst
ancient as well as most extellSively
diffilsed of the symbolic colors. It
is to be found in all the nucien
mysteries, where it constituted, o.s it
does in Masonry, the investure of
the candidate. H always, however,
and everywhere hl\8 borne the snme
aigniilcation, as the symbol of purity
nnd innocence. White W illi the
color of one of the curtaillS of the
tabernacle, where it was a 11ymbol
of the element of earth. Among
the ancientll the highest reYerenee
was paid to this color. It wns, in
general, the garment of the 0 nUie
as well as of the Hebrew prle t.a in
theperformanceoftheirsacr rites.
It lB rllfP.U"~ed as the emblem of
l~ht, religio ts J.>urity, inno0011cc,
vuginity, fai~ JO>'• and life. In
tllo judge, it indicates integrity;

in the sick man, humility; in tlla
woman; chastity. We see, therefore.
the propriety of adopting this oolor
in the Masonic system, as a symbol
of puri~. This symbolism commences m the York rite, where the
lambskin or white apron is presented to the Entered Afprentice
as an emblem of purity o life and
rectitude of conduct, and terminates
in the Ancient and Accepted rite,
where the Sovereign Inspectors of
the 33d degree are invested with
a white scarf as an emblem of
that virtuoua deportment, above the
to~e of all reproach, which should
distinguish the posseasors of that
exalted grade.
5. BLACK. AB white is universally
the emblem of purity, so black, in
the Masonic ritual, is constantly the
symbol of grief. This is perfectly
consistent with its use in the world.
where black has, from remote antiquity, been adopted as a garment
of mourning. In Masonry this color
is confined to but a few degrees, but
everywhere has the aame Binlde
meaning of sorrow. Black is in the
world the symbol of the earth, darkness, mourning, wickedn888, nega..
tion, death, and was appropriate to
the Prince of Dadmess. White and
black together signify purity of life,
and mourning or humiliation.
6. GREEN, as a Masonic color, is
confined to a few of the degrees.
It is employed as a symbol of the
immutable nature of truth and victory. In the evergrem the Master
Mason finds the emblem or hope
and immortality. In all the ancient
mysteries, this idea was carried out,
and green symbolized the birth of
the world, and the mom! creation
or resUITection or the initiate.
7. YELLOW. Of all the Masonio
colors. yellow appears to be the
leMt important, and the least used.
It is a predominating color in a
few of the degrees of the Ancient
and Accepted rite. It was a Rigni·
ftcant symbol of the sun, of thu
goodness of God. of initiation or
marriage, faith, or faithfulness. In
an improper sense, yellow signiileo
inconstancy, jealousy, and deceit.

IUS9N'S DAUGHTER. This degree, conferred on Master
Masons, their wives, sister&, and daughten, in some things
reaombles the degree of Martha of the American Adoptive
rite. The Scripture leBBOn of the degree is selected from tho
11th and 12th chapters of the Gospel of St. John.
MASTER OF CAVALRY. An officer in a Council of the
Knights of the Red Croas, equivalent to the Senior Warden
in the Commandery. His position is in the south, on the
right of the first division when separately formed, and on the
right of the whole when formed in line.
HA.STER OF CEREMONIES. An officer tlrst instituted
at the court of England, in 1603, for the more honorable
reception of Ambaasadon and persons of distinction. This
oilicer is found in moat of the Lodges in England and on the
continent, and has lately found a place in the Lodges of the
United States. · He assists the Senior Deacon when condu~ the candidate, and performs the duties usually
belongmg to the office of Steward.
MASTER OF DISPATCHES. The Recorder of a Council
of the Knights of the Red Croas.
MASTER OF FINANCES. The name of the Treasurer
in a Council of Red Cross Knights.
MASTER OF INFANTRY. An officer known in the
Council of the Knights of the Red Croas, equivalent to the
Senior Deacon in a Lodge, or Junior 'Varden in a Commandery. His station is in the north, on the right of the
second division when separately formed, and on the left of
the whole when formed in line.
MASTER OF A LODGE. The presiding officer of a
Lodge of Freemasons, whose style is "·Wonhipful." In the
whole series of offices recognized by the Masonic institation,
there is not one more important than that of the Master.
Upon the skill, integrity and prudence of the presiding
officer, depend the usefulneas and welfare of tho Lodge. To
become the Mo.ster of a Lodge, with the title " worthy and
well qualified," is a legitimate object of ambition for every
young brother who takes an interest in the prosperity of the
eociety. The powers of the Master are very great; far more
varied and positive than those of any organization now in
existence. From his decisions th11re can be no appeal to the
Lodge; he is amenable for his conduct to the Grand Master
or the Grand Lodge. Equally important with the proper
qoalifications for the discharge of the duties of the Master,
are experience, a thorough knowledge of the ritual and
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the pnrli.amentary rnles of the Craft, the service of a fuU
term as a Warden, except in the case of a newly-constituted
Lodge, when there is no Warden or Past Master to serve;
a legal election; a compliance with the covenants of the
installation service and induction into the oriental chair.
The prerogatives of the Master of a Lodge are: 1. To
congregate or assemble his Lodge; 2. To preside therein;
3. To fill temporary vacancies in office; 4. To regulate the
admission of visitors; 5. To control and terminate discussions; 6. To determine all questions of order and the order
of business, without appeal, except to the Grand Lodge or
Grand Master; 7. To appoint all committees; 8. To open
and close the Lodge; 9. To be the custodian of the warrant;
10. To order the issuing of summonses, and compel the
attendance of members; 11. To give the casting vote in
case of a tie, in addition to his own vote: 12. To sign all
drafts upon the Treasurer for· the payment of Lodge expenses,
with the consent of the Lodge; 13. To refuse to initiate a
candidate, if, in his ju<io<7IIlent, such initiation would be
improper; 14. In company with the Senior and Junior
'Va.rdens, to represent the Lodge at all communications
of the Grand Lodge; 15. To appoint the Senior Deacon,
and such other officers as may be prescribed in the by-laws
of the Lodge; 16. To install his successor and assist in conferring the official Past Master's degree. His duties areto attend all communications of the Lodge; to open the
Lodge at the time designated in the by-laws, and close it at
a reasonable hour; to preserve order in the Lodge; to obey,
enforce and defend the landmarks, the laws and edicts of
the Grand Lodge, the orders of the Grand Master, and the
by-laws of the Lodge; to preserve the charter of the Lodge,
and transmit it to his successor; to perform the ritualistic
work of Masonry, and instruct the brethren; to cause an
investigation into all Masonic offenses committed by tha initi. ated candidates, by members of the Lodge, or by Masons
residing within the jurisdiction of the Lodge; to visit the
sick, and perform the Masonic burial service over the remains
of a deceased member of the Lodge; to perfect himself in
the ritual, laws and usages of the order; to use his best
endeavors to preserve and promote peace and harmony
in the Lodge, and, by his Masonic deportment in and out
of the Lodge, be a good example to the brethren. He is exempt from discipline for his official acts, except to the Grand
Lodge. He cannot dimit or resign during his term of
office, for if a vacancy should occur in the office of Master, bv
death or removal from the jurisdiction, tho Senior Warden
assumes, by virtue of immemorial practice, all the pre-
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ropti-,es and respouibilities of that oftleer. His jewel ia
the square, because, as that instrument ia dedicated to the
Kaster, and ia the proper MaaoDic emblem of his office, it.aymbolically teaches
him official and individual respoDSibilitiea, to regolate his actions by rule and
line, and to harmonize his conduct by
the principles of morality and virtue,
10 that no ill-feeling or ~ diacusaions may anse to
impair the harmony and good fellowship that should enr
· diatinguish a Masonic Lodge, for he
"Who wean~ the SQv.ua: upon hJa breut,
Doell iD the High~ of GoD aUelt,
And in the r- of man.
That all his actions will compare
With the Divine, th' unerring square,
That &qD81'88 great mue'a plan."-HoJWL

The jewels, furniture and other property of the Lodge are
in his charge, and he has a general control over all its
a1Fairs.
MASTER OF THE PALACE. The title of an oftlcer in
a Council of Red CroSB Knight& He is the Captain General
in a Oommandery of Knights Templar.
MASTERS OF THE VAILS. In a Royal Arch Chapter
three officers whose duties are to guard the blue, purple and
aoarlet vails of the tabernacle. Each is armed with a sword,

and carries a banner of a color corresponding with that of
the vail before which he is stationed. Their jewel is a sword
within a triangle.
MAUSOLEUM. A general designation of any superb and
stately sepulchral monument. The name is derived from
the tomb erected at HalicamaBBos by Artemisia, to the
memory of her husband Mausolus,
Jd.ng of Caria, B. o. 353. It was one
of the most magnificent monuments
of the kind, and was esteemed one
of the seven wonders of the world.
When the Knights of St. John of
Jerusalem, in 1404, took posseBSion
of the site of Halicarnassus, then
occupied by a small village called
Oleesy, while excavating among the ruins for building
materials, they discovered a large chamber with marble
pilastors, and with richly inlaid/anels. The sarcophagus
of the founder was also discovere ; fragments of lions, dogs,
etc.. and a beautiful sculpture of a horse, have been found
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MED.
Mausoleums of rare beauty and strength, bearing Masoni~
symbols and sentiments of fraternal affection, have been
erected in several parts of Europe and America.
MEDALS, MABomo. This term is applied to pieces of
metal, of various forms, but generally similar to coins, not
intended for circulation as money, or means of exchange,
struck and distributed in commemoration of some important
event. The study .and a thorough knowledge of medals
recognized by the Craft, especially those bearing emblems
and perpetuating valuable Masonic historical eras or events,
are indispensable to prevent our ancient legends, traditions
and history from falling into decay or passing into oblivion.
So far as our investigations have extended in Masonic medals
or numismatics, there is nothing extant in this department
earlier than the eighteenth century. This may be explained
from the fact that before that period the ancient or operative
form of the institution existed; then Masons made their
medals of mighty blocks of stone; their symbols were wrought
in the ground-plans of extensive and beautiful edifices; their
marks were deeply cut upon the living rocks "with an iron
pen and lead in the rock forever." The first Masonic medal
of which we have any account (an impression of which will
be seen in the accompanying engraving) was struck about
A.. D. 1733.
Its 1istor~ is substantially as follows: In 1733 a
Lodge was established at Florence, by Lord Charles Sackville,
son of Lionel Granville Sackville, great grandson of ThomaH
Sackville, who, in 1561, was
Grand Master of the Masons
acknowledging the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge at
York. This Lodge was not
founded by regular authority; certainly there was no
order for it by the Grand
Lodge of England, then governed by Jamee Lyon, Earl
of Strathmore. The formation of the Lodge, however,
was the origin of this medal,
a copy of which exists in the
valuable collection of Masonic medals in possession of the Lodge JJfinerva of tM
Three Pal·m.s, at Leipsic. The obverse, not given here, has
a bust of Lord Sackville, with the inscription, " Carolve
Sackville, Magister, FL" The reverse exhibits Harpocrates,
the gocl of silence, who, as the son of Isis and Osiris, stood
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at the entrance of most Egyptian and Romun temples, in
his well-known attitude, leaning upon a broken column, with
the fore-finger of his right hand, the emblem of silence,
upon his lips, and holding in his left arm the cornucopia,
filled with the rich fruits of the earth. The cubic block,
around which are grouped the stone-hammer, the compll8868,
the square, the level, the chisel, the plumb and mallet, is at
his feet. The thyrsus, staff and the serpent, rest behind
him. 'l'he motto is Ab Origi.ne, "from the beginning." An
immensely large number of Masonic medals have been
struck, for as many memorable occo.sions, during the past
century; a brief notice of which would be very flU" beyond
our limits to give. Medals are frequently given to brothers
as a reward for efficient official services and distinguished
Mo.sonic virtues.
MEDITERRANEAN PASS. An honorary or side degree
conferred on Royal Arch Masons. Its legend and ritual are
identical with the more imposing and interesting degree of
the Knight of the Mediterranean P888, from which this ia
supposed to be extracted.
MELCHIZEDEK. Pontiff-king of Salem, and prototype
of Christ. The name and his hiatory are referred to in the
Order of the High-Priesthood; also, in the 5th degree of the
Asiatic Brothers, and in the Order of the IlluminatL
MELEK-MELOCHIM. King of Kings. Asa.cred wordin
several of the higher degrees of the French rite.
MELITA. The ancient Greek name of the Island of Malta;
referred toin the Order of the Knights of Malta.
MEMPHIS, RITE OF. Sometimes called the Oriental rite.
A modification of the rite of Misraim, organized in Paris, in·
1839, by Messieurs Marconis and Mouttet. It afterward
extended to Brussels and Marseilles, thence to New York.
It was composed of 90 working and 6 official degrees. For
o. time it excited some interest in Paris, and then fell into
obscurity until 1860, when it was reorganized, the 96 degrees
reduced to 30, and then merged into the Grand Orient of
France, where it is permitted to slumber. It may now be
regarded as extinct.
MENATZCHIM, CouNciL oF. The principn.l degree in the
French rite of the "VIEILLE Bsu" was called by this name.
The word is Hebrew, and means consoler, or comforter.
The overseers at the building of the Temple were Cil.lled
Menatzchim.
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MENU, lNBTITUTFJI OF. The name given to the most celebrated code of Indian civil and religious law; so called from
Menu, Menou, or Manu, the son of Brahma, by whom it is
suppolied to have been revealed. The Hiudoos, themselves,
ascribe to this &ystcm tho highest antiquity; and many of
the most learned Europeans are of opinion that of all known
works there is none which carries with it more convincing
proofs of high antiquity and perfect integrity. Sir W. JoneR
assigns the date of its origin somewhere between Homer
and the Twehe Tables of the Romans; and Schlegel asserts
it as his belief that it was seen by Alexander the Great in a
state not materially different from that in which we possess
it. The Institutes of :Menu are of a most comprehensive
nature: they embrace all that relates to human life; the
history of the creation of the world and man; the nature of
God n.nd spirits; and a. complete system of morals, government and religion.
MESMERIAN MASONRY. A name applied to a Masonic
rite invented by some of the disciples of Mesmer, A. D. 1784.
:MINUTES. Records of the transactions at each meeting
These proceedings-that is, all which it is
lawful to write-should be carefully entered on the records,
and at the opening of the next meeting, rood to the bretlu·eu,
that errors, if any, may be corrected.
•
of the Lodge.

MISCHCHAN, 1\!IscHPHERETH, 1\IzscHTAR. Hebrew terms,
!lignifying Tabernacle, Most Poweiful, and Fountain, used as
sacred words, in several of the high degrees of the French
rit.e.
MiSRAil\f, RITE OF. This rito was introduced into France
near the commencement of the present century. It made
considerable progress, and, in 1817, application was made on
the part of its friends, to the Grand Orient, to accept it as a
legitimate branch of Masonry. 'The application wns denied,
partly on the ground that the r..nt.iquit.y of the rite had not
been proved, and partly because of the 90 degrees which its
ritual comprised 68 were already included in the French
system. The rite of 1\Iisraim is interesting and instructive,
but many of its degrees nre too abstruse to be popular. The
initiation is a reproduction of the ancim_1t I1te of Isis, and
represents the contests of Osiris and Typhon, the death,
resurrection, and triumph of the former, and the destruction
of the latter. There are 90 degrees, divided into four series
-symbolic, philosophiclll, mystical and cabalistic, and agaiQ
divitlcd into seventeen clafses.

MIT.
Tho traditions of this a,stem are full of anacbronisma,
historical events and characters, separated by hundreds of
years, being made to figure on the same BOOne, at the same
time. The work entitled" De l'Ordre M~nique de Misraim,"
published at Paris, in 1835, by Mons. Marc Bedarride, purporting to give the history of the Order, is a more romance,
and full of puerilities. Nevertheless, many of the degreea
are highly interesting and instructive.
MITHRA, MYBTEBil!B oP. The Sun-God in the ancient Zencl
religion, and mediator between Ormuzd, the god of light, ancl
.Ahriman, the god of darkness, through whom the latter with
his kingdom of evil will be destroyed, and the former will
establish his empire of light and happiness throughout the
universe. His symbols are the sun-type of truth and
justice-on his head; the mace-emblem of power-in his
hand, or the sacrificing dagger, and the bull of the world, on
whose back he lies. The mysteries of Mithra were dramatic
and scenic illustrations of the Persian religion, and were
divided into seven degrees. The principal dogmas, as revised
by Zoroaster, are as follows: From the beginning there have
existed two beings, Ormuzd and Ahriman, the principles of the
universe. Ormuzd is pure eternal light, the spirit of beauty
and love, and original source of all perfection. Ahrimau Wall
also originally of the light, and so far good; but as he envied
the light of Ormuzd h~ obscured his own, became an enemy
to Ormuzd and the father of evil, and of all evil beings who
joined· him in a contest with the good. Ormuzd and Ahriman
performed the work of creation at different epochs, and
brought into existence various species of beings. Ormuzd
created the community of good spirits; first six immortal
spirits of light; then twenty-eight subordinate spirits, representatives of the months and days; and, at last, a multitude
of human souls. Ahriman produced a number of bad spirits,
six arch-devs, spirits of darkness, and innumerable devs of
lower rank. The good dwell with Ormuzd in light. Ahriman
lives with his creatures in the kingdom of darkness. 3,000
years Ormuzd ruled alone; after which he created material
beings, in their various degrees; at last man, and after the
labor celebrated the first festival of creation with the good
spirits. Again he ruled in thia world of innocence and
happiness 3,000 years. In the next period of equal length
begms the contest between light and darkness, Ormuzd and
Ahriman, who in a continual struggle divide the dominion of
the world. The following 3,000 years extend and confirm
the power of Ahriman; afterward his power declines; the dem
sink to nothing; theh- former prince, through the influence
~~ Mithra, the mediator, does homage to Ormttzd, and the
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MIT-MON.
empire of daxkness and vice disappears. Tho dead arise,
and all darkness, sin, and misery are ended forever. Tho
initiation into the mysteries of Mithra and the entire ceremonial of the seven degrees were symbolical representations
of the everlasting struggle between good and evil, their
alternate triumph and defeat, until at last evil is overwhelmed
in a final oTerthrow, and the splendor of truth fills, and the
songs of triumphant virtue resound through, all worlds.
The rites of Mithra seem to combine some of the features
of the Indian, Egyptian, o.nd Cabirian mysteries. They were
widely extended through Asia and Europe, and it is said
that traces of tho worship of Mithra are found at the present
time in those parts of Germany that were anciently under
the dominion of the Romans.
MITRE. The sacred covering for the head of the Jewish
High-Priest. It was made of fine linen or silk of a blue
color, wrapped in several folds, in the manner of a Turkish
turban. In front and around
the base of the mitre, as a
band, secured with blue
ribbon, was n. plate of pure
gold, called the "plate of the
holy crown of pure gold,"
upon which is inscribed
"HoLINESS

TO THE LoRD."

This important vestment
was worn by the High-Priest
on occasions of solemn and
imposing services only. This
is the proper form of the
mitre which should be worn
by the High-Priest in a
·Royal Arch Chapter when officiating in the ceremonies of the
Royal Arch degree, and when dressed in the other appro- ·
priate priestly garments.
MONITOR. A name given to books which contain the
charges, regulations, emblems, and exot.eric ceremonies of
Freemasonry. Numerous· works of this character have been
published, some of them very valuable; works arranged ou
the principle that "the iniliated k1ww what is meant," which,
by ingenious metliods of suggestions, places before the mind
of the intelligent Mason the whole ritual of the order, with
its profound and varied meanings, while it reveals nothing
to the profane.
MONUMENTS, SEPULCHRAL .t.ND MA.SONIC. An emblem
erected over the grave, to mark the resting-place n.nd per•
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petuate the memory of the dead. In the earliest ages and
among the eaatern nations, it was the practice to place the
remains of the dead in excavated sepulchres, with monumental structures over them. Egypt, Palestine, Greece,
Persia and Rome abounded with monuments of this char-.
acter. In Egypt the monarch's burial-place began to be
excavated as soon as he ascended the throne, and the
el:cavation and decoration went on year by year until the
king's death, when it was suddenly broken otT, the tomh
thus becoming an index both of the king's magnificence and

of the length of his reign. Masonic monuments, as mcmorillt.
of fraternal affection, and rewards of well-merited honor
are often erected over the remains of the illustrionR dead,
with appropriate hieroglyphic symbols, or tho following
emblematic legend delineated thereon : A virbri.n weeping
over a broken column, with the book open before her; in her
right hand a sprig of acacia, in her left an urn; Time is
behind her with his hands enfolded in the ringlets of her
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hair. The weeping virgin symbolizes the unfinished state of
the temple; the broken column, that one of the principal
supporters of Masonry has fallen; the open book implies
that his memory is recorded in every Mason's heart; the
sprig of acacia refers to the discovery of his remains; the
urn shows that his ashes have been carefully collected, and
Time behind her implies that we are rapidly passing from
life to a blessed immortality. .
MOPSES. From the German mops, a young ma.stift It is
intended to indicl\te the mutual fidelity and attachment of
the brethren-those virtues being characteristic of the noble
animal. This order originated in the following manner: Pope
Clement XIT. having issued a bull against the Freemasons
in 1738, the people were alarmed, and hesitating to join a
society which had been thus proscribed, formed another on
the same principle, which would a.1ford them equal gratifi.ca.tion, without subjecting them to the thunders of the Vatica.n.
Freemasonry was the model, with pretensions of devotion
to the papal hierarchy, and thus, under the assumed a.fpellation, they evaded the papal denunciation. Some o the
most illustrious personages in Germany countenanced and
extended their patronage to the scheme; many of the princes
of the empire became its Grand Masters. In 1776 this organization aBSumed an androgynous character, and admitted
females to its ceremonies and offices. The ceremonies of
this order were highly interesting. It had forms of initiation,
signs, pass-words and tokens, and other marks of recognition; and the symbols admitted of an intellectual and moral
explanation.
MORNING STAR, KmaHT oF. This degree is a modification of the Kadosh, according to the nomenclature of
Fustier, which is preserved in the archives of the "Lodge of
the Philosophical rite."
MOSAIC WORK. The 1\fosaic pavement, so frequently
alluded to in the rituals of the order as the ornaments of "
Lodge, are the productions of artistic designs, by setting
small and variously shaped stones, glass or wood of different
colors, so as to give the effect of painting. The floor of the
tabernacle o.nd the pavement of Solomon's temple were thull
ornamented. Mosaic or tesselated pavements were common
among the ancients; the Egyptians, the Greeks o.nd especio.lly the Romans most ingeniously decorated the floors and
walls of their temples in this manner. In commemoration
of the flooring of the temple and tabernacle, the Mosaic
pavement is n.lways preserved aa an ornament of the Masonic
Lodge, with the blazing star in the center, and the beautiful

MOS.

tesselated border* surrounding tho whole, as a symbol of
the manifold bleBBings and comforts which constantly surround us. The Mosaic pavement of a Lodgo is placed tbore
as an emblem of the vicissitudes of human life; that however prosperity may favor us with smiles to-day, it is
uncertain how long it will continue to bless us. Adversity
may come when we least el:pcct it, and penury and diKtrcBS
may follow joy and pleasure. The latter period of life may
he subjected to want and misel'y, when we are most unfit to
encounter it; and instead of resting in peaco after a long
nnd troubleROme journey, we may be compelled o.gn.in to
encounter the burden and heat o.f the day. ·

MOSQUE OF Olt:AR, OR TBE NoBLE SANCTUARY. This
1plendid edifice on Mount Moriah, covers a portion of the
• The ind<.>nted tessel is a border or atones, or various colora, nround
the pavement. Tt&sel, from the LRtin tf'RRela. means a small sqnare
lltone, and to indent is to cut or notch a mnrwn into inequalities rtJ!jCin•
bling teeth, a tesselated border is, therefore, a notehed b<>rder of
Yariegated colora. A limited number of ll:llllplea of Moanic w01k ill
represented in t.ho above engraving.
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space once occupied by the more brilliant Temple of Solomon.
It is believed to have been commenced by the Caliph Omar,
the first of that name, and father-in-law of Mahomet,
between the years 638 and 644, and very much enlarged,
beautified and enriched, in fact, quite rebuilt by the Caliph
Abd-el Melek, in 686. It was seven years in building: the
Moslellls believe it to stand over the rock on which JaQOh

INTEniOR VIEW Ul' THE MOSQUE 01' OllAR.

·.was sleeping when he saw tho vision of the heavenly ladder,
but it is still more sacred to them, as to us, from having beeu
the sacred rock beneath the altar of Solomon's Temple,
whereon the daily sacrifice wa~ offered. During the time of
the Latin kingdom in Jermmlem this mosque . became a ·
Christian eatbedral, where the service was daily sung and o.n
altar erected on the summit of the rock The building was
called by the Crusaders the "Temple of the Lord." The
fanciful and intriC'n.te patterns of tho porcelain walls of the

mosque, the graceful letters of the inscription round it, and
the trucery of the windows are still more ueautiful on a
closer inspection -nothing can be more perfect of their
kind, or more peculiarly charming than the harmony of the
colors; the windows are filled with stained glass of the very
richeat and most brilliant colors, that even the palmiest days
of the medieval ages could produce in Europe. Two rows
of columns encircle the center, forming a double corridor,
and support the clerestory and the dome: these columns
have endently belonged, to some other building-their capi~
tals are mostly of acanthus leaves. The rock itsl'lf is
enclosed in a metal screen of lattice work o.bout six feet
high, .and to it, we are told by the Bordeaux Pilgrim, in aaa,
the Jews came every year, anointing the stone with oil,
wailing and rending their gannents, thus proving its o.uthen~
ticity in their minds; it had been for many yeara polluted by
an equestrian statue of the Emperor Adrian elevated on the
very rock itself. The Bordeaux Pilgrim specially mention11
that this rock adored by the Jews was pierced: below it is the
"noble cave" spoken of in the MishJia, into which the blood,
etc., from the altar drained, and descended thence by a con~
duit into the ,·alley of Siloam, the gardens of which were
enriched by this drainage.*
•Dr. J.ua.s T . .BARCLAY, for mnny yenrs a re~idcnt miAAionnry in
Jerusalem, and fnYorably known in I~nrope nnd thiH conut~. for the
valuable discoveril'fl he bas m"do in the temple ~nc•ln"lt'l'. to whi<·h be
WSII admitted by special firman, gin·s the following dt•st·ription of the
Mosque of Oruar, in his invaluablo work. ''l'HE Crrr oF THE GUEA'l
KING:" "'fhe superb edifice called by Moslems ]{ubbt•t es-Snkhrab
(Dome of the Rock), and by FrankH the !'tlosk of Onmr, is sitnnted
rather below the middle of the plntfonn-being nearest to tltA weMit'm
side, and farthest from the ·northern. '!'he lower story, or mnin bocly of
the building, is a true octagon, of sixty-seven feet on n Kidc; hut the
centml and elevated portion is circular. A more gr,tc"fQl null symmctrit·•~l
dome than that which covcl'!l the bnil<ling i11 p"rlutp~ nowh<•ro t.o be
found; and the lofty bronze cre~cent that snnuounts the who!" givc•K o
pleMing nrchitectural flniHh. • • • • • Immct!int<'ly bencllth th" <•c•nter
of the dome is the vcnernted rock nbout whieh so much lm>~ he<,n written.
In the estimation of the Jew, this is by far tho most h"llow•·<l spot ou
t·n.rth; for, according to the Uabbins, thie is the iclentical rock upon
\' hich Jacob pillowed his head, nnd set it up for n pillar ILilll pourP<l oil
npon the top of it; and he called the name of that place Ht!thcl --~Iot\119
of God. It i!l tho general belief, ul>!o, thnt it is the thrl.'shing tlnor of
Araunab the Jcbusite-the spot where the fnith of Abrllham wa~ eo
~nn·ly tried iu hitl determined obedience to God to offer up bu.nc; 11nd
til< 11ite of the Holy of Holies of the temple-which glowed ben<mth the
uh"iue manifestation of Deity in the Shckinah . • • • • • w.!H'll the
rock was brought to light by Omar, it was Cl(humml bcnMth 1m unmmtHe
mound of rubbish aud dirt. But it luul previously b een cwwned by
Haddan's splendid Temple of Jupiter C•1pitolinus. 'I'he prcsent.noble
structure over and around it is undoubtedly the work of the mwuficenl
Khnlilf A)od-el MPlek, though often supposed to be a Christian ediftce.
• • ; • • There 11.r0 various reoesses cnt 1n the rook, both abon and
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MOS-MUS.

MOSl' EXCELLENT. The honorary title of the HighPriest of a. Chapter of Royal Arch Masons.
MOST EXCELLENT MASTER. The title of· the 6th
degree of Masonry. It illustrates the dedication of the
Temple by Solomon.
MOST WORSHIPFUL. The title of the presiding officer
of a. Grand Lodge, and sometimes applied to the body.
MUSIC. A combination or succession of sounds, so
arranged a.s to please the eo.r. * The pleasure derived from
music arises from its exciting agreeable senMtions, and
raising pleasing mental images and emotions. Apart from
words, it expresses passion and sentiment, and linked to
words, it loses its vagueness and becomes a. beautiful illustration of language. This science is truly congeniol to the
below, indicnting the spots where AbrahBm, Elijah, David, Bolomo. •
and other renowned Hebrews were in the habit of praying; and a pmyl"
oft'ered there, even by us i'!fidels, as all Christians nre termed, they say, mtUI.i
be etl'ectnal. • • • • • The Moslem tmdition concerning the Sakhrah hi
that fell it from heaven abont the time that the spirit of prophecy was
implll'ted. 1'his holy stone, they 81ly, wished to accompany the prophet
in his noctumalll.ight to heaven, and actllRlly started; but in response
to the great prophet's prnyers, the angel Gabriel was dispatched to
stay its flight; and so firm wa.~ the grasp by which it was retained, that
the impression of the angel's hands are to be seen there to thi11 da7.
They allege also that tho mo!!k contains the scaleR for weighing the souls
of men, the Hhield ot l!ahommcd, tho birds of Solomon, the pomegranates
of David, the saddle of el-Dorak, and an original copy of the Khoran,
the parchment leaves of which are four feet long. A well of soul.
refreshing water is also t1lleged to exist there. A green slab of m11rbl8
is also shown, formerly nailed down by eightePn silver nails, three of
which still rPmain. This, it seems, is a kind of chronological table; R
nail having been withdrawn for each grand epoch in their history, and
when the lnHt nail takes itll ll.ight, the consummation of all things wiU
occur. Such are a few of tlwir lt>gendJ! concerning the marvelous rook.
'Ihey serve, nt lenst, to exhibit the puerility of Moslem itlea11, and the
strength of their credulity."
• Lucretius ~~acribes the invention of musio oo the whistling of the
win<ls in hollow reetls. Frnnckinus, to the various sound>< produced by
ti.HJ hBmmerH of Tubal Cuin. Cameleon Pontiqne and others to the
singing of birds; nnd Z11rlino to tho sound of rushing waters. It ia,
however, agreed that muHic wll8 first reduced to ruleR by Jubnl, 11ixth in
descent from Cain, who WllR "the fnther of nll such as hnndle the harp and
organ" (D. c. 1800). 'fhe ll.nte, and harmony and concord in mu11ic were
invented by Hyuguis, D. c. 1506. Vocal choruses of men are first mentioned n.c. 556. l'ythngorns maintained that the motions of the twelve
spher<'s must produce delightful sounds innudibll' to mortul ears, which
htt cnll.ed "the mnHic of the spherc.>s." St. Cecilin, a Rnman lady, is
said to have excelled so eminently in music that an angC'l WIIS enticed
from the ce)e!lt.ial regions by the fn.scinnting channs of her melody; and
from this tradition she has been e~tcemed as the pntroneRs of music ADd
musiciaJlll.
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nature of man; for b1 its powerfnl charms the moat di&cordant passions may be harmonized, and brought into
unison; but it never sounds with such seraphic harmony aa
when employed in singing hymns of gratitude to the Creator
of the universe. In praise of this &oienoe the great poet ol
nature says,
"The man that hath no muafc in himaell.
Nor is not moT'd with conoord of sweet eoandll,
Ia ti for keuoD8, stratagems, and spoils;
The motions of hia 8pirit are dull as night,
And hia nft'ec&ions dark as Erebua:
Let no such man be trusted."

MUSTARD SEED, Oan:m ov. This order was founded h1
Count Zinnendorf in 1739, under the title of The A880Cialion

o/ Moravian

Brothers

o/ the

Order

o/ ReligiouiJ

Freemasons,

afterward atyled The Order cf the Grain cf Mustard Seed.
It belongs to the department of mystic Masonry. The rite
is drawn from the parable of the mustard seed (Mark rv. ),
where Jesus compares the kingdom of God to a. grain of
mustard seed, which, though the smallest of all seeds, sends
forth so great branches that the birds of heaven ma.y repose
under its shadow. It ho.d two mottoes-one engraved on
a ring, "No one of us lives for himseli;" a.nd the other,
"What wo.s it before? nothing," wo.s engraved on a. croBB of
gold, which the members wore o.s the jewel of the order,
SUBpended from a. green watered ribbon.
MYSTAGOGUE. In the Eleusinian m1steries, the official
who introduced the candidates for initiation, showed the
interior of the temple, a.nd explained the doctrines, bore this
name. Hence any one who deals in mysteries is called
Mystagogue.
MYSTERIES. Since the establishment of the Christian
church among all civilized nations the moral and religious
instruction of the people has been confided to its care. The
church, although one, yet among different nations exists in a
great variety of forms-forms adapted to the peculiar wants
and genius of the people whose improvement it seeks to advance. Previous to the advent of the church this great work
was accomplished among the civilized nations of antiquity
by organizations which are designated under the general
nu.me of MYBTEIUES. It appears that a.ll the perfection of
civilization, and a.ll the advancement made in philosophy,
science, and art among the ancients are due to those institutions which, under the vail of mystery, sought to illustrate
· the sublimest truths of religion, morality and virtue, and
impr688 them on the hearts of their disciples. Although
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history speaks of several institutions of the kind, o.s t.btt
Eleusinian mysteries, the mysteries of Mithra, etc., yet aJ.1
had a common origin, and a like purpose, and never exhibited
a greater variety of forms than the Christian church. The
principal of these mysteries are: 1. The Indian Mysteries;
2. The Egyptian; 3. The Orphic; 4. The Cabirian; 5. The •
Phrygian or Samothracian; 6. The Eleusinia; 7. The Sidonian
or Dionysian; 8. Pythagorean. •
The civilization, a.nd
the social institutionl!l of India, Egypt, Greece, and Syria, and
the degree of enlightenment in religion, morality, and science,
to which they attain can be traced directly to the salutary
influence of the Mysteries. From the foregoing it will be
seen that-to a certain degree following the opinion of many
of the early Christian fathers-they realized the idea of a
church. As none but the just and virtuous were eligible to
membership, the i,nitiatcd were-at least were reported to
be-the wiseRt and best of all countries, and constituted the
ancient Pagan Ecclesia.-if one may so speak-the church,
or assembly of the wise and good; a body competent to
teach and enforce the everlo.sting truths of religion. Their
chief object was to teach the doctrine of one God, the resurrection of man to eternal life, the dignity of the human soul,
and to lead the people to see tho shadow of the deity, in the
beaut, magnificence, and splendor of the universe. By the
most solemn and impressive ceremonies they led the minds
of the neophytes to meditate serioualy the great problems
of human duty and destiny; imbued them with a living
sense of the vanity and brevity of life, and of the certainty
of a future state of retribution; set forth in marked contrast
the beauty of virtue and truth, and the deep bitterness and
tormenting darkness of vice and error; and enjoined on
them, by the most binding obligations, charity, brotherly
love, and inflexible honor, as the greatest of all duties, the
most beneficent to the world; and the most pleasing to tho
gods. They also, by these rites-ritee magnificent and
impressive, and startling, by sudden transitions and striking
contrasts-rites commencing in gloom and sorrow, and
ending in light and joy, dimly sho.dowed forth the passage of
man from barbarism to civilization, n·om ignorance to science,
and his constn.nt progress onwttrd and upward through
the ages, to still sublimer elevations. The trembling and
helpless neophyte, environed with terror and gloom, and
:pursuing his uncertain and difficult way through the mystio
JOurney of initiation, which terminated in light and confidence, was a typo or representative of humanity marching
Upward from the gloom and darkness of the primitive state
• Soo articles on the nbove untlor their proper heads.
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af barbarism, to a high degree of enlightenment, of social
refinement and perfection. The mystic ceremony was,
llierefore, emblematical of the progressive development of
man, and was intended as an aid to that development. The
. initiatory ritnals of Orpheus, of the Cabiri, and of Isis, typifying thus the development of man and the progress of society,
were in a sense prophetic announcements of a golden age to
come--a more perfect state, where virtue, triumphant over
,·ice, and truth, victorious over error, would be installed on
· tho throne of the world, and direct all human actions and relatioDA The idea which these rites presented of future retribution is not in harmony with modern opinions, at least so far
as most of our Protestant communions arc concerned. All
the ancient systems of religion and philosophy held that all
punishment was purgatorial*-a means of purification-and
consequently finite and limited in its character and duration.
and was graduated according to the degree of moral turpi- .
tude attached to each offense. Hence, in the initiation, the
neophyte represented the progress of the soul through the
various stages of discipline, upward from the receptacles of
sorrow to Elysian beatitude and purity. In all these rites,
indeed, the idea seemed to prevail that man, society,
humanity, could be perfected only by the ministry of gloom
and suffering. The soul's exaltation, and highest good and
truest repose, were to be approached only by the way of tears,
and sa.crifice, and toiL Those mystic dramas symbolized the
profoundest mysteries of the soul-the deepest experiencea
of the human heart. They taught that through darkneBS
and difficulty, in the midst of obstacles and opposition, man
should ever struggle upward and onward-onward from the
shadowy vale of doubt, and fear, and perplexity, to the
golden Orient, whence comes the light of eternal truth!
Some writers have contended that the mysteries, and,
indeed, all the myths of antiquity, have no reference whatever
to religious ideas, or to a spiritual sphere, but are merely
allegorical representations of the phenomena of the physical
world. Dupnist explains all the mysteries in this way, and
carries his theory so far as finally to assert that Christ is
only an astronomical sign, and that the mystical woman of
the Revelations, whom St. John describes as" clothedt with
the s1m, and the moon under her feet, and on her head a
crown of twelve stars," is but the constellation Virgo I That
portions of the Isianic and Cabirian mysteries had reference
to astronomical ideas is undoubtedly true; but this fact by
• Vide Enfield's History of Philosophy. Also Guigniant: Bel~ 1M
C0116iderdl principalement da718 leur 7ronnes Bvmbollqug IIC
MytholOI]iqut.
t Origin des toua les cultcs.
t Bev. xii.. 1.

r Antiqnili
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no means justifies the conclusions of Dupnis and others, tho.'
they have no spiritual reference at all. On the contrary, it
was the deep, earnest, o.nd positive faith of the ancients, in
the unseen and spiritual, which led them to blend in this
manntlr-unfortunately so foreign to our modern habits of
thinking-the ideas of science with those of religion. And
here we fall far below the ancients. We have divorced
science and philosophy from religion, and seem to regard
them as quite different and distinct things, the deplorable
results of which are seen in our modern systems of education,
which are entirely mateljal, and end in skepticism, if not in
absolute irreligion. On the other hand, the o.ncients contemplated the universe from the religious point of view. All
the phenomena of life-all the motions of the heavenly
bodies-the whole stupe.ndous spectacle of the worldrevealed to them the presence of an unseen Intelligence.
Hence, their religion embraced all the facts of physical
science ; art o.nd philosophy were necessary parts of religion,
and reposed on a spiritual basis. Hence, instruction
with them was religious aud moral. And were they not
right? The mysteries were established for human instruction; and there all the sciences were studied with reference
to a higher sphere of thought. Nature, with all its la.ws, its
motions, and its mysteries, which science attempts to explore,
was, in their views, only a shadow or reflex, or projection, of
the more substantial verities of the unseen-the eternal
world; philosophy itself was religion. Such was education
among the ancients, so far as it went. It was eminently
religious. Hence the dramas, represented in the mysteries,
and in the rites of initiation, took note at the same time of
the facts of science and the verities of religion. And becauso
these dramas and rites shadowed forth some of the phenomena of nature, and the motions of the heavenly bodies,
we are not to infer that those who celebrated them had no
faith in God, accountability, or a future life; but rather,
on the contrary, that those old Grecians and Egyptians saw
in all the phenomena of nature-in all the motions of the
ata.rry spheres, and in all the miracles of the world-the
awful shadow of that mysterious One, who, although infinite
and indivisible, yet in some manner incomprehensible to
human intelligence, individualizes himself to every human
thought, and localizes himself in every place. The mysteries
were established then to assist the education and development
of man. And with this intention the mystagogues employed
every resource to stimulate the moral energies o.nd awaken
the noble instincts of those they sought to elevat~. The
ancients all claimed for these mysteries a clivine origin.
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Bnechus, in Euripides,• retq)onds to the questions of Pentheus, who demanded from whom he received his nc\V worship and his mysteries, that ho received them from tho son
of Jupiter. All tho ancient educators of the race affirmed·
the same of their teachings. Rhadamanthus so.ys that
he received from heaven the laws that he gave to the
Cretans. t Minos shut himself up in a so.cred cave, to compose his code of laws, which ho affirmed were rcveulod to
him by the divinity. Zoroaster, the Persian Seer, claims
Blso to have been divinely inspired.t He separated himself
from society, and gave himself up to so.cred meditations.
He invoked the supernBl powers, and at length the light of
o. heavenly inspiration descended upon his soul, and o. divine
meSBenger visited him and instructed him in celestial things.
Thus, o.ccording to Chandomer,.he received from heaven
the Zend Avesta, that great depository of sublime maxims
so revered by the ancient Persians. Ardheshir, de~iring to
reform the religious code of his kingdom, appointeu one of
the sages to accomplish the work. The new reformer, not
wishing to make innovations which might not be authorized
by heaven, invoked the aid of the spiritwLl powers. He sunk
away into a mysterious sleep, and experienced an ecstacy,
during which his soul seemed to go forth out of his body.
At the end of seven days he awoke, and declared that he ho.d
been in communication with the m1soon world of spirits, and
employed a scribe to write the now revelations which he had
received from the gods. Pythagoras§ Blso professed to receive
the divine direction in the foundation of his famous society.
He affirms of himself what Titus LiviusU asserts of Nmna,
viz: that the secrets of nature, which others knew by opinion
and conjecture, were communicated to him by the direct
interpomtion of the gods, and that Apollo, Minerva, and the
Mnses, had often appeared to him. Whatever we may think
of these professions and claims to a divine enlightenment,
on the part of the ancient reformers, we cannot but respect
that faith and piety which Bl ways led them to refer all wisdom
and virtue to a divine influence. Their maxim seemed to
be that whatever is useful to men is divine. And as the
mysteries and the rules of virtue, which they cultivated and
enforced, were nseful to humanity, they were, of a consequence, providenti!U institutions created by the will of the
Et<-rnal. After what we have now so.id, it cannot be difficult to see cleo.rly the true end &.nd purpose of the mysteries.
the first and greatest fruits of which were, according to the
•Euripid: Bacoh., p. 460.

tStrabo 1,

L

p. 476.

t Hyde de vet, Pers. p. 317.
~Phil: L i. c. 1 Vit. ApolL
II Plut· Vita Nuru11.
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ancients, to civilizR savage people, soften their ferociolllJ
manners, render them socio.l, and prepare them for a kind
of life more worthy of the dignity of man. Cicero places, in
the number of supreme benefits which the Athenians enjoyed,
the establishment of the mysteries of Eleusis, the effect of
which was, he tells us, to civilize men, and to make them comprehend the true principles of morality, which initiate man
into an order of life which is o.lone worthy of a being destined
to immortality. The same philosopher, in another place,
where he apostrophizes Ceres and Proserpine, says that we
owe to these goddesses the first elements of our moro.l life,
as well as the first aliment of- our physical life, viz: the
knowledge of the laws, the refinement of manners, and the
examples of civilization, which have elevated and polished
the habits of men. and of cities. Their moral end was well
perceived by Arrien, who tells ns that o.ll these mysteries were
established by the ancients, to perfect our education and
reform our manners. Pansanias, * speaking of the Eleusinia,
says that the Greeks, from the highest antiquity, had est&blished them as an institution the most effectual to inspire
men with the sentiments of reverence and love for the gods.
And among the responses that Bn.cchust makes to Pentheus,
whose curiosity is excited by his mysteries, he tells him that
this new institution merits to be widely known, and that one
of the greatest advantages resulting from it is the proscription of all impiety and crime. From the above it appears
that the mysteries must have been of the highest utility in
advancing the civilization of our race, in promoting the arts,
and stimulating u. taste for science and letters. We have
seen that the cultivation of music commenced with the
establishment of the mysteries, and formed a great portion
of the ceremonies. Sculpture and painting were encouraged,
and received their first impulse in these institutions. Literature and philosophy were pursued with ardor by the disciples of Orpheus and Eumolpus, and through them religion
shed a benign and gentle radiance over all of life. Through
the mysteries society received wise and wholesome laws, and
that moral and mental impulsion which raised Greece to the
summit of human greatness. The drama also owes its birth
to these in&titutions. The first plays, symbolical of man and
his progress, his struggles, his trials, his labor, his combats
and triumphs, were performed within the secret enclosures,
secure from the intrusion of profane eyes. The ceremonies
were "th-:lmselves dramas, shadowing forth, more or less
pel'fectly, the great truths of God, of nature, and the soul,
pointing man forward to his great destiny, acquainting }Jim
• Paus. Phoc. p. 3M.

t Euripid; Bacch vi. p. '80.
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with the eonditions o{ moral perfootion, and aiding him in
advancing toward it.
MYSTIC MASON, RITE oP THE. The eighteenth century,
if considered in connection with its intellectual activity, the
immense progreBB mada in the sciences and arts, and in relation to the general advancement of the human mind, must bo
recognized as the most remarkable epoch in the history of
the world. It was the golden age of science, and of scientifio
men. And yet, such were the negative character of ita
speculations, and the habit that vrevailed, of studying the
mysteries of the universe, and mvestigating tho laws of
nature, apart from the ideal, or without reference to a
higher sphere of thought, that the human mind became
almost entirely materialized, and at last stmk into the abyas
of skepticism. But unbelief is not natural to the heart of
man; and even when the intellect is cursed with the demon
of infidelity, the heart yearns with deeper intensity to
penetrate the occult realms of nnture, and hold communion
with the awful mysteries of those invisible regions which have
no boundaries, and on which philosophy and science, that
are simply material, can throw no light. Thus, toward the
end of the last century-an age noted at the same time for
its splendid achievements in science, and its fearful harvest
of irreligion-numerous sects of Mystics arose, particularly
on the European continent, whose doctrines, however crude
and extravagant, were the solemn protest of the heart against
the skeptical spirit of the times, and the agonizing cry of
the soul for a more intimate communion with the infinite.
Many of · the first minds of the age were moved by this
impulse, and sought peace and quiet, and consolation, and
hope, in the golden realm of the ideal. The Rosicrucians,
Dlumino.ti, the Order of St. Martin, and many bodies strictly
Masonic, entered with ardor into these high speculations,
which were so well calculated to exalt, refine, and expand
the soul, and fill it with a divine enthusiasm. To these men
the worlds revolved in a sea of light-the emanation from
the infinite mind-the natural and spiritual were united in
an everlasting embrace. Myriads of spiritual beings walked
the earth, and dwelt with men, and occupied themselves
with human affairs, as in the days of old. Whatever we
mny think of some of their theories and operations, it cannot
be denied that they accomplished a great work in arresting
that furious tide of atheism which threatened, at one time,
to sweep all things into its horrible abysses of darkness and
dellpa.ir, and in establishing a harmony between reason and
the profoundest mysteries of religion. It was at this time
Ulat the "Rite of the Mystic Mason" made its appearance.
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Its character is strictly Masonic. It recognizes the three
symbolical degrees as the groundwork of its system. It has·
a strong infusion of Swedenborgia.n ideas, repudiates all
Sadducean doctrines, and 8.88erts the existence of angels and
spirits, their c'Jnstant presence with men, and invokes them
in the Lodge, at the commencement of labor. Like the
28th degree of the. Scotch rite, it is somewhat alchemistical.
It believes the Philosopher's Stone and the Elixir of Life
among the possibilities of science. Thus, in the instructions
of the 2d degree, the disciple is informed .that Solomon
learned, by the opening of the first and second circles, the
art of purifying-that is, transmuting metals, wherewith to
enrich and embellish his temple. This rite consists of three
qegrees: 1. Mystic Apprentice; 2. Mystic Fellow-Craft;
3. Mystic Master. Something of their char&cter may be
learned from the following extracts taken from the lectures:
Ques. Are you a Mystic Apprentice?
Ans. I know the northern part of the Temple of Solomon, and the
four q narters of the circle.
Que&. How were you received a Mystic Apprentice?
Ans. By striking three blows with the gavel uponQues. What else have you done?
Ans. I have invoked the spirits who preside there, by pronounoins
their names.
Que&. Clltl you repeat them?
Ans. Mahir is that of the East, over the part of the South; Haouzay
is spirit of the West, over the part of the North; and Ma!lal Marainto ill
the spirit of the East, over the SIUlle part.
Que&. What is Masonry?
Ans. The knowledge of the covenants of God with men.
Que&. What signify the four spirits?
Ans. They represent to us that without the assistance of the guardian
angels, that God has given to all men to direct their conduct, we canno'
eucceed in any undertaking.

In tho instructions of the 2d degree we find the following:
Ques. Are you a Mystic Fellow-Craft?
Ans. I know the column of lklaz.
Que$, What are the five perfect points of Masonry?
.
..4.718. To build temples to virtue, and dungeons to vice; to know the
relations of man with his creator; to practice faithfully his precepta;
penetrate into those mysteries it is permitted us to discover, and to
dWploy our knowledge for the inatruction and improvement or manki.Ad.

•
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NABIIM, CoLLBGm oF THE. Among ancient nations inatruotion was confined to the few, and generally the schools were
controlled entirely b§te priests. Moses was educated in a
priestly school, in
t; Cyrus in a seminary, under the
direction of the magi-t e Indian Bramins imparted instrnotion in secret schools. In Palestine those conversant with
Hebrew, science, and the Scriptures, taught in the collegea
of the Nabiim, or schools of the prophets and rabbina.*
NAHARDA, BROTHERHOOD oP. The Hebrew Rabbins relate
that the captive tribes of Israel, during their exile from their
own country, after the destruction of the first temple, in
order to strengthlln the bonds of fraternity, and to enjoy
the consolations of friendship, founded a brotherhood at
Naharda, on the banks of the Euphrates. On the return of
the Jews from the captivity, Zerubbabel, Jeshu&, and Esdras,
carried away all the secret knowledge which was so carefully
preBerved within the closed recesses of this mysterious
mstitution with them to Jerusalem, and established in that
city a similar society for the same purpose.
NAPOLEOI( MASONRY. This brotherhood was founded
at Paris, 1816, by the adherents of the Emperor Napoleon.
Its ritual comprised three degrees: 1. Knight; 2. Commander;
3. Grand Elect. This last was divided into three classes, viz:
1. Secret Judge; 2. Perfect Initiate; 3. Knight of the Oaken
Crown. All of them bad reference to Napoleon. In the
catechism of the degrees we find the following questions
and answers:
Qtwl. How many storieshad the temple?
Ana. Eight.
• These institutions nre said to have been ostablished by the prophot
Samuel, to conntemct the progress of the spurious Freemasonry which
waa introduced into Palestine before hia time. They were seminaries in
which the most talented and pious 1ouths of Israel were educated to
become t!-.e future teachers of the nation. For this purpose young men
Df anperior capacity were invited to enter these institutions from all parts
of larael; the system of instruction comprising a thorough knowledge of
the law and writings of Moses, natural philOBOphy, mllBic, and poetry
and as thia lest was altogether devoted to celebrate the power and goodness of God, f:lamuel, in the 99th Paolm, is enumerated amongat those
worthies who promoted divine knowledge. After the deoth o( Samuel,
the Nu.biim spread widely over the lend, and similar lodges or seminaries were founded in every part of Israel. In the days of Elijah three of
these institutionR are spoken of; u.nd though little is known of their
internal economy, their rites u.ntl ceremonies being strictly concealed,
there cu.u be no doubt that they wero in many respects similar to our
?ltnsonic lodges, and in some of their features they bore a resemblance to
lhC' colle;.;inte in~titntiOI.lB of onr own country.
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Qucs. What were their names?

Ans. Adam, Eve, Noah, Lamecb, Naamah, Phaleg, Obal, <ment.-tha

lnitio.l letters of Napoleon.
Ques. What is your age?
Ans. I have lived only ten years, ie., 1804-li.

Generol Bertrand was elected the first Grand Master,
without his knowledge, and in his absence the Order was
governed by a Supreme Commander and two Lieutenants.
NillDONNE, RITE OP. Primitive Rite, or PhiladelphiansFri.endly Brothers-of Narbonne. This Order was established
at Narbonne, 1780, under the name of "First Lodge of St..
John." In 1784 it entered into relations with the Philaletheans, at Paris, and was deeply occupied with the Hermetic
Philosophy. It had ten degrees, the higher ones strongly
alchemistical-divided into three classes, viz: 1st class, I.
Apprentice; 2. Fellow-Craft; 3. Master. 2d class, 4. Perfect
Master; Elect; Architect; 5. Sublime Scotch; 6. Knight of
the Sword; Knight of the East; Prince of Jerusalem. 3d
class, 7. 1st Chapter of Rose-Croix; 8. 2d Chapter of RoseCroix; 9. 3d Chapter of Rose-Croix. In this, Masonic and
physical science, philosophy, and whatever can contribute to
the improvement and happiness of mankind, were made
objects of special study. 10. 4th Chapter, called Brothers
Rose-Croix of the Grand Rosary. The brothers of this
degree devoted themselves chiefly to an investigation of the
sciences of Ontology, Psychology, Pneumatology, in a word,
all those sciences that are named occult or secret. Their
professed object was the general enlightenment of man, and
his ret5stablishment in his primitive rights.
NEBUZARADAN, According to Gesenius the name meana
"Prince and Lord of Nebo." He was the chief of the lifeguard of Nebuchadnezzar, and general of his armies. He
captur6d and sacked Jerusolem, burned the temple, and
carried most of the inhabitants to Babylon. In tho degree&
of Knight of the East and West and Prince of Jerusalem
the second Overseer bears this name, and also in the degxee
of Sovel'eign Prince of Masonry it is an important word.

NEKAM-NEKAH; also NEKAM-NETAR o:a NmAM-NATOB. A
Hebrew e:x;pressiori, equivalent to "Vengeance is acoom·
plished, the punishment has been executed." The wortl is
found in several of the higher degrees of Masonry.
NEOKOROS. A name derived from the Greek "neus and
/cortM," keeper or warder of the temple. The Priest of the
2d class in the Egyptian Mysteries bore this nama.

NEV-NIV.
NEOPHYTE. From fltJIJ8, young, .and J)lauton, plant. In
the Eleusinia and other mysteries a newfy-initiated person
was thus designated Among the early Christians the name
meant a new convert from paganism; in the monasteries a
novice; a title sometimes applied to the candidate for the
privileges of FreemasoD9·

NE VARIETUR. Thal u mJJY not be cht.mged. When n
brother receives a certificate from his Lodge he is require<l
to write his name on the margin, so as to guard against impoaiure. Should a person claim to be a Mason, and present
a certificate to a Lodge he desired to visit, he would be asked
to write his name in a book kept for the purpose. If tho ·
writing corresponded with the name--that is, was afac simile
of it-it would be a proof of the brother's identity; but if
the hand writing were different it would be a proof that the
person was an impostor, and had either stolen or found the
certificate. These words, "ne varietur," rsfer to this practice.
NEW TEMPLARS. A name given to a Masonic society
organized in France, in the early part of the present century,
and which claims to be legally descended from the ancient
Order of Knights Templar. These pretensions, however,
are not recognized The ritual has five degrees, as follows:
1. Initiati; 2. Intimi Initiati; 3. Adepti; 4. Orientales Adcpti;
6. Magni aquilre nigrm sancti Johannis Apostoli Adcpti.
These arc mere Masonic degrees disguised under latin names.·
The Order, however, is respectable in point of numbers and
the character of the members who are affiliated with it; and
its objects, the enlightenment and improvement of mankind,
and the relief of tho suffering, are certainly worthy of approval.
NINE, THE-that is, the nine muses. In tho ritual of tho
"Royal Order of Herodem of Kilwinning," the following
questions and answers are found in the 2d section of the
catechism of tho first degree:
Q!us. How many Knights are necessary to constitute a Chapter of the
Royal Order o! Herodem?
Ana. Nine.
QtleS. Why?
Ana. For three reasons.
Quu. Will you tell me the first?
.
Ans. Because there are three divisions in numbers which teach UIIIO
to number our days as to apply ourselves to wisdom.
Quu. Will you give me the second?
Ans. BeCI\UIIe there are nine mUBell in harmony, which refine and polish
human nature.
Ques. Will you name them to me?
Ans. Calliope, Clio, Euterpe, Melpomene, Terpsichore, Erato, Poly·
bymnia, Urania, and Thalia.
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Quts. Will you give me the third reason?
A ns. Because there are nine orders of ang-ela in the celestial hierarch1,
Qua. Will you name them?
.
Ans. Cherubim and Seraphim, Thrones, Dominions, Principalitieer,
l'owers, Virtues, Archangels and Angels.

NOACHITE, ox PxussuN KNIGHT, sometimes called The
Very Ancient Order of Noachites. The 21st degree of the
Ancient and Accepted rite. The traditional history of this
degree is carried back to an early period; for it commemorates
the destruction of the Tower of Babel. It is founded upon
the immutable principles of Justice. The meeting is called
Grand Chapter, and must be held in a retired plac£:, on the
night of the full moon, in each month. The place is lighted
by a large window or opening, so arranged as to admit the
light of the moon, the only light allowed. The presiding
officer sits facing the moonlight; he is styled Lieutenant
Commander; the other officers are Warden, Knight of Eloquence, Knight of the Chancery, Knight of the Finances,
Master of Ceremonies, 'Varder, and Standard-Bearer. The
sash, worn from right to left, is a. broad black ribbon; the
jewel is a golden triangle tro.vers"ld by an arrow, point
downward; on the jewel is an arm upraised, holding a naked
sword, and luound it the motto "Fiat Justitia, Ruat Ca:lum."
NOAH, PREcEPTS OF. Certain commandments transmitted
to the present time, in documents of the ancient stonemasons, bear this name. They require: 1. The renunciation
>f all idols; 2. The worship of tho tnte God; 3. 'l'he commission of no murder; 4. Freedom from the crime of incest;
5. The avoidance of theft; 6. The practice of justice;
7. The abstaining from flesh with blood in it.*
• The Rabbin111Lffinn that God gave Noah and his soilS certain precept.,
which contain the natural dnty common to all men; the observance of
which, alone, will be sufficient to save them. The Hebrews wonld not
snft'er any stranger to dwell in their conn try unless he would conform to
them. Maimonides says that the first six of these precepts were given
, by Adam; the IICVf'nth WWI added by Nol\b. What incline~ UK to doubt of
their antiquity is that no mention is ma•le or these {lrecept11 in Bcripturt',
in Onkclos, in JosephlUI, or inl'hilo; not· ino.uy o.nctcnl father. - C.u.xET.
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NOMINATION. Literally the act of designating a person
as a candidate for any particular office. Nominations for
office are, by the usages of Masonry, unlawful, and should
be so declared by the presiding officer whenever attemp~d.
The election of officers in a lodge to be strictly within the
rules of Masonic consistency must be conducted upon the
principles of secrecy. Fitness fN a proper dischn.rge of the
duties of the office should be the only qualification to entitle
tho candidate, for Masonic preferment, to the suffrages of
his brethren; and the brother SQ elected will be more
honored in the silent yet appreciative action of his brethren
than by an open showy acclamation.
NORMAL, from the Latin Ncmna. A square for measuring
1ight angles; employed by masons, carpenters, builders, etc.,
to prove that the angles are true. n
was formed in its original adaptation,
by the ancient operative craft, in two
ways; either by two rules joined together at right angies, or by a 1lai
piece of board with a right angle cut out of it. The illuakations are from ancient sculptured monuments.

r
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NORTH. In the Masonic symbolism the North is the place
of darkness. Intelligent Masons understand why this is so.
On this word L'Encyclopedie Mo.fonnique thus speaks: "We
believe it was to England that Freemasonry was first tr!Waported by the Saxons. It here took a new language, new
forms modified upon the ancient. It cast its roots deep in
that classic land of modem liberty. At a later period it was
tmnsplanted into France, where its authentic existence dates
only from 1725; we know not whether it came then for tho
first time, or whether it was a return from a long exile produced by the catastrophe of the Templars. We owe this
benefit to an Englishman, Lord DerwentwatE~r, who returned
to his country to die for his king. Let us remark, besides,
that during the last age the North has been the true East of
light! It is in the British Islands, and in the north of
Germany that liberty of thought, elevated ideas, Philosoph_y
and Masonry, in fine, have the most numerous partisans;
and we can easily make a cli11Ultic scale of the philosophical
spirit."
NOVICE, NoVITIAT& 1. The same as Neophyte. 2. In the
Knight Templar system of Baron Hunde, and also in the
Swedish rite this word was the name of the 5th degree.
3. In the Order of Ch.eualiers de la St. Cite certain members
were distinguishod by this nn.me.
l:t
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OBELISK. From the Greek obelislcos and obelo& Scha.uberg, in his Handhuch der SymlJolik die Freimaurerei, says:
"It was a frequent custom in Egypt to place before the main·
entrance to a temple two high obelisks, which obelisks were
called 'the rays of the sun."' This species of temple ornaments belongs to the oldest and most simple
monuments of Egyptian architecture, and are
high four sided pillars, diminishing as they
ascend. It is probable that these monuments
were first built before the time of Moses.
There are still several obelinks in Egypt; at
Alexandria, at Matarea, and at Thebes. The
two finest are at Luxor, at the entrance of the
temple. These Egyptian obelisks are generally
conlltl·ucted of red granite, from 30 to 100 feet
in bight, and occupy at their base a space of
from 4! to 12 feet square. Some are plain,
while others are adorned on all sides with
hieroglyphics. Of their origin nothing is
known with certainty. Probably the first images of the gods,
which at an early period were nothing but stones of a pyramidical form, furnished the idea of them. According to
Herodotus they were first raised in honor of the sun, and
meant to represent its rays. This is confirmed by their name
and fonn. They might also have been raised to perpetuate
tho memory of certain events, since the hieroglyphics contained the praises of the gods and kings, or inscriptions
relating to their religious notions. They were generally
hewn out of a single stone in the quarries of Upper Egypt,
and brought on canals to tho place of their erection. Old
quarries are still found there with obelisks already hewn ont,
or with places whence monuments of this form must evidently have been taken out. The two columns, Jachin and
Boaz, which stood at the entrance of Solomon's Temple,
were fac similes of these Egyptian obelisks, and from them
arose the fashion in the middle ages of surmounting cathedrals and churches with two towers.
OBLATE. In ecclesiastical antiquities, 1. A person who,
on embracing a monastic order, had made a donation of,
all his goods to the community. 2. One who is dedicated to
a religious order by his parents from an early period of his
life. 3. A layman residing as an inmate in a regular com·
munity to which he had assigned his property. In France,
in ancient times, the king possessed the privilege of recommending a certain number of oblati, chiefly invalided soldiers.
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to monasteries, whom they were bound to maintain. In
several parts of Europe Masonic asylums are established for
the express purpose of maintaining the orphans (If deceased
Master Masons, and the indigent of the Order, upon similar
principles to the above.
OBSECRATO. In Roman antiquity, a solemn ceremony
performed by the chief magistrates of Rome, to avert any
impending cnlnmity. It consisted of prayers offered up to
the gods, whom they supposed to be enraged. So exact wero
they in observing tho prescribed form on these occasions
that a person wu.s appointed to read it over to the man who
was to p1·onounce it, and the m9st trifling omission was held
sufticient to vitiate the whole solemnity.
OCCULT. Something secret, hidden, or invisible, as the
occult quality of matter. The ceremonies of Masonry are
among the occult mysteries.
ODD-FELLOWS, INDEPENDENT ORDER oF. This Fra.terni~,
fu.shioned after tho model of the Masonic Brotherhood, 18
a widely-extended and influential HOCiety. Its motto is
"Friendship, Love, and Truth." It first a.ppen.red in
England, near the close of the lnst century, and at that time
was a social and mutual relief society. It continued to
increase until 1840, when, perhaps, the Order in England ·
was in its highest stage of prosperity. It was introduced
into the United States as early as 1799, at which time a
Lodge was constituted in Connecticut. In 1802 it made its
;.ppearance in Baltimore, and in 1806 in New York. It did
not, however, attract any attention till 1814, when Thomas
Wildey, who is styled the "Father of American Odd-Fellowship," oocamo n.n cn.rnest propagator of the Order, and
founded lodges in a large number of important places. In
1821 the Grund Lodge of 1\11\ryland, o.nu of the United States,
was formed, and in 1822 tho institution assumed its present
form. A peculiar feature of the Order is its system of
benefits, or of health insurance. In nddition to the fees of
admission a quarterly tax is collccteu from its members,
which, together, form a fund of relief; and when a brother
is sick he receives from his Lodge a ce1io.in sum per week,
ranging from $3 to $8, or such a sum u.s the by-laws of the
Lodge hnve determined on. There is, also, a funeral benefit
which is paid to the family of o. brother in the event of his
death. 1'ho organization of tho Order in tho United States
stands thus: 1. Tho Subordinate Lodge, which has five
degrees; 2. The Patriarchal or Encampment grade, which has
three degrees; 3. The Grruul Lodge: of o. State; 4:. The GraDd
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Encampment of a State; 5. Grand Lodge of the United States;
6. Grand Encampment of the United States. The Order has a
system of symbolism of a highly interesting character, and a
ritual instructive and impressive. In the United States tha
. Order has had a brilliant career, and awakened, a.t times, a.
large degree of enthusiasm. Its excellent moral teachings.
the intelligence and character of its members, and the salutary
influence it has exercised in the community, have made it
one of the most popular institutions of the age.
ODINIC MYSTERIES. The northern mythology, in the
systematic condition in which we now possess it, is the work
of Scalds-that is, of the ancient minstrels of Denmark,
Sweden, Norway, and Iceland. Religion and civilization
here, as is often the case, sprang from poetry, and were
propa~ated and nourished, and improved by the mysteries.
The ntes of Odin had an Oriental origin. Odin was the
name of the supreme god of the Scaildinavians. It appears
from the northern chronicles· that in the first century of the
Christian era Siggc, the chief of the Aser, an Asiatic tribe,
emigrated from the Caspian sea and the Caucasus into
northern Europe. He directed his course northwesterly
from the Black sea to Russia, over which, according to the •
tradition, he placed one of his sons as a ruler, as he is said
to have done over the Saxons and the Franks. He then
advanced through Cimbria to Denmark, which acknowledged
his fifth son Skiold as its sovereign, and passed over to
Sweden, where Gylf, who did homage to the wonderful
stranger, and was initiated into his mysteries, then ruled.
He soon made himself master here, built Sigtuna as the
capital of his empire, and promulgated a new code of laws,
and established the sacred mysteries. He, himself, assumed
tho name of Odin, founded the priesthood of th'e twelve
Drottars (Druids?) who conducted the secret worship, and
the administration of justice, and, as prophets, revealed the
future. The secret rites of these mysteries celebrated the
death of Balder, the beautiful and lovely, and represented the
grief of gods and men at his death, o.nd his restoration to life.
'J'ho neophytes were instructed in regard to the creation of the
he a'fens and earth, of man and woman, by three Drottars, who
nrc called the" High," tho" Equally High," and the" Highest."
They discoursed to the initiates of the mysteries of the world,
of day and night, of the sun and moon, of tho golden age,
of the winds o.nd seasons, of the gods ·and godde:sscs, of the
destinies, the twilight of the gods, the conflagration and
dcstructiun of tho world. The ceremony of initiation ended
with a sublime representation of the restoration of the
universe, the return of all things to purity, harmony, and
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pence. The wonderful ash tree Yggdrasil, on which the
earth is supposed to rest, wns the .most notable and si~cani
symbol in these mysteries. Dr. Oliver seems to think that
it is the analogue of J ncob's Ladder, but without safiioient

reason. It was the symbol of universal life. According
to the ancient Eddo., it stands over the well of time; its
branches extend over the world, its top reaches above the
heavens. It has three roots, one among the gods, another
o.mong the b>innts, nnd a tl1ircl under Hela. Near the middle
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root is the fountain of wisdom-the well of Hymir. Near
the betwenly root is the sacred fountain by which the gods
hold their council and make known their decisions. }rom
this fountain rise three beautiful maids- the Norna or
Fates--whose names are Urdur, the Past; Verdandi, the
Present; and Skuld, the Future. On the top of the tree,
immediately under its lofty branches, sits an eagle with a
hnwk, the symbol of watchfntness, between his eyes, which
possesses great power and wisdom; the squirrel Ratatosk
(mischief) runs up and down the tree, fanning strife bet,veen
the eagle and the serpent at the root, by whispering to the
one what the other says; four harts, which represent tho
four winds, roam through its branches and bite the buds;
the serpent Nidhtlage (darkness) is perpetually gnawing at
its roots; the trunk of the tree decays, but the holy maidens
constantly water its roots from the sacred fountain, that it
may not wither. The city on the mountain is ..4sgard, the
name of the ahode of the gods, access to which is only
gained by crossing the bridge Bifrost-the rainbow. On one
end of the bridge is a citadel in which dwells Heimdall, the
warden appointed by the gods to watch without ceasing,
that no enemy cross or even approach it. At the foot of the
hill of ..4sgard lies Midgard-middle earth-the dwelling ·
place of mortals. The earth thus formed is round and flat,
and the arched heaven above is supported by four dwarfs
called ..4ustri, east; Vestri, west; Northri, north; and Suthri,
south. The sea forms a belt around the earth, and beyond
this belt is Jute11heim, the abode of the giants. Incessant
warfare is carried between the wicked giants who live in the
gloomy region and the noble heroes of ..4sgard, who defend
the inhabitants of Midgard from their invasions. These
rites were celebrated periodically, in the temple of Thor, at
Opsal, Sweden, and in that of Frigga, on the Island o(
"Rugen. They exercised a profound influence on the life
and thought of the Scandinavian people. They taught the
immortality of man, and this conviction of . eternity so
possessed the Northmen that they sought, rather than avoided,
death. Looking forward to the golden-roofed palaeo of
heroes, the glorious Valhalla, the residence of Odin, gleaming
b1 the splendor of an everlasting morning, where, as they
were taught by their mysteries, they should join the innurncr·
able company of the brave, whom the beautiful Vo.lkyrre had
previously conducted thither, they stood, undismayed, in tho
face of the most appalling dangers, and, with joyful songs,
entered the gloomy shades of the valley of death.
OFFERINGS, TnE THREE GnAND. Offerings are gifts
which man bricgs to tho Dcit.y, thus symbolically giving
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hunself up to him. This was the first mode of openly recognizing the divinity, and a principal part of the service of
God in all the religiona of antiquity; and even to this day
the inhabitants make offerings to the Supreme being, as they
make presents to their temporal lords. The idea that God
has physical wants, and finds pleasure in food, drink, and
perfumes, was the origin of such o.fferings, which took their
character from the mode of ~ife of those who preaeuted
them. The three grand offerings referred to in Maaoncy
were those of Abraham, D1\vid and Solomon, which wer(~
presented on Mount Mori~. There Abraham offered up
his son Isaac; there David built an altar, and offered thereo11
peace and burnt offerings to regain the favor of the Almighty,
and move him to stay the plague which was destroying the
people; and there Solomon, at the consecration of the
temple, presented costly offerings to the Lord. These are
the three grand offerings of Freemasonry.
OHEB-ELOAH. A Hebrew expression, which denotes "one
whom God loves." It is a sacred word in several Masonic
degrees. In the 30th degree of the Ancient and Accepted
rite the symbolical ladder with seven steps has these words
• upon tho right side.
OPENING OF THE LODGE. All rites and ceremonies
should have for their aim the instruction and improvement
of those concerned. They should be simple in character,
adapted to the purposes designed, and easy of performance;
they should be performed with earnestness, precision, corrcctneBS, and in proper time. The ceremony of opening o.
Lodge is important, instructive and impressive. To conduct
this ceremony with propriety ought to be the peculiar study
of all Masons, especially of those who have the honor to
preside in our assemblies. To those who are thus dignified,
every eye is directed for regularity of conduct and behavior;
and from them other brethrtln, less informed, may naturally
expect to derive instruction. From a share in this ceremony no Mason is exempted; it is a general concern, in
which all must assist. This is the first request of the
Master, and the prelude to busineBS. Precisely at tho
nppointed time, the presiding officer should t&ke the chair,
and give the proper signal, then every officer should repair
to his proper station, and the brethren appropriately clothe
themselves and take their seats. Punctuality in this matter
i!! of the highest importance. Our first ca.re is directed to
tho external avenues of the Lodge; and the officers, whose
province it is to discharge that duty, are required to execute
tho trust with fidelity. "In the ancient mysteries (those
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sacred rites which have furnished so many models for
Masonic symbolism), the opening ceremonies were of the
most solt!mll and impressive character. 1'he sacred herald
commenced the initiatory ceremonies by the solemn formula: 'Depart hence, ye profane!' to which was added a
procbmation which forbade the use of any language that
might be deemed of an unfavorable character to the o.pproaching rites." At the opeaing of the Lodge two purposefl
are etl'ected; the Master is reminded of the dignity of his
character and position, and the brethren of the respect and
veneration due to him in their sundry stations. Those o.ro
not, however, the only advantages resulting from a duo
observance of the ceremony; a reverential awe for the Deity
is inculcated, and the eye is fixed on that object from whoso
radiant beam alone light can be derived. Hence, in this
ceremony, we are taught to ll.dore the Great Architect of the
universe, and to supplicate that the labors then begun may
be continued in peace and closed in ho.rmony. A Lodge
must o.lwaye be opened on the third degree, nnd in due form,
for the transaction of any business, except for initiating and
po.ssing a. candidate into the mysteries of the first and second
degrees. The first business after opening, if it be a regular
communication, is the reading of tho minutes of tho previous
communication, for the information of the brethren. Tho
transactions of the evening should always be read before the
Lodge is closed, that the brethren mo.y know that they have
been properly recorded, and then duly approved.
OPERATIVE MASONRY. Tho physical wants of man
originally compelled the establi&hment of operative Masonry.
When by transgression man forfeited his primeval home and
was obliged to seek shelter from the storms and from the
winds, from tho colJ and from the heo.t, in winter, the
caves of the earth-in summer, tho bower of twined foliage,
would be his dwelling; next, his inventive mind did conceive
the rude tent, then thn cabin, nfterwo.rd the house and tho
splendid palace, the adode of elegance and skill. Masonry,
in its character as an operative nrt, is familiar to every ono;
u.s snch, it is engaged in the application of the rules of
architecture to the construction of public and private edificel'.
It abounds in the uso of technical terms, and mo.kes use of
implements aud materials which are peculiar to itself. It is
the popular theory that the operative ~~!\sons were tho
founders of tho system of spccnb.tivo Masonry, in which
they applied the language and ideas of their art of building
to u. spiritual and religious sense. At first operative Masonry (xis ted !!limply 1\S an art or building. Then tho
operative Masons, with the o.s:;istauce of l<xLrued anrl pious
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men, invented the speculative science, or Fr.lemasonry, and
then each became an integrant part of one undivided system.
Not, however, that there ever was a time when every operative Mason, without exception, was acquainted with or
initiated into the speculative science. There are, even now,
thousands of skillful (operative) stone-masons who know
nothing of the symbolic meaning of the implements they
employ. Speculative Masonry, now known as Freemasonry,
is, therefore, the scientific app1ication and the religious
consecration of the rules and principles, the technical hmguago and the implements and materials, of operative
Masonry to the worship of God as the Grand Architect of
the universe, and to the purification of the heart and the
inculcation of the dogmas of a religious philosophy.
OPHITES. An Egyptian Gnostic brotherhood, sometimes
called "Brothers of the Serpent," bectluse the serpent was
an important symbol in their mysteries. It made its appearance in the second century, and held, in common with the
Valentinians, the doctrines of tho two principles, of reous and
of the theogony therewith connected. They. were peculiar
by the reverence in which they held the serpent, a living
one being employed in their ceremonies. It was an emblem
of wisdom-ll<:phia- and not, as in other systema, a symbol
of evil.
ORANGEMEN. This name was first used by the Catholics
of Ireland as an apellation of their Protestant countrymen,
who adhered to the house of Orange. It has since been
assumed by a political order which was founded in 1794. In
1795 the rules and regulations of the Lodges were published
by Thomas, whe had privately been made a Mason at Dyon,
in the county of Tyrone. At first the order had but one
degree; later-1796-the purple degree was added by John
Templeton, and still later that of "Markman," and " Heroine
of Jericho." The ritual·is Masonic in its character, and the
organization of the society imitates the Masonic model. The
object of the society is to defend the interests of Protestants
in Ireland, and propagate Protestant ideas among tho Irish.
The initiate is required by a solemn oath to ronouace all
allegio.uce to the Pope and sympathy with popery, and to
doclare his unwavering loyalty to the Protestant dynasty of
Great Britain.
ORATOR. .ln officer in most of the degrees of the Ancient
and Accepted o.nd French rites. His duties are to eXl'Jlain
tho history and lectures of the degrees to the ca.nd-date
during the ceremony of initiation.
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ORDER. Lexicographers thus define this word, "o. regular
government; a society of dignified persons, distinguished by
mlll'ks of honor; a religious fro.ternity." The military ordel'S
Me societies, the members of which Me bound by certain
vows o.nd rules, and distinguished by particullll' badges.
They origino.tcd from the institutions of chivalry nnd the
ecclesiastico.l corporations, and were in the beginning fraternities of men, who, in addition to particular duties enjoined
by the law of honor, united for the performo.nce of po.triotic,
charitable, or religious purposes. The oldest Christian orders
of which history speaks are the order Sancfm ampullre, which
Clovis founded in the year 499; the Order of the Oak, which
Garcias Ximenes, King of Navarre, founded in 722, o.nd the
Order of the Genet, the date of whose origin is uncertain.
The first orders after these arose during the time of the
crusades, and were o.n example for all future orders. From
societies, established under certain rules, for the cure of sick
persons as well as the diffusion of the Christian religion,
first proceeded the religious military orders, of which the
oldest is the Order of St. John of Jerusalem. Their rules lll'O
simillll' to the laws of the monastic orders. The celebrated
Order of Templars arose at this period, and' distinguished
itself by its zealand bravery through the whole duration of
the crusades. The Orders of St. John and of the Knights
of the Temple are reproduced in the orders of Masonic
Knighthood. The name, order, is applied to o. vast number
of societies, secular and religious, and also to a. considerable
number in which the secular and religious Me united. 01
these Freemasonry is the most ancient o.nd most distinguished.
In the Manuel du Franc .iJlaron we find the following reasons
why Freemasonry is entitled to be called nn order: "An order
is o. body whose character is known, its practrices observable,
its rules fixed, its purposes declared, its utility proved, and
whose credit is found in the protection of the government.
It enters not into tho principles of Masonry to unvail its
mysteries to tho public; but the kings who Me members of
the order attest that its mysteries would be honored if they
were revealed. Its rules are fixed. No one is received into
its circle who is not well-born and of good reputation. Its
purpose is plain to all; to love God, serve the country, and
do good to all. Its utility is proYod by its excellent precepts,
o.nd the services it renders to humanity. Its credit is no~
doubtful, since it is protected by sovereigns, and everywhere
the title of Freemason is a powerful recommendation.
Freemasonry is, therefore, o.n Onler. Religion is a. Yirtue
}Vhich moves us to render to God the worship that is his duo.
Freemasons adore the Grn.nd Architect of the tmivcrso,
therefore, the Order of Freamnsonry is religious in ita touch·
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ings and practice. Freemasonry is an art, since it draws,
historically, ita origin and illuatmtion from the building of
the Temple of Solomon. The art is royal, since Solomon
was the conductor of the labors and the chief of tho workmen, and the princes and kings who are Masons, are, as
Masons, simple artisans. Freemasonry is a. society, for ita
members are elected and are brothers. This society is
perfect; for it has existed from time immemorial, and ita
principles are immutable."

ORDER-NAME. In the Orders of Strict Observance, tho
Illuminati, and tho Royal Order of H-R-D-M. of Kilwinning,
eaoh member received at his reception a kind of baptismal
name expressive of some quality or virtue. Thus Baron
Knigge, in the Strict Observance, bore the name of" Cygno."
ORDO AB CHAO. Order out of Chaos. A motto of the
Supreme Council, thirty-third degree of the Ancient and
Accepted rite.
ORIENT. From the Latin participle" Oriens," rising, i.e.,
the rising of the sun..-the East. Tho Lodge, being a. source
of light, is called the Orient or Eo.st. A Grand body is called
the Grand East; thus the Grand Lodge of France is called
"Grand Orient." This title is applied to most of the Grand
bodies in Europe.
ORIENTAL CHAIR OF SOLOMON. Iu the East, the
seat of the Master in a symbolical Lodge. When the Master
of the Lodge is installed he is said to be inducted into the
oriental chair of King Solomon.
ORIFLAMME. The ancient royo.l standard of France.
Originally it was the church banner of tho abbey
of St. Denis, which was presented by the Lord
Protector of the convent whenever it was necessary to take up arms for the preservation of ita
rights and possessions. It was a. piece of red
silk-hence the name--fixed on a golden spear,
in the form of a bt\nncr, and cut into five points,
each of which was adorned with a. tassel of green
silk. The banners of several orders imitating
the ceremonies of Freemasonry are of this
des.:ription, and sometimes bear the name Oriflamme upon
them.
ORNAMENTS OF A LODGE. The Mosaic pavement, the
1ndented tessel, and tho blazing star, aro called tho ornaments
of a Lodgtl.
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ORN-OSL

ORNAN. A Jebusite, from whom David purchased the
threshing-floor on Mount Moriah, on which to erect an altar
to God-2d Chron. xxi 18-25. The site of the threshing-floor
afterward became the location of the temple.
ORPHIC MYSTERIES. The founder of these mysteriesOrpheus-lived about forty years before the Trojan war.
His mysteries were of the Egyptian type, he having been
initiated by the priests of Egypt, to which country he went
in search of wisdom. The Orphic rites were of a. mystical
and philosophical charo.cter, and, in after ages, united with
the Pythagorean, were widely diffused in both Europe and
.Asia.. The Orphic mysteries were the fountain of Grecian
civilization. Through their influence the untamtld tribes of
Greece were trained to the habits of civilized life, and were
united in towns and cities, and instructed in useful arts. In
his mystic society commenced the development of those great
ideas which regenerated tho.t celebro.ted country, placed it
at the head of the civilization of the world, and made it
preeminent in acience, literature, philosophy, and poetry, and
in all the arts that enrich society and embellish life. These
rites were the foundation of the mysteJjes of Eleusis. The
Orphic poems embrace the whole cycle of the esoteric
religious principles, and the doctrines of the mysteries.
OSIRIS, LEGEND oF. In the articles Isian and Egyptian
mysteries we have given an account of this chief figure in the
Egyptian mythology. Most writers who have expressed
opinions on this subject seem to think that the legend has
eolely an astronomical sense, and simply means the contest
between light o.nd darkness, the conservative and destroying
yowers of nature. Thus, when the sun-Osiris-sets, darkness-1.'yphon-appears to triumph, o.nd when the sun rises
Typhon or darkness is vanquished, and so the eternal contest
~oes on. During the last age it was a fashion among the
.na.terial philosophers to explain all ancient mythology, and
r.be mysteries in this manner, in order to show that they harl
..&O religious sense. This was carried so far that even Chri~t
fV8.8 declared to be nothing but a symbol of tho sun, and the
twelve apostles were the twelve signs of the zodiac! We
cannot admit that the Osirian myth is to be explained solely
from the astronomical point of view. It had a higher
meaning, and shadowed forth the great mystery of the world,
the conflicts of good and evil, of vice and virtue, and
announces that even through persecution and death, jURtice
and truth, and virtue, shall advance tiJ a perfect victory; and
that the night of death shall yield to an immorW day.
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OVERSEER. In the system of Strict Observance, and
several othors, each of the first two officers of the Lodge,
after the l!nster, is called "Overseer." The name is also
given to the Senior nnd Junior Wardens in English Lodges.
In a Mark Mnstcr's Lodge three officers bear this title,
namely: ?rlnster, Senior and Junior OverseeJ'IJ. The duties
of these officers ar.c performed hy the three :Masters of tho
Vails. Their official emblem is a square.

P.
PALESTINE. 1. The Land of Canaan-Judea. Thoro
arc two periods in tho history of this country which are
peculiarly interesting to ~"'reemasons, viz: that which included the reign of Solomon, during which tho temple was
built, and the one when that country was the theater
of the exploits ot the crusades, from which time many
knightly orders date their existence. The ChriHti"n kingdom
of Jerusalem was founded in 1099, by thfl Crusaders. Its
constitution was E!uropeau: o. patriarchate, four archbishop-.
rics, several earldoms and bnronies, and throe orders of
knighthood, were instituted; an army of from 12,000 to
20,000 men was kept on foot; and the mosque built by the
caliph Omar, in 638, upon the site of Solomon's Temple, was
ch~nged into a magnificent cathedral. During this period
tho order of Knights Hospitallers of St. John of Je1-usalem
arose, and also that of the Knights Tomplar. 2. Palestine
has been styled the Father-land of the Masonic orders; and
a large number of degrees derive their names from its cities
and other noted localities, and events that have transpired
in its history.
PALLADIUM, OnDER oF THE. The date of the origin of
this society is unknown. It first appeared at Douay, France.
Its ritual and Btatutes are ascribed to Fenelon; the rules
admitted both sexes to membership; its professed objects
were spiritun.l and moral improvement. The male members
were called the "Companions of Ulysses," and the female tht
"Sisters of Penelope." The seal of the order was a. heart.,
crowned with flowers, upon an altar, ornamented with a
gnrlu.nd, with a branch of laurel a.t the right, and another of
palm, at the left. Upon the heart was the inscription: "Je
sai.~ aimer," I know how to love. This device and the intimacy which prevailed between the Companions of Ulyss~s
1md tbe Sisters of Penelope indicate with sufficient plainness
tho certain end and principal object of tho order of the
P11lladium. Its existence was of short duration.
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PANATHEN1EA. One of thl'l famous festivals of Greece,
celebrated at Athens in honor of Athene, patron goddess ot
the city, and intended to remind the people of Attica of
their union into one community by Theseus. Before the time
of Theseus, or before the formation of the Attic confederacy,
this festival was celebrated only by the citizens of Athens, and
called simply Alhencea. According to tradition, the Athenma
owed its origin to King Erichthonius, about 1506 or 1521 B. c.
1'he later Panathenroa appears to have been a double festival.
All writers who mention it speak of a Lesser or Greater
Panathenrea, the former held annually, the latter every
fourth year. Both took place in the month Hecatom.breon
(July), and lasted several days. The Lesser Panathenma
Wl\8 celebrated with gymnastic games, musical compositions,
declamations, and a torch-light race in the evening, the
whole concluding with the sacrifice of an ox contributed by
every one of the Athenian borough~, from which the whole
company enjoyed a sumptuous entertainment. During the
celebration, no person was permitted to appear in dyed
garments. The prize of the victors was a vessel filled with
oil, from the sacred tree on the Acropolis. The Greater
Panathenrea. only differed from the Lesser in being more
solemn and magnificent. Homeric poems were sung; dramatic representations were given, and on the last day of the
festival a splendid procession took place, in which .Atheuc's
(Minerva.) sacred garment was carried. This garment
Wl\8 woven by a select number of virgins called epyarrKat,
from lpyov, worlc. It was of a white color, without sleeves, and
embroidered with gold. Upon it were described the achievements of the goddess, particulo.rly her victories over the
giants. This garment wo.s carried in procession in such a
manner o.s to give it the appearance of the sail of a vessel,
to the temple of Ceres Eleusianio., thence to tho citadel,
where the peplus was placed upon the statue of Minerm,
which was laid upon a bed strewed and artistically decorateu
with flowers. Not alone the Athenians, but the whole population of Attica poured forth on this occasion. It was usual
to set all prisoners at liberty, o.nd to present golden crowns
to such as had deserved well of their country.
PANTHEISTIC BROTHERHOOD. Toland, in his celebrated essay, "Pantheisticon,'' describes o. fraternity whose
ritual, n.s well as principal features, had a strong likeness to
Freemasonry; o.nd, thereby, the society gained much credit,
but its pt·etensions to a l\Iasonic chn.ractcr were exposed on
the establishment of the Gro.nd Lodge in .1-.ondon, A. D. 1717,
and tho society was soon abauuoncd.
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PAR-PAS.
PAROLE. It is well known that the order of Odd-Fellows,
in addition to its permanent and unchangeable pass-words,
has an annual traveling "word," and also term pass-words.
The Masonic fraternity in the United States has no arrangement of this kind. But the order in France has a system of
this character. The parole is of two kinds "mot de semestre"
-half-yearly word-and "mot annuel"-annual word-the
first of which is given to all the Lodges at the semi-annual
festival of the brotherhood, and the second is communicated
to the higher orders in November.
PASSED. A word used to describe the advancement of an
Entered Apprentice to the degree of Fellow-Craft. It alludes
to his pa.BB11ge between the symbolical columns and through
the porch to the middle chamber of the temple.
PAST IDGH-PRIEST, an honorary title by which a
companion who has served in the office of High-Priest for
the official term of one year is known. Tho honors and
special privileges pertaining to the office are conferred in a
convention called the Order of High-Priesthood, composed
of present and past High-Priests, which is held to be the
bond of brotherly lo-re that unites those who have been
elevated to the highest station in a Royal Arch Chapter by
their companions, and are engaged in one common task of
preserving the landmarks of the order unimpaired, and in
protecting, by their high auth·ority, the integrity and honor
of the institution. The jewel of a Past High-Priest consists

of a plate of gold in the form of a triple triangle, a breastplate being placed over the pomt of union. In front, on the
face of each triangle is inscribed, with the tetragrammo.ton,
n,ii\ on the other side the upper triangle has the following
~; the two lower triangles have
mystical notation,
the Hebrew letters r.l and p inserted upon them. Each side
of each triangle should be one inch in length, and may be
ornamented at the fancy of the wearer. The breastplate
may be plainly engraved or sot with stones.
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PAST MASTER The name of a degree conferred on Masters of Lodges before they can assume the duties of tho chair.
The same degree is also the second of the series known as the
Royal Arch degrees. This somewhat a.nomalous arrangement
has led to a confusion of ideas, and considerable controversy
in regard to the rights of these two classes of P~t Masters.
Is a brother who has received the degree of Past Master in
a Royal Arch Chapter, but who has never been elected
to nor installed into the office of Master of the Blue Lodge,
eligible to the elective offices in the Grand Lodge? The
constitutions of most Grand Lodges confine the honors of
official station to Past Masters. The point to be determined
is what construction must be put on this term Past Master,
as used in the constitutions. Does it refer solely to those
who have actually passed the oriental chair, or does it
include others who are not actual Past Masters, but who are
entitled to the name, from the fact that they have received the
degree in the Royal Arch Chapter ? It would seem to be a
plain conclusion that, as neither the Grand Lodges nor their
subordinates know anything of such a body as the Chapter,
the authors of those constitutions could have had no reference to the Chapter whatever, nor to any of its degrees.
When de11igno.ting those who should be eligible to office in
the Grand Lodge, they must have had in their minds those,
a.nd only those, who had actually served a term as Master of
a. Blue Lodge. In point of fact, the degree of Pnst Master
is out of place in the Chapter, and has no right there. It
belongs to the Blue Lodge, and should be conferred only
upon actual Masters of Lodges when installed into office.
As a degree of the Lodge, used as above, it is fit and proper.
In the Chapter it has no sit,rnificance nor pertinence whataver-it is simply an act without meaning, and mars greatly
the beauty of Hoyal Arch Masonry. The degree, itself, furnishes strong internal evidence that it never WII.B intended
for any persons but Masters of Lodges. It deals solely with
the duties of 1\Io.sters and with Masonic labors which belong
exclusively to Blue Lodges, a.nd is nothing more nor leBS than
the beginning of the installation service.
P ASTOPHORAI. From the Greek words pastos, a. couch
or chest, and pher,, I bear, equivalent to couch-bearers. The
priests of the first clii.Bs in the Egyptian mysteries bore this
DIWle. In the performance of certain ceremonies they
carried an image of a. god-Osiris-whose allegorical death
had been represented on an enclosed couch, or rather, perhaps, in a. kind of coffin. This title was also applied to other
persons who carried images of their deities through the
public streets for the purpose of eliciting charity.
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PAT.
PATl!."'NT. A WIUTII.!lt of constitution confening privileges,
aud hy the authority of which societies and companies exercise
their peculiar functions. All Masonic bodies work under a
patent or charter, derived from some legitimate authority
L.1~viug full power to grant the same. It must be confessed
thnt not. a few of the Masonic patents and charters of the
lrLst century were forgenes. The one that B:t.ron Huncle
L'lid before the Convention of Kohlo, June, 22, 1772,
was written in cipher, and no person has ever yet been
able to explain or read it. It was examined, however, by
}'irks, Lestwitz, De Bruggen and Hohentho.l, who pronounced it legitimate, and Kelllller, in a funeral oration
pronounced over the deceased Grand Master, relates tho."
the Brothers Smith brought it from England or Scotland
about the year 17541 Many other patents and charters that
arc sometimes spoken of had o.n ori~,''in equo.lly lofty in the
clouds gf doubt ami ambiguity.
PATMOS, KNIGHT oP. A degree which belongs to a series
of degrees that the ancient Grand Encampment of Templars
in Scotland conferred. It is historicul, and has reference to
the banishme~t of St. John and tho visions of the Apocalypse.
PATRIARCH. From the Greek patria, family, and arch6n,
bend or chief. The heads of the antediluvian families, and
the three fathers of the Hebrew race, are thus designated.
The celebrated Charter of Cologne speaks of o.n unknown or
invisible Patriarch, and also a Supreme Master Elect, who
are to bo recognized as the legitimate governors of the Craft.
Tho name is found also in the encampment degrees of the
Order of Odd Fellows; in several of the high gru.des of Freemasonry, and in the 20th degree of the Councils of the
Emperor of the East and West. At Paris there is an officer
who bears tho name of Grand Patriarch.
PATRON. A protector. Tho L!!.tin patronus signified, in
the Homan Republic, a patrician, who had plebeians called
.:lwnts mH.lor hi8 immediate protection, and whoso interests
he supported by his authority and influence. The history
of Freemasonry in Grent llrit.'lin shows thut tho Order, at a
very early period, rcco~'llizcd tho king as its patron, or some
one a}>pointed by the king to 1·epresent him. Tho constitutions of York o.lso ordained tho.t "All legitimate socioties"of Masons-" shall labor under a patron." Charles I. was
patron of the I~nglish Masons from 1625 to 1644. The changed
circumstances of the times, tho growth of democratic ideas,
and the overwhelming political power now p088,!!SSed by tho
masses of the people, have rendered tho expre88lon, "patron
of 1\In.sonry," ,·ory nearly o.n obsolete notion.
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PEL-PER.

PELI<JAN. It was formerly believed that this bird, when
food could not be found, would S:lcrifice itself to its young
A.nd nourish them with its own blood. Hence the Pelican
nourishing its young ones with its blood has often heen used
by various societies as a symbol of self-sacrificing benevolence. Ragon says that in tlie hieroglyphic language the
Eagle signified a. wise, and the Pelican a benevolent, man,
and therefore concludes that the Eagle nnd Pelican of the
Rose Croix degrees symbolize perfect Wisdom and perfect
Love.

PENNY. The Greek drachma, or Roman denariu..<J, Wl\8
the name of the coin mentioned in the parable of the "vineyard," with which the laborers were pnid for their day's
work. "Every man received a penny." The value of this
coin wns twelve to fourteen cents United States currency.
It plays an important part in the degree of Mark Master.*
PERFECTIONISTS. This was the name that Wei~;banpt
first gave to that branch of the order which was afterward
exchanged for that of Illuminati.
PERFECTION, DEGREE oF. Also called Grand Elect, Perfect and Sublime Mason. The French style it Grand Eco.~11ai.-1
de la voUte sacr!e de Jacques VL It is the 14th degree of thu
9 An erroneous impression prevails respecting the real vnlne of money
in olden timeR, on nccount of our associations with it.'! pl't'.sl.'nt vnlne. A
pe1my, equivalent to twelve or fourteen cents, seems to n11 to ben m11nn
cnmpensntion for t<>n or twelve hours toil in the vin.,yard, and tlw two
pence (Luke x. 35) affords very equivocal evidence to our minds of generaRity in the ~ood Samaritan; but when 1t is considered how much of the
comforts and nPcesRaries of life these apparently trifling Rmu~ could
obtain, the Calle appears d ifferently. AR lately as the year 1351 the price
or labor Wl\8 regulated in England by net of Parli:uueut, nntl "h..ymakers, con•-weeders, without meat, drink, or other conrteMy" (inmod,•rn
pbraRP, finding themselves,) were to hnvo a penny n d:1y. In n11•oy pJ.u,~s
these were the highest wngee paid f••r nuy kind of ngricnltnml labor,
some. kinds being still less. The pay of a chapt.1in iu En,::lau•l. in t:H ·!.
was three hnlf p<'uce, or about three cents n do1y. At the soune time
wheat was sixteen cent.R n bushel, nnd a fnt sheep only twelvtl ctlnts. A
ptmny a do1y under 11uch circumstances would not be inoou~irlt,mble
wages. In tho time or ChriMt a penny or Roman dPnarinR would have
bought, it iR estimnted, at lenst ten times more than it would hnve done
in England in the year 1780-ruid prioes then were very much lower thaP
at tho pri'ISent day.-BIBLE DICTION.UY.
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Ancient and Accepted rite, and the 20th of the Rite of
1\lisraim. Chevalier Ramsay and other political asaociates
of the Pretender were undoubtedly the authors of the degree.
PERFECTION, RITE oF. A French system founded by De
llo:meville, 1754, which assumed that the Freemasons were
tile linenl descendants of the 'femplars, ami therefore tha'
nll l\l:lSons were Knights Templar. It had 25 debrrees.
nt~>phcn Morin and others introduced some modifications
ILJHlncl.litions iutQ the rite, O.Dll transplanted it in tho Unito<l
St:1.tcs under the name of the Ancient anc.l Accepted rite.
PERFECT MASTER. The 5th degree of the Ancient and
Accepted rite. Tho legend of this degree is founded upon
the circumstances of King Solomon's effort'! in establishing
appropriate obsequies as a grateful tribute of respect to the
memory of a worthy departed brother. The Master is styled
Most Veneral?le, n.nd represents Adoniram. The han1-rings
are green; iu each conwr of the room is o. white column; the
alt.ar is coYered with a blnck cloth, strewed with tears. The
apron is white lambskin, line<l nnd bordered with grrcn; in
the center of which is painted, within three circlrH, a stplnre
stone, on which the letter J is imwrihed; the finp of the npron
is green, symbolic:tlly to remind the neophyte that, being
dead in vice, he mn~;t hope to re,·ive in Yirtue. The jewel
is a compass open to 60 degrees, tho pointii on the nrc of a
circle. The solemn ceremonies of an interment t:lko place
dtuing the progress of this degree.
PERFECT UNION, LoDGE OF. A new arrangement of
Masonic degrees which made its appcarnnce in France
during the latter part of the last century, under the nm>pices
of tho Lodge of Perfect Union at Hennes. It receivctl the
title of the Elect of Truth, and had 14 degrees, dh·iuetl into
three classes. This rite is but a modification of the Hitc of
Perfection.
PERSECUTION. No society or order of men hns been
the object of greater abuse or more malicious misrP}•rese:ntation and unren.sonable persecution than that of Froemnsonry. EYen nmong the Jews, not. many years nfter tho
building of the temple, Freemasons were accused of idolatry,
the temples where thfJY practiced their mysteries \H!re
destroyed, and mn.ny of them were put to tlen.th. This :u·ose
m a great degree from the ignomncP of the Jews of tl!at ng<J.
'!'hey misapprehcmled the loft.y idea~ of tht·ir gTP:tt•·~;t kin~
and wisest sage, Hulomnn, and were malic to lll•lic\'(', aft(•r his
death, that the symbolical decorations of the tempk \\'l'l'O of
o. profane and idolatrous character. They were also taught
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to distrust the liberal views entertained in regard to other
nations, and saw in his friendly and fraternal intercotu'S8
with Hiram of Tyre, and other distinguished Gentiles, n
departure from the strictness of the Hebrew faith. During
the life of Solomon the company of Hiram continued to
practice their rites unmolested; but after his death n. strong
- and bitter opposition sprang up against them. Their mysteries, not being understood, were called "abominations,''
nnd a general movement for the extermination of the
Sidoni:m architects WILS organized. This ancient persecution
of tho Sidonian Masons finds its parallel in the persecutions
of modern Masons by the Roman Church and other religious
hollies. In 1738, Pope Clement XII. fulminated his celebrated bull against the Order, iri which he shows himself as
fanatical and ill-informed in regard to tho nature of Freemasonry as those who headed the persecutions of the Sidonians among tho ancient Jews. He says: "We have
learned that a. society ho.s been formed under the name of
Freemasons, into which persons of all religions and all sects
are indiscriminately admitted, and whose members have
established certain laws which bind themselves to each
other, and which, in particular, compel their members, under
tho severest penalties, by virtue of an oath taken on the Holy
Scriptures, to preserve an inviolable secrecy in relation to
everything that transpires in their meetings." The bull
concludes with a command to all bishops to inflict on Masons
" the penalties which they deserve, as people greatly suspected of heresy, having recourse, if necessary, to tho secular
power." Tho "penalty" hero alluded to is plainly enough
explaineJ by the following transcript from an edict publiHhcd
in the following year: "No person shall Ja.re to assemble a~
any lodge of the saiJ society, nor be present at any of their
meetings, under pain of death nnd contiscntion of goods, the
said penalby to be without pardon." This bull, however,
failed to stay tho progress of tho institution, nnJ when
Benedict XIV., 1751, r eneweJ it, and ordered its enforcement, his proclamation was treated with derision nud contempt. In Germany, Spain, Turkey, Portugal, Fmnce au<l
Switzerlttnd the order has, at times, been persecuted, but it
has outlived all opposition, and is now master of those who
once tmmpled it under foot. Tho anti-1\Io.sonic movement
in the United States is familiar to all. It was a real benefit
to 1\Iasonry, and has overwhelmed its authors with infamy
and scorn. But tho last (and we hope it will be the last)
nnd probably the most ridiculous attempt at persecuting the
!thsonic institution emamtted from the Secret Consistory of the
Vatic>nn, by Pope Pius IX., St~ptelllbcr 25, Hl!i5, in tho form
of rl l'apal Allor.ntiou to hii" \"cucmble BrAhrcn." 'J'his
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dreadful anathema pronounces, ez-caJhedra, that Freemasonry
is " monstroUR, impious and criminal, full of snares and
frauds-a dark society; the. enemy of the Church and of
God, and dangerous to the security of kingdoms; inflamed
with a burning hatred against religious and legitimate
authority; desirous of overthrowing all rights human and
divine," etc. It may not be necessary to WllBte much time or
space to the refutation of the charges displayed in this silly
and odious papal address. Such accusations against a public
body of men spread ove1· the whole surface of the civilized
world and in ~ classes of society, among whom may be
numbered monarchs, princes, senators, prelates, and the
great and good of all countries, accompanied by the awful
sentence of eternal perdition, are detestable, and not worthy
of any serious notice. The Pope and his venerable brethren
do not like Freemasonry. Very well; nobody blames them
for that; and least of all, tho members of the Ma.sonio
Order; for it is not a proselytizing institution. He objects
to it because it is a secret society. Very well! Has Romanism no secrets? Then it has no confessional, and it never
had an inquisition. Why this Allocution, in which secret
societies are subjected to snch severo invective, was actually
delivered in his own Secret Consistory. But as the Roman
Church is hostile to freedom of conscience, its doctrines are
therefore incompatible with the tolerant and liberal principles of Freemasonry. We shall patiently await another
(although another may never occur) "Thunde~ from the
Vatican," but in the meantime the Order of Freemasonry
must move on.
PERSEVERANCE, 0BDEn oF. An Order of Knights and
lAdies, which was founded at the Court of Louis XV., A.D
1771, by the Polish CounteBS, Potoska, Count Broatosky,
and the Marquis de Seignelay. Its existence was short.
PERSIAN PHILOSOPHICAL RITE. A new system of
Masonry which arose at Paris in the year 1819. It was not
much encouraged, and has now ceased tu exist. Little ~
known of its ritual, and whether the three symbolic degrees
were essential to its members, or whether they were included
in the fanciful names of the degrees adopted, we are unable
to learn. It consisted of seven degree~~, viz: 1. Listening
Ap\rr:tice; 2. Companion Adept, Esquire of Benevolence;
3.
ter of the Sun-from the 29th degree of the Scotch
rite; 4. Architect of all Rites, Knight of the Philosophy of
the Heart-enthusiasm; 5. Knight of Eclecticism and of
Tntth; 6. Master Grand Shepherd; 7. Venerable Grand Elu.
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PHA.-Pm
PHALLUS. An image of the virile member, which, fastened to a pole, was carried in the religious processions of
many of the nations of antiquity. It was not an object of
worship, as some ha.ve thought, but was reverenced as a
symbol of the ma.le productive priaciple. This symbol, under
the name of Lingam, was first employed in the Indian Mysteries; thence it was introduced into Egypt, and made still
more conspicuous in the Mysteries of Isis. The lc~end of
Osiris relates that, on being overcome by Typhon, his body
was dismembered, and the severa.l parts of it-and among
them the virile member-were concealed by.Typhon in the
four quarters of the globe. Isis, after a long search, suoceeded in finding all the members except the one in question,
and of this she made a wooden image, which was carried in
the proceRSions peculiar to the festivals of Osiris, as an
emblem of the productive energies of nature. In the Grecian
Mysteries, also, it was used in the same sense, and traces of·
it are even found among the Jews. The Pho.llus was not
BBSociated in the minds o~ the people with any low, vulgar
or lascivious ideas, but rather represented, as we have before
observed, that plastic power, that creative force of nature,
· that mysterious and inexhaustible fountain of life from
which all things ·proceed. This sign has been prominently
associated with the symbol of the Point within a Circle.
Pm BETA KAPPA. An order composed of students in
American colleges. The Jirst society of the kind was, we
believe, organized by the members of William and Mary's
College in Virginia, and under the auspices of Thomas
Jefferson. It has a sign, grip and word, and a silver medal,
which serves as a token of membership; on one side of
which, under six stars, the number of colleges where the
Order is in vogue, and above a hand, are engraved the initials
... B. K.; while on the other is marked the date of its
foundation, "S. P., December 5, 1776." The letters S. P.
stand for Societas Philosophire.
The three Greek initials
signify "Philosophia biou Kubernltes"-Philosophy, the guide
of life.
PHILADELPHIANS. This was the appellation of a. lodge
erected at Narbonne, France, in which the Rite of Narbonne
and also the Primitive rite had their seats. This rite claims
to rest upon a scientific study of Masonry. Thory-"Histoire
du Orand Orient"-says: "Suivant l'ecrit: notion ginirale Bur
le oaractere et l'objet du rite primitif, le regime est form.l par
1roiB classes de MtJfOOS, qui r~oivent dix degris d'instructwn.
flea digris, ou classes ne sont pas la designation de tels ou tels
fl"Gdse, maia des delwminations de collectwns, qu'il suffil de
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d.m1uler aultml qu'ell.ea en aont B'USL-eplihle, pour en faire ;tJill~
Ull '1UYf1lhre presque in.fini de grades."* Thus, for example, the

4th degree, under the titles of Perfect Master, Elect, Archi·
tect, designates an acquaintance with the greater part of the
degrees analogous to them.
PHILA.LETHEANS. This name-a compound Greek
word--signifying the "Friends or Lovers of Truth," wu
given to an order which originated in the "Loge des .Amil
P.eunis," A. D. 1778. The rite or system of degrees wu
divided into twelve classes:
L Apprentice.
i. Fellow-Craft.
s. Master.

'-Eleot.

6. Scottish Knight.
6. Knight of the East.
7. Knight of the Bose-Croix.

8. Knight of the Te~le.

9.
10.
lL
li.

UDknoWD Phil0110 er.
Sublime Phil080p er.
Initiated.
PhilaletheAD, Lover of Tnatll,
or Muter of all DegreM.

Like the sect of St. Martin, it had a mystical formation,
but most of its teachings were of an elevated character, and
discussed the profoundest questions of philosophy in an able
manner. It attracted the attention of many distinguished
men, who became active members of it; among whom were
Count de Gebelin, Dutrousset d'Hericourt, the Landgrave
Fredrich Ludwig of Hessen Darmstadt, Baron Gleichen,
Abbe Rozier, etc. The soul of the Order was Savaletto de
Langes, who was also its founder.
PHILOCHOREITES, OBD:m oF. This was a secret society
composed of men and women, founded by some officers
connected with the French army, in Spain, A. n. 1808, and
was afterward. carried b;y; them into France. It wo.s also
dift'used by the Spanish army through many other parts of
Europe. It was a. system of Adoptive Masonry, with initiation and mysteries. The Lodge was styled the Circle.
Each Knight bore an Order name. ·
PHILOSOPHERS UNKNOWN, 0BDEn oF. This Order,
sometimes called also the Order of Unknown PhilosopherJudges, was a Masonic society, and had two degrees. n
belonged to the Templa.r-Jesuitical system, and its tendencl•
on the whole, was unmasonic, although it wrapped itself m
a Masonic form. The jewel of the Order was a dagger, with
the words Tais and Revenge.
•According to the MSS. '• a general idea of the character and objects
nC the Primitive Rite," the system includes three classes of Masone who
receive ten degrees of instruction. These claeeee are not the designatiOJI
of 11110h and such degrees, but of collections, which, being properl7 deo
veloped, ma7 produce an infinite number of degrees.
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PHILOSOPIDCAL DEGREES. The degrees, above the
18th, are distinguished by this name; but why they should
be thus named it is difficult to explain. Ouly one of them
-the 28th, or Knight of th'} Sun-can lay any claim to the
appellation. Nearly all the rest arc historical and moral,
and are, for the most part, amplifications of preceding degrees. During the last century, however, there were several
philosophical rites practiced among Masons, but they have
gradually been dropped. Only one-the 28th-of our system remains. The name Philosopher is given to a largo
number of degrees in several Masonic rites. In the Lodge
of des AmU! Reunis we :find the degrees .of Cabalist Philosopher, Philosopher of the Grand Circle, Hermetic Philosopher, and Philosopher of Hermes. Elsewhere we :find
Cabalistic Philosopher, Cabalistic Philosopher of the Sublime
number Five, Christian Philosopher-degree of the African
Architects, Grand Mistress l'hilosopher-in the Cho.pt~r of
the Dames of Mt. Tabor, Gro.IJ.d Philosopher, Perfect Mason
Philosopher, Perfect Master Philosopher, Sublime Philosopher, Philosopher of the Sublime number Nine, Philosopher
of Samothrace, etc. Thtl foregoing by no means completes the list, but these will serve to show the cha.ra.cter of
the Masonic mind during the last half of the 18th century.
There was o. yeo.rning for the attainment of the highest truth,
and these rites, with their multifarious degrees, were considered as so many steps leading thereto.
PHILOSOPHIC SCOTCH RITE. This system was established in Paris, and adopted by the Grand Lodge in 1776.
Some few years previously a Ma~:~on named Pemetti founded
a rite, to which he gave the name of "Hez:metic, or Sublime
.Masters of the Luminous Ring," tho object of the contriver
being to instruct his disciples, not only in the higher degrees
of Masonry, but also in the art of transmuting metals and
preparing the elixir of life. Pemetti had for a pupil a
physician named Boileau, who did away with the alchemy,
and made it more purely Masonic, and then gave this reformed rite the name above affixed to it. This rite, which
Clave! says is still practiced in France, bas twelve degrees,
the three degrees of Ancient Craft Masonry being necessary
pre-requisites, though they do not form a part of the rite.
The degrees are: 1, 2, and 3, Knight of the Black Eagle or
Rose-Croix, divided into three parts; 4. J{night of the
Phamix; 5. Knight of the Sun; 6. Knight of Iris; 7. True
· Mason; 8. Knight of the Argonauts; 9. Knight of the Golden
Fleece; 10. Grand Inspector, Perfect Initiate; 11. Grand
Inspector, Grand Scotch Mason; 12. Sublime Master of tho
Luminous Ring. The doctrine tllmght in this rite wo.s tl1at
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Freemasonry waa founded by P.Ytbaaoraa; and the leoturee
cohsisted of an explanation of the :Philosophy and pecnliar
doctrines of the Samian sage, asserting, lor instance, that
the symbols he adopted in his secret instruction were chie1ly
derived from geometry; thus, the right angle was au emblem
of morality and justice; the e9._uilateral triangle was a symbol of God, the essence of light and troth; the square
referred to the divine mind; the cube was the symbol of the
mind of man after it had been purified by acts of piety and
devotion, and thus prepared for mingling with the cefestial
beings. The point within a circle, and the dodecahedron or
fiffU:e of twelve sides, were symbols of the UDiverse; the
triple trian~le was a11 emblem of health; and the letter Y a
representation of the course of human life, in which there
were two diverging paths, the one of virtue leading to
happiness, and the other of vice conducting to misery.*

.

PliiLOSOPHY OF lriASONRY. This expression opens
an immense field for the intelligent Mason to e:r.plore, and
one so rich in materials that it can never be exhausted. The
Philosophy of Freemasonry involves the history of its origin,
an inqni:l. into the ideas that lie at its base, an investigation of lf.s peculiar form, an analytical study of its several
degrees, and a. development of the ideas which are illustrated
by its ritualistic emblems, myths and allegories, and which
speak through its sublime system of symbols. Freemasonry
has now arrived at a. period in its history when the proaperitl. of the Order imperatively demands a deeper insight
into 1ts character and teachings. In this country, for nearly
half a century, Masons have occupied themselves merely
with the outward and material forms of the institution. Not
knowing in what ideas the system had its birth, what truths
were symbolized by the rites, what notions were intended to
•Pythagoras, in pursuit of knowledge, traveled into Ohaldea and
Egypt, aud is said to have been instructed in the BRCred lore of the
Hebrews, either by the Prophet Ezekit>l or DanieL Dr. Oliver asserts
that he was initiated into the Jewish system of Freemasonry, aud ~'
"his mysteries were the moat perfect approximation to the original
science of Freemasonry which could be accomplished by a philosopher
bereft of the aid of revelation." Jamblicua relates, as evidenoe of thea
brotherly love and of their means of mutual recognition, the followiDR
incident: A Pythagorean, traveling in a distant country, fell sick and died
at a public inn. Previously to his death, however, bein~ unable to
compeDBBte the landlord for the kindness and attention w1th which he
bad been treated, he directed a tablet, on which he bad traced some
enigmatical characters, to be exposed on the public road. Some time
after another disciple of Pythagoras pll88ed that way, perceived the
tablet, and learning from the inscription that a brother bad been thert'
11ick and in distress, aud that he had been treated with kindness, 1u
stopped and reimbursed the inDkeeper for his trouble and cxpeDSe.

PH<E-PLA.
be illtlStrated by its symbols, they have not been able to rise

to a. true appreciation of its sublime spirit and profound
significance. The superior intelligence and cnlture of tho
present age require more than this. The questioning spirit
· of the times demands a reason for this and for that; it cannot
rest in a. dead form, an outward sign. Masons should
acquaint themselves with the philosophy of Masonry, seek
and find the sense of its rites, study its symbols until they
see them aJl aglow with infinite and eternal truths. "Symbols are the speech of God," and through them Eternity
looks into Time, and the Infinite holds communion with the
finite, the divine with the human-through them the mysterious currents of life from the over-world stream into our
human world of prosaic reality, and light it up with a living
glory. There is that latent in Freemasonry which makes it
exactly the institution most needed in this age. But to be
an effective agent in elevating and advancing man to a more
perfect condition, tho seme of its mysteries must be better
understood by Masons, its philosophy must be studied, and
its grand and ancient emblems and !lymbols must be made
to speak their immortal meanings as of old. In other words,
Freemasonry must be idealized. Masonic literature is exceedingly ~r in works touching upon this point. The
lectures of .H.agon, "Cours Phi.Wsophique," in France, and the
"Raiionole and Ethics of Freemasonry," by Arnold, in the
United States, are the only works we have any knowledge of
in this department.
PH<ENIX. A Phrenix, burning, with the words written
beneath, "Perit ut 1tit<"d"-he dies that he may liv~uding
to Jacques de Molay, was adopted as the seal of the Order of
the Temple, according to the account of the Ba.rQn Hunde,
by Harris, the second Grand Master after Molay, A. n. 1313;
or according to Starck's assertion by Aumont, Molay's successor, 13!2-13.
PLA~NIO AOADEMY. An institution having Ma.sonio
emblems, which was founded at Florence, 1480, during the
reign of Cosmo de Medici. It was devoted to the study of
the Platonic Philosophy.* Clo.vel supposes-drawing his
conclusions from the Masonic symbols that adorn their hall,
which yet exists-that they were a. society of Masons, who,
even at that early period, had abandoned the operative for
the specnla.tive art.

• Plato believed God to be a.n in1lnitely wile, just a.nd powerCul Spirit;
and that he formed the visible universe out of pretixiateat amorphorus
matter, according to perfect patterns or ideas eternally existent in his own
mind. Philosophy lle couaidered as betnc a knowledge of the tr11e
nature of things, as discoverable In thole eternal ideas after which nU
LbinaH were fashioned.
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PLENTY. Literally denoting a full or adequate snpplyi
an abundance. As an emblem of Masonry
it ia symbolized by a sheaf of wheat (commonly called corn), suspended near a watertall. The Hebrew word Shibboleth, which
occupies an important part in the ceremoniea
of the Fellow-Craft's degree, signifies an ear
of corn, also o. rapid stream or flow of
water. In the Eleusinian Mysteries the
godde88 Ceres was represented with a flaming
torch in her right and an ear of corn in her
left hand, and a wreath about her head, as
emblems of peace and plenty. This godde88 is nearly alwaya
represented thus ; several gems and medals are now extant,
where th~ ears of col'n appear with her image.
POMEL. Literally a round knob. The term is used to
designate the globes which rested on the summit of the
pillars that stood at the entrance of the temple.
PONTIFEX. This title was borne by the members of one
of the great colleges among the ancient Romans, instituted
by Numa, for the purpose of preserving and cultivating the
highest order of knowledge, particularly of o. religious
character. Their duties embraced the regulation of ali the
religious rites and ceremonies (public and private) of the
state. They were a self-elected body down to the latter
ages of the republic, when the power of election was sometimes held by the people. It was finally vested in the
emperors, who added as many to their number as they
tho11ght fit. The chief of the pontifices was called the
Pontifex Maximus. His station was one of great dignity and
power, as he not only had supreme authority in religious
matters, but, in consequence of the close connection between
the civil government and religion of Rome, be had also
considerable political influence.
PRELATE. An officer in a Council of Red CroBB Knights
and Commandery of Knights Templar,
whose title is "Excellent." His duties
are to officiate at the altar and rehearse
the leBBOns of diVine inspiration. His
position is at the right of the Generalissimo in tho East. His jewel is a triple
triangle, with a passion croBB in the center
ol each, which is the emblen:. of the
Eternal Jehovah, and is to remind him of the importance
of the sacred trust reposed in ~bim.
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PRIEST, Hebrew, Oohen. One who officiates in the publio
worship of God, especially in making expiation for sin, being
. "ordained for men in things pertaining to God, to offer both
gifts and sacrifices for sins." In the Old Testament the
priesthood was not annexed to a certain family until after
the promulgation of the law by Moses. Before that time
the first born of each family, the fathers, the princes, the
kings, were the priests in their own cities, and in their own
houses. In the solemnity of the covenant, made by the
Lord with his people, at the foot of Mount Sinai, Moses
performed the office of mediator, and young men were
chosen frpm among Israel to perform the office of priests.
But after the Lord had chosen the tribe of Levi to serve
him in his tabernacle, and the priesthood was annexed to
the. family of Aaron, the right of offeriD,g sacrifices and
oblations to God was reserved to the priests of this family.
'fhe High-Priest was at the head of all religious affairs, and
was the ordinary judge of all difficulties that belonged
thereto, and even of the general justice and judgment of the
Jewish nation. God had appropriated to the person of the
High-Priest the oracle of his truth; so that when he was
habited in the proper ornaments of his dignity, and with
the Urim and Thumml.m, he answered questions proposed
to him, and God disclosed to him secret and future things.
He was forbidden to mourn for the death of any of his
relations, even for his father or mother; or to enter into any
place where a dead body lay, that he might not contract or
hazard the contraction of uncleanness. He had the privilege
of entering the sanctuary only once a year, on the day of
solemn expiation, to make atonement for the sins of the
whole people. In general, no priest who had any corporeal
defect coUld offer sacrifice, or enter the holy place to present
the shew-bread. The consecration of Aaron and of his sons
was performed by Moses in the desert, with great and imposing solemnities. The garments worn by the High-Priest
consisted of the following articles: Short lilian drawers;
over this was a shirt or tunic of fine linen, embroidered,
reaching to the feet, and with sleeves extending to his wrists;
over this again was another garment ca.lled the robe of the
ephod, woven entire, blue, with aJJ ornamented border
around the neck, and a fringe at the bottom, made up of
pomegranates and golden bells. Above all these vestments
was placed the ephod, made without sleeves, and open below
the arms on each side, consisting of two pieces, one of which
covered the front of the body, and the other the back, and
reaching down to the middle of the thighs. They were
joined together on the shoulders by golden buckles set with
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gems, and two large precious atones set in gold, on which
were engraved the names of the twelve tribes of Israel, si:J:
on each atone 1 according to their order. The material of
which the ephod was wrought was extremely costly; of blue,
purple, scarlet, and fine-twined linen, with rich golden embroidery; also a girdle of fine linen, woven with blue, purple,
scarlet and gol~ past~ed twice around the bod7. Just above
the girdle, on the breast of the ephod, and JOined to it h7
golden chains attached to rings at the upper comers, waa
suspended the breastplate, which was made of the same
rich material as the ephod; it was about ten inches square;
the front of which was set with twelve precious stones, 011.
each of which was engraved the name of one of the sons of
Jacob; these atones were divided from each other by golden
partitions, and set in four rows. Upon his head was the
miter. This was made of fine linen or silk, blue, wrapped
in several folds, in the manner of a Turlriah turban. In
front, and around the base of the miter, as a band, secured
with blue ribbon, was a plate of gold, called the "plate of
the holy crown of pnre gold," upon which was inscribe~
"HoLII0!88 TO TBB LoRD," in Hebrew characters. These vestments should be worn by the High-Priest of a Royal Arch
Chapter at every convocation, and when worn each of them
will convey to the possessor important leBSona of symbolical
instruction. The various colors of the robes are emblematio
of the graces and virtues which should adorn the human
mind; the white, of innocence and purity; the scarlet, of
fenency and zeal; the ~urple, of union; and the blue, of
friendship. The miter 1s to remind him of the dignity of
his office, and the inscription on its plate to admonish him of
his dependenoe on God. Lastly, the breastplate, upon which
is engraved the names of the twelve tribes, is to teach him
that be is always to bear in mind his responsibility to tho
laws and ordinances of the institution, and that the honor
and interests of the Chapter and its members should always
be near his heart.* In the United States the High-Priest is
the first officer of a Chap~r of Royal Arch Masons. He
represents Joshua, the .High-Priest, who, with his com·
• Acconling to Joaephus the ancient JeWB gave an interesting symbolical interpretation to the eeveral parts of theee vestment& He aaya,
:bat being made of linen signitled the earth; the blue denoted the sky,
being like lightning in its pomegranates, and in the noise of its bella
resembling thunder. The ephod 11howed that God had made the
universe of four elements, the gold relating to the splendor by which all
things are enlightened. The breastplate in the middle of the ephod
1'816mbled the earth, which has the middle place of the world. 'l'he
ll&ldonyxes declare the II1Ul and moon. The twelve stones are the twW.ve
monthi or ligna of the zodiac. The miter ia heaven, becauae blue.
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panions, Zernbbabel, Prince of Judah, and Haggai, the
scribe, assisted in building the second temple.
PRIMITIVE SCOTCH RITE. '!his system wa.s first introduced at Namur, in 1770, and consisted of thirty-three
degrees, mostly taken from the Scottish series of Heredom.
Its principal author was Bro. Marchot, an eminent advocate
at Nivelles. It never extended beyond Namur. Clavel says it
is principally practiced in Belgium, and has its see at No.mur,
in the Lodge de La Bonne Amitie.
PRIMITIVE SCOTCH RITE, OR THE PBILADELPBI OP
NARBONNE, was established at Narbonne, on the 19th of April,
1780. It consisted of three classes of Masons, who received
ton degrees of instruction-a degree meaning a certain
amount of instruction, and some of them including several
Masonic degrees. Thus, tho first class had for its three
degrees, the three symbolic degrees in all the rites; the
second class had for its first (4th) degree the Perfect Master,
Elu and Architect; for its second (5th) the Sublime Scottislio;
for its third (6th) the Knight of the Sword, Knight of the
East and Prince of Jerusalem; while the third cla.ss had 'for
its four degrees, all being in the Chapter of Rose Croix.
instruction in all branches of knowledge, especially Masonic,
physical, philosophical, psychological and occult. This rite
was reconstituted in the Low Countries in 1819.
PRINCE OF JERUSALEM. The 16th degree of the
Ancient and Accepted rite. Tho hifitory of this degree is
founded upon the incidents that occurred during the building of the second temple, at which time .the Jews -were
much annoyed by the constant and malicious interference
of the Samaritans, their ancient enemies. This degree is
closely connected with, and a continuation of, the degree of
tho Knight of the East and Sword, to which the reader is
1·efcrrod for a more detailed statement. There should be
two principal apartments iu addition to the ante-room. The
first apartment represents the court of Zerubbabel at
Jerusalem. The hangings are of saft'ron color, except the
East, which is hung with white, blue, red, and violet colors,
in stripes. The second ap:ntment represents the council
chamber of Darius, King of Pel'l;ia. The hant:,rings are g~·een,
tho throne and canopy s11.tfron color. In it is no Musonio
furniture. The Senior Warden presides and represents
Darius, King of Persia, dressed in royll.l robes, and wearing
a crown. In the first apartment the presiding officer repreBt!nts Zerubbabel, and is styled Most Illustrious. The apron
is of crimson, lined and edged with saffron color. On the
tJap is an equal balanc.e, held by a hand of Justice. In the
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middle of the apron, a repreaentation of
the second temple. The jewel is a medal
of gold ; on which is engraved a band,
holding an equal balance ; a double-edged
sword, surrounded by five stars ; on one
side of which is the letter D, and on the
other the letter Z, the initials of Darius
and ZerubbabeL Tho Princes of Jerusalem
are sometimes styled "Chiefs of Masonry,"
and are authorized to visit and inspect all
lodges of inferior degrees.
PRINCE OF MERCY, oR 8coTcB TRINITAJUAN. The 26th
of the Ancient and Accepted rite. It is a highly
philosophical degree, and its ritual very impressive; its title
clearly designates its character and intention. · The body is
styled a Chapter. The hangings are green, supported by 9
columns, alternately white and red; upon each of which is a
chandelier, holding 9 lights. Near the altar is a statue of
white marble, the figure of a virgin, covered
with thin gauze. This represents TBUTH, and
the po.lla.dium of the Order of the Princes
of 'Mercy. The presiding officer is styled
Mosb Excellent Chief Prince. The jewel is
an equilateral triangle of bars of gold, with
a flaming heart, of gold, in tho center. On
the heart are the letters L H. S; and on the
raspective sides of the triangle, W on the
right, F on the left, and H on the bottom.
The jewel is suspended from a small collar of narrow watered
purple ribbon, and hangs on the left breast.

de~e

PRINCE OF ROSE CROIX, sometimes called KNIGHT
PELicAN. The 18th degree of the Ancient
and Accepted rite. It is the most ancient, interesting, and
most generally practiced of the philo!!ophical degrees of
Masonry. It is found in a.ll the principal rites, and where
it does not exist by name its place is supplied by others,
whose symbols do not differ materially from it. To thoae
who have not gone beyond the symbolic degrees, the name
is perhaps more familiarly known than any other of the
higher degrees. Of its origin nothing satisfo.ctory is known.
Baron Westerode, in 1784, supposes it to have been instituted
by the Knights Templar in Pale!ltine, in the twelfth century,
and asserts that Prince Edward, afterward King Edward L,
was then admitted into the Order, under the auspices of
Raymond; he also says that tho Order was derived from
Onnesius, its founder, an Egyptian priest, who had beeu
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converted t.> Christianity. Ragon has elaborately im-estigated the subject, and attributes its origin to a pious and
learned monk, named John Valentine Andre!£, who flourished
in thelatterpa.rtof the 16th century; and the same author says
that Andre!\, grieved at seeing the principles of Christianity
forgotten in idle and vain disputes, and that science was
made subservient to the pride of man instead of contributing
to his happineBB, passed his days in devising what he su~
posed to be the most appropriate means of restoring each to
1ts legitimate, moral a.nd benevolent tendency. Clave! affirms
that the degree was founded by the Jesuits, for the pUrpose
of counteracting the insidious attacks of freethinkers upon
the Romish faith, but offers no evidence in support of his
a.ssertion; when, in fact, they were the,great enemies of
Masonry, and so far from supporting it wrote a treatise
against the Order. Oliver says that" the earliest notice the.t
he finds of this degree is in a publication of 1613, entitled
'La Riformation universelle du mrmde entier avec la fama fraternitatis de l'Ordre ?'espectahle de laRose-Croix.'"* And he
adds: "It was known much sooner, although not probably
a.s a degree in Masonry; for it existed, as a cabalistic science,
from the earliest times, in Egypt, Greece, and Rome, as well
as among the Jews and Moors in times more rccent.''t The
• Landmarks, vol ii. p. 63 n. 35 Am. ed.

t There is a tradition among the Maaons of Scotland, that after the disIOlution of the Templam, many of the Knights repaired to Scotland and
placed themselves under the protection of Hobert Bruce, and that after
the battle of Bannockburn, which took place on SL John· the Baptist's
day, in the year 1314, this monarch mstituted the Royal Order of
Heredom and Knight of the Rosy-Cross, and established the chief seat
of the Order nt K1lwinning. From that 01·der, it seems to us by no
means improbable that the present degree of Rose-Croix de He!oden may
have taken its origin. In two respects, at lea.~t, there seems to be a very
elose connection between the two systems: they both claim the kingdom
of 13cotland antl the Abbey of Kilwinning as having been at one time
their chief seat of government, and they both seem to have boon in11tituted
to ~ve a Christian explanation to Ancient Cruft Masonry. There is,
besides, a similarity in the names of the degrees of "Hose-Croix de
Heroden," and "Heredom and Rosy-Cross," amounting almost to an
identity, which appears to indicate a very intimate relation of one to the
other. The subject, however, is in a state of inextricable confusion, and
we uonfess that ufter all our re~enrche~ we are ~tillnn•1ble distinctly to
point to the period when, tWd to the })lace where, the present degree of
ROde-Croix received its organization ns a Masonic gn\de. No matter,
however, where precisely it received its origin, nor who hn.11 the honor of
having been its inventor, it is at least eert.o.i.n that the degree of RoaeCroix is to be placed nmong the mo11t ancient of the higher degrees of
lrlallonry; and that this antiquity, in connection with the imp<Jrtance of
its design and the solemnity of its ritual, has given to it a universality in
the Masonic world, inferior only to the degrees of Ancient Craft MllBOnry.
It is to be found, as we have already said, in nearly all the rites, under
some name and in some modification, and in many of them it i1 plaoecJ
a& the ~uuuuit 4){ the ritual.
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eeremonies of the degree o.re of the most imposing and
imprusive character. Its ritual is remarkable for elegance
of dWtion, while the symbolic teaching is not only pleasing,
but consistent, figuratively expreBSing the passage of man
through the valley of the shadow of death, accompanied and
snsto.ined by the Masonic virtues-FAITH, HoPE, and CIIARITY
-and his final reception into the abode of light, life, and
llDIIlorto.lity. VmTUB and HUM1LITY o.re the foundations and
characteristics of this sublime degree. "A man's life," it has
been beautifully said, "is laid in the loom of time, to a
pattern which he does not see, but God does; and his heart
18 a shuttle. On one side of the loom is sorrow, and on the
other joy; and the shuttle, struck alternately by each, flies
back and forth, carrying the thread, which is white or black,
as the pattern needs, and in the end, when God shall lift
up the finished garment, and all its changing hues shall
glance out, it will then appear that the deep and da.1·k colors
were as needful to beauty as tho light and high colors."
Some writers have labored to give an exclusive Christian ·
chiU'acter to this degree; but the following words of one of
the most eminent students of Masonry, and a.n ardent
admirer of the Ancient and Accepted rite, may very properly
be quoted,* and a study of the ritual will further provo the
correctneBS of the remarks: "If anywhere brethren of a
particull\1' religious belief have been excluded from this
degree, it merely shows how gravely the plans and purposes
of Masonry may be misunderstood; for, whenever the door
of any one degree is closed against him who believes in one
God and the soul's immortality, on account of the other
tenets of his faith, that degree is no longer Masonry."
Bodies of this degree are styled Sovereign Chapters. In
cases of reception, there 1\l'e three apa.rtmentB, beside the
ordinary reception room. The presiding officer is styled
Most Wise Master. The recipient is created and constituted
"a Knight of the Eagle and Pelican, and Prince of the
Order of Rose-CroiL" To give the degree full effect music
is required The KnightB are dressed in black, with black
gloves and a sword The collar should be reversible, of
velvet or silk, crimson on one side and black on the other;
plain, without device or embroidery on the crimson side, and
with a pa.BSion-cross of scarlet on the black side. The apron
is, on one side, white satin, bordered with crimson; on the
otller, black velvet. On the white side is painted or
embroidered the pelican side of the jewel On the black
aide is a red passion-cross. The jewel bangs at the 'bottom
uf the collar, or is snspended to a narrow crimson watered
• Albert Pike.
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ribbon on the breast. The jewel is a compass, its points
resting on the segment of a circle ; at the bottom, on one
aide, is an eagle, with its wings exteLded and head slight11
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depressed; and on the other a pelican piercing its breast to
feed its young, which are in a nest beneath it; between the
legs of the compass is a red cross, and above a red rose in
full bloom; on the summit of the compass is an antique
crown. On the segment of the circle are the letters I. N. R. L
The jewel is of gold, with the pelican and eagle of silver.
In this jewel are included tho most important symbols of the
degree. The cross, the rose, the pelican, and the eagle, are
all important symbols, the explanation of which will go far
to a comprehension of what is the true design of the BoseCroix degree.

PRINCE OF THE TABERNACLE. The 24th degree of
the Ancient and Accepted rite. It is intended to illustrate
the directions for constructing the tabernacle, which God
ordered Moses to build, the particulars of which may be
found .in the 25th chapter of Exodus. This was a movable
chapel, and so contrived as to be taken to pieces and put
together at pleasure, for the convenience of carrying it from
place to place, during the wandering of tho Israelites in the
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wilderness for forty years. The body is styled a Court.
The presiding officer represents Moses, and is called 1\lost
Puissant Leader. The second officer represents Eleazar, the
High-Priest, the son of Aaron. The candidate represent.
Pbinehas, the son of Eleazar the High-Priest. Two apartments are required when conferring the degree. The
hangings are red and black. The jewel is the letter N suspended from a violet colored watered ribbon. This degree
is most intimately connected with, and should be considered a
continuation of, that of the Chief of the 'l'abernacle. The
especial duties of a Prince of the Tabernacle arc to labor
incepsantly for the glory of God, the honor of his country,
and the happiness of his brethren; to offer up thanks and
prayers to the Deity in lieu of sacrifict:s of fleeh and blood.
PRINCIPAL OFFICERS. A term applied to the Wor·
shipful Master and the Senior and Junior Wardens. They
are called the three principal officers of. the Lodge.

A

PRINCIPAL SOJOURNER. An officer in a Chapter of
Royal Arch Masons. He represents the leader of a party of
Jews, who sojourned in Babylon for a time
after the departure of Zerubbabel with the
main body, and who subsequently came up · ~
to Jerusalem to assist in rebuilding the
temple. His duties in the Chapter are
t '0:
similar to those of the Senior Deacon in
\
the symbolic Lodge. He wears a black
---'
robe, with a rose-colored border, and a
slouched hat and pilgrim's staff. His station is on the left,
·in front of the Council. His jewel is a triangular plate, on
which a pilgrim is engraved.
PRINCIPALS. The first three officers in an English Royal
Arch Chapter are the First Principal, who represents Zerubbabel, tho prince of the people; the Second Principal, whc:
represents Haggai, the prophet; and the Third Principal,
who represents Joshua, the High-Priest.
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PROVOST AND JUDGE. The 7th degree of the Ancient
e.nd Accepted rite. The legend of this degree is founded
upon the principles of Impartiality and Justice. After the
death of the G1·and Master Workman of the temple, King
Solomon, for the purpose of strengthening his means of
preserving order among 'the vast number of craftsmen
engaged in the construction of the temple, appointed seven
Provosts and Judges, in order that all complaints among
the workmen might be heard, disputes settled, and justice
administered. The a.J>arlment represents the middle chamber of King Solomon s Temple; the hangings are red, with
a sky-blue canopy in the East. The room is lighted with 5
lights, 1 in each corner, and 1 in the middle'. The pxesiding
officer is styled Venerable Chief Provost and Judge. The
apron is white, edged with red; in the middle is a pocket,
with a red and white rosette. On the flap is painted, or
embroidered in gold, a key. The sash is crimson, worn from
right to left; from it hangs the jewel, which is a key of gold.
PROXY (contracted from Procuracy). The agency of one
person who acts as a substitute for another, or as his principal; authority to act for another, or for a body, especially
in a legislative body. Every Lodge is entitled to be represented in its Grand Lodge, by its Master and Wardens.
Should these, or either of them, be unable to attend the
Grand Lodge at any communication, a brother or brothers
may be appointed. Such substituted representatives, in the
absence of their principn.l, succeed to all his powers and
privileges, but in his presence they cannot act. Persons
appointed proxies must be Master Mnsons, and members of
some subordinate Lodge under the jurisdiction of the Grand
Lodge, and must be furnished with n written certificate of
their appointment, under the seal of the Lodge or party
appointing them. A proxy cannot appoint a pro:xy. An
officer of the Grnnd Lodge cannot, as such officer, appoint n
pro:xy, unless the constitution specifically give him such
power. The Grand Master is the only officer who has the
power or right of appointing his proxy, for any purpose,
unless such power be granted by the particular constitution.
In the selection of an agent for the proper discharge of a
Masonic duty, preference should always be given to able anu·
experienced Masons; it is, therefore, suggested that as a
gener~l rule a Master or Past Master should have the
preferen~.

P~UDENCE. One of the four cardinal virtues, the practice
of which is beautifully explained in the Entered Apprentice
degree.
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PYTHAGOlUS, Snmox.s o:r. The esoteric or secret
instructions of Pythagoras were explained with the aid of
symbols, as the readiest and most efficient method of impressing upon the mind of the candidate for the mysteries
the sublime troths and moral leSBOns for which the school
of that justly celebrated philosopher was distinguished A
few of the most important symbols are here explained. The
Equilak.ral Triangle, a perfect figure, was adopted among the
ancient nations as a symbol of Deity, the principle and
. -author of all sublunary things; the eBBenee of Light and
Troth, who was, and is, and shall be. The Square comprehends the union of the celestial and terrestrial elements of
power; and was the emblem of Morality and Justice. The
Tetractys was a. sacred emblem, which was expressed by ten
jods disposed in the form of a. triangle, each side containing
four. Thts was the most expressive symbol of Pythagoras.

'ftl.l•ULW.
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On it the obligation to the aspirant was propounded; and it
was denominated the Trigonon mysticum, because it was the
conservator of many awful and important troths, which are
explained as follows: The one point represented the Mo714d,
or active principle; the two points the Duad, or passive
principle; the three points the Triad, or the world proceeding
from their union; the four, the Quarternary, or the liberal
sciences. The Cube was tho symbol of the mind of man,
after a well-spent life in acts of piety and devotion, and thus
prepared by virtue for translation into the society of the

0
celestial gods. The Point within a Circle was the symbol of
the universe. The use of this emblem is coeval with tho
first created man-the creation was the circle and himseU
the center. The Dodecredron, or figure of twelve sides, was
also a symbol of the universe. The Triple Triangle-a. unity
of perfectness-was a symbol of health, and was called
Euclid was inHygeia. The Forty-seventh proposition
' 1nt.ed and explained by Pythagoras, an is so extensively

t
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naeful that it has been adopted in all Lodges as a significant
11ymbol of Freemasonry. The letter Y was a symbolical representation of the course of human life. Youth, arriving a.t
manhood, sees two roads before him, and deliberates which
he shall· pursue. If he meet with a guide that directs him
to pursue philosophy, and he procures initiation, his life
shall be honorable and his death happy. But if he omits to
do this, and takes the left hand path, which appears broader
and better, it will lead to sloth and luxury; will waste his
estate, impair his health, and bring on an old age of infamy
and misery.*
PYTHIAN FESTIVAL. One of the four great national
festivals of Greece, celebrated every fifth year in honor of
Apollo, near Delphi Their institution is variously referred
to Amphictyon, son of Deuco.lion, founder of the council of
Amphictyous, and Diomed, son of Tydeus ; but" the most
common legend is, that they were founded by Apollo himself,
after he bad overcome the dragon Python. The festivities
were similar to those at Olympia, and the victors were
rewarded with costly gifts, fruits of various kinds, medals
prepared for the purpose, and garlands of laurel, etc.
• PrrnooJWJ, the celebrated philosopher, was born at Samos, about
540 B. o. His father, Mneaarohua, was a person of diat.i.oction, aucl
therefore the son received that education which was beat calculated to
enlighten his mind and invigorate his body. Like his contempomriea,
he was made acqnainted with poetry and music; elo<J.uence and astronomy
became his private studies, and in gymnastic exerc111e11 he often bore the
palm for strength and dexterity. At an early age he left; his native country
and began his tmvels in pursuit of knowledge; he visited Egypt, Chaldala
and India, where he gained the confidence of the priests, and availed
himself of an understanding of the mysteries and symbolic writings
by which they governed the princes 88 well 88 the people of those
countries; nnd aftar he had spent many years in gathering all the infor~
mation which could be collected from antique traditions concerning
the nature of the religions and the immortality of the soul, he revisited
hi11 native island. The tyranny of Polycrates, at Samos, disgusted the
philosopher, who W88 a great advocate of national independence; and,
though he was a great favorite of the tyrant, he retired from thE> ialnnd
and settled in the town of Crotona, in Southern Italy, where he founded
a sect which rec!'ived the name of TM ltalian, or Pythagorean Fra~
temity; and he soon saw himself surrounded by a great number of
pupils, which the recommendations of his mental, as well as his personal
accomplishments, had procured. Pythagor88 WtUI, perhaps, the motd
virtuous, and taught the purest doctrines of all the heathen philosophers. He distinguished himself particularly by his discoveries in
~eometry, astronomy and mathematics; and it is to him that tho world
JS indebted for the demonstrations of the 47th proposition of the first
book of Euclid's elements, about the square of the hypothenuse. The
time and the place of the desth of this great philosopher are unknown;
yet many suppose that he died at Metapontmn, about 487 B.c.; and so
great was the veneration of the people of llagna Grmcia for him tha'
he received the SIUile honors as were paid to the immortal guds, anli his
boUle became a aacrcd temple.
.
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Q.
QUA.LIFIOA.TIONS OF CANDIDATES. The MIUJODio
institution, like other societies, is compoeed of individual
members, which, in the ~ate, _make up a.body or Lodge.
As the source of power 18; primarily, vested m the member&,
it is important to consider who should compose the body or
be admitted into the Order. The qualifications which are
in<.lispeusable in a candidate for initiation into the myateriea
of Freemasonry are four-fold in their character-Moral,
PhysicoJ, Inlellectual and Poluical.
The Moral character I. intended
t.o aeoure the :respeotability ot the
Order, beca111K', by the worthinof ita candidates, their 'rirtuous deportment and good reputation, will
the character of the institution be
~udged, while the admialaion of
irreligiou libertines aud contemners of the moral law would necessarily impair ita dignity and honor.
The Physical qualifications contribute to the utility of the Fraternity, because he who a deficient
in any of ha limbs or members,
and who a not in the posseBBion of
u.ll ha natural senses and endowmenta, a unnble t.o perform, with
pleasure t.o hi!Jlllelf or credit to the
Fraternity, those peculiar labors in
which u.ll should tUe nn eqlll\l part.
He thus becomes a drone in the
hive, and so far impairs the useful·neiiB of the Lodge, as " a place
where FreeiD880ns assemble to
work, and to instmot and improve
themselves in the mysteries of their
ancient science."
The Intellectual qualifications refer to the security of the Fraternity;
because they require that ita mysteries Bhu.ll be confided only t.o those
whose mental developments are
~mch as to enable them properly to
oppreciate, and faithfully to prelel"Ve from imposition, the secreta
thu'l entmsted to them. It a evident, for instance, that an idiot
could neither understand the hidden doctrines that might be communicated to him, nor could he so
secure such portions ftll be might
remember, in the " depository of
biR henrt," 1\8 to prevent the designing lmnvo from worming them
ou~ of him; t'c:-r, Nl the wille Solomon

has aaid, " a fool's mouth il Jail
destruction, and ha lips are Uw
snare of ha soul"
The Political qnalificatiou an;
intended to maintain the indepenclo
ence of the Fraternity; because it•
obligations and privileges are thu
conftded only to those who, from
their position in society, are ca~ble
of obeying the one, and of exerci.aiDg
the other without the danger of let or
hindrance from superior authority,
Of tho Moral, Physical and Po1ilitical qualifications of ~ candidate
there can be no doubt, as they are
distinot.ly laid down in the Ancient
Charges and Constitutions. The
Intellectual are not so reaclil7
decided. These ~tial q~
tiona may be brie1ly summed up iD
the following axioms:
Murally, the candidate must be a
man of irreproachable conduct, a
believer in the emtence of OocJ.
and living "under the tongue of
good report.''
PhyaicaJJy, he must be a man of
at least twenty-one years of ase,
upright in body, with the senses of
a man, not doformed or llisplembered, but with hale and entire
limbs as a man ought to be.
Intellectually, he must be a man iD
the full poeseBIIion of ha intellects,
not so young that ha mind shu.ll not
have been formed, nor so old that it
Bhu.ll have faillen into d~t;:!:;::ithCI
a fool, an idiot, nor a
; and
with so much education 811 to enable
him to avail himself of the teachinfP
of MN!oury, and to cultivate at his
leanre a know ledge of tho principia.
and doctrines or our royal an.
PolUically, he must be in the
nnreetrai.ned enjoyment of his chil
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and per10nalliberty, and this, too,
by the birthright of inheritance, and
not by its subsequent acquiait.ion,
in consequence of his relb.o>td from
hereditary bondage.

The Lodge which atricUy demand& these qualiftcationa of ita
candidates may have fewer membera
than one leas strict, but it will UD
doubtedly have better ones.

But the importa.n.ce of the subject dt>JDands for each clasa
of the qualifications a. sepo.ra.te section, and a. more extended
consideration. Dr. Oliver, in his "Institutes of Masonio
Jurisprudence," enumerates the followi.Jig as the qualifi.aa.
tions of candidates, according to the English Book of Co~·
stitutious, and we here show how easily our transatlantie
brethren can change a. provision which has, from time imme·
moria!, been regnrded as an unchangeable landmark:
"L Everycandidateforthehonors
of Masonry ought to lead an uncorrupt life, and do the thing which is
right, always speaking the truth
from his heart; to use no deceit in
his tongue, nor to do evil, or slander
his neighbor. He must be lowly in
his own eyes, and give due honors
to good and J>ious men. If he swenra
unto his netghbor.he must not disappoint him, even though it should
subject himself to temporary inconvenience, neither must he lend
money to his brother on exorbitant
usury, or Ul.ke reward against the
innocent. In conformity with this
primitive recommendation, our constitutions pronounce that 'every
candidate must be a free man, and
his own master, and at the time of
his initiation, be known to be in
reputable circumstances. He should
be a lover of the liberal arts and
sciences, and have made some progreBB in one or other of them.'
"In 1763, the worthy candidate
'W88 described to be one ' who to
a well-informed and accomplished
mma added elegance of manners
and a conduct guided by principle;
one who would not have injured
the rights of the meanest individual;
who contracted no debt~! that he
could not pay, and thought every
breach of morality unbecoming th&
character of a gentleman, and who
studied to be useful to others so
far as his opportunity or abilities
enabled him. This standard of qua.liftcation may be considered rather
high, and, indeed, it is, and o~ht
to be, so in an institut.ion wh1ch
plumes itself on its moral tendon-

cies, and maintains a leading~
tion amongst the existing soctetiea
which nre professedly devoted to
works of benevolence and charity.
It would be well if the Masters of
Lodges were to give themselves the
trouble of e:mmining, more particularly than they genernlly do, whether
their candidates are able to substantiate a valid claim to these
preliminary CJ!'alifications.
"2. According to the customs and
regulations of our ancient brethren,
every candidate Willi formerly mquired to be 'a free man, bom of a
free woman.' This formula was
originally considered to be an liD•
changeable landmark ; but on the
extinction of negro slavery by the
British parliament, the following
arguments were used at a Grand
Lodge, holden Sept. 1, 1847, in favor
of ita alteration. The Grand Master
(Earl of Zetland) requested the
brethren to consider the propriety
of remodelin~ the form oy which
a candidate for initiation declarea
hlmself to be free born. 'There are,'
he said, •at the present moment,
many men in Jamaica and other
places who are free by the law of
emancipQtJ.Jn,and yet, their mothers
having been slaves, they cannot
conscientiously sign such a decJ.ara...
tion, knowing it to be untrue; and
in the absence of that preliminary
act, we UUlnot initiate them. I
should be glad to see it altered,
and, therefore, move that in future
we substitute the words free agenl
for free born, and that the declw:at.ion
be thus revised.' 'l'he amendment
was unanimoutil.y adopted.

QUE.
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QUESTIONS OF KING HENRY VL This cnrions dooa·
ment, which has been printed in many works on
hM elici~d a vast amount of disc1188ion among Masomo
writers as to ittJ !!fenuineness. It first appeared in the " Gentlemen's Magazine" for 1753, where it purports to be a reprint
of a pamphlet of 12 pp., published in 1748, in Frankfort,
Germany. It is entitled "Certa.yne questyons, with answere•
to the same, concernynge the mystery of Ma.sonrye; writtene
by the ha.nde of Kynge Henrye the Sixthe of the name, and
faythfullye copyed b:y me, Johan Leyla.nde, Antiqua.rius, by
the comma.nde of his HighneBBe." The magazine above
referred to states that this documeflt was copied by one John
Collins, from a MS. in the Bodleian library, and to have been
enclosed in a letter from John Locke, the celebrated metaphysician, to Thomas, Earl of Pembroke, dated May 6,1696.
For the still further preservation of this singular paper, it is
here repeated, together with the explanatory notes of Mr.
Locke:

Masorur.

Quu. WhaU mote ytt be ?•
Au. Ytt beeth the llkylle of Nature, the understondynge of the
myghte that ys hereynne, and its
sondrye werkynges; sonderlyche,
the llkylle of reckenynga, of
waightes and metynges, and the true
manere of fac;onnynge al thynga for
mannee uae; headlve, dwellingea,
and buyldyngee of Bile kindee, and
all other thyngee that make gudde
to manne.
~-'· Where dyd ytt bt>gynne ?
AM. Ytt dydd begyune with the
ft'yrste menne ~ the eKte, t which
were Lcfore the; ft'yrste menne of the
weste; and comyinge westlye, ytt
la.t!.l.e Lroughte herwyth allo comfat teo~ w the wylde and comforllesse.
(luu. Who dyd brynge ytt westlytt?

AM. The Venetians, • whoo beynge grnte merehaundes, comed
ffynte tfromme the este ynn V cnetia, for the commodyte of mercbauudysynge beithe eKte and weste
bey the redde and myddloude 88611
Quu. Howe comede ytt yn Engelonde?
AM. Peter Gower, t a Grecian
journeyedde ft'or kunnynge 1ll
Egypte, and in Syria, and yn
• The Veneti&D.I, .tu.) In the UmN ol
monklob IJ(norance U Ia no wonder tba&
the Plurnlciauo obould be mlol&ll.en for the
Venella!lL Or, perbape. II the ~pie
Wt!J'e

no&: talu-n one tor t.bu oth<."r, ahniU·

tude of oound mlgbt decciYe the clerk wbo
llnlt took down the cumln&Uon. The
Pbmolclaua were tbe 11rcah..t Yt>J~n
among the ancient., and were ln Kurope
tbougb\ to be tho invt·UI<>ra of lettera,
wblcb, pcrbape, ther brolll!bt froau the
eut wUh other arts.
• WhM mote ytt be ?i That Ia, wbat
t Peter Gower.) Thl8 mnn be anoth•
mar tbl8 mratery of MaoollrJ be! The mlal&ll.e of the writ..r. I woo puuled at
anower lmpo.U. That It conolato In llnlt to gueu who Peter Gower obould be,

~w~:a':oe:!~ ~~hi~::~·: !,h~=e :b~':1Ir::::rb:~~:~~ ~o~'::::

~ by what followo) the Muono p,..,tend But ao aoon ao I thought of l'y~orao, I
to ban tausb& the rNt of mankind, and could IICU'C8 forbear omlllns. to llnd tba&
oomo pArt ther oU1l ~
pbilooopber bad undor~~t•ne a metempo
U l"t)'nte menne rn the ...te, .l<e.l n o:reboalo he never dreamt of. Wo n.....t
eboul4 -m b7 W., tba& llluono belleYe only wnolder the Froneb pronllnclatlou o1
there were men In the eaot before Adam, bla name, ~re. that lo, Pelajjure, to
who Ia called the "ll':rnte manne of the conoeiYe bow .....u,- oucb a mlal&ll.e ua.a,
weate ;" Uld tba& an. and aclenc... bepn be made b7 an unlearnl>d clerk. Tba&
In the - t . Some anthon of trreat note PJ1balorao tnnlled for knowledge Into
forleana1ngbanbeenofthe11011leoplnlon; Bill'Pt. Ice., Ia !mown to all the l.....,.ed;
and It Ia certain that Enrope and Africa, .O:cl-tbat be woo lnltlatod Into aneral dilo
lwblcb, In reopect to Aalo, may be called fvrent Orden of prlooiM, wbo In thoae .,_
WNtem <Onntrleo,J were wild and oaYOge,,kevt all thf'ir leanalns aet"ret from the
long after o.rt.o and politen- of mannera 'fnlgar, 01 Ia well known. P)-u..,ron.
were In ...,.& perfed.lon In China and tho a1IIO made cYery f1801D"&ricsl tbeonm a
l4dlea.
avcret, 01111 admiUed •wlJ ouab &o the
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yn euylle hnnndee, oder soche as ne
myghte be holpynge wythouten the
techynges to be joynedde herwythe
in the lodge, oder soche as do bynde
the fres more stronglyche togeder,
bey the proft"yte and co=odyte com
ynge to the confrerie herfromme.
Quu. Whatte artes haueth the
Ma9onnes tecbeddo mankynde ?
Ans. The artcs agricultura, • architectura, astronomia, geometri.a,
nnmeres, musica, poesie, kimistrye,
governement<:. and r~lygyonne.
Ques. Howe commethe Mac;on.nea
more techers than odher menno ?
Ana. The hemselfe hauthe allein
in arte of ft'yndynge neue artes, t
whyche arte the ft"yrste MA9on.nes
receaued from Godde; by the
whyche they fyndethe what artea
hem plesethe, and th.:o trea way ot
techynge the same. Whatt odhor
menno doetho ft"ynde out, ys
onelyche bey chaunce, and herfore
but lytel I tro.
Ques. Whnt dothe the MIL9onnea
concele and hyde?
Ans.
Tl:~y concelethe the arte of
knowledge of them u had ftn!t undergono
a ll.ve :years' llilence. He Is ouppooed to ft"yndynge neue artea, and thatt ys
be tho Inventor of the 47th propoeitlou of for here owne proft"ytte, and preise:f
~o ll.rst book of Euclid, for which, lu the thay concelothe the arte of kepyngo
joy of his heart, It Ia lloid ho ea.erlftced a
hecatomb. He &l8o knew tho true oystom secrettes,§ that soe the worlde mayneryche londe, whereas the Venetians hadde plauntcd ma9onrye, and
wynnynge entraunce yn al lodges
ot mft9onnes, he lemed muche, and
retoumedde, and woned yn Grecia
Magna, • wacksynge and becommynge a myghtye wyseacre, t and
gratclyche renowned, and her he
framed a grate lodge at Groton, t
and ma.ked manye MB9onnes, some
whereoft"edyde joumeyeyn Fmunce
and ma.ked manye Mac;onnes; whereCromme, yn processe of tyme, the
Arto passed in Engelonde.
Ques. Dotho M!Ufonnes descouer
here artcs unto odhers ?
Ans. Peter Gower, whenne he journeyede to lemo, was ftYrste made,§
and anonne techoddt>; evenne soe
shulde all odhers beyn reoht. Natheless Ma9onnes hauethell alweys,
yn everyche tyme, from tyme to
tyme, co=unycatedde to mannkynde sooh of her secrettes as generallyche myghte be llBElfulle; they
hauthe keped back soche allein as
shulde be harmfulle ytT they comed

of the world, lately revived by Copernicue;
and waa certainty a moat wonderful man.
See Ills Life by Dlolll H.\1..
* GBI!CIA MAGNA, a part of ltsly form~rly
110 called, in which the Greeks had settJod
a large colony.
.
t Wyoeacro.] Thla word at prot~ent llil(·
gnillea elmpleton, but formerly had a quit<>
contrary moaning. WiHeaCrc, 1n the old
8u.on, 18 pbUoeopbert wt&eman, or wizard;
and having been rrequently uoed ironically,
at length came to have a direct meaning in
the ironical oonoo. Tbuo Duns tlcotuo, a
man famed for the oubtilty and acutoneBB
of hie understanding, has, by the oamo
met.bod of irony, g1ven a general name to
modern dunces.
; Oroton.] Groton Ia t.bo name of a
l ace In England. The place here meant
a Crowna, a city of Grocia Magna, which in
the time o! Pythagorae wu very populous.
I Ft:yrate n1odc.] Tbo word KADJ: I
ouppoae baa a particular moaning among
tho Muons; perhaps It algnill.ea lnltlated.
UMagonnee hauethe-comruunycaW<lcle,
&:c.] Thie paragraph bath oomething remarkable in it. It contains a juatlll.caUon
of tho aecrecy oo much )>oaotod of by
Muons, and oo much blamed. by others;
aeaortlng that they have In all ageo discovered ouch t.h1nga as might be uecflll,
and that they conccaJ ouch only "" would
l>e hurtful eltber to tho world or thelll·
oulvea. What theae aecrota are, wo oeo

r.

Al\c;rwarda.

• The arlee agrlcnitura, &c.] It _ , . a
bold pretence, this or the l'rluoua, that
t.bey have taught mankind all t.beee arta.
They have t.beir own authority for it; and
I know not how we ehaU diaprove them.
llut what appe&ra moat odd Is, that the;r
reckon religion among the arta.
t Arte or Jlyndynge neue artoo.] The
art of inventing arte muot certainly be a
moot u..,rul art. My Lonlllaoon'e Novnm
Organum lo an attempt towards aomewbat
of tho same kind. But I much doubt, that
1l ovor the Muons !Jad it, they ha•·o now
Jo&t it; BiUOO 80 few new &rta have boon
lately invented, atbd so mBDy &re want.t.'<l.
The id~.a I have or ouch an art Ia, that it
must be aomething J>rot>er to be employed
in all t.be eclencea generally, as a.legabra Ia
in nu.rubera, by the help or which new
rul•• of arit.bmetlc are, and may be found.
t Prolse :] It occma the Masone huo
groat regard to the reputation u well u the
proftt of their Order; alnce they mal<" il
ono reuon for not divulging an art in COW·
mon, that it may do honour to lbe jJOil8e88oro of IL I think In this partknlar t.be)'
ohow too much regard for their o•ro oocl•
•ty, and too liWe for th~ root of mankin<L
• Arte of kepynge _,rettce.] What kind
ot an art tlli• ia, I can by no IDOIWI
imagine. But oertalnly ouch an art the
Muons JUttMt ha,·o; for though, u aon1e
p~ople anppoae, &M,\tY should havo no 86CI'et;
aL ..U, oven that ruuot bo a ~o>erot, wWch,
being .U...:Uvered, would expo.., 11.-w IU
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eth nothynge eoncele from them.
Quu. Wylle he teohe me thay
Thay con<.".elethe the arte or wunder- same artes?
werokynge, and of foresayinge
AM. Ye shalle be techedde yff ye
thynges to comme, that 80 thay same be werthye, and able to leme.
artes may not be usedde of the
Que.!. Dothe all M.o<;onnes kunne
wyckedde to an euyell ende. Thny nl- more then odher menne ?
so concelethe the arte of chaunges, •
Ans. Not 80. Thay onlyche
the wey of wynnynge the facultye haueth recht and occBByonne more
of Abrae. t the 11kylle of becommyuge then odher menne to kunne, butt
gude and parfyghte wythouten the manye doeth fale yu capacity, and
hoi pyuges of fere and ~oye; and the mnnye more doth want induatrye,
uninrselle longage ot Jltla9onnes. t that ys pernecessarye for the ge.yuthe hlghMt ridicule; and therefore tt reo yuge all kunnynge.
qaireo the ucmoot caution to conceaiiL
Que&. Are Ma9onnes gudder men
• Arte ot chaungea.) 1 know not what than odhers?
::;~;:'=.-"• nnleu U be the tranmnutaUon
Ans. Some Mn9onnes are not 10
t Faeult)'O of Abrac.] Here 1 r.m utter!J virtuous as some odher menne; but,
1n the da.rk.
yu the most parte, thay be more
t Univenelle lon1181Je ot !ltagonneo.1 An gude then they would be yf tilay
anlvel"MI lanlfWI!Ie hu been much deolred war not M.o9onnes.
by the leam•'<~ ot many agee. n 1•" thlog
fl. •••• Dothe Ma,onnes love eidher
ratncr to be wi.llhed than hoped for. But
~""""
T
ll eeemo the M880na pret<>od to haTe ouch odher myghtlye WI beeth sayde ?
a thing among th~m. If it be truc.1 gue••
Ans. Yea vcrylychc, nnd yt may
:t must be oomethiug likd the language or not odherwise be: for gude menne
the Pantorulmee, aruong tho ancient und true, kennynge eidher odher to
Romano, who are l&id to be able, by oigtlll
ouly, to expreu and deliver any oration be soche, doeth always love the
Intelligibly to men of all natlooo and lan- more as they be more gude.
guagea. A ma.u who baa .all tbeSP art a and
[Here e..tellle &be qllut,onn•ud awuwere~.]
advanta4!ea Ia certainly In a condition to be
envied: but we are told that thlalo not tho and partyghte;" and i wloh II were onm•
""""with all Maaona: for though theoe arb! mnnlcate.i to all mankind, olnoo there 1.1
are arnong them, and all have a rll(ht and nothing more true than tho beautiful an opportunity to know them, yet oome tcncc conlAin•-<~ lo tho lilt anower, "Tlula
want e&ll&CU)', and other• industry. to tbc better men are, the mGre the)' love one
acquire them. However, of all their art• another:"VIrtuebavlnglultaelflomethlna
and _,18, that which 1 moat desire to l"o amiable u to cbann the heart& of all
know is, " The akylle or becommynge gude that behold iL

This document bas always been regarded as authentic, and
even the life of Leland assorts its genuineness. But this bo.s
recently been disputed by M:r. J. 0. Hn.lliwell, the distinguished antiquarian, in a. work entitled, "The Early History
of Freemasonry in England," published in London, 1844.*
• "It is singulnr," says Mr. Halliwell, "that tho circumstances attending its publication should have led no one to suspect its authenticity.
A fewlears since I was at the p.Uns of milking a long search in the Bodleian ibn1ry, in the hope of finding the ongim1l, but without success;
and I think there is little doubt but thnt thi!i celebrated and well-known
document is a forgery. In the fil"flt plnce, why 11hould such a docu10e11t
have been printed abroad? WBB it likely that it should have foun:l its
way to Frankfort, ne>\rly half a century afterward, and been publillhed
without any explanation of the source whence it was obtained? Again
.ne orthow.aphy is most grotesque, and too gross ever to have been
penned e1ther by Henry the Sixth or Leland, or both combined. For
msta.nce, wa .have Pet.er Gowere, a Grecian, explained in a nota by the
fabricat<lr-for who else could have solved it?-to be Pythagorllll! As
a whole, it is but a very clumsy &ttempt at deception, and is quite a
pamllel to the recently di11covered ene ol the first El•!Jlisl.e Mercurie. Let
us add that FroemBHonry is not in any degree dishonored by the rejeotiOll of th1i evidence from ita history.
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QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES. Before the candidate
for the privileges and mysteries of Freema.sonry can be
admitted to a participation in its ceremonies he is required
to give his free and full assent to the following questions,
respecting the motives that influenced his desire to become
a. Mason:
1. Do you seriouBly declare, upon
rour honor, that, unbiaBsed by the
1mproper solicitation of friends, and
unmfluenced by mercenary motives,
you freely and voluntarily offer ;yourself a candidate for the mystenes pf

Freemasonry.
2. Do you seriously declare, upon
your honor, that you are prompted
to solicit the privileges of Freemo.somy by a favorable opinion coneeived of the institution, a desire of

knowledge, nnd a sincere wish of
being serviceable to your fellowcreatures?
3. Do you seriously declare, upon
your honor, that.you will cheerfully
conform to all the ancient usages
and established customs of the
Fraternity? ,
4. Do you solemnly declare, upon
your honor, that you have never
petitioned any other Lodge for i.Ditistion and been rejected?

R.
RABBI, or R.u!Bom. A Hebrew word signifying

~or

Master. The ancient Jews employed it as a. title i;o designate

their learned men, particularly the professors in the schools
of the Nabiim or Prophets. Gamaliel, the celel:.rated Pharisee, and preceptor of St. Paul, was one of these. This title
was never formally bestowed on more than sevan persons.
In John xx. 16, Christ is thus called: "Jesus saith unto her,
Mary. She turned herself, and saith unto him, Rabboni,
which is to say, Master." It is an important and significant
word in Freemasonry.
RAMSAY, ANDREW MxoaAEL, better known as the CHEV.&•
Ra.wu, was born at Ayr, Scotland, Jnne 9, 1686.
He was the son of a baker, in good circumstances, and
received a. liberal education, first at the schoo: of his native place, and afterward at the University of Edinburgh.
Becoming dissatisfied with the condition of a.ftilirs, particularly of the religious character, in Scotland, he repaired to
the continent, and at the University of Leyden, he made the
acquaintance of Mr. Poiret, a mystic divine, who induced him
to adopt the doctrines of that system of theology. In 1710,
he visited the celebrated Fenelon, Archbishop of Cambray,
who had imbibed the fundamental principles of mysticism,
and by that amiable prelate he was persuaded to become a
Roman Catholic. Fenelon's influence procured him the
appointment of preceptor to the Duke de Chateau-Thiery
and tho Prince de Turenne, where he was made a. knight of
LIEB DE
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the Order of St. Lazarus, and about the same time became
a member of the Masonic Fraternity, in which he soon
became a. conspicuous and active member. He wa.s also
one of the most faithful and zealous adherents of the Pretender (James ill), of whose son he was for a time the
tutor ; in this posit10n he sought to identify the influence
and progreBB of Freemasonry with the fortunes of the house
of Stuart. For this purpose he endeavored to obviate the
objections of the French nobility to the mechanical origj.Jl
of the institution, by aSBerting that it arose in the Holy
Land during the Crusades, as an order of Chivalry.• In
the year 1740, he delivered his celebrated discourse at Paris,
in which he set forth his theory in regard to the origin of
Freemasonry, a.s follows, viz : " That tho first Freemasons
were a society of knights, who had devoted themselves to
the purpose of rebuilding the sacred edifices which had
been destroyed by the Saracens; that the lattftr, with a
view of preventing the execution of this pious design,
sent emissaries among them, who, disgui!)cd as Christians,
mingled with the builders, and paralyzed their efforts; that
the knights, having discovered tho existence of these spies,
became more careful in the future, and instituted certain
signs and words for the purpose of guarding against them;
and, as many of their workmen were new con verts to Christianity, they adopted certain symbolic ceremonies, in order
more readily to instruct their proselytes in the new religion.
Finally, the Saracens becoming more powerful, the KnigM
Masons were compelled to abandon their original occupa-tion; but, being invited by a King of England to remove
into his dominions, they accepted the invitation, and there
devoted themselves to the cultivation and ~mcouragement of
the arts of Architecture, Sculpture, Paint.ing, and Music.
Ramsay attempted to support his theory by the fact of the
building of the College of Templars, in London, which
edifice was actually constructed in the 12th century by the
fraternity of Masons who had been in the holy wars." In
1728, Ramsay attempted. a Masonic reform according to this
system. He proposed to the Grand Lodge of England to
substitute, in pla.ce of the three symbolic degrees, three
others of his own invention; those of Scotch Mason, Novice
and Knight of the Temple, which he pretended were the
only true and ancient degrees, and had their adminis• "The coll8titutionR of English Masonry appeared too coarse for the
1efined taste of our neighbors, and they must make it more like the
occupation of a gentleman. Therefore, the degrees of Apprentice,
Fellow-Craft, and Master, were called symbolical; and the whole con·
trivance was considered either u typical of BOmeth.ing ·more elegan~ OJ
111 a pl"epRI"&tion for it."- BolMon.
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trative center, from time immemorial, in the Lodge of St.
Andrew, at Edinburgh. His proposition was at once re-o
jected by the Grand Lodge of England, which bas ever
been averse to any innovations in Ancient Craft Masonry.*
He, however, carried his degrees to Paris, where they met
with astonishing success, and gave rise to all those higher
grades which have since been known by the name of the
Ancient Scottish Rite, and which afterward became so popu·
J.n.r on the continent, and gave birth to innumerable other
degrees. These first degrees, introduced by Ramsay, wero
called " Scottish Degrees,'' because they were supposed to
have been instituted b;r James II., in Scotland, in 1688.
The incorrectness of th1s assertion is, however, historically
proven; for in the records of the Grand Lodge of Scotland,
we find no mention of any other than the three symbolic
degrees prior to the year 1763. In this year, we find the
first mention of the Royal. Arch Degree in Scotlani1, whither
it had been introduced from England, where it had already
been practiced as early as 1752. Thus, prior to 1763, all
these pretended Scottish degrees were absolutely unknown
in Scotland, and coulJ not therefore have been instituted
there in 1688. During a visit to his native country, he
offer£:d to settle an annuity on his relations, but they indignantly refused to accept it, on the ground of his having
renounced the Protestant religion. After his return to
France he resided at Pontoise, a seat of the Prince de
Turenne, in whose family he continued, in the capacity of
intendant, till his death, which happened at St. Germain-deLaye, 1\Iay 6, 1743. He was the author of several works
which were very popular.
RECEIVED. In the first degree of Masonry the candidate,
on being initiated, is described as "entered;" in the second
degree, as "passed,'' and in the third, as "railled." The
word "received" is used in the sixth, or Most Excellent
Master's degree, to express the same condition.
RECHABITES. A religious order among the ancient
Jews, instituted by Jonadab, the son of Rechab, from whom
they derived their namll. It comprised only the family and
posterity of the founder, who was anxious to perpetuate
among them the nomadic life; and, with this view, prescribed
to them several rules, the chief of which were-to abstain
from wine, from building houses, and from planting vines.
These rules were observed by the Rechabites with great
strictness. (See Jer. xxxv. 6.) In modern times, societies
• Kloss oont.rndicts this, and says that he wns only once in England.
and that in 1730, to receive the degree of Doctor of Law.
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bearing the name ot Rechabites, for the aTowed object of
abstaining t·om the use of wine, and promoting the cause of
temperance, have been organized in various parts of the
world, particularly in the United States.* Many of these
recent organizations have adopted ceremonies of initiation,
pass-words, grips, etc.
RECORDER. Literally, the chief judicial officer of a
borough or. city, exercising within it, in criminal matters, the
jurisdiction of a court of record; one who enrolls or records.
Masonically, an officer in. a. Commandery of Knights Templsr, and a. Council of Royal and Select Masters, who has
charge of the records and seal of tj:10se bodies; his duties
are equivalent to those of the Secretary of a symbolic Lodge.
RECTIFIED RITE. This right came from and was a modification of the system of the Templars. It was adopted 1n
1782, by the Lodges of Strict Observance (Rite Te:mplier); hut
was subsequently practiced only by some Scottish Directorit.s,
the last of which, that of Zurich, was in existence and working
as late as 1844. It may be regarded as extinct, since that
Directory has been united with the National Grand Lodge
of Berne, and h~formed with it a new power, styled Grand
Lodge of Alpina, sitting alternately at Berne and Zurich.
It works the modern English rite; but some of the Lodge&
under it havo reserved to themselves the power of giving the
higher degrees that are conferred in foreign countries, not
to propa.ga.te them, but by way of historical instruction, and
to enable their members to be admitted to visit all bodies
working the high degrees.
REFLECTION, CHAMBER oF. A room adjoining the asylum
of o. Commaudery of Knights Templar in which the candidate is placed during the ceremonies of the order. In tlvFrench and Ancient and Accepted rites the candidate is
placed in this room, where he remains for serious reflection,
and until be is introduced into the higher and more sublime
mysteries of initio.tion.
REFORMED RITE. This was a reformation of the Rite
of Strict Observance, which had been established in 1754,
rejecting the connection which the latter had with tho
Knights Templar. The Reformed rite was established by
an assembly of Masons at Wilhelmsbad, under the auspices
• In 1861 the Grand Lodge of the United States, Independent Order of
Odd Fellows, established a degree specially for the Ulle of the wives ol
the memben of the order, called the Degru qf Rebekah, which has
become very popular throughout thia oountry in connection with that
widely ewnded institution.
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of Ferdinand, duke of Brunswick, in the year 1782, 8.881UDing
in the first instance, the title of the "Order of Beneficent
Knights of the Holy City." M. de St. MMtin's system was
merged into this; and the Lodges that had adopted Martinism adopted the Reformed rite. The ritual of initiation
is divided into two parts; the External Order, comprising
the three symbolic degrees, and the Internal Order, composed
of three degrees, forming a. religious system based on
chivalry. These two orders are connected by an intermediate degree, the Scotch Master of St. Andrew, in which
candidates were selected for the Beneficent Knights of the
Holy City. This system produced different Directories,
styled "Scottish," having special names and particular
magistral sees, a.nd each exercising, within its jurisdiction,
a. pretended Masonic Supremacy. These distinct establishments, united by the same principles, th" same doctrines,
and the same Masonic formulas. styled themselves "The
French Tongue," Langue Frant;aise. They corresponded
with Cha.mbery, which had the Directory of Italy, or of
Austrian Lombardy. Many Provinces of France, among
others Alsac, Fro.uche-Comte, Dauphine and Provence, had
Lodges constituted by these Directories. The rite was
extended into Switzerland. Its supreme body is at Zurich,
under the title of the "Directory of Switzerland."
REFORMED HELVETIC RITE. The same as the rite
, .ascribed in the preceding article, with some changes introduced by Mon. Glayre, of Switzerland, who carried the rite
into Poland in 1784, where it was adopted by the GTa.nd
Orient. It is still practiced, but to a limited extent, il:. that
~ountry.

REINSTATED. This term is applied to a Mason who ho.s
been expelled or suspended from the Lodge of which he
was a member. On his restoration he is restored to all the
rights and privileges of the Fraternity. No other Lodge
than the one which inflicted the punishment has the vower
to restore to membership in a Lodge. The Grand Lodge,
which is the supreme authority within the territorial jnrisUiction, has the power to restore an expelled Mason to the
privileges of the order, on proper application being marla to
that body.
REJECTION. In the United States an applicant for initi•t.ion can be received only by a unanimous vote. OnE~ black
ball ensures rejection, and the rejected candidate can apply
to no other Lodge for admission, without the consent of the
one which first recoiTed his proposition. In the abs~.nce of
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any local regulations to the contrary a candidate who hu
been rejected may renew his application at any time when
'be may have reason to expect a more favorable consideration
of his petition.
RELAXED OBSERVANCE, CLnu oP. Thi.IJ system grew
out of a schism which occurred in the order of the Strict
Observance, at Vienna, in 1767. The new order had aa
chiefs, among others, the Baron von Caven and the preacher
Stark.* They pretended to have exclusive possession of the
secrets of the aasociation, and to know the tnysterioug cavern
in which were hidden the riches of the ancient Templars.
The regime comprised ten degrees: 1. Apprentice; 2. FellowCraft ; 3. Master ; 4. African Brother ; 5. Knight of St.
Andrew; 6. Knight of the eagle, or Master Elect; 7. Scottish
)laster; 8. Sovereign Magna; 9. Provincial Master of the
Red CrOBB; 10. Magna, or Knight of Splendor and Light.
The last degree was divided into five parts, viz: Knight
Novice of the third year; Knight Novice of the fifth year;
Knight Novice of the seventh yflar; Knight Sevite, and
Knight Priest. Von Stark, by means of this new system,
exercised-a powerful influence among the Knights and Commanders of the several branches of Templars then existing
iu France, Germany and Russia. The rite met with great
·success until 1800, when the Mother Lodge Royal York 1\
1' Amitie, at Berlin, declared that it renounced the high
degrees, and would thenceforward work only the symbolio
degrees. The same schism produce9 the HIGB OBSERVANCE,
in which they dealt with alchemy, magic, the cabala, divinations, and other fanciful practices; and the EXACT OBSERVANCE,
in which the teaching partook of that of the two first Observances, that bad for their bases the systems of JesuitiBID
and catholicism.
RELICS. The name given in theological and historical
nomenclature to what may be in general described as the
personal memorials of those among the dead who have been
distinguished during life by eminent qualities. The term is
also applied to certain emblems of mortality in the Templar
system of Masonry, which, in connection with the Holy
Scriptures, teach us that a faithful reliance in the truth revealed in that sacred volume will afford us consolation in the
gloomy hour of death, and secure to us inevitable happiness
in the world that is to come.
• JoliN Auo. vo11 STAnK, commonly called the Prrocher, a man of brilliant intellect and great Rmbition, Wl\8 bom at Schwerin, October 29, 1741,
graduated with the highest honors at G!lttingen; initiated in a Frenob
Military Lodge in 1763; died 1816.
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RELIGION. "Speculative Masonry is so far interwoven
with religion as to lay us under obligations to pay that
rational homage to the Deity which at once constitutes our
duty and our happiness. It leads the contemplative mind
to view with reverence and admiration the gl01-ious works of
creation, and inspires him with the most exalted ideas of
the perfection of his divine Creator." That Freemasonry
should be spoken of as 8. religious institution, or as imparting
religions instruction, undoubtedly sounds strange to those
who think religion must necessarily be confined to a particular set of theological dogmas, or, in other words, be secta-rian. But why should it be thought necessary to make
·religion traverse simply the narrow circle of sectarian
ideas? Is it not a degradation to confine it to so limited a
sphere ? The Masonic idea is that religion is absolute,
everlasting and unchanging; that it is not a dogma, or a
collection of dogmas, but rather reverence and humility
before the awful Ideas of Infinity and Eternity ; a senae
of subjection to the great law of Justice which stretches
through the universe, and of obligation to love and serve
man on earth, and God in heaven. The ideas of God, retribution, a future life-these great facts of religion are not
the property of any one sect or party; they form the groundwork of all creeds. Religion, we have said, is everlasting
ood immutable. It is the same yesterday, to-day, and
forever. Sectarianism is but the material framework,
changeable and perishable, whioo men in different ages and
countries have raised around it. This material and human
investiture of sectarian dogmas changes with the times and
seasons; but that religion, in the light of which all Masons,
whatever their particular creed, desire to walk-that religion,
sent forth into the world with the awful sanction of the
DEITY upon it, which, as an Ancient says, "is to visit the
widow and the fatherless in their affiietions, and keep one's
self unspotted from the world"-that religion, the essence
of which is to love God supremely and our neighbors o.s we
love ourselves, can never change; being absolute, it can never
pass away, and it may be taught, with all its obligations,
duties and hopes, and all its beautiful applications to life,
without being trammelled by any sectarian dogmas whatever.
About religion, in its absoluteness, neither men nor sects
ever dispute or quarrel. No; it shines over the human soul
clear and bright, like the eternal stars, visible to all; and
always, and everywhere, has her voice been beard, consolillg
the sorrowful, fortifying the weak, and bidding the sons of
men aspire to a celestial communion. Such is the Masonic
idea of religion. Freemasonry recognizes God as immanent

REP.
in all created things, working in each blade of graaa, and
swelltng bud, and opening flower, anll looks npon all the
sciences as so many divina methods through which the Infinite Artist reveals his mysteries to man. Should any
Masonic brother, or any other, think that we are claiming
too much for Freemasonry in this respect, we have only to
ask him to turn to the " charges" and " lectures" publli!hed
in our books, to find abundant proofs of what we assert.
There we read : " The universe is the temple of the Deity
whom we serve: Wisdom, Strength and Beauty are around
his throne, 8s pillars of his works; for his wisdom is infinite,
his strength is omnipotent, and his beauty shines forth
through all his creation." Ancient Freemasonry inval;iably
united all the sciences to the religious sentiment. Of
Arithmetic it says: "All the works of the Almighty are
made in number, weight, measure, and, therefore, to understand them rightly, we ought to understand arithmetical
calculations, and be thereby led to a more comprehen11ive
knowledge of our great Creator." "Astronomy," it sa;rs,"
"is that sublime science which inspires the contemplative
mind to soar aloft and read the wisdom and beauty of the
Creator in the heavens. How nobly eloquent of God is the
celestial hemisphere, spangled with the most magnificent
symbology of his infinite glory." Discoursing of Geometry,
it says, " By it we discover tbe power, wisdom and goodness
of the Grand Artificer, and view with delight the order and
beauty of his works and the proportions which connect all
parts of his immense universe." Freemasonry, therefore,
in the spirit of true reverence, consecrates all to God- -the
worlds with their sublime mysteries, and the human D.tind
with its mighty powers and the sciences which it has discovered and uplained.
REPEAL. A resolution adopted at 8 re~ar meetin~ of •
Lodge, cannot be repealed or reconsidered at any speCial or
extra session.
REPRESENTA'l'IVES, GlWID LoDGE. The system of
Representatives in Grand Lodges originated in the United
States, with the Grand Lodge of New York. The syl!ltem
has now become almost universal throughout the world,
and much good is being accomplished from its in1lue11ce,
as producing a closer union between .the various. Masonio
bodies thus represented. The Masomc costume IS that of
the Grand Lodge they represent, and they are also entitled
to bear a banner with the name and colors peculiiU to the
body represented.
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RIGHT-HAND. In Freemasonry, the right hand is an
emblem of fidelity, and hence, in the fraternal greetings of
the Order, it plays a conspicuous part. In the ancient
Roman, Collegia Fabrorum, a goddess-Fides or Fidelitywas worshiped by the members. Slie was symbolico.lly
represented· by two right hands joined, or by two female
figures holding each other by the right hands. The Jewish
historian, Josephus, speaking of the Persians and Parthia.ns,
relates an incident where the right hand was given as a
pledge of security, and says, in regard to the custom : "This
18 of the greatest foroo there, with all these barbarians, and
affords a firm security to those who hold intercourse with
them; for none of them will deceive, when once they have
given you their right hands; nor will any one doubt their
fidelity when that is once given, even were they before suspected of injustice."
RIGHT SIDE AND LEFT Sm&. The ancients held that the
right side posseBSed some peculiar excellence above the left,
and hence the Latin words "de:r:ter," right, and "sinister,"
left, also convey the sense of lucky, or good; and unlucky, or
evil. The right side has always been considered the place of
honor, and the Scriptures abound in passages illustrative of
this idea-as in Matt. xxv. 33-4: "And he shall set the sheep
on his right hand, but the goats on the left. Then shall the
king say to those on his right hand, Come ye bleBBed of my
Father," etc.
RITE. This word is defined to be a formal act of service
established by law, precept or custom; a symbolical ceremony and method of representing ideas. Freemasonry,
although uniform and immutable, in its principles and general laws, exists, nevertheless, in a variety _of methods or
forms, which are called rites. These differences, howeve'r,
are unimportant, and do not affect in the least the fundamental plans of the Order, nor disturb its interior harmony;
for Masons, whatever may be the legal rite which they profess, recognize no less, as brothers, Masons of a different
rite. These remarks will apply with great force to a member of the Symbolic Lodge-a Master Mason-who is, in all
rites and in all countries, acknowledged as such, and entitled to all the privileges which that universal degree confers. Until within a recent period, there was but one
system, known as Ancient Craft Masonry, consisting of only
three degrees-Entered Apprentice, Fellow-Craft and Master
Mason. Many rites and systems have sprung up in various
parts of Europe, but without permanent existence. The
following liat will serve to show to what extent the inge~~uity
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and indrudry of man may be exerted to gratify his }Jers0nal
interest or vanity. Very few of these degrees or rites are
now practiced:
L York Bit& This system is the
most ancient, simple, and scientific,
having e:risted from time immemorial It derives its name from the
city of York, in the north of England, where, in 926, the first Grand
Lodge of England .was organized.
In this, the present rite of pure Ma.somy, ori~ly consisted of the
three primitive d~eii,Entered Apprentice, Fellow-Craft, and Master
Mason, under the title of Ancient
CTaftMasonry. To them have been
added, in modem times, fou-r other
degrees, Tiz: Mark Master, Past Master, Most Excellent Master, and the
Royal Arch. The York rite is the
moat extensively di1fused of thtt
rites, embracing four-fifths of the
Masons of the habitable globe. It
is the predominating rite in England, Scotland, Ireland, their dependencies, and the United States
of America, and is practiced, in a
modified form, by several of the
European Grand Lodges. From
$hi.& aroee2.. The E119lish Rik, adopted by
the United Gnwd Lodge of England
and Wales, at the union in 1813,
and is now practiced by the Lodges
under that Jurisdiction.
3. Ancien.C and Accepted Rite, or
Ineft'able degrees; first known in
France, in 1758, aa the Emperors
of the East and West, with twentyfWcl degreea. Subsequently these
degrees were increRSed to thirtythree, under the title of Ancient
and Accepted Scottish Rite, at the
city of Charleston, where, in the
year 11:101, a Hupreme Council for
the southern portion of the United
States was organized. In 1807
another Supreme Council was established in New York, for the northem portion of the United States.
The!l6 two bodies are now (1867) in
active operation, one in New York
and the other in Charleston. This
rite, exce.,t the York, is the most
widely dift'llBed throughout the
world.
'- Ri~ of .strict Observance, a ays-

tem of degrees of immense popn·
larity for many years, in Gt>rman1,
founded by Baron Von Hund, m
1754.
6. CJMptt:r qf Clm7wnt, with seven

degrees, organized in France about
the year 1 Y50, by the Chenlier de
Bonneville. This was the first aystemofwhatisnowtermedthe "high
degrees." From this sprangG. The Rite of Pt:rfeciion, the first
of the seriea of the Inefl'able degrees,
established in 17i4.
7. .M-ench, or Modem Rite, wu
established by the Grand Orient of
Franca, about the year 1786.
8. Rite qf Elected Cbhens, or Prieata,
was founded some time between 17M
and 1760, by Martinez Paschalia. in
France.
9. Rit.e qf St. Martin, or Martin·
ism, was instituted by the Marquia
de St. Martin, at Lyons, Franoe,
about the year 1767.
10. Elect Q( 7hdh, or Lodge of
Perfect Union, founded and praoticed for a short period at Rennes.
in France, during a portion of ~
laat century.
11. Emperors of tht East and West,
established in Paris, about 1758;
the members were at first called
" Sovereign Prince Masters, Hubstitutes General of the Royal Art,
Grand Superintendents and Officers
of the Grand and Sovereign Lodge
of St. John of Jerml&lem." This
rite had twenty-five degrees, and
is the parent of the Ancient and
Accepted !:icottish Rite.
12. Philosophic Scotch Rite '111'118
established in Paris, by a physician
named Boileau, in 1774; it was
adopted by. the Grand Lodge in
1776.
13. Onkr of African llrchitect8

was established in Germany, by a
Prussian lli1Died Bancherren, with
the approbation of Frederick II., in
1767.
14. Rite of Philaklhes, or Searchers
after Truth, WaH organizt:d by Sal.
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ftlette de Langes, at Paris about
Ule year 1775.
15. lll";minatl of .AIIlgnon was in·
troduced mto Pans by a Benedictine
monk, named Pemetti, and Baron
Gabrianca,a Poliah nobleman, aboo t
1760.
16. Rite of Btoedmborg was framed
from the aystem of the illuminati of
.A.vignon, by the Marquis de ThoiDAll,
in 1783. Thill rite is still practiced
in some parts of Sweden.
17. RiteofZinnmdm:ff, which was a
modification of the Swedenborgian
aud other rites, was vromnlgatcd
by Count Zinnendorlf, m Germauv
in 1767.
J O
18. · RefOTTIIM. Rih, established in
1782, at Wilhelmsbad. The members of this rite Wlllllmed the title of
"Order of Charitable Knights of the
Holy City."
19. R~orrned Helvelic RUe waa inkoduced into Poland in 1784, by
Bro. Glayre. The Grand Orient of
Poland adopted it.
20. Orckr of 7hLe Masons, an olflhoot of the Hermetic Rite" of Per·
· netti, was formed at Montpelier, in.
Framce, in 1778.
21 • .AdoniramUe Rite was established in France, during the latter
part of ~he l':"'t century. The exact
date of 1ts nse, and the name of its
founder, are at present unknown.
22. Fesskr's Rile, established by
the Lodge "Royal York of l!'riendBhip," at Berlin, in 1708, is still
practiced to some extent.
23. Rite uf Jl'r.zraim. Thi!i rite was
first introduced in 1805, at Milan,
Italy, and Wl18 llllid to have been
brought from Egypt by a leurued
philosopher of that country, named
Ananish. It was established in
Ptuis in 1814, but has mover been
recognil:ed by the Grand Orient of
France or a:my other Grand body.
2-l. RUe of 1M Grand Royal Mo!Mr
Lodge of 1M Three Globes. On the
13th of September, 1740, a number
of brethren residing in Berlin, Germany, established "by royal authority, and without demanding a
ohartsr from any other Grund
~· the Lollge of the "Three
~
. " which, in 174t, btlclUDe

the " Grand Royal Mother I.oclsof the Three Globes," of which the
king, Frederick II., wus recorded
as Grand Master. This is the popular and prevailing rite practiced in
Prussia.
25. Per8lan Phllosophic Rite wu
founded in France about the year
181!1. It was not much Qncoursge4,
and hllll now ceased to exist.
2&. Orckr of 1M Temple. This
order tlourilhed for a bnef period
in France, during the early part of
t.he present century. The membcra
claimed a regular descent from the
Knights Templar of Palestine.
27. Orckr of Charlu XIIL This
order wa.q instituted by Charles the
Thirteenth, King of Sweden, in
1811, into which distinguished Masons were admitted.
28. Rile of Memphis was establiahed in Paris, in 1839, by J . .A..
Marconi& and E . .A.. Montet. It was
a variation of the Rite of Misrsim,
and its existence wa.q very brief.
29. RUe of Mopses was founded
in 1740, in Germany. In 1776 it
became an tl.Ldrogynous order, and
admitted femllles as members.
30. Royal Orlkr of Heredo?n and
R osy Gross, said to have been
founded by King Robert Bruce at
Kilwinning, after the batUe of Bannockburn, in 131-l. This order is
confined excl011ively to Scotland,
o.nd is given only to those who have
attained high positions in the Fraternity.
31. The Swedish Rite, or that practiced by the sanction of the Grtu~d
Lodge of Swt>den, was founded upon
the 10bove order.
32. Hchra!der's Ritt was first established at Marburgh, Germany, in
1766. This rite is still practil'ed in
orne parts of Germany.
33. Primitive Rite of Narbonne was
es tablished in that city in 1780. The
degrees were selected from other
rites, and were chiefty of a philosophic ch11racter, 68Snming as their
object the reformation Qf intellectual
man, and his restomtion to hisJ>riwitive rank of punty and perfect.wn.
34. .H·er•" Pontit-es, au 1\BSOciat.i.on
Of op<'r&tive and speculiOt.iVa Mlfro
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10n1, established at .bignon, in
1178. Their principal employment
was the building und "repuiriug
sk>ue bridges.
35. Order of Mustard Seed, or the
Fraternity of }ioravian BrothenJ of
the Order of Rt.ligious Freemnsons,
was instituted in Gilrmany, in 1739.
36. The Ktriglit of Jfalta, as a Masonic grade, was establirihed in
England, in ·the early purt of the
aeventeerith century.
37. Ccmncil of the Trinity was an
independent MRSonic system, iu
which were conferred a numu!'r ol"
Christian degrees. This order wn.~
established by St. Helena, the mother
of Constantine, A. D. 3:.!6, when ou
her visit to Jerusalem.
38. Roaaic Rile was instituted in
Germany, during the laHt century.
lt W88 for a short tilpe exc"edingly
popular, but was superceded by the
Rite of Strict Observance.
39. Bahrdt'a RiU was established
at Halle, Germany, about the close
of the eighteenth century, Its prosperity WRS of short duration.
.0. Knu;hls and Ladies of the Dove.
An orgsnizution founded at Ver81\illee, France, in 178-l, into which
ladies were introduced. It soon
ceased to exiat.
41. Eclectic Riu. This system W88
established at Frankfort, Germrmy,
by Bnron de Knigge, having for itH
object the abolition of the high
grades, or philosophical degrE"ed,
which had, at that period, incrtJMcd
to an extraordinary nnmber. It is
clear the Baron did n ot succPed in
his endeavors, as many of the degrees he attempted to destroy are
still flourishing, while his rite is
very little known.
42. Grand Chapter of Harodim, an
in11titution revived, (It is supposed,
by Bro. Wm. Preston,) in London,
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.in 1787. It was a eohool of illlltrao.
tion, organized upon a peculiar plan,
and the lectures were dividsd into
sections, and the sections into
clauses. ltR teaching embodied the
whole art of Masonry.
43. KnirJiil of t1&e Mf'diltrraneaft
Puas, au Independent and honorary dl'.grec, e~~tablished in 1367,
and conferred only on Knight.
Templar lUI KnightH of Malts.
44. Knitjt.t of Gbnstalllinf!, like the
precediuf{, ill an honorary, or Bide
degree, aml only occa.~ionally couft•rred.
4:;. K11iyltls and .l>ymphs of th11
R use. This waH am order of AdoJ,.>ti~e l\Imllllll'Y, invt•ntcd towand the
elo11e of the ..ighteenth ccutury, by
l'tl. <lo Clmumnnt, nt l'nris. It had a
Lricf exiHt.cuce.
41t Ordtr qf tlw Roroo11 r:Uyle was
PatabliHhc<l at Et!iubur~::h, in 1784.
Its ritnal was in Latin:
47. Adoptive RUe. or, as it i11 sometimeR called, Andr()(J!/IWU.' Masonry,
for the initiation of males and females, was fil"l't established in
France about 1730, under the title
of Lodges of Adoption, which were,
in consequence of their great popularity, recognized by and placsd
under the control of the Grand
Orient in 1774. In America, there
are several androgyno\18 degrees,
Ruch RB the Good Samaritan, the
Heroine of Jericho, the MilSon's
Daughter, and the Order of the
EMtem Star, the last of whioh ia
extcnl!ively propagated throughout
the United States.
48. Order of the IUuminatL A secrei
society, instituted in Bavaria, by
Adam W eishanpt, in conjunction
with several other men of high intellectual attainment!!, in 1776. U
flourished for a brief period, and
was suppressed in 1784, by order
of the Bavarian Government.

ROSAIC RITE. One of the numerous Masonic forms
which arose in Germany during the last century. Its
author was a clergyman by the name of Rosa. Through
the influence of Baron de Prinzen, it was extensively propa-gated, and continued to flourish until the superior popularity
of the rite of Strict Observance threw it into the shade.
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ROSE. Harpocra.tes, the god of silence, was sometimes
represented with a crown of roses; consequently, the rose
is properly regarded as a symbol of silence and secrecy.
The rose, cross, and pelican are the emblems of the Rose
Croix degree. Ragon says; respecting the first two, that
they were Egyptian symbols, the cross signifying immortality, and the rose secrecy, and hence they together mean the
"secret of immortality." !file rose has no reference to
Christ. The theory that the Book of Canticles, in which
the phrn.se " Rose of Sharon" is found, is an allegorical
description of Christ and his Church, has long since been
rejected by all well-instructed divines.
ROSE CROIX RECTIFIE. In the articles "Herodem"
and "Prince of Rose Croix," the reader will find the traditions which profess to give the history and origin of the
degree of Rose Croix, which is the eighteenth of the
series known as the Scotch Rite, Ancient and Accepted
It is an instructive and interesting grade, in many respects
resembling the degree of the Royal Arch, of the York rite.
But the form and dogma of this degree are such that it
must be confined to those who profess the Christian religion.
The Rose Croix revised (rectijie), on the contrary, is more
comprehensive, and while it is overflowing with the positive
spirit of Christianity, it is so constn1cted that men of a.ll
beliefs can receive it. As practiced in France, the ceremonies of reception are divided into thl·ee parts.
ROSY CROSS, BnoTHERB OF. A secret society bearing this
n&.Dle bec&.Dle known in Europe at the beginning of the
seventeenth century. Its object was the reformation of
state, church, and individuals, and the study of philosophy
and science. At that time alchemy occupied, in a large
degree, the attention of the learned; and it is not strange
that the Rosicrucians should follow the fashion of the age.
It was pretended that the order wus founded in the fourteenth century by a person named Christian Rosenkreuz,
who was said to have lived long among the Brahmins, in
Egypt, etc.; but the real founder is believed to have been
Andreli, a German scholar, of the latter part of the sixh'1Pnth
century, whose object was to purify religion, which had been
degraded by the scholastic philosophy. Others think that
he only gave a new character to a society founded before
him, by Agrippa von Neltesheim. Krause says thnt Andre!\
occupied himself from early youth with the plan of a secret
society for the improvement of mankind. In 1614 he published his famous "Reformation of the Whole \Vide World,"
and "Fama }'raterni.UIJ:i&" Christian enthusia11ts and alche-
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mists considered tbe society, pot!tically deseribed in thoee
books, as one really existing; and thus Andrel became the
author of the later Rosicrucian fraternities, which extended
over Europe and were even . brought i.J1,to connection with
Freemasonry. Bailey, in his Dictionary, inclines to the
opinion that Rosenkreuz was the rea.l founder of the order.
He says: "A German gentleman, educat4id in a monastery,
having learned the languages, traveled to the Holy Land
A. D. 1378, and being at Damascus, and falling sick, he had
heard the conversation of some Arabs and other Oriental
philosophers, by whom he is supposed to have been initiated
mto this mysterious art. At his return into Germany he
formed a society, and communicated to its members the
secrets he had brought with him out of the East, and died in
1484. They were a sect or caba.l of hermetical philosophers,
who bound themselves together by a solemn secret which
they swore inviolably to observe, and obliged themselves, at
their admiBBion into the order, to a strict observance of
certain established rules. 'i'hey pretended to know all
sciences, and especially medicine, of which they published
themselves the restorers; they a.lso claimed to be masters of
important secrets, and, among others, that. of the philosopher's
stone; all which they affirmed they had received by tradition
from the ancient Egyptians, Chaldeans, Magi and Gynmosophists. They pretended to protract the period of human life,
by means of certain nostrums, and even to restore youth.
They are also called the Invisible Brothers, because they
have made no appearance, but have kept themselves incog.
for several years." Notwithstanding the flippant description of Bailey, and the vile calumniations of Barruel, the
Order of the Rosy Cross was eminently respectable, and its
purposes praiseworthy. Its ideas, like those of the Illuminati,
were in advance of the age, and, however objectionable to
such advocates of political and religious despotism, as Robison, Barruel, et al., are precisely those principles which
we, as a nation, have embodied in our institutions and laws,
and of which we are justly proud. The Rosicrucians did
fraternize with the Freemasons, and it was a very respectable companionship. The twenty-eighth degree of },reamasonry must have been composed by Freemasons who
were also members of the Order of the Rosy Cross. The
ritual of the Rosicrucians bad nine degrees: 1. Zelator;
2. Thericus; 3. Pra.cticus; 4. Philosophus; 5. Adeptus Junior;
6. Adeptus Major ; 7. Adeptus Exemptus ; 8. Magister;
9. Magus. From this Order originated the " German,"
"Gold Rose-Croix," and also the "Asiatic Brothers." The
Masonic degree of "Sovereign Prinee of Rose-Croix" has no
. connection with the Rosicrucians.
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ROYA.L ARCH. Sometimes, and more properly, called
the HoLY HoYAL A1wH. The fourth of the seriea o! degrees
conferred in a Royal Arch Chapter, and the seventh in grade
known as the York rite, as practiced in the order wherever
that rite is establislied. Dr. Oliver says that it is "a degree
indescribably more august, sublime and important than any
which precede it; and is, in fact, the summit and perfection
of ancient Masonry. It impresses on our minds a belief in
the being of God, without beginning of days or end of years,
the great and incomprehensible Alpha and Omega., and
reminds us of the reverence which is due to his Holy Name."
The late distinguished brother, Salem Town, has left on
record a brief summary of the symbolism inculcated in
Capittllar Masonry. "In advancing to the fourth degree,"
he says, "the good man is greatly encouraged to persevere
in the ways of well-doing even to the end. He has a name
which no man knoweth save he that receiveth it. rr, therefore, he be rejected, and cast forth among the rubbish of
the world, he knows full well the Great Master Buillier of
the universe, having chosen and prepared him as a lively
stone in that spiritual building in thu heavens, will bring
him forth with triumph, while shouting grace, grace to his
divine Redeemer. Hence opens the fifth degree, wh13re he
discovers his election to, and his glorified station in, the
kingdom of his Father. Here he is taught how much the
chosen ones nre honored and esteemed by those on earth,
who discover and appreciate the image of their common
Lord. This image being engraven on his heart, he may look
forward to those mansions above, where a higher and most
exalted seat has been prepared for the faithful, from the
foundation of the world. With these views the sixth degree
is conferred, where the riches of divine grace are opened in
boundless prospect. Every substantial good is clearly seen
to be confen-ed through tbe great atoning sacrifice. In the
seventh degree the good man is truly filled with heartfelt
gratitude to his heavenly benefactor, for all t"\ose wonderful
delivemnces wrought out for him while journeying through
the rugged paths of human life. Great hn.s been his redemption from the Egypt and Rtbylon of this world. * * *
Such is the moral and religious instruction detived from the
order of the Masonic degrees." Thi!l degree brings to light
many important matters of great interest to the Craft, which
were, for the space of four hundred and seventy yetu·s, buried
in darkness, and without a knowledge of which the llasonic
character cannot be complete. The incidents on which the
degree is founded, may, in part, be understood from the
following brief statement: Soon after the close of SolollYJU's
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glorious reign, the kingdom of Jerusalem-the hoO&e of
David, was divided. Ten of the tribes separated themselves,
o.nd took the name of the kingdom of Israel, leaving the
tribes of Judah and Benjamin to constitute the kir.gdom of
Judah. Each of these two kingdoms suffered a distinct
captivity. That of Israel is called the ABRyrian, and that of
Judah the Babylonish captivity; only in the latter captivity
is our subject interested. The Jews being thus divided, in
the reigns of Jehoiachin and Zedekia~, Nebuchadnezzar,
king of the Chaldoos, then reigning at Babylon, with a large
army, laid seige to Jerusalem, and after a severe struggle
reduced it. He caused the city to be leveled to the ground,
the royal palace to be burned, the temple pillaged, and the
inhabitants carried captive to Babylon.* They remained in
captivity for seventy years, or until the time of Cyrus, king
of Persia, who, in the first year of his reign, issued his
proclamation, which liberated the Hebrew captives, and permitted them to return to Jerusalem, to "rebuild the city and
house of the Lord." The circumstances connected with the
captivity of the Jews, its termination, their liberation, and
their return over the rough and rugged roads to the ancient
city of their fathers, the holy cause in which they were
engaged-that of rebuilding the temple-the labors performed, and the valuable <liscoveries brought to light by
the zealous workmen, with many other equally interesting
incidents are rehearsed in the degrees of the Royal Arch,
Knights of the Red Cross, and Knights of the East and
West.
The children of Judah, after their arrival at
Jerusalem, erected a tabernacle, similar in form to that of
Moses. Tradition, however, informs us that the tabernacle
of Zernbbabel differed from that of Moses in many particulars. The most Holy Place of the original tabernacle
contained the ark of the covenant, the table of shew-bread
and the golden candlestick, and the whole structure was
designed for the worship of God. That of Zerubbabel Wt\9
used 1\8 a temporary place of worship, and the sanctuary was
also used for the meetings of the Grand Council, consisting
of Joshua, Zcrubbabel and Haggai. This tabernacle, according to the Masonic tradition, Wl\8 divided into apartments
by cross vails of blue, purple, scarlet and white, at which
guards were stationed. The ostensible object of the clegree
is to reoover the lost word-the Master Mason being .....•
*A :M:II80nic tradition informs us that the captive Jews wore bound by
their conquerors with tn•mgnlar chain~. and that thi11 wns clone by tht:
ChRl<leano. a~ an additional insult, beciLuse the Jewish .l'rltLSunH were
known to est.et>tu t.lw trh\ngl" ~~~ 11n emhlem of the st\"r.-,d nnmc of·God,
and must have cousi<lered its appropriiLtiou to the form of their fettel'li
as a desecnt.tiou of the Tetragmmmaton.
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The seventy years which had been foretold by the prophets
to be the durAtion of Judea's captivity, had just expired. Cyrus,
King of Persia, in the first year of his reign, inspired by God,
a love of justice, and prompted by the counsels of the wise men
among the Jews, iSIIued a royl\l decree for the liberation of the
Hebrew captives then in Babylon, permitting them to retom to
Jerusalem to rebuild their city and temple. A large proportion
of the people of the tribes of Judah and Benjamin, with the
Priests and Levitea, under the leaderllhip of Zerubbabel, Joshua

and Haggai, joyfnlly accepted the privilege of retumin~ to the
city of their fathers, and immediately departed. On theu arrivl\l
at Jernsalem they dispersed themselves according to their tribes
and families into their several cities, and began to build habitstions for shelter. They also erected a Tabernacle and set up_
an altar for Divine service, near the ruins of King Solomons
Temple. This Tabernacle was also used for the meetings of the
Grand Council; for the reception ofproper workmen, and to
deliberate upon the beat means of rebuilding the city and temp~
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in a seeret vault, which for a period of nearly dve centoriea
1ms unknown, it being beneath the first temple; and brought
to light by the workmen who were sent to prtpare the
foundation for the second temple. The degrees conferred
and composing the system of Royo.l Arch Masonry are:
1. Mark Master; 2. Past Master; 8. Most Excellent Master;
4:. Royal Arch. The officers are: 1. The High-Priest, whose
title is Most E:ecellent, who represents Joshua, the first HighPriest of the Jews, after their return from the Babylonian
~aptivity; 2. The King, whose title is Excellent, represents
Zerubbabel, a Prince of Judah, who was the leader of the
first colony of Jews that returned from the captivity to rebuild
the temple; 3. The Scribe, whose title is, also, ExcellRnl, represents Haggai, the prophet; 4:. The Captain of the Host, who
represents the general of the troops; 5. The Principal
Sojourner, represents the leader of a party of Jews, who
sojourned in Babylon for a. time after the departure of Zerubbabel with the main body, and who subsequently came up
to Jerusalem to ·assiSt. in rebuilding the temple; 6. The
Royal Arch Captain, represents the captain of the king's
guards; 7. Grand Master of the Third Vail; 8. Grand
Master of the Second Vail; 9. Grand Master of the First.
Vail ; 10. Treasurer ; 11. Secretary ; 12. Sentinel ; and a
Chaplain may be appointed. The jewels of a Chapter are
of gold or yellow metal, within a triangle, and suspended
from a collar. The symbolic color of the Royal Arch degree
is scarlet. Candidates receiving the degree ar~ said t.o be
"exo.lted to the most sublime degree of the ~.¥.ch."
A Royal Arch Chapter 1·epresents the Tabernacle ei-lioled by
our ancient brethren near the ruins of King Solomon'll
Temple. Chapters are dedicated to Zerubbabel. The
appropriate badge and clothing of a Royal Arch Mason,
are a jewel, an apron and a sash. The jewel, worn on
the left breast, su~pended from a scarlet ribbon, is a
double triangle within a circle; in the center of the two
triangles a sun with diverging rays, within a triangle,
and underneath, or suspended to this, the triple tau. On
the intersecting triangles nnd outer circle the following
words are engraved- on the obr:erse-on the circle, "Si
talia jungerc possis sit tibi scire satis"- .lf you are able to
unife the!!e things your lcnowledge is sufficient. On the tria.ngle&-"Evpf,"Clf'EV•" "lnvenimus"- We haL'e found 1"1;
"Cultor Dei"- Worship of God; "Civis Mundi"-Citizen of the
'UJOrld. On the ribbon under the circle, "Nil nisi clavis deest"
-Nothing is wanting except #.he lcey. Reverse-on the circle:
"Deo, Civita.ti, Fro.tribus, Honor, Fidelitas, Benevolentia."For (}('IJ.for the State, fQf" the Brethren, Honor, Fidelity, Ben.,.
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olence. On the triangles-Wisdom, Peace, Strength, Concord,
Truth, Beauty. On the ribbon under the circle-Exalted,
(with date). The intersecting triangles denote the eleuuw.ta

OBTEilU.

of fire and water, the circle, infinity and eternity, and the sun
within the triangle is an emblem of Deity. So important is
the triple tau considered, that it is called "the emblem of
all emblems, and the grand emblem of Royal Arch Masonry." The apron is of white lambskin (13X15 inches, or

nearly square,) lined and bound with scarlet, or lined with
scarlet and bound with blue and scarlet tesselated; on the
flap the triple tau within a triangle, and all within a circle,
as delineated in the engraving. The sash, worn from right
to left, is the tesselated blue and scarlet ribbon, four inches
wide, with no ornament except a metal or embroidered
triple tau, triangle and circle, at the crossing. "The trne
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origin of the Royal Arch is an important question that hu
lately engaged the attention of M118onic writers. Some have
asserted that it was brought by the Templars from the Holy
Land; others say that it was established as a part of Templar
Masonry in the sixteenth century; and others again assert
that it was unknown before the year 1780. Dr. Oliver, in a
work of profound research on this subject, says that 'there
exists sufficient evidence to disprove all their conjectures,
and to ftx the era of its introduction to a period which
is COI!Val with the memorable schism among the English
Masons about the middle of the last century.'* It seems to
me as the result of a careful examination of the evidence
adduced, that, before the year 1740, the essential element of
the Royal Arch constituted a part of the third degree, and
that about that year it was severed from that degree and
transferred to another, by the schismatic body calling itself
'the Grand Lodge of England according to the old Constitutions.'" t It may now be said that never before since the
exiiltence of the order was there so gener!U a demand among
intelligent Masons for veritable and substantial information
on the history of Freemasonry, particularly in regard to
this branch of the order. For more reliable information
the reader is referred to the most valuable work on the
subject of Royal Areb Masonry that bas ever been published
in this country.t
•
• "Some Account of the Schism which took place during the 1aat
century among the Free &nd Accepted Masons in England, Bhowing the
Presumed Origin of the Royal Arch Degree."

f li&CKKY's Lezkon of Prmnasnnry.
"The date of the orl(nnization ot this body has been variously stated.
Dr. M..lcxn gives the dnte a\8 1739. PnmsoN, in hill • 'lradilions,' gives
it as having occnrrl'll ulJont 1753. PREIITON a.qRertR that the seccde111
continued to hold their tnl!etiu~,:H without acknowledgin" a superior until
the year 1771, wh~n thP.y chose for their Grand Master the Duke of
Athol, then Gnuul Mn.stcr elect of Scotland. 84NDYII, in his • Short
Vi~w,' sny11 they Lthe ancienbl) e!ltabli!lhed their Grand Lodge in London
in 1757. In certnin teHtimony taken by a commi~~Sion in EnKland, for use
in the New York M.tU:<<lllic difficulty some years Hince, Bro. WHITE, at
that time the \'enemble Grnnd Secretary of th& Grand Lodg" of England,
~ays, under oath, in anRwer to a question, that the At1iol or A·•~'i~lt
Grand Lodge was formed in 1752. This ought to settle the question.''-GoULD.

t Gui•fe to the Royal Arch Ch«pttr: a complete Monitor for Royal
Arch Masonry; with full instructions in the degrees of Mark Master,
Paat Master, Mo11t Excellent Master and Royal Arch, according to the
text of the ?tlaunal of the Chapter. By Jmm SaKVILLB, P. G. H. P., and
JU11111 L. Gour.J>, G. H. P. TogetHer with a Historical Introduction,
E-xplanatory Notes and Critical Emendations.
To which are added
Monitt>rial Instructions in the Holy Order of High Priesthood in Ro,yal
Arch MMonry, with the Ceremonies of the Order.
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ROYAL ARCH CAPTAIN. An officer in a ChaJ>ter of the
Royal Arch degree. He represents the Captain of the King's
Guards. His station is in front of the Council, and at the
entrance of the fourth vail. His duties, in some respects, are
similar to those of the Junior Deacon in the Symbolic Lodge.
ROYAL ARCH OF ENOCH. The same as the degree of
Knights of the Ninth Arch.
ROYAL MASTER. The first of tho degrees in the Council,
or Cryptic system. It is immediately associated with the
degree ol Select Master, and, with it, is explanatory of the
Royal Arch degree, and was originally conferred in a Chapter of Royal Arch Masons. Its ritual is highly interesting.
ROYAL ORDER OF SCOTLAND. This is an order composed of two parts, viz: that of H.-R.-M. and R.-S.-Y. C.-S.
The former took its rise in the reign of David I., King of
Scotland, and the latter in that of King Robert the Broce.
The last is believed to have heen originally the same as the
Most Ancient Order of the Thistle, and to contain the ceremonia.l of admission formerly practiced in it. The Order of
H.-R.-M. had formerly its chief seat at Kilwinning; and
there is reason to suppose that it and the Grand Lodge of
St. John's Masonry were governed by the same Grand
Master. The introduction of this order into Kilwinning
appears to have taken place about the same, or nearly the
same period as the introduction of Freemasonry itself into
Scotland. The Culdees, as is well known, introduced
Christianity into Scotland, and, from their known habits,
there were good grounds for believing that they preserved
among them a knowledge of the ceremonies and precautions
adopted for their protection in Judea. In establi.t!hing this
degree in Scotland, it is more than probable that it was
done with the view to explain, in a correct Chri.t!tian manner,
the symbols and rites employed by the Christian Architects
and Builders; and this will also explain how the Royal Order
is purely catholic,-not Roman Catholic, but adapted to all
who acknowledge the great truths of Christianity, in the
same way that Craft or Symbolic Masonry is intended for
all, whether Jew or Gentile, who acknowledge a Supreme
God. The second part, or R.-S.-Y. C.-S., is an order of
knighthood, and perhaps the only genuine one in connection with Masonry, there being in it an intimate connection
between the sword and the trowel. The lecture consists of
a figurative description of the ceremonial both of H.-R.-M.
twd R.-S. -Y. C.-s., in simple rhyme, mo,lernized, of course,
by oral tradition, and breathing tho purest spirit of Chris-
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tianity. The~te two degrees constitute, as has been already
laid, the Royal Order of Scotland. Lodges or Chapters
cannot legally meet elsewhere, nnle88 }J088e88ed of a charter
from it, or by dispensation from the Grand Muter or hill
Deputy. The office of Grand Master is vested in the person
of the King of Scotland, (now of Great Britain,) and one seat
is invariably kept vacant for him, in whatever country a Chapter ito. open, and cannot be oooupted by any other member.
RULE. A well-known instrument by which measurement.
are made or straight lines are drawn. It is employed as an
important emblem in the degree of Past Master, admonishing the newly-elected Master to punctually OQ&erve hill duty,
preBS forward in the path of virtue, and, neither inclining to
the right nor to the left, in all his actions to have eternity
in view.

s.
SAINT .JOHN THE ALMONER, born at Cypress, A. D.
550, was made patriarch of Alexandria, A. D. 606, and rlied
Nov. 11,616. He has no connection with Freemasonry, nnd
is mentioned here merely because Commanderies of Knights
Templar and the 30th degree (~adosh), Ancient and Accepted rite, claim that it is to him, and not to St. John the
Baptist and St. John the Evangelist, that Masonic bodies
are dedicated. " Celui a qui eUes sont dediees el<t St. Jean
l'aumfmier, qui etat.t le Grand 1'laitre des chevaliers de St. Jean.
de Jerusalem, au :z:iii e siecle, et qui a toujours ete le plus bel
ornement de 'fOrdre, et le patron des Ttrmpliers."* It requires
no little credulity, and some imagination, to believe that a
man who died A. D. 616 was Grand Master of the Knights of
St. John A. D. 12501
SAINT JOHN THE BAPTIST, DII!CIPL!'J! oF. A society
which has existed in Asia for many hundred )'ears, bot the
exact date of its origin is unknown. Tradition aBSerts that it
was founded by the immediate disciple of John the Baptist,
who tied from Judea directly after the latter was beheaded.
Their religious and philosophical doctrines have a mystical
character. Their moral system is pure and elevated, and
the highest virtues are inculcated and rigidly practiced.
Their priests are divided into three degrees. They have
some peculiarities which remind one of the early Christian
Brotherhood, especially their "Agape," or love-feast, which
is the prototype of the Masonic Table-lodge.
• "He to whom they are dedicated ia Sl John the Almoner, who wu
the Grand Master of the Kniahta of Sl John of Jernaalem, in th11 13th
century, and who was always the greatest ornament of the order and
patron of the Templ.ars."
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SAINT JOHN THE BAPTIST, KNIGHT Ol'. A. division of
Templar Masonry which, toward the end of the last century
arose in Ireland, flourished for a brief period, and then
become extinct.
SAINT JOHN, FAvORITE Ol'. The 7th degree of the Swedish
rite, and also of the imperial Gnmd Lodge of Prussia. Oliver
calls it the 6th in the series comprised in the degrees of the
Knights of the East and W esl
SAINT JOHN, or HoLY S.wrr Jomr Ol' Jnui!ALEIL This
expression, so common in our Lodges, is, by its needless
tautology, offensive alike to the ear and to a refined literary
taste. Holy and Saint .are the same word, both signifying
the same thing. The French Masons do not say "&inJ
Saint Jean," nor in the German Lodges do we hear the phrase,
"Heiligen Saint, i.e., Heiligen Johann," but simply "8ainl
Je01n," and "Heiligen Johann."
SAINTS JOHN, FESTIVALS ol'. The 24th of June is consecrated to Saint John the Baptist, and the 27th of December
to Saint John the Evangelist. It is the duty of Masons to
assemble on these days, and by a solemn invocation of the
past, renew the ties and strengthen the fraternal bonds that
bind the present to the brotherhood of the olden time.
SAMARITAN, GooD. An androgynous degree in Masonry.
It is an impressive and interesting degree, founded on the
well-known parable. It is communicated to the wives of
Royal Arch Masons.
SANCTUARY. That part of the Temple at Jernsalem
which was the most secret and most retired; in which was
the ark of the covenant, and wherein none but the HighPriest might enter, and he only once a year, on t.he day of
holy expiation. The same name was also given to the most
sacred part of the Tabernacle, set up in the wilderneBB,
which remained until some time after the building of the
Temple.
SlJA.NDINAVIAN MYSTERIES. These rites were introduced into the north of Europe, near the beginning of the
Christian era, by Sigge, a Sythian priest and chieftain, who
is known in the Northern mythology by the name of Odin.
The principal feature of the initiation seems to have been a
modified form of the Isianic rite. Balder was slain by Loke.
with a branch of mistletoe, and the initiation represented a
search for his body. The myth preserved in the " Ancien~
Edda," which describes the descent of Odin into the regions
of Hela, seeking for his murdered eon, conveys a very clear
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idea of the ceremony. The candidate meets with diffieultiee
and troubles of the most appRlling kind, but finally reachee
the palace "roofed with golden shields," which raeounds
with songs of triumph. Balder, physically, represents the
sun, and, morally, the truth, and Loke is a symbol of winter,
and also of evil. Thus here, again, is seen an attempt to
illustrate the everlasting conflict between Truth and Error,
Good and Evil, in which, after divers defeats, Trulh and
Goodness gain the empire of the uoiverse.
SCHRODER'S RITE. In 1766, a penton bearing this
name established at Marburffh a Chapter of "Tr11e and
Ancient Rose-<Jroix Maaons,' which met with eo much
BUCOOBB that he wa.s encouraged to introduce into a Lo1lge
at Sarrebourg certain mystical and alchemistical degrees.
This system recognized the three eymboliclll degrees as the
foundation of Masonry, and, at one time, was considembly
diBBeminated. The rite is still acknowledged 11.8 legitima~te
Masonry by the Grand Lodge of Hamburg, under which, ii
is said, there are several Lodges now at work.*
SCOTCH :MASON. In the French, .or modern rite, the
fifth degree. It is intended to throw light on the events
which are the subject of the Royal Arch degree, and, in
substance, ia nearly identical with the degree of Select
Master. ·
SCOTCH RITE, more familiarly known as the Ancient
and Accepted Scott;Uih rite. The degrees of this rite are, for
the most part, elaborated from the system '"vented by
Ramsay, who claimed that he found them in Scotland, where
• "Louis SchrHder, of Hamburg, with Ignace ;FeRSler, of Berlin, took
np the old EugliRh ritlll\ls, toward the end of the 18th century, and they
together determined to introduce them into the German Lodges, wherein
the higher degrees had become ao dangero1111. In their plRCe they
d.:.•Jired to introdnl'e the Masonic degre(l8 of SymboliRm ancl Light. Apr.>
found investigation R8 to the origin, genius and history oC Frel'masonry,
and an t>xposition of the different systems of the Lodges and of their
hight1r degrees, necessarily awakened in the brethren a more generul
desire to simplify the object and constitution of the BOCiety, IUld to
guard for the future against the invBSions of a mysticl\l. and dangeroua
revc·rBe. Schr!!der introduced these degrees without any ceremony of
receptiom, so that they might not have even the appearance of the higher
degree!!.. Fessler preserved particular ceremonies. The latter, though
beautiful and solemn, resembled th0116 of the Boman Catholic worBhip;
their founder, who probably retained a secret liking for it, being, perhaps,
unconscious of the FRBt. The Gmnd Lodge of Hamburg constituted
itself, according to the system of Schr!!der, at the beginning of the
pr(l8ent century; and many Lodges have since followed its example; aa
ai.Ro the Grand Lodge Royal York, of FriendRhip, at Berlin, has, !linoe
1800, made great' progreRS in propagating the system of Sehrtsder with
the imprO"fementB of Felllller..._BoDBIOJL Bist. !U Ia lir. JlcJg.
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ihey had been planted by Knights of the Temple and of
Malta, on their return from Palestine. It iH needless to say
that these pretensions have no foundation in truth. . The
Councils and Lodges of. this rit~ are governed by Supreme

Councils of Grand Inspectors General, of which there are
two in the United States, one at Chal'leston, S. C., and the
other at Boston, Mass. This rite is, next to the York, the
most extensively diffused throughout the Masonic world.
It consists of thirty-three degrees, divided as follows:
Symbolic Lodge.
1. Entered Apprentice.
2. Fellow-Crafl
3. Master Mason.

Lodge of Ptrjection.
4. Secret Master.
5. Perfect Master.
6. Iutiruate Secretary.

7. ProvoRt and Jndge.
8. Intendant of the Building.
9. Elected Knigbta of tbe Nine.
10. DluRtriouH Elect of the Fifteen.
11. Sublime Kuighta Elected of
the Twelve.
12. Grand MMter Architect.
13. Knighta of the Ninth Arch,
or Royal Arch of Solomon.
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SCR-SEO.
U. GraDd Eleo\ Perleot, and
llll. Knight Royal Au; Ol', PriDol
8ublime Muon.
of Libanua.
23. Chiel of the Tabemacle.
CbuACil <! .Prifteel <! J~
K. Prince ol the Tabemacle.
16. Knight& ol the Swotd, of the
iO. Knight of the Bruen 8erpflllt.
East, or of the Eagle.
26. Prince of Merc:J; or, Scc:ittiah
16. Prince ol Jerualem.
Trinitarian.
lrl. 8oTereign Commander of the
OAapW f/ .&..a-olz.
17. Knight of the F.t and Wat.. Temple.
ta JUaightoftheSnn; or, Prince
18. ~t of the Eagle, Knight Adept.
of the Ni.CIID; Ol', 8oTereign Prince
2lr. GnndSoottiah Xn't of8t. AD·
Boee-Orois.
drew; or, Pa&riuch ol the CruladeL
am.~Mnru J ....PrUtcu J 1M R--1
30. Knight Kada.ch.
-· • 'fl &cn!L 'fl
. -.IL Gralid In uiriDgCommander.
19. Gl'IIDd P011tm; or, Sublime
Sublime 'hb!oe ol the Boyal
EooaaiL
8eoret.
20. V--.ble Grand llae&8r ol
BupmnA CbunciL
all 8:JD1bolio LodaeL
83. 8oTereign G11IDd lnapeeton
2L Noaahite;Ol'~Xnigh&. General

a

SCRIBE. Among the Jews, Scribes were officers of the
Jaw. There were civil and ecclesiaBtical scribes. The former
were·employed about any kind of ci'vil writings or recorda.
The latter tranacribed, studied and explained the Holy Scriptures. In the traditions of the RoJa1 Arch degree, Haggai,
the scribe, occupiea an important p.tace in the Council of the
Chapter, and .abOuld be regarded aa the NCret&ry of the king.
SECRECY. Preemaaonry, in laying ita foundations in
secrecy, follows the Divine order of Nature, where all that
is grand and beautiful and useful is born of night and
mystery. The might)- labors which clothe the earth with
fruits and foliaa'e and 1lowers are "wrought in darkneBB."
The bosom of Nature is a vast laboratory, where the mysterious work of transmutation of substances is perpetually
going forward. There is not a point in the universe, the
edges of which do not touch the realms of night and silence.
God himself is environed with shadows, and "clouds and
darkness are round about his throne;" yet his beneficence is
felt, and his loving Spirit makes itself visible through all
worlds. So Freemasonry works in secrecy, but its benignant
fruits are vil:lible in all Ianda. Besides, this principle of
secrecy furnishes a mysterious bond of unity and strength,
which can be found nowhere else. The objection often
urged ngainst the Order on account of this peculiar featurA
is too puerile to be considered.
SECRET SOCIETIES. All the great associations of antiquity, the objects of which were to civilize and improve
the condition of mankind, were secret societies. They wero
called "MYSTERIE&" The mysteries of India., Egypt, OrE:e•·c,
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etc., were secret orclers-great educational institutions,
established for the advancement of meu in wisdom rmd virtue. The wide extension of the secret principle at the
present time, and the immense number of secret phil&nthropic societies which cover all lands, prove that there must
be some wants, universally felt, to which political institutions
do not respond; some elements of human nature not repre. sented therein, which are the cause and groundwork of these
secret orders. When society and government. are oppressive or imperfec~and all are imperfect, when they do not
provide for all the moral, jntellectual, and physical needs of
men,-the earnest, the loving, the hoping, who, dissatisfied
with the present, invoke the future; and the weak, who are
crushed to the earth by the oppressive laws which govern all
industrial arrangements, become disgusted with these conditions, and fly to the embrace of some secret order, where a
higher ideal is revealed, and the propheoy of a better state is
announced. We conclude, then, that secret societies have
their origin in the deepest and most pressing wants of humanity. They grow out of a socw ~ement which is
unjust and unequal, and point forward to a time when justice
and love shall possess and govern tb,e earth.
SECRET MASTER. The 4th degree of the Ancient and
Accepted rite, and the first of the Ineffable degrees, conferred
in the Lodge of Perfection. The body is styled a Lodge.
The hangings are black, strewed with white tears. The
Lodge is illuminated with eighty-one lights, the square of
nine. On the altar the Book of Constitutions, closed; and
on that lies a key of ivory. No working-tools are used, for
the reason that the labors on the Temple are suspended
after the death of • . • . . . . The Master represents King
Solomon, and is styled Puissant Master. The East represents the Holy of Holies of the first Temple at Jerusalem,
with its appropriate decorations and furniture. The sash
is a broad blue watered, ribbon, worn from right to left.
The apron is white, edged with black; the flap is blue,
with an open eye embroidered or painted on it. Two
branches, one of laurel and the other of olive, cross each
other in the middle of the apron, and at the crossiiJg is t.he
letter Z, embroidered in gold. The gloves are white, turned
over, with black at the wrists. The jewel of the degree is an
ivory key, on which is engraved the letter Z, referring to
Zadoc, who was the High-Priest in the reigns of David and
Solomon. The duty of a Secret Master is to keep a careful
watch over the conduct of the Craft in general; to practice
rirtne, shun vice, and remain in silence.
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SECRET MONITOR An interesting and U8eful aide degree, founded on the history of the covenant of friendship
which was entered into by David and Jonathan, an account
of which is given in the 1st book of Samuel, 20th chapter.
SELECT MASTER The second degree in the Council
known as the Cryptical branch of Masonry. It accounts for
the concealment of important mysteries at the building of
the first Temple, which were preserved and brought to light
at the erection of the second Temple, and fumishea the
history which connects the incidents of Ancient Craft H..
aonry with those of the Royal Arch.
SENSES. Man is brought into communication with the
external world by means of five senses, or organs of percel>tion. Seeing, Hearing and Feeling are often referred to m
Masonic instructions. They are explained in the de~rree of
Fellow -Craft.
·
SENTINEL. In Chapters of Royal Arch Masons, and
Councils of some other degrees, the Tiler, or.guardian of the
door, bears this name.
SHIBBOLETH. The Hebrew word t'l~::l~ signifies an e~
of com and a stream or flood of water. The name given to a
teat or criterion by which the ancient Jews sought to distinguish true persons or · things from false. The term
originated thus: After the bottle gained by Jephthah over
the Ephraimitea, (Judges xii.,) the Gileadites, commanded
by the former, secured all the passes of the river; an1l, on an
Ephraimite attempting to croBB, they aeked him if he was of
Ephraim. If he said no, they bade him pronounce tho
word Shibboleth, which the Ephraimites, from inl\bility to
give the aspirate, gave Sibboleth. By this means ho was detected as an enemy, and immediately slain. In modem
times this word has been adopted into political and othe1
organizations as a paBB or watchword.
SIDE DEGREES. Certain degrees having no real connection with Freemasonry, invented by enthusiastic brethren,
are thus designt1ted. Some of them are conferl"ed for their
supposed utility, and others for the harmless amusement
thtly afford. 'l'ho degree of Secret Monitor belongs to the
first cluss, and that of the Knight of Constantinople to the
second.
SIGNET. A sign, token, or seal. Formerly, rulers had
seals or signets with which they invested their ministers, as
sips that they acted by royal authority. The aignet o1
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King Solomon, or rather of Hiram, knc.Wll among Masons,
is said to have been a token of friendship which the King of
Tyre sent to the Hebrew monarch.
SIX PERIODS, THE GJLAND A.ooHITECT's. God is said to
have created the earth in six days, and rested on the seventh.
The "Grand Architect's Six Periods" refer to that event.
Hence Masons are instructed to labor during the six days of
the week, and devote the seventh to rest, devotion and meditation. These important periods in the world's history, and
the manifestation of the Almighty's power and goodness are
often and eloquently portrayed during the ceremonies of the
Fellow-Craft's degree.
BKIRRET. In the English ritual, one of the
cp~;;w, working-tools of a MR.Bter Mason. It is an instrument usually made of wood, s~ed like a letter T,
~~- and a9ts on a center pin, from which a line is drawn,
chalked and struck, to mark out the ground for the
intended edifice. In a speculative sense, it points
out that straight and undeviating line of conduct
laid down in the sacred volume.
SOLOMON. This celebrated monarch was the son of
David by Bathsheba, through whose in1luence he inherited
,be J ewisb throne, in preference to his el~er brothers.
During his long and racefu.l reign-from :a. o. 1015 to 975the Hebrews enjoye their golden age. His remarkable
judicial decisions, and his completion of the political institutions of David, showed a superiority of genius which
·g ained him the respect of the people. By building the
Temple, which plays so important a rok in the symbolism of
Freemasonry, exceeding as it did, in splendor and beauty,
all former works of architecture, be gave to the Hebrew
worship a magnificence that bound the people more closely
to the national rites. He was truly a great ruler; but, while
the Jews were naturally proud of the glory which his great
qualities reflected on the nation, his enlarged and libern.l
views with regard to intercourse with foreign peoples
deeply offended the national bigotry. The decorations of
the Temple were thought by many to be pagan emblems,
and, finally, they accused him openly of idolatry. Solomon is often styled "the first Grand Master of Masons."
This cannot be true. He might have been, and probably
was, the first Grand Master of Masons in Judea.; for Masonry
wa'l not known in that country until it was introduced by
the Masons of Tyre and Sidon, who built the Temple. Solomon must bl\\"e been made a Mason at that time, unless ho
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bad been previously admitted into the socit.ty at Tyre or
Sidon. To Solomon, however, belongs the honor of having
brought the Masonic institution to the knowledge of the
Hebrews, through the agency of the Tyrian architects. Ye5
the society seems not to have made much progress among
that people, and even Solomon's great naUle and patronage
could not secure it from misrepreBentation and persecution.
And this is not strange. A Jew of that age could not comprehend, much. less appreciate, the cosmopolitan character
and libtll'al spirit of such an institution. Consequently, the
Masons-called, in the Scriptures, Sidonians-were often
the ohjects of bitter persecution. Of the writings ascribed
to Solomon, the "Proverbs," and the book entitled the
"Wisdom of Solomon," are the best. The latter Protestant.
have unwisely pronounced apocryphal; for, in a purely religious point of view, it is the most .instructive and valuable
book in the Old Testament series.
SORROW LODGES. In this country Lodges of Sorrow
nre somewhat rare. They are, however, of very frequent
occurrence in Europe, particularly in Germany, where,
shortly after the death of a worthy brother, the " Trauer
Loge" is held, when the virtues, memory, and intellectual
qualifications are commemorated, and the funereal rites of
au impressive character are performed. Tho custom is eminently proper, and strictly in accordance with the fraternal
principles of Freemasonry, and one which should be as universal as the extent of the institution itself. On these occasions the Lodge-room should be appropriately draped in
blaek, and the several stations covered with emblems of
mow·ning. On the Master's pedestal i1:1 a skull and lighted
taper. In the center of the room is plnced a <~l~tafa\lque,
which consists of a rectangular pltltform, about six feet lung
by four wide, on which are two smadler plntforms, 1:10 that
three steps are represented. On the thu·J. onu should be an
elovu.tion of convenient height, on which is placed 1m urn.
The platform 1:1hould be dmped in black, and a c·auopy of
black drtLpery may be raised over the urn. (&e engravi,lg.)
Al each comer of the plt\tform will be placed a candlestick,
bearing a lighted taper, and noar it, facing tho Et~st, will be
scatPtl a brother, provided with an extinb>uisher, to be used
at the propur time. During the ffrst part of the ceremonies
tho lights in the room should burn dimly. Arrangements
shoul1l be made tu enable the lights to be increm;ed to brilliancy 11.t the o.ppropriu.to point in the ceremony. On tho
catafalque will bu laid a pair of white gluY<.'H, IL plain lnmbBkin npron, nnd, if the decetl.bled brother htLd been am officer,
the appropriate insignia of hi8 office. When the Lodge U.
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held in memory of several brethren, shields bearing their
names are placed around the catafalque. Vocal and instrumental music are indispensable to the proper effect of the
ceremonies. Brethren should wear dark clothing, and no
insignia but the white lambskin apron and white gloves.
SOVEREIGN COMMANDER OF THE TEMPLE, sometimes called KNIGHT CoMMANDER OF THE TEMPLE, is the 27th
degree of the Ancient and Accepted rite. The &IIBemblage
is called a Chapter. The degree is entirely chivalric. The
-oresiding officer is styled Commander-in Chief; the Wardens
<recalled Marshal and Turcopilier; the members are desigJated Knights Commanders. The hangings are sCarlet, with
,1lack columns at intervals, on e3ch of which is a branch
t10lding a light. The hangings and columna are so arranged
IB to give the room the form of a circle; in the center of
fhich is a large round table, covered with the emblems of
the degree; around the table the members sit.
In front of the East is a candelabrum, with
three circles of lights, one above the other.
In the upper circle are six lights; in the second
nine, and the third twelve. The jewel is a
golden triangle, on which
is engraved the letters 1 N.
R. I.; it is suspended from
the collar, which is of white
watered ribbon, edged with
red; embroidered on each
side in black and gold, is the Teutonic
cross. This order was founded in 1190, in
Pal811tine, and on the 23d of February, 1192,
it was solemnly approved and confirmed by
Pope Celestine ill. This was the origin of
the once famous military order of Teutonic Knights. .All
the French writers who have investigated the history of this
degree concur in connecting it with the Knights Templars,
and it certainly has much of the character of that order.
Vassal expresses the following opinion of the degree: "The
27th degree does not deserve to be classed in the Scotch
rite as a degree, since it contains neither symbols or allego
ries that connect it with initiation. It deserves still less to
be ranked among the philosophical degrees. I imagine that
it has been intercalated only to supply an hiatus, and as a
memorial of an order once justly celebrated."
SOVEREIGN GRAND INSPECTOR GENERAL. The
83d nnd ultimate degree of tho Ancient and Accepted rite.
It is not certainly known when or where this grade originated.

BPH-STA..
The theory which ascribes it to the King of Prt188ia has long
since been discarded by intelligent Mo.sons. Tho nwnber
of Inspectors in a kingdom or
repubhc must not exceed nine.
These organized in a body, constitute the Supreme Council, which
claims jurisdiction over all the
Ineffable and Sublime degrees.
The presiding officer is styled
Sovereign Grand Commander.
The sash is white, e~d with
gold, and Bl18p6nded lrom the
right shoulder to the left hip.
At the bottom is a red and white
rose, and on the part crossing the
breast is 1\ delta, with rays transversed by a poniard, and in the
center the number 38. The jewel
is a black, double-headed eagle,
crowned, and holding a sword in his clnws. The beak,
claws, crown and sword are of gold. The motto of the
degree is" Dewl1neumquejus," "God and my right."
SPHINX. In antiquity, an emblematical figure, composed
of the head and breasts of a woman, and the body of a lion,
and said to be the Egyptian symbol of mystery. This supposition ariaes most naturally from the
fact that these symbols are always found
at the entrance of the Egyptian temples.
Also, a fabalous monster, said to have
infested the country around Thebes. According to mythological history, its father
was Typhon, the gigantic son of Terra,
and it was sent by Juno to afllict the
Thebans, which it did by proposing enigmatical questions to persons, whom it killed if they could not
expound them. The Egyptian Sphinx had no wings; these
appendages were added by the Greeks. As a symbol of
mystery, silence and antiquity, it has been adopted o.s a
Masonic emblem.
STANDARD. A staff with a flag or colors, under which
men are united or bound for some common purpose. From
the earliest antiquity all nations have been in the habit of
using peculiar standards or banners, by which they were
distinguished from each other in peace, and rallied to action
in war. The ancient Egyptians were, probably, the first to
adopt the use of the standard to distinguish their people or
a particular tribe during their wars, or whPn performing
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their ceremonies publicly. They are frequently m~11tioned
in the Old Testament. The earliest Roman standard was
n. bundle of straw fixed to the
top of a spear. This was succeeded by figures of animalsthe horse, the boar, etc.-a.ll of
which soon gave place to the ea..q;;.:;;;o&:~;::::;;::~==;::::;:~~ glc, which continued to be the
Roman ensign, and was afterward assumed by the German,
and since by the French emperors of the Napoleonic dynasty.
Standards are frequently carried in l\Iasonic processions,
with approprinte devices painted or embroidered thereon.
The standard appropriate to
the Order, and thnt which is
designated as the principal or
g"Pill'l'l\l standard of symbolic
;\l:tsonry, is described as follows:
"The escutcheon, or shield on
IT.&.!IDARD OF SnlliOLIC KASONB7,
fhe banner, is divided into four
compartments, or quarters, by n. 6>Teen cross, over which a
narrower one of the same l<·ngth of limb, and of a yellow
color, is placed, forming wh:tt is called o. cross vert voided or;
each of the compartments formed
by the limits of. the cross is
occupied by a different device.
In the first quarter is placed a
golden lion, on a field of blue,
to represent the standard of the
tribe of Judah; in the second,
a bbck ox, on a field of gold, to
n~presentEphraim; in the third,
11 man, on a field of gold, to
n 'prescnt Reuben; and, in the
fourth, a golden eagle, on a
lJlne ground, to represent Dan.
Over all is placed, as the crest,
an ark of the covenant, and the
motto is' Holiness to the Lord.' "
Besides this, there nre six other
standards proper to be borne in
noTAL AJIOH STANDARD.
processions, the material of
which must be white, bordered with blue fringe or ribbon,
and on each of which is inscribed one of the following "'ords:
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F'.&J.TB, Hon, CJWUTY, WIBDOx, 8TuxOTB, BEAUTY. In the
Royal Arch degree, as recognized in this country, there are
6.ve standards. The Royal Arch Captain carries a white standard, which is emblematic of a
purity of heart, and rectitude of
conduct. The standard of the
Grand Master of the third 'fail
is scarlet, emblematic of fervency and zeal, and is the a.ppropriate color of the Royal Arch
degree. The standard of the
Grand Master of the second vail
is purple, which is emblematic
of union, being a due mixture
of blue and scarlet, the appropriate colors of the Symbolic
and Royal Arch degrees; and
this teaches us to cultivate the
spirit of harmony and love between brethren of the Symbolic,
and companions of the Sublime
degrees, which should ever distinguish the members of a socialWID .,.dDDD ~ DmBB 'DIII'LUI. ety founded upon the principles
of everlasting truth, and universal philanthropy. The standard of the Grand Master of the first vail is blue, the peculiar
color of the Ancient Craft, or
Symbolic degrees, which is emblematic of universal friendship
and benevolence. In the Royal
Arch degree, as practiced in the
Chapters of England, twelve
standards are used, illustrating
the twelve tribes of Israel, which
are as follows: Judah, scarlet, a
lion couchant; Issachu.r, blue,
o.n ass crouching beneath its
burden; Zebulon, purple, a ship;
Reuben, red, a man; Simeon,
yellow, a sword; Gad, white, a
troop of horsemen; Ephraim,
green, an ox; Man888ah, fleshcolored, a vine by the side of a
wall; Benjamin, green, a wolf;
Dan, green, an eagle; Asher,
...,........ ,.............u••·••· purple, a cup; Naphtali, blue, .a
bind. The banner o.r grand standard of the Order of Masoruc
knighthood is of white silk, six feet in height and five feet
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in width, made tripartite at

the bottom, fastened at the top
to the cross-bar by nine rings; in the center of the standard,

• blood-red Passion Cross, edged with gold, over which is the
motto, "/n hoc signo vinces," and under, "Non nobis Domine,
non nobis, sed Nomi1li tuo da Gfor-iam !" The cross to be
four feet high, and the upright
and bar to be seven inches wide.
On the top of the stafi: a gilded
globe or ball, four inches in
.Qiffir---'L---...;::::NO.._ diameter, surmounted by the
Patriarchal Cross, twelve inches
in height. 'rhe Beauseant, or
the battle-flag of the Ancient
Knights Templar, is of woolen or
silk stuff~ six feet in height, and
five feet in width, made tripartite at the bottom, fastened at
the top to the cross-bar by nine
rings. The upper half of the
standard is black, and the lower
half white: Tho grand standard
of the Ancient and Accepted
rite is of white silk, three-and-ahalf feet long, by two-and-a-half
feet
wide' edged with rrold b"'Old
ftll H'4WDAan OJ' ..NW: 4lfCI8N1' .lWD 600......
•
ICOTTJOH aon.
fnnge and tassels. In the center, the double-headed eagle, nuder which, on a blue scroll,
the motto, in letters of gold "Dt'u.~ llfelllllljUe Jus." On the
upper part of a triangle, ir ·adiuted, tho figures 33 in the
center.
(':>

'

STATISTICS OF FREEMASONRY. Although, strictly
speaking, this word "statistics" has reference to the present
condition, resources and influence of whatever nation or
society one may have under consideration, we sb!lll depart a
little from these limits, and introduce a few items which we
deem important, that belong more properly to the history of
the institution. Masonry now has gained a foothold and
influence in nearly every country on the face ot tbe earth.
It exists to-day, and exercises an immense power in every
country of Europe; its Lodges cover the American continent,
are found in Northern and Southern Africa, in the East aml
West Indies; indeed, the Freemason can hardly tr1J.VeJ into
any part of the world but he will find Lodges .to reeeive
him, and fraternal sympathy o.ntl assistance. if he is swk or
in distress. In no country, however, excepting England a.ud
Germany, has the Order a connected history reaching beyond the year of the revival, A. D. 1717. In the fMme,·
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kingdom the records of the Fraternity ha.ve been so well
preserved that we gather frl)m them a pretty correct view
of its administration and condition through a long period of
years.
STAloil>ARD-BEARER. An officer in Grand Lodge; also
in a Commandery of Knights Templar. His duty is to have
charge of the banner of the order in processions.
STEWARDS' LODGE. The Grand Stewards' Lodge, in
some jurisdictions, is a kind of court of adjudication for
hearing complaints-considering applications for charityand, in some instances, trying and punishing MllBonic
offenses. Th(l Stewards' Lodge was founded in England,
1735, under the Grand Maswrship of Lord Weymouth. It
was entitlcJ to twelve representatives in the Grand Lodge.
STRICT OBSERVANCE, RITB oF. This was the third
attempt at innovation upon the purer systems of Freemasonry by the Jesuits. It encouraged in its adepts the hope
of coming into possession of the wealth of the ancient
Templars. The chronological history of its Grnnd Masters
is nothing more than the history of the generals of the
Jesuits. It was established in Germany, in 1754, by Baron
von Hund (Charles Gotthelf), and a few of his associates.
Six degrees only were conferred. They were, 1. Apprentice;
2. Fellow Craft; 3. Master Mason ; 4. Scotch Master ; on
the trestle-board of this debrree were represented a lion,
emblem of fearlessness, courage and calm fortitude; a fox,
the symbol of prudence; an ape, signifying tho faculty of
imitation; o.nd a sparrow-hawk, typical of swiftness. 'rhe
Scotch Master, having been found worthy of advancement,
was then received in the fifth degree as a Novice; and in the
sixth was created a Knight Templar. This latter degree
was divided into three branches, viz : Armiger, those who
were not of noble birth or rank; &cii et Amil:i, or those who
were already Knights of some order, and Equites, or Knights.
Each Anniger, &cius or E']ues, received on his initiation a
knightly name, coat of arms and motto. Von Hund afterward instituted a sevelfth degree, styled Eques Profe~~:mx,
which he surrounded with an unusual amount of mystery,
and conferred the degree on those only who could be of the
greatest S(!rvice to him or his schemes. The whole of Europe
was apportioned into nine "Provinces," the seventh of which
included the northern part of Germany, between the Elbe
and Odrr. The order was subordinate to a Grand Master,
who was supposed to be unknown to all, except a few of t.h e
privileged knights, Von Hund being in reality the head of
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The superior officer tJf each Province was termed
"HeermeU!ter," Von Htmd assuming command of the seventh
Province, under the distinctive title of Carolus Eques ab Ens&
The Lodges were called Commanderies, the Mo.sters bemg
styled, " CommendaJ,ur domus." The Masters were subordinate
to the Prefects, and these again to Sub-priors and Priors.
The seats of these officers were called by names taken from
the rolls of the old Knights Templar and Knights of Malta.
The Preceptory of Hamburg was termed Foenack; Copenhagen, Eydendorp; Brunswick, Bl'1lnopolis, etc. Many plans
were concocted and attempted, in order to furnish a revenue
to these office-holders. While Von Hund was in Paris, he
actually contemplated the establishment of colonies in North
America and on the coast of Labrador, and afterward in
Russia. In 1768, he endeavored to dispose of his property
to the order, at a very low price, in order to furnish dwellings
for the officers, but, owing to the mistrust of the brethren,
the arrangement fell through, and this plan cost him more
than one-half his wealth. In 1766 a brother, by the name
of Schubarth, proposed a so-called "Economical Plan," by
which he proposed a regular system of graduated assessments upon the Lodges, a sort of sliding-scale of fees, which,
on paper, presented a beautiful design and an enormous
result. The plan, however, failed, a large majori~ of the
brethren not being sufficiently credulous to embark in the
speculation. Some Lodges, however, who had, in accordance
with the plan, commenced the collection of a fund for the
above purpose, soon found themselves enabled to erect
handsome haTh! for their accommodation, and thus laid the
foundation for acquiring considerable property. V'on Hund,
as "Heermeister" of the seventh Province, dwelt at Sonnenburg, on his own estates, from whence he governed his
Province and issued his decrees. This order was well
organized, gave proof of great strength and exercised n
powerful iu1luence over all similar organizations during ita
existence throughout Europe. The Provincial Grand Lodge
of Hamburg, which had been constituted by the Grand
Lodge of England in 1740, went over to the Strict Observance in 1765, and each of its members was obliged to sil_.fll
an act of obedience, abjuring its former system of York
Masonry, and_ vowing implicit obedience and alleginnce to
the superiors of the order. The latter, fearing lest they
might be persecuted in some way, as being the successor~
of an order which had been abolished by royal commnnd,
and desirous of insuring the existence of their order, beg:m
now to look around for some noble patron. The first reigning prince who acceded to their wishes was the Margrava
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Charles Alexander, of Bayreuth, who was received as Eq~
a Munimento in 1766, and appointed as Protector Ordinis in
Franconia. He arranged elegant rooms in his chateau at
Anspach for the accommodation of the chapters, and had in
• contemplation the restoration of the Order o/ the Swan, (an
order which flourished in the fifteenth century,) as a cloak
beneath which should be concealed the actual Order of
Templars. This plan was, however, suddenly abandoned,
for what reason is not known. In the year 1767, a certain
Dr. Stark, rejoicing in the cognomen of Frater Archidemide~~
ab O!Jllila fulva, made his appearance at WiRm!U', and pretended
that he and some of his h-iends belonged to another branch
of the Templar order, viz: the Cll'rical or ecclesiastical branch,
who alone possessed the true secrets of the order, and that
he bad been invested with full powers by his superiors to
take charge of the secular brethren. He exhibited a patent,
in which he was styled "jiJ.s etfrere de11 peres de lafamille dea
Sfava>tsl'Ordre des Sage.~ par tousles generatums de l'univers,"
and which empowered him to initiate those whom be deemed
worthy. The clerics, as they styled themselves, pretended to
be descendants of the pious Essenes, who employed themselves in the study of the secrets of nature, nnd who had
attained the highest perfection in this secret knowledge.
After the institution of the Order of the Temple in the Holy
J,and, they bc~ame acquainted with some of tho members
of that order, among whom was a nephew of St. Bernard,
by name Andreas Montisbarrensis. They then united with
this order, obtained a rule from St.' Bernard, and chose
Andre:1s a11 their first ecclesiastical Prior. These clerical
brethren became the guardians of the laws and mysteries
of the order, nnd to them mainly was due its future importance and wealth. At the dissolution of the order, their
most secret documents and treasures were rescued by the
Knight John Eures, and a part of these were still in tlcil
possession. Stark brought with him rituals, instructions,
and other manuscripts, interlarded with Latin a.nd old
French sentences, which he pretended to have received in
Auvergne, and which contained the forml!l and ceremonies of
initiation of the Novice1! and Knights, as practiced in the
French a.nd Italian provinces. At that date, however,
( 1765-73,) no trace of the Strict Observance was to be found
in those countries. It is most likely that Stark received his
knowledge of the higher degrees in St. Petersburg, ( 176365,) and manufactured tho rituals to suit himself. Toward
the end of the vear 1770, Duke Ferdinand, of Brunswick,
was initiAted as' socii et amit'i into the Strict Observance, or
so-call<:lri }rder of Templars ; and, in the following year,
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his brother, the reigning Duke Charles, was likewise initatecl.
These initiations reanimated the spirit of the whole order,
which had for some time shown signs of being about to fall
to pieces. In May, 1772, a general convention of the officers
and deputies of the seventh Province was held at Kohlo; at •
which the clerical branch was also represented. Von Hund,
by request, presented his patent, which, although no one was
able to decipher, was pronounced genuine. The clerictll
branch was acknowledged by an act of union, signed on
either part, and Duke Ferdinand was chosen Magn1J.B Superiur
Ordinis and Grand M(JJder of all the United Scottish Lodges.
The ritual of the first four degrees, as practiced in th~
united Lodges, was adopted, the explanation of the 88oJ.ile
being made to conform with the actual object of the order.
A directory, under the title of a· capitular government, was
also established at Dresden, in order to lighten the labors
of the Heermeister, Von Hund. The seventh Province was
now fully organized; up to this time it had been the only
one. In 1773, Major Von Weiler, a tpica aurea, went to
France, and instituted at Strasburgh. the fifth province,
Burgundy; at Lyons, the province Auuergne; and at Montpelier, the third Province, Occitania; the principal seat,
however, remained at BordeauL All these provinces recognized the Duke Ferdinand as Grand Master. In 1776, Von
Hund instituted the eighth Province of Southern Germany,
and constituted several Prefectures. In 1775, a convention
was held at Brunswick, at which Prince Charles of Hesse
was acknowledged 818 Protector Ordinis, and the capitulary
government was transferred to Brunswick for three years.
Von Hund, having a presentiment of his approaching end,
confided to the Duke Ferdinand all his papers, correspondonce, and the rolls and registers of the order, and on the
7th November, 1776, he died.
SUBLIME. The Master Mason's degree is thu styled on
account of the grand and sublime dootrinea it t-eaches.
SUBLIME GRAND LODGE. A term applied to the
Lodge of Perfection.
SUBLIME KNIGHT ELECT, sometimes ca.lled TwELVII
Iu.usTRIOus .KNxouTS. The 11th degree of the Ancient and
Accepted rite. This degree completes the series of Elect
degrees, viz: Elect of Nine, Elect of Fifteen and Sublime
Knight Elect. The legend of this degree specifies that
after vengeance had been taken on the traitors, Solomon, to
roward those who had remained faithful to their trust, as
well as to make room for the exaltation of others to the
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degree of Elect of Fifteen, appointed twelve of these latter,
chosen by their companions, to constitute a new degree, on
which he bestowed the title of Sublime Elect, an •1 endowed
them with a certain command· to provide supplies for the
king and his household; to see that the tau.es were fairly
nssessed; to superintend the collection of. the revenue; and
to protect the people against rapacity and extortion of the
tax-gatherers. In this degree is shadowed forth the great
principle-free constitutions, without which lioorty would
often be but a name-the trial by jnry of twelve men, whoee
unanimoUB verdict is nece888l'Y to convict of crime. The
assembly is called a Chapter. It is lighted with twelve
lights, by threes, in the East, West, North, and South; each
three forming an equilateral triangle. The presiding officer
represents King Solomon, and is styled Thrice lllnstrions
Sovereign; the two Wardens are styled Inspectors; the
Chapter consists of twelve members only. The apron is
white, lined, edged and fringed with black, and the 1lap is
black. In the middle of the apron is painted or embroidered a 1laming heart. The BBBh is a black ribbon,
worn from right to left, and on which, over the breast, is
painted or embroidered, a &ming heart; and over that
the words, Vincere aut Jfori The jewel is a sword, worn
. snspended to the sash.

SUBLIME PRINCE OF THE ROYAL SECRET. The
32d degree of the Ancient and Accepted rite, and for many
years, or until the institution of the 33d degree, this was the
highest degree, or ne plUB ultra of Masonry. The body is
styled a Consistory, and should be held in a building of twc
stories. The officers are, a Thrice lllustrious Comm:..nd.er,
First and Second Lieutenants, a Minister of State, a Grand
Chancellor, a Grand Treasurer, a Grand Secretary, ar d a
Grand Captain of the Guard. In the East is a throne,
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elented on seven steps, which is the seat of the Thrioe
Dlustrious Commander, who wears a. robe of royal purple,
and he and the Lieutenants, wear swords. The collar of
this degree is black, lined with scarlet, and in the center, at
the point, a double-headed eagle, of silver or gold, on a. red
Teutonic cross. The apron is of white satin, with a. border of
gold lace, one inch wide, lined with scarlet; on the flap is a
double-headed eagle, on each side of which is the flo.g of the
country in which the body is located, the flag of Prussia. and
the Beanseant of the Kadosh degree; on the apron is the
camp of the Crusaders, which is thus explained; it is composed of an enneagon, within which is inscribed a. heptagon,
within that a. pentagon, and in the center an equilateral
triangle, within which is a circle. Between the heptagon
and pentagon are placed five standards, in the designs of
which are five letters, which form a particular word. The
first standard is purple, on which is emblazoned the ark of
the covenant, with a palm tree on each side; "he ark has the
motto Laus Deo. The second is blue, on which is a lion, of
gold, couchant, holding in his mouth a golden key, with a.
collar of the same metal on his neck, and on it is the device,
Ad majorem Dei gloriam. The third is white, and displays a.
heart in flames, with two wings; it is surmounted by a crown
of laurels. The fourth is green, and bears a double-headed
black eagle, crowned, holding a sword in his right claw, and
a. bleeding heart in his left. The fifth bears a black ox, on a
field of gold. On the sides of the enneagon are nine tents,
with flngs, representing the divisions
of the Masonic army; on the angles
are nine pinions, of the same color
as the flag of the tent that precedes
it. The hall of the Consistory is
hung with black, strewed with tears,
of sil vm-. The jewel is a doubleheaded white and black eagle, resting on a Teutonic cross, of gold,
worn attached to the collar or ribbon. The members are called Sublime Princes of the Hoyal Secret.
The moral of the degree teachei
opposition to bigotry, superstition,
JJ<WKL.
and all the passions and vices which disgrace human nature.
SUPER EXCELLENT MASTER A degree formerly
conferred in councils of Royal nnrl Select J\lnsters. Its
legend is associated with circumstances that occurred at too
destruction of the first temple. Its presilling officer is styled
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Most Excellent King, and represents Zedekiah, the last King
of Israel It is occasionally conferred in a Royal Arch
Chapter as an honorary degree.
SWEDENBORG, RITB o:r. This rite was established by
Emanuel Swedenborg, the eminent philosopher, who was
hom at Stockholm, January 29, 1688, and died at London,
March 29, 1772.* His rite was composed of eight degrees,
divided into two Temples. The first Temple contained the
degrees of Apprentice, Fellow-Craft, Master and Elect. The
doctrines of these degrees related to the creation of man,
his disobedience and punishment, and the penalties inflicted
on the body and soul; all of which is represented in the
initiation. The second Temple comprises the degrees of
Companion Cohen, Master Cohen, Grand Architect and
Knight Commander, and Kadosh. The enlightened Mason
• SWKDBNBOBG was well Vel'lled in the ancient languages; llhilosophy,
1netaphyijic11, mineralogy and astronomy were equally ft\mihar to him.
He devoted himself to profound researches in regard to the mysteriea of
Freemasonry; wherein he had been initiated; and in what he wrote
respecting it, he established that the doctrines of the institution came
from those of the Egyptians, Persians, J t<ws and Greeks. He endt'Bvored to
reform the Rom&ll Catholic religion, and his doctrines were adopted by a
great numb«or of persons in Sweden, :i:nglaiul, Holland, RU811ia, Germany,
and lastly, in the United States. His religious system is expounded
in the book entitled " TM Celeslial Jenualem, or the Spirilual World."
If we are to believe him, he wrote it from the dictation of angels, who,
for that purpose, appeared to him at fixed periods. Swedenborg divided
the Spintual World, or the Heavenly Jemsalern, into three Heavens; the
upper, or third Heaven; the Spiritual, or second, which ill in the middle,
and the lower or first, relatively to our world. The dwellers in the
third Heaven are the most perfect among the angels; they receive the
chief portion of the divine infiuences immediately from God, whom they
see face to face. God is the sun of the invisible world. From him fiow
Love and Tmth, of which heat and light are but emblems. 'l'he angels
of the Recond Heaven enjoy, through the upper Heaven, the divine
infiuence. They see God distinctly, but not in all his splendor; be is to
them a 11tar without rays, such KB the moon appea,rij to us, which gives
more light than heat. The dwellers in tht< lower Heaven receive the divine
ln1luence mediately through the otht~r two Henens. The attributes of
the two latter classes are Love and Intelligence. Each of these cele,;tial kingdoma ill inhabited by innumerable societies; the llllgels which
compose them are male and female. They contract marriages that are
eternal, because it is similo.rity of inclinations and sympathy that attract
them to each other. Each pair dwell in a splendid palace, surrounded
by delicious gardens. Below the celestial region& is tho realm of spirits.
Thither all mankind go immediately upon their death. The divine
influence, which their material envelope had prevented them from feeling,
is revealed to them by degrees, and elrecta their transformation into
angels, if they are predestmed to that. The remembrance of the
world which the;r have left is insensibly eft'aced from their memory;
their proper instincts are unrE!strainedly developed, and prepare them
for heaven or hell. 1-lo full as heaven is of splendor, love IUid delight, so
full is hell of darknc1:11 and millery, despair and hate. Bbch wore the
reveries on which Pemetti and Gabrianca founded their Dlumini&m.
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will find much of the elements of Freemasonry in tho
writings of Swe-denborg, who, for forty-eight years of hi&
life, devoted him.self to the cultivation of science, and pro- .
duced a great number of works, in which he broached many
novel and ingenious theories in theology, which obtained
for him a remarkable celebrity in several parts of the world.
The Marquis de Thome, in 1783, taking up the system that
had been adopted in the Lodge of Avignon, in 1760, modified it to suit his own views, and instituted what afterward
became known as the Rite of Swedenborg.
SWEDISH RITE. This rite was composed in 1767, for
the Grand Lodge at Stockholm, by Count Ziunendorf,
who had created a similar rite for the National Grand
Lodge of Germany, at Berlin; he preserving, however, in
the Swedish rite something of the religious system of the
philosophic Mason, Swedenborg. It is composed of twelve
degrees: 1. Apprentice; 2. Fellow-Craft; 3. Master; 4. Elect
Master, forming, in the system of Zinnendorf, the Scottish
Apprentice and Scottish Fellow-Craft, called also Apprentice
and Fellow-Craft of St. Andrew; 5. Scottish Master, called
also Master of St. Andrew, or Grand Scottish Elect, and
conferring the rank of civil nobility in the kingdom; G.
Knight of the East, or Novice, called by Zinnendorf, the
Favorite of St. John, and composed of the Knights of the
East, and a part of the Knights of the West, called by Thory,
the Brothers Stuart, and said by him to be composed of the
degrees of Knight of the East and Prince of Jerusalem;
7. Knight of the West, or '£rue Templar, or the Favorite
Brother of Solomon, in the system of Zinnendorf called the
Perfect Elect, and also f!tyled True Capitulate, Templar
Master of the Key; 8. Knight of the South, Commander,
Master Templar, Grand Dignitary, Elect, called also Favorite
Brother of St.John, or ofthe Blue Cordon; 9. Favorite Brother
of St. Andrew, or the Violet Cordon, called also Knight of
the Purple Cordon; 10, 11 and 12, Brother of the Red CroBB,
dhided into three classes, thus: 10. Dignitary Member of
the Chapter; 11. Grand Dignitary of tho Chapter, held by the
Prince Royal; 12. The Master Regnant, which can be held by
the King of Sweden only, whose title is "The Stadtholder,"
or Vicar of Solomon. This rite was never, we believe,
practiced out of Sweden.
SYMBOL. Latin, Bymholum. A word derived from the
Greek sumboWn. from 81tmballein, to suspect, divine, compare;
a word of various meaning, even with the ancients, who used
1t to den~te a sign, a mark, watchword, signal, token, sealring, etc. Its meaning is still more various in modern times.
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Symbol is generally used as synonymous with emblem. It is
not confined, however, to visible figures, but embraces every
representation of an idea by an image, whether the latter
is presented immediately to the senses, or merely brought
before the mind by words. Men, in the infancy of society,
were incapable of abstract thought, and could convey truths
only by means of sensible images. In fact, man, at all times,
bas a strong propensity to clothe thoughts and feelings in
images, to make them more striking and living; and in the
early periods of our race, when man lived in intimate communion with nature, be readily found, in natural objects,
forms and images for the expreiiBion of moral truths; and
even his conceptions of the Deity were derived directly from
natural objects. Freemasonry is a complete system of symbolic teaching, and cannot be known, understood or appreciated only by those who study its symbolism, and make
themselves thoroughly acquainted with its occult meaning.
To such, Freemasonry has a grand and sublime significance.
Its symbols are moral, philosophical and religious, and all
these are pregnant with great thoughts, and reveal t.o the
intelligent Mason tho awful mystery of life, and the still
more awful mystery of death.

T.
TABERNACLE. The Hebrew word properly signifies
handsome tent. There were three public tabernacle&
among the Jews previous to thE> building of Solomon's

Temple. The first, which 1\loses erected, was co.lled "the
Taben111.cle of t!w Congn•galion." In this he gave nuUitlll(.'C,
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heard causes, and inquired of God. The second was thai
which Moses built for God, by his express command. The
third public tabernacle was that which David erected iD
Jerusalem for the reception of the ark when he received 'it
from the house of Obed-edom. But if is the second of theso,
called the Tabernacle, by way of distinction, that we have
more particularly to notice. This tabernacle was of an oblong, rectangular form, 30 cubits long, 10 broad, and 10
in height, which is equivalent to 55 feet long, 18 broad, and
18 high. The two sides and tho western end were formed pf
boards of shittim wood, overlaid with thin plat-es of gold,
and fixed in solid sockets or vases of silver. It was so contrived as to be taken to pieces and put together again at
pleasure. It was covered with four different kinds of curtains. The first and inner curtain was composed of fine
linen, magnificently embroidered with figures of cherubim,
iD shades of blue, purple and scarlet; this formed the beautiful ceiling. The next covering was made of goat's hair;
the third of rams' skins died red; and the fourth, and outward
covering, was m~e of other animals' skins, colored red.
rho east end of the tabernacle was ornamented with five
pillars, from which richly-embroidered curtains were suspended. The inside was divided, by a richly-embroidered
vail of linen, into two parts, the holy place and the holy of
holies; in the first of which were placed tho altar of incense,
the table with the shew-bread, and the seven-branched candlestick; in the latter place were the ark, the mercy-seat, and
the cherubim. Besides this vail of fine linen which separated the most holy place, the tabernacle was furnished with
other vails of divers colors, viz: of blue, purple, scarlet, and
fine-twined linen, (white,) from which are derived the emblematic colors of the several degrees of Masonry. Within
the chamber of a Royal Arch chapter, a temporary structure,
after the plan of the one built by Moses, may be erected, as a
representation of the tabernacle constructed by Zerubbabel,
near the ruins of the first temple, after the return of the
captives from Babylon, while the people were building tho
second temple.
TALMUD. A word derived from the Hebrew verb lam.ad,
he has learned. It means doctri11e. Among the modem
Jews, it signifies an immense collection of traditions, illustrative of their laws and usages, forming twelve folio volumes.
It consists of two parts-the Mishua and the Gemara. The
Mishua is a collection of Rabbinical rules and precepts, made
iD the second century of the Christian era. ~'he whole civil
r.onstitution n.nd moue of thinking, ns well n.s lBnguage of
tbe Jews, bud ~radually undergone u. complete revolutiQD,
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and were entirely difFerent, in the time of our Savior, from
what they had been in the early periods of the Hebrew commonwealth. The Mosaic books contai.ried rnlea no longer
adapted to the situation; and its new political relations, connected with the change which had taken place in the religious
views of the people, led to many difficult questions, for which
no satisfactory solution could be found m their law.· The
rabbins undertook to supply this defect, partly by commentaries on the Mosaic precepts, and partly by the composition
of new rules, which were looked upon as almost equally
binding with the former. These comments and additions
were called the oral traditions in contradistinction to the old
law or written code. The rabbi Juda-surnamed the Holywas partieularly active in making this collection-150 B. c.which received the name of Mishna, or second law. The
later rabbins bullied themselves in a similar manner in the
composition of commentaries and explanations of the Mishna.
Among these works that of the rabbi Jachanan (composed
about 230 A. D.) acquired the most celebrity, under the name
of Gemara-Chal!laic for completion or doctrine. This
Mishna and Gemara, together, formed the Jerusalem Talmud, relating chiefly to the Jews of Palestine. But after the
Jews had mostly removed to Babylon, and the synagogue of
Palestine had almost entirely disappeared, the Babylonian
rabbins gradually composed new commentaries on the Mishna.,
which, about 500 A. D., were completed, and thus formed the
Babylonian Talmud. Many Masonic traditions are drawn
from the Talmud; and it contains a more comprehensive
description of Solomon's Temple than cnn be found anywhere else.
TASTING. One of the five human senses. The sense by
which we perceive or d.tttingnish savors; or the perception
of outward objects through the instrumentality of the tongue
or the organs of taste. This sense is fully explained in the
Fellow-Craft's degree.
TATNAI ·AND SHETHAR-BOZNAI. Words used in a
Masonic degree. They are the names of two Persian office1s
who bore a peculiar enmity to the Jews, and endeavored to
interrupt the building of the second temple, which had been
commenced by Zerubbabel. Reports of their interference
having been made to Darius, the Persian king, that monarch
issued a decree commanding the above-mentioned officers
not only to desist from interrupting that labor, but also to
render such assistance in the work as he should, from tim~
to time, prescribe. Vide Ezra v., 3.
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TEACHINGS,· Snmouc, oP THE DmBEES. Freemasonry
teaches by symbols and symbolical ceremonies, and hence
each degree, through these agencies, illustrates and inculcates
some particular virtue, or commemorates some important
event. The following is n.n analytical summary of the ideas,
which, the several degrees of the Order seek to enforce; thua
in Ancient Craft Masonry:
1. Dependence; the weak and
belp1eas condition of the human
family on their entrance into the
world; the ignorance and darkness
that surround man until the moml
r.ud intellcctualli~ht of reason and
revelation breaks m upon his mind;
obedience, secrecy and humility,
and the practice of charity.
2. The stmggle for knowledge
nfter the l'clease of the mind from
the bondage of darkness and ignorance;itsattainment, and the reward
due to industry and perseverance.
3. Progreas in the great duties of
aiding humanity from the thraldom
of vice A.Dd error; man's regenera..
tion; higher sphere of happiness;
integrity; mortality of the body,
and the immortality of the souL
4. Order, regularity, and a proper
system of discrimination between
the worthy and tho unworthy; the
Just reward to the industrious and
faithful.
5. Virtue and talent the only
proper distinctions of position. All
associations of men must, for the

sake. of harmony and order, he
governed by well regulated laws.
G. The c.umpletion and dedication
of the temple; the spiritual edi1lee
which wan must et'tlct in his soulthnt "house not made with banda,
eternnl in the heavens; •• an acknotoled!fement that the laboni of mau·s
earthly toil are over, and he is
received into the abode of the just
and perfect.
7. The revelation of the divine
lnw; r.n exhibition of the toils and
vicissitudes of man's pil~;'l'image
through life; a realizabon of the
sublime truths promised, when the
vails which obscure the mental
vision are ~wn aside, and man,
raised and regenerated, shall enjoy
the blessings of peace and joy in
the heavenly temple.
8. The mysteri011 revealed; man
rewarded according to his work;
the Alpha and Omega-tho first and
the la.st.
9. Skillandingenuityappreciatad;
justice and mercy accorded to tile
faithful and worthy.

In the Ancient o.nd Accepted Scottish rite, which is now
-,ridely diffused throughout tho world, the principles o.nd
teachings are:
1. Development of Freemasonry;
6. Necessityofknowin~thefouninstructions regarding its laws and tain of so many preciouR dlSCoveriea,
nses.
And the danger of a vain curiosity.
2. Labor, wisdom, a~d virtue, ~he
7. Equity, in judging botit the
true means of soounng endunng P.Ctions of others and onr own.
happiness.
8 A · ·t f d
d anal •
S. Homage rendeted to inflexible
· sptn
or er IUl
y&l8.
honor which eateemed duty more
9. Zoalandtalent;goodexampl!Al;
than life.
generous efforts to advance the
cause of trutit and destroy error.
4. Discretion of the wise; watch10. Extinction of wicked passions
L'ulneBB of the good workman.
5. Perfection of the mind and and perverse inclinations.
11. Reformntion of manners, and
heart; knowl&dge ofsublime truths,
:md the tribute of respeet dqe to the dissemination of true and ful
knowledge.
lhe tirtuau&
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11. PeraeYering courage.
13. Tribute to the memory of some
of the first instmctora of men.
If. Adoration of the Grand Architect of the Universe.
15. The honor dne to the liberators of their country.
16. JoyfulneBB Inspired by the
heroism of the Knight-liberatoJ'II of
the East.
17. AdVIUitagea promieed by Freemasonry.
18. The triwnph of light over
darkneea.
19. Pontificate of the universal
and regenemted religion.
20. On the dutiea of the HasteJ'II
or Masonic Lodges.
21. The dangers of selfish ambition, and the neceaaity of sincere
repentance therefor.
22. Ancient chivalry propagative
of generona aentimente. Devotion
to the Order.

~. O...eralght of tbe OOD181"t'atwl
of Freemasonry.
24. Preservation of the doctrm81
of the Order.
' 25. Emulation which creatoa Ulefnl plans.
26. Esteem and rewards due to
genins.
.
27. Superiority and independence
given by talents and 't'irtue.
28. Truth harmonized and un't'ailed with r81pect to all thing~
which concern the happineu of
man.
29. A degree consecrated to Ancient Scotch Masonry.
30. The purpoae and aim of Freemasonry in all ita degrees.
31. The e:r.alted j\llltice of th•
Order.
32. Military government of the
Order.
33. Administmtion of the Supreme
rite. "Ne plus ultra."

TEMPLARISM, Sco1Tnm. This is a form of the KnightTemplar system which does not recognize the three symbolical degrees as its foundation, and, consequently, docs not .
require its members to be Freemasons. It is constituted
in two divisions: 1. Novice and Esquire; 2. Knight Templar.
The latter is composed of three degrees: 1. Knights of
Priories; 2. J{nights Commanders, elected from the Knights;
3. Knights Grand Crosses, nominated by the Grand Master.
The Grand Conclave assembles four times a year, and the
Grand Officers are elected at the March scsaion. They consist of Grand Master, Pnst Grand Masters, Grand Seneschal,
Preceptor and Grand Prior of Scotland, Grand Constable
and Mareschal, Grand Admiral, Grand Almoner, Grand
Chancellor, Grand Treasurer, Grand Secretary, Grand Pr6o
lat.e, Grand Provost, Grand Beaucennifer, or Standard Bearer,
Grand Bearer of the Vexillum Belli, Grand Chamberlain,
Grond Steward, and two Grand Aids-de-Camp. With the
exception of some slight resemblance to our Templa.r system,
it has no Masonic character whatever, and can scarcely be
ela.ssed as a Masonic society.
TEMPLE. An edifice erected for religious purposes. As
the ~'!'and symbols of Freemasonry are a tem~le and its
ornaments, anu to construc·t temples wns the busmess of the
original 1\III.Bolls, some remarks upon these structures cannot
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but be instructive. The word temple is derived from the
Latin Templum, and this word templum seems to have been
derived from the old Latin verb, 'l'em.plari, to contemplate.
The ancient augurs undoubtedly applied the name templa to
those parts of the heavens which were marked out for observation of the 1light of birds. Temples, originally, were all
open; and hence most likely came their name. These
structures are among the most ancient monuments. They
were the first built, and the most noticeable of public edifices.
As soon o.s a nation had acquired any degree of civilization
the people consecrated particular spots to the worship of
their duties. In the earliest instances they contented themselves with erecting altars of earth or ashes in the open air,
and sometimes resorted, for the purposes of worship, to the
depths of solitary woods. At length they acquired the
practice of building cells or chapels within the enclosure of
which they placed the image of their divinities, and assembled to offer up their supplications, thanksgivings, and sacrifices. These were chiefly formed like their own dwellings.
The Troglodytes adored their gods in grottoes; tM people
who lived in cabins, erected temples like cabins in shape.
Clemens, Alexo.ndrinus, and Eusebius refer the origin of
temples to sepulchers; and this notion has been illustrated
and confirmed from a variety of testimonies.* At the time
when the Greeks suspassed all other people. in the arts
introduced among them from Phoonicia, Syria, and Egypt.
they devoted much time, care and expense to the building
of temples. No country has surpassed, or perhaps equaled,
them in this respect; the Romans alone successfully rivaled
them, and they took the Greek structures for models. According to Vitruvius, the situations of the temples were
regulated chiefly by the nature and characteristics of the
various divinities. Thus the temples of Jupiter, Juno, and
Minerva, who were considered by the inhabitants of many
cities as their protecting deities, were erected on spots
sufficiently elevated to enable them to overlook the whole
town, or, at least the principal part of it. Minerva, the
tutelary deity of Athens, had her seat on the Acropolis.
In like manner the temple of Solomon was built on Mount
Moriah.
·
TEMPLE BAR. A gate between Fleet street and the
Strand, London. This handsome piece of Masonry, demonstrating the architectural skill of the Craft, was ereoted after
the great fire, under the Grand Mastership of Sir Christopher Wren. It is composed of Portland stone, of rnstio
work below, and of the Corinthian order.
• Vitle "Treatise on the Wonhlp of Human Spirits," by Fumer, p. 373.
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TEMPLE OF HEROD THE GREA.T. This temple far
exceeded both of its predeceaaors in magnificence and perfection. It was snrrounded with four courts, rising above
each other like terraces. The lower court was 500 cubits
square, on three sides surrounded by a double, and on the
fourth by a triple row of columns, and was called the "Court
of the Gentiles," because individuals of all nations were admitted into it indiscriminately. A high wall separated tho
court of the women, 135 cubits square, in which the Jewish
females assembled to perform their devotions, from the court
of the Gentiles. From the court of the women fifteen steps
led to the court of the temple, which was enclosed by a
colonnade, and divided by trellis-work, into the court of
Jewish men and the court of the priests. In the middle of
this enclosnre stood the temple, of white marble, richly gilt,
100 cubital long and wide, and 60 cubits high, with a porch
100 cubits wide, and three galleries, like the first temple,
which it resembled in the interior, except that the most holy
place was empty, and the height of Herod's Temple was
double the height of Solomon's. The fame of this magnificent temple, which was destroyed by the Romans, · and its
religious significance with Jews and Christians, render it
more interesting to us than any other building of antiquity.
Each of these temples holds an important place in the symbolism and instructions of Freemasonry, and furnishes the
traditions for a large number of degrees.
TEMPLE OF SOLOMON. When Solomon had matured
his design of a temple to be consecrated to the Most High,
he found it impoBBible to carry that design into execution
without foreign assistance. The Hebrew nation, constantly
struggling for its material existence, and just rising to the
condition of a civilized people, had made little proficiency in
science and architectnre, and especially the ornamental arts.
There were few artificers and no architects in Judea. Solomon, consequently, applied to Hiram, King of Tyre, for assistance, aud that monarch sent him a company of Tyrian architects, under the snperintendence of Hiram Abif, by whom the
temple was erected. It was an oblong stone building, 150 feet
in length, and 105 in width. On three sides were corridors,
rising above each other to the height of three stories, and containing rooms, in which were preserved the holy utensils
and treasures. The fourth, or front side, was open, and was
ornamented with a portico ten cubits in width, supported by
two brazen pillars-Jachin and Boa.z. The interior was
divided into the must .holy place, or oracle, 20 cubits long,
which contained the ark of the covenant, and was separated
by a curtain, or nil, from the sanctuary or holy place, in
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which were the golden candlestick, the table of the shewbread, and the altar of incense. The walls of both apartments, and the roof and ceiling of the most holy place, were
overlaid with wood-work, skilfully carved. None but the
High-Priest was permitted to ·enter the latter, and only the
priests, devoted to the temple service, the former. The
temple was snrrounded by an inner court, which contained
the altar of burnt offering, the brazen sea and lavers, and
such instruments and utensils as were used in the sncrificea.
which, as well as the prayers, wore offered here. Colonnades,
with brazen gates, separated this court of the priests from
the outer court, which was likewise surrounded by a wall
This celebrated temple certainly reflected honor on the
builders of that age. It was begun on the 2d day of the
month Zif, corresponding with the 21st of April, in the year
of the world 2992, or 1012 years before the Christian em,
and was completed in little more than seven years, on the
8th day of the month Bul, or the 23d of October, in the year
2999, during w·h ich period no sound of axe, hammer, or other
metallic tool, was heard, everything having been cut and
prepared in the qu."\\'ries or on Mount Lebanon, and brought,
properly carved, marked and numbered, to Jerusalem, where
they were fitted in by means of woodt~n mauls. So of Freemasonry, it has always been the boast that its members per- •
feet the work of edification by quiet and orderly methods,
"without the hammer of contention, the axe of division, or
any tool of mischief." The excellency of the Craft in the
days of our Grand Master Solomon was so great, that,
although the materials were prepared so far off, when they
were put together at Jerusalem, each piece fitted with such
exactness that it appeared more like the work of the Grea*
Architect of the Universe than of human hands. The temple
retained its pristine splendor but thirty-three years, when it
was plundered by Shishak, King of Egypt. After this period
it underwent sundry profanations and pillages, and was at
length utterly destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, A. M. 3416, B. c. 588, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem
carried as captives to Babylon.
TEMPLE OF ZERUBBABEL. This edifice was built on
the site of the first temple, under the direction of Zerubbabel, B. o. 635-15. It was considerably larger than the
former one, but very inferior to it in beauty and splendor.
TESSELATED PAVEMENT. The word tesselated is derived from the word te11sela, diminutive of iessera. The
pavement which is thus designated is of rich Mosaic work,
wade of curious square marble11, bricks or til~s, in shape and
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disposition resembling dice. Varions ancient specimens of
these have been, from time to time, exhumed in Italy, and
other countries of Europe. The tesselated pavement, in the
symbolism of Freemasonry, is significant of the varied
experiences and vicissitudes of human life.
TETRACTYS. A Greek word---tetraktu.s-meaning four.
It was a Pythagorean symbol represented by a delta formed

. -.. """- by points, so arranged that each of the three side•
... '"' \consisted of four. The one point, or Monad, repre"1 ., '"' . sented God; the two points, or duad, matter; t.he
.., '"I "' "" three, the worlds which were formed by the aetion
of the one, or Monad, upon the duad; and the four
points referred to the divine reason and those sciences which
are the revelations of it.* On this symbol the initiate into
the Pythagorean mysteries was swom. According to Jamblichus, the oath was as follows:
"Ou ma amderl gmel, paradollta lelraktun, ·
PCI!Jan aeenaou phusells riwma' r eohousan."
" On the sncred IW'aldus, eternal ronntain or Nature, I swear to thee.,.

This word is nearly related to the Hebrew Tetragrammaton; probably derived from it.
TEUTONIC ORDER. A re!W.ons order of knights, founded
in 1190, by Frederick, Duke of Suabia, during a crusade in
the Holy Land, at the time of the siege of Acre, and intended
to be confined to Germans of noble rank; hence its name.
The rule of the order was similar to that of the Templars.
The original object of the association was to defend the
Christian religion against the infidels, and to take care of
the sick in the Holy Land. As the order was dedicated' to the
Virgin Mary, the knights called themselves also "Brethren
of the German house of our Lady of Jerusalem." The dress
of the members was black, with a white cloak, upon which
was worn a black cross with a silver edging. The Grand
MllBter lived first at Jerusalem, but afterward, when the
Holy Land fell again under the power of the Turks, at
Venice, and, from 1297, at Marburg. The order was abolished by Napoleon, April 24th, 1809. The Teutonic croBB
forms a part of the decorations of the 27th degree of the
Ancient Scotch rite.
• The sum or nll U1e t>rinciples of Pytkagoras is this:-"The 1\lonad is
the principle of all thmgR. From the Monad came the indetE"rminate
Duo.d, n.q mntter 1mbjeeted to the C!lUSe of Monad; from the Monad and
the indeterminate Duutl, numhera;.from num/m·s, points; from pomls, lints;
from line.9, supujiciesf from .9llJMificit.~~, solitb<; from the~;e solid bodie~t,
wb.ose elements IU'6 four-Fire, Wnter, Air, and Earth-of D.l..l wbkb
transmuted, and totally changed, the WoaLD oollll\llta."
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THEOLOGICAL VIRTUES. Faith, Hope and Charity
are thus named, and are 'said to constitute the chief rounds
of the Masonic ladder, by the aid of which tho good Mason
expects at last to &SCQnd to the perfect Lodge above. These
virtues are enforced in various parts of the rituals, and enlarged upon in the first lecture of Craft Masonry. The great;
duties of man to God, his neighbor and himself, are the precepts most strongly enforced; hence the points to direct the
steps of the aspirant to higher honors are Faith, Hope and
Charity.
THEOPHILANTHROPISTS. Lovers of God and manfrom Thros, God; philos, friend; and anthropos, man. This was
the title assumed by a religious society formed at Paris
during the French Revolution. The object of its founders
was to revive public religious ceremonies, which had altogether ceased during the reign of terror. The temples were
appropriately fitted up, and adorned with moral and religious
inscriptions, an ancient altar, with a basket containing flowers,
as an offering to the Supreme Being; a pulpit, and allegoric&
paintings, and banners with inscriptions and emblematic devices. The assemblies were held weekly, on Sunday; the
exercises consisted of prayer, moral discourses, and singing.
The liturgy of the Theophilanthropists was simple and touching. The festivals of nature, love of country, of conjugal
fidelity, were scrupulously observed. The society served a
very useful purpose in that remarkable period of French
history, but soon disappeared on the reestablishment. of
Christianity.
THEOSOPHISTS. Those who inquire into the science of
divine things. Mo.ny eminent Freemasons belonged to this
class during the last century. The speculations of the Theosophists, however, were genero.lly of a mystical character.
Several Masonic systems were theosophical, as, for example,
the rites of Swedenborg, St Martin, Zinnendorff, etc.
THEURGY. The name which the ancients gave to that
part of magic which we call white nwgic, or the while art.
The word is formed from Theos, God, o.nd ergon, work, as
denoting the art of doing divine things, or things which God
alone can do. It is the power of working extraordinary
things, by invoking the names of God, the saints, angels, etc.
Accordingly, those who have written of magic in general
divide it into three parts: theurgy, which operates by divine
or celestial means; natural '11UJ9ic, performed by the powers
of nature; and necromancy, which proceeds by invoking
demons. Theurgy, probably, originated with the Cho.ldeans
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or Persians, among whom tha magi chie11y ooonpied them1"6lves with it. The Egyptians also pretended to great proficiency in the art. The former considered Zoroaster its author;
the latter, Hermes Trismegistn& It occupied largely the
attention of the Cabalists, and, in the last century, entered
inw the speculations of many distinguished Freemasons.
THREE GLOBES, Rrr• o-, TBB GBAMD Looo• o.,. The
J,otlge of Three Globes was founded at Berlin, September
~:id, 1740. On the 24th of June, 17«, it aasumed the title
of Grand Uoyal Mother Lodge of the Three Globes; and ou
tho 5th of July, 1772, it took the name of Grand National
Mother Lodge of the Prussian States. At first it confined
its work to the three symbolical degrees, but afterward
added the French, or modern rite. The rite of the Three
Globes is practiced by nearly two hundred Lodges.
THRESHING-FLOOR. Oman, the Jebusite, owned a
threshing-floor on Mount Moriah, which David purchased
for six hundred shekels of gold. He erected there an altar,
and consecrated it to the service of God, by sacrifices and
prayers. The Temple of Solomon was afterward buia
upon it.
TILER. An officer of the Lodge, whose dnty is to guard
and keep the doors of the Lodge. The name is derived
from operative Masonry. A Tiler is one who co-vers the roof
of a building with tiles. So the guardian or sentinel of a
Lodge is said to tile or cover the Lodgl!l from all inspection
or intrusion on the part of the uninitiated.
TRANSIENT BRETHREN. No stranger should be admitted to the Lodge until he has proved himself a Freemason. When he has done this he should be received with
cordiality and fraternal courtesy. A traveling brother, away
from his home and friends, naturally longs for companionship, and expects to find it around the altars of Freemasonry.
Hospitalit¥. to strangers is, always and everywhere, a sacred
duty, but 1t is doubly so to Freemasons. The brother from
abroad should be greeted with such warmth and brotherly
kindness and interest as will make him feel at home, and
that he is surrounded with friends, upon whose sympathy ho
can rely. Lodges are sometimes too remiBB in regard to
this duty, and many a warm-hearted brother, when visiting
a strange Lodge, has been chilled and grieved by the icineBS
of his reception.
TRAVELING FREEMASONS. As early as the time of
Solomon the Tyrio.nand Sidonian builden travoled to foreign
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countries, to exercise their calling. They visited Judea and
built the temple at Jerusalem. They went to Rome, and
furnished the idea and form of the Colleges of Artists and
Builders, whose history .extended through th~ whole period
of the Roman empire. · These Colleges were succeeded by
the Building Corporations of the middle ages. All of these
societies seem to be identical, possessed the same character·
istics, especially the practice of traveling from place to place,
to erect public buildings, as their services might be needed.
They traveled through all the· countries of Europe; the
numerous Gothic ehurches, monasteries, and cathedrals
which are there found are the monuments of their skilL
Protected by the charters of the clerical and secular
powers, and united in one great society for the construction
of each great building, as the cathedrals, etc., these societies
erected those gigantic monuments-many of them larger
than the temple of Solomon--generally termed Gothic,
which excite our amazement. We find those traveling
societies everywhere. They were composed of members
from Italy, Germany, the Netherlands, France, England,
Scotland, and other countries, and united under very similar
constitutions; for instance, at the erection of the convent of
Batalha, in Portugal, about A. D. 1400; of tho minster of
Strasburg, 1015 to 1439; that of Cologne, 950 and 1211 to
1365; of the cathedral of Meissen, in the tenth century; of
the cathedral of Milan, the convent of Monte Cassino, and of
the most remarkable· buildings of the British isles. That.
these societies of traveling builders at lo.st gave rise to <'ne,
not occupied with actual building-that is to say speculative
Masonry, is demonstrated beyond a doubt. Among their
symbols were the square, the plumb, the compasses, which
are among the most important emblems of modern Freemo.sonry. They held a convention a.t Ratisbon in 1459,
where it was resolved to constitute a Grand Lodge at Strasburg, of which the architect of that cathedral, for the time
being, should be, e:r:-officw, the Grand Master. We have a
copy of the constitutions, charges, rulesf etc., of this Frater·
nity in Latin, and some of them are almost, verbatin~ ee
lileraJim, the same as many of our own which we designate
"the Ancient Charges." An intelligent Freemason who
visited Cologne, in 1847, thus writes: "Daring the interval
between 1248 and 1323, there were not only fifty Masters, and
three times as many Fellow-Crafts, daily employed, but a
large number of Entered Apprentices from all parts of
Christendom, who had come to study the operative and
speculative branches of the art, and who carried away with
them the principles which directed the erection of a.lmos~
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every Gothic monument of the age. After the seceBSion of
the Masons from the church, the works were ~ended,
leaving only the choir, with its side aisle, completed. ' This
stn1cture, commenced by the traveling Masons six centuries
ago, has, within a few years, been finished after the original
plans. Another writer,* remarking on the same class of
builders, says: "The architects of a.ll the sacred edifices of
the Latin church, whenever such arose-North, South, East,
and West-thus derived their science from the same central
school; obeyed in their designs the same hierarchy; were
directed in their constructions by the same principles of
propriety and taste; kept up with each other, in the mos'
distant parts, to which they might be sent, the most constant
corresppndence; and rendered evtlry minute improvement
the property of the whole body, and a new conquest of the
art. The result of this unanimity was that, at each successive period of the monastic dynasty, on whatever point a
new monastry or church might be erected, it resembled all
those raised at the same period in every other place, however
distant from it, as if both had been built in the same place
by the same artist. For instance, we find, at particular
epochs, churches as far distant from each other as the north
of Scotland and the south of Italy to be minutely similar
in all the essential characteristics.''
TRESTLE-BOARD. "As the operative Mason erects his
temporal building in accordance with the designs laid down
upon the Trestle-Board by the master-workman, so should
we, both operative and speculative, endeavor to erect our
spiritual building in accordance with the designs laid down
by the Supreme Architect." What is here masonically
designated the "Trestle-Board," artists, poets, and philosophers denominate the Ideal. All things that exist, save God,
are created by the ideal, or are reflections of it. The visible
creation is God's ideal, wrought out in material forms; o.nd
a.ll the works of man are copies of ideal types which he dis- ·
covers traced on the Trestle-Board of his soul Every nation
exists according to an ideal which is reflected in its life, ita
institutions, and manners; and the life of man, as an individual, is high or low, as his ideals of life are high or low;
or, in other words, it is fashioned after the designs that are
traced on the moral Trestle-Board. Societies, also, are constructed from the ideal. If a society have no ideal, it can
have no in1luence, and can exist but for a brief period,
because it has no ability to arouse the enthusiasm, or command the respect and allegiance of u:.en. The Masonic
• Hope, "History of Architecture," p. 239.
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6. Grand Eleet Knight K.·. S.·. We have elsewhere g
an account of the Rose Croix degree as it is :practiced in
Lodge. The following extracts from the preliminary inst
tiona to a candidate for initiation into the third degree
be foun<l interesting, and will serve to illustrate the wa
which these Trinosophical Masons e.xplain the eeremo
and symbols of Freemasonry. "Man, cast, as it werE
accident, upon the earth, feeling that he is hom free,
yet seeing himself a slave, seeking the good, and yet o
finding the bad, Bnd not being able to attribute to the s
author both good and evil, imagined that there were
principles-distinct and separate, eternally antagonisti•
each other. It is thus that the ancient Persians recogn
Oroma.zdes, the good principle, and Arimanius, the priDe
of evil; the Jews, Jehovah and the serpent, and the Ef
tians Osiris and Typhon. Masons who form an elect fat
in the social order, who-study and seek the true and the g1
also have their traditions and allegories. They have
history of the death and resurrection of H.·. A.·., the pei
workman, assassinated by three wicked fellows, notwithsts
ing the efforts of the nine good F.·. C's. ·. to save him. ~
legend, it is true, has been mutilated, and made insignific
and often ridiculous by ignorant expounders of the Masc
mysteries; but all enlightened Masters know that
Perfect Master is the genius of benejWence and truLh both in
physical and moral order. In the physical order he is
sun, that glorious luminary which gives life to all nat
and which makes his revolution in the regola.r spaCI
twelve months, which become, so to speak, his eternal
inseparable companions. These twelve months form
spring, the summer, the autumn, and winter. The first 1
of these give the 1lowers, the fruits, warmth and light. 'I
are the nine good F.·. C's. ·.who love and wish to preserve t:
master. The three last are the authors of the rains,
frosts, and darkness. It may be said that they kill na1
and the sun himself. They are the three bad F.·. C's. ·.
the moral and !ipiritual order, H.·. M. ·. is the Eternal Rea
by which all things are weighed, governed, and preser
He is also Knowledge, Justice, and Truth, by which
Eternal Reason is manifested. The good F.·. C's. ·. are
virtues that honor and ble88 humanity; the wicked F.·. C
are the viees which degrade and kill it."
TRIVIUM. The name given, in the middle ages, to
first three of the seven liberal arts: gra.mnJar, rhetoric,
logic. The other four, consisting of IU'ithmetic, mt
geometry, and astronomy, were called the quadriuiunt.
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TROWEL AND SWORD. Emblems in the degree of
Knights of the East. They are borrowed evidently from a
religious and mechanical society, called the Brethren of the
Bridge, which was founded at an early period in France,
when a state of anarchy existed, and there was little security
for travelers, particularly in passing rivers, on which they
were subject to the rapacity of banditti The object of this
society was to put a stop to these outrages by forming
fraternities for the purpose of building bridges and establishing ferries and caravansaries on their banks. Alwaya
prepared for an attack from the marauders, they carried
a sword in one hand and o. trowel or hammer in the other.
Ramsay says that they adopted this custom in imitation of
the Jews o.t the building of the second temple; and he
endeavors to establish some conuection between them a.nd
the Knights of the Temple, and of St. John of Jei'USalem.

TROWEL, ORDER oF. A Berlin periodical of April, 1791,
gives the following account of the fol"'llation of this society:
"Vasari, in his' Life of the Painters,' makes mention of a
society of artists, called the •Brotherhood of the Trowel,'
which arose as follows. In the course of the fifteenth century several artists were supping one night in a garden at
Florence. By accident their table was placed near a heap
of lime, in which a trowel was sticking. One of the guests
seized the. trowel, and threw, sportively, some lime into the
mouth of another guest, exclaiming, at the same time: 'The
trowel! the trowel!' This circumstance led to the establishment of a fraternity which chose o. trowel for its emblem,
and St. Andrew for its patron Saint." It ~ poBBible, as
Clo.vel conjectures, that this society might have borne some
relationship to the Traveling Masons.
TRUE MASONS, ORDER OF. Bo.ileau, a Masonic mystic,
founded, 1778, a Lodge of Hermetic Masonry at }!ontpelier,
and gave it this name. It practiced six degrees: 1. The
True Mason; 2. The True Mason in the Right Way; 3. Knight
of the Golden Key; 4. Knight of the Rainbow; 5. Knight of
the Argonauts; 6. Knight of the Golden Fleece.
TRUE PATRIOTS, SociETY oF. In the Latin of the Middle
Ages, patriota signified a native, in contradistinction to peregrinus, a foreigner who did not enjoy the rights of citizenship. As the native, i. e., citizen, was considered to be
attached by his interests to the commonwealth, the word
gradually received the meaning of a citizen who loves his
countcy. Here, however, it has n. wider sense stilt-the
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True Patriot. style themselves the friends of mankind.
This brotherhood appeared at Frankfort in the year 1787.
Its object was to unite all classes of men together, "through
the agency of the learned-the society of Freemasons, and
other closely-allied fraternities, for the promotion of their
mutual interests." The order conferred several degrees,
and appears to have had some connection with the Order of
Jerusalem, or the Order of Freemasonry, a prion.
TRUTH. One of the great tenets of a Freemason's profession. It is the foundation of all Mo.sonic virtues; it is
one of our grand principles; for to be good men and true
is a part of the first lesson we are taught; and at the
commencement of our freedom we are exhorted to be fervent
and zealous in the pursuit of truth and goodness. It is not
sufficient that we walk in the light., unless we do so in tho
trnth also. All hypocrisy and deceit must be banished from
among us. Sincerity' and plain dealing complete the
harmony of a Loclge, and render us acceptable in the sight
of him unto whom all hearts are open, all desires known,
and from whom no secrets are hid. There is a charm in
truth, which draws and attracts the mind continually toward
it. The more we discover, the more we desire; and the
great reward is wisdom, virtue, and ho.ppine88. This is an
edifice founded on a rock, which malice cannot shake or
time destroy. In the ancient mythology of Rome, Truth
was called the mother of Virtue, and was depicted with
white and flowing garments. Her looks were cheerful and
pleasant, though modest and serene. She was the protectre88
of honor and honesty, and the light and joy of human society.
TWELVE GRAND POINTS OF MASONRY. "There
are in Masonry," say the ancient lectures, "twelve original
points which form the basis of the system, and comprehend
the whole ceremany of initiation. Without the existence of
these points, no man ever was, or can be, legally and eSBentially received into the Order. Every person who is made a
Mason must go through all these twelve forms and ceremonies, not only in the first degree, but in every subsequent
one." Esteeming these points of the highest importance iu
the ceremonies of the Order, our ancient brethren exercised
great ingenuity in giving them symbolical explanations, and
refer the twelve parts of the ceremony of initiation to the
twelve tribes of Israel. Notwithstanding the value and importance our ancient brethren deem....l these points to
possess, the Grand Lodge of England thought proper, at
the union in 1813, to strike them from its rituals, and
substitute three "new" points. Neither of these systeiXUI
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bne ever been practiced in this country; the "four petfcd
points" constitute an adequate snbstituto for either. The
symbolism embraced in the .explan~tion of the "Twelve
Grand Points" may not be urunterestmg or unacceptable to
the reader:
1. The openirl!l of the Lodge was
symbolized by the tribe of Reuben,
because Reuben was the first-born
of his father Jacob, who called him
"the beginning of his strength,"
the door, as it were, by which the
children of Israel entered the world.
He was, tht>refore, appropriately
adopted as the emblem of that
ceremony which is essentially-the
beginning of every initiation.
11. The prtparaiion of the cnndidate WBII symbolized by the tribe of
Simeon, because l:)imeon pr1•pt1rcd
the instruments for the slaughter of
the Sheehemites, which excited the
heavy displeasure of his parent;
and therefore, to p&petuate abhorren~e of his cruelty, candidates
for initiation were deprived of
all weapons, both oft'eW!ive and
defensive.
S. The rtporl of the Senior Deacon
referred to the tribe of Levi, in
commemoration of the signnl or
report which Levi was supposed to
have given to his brother Simeon
when they assailed the men of
Shechem at a time when they were
incapable of defending themselves,
and put them all to the sword,
because of the affront which Dinah,
their sister, had received from
Shcchem, the son of Iln.mor.
4. The entrance of the enndidnte
into the Lodge was symbolized by
the tribe of Judtlb, because they
were the first to cross the Jonlan
and enter the promised land, coming
from the darkness and servitude, as
it were, of the wildeme88 by many
dnngeroUR and wearisome journeys
into the light and liberty of Cauaan.
5. 'l'he prayer was Rytnbolized by
Zebulnn, because the blessing and
prayer of Jacob were given to ZebuInn, in preference to his brother
Issachar.
6. The circumambulation referred
&ol the tribe ol L!sachar, hecause, &!I

a thriftless and indolent tribe, they
required a lead.,r to advance them
to an eqilal elevation with the other
tribes.
7. The advancing to the altar was
symbolized by the tribe of Dan, that
the candidate might be taught by
contrast to advance in the wo.y ot
truth and holiness as rapidly RB this
tribe advanced to idolatry, for it
WBS among the tribe of Dn.n that
the serpent was first set up for
adoration.
8. The obii91Uion referred to the
tribe of Gad, in allusion to the
solemn vow which was made. by
Jephthah, Judge of Israel, who was
of that tribe.
9. The intrusting of the candidate
with the mysteries wa.<t symbolized
by the tribe of Asher, becaUBe he
was then presented with the rich
fruits o! Masonic knowledge, a.~
Asher was said to be the inheritor
of fatness and royal dainties.
10. The investure of the lambskin,
by which the candidate is declared
free, referred to the tribe of Naph·
tnli, which was invested by Mosea
with a pecnlitU' freedom, when be
said, "0, Nnph!.tui, satio;fl.ed with
ftlvor and fnll 'l'lith the blellSing ot
the Lord, pos11e1111 thou the We11t
aud the l:)outh."
11. The cerrmony of the nor!MaU
corner of the Lodrje referred to Joseph, because 118 this ceremony
reminds Uti of the most superficial
part of Mn.Ronry, so the two hall
tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh,
of which the tribe of Joseph Willi
composed, were accounted tG be
more superficial than the rest, as
they were the descendants of t.he
gnmdsons only of Jacob.
12. The dosing of the Lodl]e WBio
symbolized by the tribe of Benjamin,
who was the youngest of the sou.
of Jacob, nnd tbnll clOIICd his father'l
11trength.
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TYPHON. In the~ mythology, a deity, the brot
of Osiris. He was COilSldered the author of all the evi
the w6rld. He ~ired to the sovereignty of Egypt, posses
by his brother Osiris. His d~ were, for a long t.iJ
frustrated by Isis, the wife of Osiris; but the latter, while
his return from a tour round the world, was Jrilled
Typhon, who cot his body to pieces, and concealed it. ~
ceremonies in the Egyvtian mysteries were symboli
representations of the vanous events attending the strug~
between Typhon-evil, and Osiris-goodness; their altern
victories and defeats ; the destruction of Osiris, and
search for and restoration of his body; the final annihilat
of Typhon-evil, and the ~ead of peace, happiness 1
virtue over all the world. 'l'yphon is the analogue of
three evil principles personified in the Master's degJ
-Vide articles "Isis," and "Osiris."

u.
UNANIMOUSLY. In order to secure and perpetuate·
peace and harmony of the Craft, it has lollfJ been the sett
policy of the Masonic Fraternity to rece1ve no person
membership, only by the consent of all the brethren "
may be present at the time the ballot is taken. Among
regulations of the Orand Lodge of England we find
following in regard to this subject: "No man can be ente:
a brother in any particular Lodge, or admitted a mem·
thereof, without the unanimous consent of all the momb
of the Lodge then present, when the candidate is propoe
and when their consent is formally asked by the Mas1
They are to give their consent in their own prudent 1'1
either virtually or in form, but with unanimity. Nor is t
inherent privilege subject to a dispensation ; because ·
members of a particular Lodge are the best judges of
and because, if a turbulent member should be impo1
upon them, it might spoil their harmony, or hinder
freedom of their communications, or even break up 1
disperse the Lodges, which oughl to be avoided by all t
and faithful brothers."

. UNIVERSI TERRARUM ORBIS ARCHITEOT01!
AD GLORIAM INGENTIS. The introduction to all
decrees and official documents of the Supreme Oounci
the 33d degree of the Ancient and Accepted rite. It is
Latin for the English phrase: "To the Glory of the On
Architect of the Universe."
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downward, and their life is extinguished i
on the contrary, stands ered, and his ey
the immense regions of space which stretc
His mind, endowed with a divine eneJl!
most distant star, and measures it, in w
accurately as one measures the apple til
Jl&lm of the hand? The " upright post
unportant moral ~cance for the intell
it reminds him of his 1'6lationship to the
and ~ he is endowed with some of the
Di'rinit;Y, and with a life which will end
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UBIM AND THUMMIM Hebrew ·
:f!~td peifeclion or truth. They were a ·

in the breast-plate of the High-PI
which he gave oracular answers to the peo
commentators are not agreed as to what 1
the breast-plate were, or the mode in whi
wu communicated to the High-Priest b;
Some exegetical writers have given poaiti,
them, but they are not satisfactory. T.h.
undoubtedly of Egyptian origin.
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vails of ptuple, IICl&l'let blue and whit&-oolora adopted .,
Freemasonry; each one having its symbolical signification.
VAILS, liDTEB8 oF. In a Royal Arch Chapter there are three
officers who bear this title. Their duty is to guard the blue,
purple and scarlet vails, and each one is armed' with a sword,
and carries a banner of a color corresponding to that of the
vail before which he is stationed. The Royal Arch Captain
acts as Master of the white vail
VENERABLE. The title of the Master in French Lodges,
equivalent to Worahipful in English and American Lodges.
VENERABLE BROTHER. A title given to each officer of
the Grand Orient of France.
VERGER. An official in cathedrals and churches in former
times. In Freemasonry, Verger is the name of an officer
who discharges important duties in a Council of Knights of
the Holy Sepulcher. His office is analogous to that of the
Senior Deacon of a Master's Lodge.
VISITATION. Masonic usage requires that the Grand
Master and other officers of tho Grand Lodge should periodically visit the Subordinate Lodges, to examine their
books and work, and make a gene~ inspection of their
affairs. This formal visit is called a visitation. When such
an event occurs, the Grand Officers, after being received
with the usual honors, take charge of the Lodge. According
to the English_ Constitutions, "the Grand Master has full
authority to preside in any Lodge, and to order his Grand
Officers to attend him; his Deputy is to be placed on his
right hand, and the Master of the Lodge on his left hand.
His Wardens are also to act as Wardens of that particular
Lodge during his presence." "The Deputy Grand Master
has full authority, unle88 the Grand Master or Pro-Grand
Master be present, to preside, with the Master of the Lodge
on his right hand. The Grand Wardens, if present, are to
act as Wardens."
VISIT, RioBT OP. While the right of a Mason to visit any
Lodge, where he may ha_ppen to be, is generally conceded,
various regulations, li.mitmg this right, have been mado n.t
different times, and in divers jurisdictions, concerning the
propriety and necessity of which intelligent Masons entertain quite different opmions. By the most ancient charges
it is ordered, "That e~ery Mason receive and cherish strange
fellowes when they come over the counttie, and sett them
on worke, if they will worke, as the manner is; that is to say.
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if the Mason have any mould-stone in his pla.ce, he" shall gfve ·
him a mould-stone, and sett him on worke; and if he haTe
none, the Mason shall refresh him with money unto the
next Lodge." This regulation recognizes the right of a
traveling brother as absolute. But, as early as 1663, it was
ordered by a General ABBembly held on the 27th of December of that year, "That no person hereafter, who shall be
accepted a Freemason, shall be admitted into any Lodge or
assembly, until he has brought a certificate of the time
and place of his acceptation, from the Lod~e that accepted
him, unto the Master of that limit or divi81on where such a
Lodge is kept." In 1772, the Grand Lodge of England
renewed this statute, and some Grand Lodges in this country.
have adopted it. Of course, no stranger can be admitted
to a Lodge without "due triaJ. and examination," or unleBB he
is vouched for by a known brother present. The Grand
Lodge of England also has the following regulation, which
has been adopted in many other jurisdictions: "A brother
who is not a subscribing member to some Lodge shall not
be permitted to visit any one Lodge in the ·town or place
where he resides, more than once during his secession from
the Craft." The object of the above rule is to exclude all
drones from the hive of Masonry. Whoever partakes of the
advantages of Freemasonry should contribute something to
its support.
VISITOR. A Freemason who presents himself to a Lodge
of which he is not a member.
VIVAT. A word of acclamation, used in connection with
the battery in the French rite.
VOUCH, VouCHER, VouCHING. To vouch is to bear witness,
or give testimony, and a voucher accordingly is a witness.
When a person appliAA for admission to the Masonic society,
his application should bear the signatures of two brethren,
one of whom is called the youcher, because he thus testifies
that the petitioner possesses the required qualifications. So
a stranger can visit a Lodge without trial or examination,
if a brother present knows him to be a Mason and vouches
lor him.
VOYAGE. A name gtven, in some countries, to a ~art of
the triaJ.s and labors to which the neophyte is subJected.
The symbolical pilgrimage was common to all the ancient
mysteries, and has, to-day, in Freemasonry, the same significance as in the old rites. This voyage around the altar~
from East to West, has a triple sense-1. Physical; 2. Soci~•.

WAG.
and,. 3. Moral h the first, it refen to the a.pperent oc:
of the sun and stars from Eaat to West; in the secoi
represents the·progress of society through toil and suft'f
and darkness, from the savage to the civilized state,
still onward, from one degree of perfection to another;
in the third, the advancement of man, as an individual,
his unoeasing progre• in virtue and intelligence.

w.
WAGES OF A MABON. The operative Mason, in anc
times, received, as compensation for his labor, com. ·
and oil-the products of the earth-or whatever w
contribute to his physical comfort and support. His I
being material, his wages were outward and material.
Free and Accepted Mason, on the other hand, perfor:
moral work, ana hence his reward is interior and spiri
The enlightened brother finds his reWfP'd in ·the grand
gratifying results of his studies, and in the joyful frui
his Masonic deeds. He sees the glory of the Div:
permeating all worlds, and all parts of the universe n
to his soul celestial meanings. All nature overflows
beauty, love, melody and song, and ~akably rich ar1
delights he derives from communion wtth her spirit. l
be a child of fortune, and raised aboTe the necessity of If
he finds the purest pleasure in the practice of charity
the exercise of benevolence; for charity, like mercy, bx
its own recompense.
·
" It droppeth, u the gentle rain from heaYen,
Upon the place beneath: it is twice bleas'd;

It ble1111eth him that gives, and him that takea."

If, like our ancient brethren, he is a laborer, his wage•
still ample and enduring. Thus, while the ignorant
toils on, drearily, cheered by no bright and living thou1
his mind destitute of all ideas, and his heart moTed b
glad inspiration, the Masonic laborer welcomes his
with ~oy, because Freemasonry has taught him that lah
a divme vocation, "Loborare est orare." He goes fort:
the morning, and the world on which he looks, swimi
in sunbeams, and glittering with dewey diamonds, is
bright and fair than the world that lays in his heart,
which science has illuminated with her everlasting li
The mountains, barren, rocky and storm-blackened
crowned with sylvan splendors ; the valleys, flower-r1
and ribboned with meandering streams; the rivers, haste·
to the 118&,. and DiaJring music as they iOi the trees,
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rocks, and 1lowers ; all the activities of nature, and the~~
enterprises of man, speak with eloquence to his soul, and
reveal to his enlightened spirit the glad secrets of Nature
and of Nature's God. These noble, ample and enduring
enjoyments are the wages of the true Mason.
WAGES OF THE WORKMEN ON THE TEMPLE.
Masonic writers have wasted much time in useless and
puerile conjectures in regard to the wages paid to the a.rtiatll
and artisans who were employed in the construction of
Solomon's temple. English writers place the sum at about
$15,000,000, and Dr. A. G. Mackey thinks that not far from
$4,000,000,000 I were expended for labor and material. 'A
little reflection will show the unreasonableness of these
estimates. A structure like that of the temple could not
have cost $4,000,000 I All the monarchies of that age,
together, could not have raised, by the severest system of
taxation, one-tenth part of $4,000,000,000. And how could
the Jewish people, a poor and feeble race of shepherds and
rude agriculturists, raise such an enormous sum to expend
on one public work ? The richest modem nation could not
do it; and it may be doubted whether all modem nations,
united, could. So far as Freemasonry is concerned this
subject is of no consequence whatever.
WARDER. In the middle ages, a beadle or staft'-man,
who kept gJlard at the gate of ~ tower or palace, to tak6
o.ccount of all persons who entered. An officer in a Com·
mandery of Knights Templar; his position is in the West,
and on the left of the second division, when formed in line,
and is guard of the inner door of the asylum.
WOMAN. As Masonry, at its origin, and through many
centuries, was occupied solely with physical labors, in which
females do not participate, the instructions of ancient
Masonry are only suited to the male sex; consequently
women would not find themselves interested in our symbolical Lodges. Bnt there are Masonic rites which unite
the wives, sisters, and daughters of Freemasons, who may
desire it, to our venerable Order. The rite practiced by the
Grand Orient of France, and the American Adoptive rite, or
Order of the Eastern Star, are extremely interesting forms of
Masonic instruction, and adapted to the circumstance of the
female seL Vide art. "Adoplive Masonry."
WORSHIP OF GOD. The highest duty of a Freemason
is expressed by these words. The expression of veneration
for the Supreme Being, of submission to his will, and of
IJ,ankfulness for his goodneE~s, though it may be offered in

YOR-ZER
the secret atillne11 of the heart, will often be eonv•
external Tisible signa, through which the feelings oft
love endeavor to manifest themselves in the most fJ
and lively manner. These acta of homage to a 1
power will be characterized by more or less of rud'
elevation, as tho conceptions of the object of wor
more or less gross or spiritual Prayer or sacrifice,
panied with various ceremonies, are the moat
e:r.temal acta by which the feelings of religious ve1
are expressed; and while aoJDe natiou an([ eecta a:
to 8lll'l'Ound these acta with all the splendor of earth]
others think to render them more worthy of the l
whom they are addreaed. bl reducing them to the
form. Freemasonry, through all ita degrees, and i
part of its ritual, earnestly inculoa.tes this duty of ·

Y.
YORK RITE. The York rite is the basis of all r
claim a Masonic character. It derives its name f
city of York, in the north of England. where the
and General Assemblies of Masons were reestablist
926, 011d from which the first Grand Locke was fo1
Prince Edwin, the brother of King Athelat.aue; h•
title "Ancient York Masons" is applied to those ·
deecendants of that branch of th& Fraternity. At fiJ
were but three degrees; but, as at present practice
United States, there are seven: 1. Apprentice; 2.
Craft; 3. Master; 4. Mark Master; 6. Past Master;
Excellent Master; 7. Holy Royal Arch. There a
other degrees---appendages to this rite-viz: the I
High-Priesthood-an honorary degree conferred
first ofticer of a Chapter-and the degrees of Ro
Select Master.

z.
ZENITH. An Arabic word, used in astronomy t
the vertical point of the heavens, or that point dire
the head of the observer. The missives and dE
the Supreme Council of the 33d degree are dated .
Zenith., as well as from the Orient or East as other
organization&

ZERUBBABEL, (sown in Babylon,} a Prince ol
son of Shealtiel, of the royal house of David, was tl
of the first colony of Jews that returned from e&]
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their native land under the permission of Clyru, oarrylDg
with them the precious vessels belonging to the temple for
the ~~ervice of God. With the aid of Joshua. and his body
of priests, Zerubbabel proceedod, on his arrival in J erusalcm,
to rebuild the fallen city, beginning with the altar of burntofferings, in order that the daily services might be restored
The Samaritans, however, having been offended at bein3
expressly excluded from a. share in the land, threw obsta.clea
in the way to hinder the work, and even procured from the
Persian court an order that it should be atopped. Aoeol'dingly, everything remained suspended until the seoond year
of Darius Hysta.spis (B. o. 521), when the restoration was
1·esumed and carried to completion, through the in1luence
of Zerubbabel with the Persian monarch. This subject is
beautifully exemplified in the degrees of the East and Sword
and the Knight of the Red Cross.
ZINNENDORF, RITE OP. •This rite was established in the
yeo.r 1766, by John William Ellenberger, otherwise known
as Count Zinnendorf. He was Knight Commaqder of the
Strict Observance, Director of the Lodges in Prussia, member of the Lodge of the Three Globes, and Prior in the
Order of the Templars, with the characteristic of Eques cl
l.apide nigra; was born at Ho.lle, Aug. 10, 1731, and died
June 6, 1782. He was a man of fine talents, but unscrupulous
in his dealings with the Fraternity. In 1768 he founded the
Lodge Minerva, at Potsdam; and the next year the Lodge
the Three Golden Keys, at Berlin, over which be presided
for many years. In 1770 be had twelve Lodges in operation
in various parts of Germany, and on the 24th of June of the
same year they erected a Grand Lodge under the title of
Grand Lodge of o.ll the Freemasons of Germany, "according
to the precepts of Freemasonry in general, and after the
pattern of the Grand Lodge of England." In creating this
rite Zinnendorf pretended to have powers, rituals and
instructions from the Duke of SUdermnnia, and the Grand
Lodge of Sweden; but the Duke and Grand Lodge repudiated him. His rite was based on the reveries of Swedenborg,
and in many respects coincided with the Swedish rite. It
consisted of seven degrees, in three divisions, viz: Blue
lla.sonry-1. Apprentice; 2. Fellow-Craft; 8. Master. Red
Masonry-4. Scotch Apprentice and Fellow-Craft; 5. Scottish Master. Capitular Masonry-6. Clerk, or Favorite of
St. John; 7. Brother Elected. Clavel says this is the rite
of the N ationo.l Grand Lodge of Germany, at Berlin.
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PREFACE TO THE DICTIONARY.

IT will be unneceSBal'Y to detain the reader for a single
moment, by expatiating on the value of a work like the
present. Its utility cannot fail to be universally admitted,
and the only wonder is, that amidst the endless variety of
dictionaries, lexicons, encyclopedias, and glossaries, with
which the present age abounds, Symbolical Masonry, o.s
practiced in this country, should have remained so long
without an appropriate book of reference, constructed in
the comprehensive and accessible form of a Dictionary.
An idea of the absolute benefit arising from such a
publication, appears to have been entertained on the Con·
tinent nearly a century ago, when M. Fl.EtmY published his
" Dictionnaire de l' Ordre de la Feliciti," for the use of the
Androgyne Lodges, as they weie then denominated, or
Lodges which admitted, indiscriminately, candidate£ and
members of either seL
A few years later, PERNE'l"l'I published a "Dictionnaire
Mytho-!fermelique ( and there the matter rested for the
rt'mainder of the century. It is highly probable that the
speculation was not remunerative, or it would doubtless
have been followed up by similar publications on other
branches of the science.
In 1805 the attempt was renewed by CaoMEL, who gave to
the world an imperfect "Vocabulaire des Francs·Mat;ons,"
which was translated into Italian, by VroNoZZI. This was
succeeded by a more compendious work, edited under
the superintendence of M. QuANTIN, which he co.lled a
"Dictionnaire Mat;onnique, ou Recueil des Equisses des toutes
les partie~ de l' Edifice connu sous le nom de Mat;onnerie, etc.;"

Bn-1 in Germany, about the same period, Bro. G. LENNING

published his "Bncyclopadie der Freimaurerei." We .find
also the germ of a dictionary in the "Nomenclature par Ordre
.Alplwhetitzue, des Principau:c Rites, Coteries, Sociltus, 8ecrt:a
el Grades MafOnnitzues, ripandu en France ou ®ns l'Etranger.•
by THoBY in the fust volume of the "Acta Latomorum."
The two most perfect productions of this class are the
"Freimaurer Le:cicon," of GADIOIE, ·and the "Lexicon of
Freemasonry," by Dr. ALBBBT G. MACKEY, Grand Secretary
of the Grand Lodge of South Carolina, U. S. But although
theee publications are exceedingly well executed, yet their
peculiar characteristics serve to render them only pa.rti8lly
interesting to the English Fraternity. They dwell too largely
on consistorial, capitular, ineffable, and spurious Freemasonry, to be adapted to the taste of an Ancient Craft Mason;
and it is, therefore, believed that a vocabulary of terms,
peculiar to Symbolical Masonry, and arranged in alphabetical
order, for the convenience of expeditious reference, will pro'fe
an acceptable boon to the British Freemason.
It will be apparent at a single glance, that the plan I have
adopted, is to give the best definitions from the beat write111,
with the name of the author attached to each article. This
method has been preferred, as it was thought questionable
whether the Fraternity would have considered the explane.-·
tiona of an individual brother to possesa that undoubted
authority, with which every book of reference ought to be
invested
On an attentive perusal of the work the reader will find
that the definitions have been studiously contracted into u
brief a space as poBBible consistently with perspicuity, in
order to increase the number of words, and make the book
more generally useful
My closing advice shall be-he who is ambitious of
becoming a good Mason must work, as our ancient brethren
worked, with FBUDOK, FBBVKNOY, and ZJW..

GEO. OLIVER.
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AARON'S ROD. This symbol was introduced into
Royal Arch Maso~ because it constituted one of the
three holy things which were preserved in the Most Holy:
place of the Tabernacle. It refers to the rebellion of
Korah and his accomplices. Moses directed that twelve
rods should be brought in, one for each tribe. The princes
brought them in, some of them perhaps fondly expecting
that the choice would fall upon them, and all of them
thinking it honor enough to be competitors with Aaron,
and to stand candidates even for the priesthood; and
Moses laid them up before the Lord. On the next day
the rods, or staves, were brought out of the Most Holy
place, where they were ~.aid up, and publicly produced
before the people ; and while all the rest of the rods
remained as they were, Aaron's rod only, of a. dry stick,
became a living branch-budded, a.nd blossomed, and
yielded fruit. In some \>laces there were buds, in others
blossoms, in others fruit, at the same time; this was
miraculous, and took away all suspicion of o. fraud, as if
in the night Moses had taken away Aaron's rod, and put
a. livins branch of a.n almond tree in the room of it; for
no m·dinury branch would have had buds, blossoms, and
fruits l!pon· it all o.t once.
ABRAXAS. This word occurs in a Masonic manuscript
of the fifteenth century. Abraxas is a. Ba.t:rllidean Intelligence, derived from the name of Abraham, a.nd _given to
Mitbras or the Sun, as the representative of the Supreme

AOA.
Deity, or, in other words, the Sun of lwil~. Builides was a. Pythagorean of Alexandria.. The word, being
composed of seven letters, referred :l~~ly to the &eTen
heavens and the same number of subo · te intelligenceS,
as their governors ; for the Basilideans considered the
seven planets to constitute the entire universe, and consoqnently to be God.
ACACIA. There is some difficulty attending the explanation of the sprig of cassia, and m assigning the true
reason why it was introduced into the system of Freemasonry. Some say it originated in the Jewish custom
of planting a branch of acacia vera (gum arabic plant) on
the grave of a departed relative ; others in the custom ol
mourners bearing a branch of it in their hands at funerals. •
The cassia is not indigenous to the soil of Palestine, and
is only mentioned in Scripture as a fragrant herb or spice,
the bark being used in ungents, and sometimes employed
for embalming ; and, therefore, if the legend refer to the
branch of a real tree, it could be neither the cassia nor
acacia ; and this has given rise to an opinion that the
branch or sprig is analogous to that alluded to by Virgil,
in his descnption of the mysteries; and consequently was
the olive. Others again doubt whether our acacia has any
reference to a tree or shrub at all, but means the texture
and color of the Masonic apron which those brethren wore
which were deputed by Solomon to search for--, and
simply refers to their innocence. If this conjecture be
correct, they add, it corroborates the accuracy of the
legend which says-" they took a S:{>rig of cassia in their
hands (with them)." I am rather mclined to think that
the choice of cassia, which is a kind of laurel, was founded
on some mysterious reference which it was supposed tu
possess, either mythological or symbolical. There are,
however, great difficulties to be surmounted before the
truth can be ascertained.
ACACIAN. Masons, describing the deplorable estate of
religion under the Jewish law, sper..k in figUres. "Her tomb
was in the rubbish and filth cast forth of the tem:ele, and
acacia. wove its branches over her monument;" aKlJ.QA being
the Greek word for innocence ; implying that the sins and
comtptions of the old law and devotees of the Jewish altar
bad hidden religion from those who sought her, and she
wae only to be found where innocence survived, and under
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banner of the divine Lamb, and as to ouuelves prof.-.ssing that we were to be distinguished by our acacy,
or as true acacians in our religious faith and tenets.Hutchi1&80Ao

ACCEPTED. According to masonic tradition tl.a~
Masons are said to have acquired the name of Acct:pted
at the building of the second Temple ; for the Fraternity
were declared Free by King Solomon ; and the brethren,
when the first Temple was completed, wet'e furniahed
with an honorary jewel or gold medal, with the wortl
FREE inscribed upon it.
The posterity of some of thE:
Masons who assisted at the ·erection of Solomon's Temple having settled on the confines of Judea, were carried
m~ captivity with the Jews, and preserving a knowled~e
of the sciences of geometry and architecture, even 10
their fallen fortunes, were liberated by Cyrus, and subsequently declared Free and Accepted, exonerated from
all imposts, duties, and·taxes, and invested with the privilege of bearing arms by Darius and Artaxerxes, who
commanded the governors of the surrounding provinces
that they should require no tax or other it,nposition from
any of the priests, Levites, porters, or any that were concerned about the Temple ; and that no man should have
rluthority to impose anything upon them.
ACCOUNTS. All monies received or paid on account
of the lodge, ought to be entered in proper books. The
fees or dues received on account of, and payable to, the
Grand Lodge, or Provincial Grand Lodge, should be kept
Be:J?arate and distinct from the monies belonging to tno
pnvate fund of the lodge, and be deposited in the hands
of the Master instead of the Treasurer of the Lodge, to
be transmitted to the Grand Lodge at such times as the
Jaws of the Craft require. The accounts of the lodgt>
are to be audited, at least once in every year, by a com
mittee io be appointed by the lodge.
ACHILLES. Perhaps some worthy people ruay stat
when we point out Achilles as a Freemason. What .
we hear them exclaim, is it possible that that fierce and
ferocious man-slayer, nay, man-eatar at heart, for hf' n

ACK-AOT.
hibited a strong propensity to cannibalism. in longin_. tq
have devoured tlie dead body of Hector,-ia it po881b]e
that he could have been one of our philanthropic society!
Yes, we reply, such is the actual fact; and Bonaparte
was one too, in the highest degree. But if you will noi
believe Homer o:r us, believe your own eyes, if indeed
you are a Mason. Ecce 1ignum! Behold Achilles giving
Priam THE HAND when the latter is supplicating for the
body of his slain son.
" Thus having spoken, the old man's rlgM hand at the wriat
He g!'l»'ped, that he might not in any respeot be alarmed in miDd.'t

Such is the masonic aBd literal translation o( the text by
that illustrious Grecian and brother, Christopher North;
and who will say now that Achilles was not a Mason YJ?reemusom' Quarterly Revieu:.

ACKNOWLEDGED. In the first degree the candidate
is said to be entered; in the second he is ~; in the
third he is raised,· in the fourth he is advanced,· in the
fifth he is inducted; in the sixth or Most Excellent Master's degree he is said to be" received and aclcnotdedged."
Because the possession of the latter degree is a recognization of h1gher attainments a.nd greater knowledge of
the science of Masonry.
ACROSTIC.
M. Magnitude, moderation, and magnanimity.
A. Affability, affection, and attention.
S. Silence, secrecy, and sincerity.
0. Obedience, order, reconomy.
N. Noble, natural, and neighbourly.
R. Rational, reciprocal, and receptive.
Y. Yielding, yearning, and Yare.
The elucidation of this acrostic having been published
in many masonic works, and consequently being well
known, it is unnecessary to introduce it here.
ACTING GRAND MASTER. It was the custom and
practice of the old Masons, that kings and princes, being
Masons, are consicJered Grand Masters by prerogative
during life ; and in ,that case they had the privilege f>f
appointing a deputy to preside over the Fraternitv. wit~
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the tit.e and honours of Grand Master. And in the year
1782 a motion was made in Grand Lodge that whenever

a prince of the blood honoured the society by accepting
the office of Grand Master, he should be at liberty to
nominate any peer of the realm to the office of Acting
Orand Master. .
ACTIVE. A lodge is called active when it assembles
egularly; and a brother when be is a working member
of such a lodge. Many brethren visit a lodga who never
or very seldom take part in lodge work, either because
they live too far distant from ·the lodge, or that the
labour is not sufficiently interesting. Every lodge and
every officer ought to strive diligently to avoid the last
imputation, but if they find their endeavours in vain, and
that there is any brother who will not pay due attention
to the work, they ought to endeavour to reclaim him,
first by fraternal remonstrances ; if those do not avail, by
punishment. By the death or removal of the membe~
a lodge may become inactive for a time, and it is bette1
that it should be so than that the continuing of the work.
should be entrusted to inexperienced officers.-Gadickc.
ADAM. That the first parents of mankind were
instructed by the Almighty as to his existence and attributes, and after their fall, were further informed of the
Redemption which was to be perfected by Christ, and as
a sign of their belief, were commanded to offer sacrifices
to God, I fully as.sent to the creed of Masonry in believing. It is also highly probable that symbolical actions
should have been instituted by them in memory of their
penitence, reverence, 11Jmpathy, fatigue, and faith, and that
these might be transmitted to posterity.-Archdeacon

Mam.

.

ADDRESS. Those who accept offices and exercise
authority in the lodge, ought to be men of prudence and
address, enjoying the advantages of a well-cultivated
mind and retentive memory. AU men are not blessed
with the same powers and talents ; all men, therefore,
are not equally quBlified to govern. He who wishes to
teach must submit to learn: and no one r..an be qualified
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to support the higher offices of thf' lodge who ha,a not

previously discharged the duties of those which are subordinate. Experience is the best precertor. Every mar
may rise by gradation, but merit and industry ~e th
first steps to preferment.-Prc1tu-n.
ADDRESSING. No brother shall speak twice to the
same question, unless in explanation, or the IQ.over in
reply. Every one who speaks shall rise, and remain
standing, addressing himself to the Master, nor shall any
brother presume to interrupt him, unless he shall be
wandering from the point, or the Master shall think fit
to call him to order; but, after he has been set right, he
may proceed, if he observe due order and decorum..Conltitution.!.
ADMISSION. Not more than five new brothers shall
be made in any one lodge on the same day, nor any man
under the age of twenty-one years, unless by dispensation from the Grand Master or Provincial Grand Master.
Every candidate for admission must be a freeman, and
his own master, and, at the time of initiation, be known
to be in reputable circumstances. He should be a lover
of the liberal arts and sciences, and have made some progress in one or another of them.-Comtituticm•~
ADMONITION. If a brother grossly misconduct himself, let him be admonished private}y by the W. :M:.; try
every gentle means to convince him of his errors ; probe.
the wound with a delicate hand ; and use every mild
expedient to work his reform. Perhaps he may save his
brother, and give to societv a renewed and valuable
member. ·
ADON AI. 'fhe Jews are said to have substituted the
\'\ ord Adonai for the uncommunicable name ; but thiat
admits of some qualification. St. Jerome, and after him
llellarmine, doubted the fact, because Jehovah and
Adono.i were two several names of God, and equally
legitimate ; and in some instances were appointed to be
used in conjunction, as Jehovah Adonai; and the Septuagint uses the word Kurios.
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ADO-ADY.
ADONIRAM. This prince wu ·appointed by King
Solomon to superintend the contributions towards bu~Jd:.
ing the tempfe, as well as the levy of 30,000 Israehtee
to .work by monthly courses in the forest of Le~anon.
For this purpose, and to insure the utmost regulanty, an
old masonic tradition infonns us that be divided them
into lodges, placing three hundred in each, under a
Master and Wardens, himself being G. M. over all. He
was also constituted by the king one of the seven Grand
Cuperintendents, and Chief of the Provoats and Judges.
ADVANCED. In a Lodge of Mark Masters, this term
is appropriately applied to the candidate whe~ be is
invested with tlie degree of Mark Master, that bemg the
first step in his progress to higher attainments in the
knowledge of the science of Masonry, and of his advancement toward the Royal Arch degree.
ADVENT. We are well aesured of the existence of
Masonry at the time of the advent of our Lord upon
earth, when it received the assistance of those two great
lights, who are to this day commemorated in our lod~es
in gratitude for the kindness received from them. We
have reasou to believe that the secrecy of our Order was
often useful to conceal, and its universal benevolence to
preserve, Christian professors, in the early ages of the
church, from the malice of their bitter enemies ; and it is
certain that there are to be found in the writings of the
fathers many allusions of an undoubtedly masonic eharacter.-Arckdeacon Mant.

ADYTUM. In the British and other !Iysteries the
three pillars of Wisdom, Strength, and Beauty represt>nted t.he great emblematical Triad of Deity, as witf1 us
they refer to the three principal officers of the lodge.
We shall find, however, that the symbolical meaning
was the same in both. It is a fact that in Britain the
Adytum or lodge was actually supported by three stones
or pillars, which were supposed to convey a regenerating
purity to the aspirant, after having endured the ceremony of initiation in all its accustomed formalities. The
d~livery from between them was termed a new birth.
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The corresponding pillars of the Hindu Mythology were
also known by the names of Wisdom, Strength, and
Beauty; and placed in the east,. west, and south, crowned
with three human heads. They jointly referred to the
Creator, who was said to have planned the Great Work
by his infinite Wudom; executed by his Strength; and to
have adorned it with all its Beauty and usefulness for the
benefit of man. ·

.

AFFABILITY. The ancient lodges were so many
schools or academies for teaching and improving the arts
of designing, especially architecture ; and the preeent
lodges are often employed that way in lodge hours, or
else in agreeable conversation, though without politics
or party feeling ; and none of them are ill employed;
have no transaction unworthy of an honest lD&n or a
gentleman ; no personal piques, no quarrels, no clll'lling
and swearing, no cruel mockings, no obscene talk, or ill
manners, for the noble and eminent brethren are affable
to the meanest; and these are duly respectful to their
betters in harmony and proportion ; and thou~h on the
level, yet always within compa~s, and according to the
square and plumb.-Euclid.
AGE. It is men {)f mature age and sound judgment
alone who can preserve the Order in its native purity;
and those lodges whose officers are careful to act in strict
"ccordance to the laws and to the spirit of Freemasonry
will always have a supply of men of mature age as candidates. In the lectures the question of age occurs, but
that refers merely to the degree wrought upon. In the
ancient mysteries the mystical age of 1, 3, 6, and 7, refer
to so many years of probation.-Gadicke. The symbolic
_ge of an Entered Apprentice is 3 years, of a Fellow~raft 6, and a Master Mason 7 ; a Petit Architect 21, and
a Grand Architect 27 ; that of a Knight of the East is
70; a Prince of Jerusalem 6 x 16-= 76; a Secret Master,
a Maitre Ecossais, and a Prince of Mercy, 81; and a
Scotch Knight 600 years. It was by this figurative way
of reasoning that the celebrated impostor the Count St.
Germain, boasted that he was 600 years old.
AG LA. One of the twelve Cabalistic names of God
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The other eleven ~ere: Ehje, Jehovah, Elobim, El,
Gibbor, Eloab, Sabaoth, Isebaoth, Schaddai, 1\.donai, and
Ma.kom. It is introduced here because some of our
brethren of the last century used the word as an insuiption in Hebrew characters for " thf' lodge" represented
. on the floor-cloth.
AHlMAN REZON. Dr. Mackey says these words ar
derived from the Hebrew ahim, brothers, mana/a, to prepare, and ratzon, the will or law; and signifies, therefore,
literally, "the law of pre,pared brothers." Others contend that the derivation Is from achi man ratzon, " the
O?.inions of a true and faithful brother." It Was the
title adopted for their Book of Constitutions by the
section which split off from our Grand Lodge about
the year 1740, and denominated themselves, by way of
distinction, Ancient Masons.
AIR. Every human being at his birth becomes subject to the action of three elements. He comes out of
water, passes through the air, and when he arrives at
maturity, he is under the influence of fire. It is only at his
death that he can ,participate of the fourth element (the
eartlt). When he ismitiated into the mysteries ofMasonry,
he is proved by the three elements of water, air, and fire
-Jlosenberg.
AHOLIAB. Of the tribe of Dan. It is observed by
R. Bechai, that God chose one out of the lowest tribe
(for so they accounted that of Dan), as well as one out
of the chief, which was Judah; that Dezaleel might not
be lifted up with vain conceit ; for great and small are
equal before God. And he truly observes, that one of
the same tribe of Dan, by the mother's side, was the
most skilful person that could be found for the building
of the Temple by Solomon. There were several, no
doubt, who ·had a natural genius to such arts as were
necessary in this work, but they could not, by their own
industry, have attained such skill as God bestowed on
Aholiab and Bezaleel; at least not so soon, as to go
immediately about the building of the Tabernacle, and
*11 things belonging to it.-Bi.&hop Patrir.lc.

&JO

AKI-ALL.

.AXIROr. The name of an 1118Min at the
of King Solomon's Temple.

bui1cJiai

ALERT. As everything in Freemasonry o~ht to be
performed with the precision of perfect diacJpline, ii
behoves all the officers of a lodge to be ever on the aleri
in the discharge of their respective duties, that the brethren may have continually before them an example of
order and regularity worthy of imitation ; for it is onlJ
'by the correct demeanour of the rulers and governors of
the Craft, that the machinery of a lodge can be beneficially worked, and its labours conducted with such
effect as to produce the blessings of peace, harmony, and
brotherly love.
ALEXANDRIA. The inundations of the Nile caused
the inhabitants great rejoicings. But it usually happened
that when the waters had subsided, and they returned to
·their agricultural pursuits, the sediment which had been
deposited by the retreating river had obliterated their
temporary land-marks, which originated violent disputes
respecting their several localities. Being at length tired
of these annual contentions, and hearing that a lodge of
Masons was in existence at Alexandiia,. over which
Euclid presided, the Egyptians resolved to refer all litigated matters to this Grand Lodge. Euclid undertook
the task, and with the assistance of his Grand Warden,
Straton the philosopher, collected the scattered elements
of geometry, and formed them into a regular system, by
which means the people were instructed how to measure
s.nd apportion their lands, and renew their boundary
marks, without any infringement of each others rights
or property.
ALLEGORY. The two sons of Abraham, Ishmael,
born of Agar his handmaid, and Isaac, born of Sarah the
free-woman, contain an allegory in which the name ia
put for the thing signified or represented by it ; for these
two women and their children are, by representation, the
two covenants; the one covenant being that from Mounl
Sinai, gendering to bondage, which is, by representation,
Agar the bond-woman, and so bearing a chifd which also
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wna in bondage, for that which is signified b7 Agar, from
whom Ishmael descended, is Mount Sin&I in Arabia,
whence the law was given; and this Agar &n~wers to
Jerusalem that now is, and is in bondage with her children to the law, as the bond-woman and her child were to
Abraham; but the Jerusalem which is above, is by representation Sarah the free-woman, whose son was born, noi
according to the flesh, but_" accordin~ to the promise."
" Lo then, brethren, we are not the children of the bondwoman, but the free."-Whitby.
ALL-SEEING EYE. Whom the Sun, MOOft, and Star•
obey, and under whose watchful care even comets per·
form their stupendous revolutions, beholds the inmost
recesses of the human heart, and will reward us according to our works.-Lectwru.
ALLUREMENTS; Masonry is one of the most sublime and, perfect institutions that ever was formed for
the advancement of happiness and general good of mankind ; creating, in all its varieties, universal benevolence
and brotherly love. It holds out allurements so captivating as to inspire the brotherhood with emulation to
deeds of glory, such as must command, throughout the
world, veneration and applause, and such as must entitle
those who perform them to dignity ~d respect. It
teaches us those useful, wise, and instructive doctrines.
upon which alone true happiness is founded; and at the
same time affords those easy paths by which we attain
the rewards of virtue; it teaches us the duties which wo
owe to our neighbour, never to injure him in any one
situation, but to conduct ourselves with justice and
impartiality; it bids us not to divulge the mystery to the
public, and it orders us to be true to our trust, and above
all meanness and dissimulation, and in all our vocations
to perform roligiously that which we ought to do.-Duke

of Sw1ex.

ALPHA and OMEGA. From eternity to eternity
This mode of speech is borrowed from the Jews, who
express the whok compa&• of thing1 by tt aleph and n tau,
the fint and la1t letters of the llebrev: alphabets; but aa

ALT-AME.
St. John waa wnting in Greek, he ~uci.JtdS tlld
whole to the Greek alphabet, of which .A alp!ta and 11 ~
are the first and last letters. With the rabbins '"' ."'':P'' ,.,
mcakph vead tau, "from aleph to tau," exprell8ed the whole
of a matter from the ~ginning to the en4; a1 .&lam traugreucd the whok law from aleph to tax, j, e. from the
beginning to the end.-Adam Clarke.
ALTAR. An altar must be a most holy place to
every Christian, and more especially to every true worshipper of God. It was so to the first nations who
conceived the idea of a Most High being. High above
all the stars they conjectured was his most elevated seat.
They fell upon their knees when they worshipped Him,
as more emblematical of the immense distance they were
removed from Him; and they built altars, upon which
they offered fruits and other things, that the smoke mighi.
arise towtu-ds Him, as a proof of their gratitude. We,
as enlightened Christians and Freemasons, !nake no
offerings of fruits upon our altars, neither are they any
more to be found upon the tops of mountains, or in the
depths of the caverns, but under a cloudy canopy, as
emblematical of the heavens, and our offerings are the
hallowed obligations of a grateful and pious heart.Gadicke.

AMERICA. The Americans appear to be more genes
rally versed in the principles of the Order than the
brethren of this country ; wnich is owing, I conceive, to
the genial operation of its local Grand Lodges. Every
brother may become a ruler of the Craft, and a Master in
I<~rael, by his own meritorious exertions. The offices ot
Grand Lodge are open to industrious and worthy brethren
who have given proof of their excellence in the art; and
this facilitr of promotion excites a spirit of friendly emulation which operates favourably for society at large.
The several Grand Lodges also are engaged in an
amicable contest which shall carry out the best interest&
of Masonry most effectually ; and hence we find nothing in Masonry as it is practised there to condemn.
but everything to commend. They do not waste their
time in talking-debates upon all speculative questiont
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being left to the several committees or boards. The
Grand LoJges have to determine merely upon their
reports, which are usually found to be drawn up with so
much judgment and discrimination as not to be susceptible of any hostile opinion; and hence their membe111
are seldom in collision with each other.
AMBITION. The possession and exercise of authority
is a matter of honourable and proper ambition in every
brother who really prizes the institution into which he
has been initiated, and who wishes to render his Masonry
productive of its legitimate fruits-the moral improvement of his mental faculties. It is to be regretted, however, that this ambition, so praiseworthy when exercised
within its due bounds, is too frequently indulged, even
to an unlimited extent, by brethren who, though in other
respects worthy, do not possess the requisite talent or
industry to confer distinction. Or, in other words, the
ambition is more frequently for the office, than for the
qualification to execute it with credit to themselves or
benefit to the community over which they have been
. called on to preside.

lour

AMMI. Say ye unto
brethren, Ammi ; and to
your sisters, Ruhamah.
lthough the Israelites, in the
days of Hosea, were in general corrupt, and addicted to
idolatry, yet there were 3mong them in the worst times
some who had not bowed down the knee to Baal. These
were ulways Ammi and Ruhamah ; God's own people
dnd a darling daughter. It is probable that God here
commissions these faithful few to admonish the inhabitants of the land in general of the dreadful judgments
that would be brought upon them by the gross idolatry
of the Jewish church and nation. Speak to your brethren,
0 Ammi (0 mypeople), and to your sisters, 0 Ruhamah
(0 darli.Dg daughter).-Buhop Horsley.
AMPLE FORM. When the Grand Master performs o.ny
.Masonic ceremony in person it is said to be in "ample
form ·"if by the Deputy Grand Master it is in" due form;"
and if by a.n1 other person it is " in form." " Due and
ancient form' is often applied in place of the above terms.
11::1
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ANCIENT CHARGES. To define the authority of
in the clearest and most simple manner, oor
ancient brethren made the111 the subjects of a series of
exhortations ; which is one of the most valuable legacies
that in their wisdom they have bequeathed to us. I
allude to the Ancient Chargu, which have been 110
\udiciously incorporated into our Book of Constitutions
and which every Mason would do well to study with
c~.ttentign, that they may be reduced to practice wbeneYer
their assistance is nced~d. These charges are sufficiently
comprehensive, and embrace an epitome of every duty
which the Mason is enjoined to perform. And as a
commentary on them, the Grand Lodge has thought
proper, in its Constitutions, to enumerate these various
duties more miuutcly, and to make the breaches of them
penal, whilst honours and rewards are held out to those
worthy brothers who have been distinguished by regularity and decorous conduct.
~lasons

ANCIENT MASONS. In the year 1739 a few brethren, having violated the laws of !llt.Sonry, were expelled
from the Grand Lodge, and adopted the bold measure,
under the fictitious name of the Ancient York Constitution, of constituting lodges, which were pronounced
independent of the Grand Lodge. And the latter, for the
purpose of producing a marked distinction between the
two systems, resolved at length to adopt the expedient,
apparently rendered necessary by the emergency, but
extremely ill-judged, of introducing a slight alteration
into the system, which might have the effect of detecting the schismatics, and thus excluding them from the
orthodox lodges. The resolution was unfortunate, and
produced the very evil it was intended to avert. It
proved a sou~ce of exultation and triumph to the secedmg brethren. They loudly exclaimed against what they
called an alteration of the landmarks, aa an unprecedented and unconstitutional proceeding; accused the Grand
Lodge of having deviated from ancient usage, and conferred upon all its members and adherents the invidious
epithet of Motkrn :Masons, while they appropriated to themselves the exclusive and honourable title of "Ancie,.,
Muons, aeting under the old York Constitutions, cement-"
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ed and coOJCcrated by immemorial olJaervanee." Taking
advantage of this popular cry, they proceeded to 1.he formation of an independent Grand Lodge, drew up a code
of laws for its government, issued warrants for the constitution of new lodges "under the true ancient system
of Freemasonry ;" and from the fees arising out of these
proceedings, they succeeded in establishing a fund of
benevolence, besides defraying the current expenses of
the institution.
ANCHOR. The hope of glory, or of the fulfilment
of all God's promises to our souls, is the golden or pre-cious anchor, by which we must be kept steadfast in the
faith. and encouraged to abide in our proper station,
amidst the storms of temptation, affiiction, and J?Cr&ecution.-Scott.
ANCHOR AND ARK. The ark and anchor are
emblems of a well-grounded hope and a well-spent life.
They are emblematical of that divine ark which triumphantly bears us over this tempestuous sea of troubles;
and that anchor which shall srifely moor us in a peaceful
harbour, where the wicked cease from troubling and the
weary are at rest.
ANDERSON. Dr. Anderson lived in the beginning of
the 18th century' and it is from him that we have the
so deservedly celebrated Dook of Constitutions of the
Ancient and Honourable Fraternity of Free and Accepted
:Masons. The first part contains the history of the Order,
and the second contains the charges, rules, laws, duties,
&c., together with an historical account of the origin of
the Order. Anderson, in the dedication to the then
Prince of Wales, calls himself Secretary to the Grand
Lodge· in London, and states.that the work was composed
by the command of the Grand Lodge, from its archi\'cs,
traditions, and lodge-books. The first edition appeared
in 1723, a second in 1738; since then various editions
have been published, viz., one by En tick, in 1758, one in
1776, one in 17R4, by Noorthouck, and in J SOG the latest.
Tu the second edition a superior privil('ge was attuchcd
l y the Grand J.odge in London, nt> other constitutiou
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book being allowed in the lodges but that of Andenoa.
and uo alteration being allowed to be made in it. AI·
though in this work the history of Freemasonry is canied
back to the creation, yet the information it has been the
means of preserving with regard to the duties of a Freemason, the constitutions of the Order, and the history of
the English lodges, make it a valuable work, and cauae
it to be highly :prized by every lodge and every brothf'r.
In the first edit10n no mention is made of the formation
of the Grand Lodge in London in 1717, but is added to
the second edition. There is a German translation published at Frankfort-on-the-Maine, and various French
edition*.-Gadicke.
ANGEL OF JEHOVAH. The Angel of Jehoval•
who appeared at the B. B. has been conjectured to be
Michnef, the lender of the Host of Heaven, who appeared
also to J osbua and Daniel ; but be was rea1ly and
truly the captain of our salvation, or Jehovah himself
the Creator of the world, or Jesus Christ, ·called by
Masons the Grand Architect of the Universe, who only
hath immortality, dwelling in the Light which no man
can approach unto. This divine Being called to Mosee
by his name, and commanded him to approach with
naked feet, because the ground on which he stood was
holy, or consecrated by the divine Presence.. And there- ·
fore Moses took ofi' his shoes in obedience to the divine
command, and prostrated himself before the Deity.
ANGERONA. The goddes11 of silence. Both thtt
Romans and Egyptians worshipped the gods and gbddesses of Silence. The Latins particularly worshipJ1ed
Angerona and Tacita, whose image stood upon the a t.at
of the goddess Volupia, with its mouth tied up and sealed
because they who endure their cares "';th silence nnd
patience, do, by that means, procure tu themselves the
greatest pleasure. There is a beautiful female ~tatue,
executed in the finest style of Grecian art, in tl1e Town·
ley Gallery, room iii., No. 22, which some think to be a
figure of this goddess.
ANGLES.

Geometrical fignrcs, as lines,

angle~o
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squares, an~ perpendiculars, were ranked amongst the
symbols ot Druidism, ns well as Freemasonry. As the
Druid& had no enclosed temples, thinking them inconsistent with the majesty of the gods, so neither had they
any carved images to represent them, and for the samt•
reason ; but instead thereof rude stones were erected iL
their places of worship at some mystic significant dis·
tance, and in some emblematical number, situation, anc
plan ; sometimes in right linu, sometimes in 1q114ru, sometimes in triangle., sometimes in both ; now single, ana
fifty paces distant or more from the circles ; or eminently
taller than the rest in the circular line, and making "
part of it like portals, not only to shape the entrance,
but to hallow those that entered; it appearing, by many
monuments, that the Druids attributed great virtue to
these angular passages between rocks.
A~GULAR TRIAD. At the establishment of the
Royal Arch degree, the angular triad bore a reference to
the three great lights, which at that period were interpreted to symbolize the light of the Gospel and the
sublime Mystery of the Trinity.

ANNIVERSARIES, MASONIC. For Ancient Craft or
Symbolic Masonry the festivals of St. John the Baptist,
24th of June, and St. John the Evangelist, 27th of December.
ANNUITIES. Annuities are granted by many lodges
to aged and distressed Freemasons, and also to the poor
widows of deceased brethren : and this description of
charity is certainly the most useful which any lodge can
exercise. The silent gratitude of the recipient is a sufficient reward to the Order, but it also rea.J!.S this benefit,
that the widow will encourage her sons, tf she has any
and God may bless and prosper them when grown up, to
assist in giving similar assistance to other suffering breth
ren and widows.
ANOMALY. Freemasonry is mysterious because it
is an admitted ano.naly in the history of the earth.
Without territorial possessions-without nny other
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coercing power than that of morality and virtue, it hll
survived the wreck of mighty empires, and resisted the
destroying hand of Time. Contrast the history of Freemasonry with the history of the nations of the world,
and what is the result Y The Jews, God's favored people,
nto whose custody Masonry was first entrusted- by its
divine Author, where are they now Y-A race of wander
era, scattered over the face of the globe. And th
stupendous and magnificent structur~the Temple--at
once their glory and the wonder of the world, where il
it now?-Not one stone left upon another. Babylon, in
her day the queen of nations, has fallen, never to rise
again. Egypt, with her kings and philosophers; classic
Greece, and Imperial Rome, we now find but occupying
their page in the history of the world. But Masonry at
this moment shines throughout the world with as bnght
and undiminished a ly,stre as when first revealed by God
to man.-Alexcuub... Grant.
ANTEDL...UVIA...~S. Having been forewarned by
Adam of an universal deluge and conflagration, the antediluvians erected two pillars, one of brick and the other
of stone, which they were of opinion would, one or the
other or them, be proof against every attack either of
fire or water. They engraved upon these pillars their
discoveries and invenbons, lest, m a series of ages, the
knowledge of science itself should become extinct.
Their precaution was not in vain; for, to this day, the
stone pillar is to be seen in Syria.-Josephus.
ANTI-MASONRY. Anti-masonry was converted
into a watch-word about the year 1830, for political purposes, and to render the cry more imposing, and mQre
successful, it was alleged that the Fraternity had murdered a man of the name of :Morgan in 1826 for disclosing
the secret. The excitement was kept up with unceasing
pertinacity until it numbered nearly_100,000 free and
mfelligent electors of the State of New York; li!most;
divided the vote of Pennsylvania; planted itself deeply:
in the sC\il of Massachusetts; spread itself in others ol
theNew England states in Ohio and elsewhere; while in
Vcrmont, like the rod of Ae-.ron, it so far swallowed up

APO-APP.
both of the former parties, as to have obtained the con·
trol of the state government. Nor was it of factitious
partizans or disappointed men that this party wu
composed. It comprised among its members as great a
portion of wealth and character-of talents and rf'spectability--as any party that was ever formed of equal
numbers in thiaoranyother country. And where is this
great anti-masonic party now? The excitement continued a few years, the hollowness of its principles became
apparent, and it suddenly disappeared like a paasing
cloud, leaving behind it nothing but public ahaine and
~ntempt.

APOSTACY. In the masonic systt.m we are not only
taught something of the history of the material world,
but numerous facta pertaining to the moral, which are
infinitely more important. Such is the apostacy of our
ti,rst parents. This melancholy event is explicitly broughi
to view in so many words, and so strikingly represented,
as seldom to fail of making deep and lasting impreBBions
on the heart. The wretched, and destitute, and deplorable situation of Adam, which was the fruit of h1s disobedience, are affectingly exhibited by the most lively
masonic representations.- Toton.
APOSTATE MASONS. It would be equally useleBB
and vain to deny that we have oc<'-SBionally found amongst
ourselves individuals who have violated their solemn
pledges, and sinned against the rites of masonic faith.
However we may lament the consequences, we cannot
impugn the fact. Still it does not detract from the merit
of the institution, any more than the al'ost.ates, from
Judas lscariot downwards, who have failed to sully the
intrinsic purity of the Christian religion.
APPEAL. As the Grand Lodge, when congregated,
is a representation of every individual member of the
Fraternity, it necessarily possesses a supreme superintending authority, and the power of finally deciding on
every case which concerns the interest of the Craft
Any lodge or brother, therefore, who may feel aggrieved
by the decision of any other masonic authority or juri&-
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diction, may appeal to the Grand Lodge against 110clt
decision. The appeal must he !Dade in writing, apecifying the particular grievance complained of, and be tran&mitted to the Grand Secretary. A notice and copy of the
appeal must also be sent by the avpellant to the party
against whose decision the appeal IS made. All appeals
must be made in proper and decent language; no othell
will be received.-Comtitutions.
APPRENTICE, or first degree in the Order. An
apprentice is respected in every lodge as a brother equally
!IB much as an older member, and he has not, as might
be supposed, any especially derogatory work to do. He
learns masonic wisdom as far as it can be taught in the
first degree, and he is, therefore, called an Apprentice.
His clothing in the lodge is very little different from that
of the others ; and the older brethren dare not place much
value in their being able to wear an ornament or two
more than he does.-Gadicke.
APRON. An apron is given to an operative Mason
as a real necessary article ; to a Freemason only as a
symbol. If the apron of an operative mason becomes
dirty, this is mostly a sign of his praiseworthy industry;
but when the Freemason does not keep himself moraflJ
pure in all his actions, he stains the pure white of his
apron to his own disgrace. A masonic apron is made ol
common white leather, and no brother is allowed to
appear in a lodge without one; it is intended to remind
him of purity of mind and morals ; white amongst the
ancients being considered as an emblem of purity of soul.
It is well known that formerly none but those of mature
age were baptized, and they had to be dressed in white,
to show that they had laid aside the lusts of the flesh.
Those brethren who prove by their active benevolence
and industry that they are worthy, receive promotion in
the Order, and their aprons have proper decorations for
each degree.-Gadicke.
ARCANA. In the secret arcana of our mysteries, a
aeries of valuable truths are preserved, which correspond
with the teaching of . Christianity, and point to the
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appearance of a Saviour in the world, to atone for human
transgression, nud carry us from earth to heaven. And
being the conservator of such valuable mysteries. it ill
not surprising that in these days of supt>rior .Piety and
intelligence, it should so rapidly increase m 1n!J>lic
estimation, and be practised by the wise and good, uot
merely as a source of rational amusement, but aa a
means of promoting the blessings of morality and viriue
amongst mankind, and augmenting a respect for the
institution of religion.
ARCH OF IIEAVEN. Job compares heaven to an
arch supported by pillars. "The pillars of heaven tremble and are astonisned at his reproof." Dr. Cutbush on
this passage .remarks--" The arch in this instance is
allegorical, not only of heaven, but of the higher degree
of Masonry, commonly called the Holy Royal Arch.
The pillars which support the arch are emblematical ot
Wisdo_m and Strength ; the former denoting the wisdom
of the Supreme Architect, and the latter the stability of
the universe."-Brewster.
ARCHITECTURE. Architecture is one of the first
occupations in which man employed himself, and reflection 18 the first step towards improving the mind. How .
astonishingly has the science of a.rchitect.ure improved
and how honoured and how respected is an e>q)('rienced
architect! The science commenced with miserable huts;
the next step was to erect altars on which to offer sacri·
fices to the gods J of their own imaginations regular
dwellings followed next in rotation, after which, in rapid
succession, came palaces for their princes, bridges over
the most rapid streams to facilitate their commune with
each other; pyramids and towers, proudly pointing to the
heavens; catacombs of nearly immeasurable dimensions
for the interment of their dead, and the most gorgeous
temples in honour of the Great Architect of heaven
and earth. Thus we have adopted the title of Masons
from one of the most ancient and most honourable occupations of mankind, in allusion to the antiquity of our
Order. The working tools of an operative mason have
become our symbols, OCCO.U9e we can find no bet.ter OJ
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more exprellllive ones. No occupation is so wideiJ
extended, and in close connexion with others, as that Of
a :Mason ; and the various paths by whicl1 mankind ·strive
to gain. an entranc_e into the imperishable temple an
innumerable.-Gad.tckP~

ARCHIVES. Our traditions state that the hollow or
the cylinder of these pillars (J. & B.) was used as archives
of Masonry, and contained the sacred rolls which comprised the history of the Hebrew nation, their civil and
religious polity, the works of the prophetical and
inspired writers, and the complete system of univel'!l&l
scieuce.-llcrnming.
ARITHMETIC. The science of arithmetic is indis
pensable to the architect, and highly prized by him. n
1s u. very ancient science, and was perfected in aneien~
Greece. Far be it from every Mason to give himself up
to the superstitious practice of foretelling human events
by the science of arithmetic; but be knows that it is by
the assistance of arithmetic that we have discovered the
courses of the heavenly bodies ; that without its assistance we could not know when the moon would shine,
when it would be ebb or flood, when summer or winter
would commence.-Gadicke.
ARK AND ANCHOR.

[Sec ANcHOR AND ARK.]

ARK. The ark of the covenant was a kind of chest
or eoffer, placed in the sanctum sanctorum, with the
two tables of stone containing the decalogue, written
with the finger of God, and containing the most sacred
monument of the Jewish or any other religion. Along
with the ark were deposited the rod of Aaron and the
pot of manna. The ark was a symbol of the divine
presence and protection of the Israelites, and a pledge
of the stability of the theocracy, so long as the people
adhered to the articles of the covenant which the ark
contained. This sacred chest was made of shittim wood,
or the timber of a thorny shrub which grew in great
profusion in many parts of the wilderness where the
Israelites were directed to oncamp, and gave its name to
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ometry, and Astronomy. They are beautifully expl.m.J
in the second, or Fellow-Craft's, degree.
ASCENT. The BBcent of a Fellowcraft, whan he 8011
to receive his wages, is by a staircase of five chvisio111,
referring to the five noble ordeN of architecture, and tbe
five external senses or organs which regulate the several
modes of that sensation which we derive from external
objects. These are the several links of that powerful
chain which binds us to the works of the creation, wherewith we can have no connection, exclusive of those feelings which result from the delicate mechanism of the
ear, the eye, the smell, the palate, and the touch.
ASHLAR.

[See RouGH and

PERFECT.]

ASTREA. The Goddess of Justice dwelt with mol
tala, but their vices and crimes, which she could not
restrain, disgusted her so much, that she was compelled
to return to heaven, from whence this charming goddess
has never again revisited the earth to preside over the
tribunals of mortals, for which reason she is generally
represented as hoodwinked. Mythology informs us, that
wf1ile she was a dweller on this earth, she WBB so satia
fied with the justice of the spirit of FreemBBonry, that
she took it with her into her sanctuary, where she awaita
the brethren of the Order, to bless them with all the
pleasures she is able to communicate.
ASTRONOMY is an art by which we are taught to read
the wonderful works of God in those sacred pages, the
Celestial Hemisphere. While we nrc employed in the
study of this science, we must perceive unparalleled
instances of wisdom nod goodness, and through the whole
of the creation trace the glorious Author by his works.
ASTRONOMICAL. Some of our brethren are inclined to think that our rites are astronomical, and
explain the pillars of the lodge thus: Wisdom is the first
Person of the Egyptian 'l'riuity; Ot!iris, the sun, is tbf
second person, being the Demiurg-us, or supposed maker
nf the world, per.;;onatiug !';trength ; ~mel Isis, the moon.
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the Beauty of Masonry, is the third. Bot as the tint
person is not revealed to the initiates of the minor
·degrees, the trinity for these grades is made up wholl_y of
visible physical powers, adapted to the gr088 conceptiOns
of the unenlighten'ed; viz., Osiris, Isis, and Orus ; that
is, the Sun, Moon, and Orion. The cabalistic Jews had
some such fancies respecting their patriarchs. Abraham
was likened to the sun, as rising in the east ; Isaac tu
the moon, as receiving his light from him; and Jacob to
the Zodiac, from his sons constituting so man;r stars.
Therefore, in "Barmidmar Raba," these appellatiOns are
given to them. Descending from the heavens to tho
firmament, the seven planets come after the orbs; the~;o
correspond to the seven pre-eminent men until Jacob;
i. c., Adam, Seth, Noah, Shem, Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob; or, according to others, commencing with Jacob,
Levy, Kohath, Amram, Aaron, David, and Solomon ; or
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Aaron, David, and Solo-IIft>n. In either way this number is mystical; for as the
sun has three planets above his orb-Mars, Jupiter, and
Saturn, and three below it--the Moon, Venus, and Mercury, so Moses is compared to the sun from being in the
centre of these last enumerations of patriarchs. Therefore, the sages say-" The face of Moses shone like the
aun."
ASYLUM. The Asylum for Worthy, Aged and Decayed Freemasons is a magnificent edifice at Croydon in
Surrey. The charity was established by Dr. Crucefix,
after sixteen years of herculean toil, such as few men but
himself could have sustained. He did not live to sec it
in full operation, but breathed his last at the very time
when the cope-stone was placed on the building. Since
the death of Dr. Crucefix, it has been amalgamated with
the Provident Annuity nod Benevolent Association of
the Grand Lodge.
ATHEIST. One who denies the existence of a God,
or, supreme intelligent being. The old charges declare
that a Mason is obliged by his tenure to obey the mornl
law, and if he rishtly understands the art, he will never
be a stupid athe1at. A belief in God ia one of the un-
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Augustus that the learned Vitruvius became the father
of true architecture by his admirable writings. 1'hia
imperial patron first employed his Fellowcrafts in repairing or rebuilding all the public edifices, much neglected,
if not injured, during the civil wars. In those golden
days of Augustus, the/atricians, following his example,
built above a hundre marble J>alaces at Rome, fit tor
princes; and ev~ry substantial c1tizen rebuilt their house11
m marble; all uniting in the 8&1Ile disposition of adorning Rome; whereby many lodges arose and flourished of
the ~~ree and Accepted Masons, so that Au~stus, when
dying, justlr. said, "I found Rome built of brick, but I
leave it budt of marble! " Hence it is, that in the
remains of ancient Rome, those of his time, and of some
following emperors, are the best patterns of true masonry
extant, the epitome of old Grecian architecture, now
commonly expressed by the Augustan style, in which
are united wisdom, strength, and beauty.-Ander•on.
AUTHORITY.

[See

ANciENT CHARGEs.]

AXE. In the construction of King Solomon's Temple, every piece of it, whether timber, stone, or metal,
was brought ready cut, framed, and polished, to Jerusalem ; so that no other tools were wanted or heard thau
wece necessary to join the several parts together. All
the noise of axe, hammer, and saw, was confined to Lebanon, the quarries and the plail18 of Zeredatha, that
nothlng might be heard among the masol18 of Sion sav~
harmony and peace.-Ander•on.

B.
BABEL, in the Hebrew language means confuRiort.. The
name of a lofty tower, began to be built by the descendants
of Noah, among whom Nimrod was a leader, on the pln.ins
of Shinar, about 120.years after the flood. It was destroyed by the special interposition of the Almighty.
BABYLON. One of the oldest and greatest citiet1 of the
ancient world, of which Nimrod was the founder. It was
situated in the very heart of the old world. Under Nebuchadnezzar Babylon reached the summit of her greatness.
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This king, in the year of the world 8394, destroyed the
city of JeruRa.lem, including Solomon's temple, and carried into captivity nearly all the peorle of Judea, who
were retained in Babylon for seventy years, and until
Cyrus, King of Persia, issued a proclamation restoring
them to liberty, with permission to rebuild their temple,
under the superintendence of Zerubbabel, a prince of
Judea; Jeshua, the high-priest, and Haggai, the scribe.

BABYLONISH CAPTIVITY. The Jews had fAllen
under the displeasure of the Almighty by deviating from
true masonic principles ; and hence they not only fell
into great errors and corruptions, but were guilty of the
most abominable sins ; wherefore Jehovah, in his wrath,
denounced heavy ·judgments against them by Jeremiah
and other pror.hets, declaring that their fruitful l~t.ud
should be spmled, their city became desolate and an
abomination, and themselves and their descendants feel
the effects of his displeasure for the space of seventy
years, which commenced in the fourth year of the reigh
of J ehoiachim, A. L. 3398.-0ld Lectures.
BACK. It is a duty incumbent on every Free and
Accepted Mason to support a brother's character in his
absence equally as though he were present; not to revile
him behind his back, nor suffer it to be done by others
without using every necessary attempt to prevent it.
BADGE. Johnson defines a badge as " a mark of
cognizance worn to show the relation of the wearer to
any person or thing." The badge of a Mason is his
apron-an emblem of innocence and purity. It was
originally a skin of plain white leather. J n 1730 it was
regul&ted in Grand Lodge that the Grand Officers should
"wear white leather aprons with blue silk; and that the
Masters and Wardens of particular lodges may line their
white leather aprons with white silk., and may hang their
jewels at white ribbons about their neckR." At present
a Master Mason wears a lamb-skin apron with slty-blue
lining and edging, one inch and a half deep~ with a
rosette on the fall or flap. No other colour or ornament
is allowed, except to officers or past offiCP.rs c•f }Qdges.
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who may have the emblems of their office in llilver or
white in the centre of their apron. The Maatera and
..Past Masters of lodges wear, in lieu of, and in the place
of, th~ three rosettes on the Master Mason'• apron,
perpendicular lines upon horizontal lines, thereby formmg three several sets of two right angles, to be made of
ribbon of the 881De colour as the ed~ng of the apron.
The Grand Stewards' aprons are distinguished by crimson and silver, and otner grand and provincial grand
officers by purple and gold.
BALLOT. Ballotting frequently takes place in a
Freemasons' lodge, more particularly in admitting a can·
didate, which is never allowed to take place unleRR he
has a majority ef votes in his favour, according to the
rules of the lodge; some lodges requiring perfect unanimity, others admitting the candidate when there are not
more than three black balls against him. In exercising
this privilege, every member ought to give his vote perfectly free from any influence from eithe'r the officers of
the lodge, or from personal or private motives: he ought
at all times to remember that this privilege is given to
men who ought to think and act for themselves with this
one sole object in view, viz., the credit, honour, and
welfare of the Craft in general, and of his own lodge in
particular.-Gadicke.
BANNERS. When the Israelites marched through
the wilderness, we find that the twelve tribes had between them four principal banners, or standards, every
one of which had its particular motto; and each standard had also a distinct sign described upon it. They encamped round about the tabernacle, and on the east side
were three tribes under the standard of Judah ; on the
west were three tribes under the standard of Ephraim
on the south were three tribes under the standard of
Reuben ; and on the north were three tribes undel' the
standard of Dan. The standard of Judah was a lion;
that of Ephraim an ox; that of Reuben a man, and that
of Dan an eagle; whence were fQJ1lled the hieroglyphiea
of cherubim und seraphim, to represent the children of
Tsrael.-Ashe.

BAR--BEA.
BARE FEET. Nakedness of feet was a sign of moUJ'Do
ing. God says to Ezekiel, ".Make no mourning for the
dead, and put on.thy shoes upon thy feet," &c. It wu
likewise a mark of respect. Moses put o1f his shoes to
approach the burning bush ; the pneats served in the
Tabernacle with their feet naked, as they did afterwards
n the Temple. The Tal:mudists teach that if they had
but stepped with their feet upon a cloth, a skin, or even
upon the foot of one of their companions, their service
would have been unlawful.
·
BANQUET. After the cloain~ of some lodges for
initiations or festival, a banquet 18 held, that is to say,
the brethren as~emble for recreation and refreshment at
a supper. But if the brethren merely meet to eat and
drink, then the appellation masonic banquet would not
be a:{lpropriate. Eating, or, more properly speaking,
drinkmg toasts, and earnest masonic discourses or appeals
for charitable purposes to the brethren, are SQ blended
together as to produce one beautiful and harmonious
whole evening's amusement; for this reason the officen
vf the lodge, at least the Worshipful Master, Wardens,
and Master of the Ceremonies, or his substitute, must be
present. The opening and closing of a masonic banquet,
at which the brethren are clothed, is commonly regulated
by a ritual for that purpose.-GaJickc.
BEAUTY. The Freemason is a true admirer of nCI
the liberal arts and sciences, but he much more admires
a beauty of his own, which stands ns fast as the pillars ot
the earth-is immovable and immortal. All our working
tools are given to us to find out symmetry, proportion,
and applicability. We are conducted by every step in
our Oraer to order and hannony, the very being of beauty
We do not crawl in loathsome caverns, but our plac<'..s of
meeting are beautiful halls. The outward tokens and
clothing of our Order are composed of the most beautiful colours. We refuse neither silk nor metal in our
jewels, we· rejoice in the purity of the clothing of our
Order; but more especially we endeavour to make the
spirit of true beauty shine in our assemblies, and not to
allow it to d!lgenerate into a lifeless appearnnce.-GaJ.i,.lr,.

•
BEA-BEL.
BEAUTY AND BANDS. The application of beauty
and bands to the science of Freemasonry waa in much
esteem vdth our brethren at the beginning of the present
century; but at the reunion, being pronounced inconsil!tent with the general· plan of the Order, it was exKia~ged,
and is now nearly forgotten, except by a few old
ons,
who may, .Perhaps, recollect the illustration as an inci
dental subJect of remark amongst the Fraternity of tha
period.
BEEHIVE. The beehive is an emblem of industry,
and recommends the practice of that virtue to all created
beings, from the highest seraph in heaven to the lowest
reptile in the dust. It teaches us that as we came into
the world rational and intelligent beings, so we should
ev~r be induatrious ones; never sitting down contented
while our fellow-creatures around us are in want, when
it is in our power to relieve them without inconvenience
to ourselves.
·
BEHAVIOUR. A Mason should be always cautious
in his words and carriage, that the most penetrating
stranger may not be able to discover or find out what is
not proper to be intimated ; and sometimes he should
divert a discourse, and manage it prudently for tho
honour of the worshipful Fraternity.
BEUEF. The most prominent facts which Freemasonry inculcates directly or by implication in its lectures
are these : that there is a God ; that he created mao, and
placed him in a state of perfect happiness in Paradise;
that he forfeited this supreme felicity by disobedience to
the divine commands at the suggestion of a serpent
tempter; that, to alleviate his repentant contrition, a
divine revelation was communicated to him, that in process of time a Saviour should appear in the world to
atone for their sin, and _place thell' posterity in a condition of restoration to his favor ; that for the increasing
wickedness of man, God sent a deluge to purge the earth
of its corruptions; and when it was again repeopled, he
renewed his gracious covenant with several of the patriarchs: delivemd l1is people irom Egypt; led tl1em tn the

BEN.
wildemeaa ; and in the Mosaic dispensation gave mONete.
indications of the Messiah by a succession of prophetl,
extending throughout the entire theocracy and monarchy,
that he instituted a tabernacle and temple wol'8hip,
which contained the most indisputable types of the
religion which the Messiah should reveal and promulgate;
and that when the appointed time arrived, God sent his
only begotten Son to instruct them, who was born at
Bethlehem, as the prophets had foretold, in the reign o.
Herod, (who was not of the Jewish royal line, nor even
a Jew,) of a pure virgin of the family of David.
BENAI. The Benai were setters, layers, or builden
at the erection of King Solomon's Temple, being able
and ingenious Fellowcrafts, who were illstributed by
Solomon into separate lodges, with a Master and Warden
in each, that they might receive commands in a regular
manner, take care of their tools and jewels, be paid every
week, and be duly fed and clothed, that the work might
proceed with harmony and order.
BENEFITS. The society expends thousands of
pounds sterling every year in the relief of the virtuous
aistressed. Nor can the existence of these benefits be
denied, for they are open and undisguised. The relief
of widows and orphans, and of aged Masons in want;
youth of both sexes educated and trained to a life of usefulness and virtue ; the stream of charity disseminated
through every class of wretchedness and misery, aro
indeed so evident, that none can doubt the benefits of the
institution; and thct·eforc those who decry it are fighting
against truth, and condemn by their writmgs what their
conscience secretly approves.
BENEVOLENCE, FUND OF. The distribution and
application of this charitable fund shall be monthly; for
which purpose a committee or lodge of Benevolence
shall be holden on the last 'Vednesday of every month.
This lodge shall consist of all the present and past Grand
Officers, all actual Masters of lodges, and twelve Past
Masters. The brother presiding shall be bound strictly
to enforce all the regulations of the Craft respecting the
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distribution of this fond, and shall be satisfied, before any
petition be read, that all the required formalities have
been complied with. To every petition must be added
a recommendation, signed in open lodge by the Master,
Wardens, and a majority of the members then present,
to which the petitioner does or did belong, or from some
other contributing lodge, certifying that they have known
him to have been in reputable, or at least tolerable, circumstances, and that he has been not less than two years
a subscribing member to a regular lodge.
BETRAYING. By a full and fair exposition of our
great leading principles, we betray no masonic secrets ;
these are safely locked up in the heart of every Mason,
and are never to be imparted except in a constitutional
manner. But our leading tenets are no secrets. It is no
secret that Masonry is of divine origin; it is no secret
that the system embraces and inculcates evangelical
truth ; it is no secret that there is no duty enjoined nor
a virtue required in the volume of inspiration, but what
is found in, and taught by,. Speculative Freemasonry; it
is no secret that the appropnate name of God has been
preserved in this institution in every countrr where
Masonry existed, while the rest of the world was literally
sunk in heathenism ; and above all, it is not, neither can
it be, a secret, that a good Mason is, of nece88ity, truly
and emphatically a Christian.-Town.
BEZALEEL. Bezaleel and Aholiab were not uuly
the most skilful at the building of the Tabernacle, but
the most zealous for the work. We are therefore not
prepared to see a miracle in this particular; but we arc
prepared to see something greater, which is, that God
claims his own--.Ls his gift, as the wisdom which he had
put into them-that we might call the " natural" genius
or talent whereby they had been enabled to acquire that
master skill in arts which they were now required to
exercise in his service. We believe that these endowments
were given to them originally by God, and that the circumstances of life which gave them the opportunity of
making these acquirements in Egypt, were determined
by Him with a view to this ultimate employment in hia

BIB-BLA.
aervice. We aee that the aervicea of other penou liJDi.
larly qualified were required in the 881De manner, and
on the same ground, although Bezaleel and Aholiab were
the chief.-Kitto.
BIBLE. Amongst the great lights of Freemasonry
the Holy Bible is the #?reatest. By it we are taught to
rule and govern our f&Jth. Without this sacred light we
find no masonic altar. Without it no lodge is perfect~
neither can any one be legally initiated into the Order
unless he believes in the grand truths which are therein
contained ; unless he supports and is supported by that
blessed book. The square and the compasses stimulate
us to investigate into the truths which are therein contained; for truth, justice, and mercy, are best sup:ported
by true religion. By it we are taught" In the beginning
was the Woan." The sacred writings are a symbolical
chain, by which we are all united in the bonds of brotherly love and universal philanthropy, as John, the meek
and lowly disciple of Jesus, says in his gospel. In thia
blessed book is to be found the true rule by which every
real Christian will endeavour to regulate his conduct.Gadicke.
BIGOTRY. There are some bigots in their opiniona
against Freemusoury. It is, they cry, a bad thing-an
uulawful tbiug-a sinful thing. Why ?-Because we
detest it-abhor it! 'l'o pity such, is no mean part of
Uhristian love, since, I am persuaded, that even in good
hearts the first emotions respecting them were those of
scorn and contempt. Of what usc is it to reason with
bigots, whether in religion, morals, or politics?- Turner
BLACK. Among the Athenians, black was the colour
of atlliction, and white of innocence, joy, and purity.Tbe Arabs and blazonry give to black a signification
evidently derived from traditions of initiation. It designates among the M:oors grief, despair, obscurity, and constancy. Black, in blazon named sable, signifies prudence,
wisdom, and const.ancy in adversity and woe. Hence the
mosaic work of a .Masons' lodge.-S!Jmbolic Co."oura.
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IlLAZING STAR. The blazing star must not be considered merely as the creature which heralded the appear·
ance ofT. G. A. 0. T. U., but the expressive symbol of
that Great Bein~ himself, who is described by the mag·
nificent appellations of the Day Spring, or Rising Sun ;
the Day Star; the Morning Star; and the Bright, or
Blazing Star. This, then, is tbe supernal reference of the
Blazing Star of Masonry, attached to a science which,
like the religion it embOdies, is uuiTenal, and applicable
to all times and seasons, and to every people that ever
did or ever will exist on our ephemeral globe of earth.
BLUE. This durable and beautiful color was adopted
and worn by our ancient brethren of the three symbolic
d~rees as the peculiar characteristic of an institution
wli1ch has stood the test of ages, and which is as much
distinguished by the durability of its materials or principles, as by the beauty of its superstructure. It is an
emblem of universal friendship and benevolence; and
instructs us, that in the mind of a Mason those virtues
should be Sf expansive as the blue arch of heaven itself
BLUE MASONRY. The three first degrees are
clothed in or ornamented with blue, from whence this
.aame is derived. The following degrees have not the
same uniformity in their outward appearance. Blue is
the colour of truth or· fidelity; and it is a remarkable fact
that the brethren have ever remained true to the blue
degrees, while the authenticity of the other degrees has
often been disputed, and in many places altogether
denied. Under the reign of William III. of England
blue was adopted as the favourite colour of the CraftGadicke.
BOARD OF GENERAL PURPOSES. This board
eonsists of a president and twenty-four other members.
of which the Grand Master annually nominates the president and ten of the members, at the Quarterly Communica1ion in June; and the Grand Lodge on the same dAy
elects the other fourteen from among the actual masters
aud past masters oflodges; and they, together with t.he
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Grand Master, Deputy Grand Master, and the GnDI1
Wardens of the year, constitute the board.
BOAZ. One of ths rules of tM Jewish Cabala is
called Trans.Position, and is used by finding an appropriate rueawng to a word formed anagrammattc8lly
from any other word. Acting on this rule, Bro. Rosenberg, an eminent Jewish Mason, residing in Paris, thUI
tmproves the names of the two pillars :-" In the fint
degree the candidate receives in his preparation the
clements of the sciences ; i.t remains for him to instruc'
or to fortify himself by means of the higher sciencea.
'l'he word fortify in Hebrew is ZoA.B. At the moment
when the young neophite is about to receive the physical
light he should/.repare himself to receive the moral
light. The wor prepared in Hebrew is Ntk.AJ'. ThO
word is very important for him who proposes to follow
the path of virtue."
BOND AND FREE. At the grand festival which
Abraham gave at the weaning of his son Isaac, Sarah
detected Ishmael, the son of Hagar the Egyptian bondwoman, in the act of teazing and perplexing her son.
She therefore remonstrated with Abraham, saying, Cas*
out this bondwoman dnd her son, for the son of the bondwoman shall not be heir with my son, even with Isaac.E. A. P. Lecture.
BOND-WOMAN. Sarah the wife of Abraham beill@
about eighty years of age, and conceiving herself to be
past child-bearing, endeavoured to procure a son whom
she might adopt, in pursuance of the custom of thoee
times, by giving to her husband, as her substitute, an
Egyptian slave named Hagar. But when the bond
.4'0man found that she had conceived by Abraham, she
conducted herself with such insolence to her mistress, that
.he patriarch was compelled to give her up to Sarah's
Jorrection; and she exercised it so sharply that Hagar
rled. into the wilderness, and dwelt by a fountain of
wa.ter. She was, however, commanded by the Divinity to
return, and for her comfort a prediction was vouchsafed
which promised to the son that she should bear, 3Dd to
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his posterity, this remarkable privilege-that his name
shorild never be blotted out.
BOOK OF CONsriTfOTIONS. This book contains the
written landmarks, rules, regulations, ancient charges, and
fundamental principles of tlie Order ; a detailed exposition
of the duties of officers of Grand and Subordinate Lodges,
and the rights and privileges of members. In all processions when the Grand Master appears the Book of Constitutions is carried before him, guarded by the Tiler's sword.
BOOK OF THE LAW. The Book of the Law i11
a1ways spread open upon the pedestal during lodge hours
at some important passage of Scri;pturc, during the
continuance of the solemn ministratwns of the lodge.
In the first degree it is usually unfolded at Ruth iv. 7;
in the second degree at Judges xxii. 6; and in the third
at 1 Kings vii. 13, 14. These usages, however, it may
be necessary to add, are arbitrary ; for we find at
different periods during the last century that Genesis
uii. and xxviii. were indifferently used for the first
~egree ; 1 Kings vi. 7, and 2 Chron. iii. 17, for the
4econd; and Amos x. ~5, 26, and 2 Chron. vi. for the
third. In the United States, according to the instructions contained in
' Chart, the Bible is opened in
the first degree at Psalm cxxxiii. ; in the second at ANos
vii., and in the third at Ecclesiastes xii.
BRAZEN SERPENT. The brazen serpent was an
unage of polished brass, in the form of one of those fiery
serpents wbich were sent to chastise the murmuring
Israelites in the wilderness, and whose bite caused violent
heat, thirst, and inflammation. By Divine command,
1\loses made a serpent of brass or copper, and put it upon
a pole; and it came to pass that if a serpent had bitten
any man, when be beheld the serpent of brass he lived.
This brazen BP.rpent was preserved as a monument of
divine mercy, but in process of time became an instrument of idolatry; for it being written in the law of Moses,
whoever looketh u;pon it shall live, they fancied they
might obtain blessmgs by its mediation, and therefore
thought it worthy to be worshipped. But Hezekiab
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BRIGHT MASON. If any brothers doubt whether it
Le really necessary that their masonic teaching should
be reduced to practice; if they doubt whether they
ought to be p,eculiarly cautious in their words and
actions; or whether, as Masons, they ought t.o possess
a listening ear, a silent tongue, and a faithful heart; they
cannot be bright Masons, for the complicated system of
Freemasonry is not to be received or rejected as may suit
their pleasure or convenience.
UROACHED THURNEL. This was the name of
one of the original immoveable jewels, and was used for
the E. A. P. to learn to work upon. It was subsequently
called the Brute Stone, or rough Ashlar.
BROTHER. In the lodge, Masons always call each
other brother; and the poorest among them, even the
serving brethren, dare not address them by any other
title, although they may fill the highest offices in the
state, or even be monarchs. Out of the lodge, in the
presence of strangers, the word brother may be dropped ;
but when a brother meets a brother, even out of the
lodge, and no other person is present, then the title of
brother must not be omitted. It must be much more
agreeable to every brother to be called by that endearing
name than to be addressed by the title of your excellency
or Mr., as well in the lodge as out of it when no stranger~>
ve present. No one hath a brother except he be a brother himself.-Gadiclce.
BROTHERLY LOVE. This can be manifested in
innumerable opportunities not only in the Lodge but
also out of it. It is acknowledged by the nearly imperceptible pressure of the hand as much as by the vindication of an innocently accused absent Brother from the
throne. It is an essential element to bind the Brethren
unto each other; we have pledged ourselves to exercise
it, and it is one of the greatest duties of a Free and Accepted Mason to deny it unto no man, more especially
to a Brother Mason. To exercise brotherly love, or to
feel deeply interested in the welfare of others is a source
of the greatest happiness in every situation in life. 'rt\.~
king upon his throne would find bis a\t\1\\.U(')ll \nt."'l.~~"'':'\-
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able if his subjects showed their regard unto him through
fear alone and not through ~ove, and so would those aiao
who have a superabundance of worldly J>OSsessions. ·He
who does not find his heart warmed With love toward,
all mankind should never strive to be made a Freemaso11,
for he cannot exercise broth~rly love.-Gadicke.
BUILDER SMITTEN. It is not to be presumed,
that we are a set of men professing religious principles
contrary to the revelations and doctrines of the Son of
God, reverencing a Deity by the denomination of the
God of Nature, and denying that mediation which is
graciously offered to all true believers. The members of
our Society at this day, in the third stage of Masonry contess themselves to be Christians, "The veil of the temple
is rent, the builder is smitten, and we are raised from the
tomb of transgression."-HutcMnson.
BUILDING. It scarcely need to be intimated that
operative Masonry was the sole object of the earliest
builders ; for the scientifical and moral refinements that
grew from the profession, and nre now implied under the
term Freemasonry, could not have taken root until the
art aud the artists, as well as the institutions of civil
11ociety had attained some degree of maturity.-:-.t1ntknott·
BUL. The compounds of this divine name Bel, are of
great variety. Bel-us was used by the Chaldeans; and
the deity was known amongst the ancient Celtre by the
name of Bel or Belenus, which title, by modem authors,
is identified with Apollo. The primitive name of Britain
was Vel-ynys, the island of Bel; and the fires light.ed up
on May-day were in honour of this deity, and called Bel's
fire. The inhabitants made use of a word, known only
to themselves, to express the unutterable name of the
Deity, of which the letters 0. I. W. were a sacred eym·
bol. In this they resembled the Jews, who always said
Adonai, when the name of Jehovah occurred. Baal was
the most ancient god of the Canaanites, and was ref~rred
to the sun. Manasseh raised altars to this deity, and
worshipped him in all the pomp of heathen superstition;
llnd when these altars wPre destroyC'd bv Josiah, tlte
worship of Baal was iJeutificd with t"!mt o( the Sun.
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BUR-CAB.
BURIAL PLACE. The burial ·place of a Muter
Mason is under the Holy of Holies, with the following
legend delineated on the monument:-A virgin weeping
over a broken column, with a book open before her; in
her right band a sprig of cassia, in her left an urn; Time
standing behind her, with his bands enfolded in the ringlets of her hair. The weeping virgin denotes the unfinished state of the temple : the broken column that one
of the principal supporters of Masonry (H. A. B.) bad
fallen ; the open book implies that his memory is recorded
in every Mason's heart; the sprig of cassia refers to the
discovery of his remains; the urn shews that his asbea
have been carefully collected, and Time standing behind
her implies that time, patience, and perseverance will
accomplish all things.
BURIBD TREASURES. We have a tradition that
King Solomon :concealed certain treasures beneath the
foundation of the temple, which were found when they
were opened to build the second temple. It was C9m·
mon in ancient times to secrete treasures in such vaulta
and caverns.
BY-LAWS. Every lodge baa the ~ower of framing
by-laws for its own government, proVIded they are not
contrary to or inconsistent with the general regulations
of the Grand Lodge. The by-laws must therefore be •
submitted to the approbation of the Grand Master, or
the Provincial Grand Master; and whfln approved, a fair
copy must be sent to the Grand Secretary, and also to
the Provincial Grand Master ; and when any material
alteration shall be made, such alteration must in like
manner be submitted. The by-laws of the Lodge shall
be delivered to the master on the day of his installation,
when he shall solemnly pledge himself to observe and
enforce them during his mastership. Every brother shall
also sign them when be becomes a member of the Lodge,
as a declaration of his submission to them.-CoR.Jtitu-o
tiona.
CABALA. This was amongst the ancient Jews a
mystical philosophy, inasmuch as they professed to po..
lleMS cabalistical secrets from the earlie11t ages, even frotn
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the days of Adam. There was also a philosophical cahlla
which had ita origin in Egypt. Modern cabalists have
introduced many things into this so called science, and
have divided it into symbolical and real cabala. In the
symbolical cabala the secrets of numbers is taught, and
the real cabala is subdivided into theoretical and practical. In the theoretical the sacred writings are explained
by a host of traditions, and the practical is, that cabala
which has found the most followers· as it professes to
teach the art of performing miracles. Aa spiritual errors
are frequently the subject of masonic lectures, we could
not pass the word cabala without notice.-Gadick.
CABLE-TOW. According to the ancient laws of
}'reemasonry, every Brother must attend his Lodge if he
is within the length of his cable-tow. The length of
an E. A. P. cable-tow is three English miles, or 16,840
feet.-Gadicke.
CALENDAR. The first intimation we have of thia
periodical was in the year 1776, when the Grand Secretary informed the Grand Lodge that a Freemason's calendar for 1.776 and 1776 had been published by the Company of Stationers without the sanction of the society,
and that he apprehended a publication of that kind,
properly authorized, would be acceptable to the frater• nity, and might be beneficial to the charity. He moved
that a Freemason's calendar, under sanction of the
Grand Lodge, be published in opposition to that pub-lished by the Stationer's Company, and that the profits
of such publication be appropriated to the general fund
of the society. This motion being seconded, the question
was put, and it v.assed in the affirmative. This calendar
was continued till after the union in 1813, but the form
in which it was printed being at length found inconvenient, H. R. H. the Duke of Sussex G. M. directed
that in future it should be published in the form of a
pocket book, and it continues to l-e published in that
form to the present day.
CAMP OF ISRAEL. For so lar~e a multitude of
people, and for so numerous an army, It was needful that
all the necessary articles of life should be prepared
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beforehand, or be found ready to purchase. In ·these
respects nothing waa wanting to tlie Israelites. Their
bread came down to them from heaven, and they had
besides an abundance of every thins: that could contribute
to magnificence. If we may credit Josephus, they had
amongst them public markets and a variety of shops.
(Ant. 1. iii. c. 12, sec. 6.) The taberns,cle being erected,
it was placed in the midst of the camp, each of the three
tribes stretching themselves on the wings, and leaving
between them a sufficient SJ?ace to pa88. It waa, says
Josephus, like. a well appomted market, where every
thing was ready for sale m due order, and all sorts of
artificers kept their shops, so that the camp might be
considered a moveable city.-Adam Clarke.
CANDIDATE. A candidate for initiation into Freemasonry, is a person who has been proposed by a Brother,
and whose name is written UJ?On the tables of the Lodge,
that the brethren may be reiDinded to make the necessary
enquiries into his moral and social character; for which
purpose four weeks is generally allowed.-Gadicke.
CANDLES. The three great luminaries, are not to
be confounded with the three great lights. They are
merely candles or torches, or they may be called pillars
with torches.-Gadicke.
CANDLESTICK. The candlestick in the Tabernacle was manufactured by Bezaleel and Aholiab of
beaten gold. It had an upright shaft which stood upon
a broad foundation, that its surport might be firm and
unmoveable, without danger o being overthrown during
the process of trimming anu cleaning its lamps, which
were seven in number, one in the centre, and three on
each side, on so many branches that were not equal in
length, the outer branches being elongated, that the
lights might be all of the same height. The body of the
shaft had four bowls, and as many knobs and flowers.
Some think that the seven branches symbolised the
seven planets, the seven days 9f the week, and the seven
ages of man ; but in truth the Christian church is the
candlestick, and the light is Christ. The seven lamps
are emblems of the gift of the Spirit; the knobs and
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ftowen, the graces and omaments of a Christian lif'e.
As the candlestick gave light to the tabernacle, so we
must remain in darkness unless Christ shall enligbten hil
church. Simeon therefore pronounced it to be "a light
to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of Israel."
CANOPY. In the masonic processions of the Continent, the Grand Master walks under a gorgeous canopy
of blue, purple, and crimson silk, with gold tnnges ana
tassels, borne upon staves painted purple and ornamented
with gold, by eight of the oldest Master Masons present;
and the masters of private lodges walk under canopies
of light blue silk with silver tassels and fringes, home by
four members of their own respective companies. The
canopies are in the form of an oblct~ square, and are in
length six feet, in breadth and heig.ut three feet, having
a semicircular covering. The framework should be ol
cedar, and the silken covering ought to hang down tw6
feet on each side.
·
CAPITULAR DEGREES. The appellation, in Franoe,
of certain degrees of the Scottish rite, from the fourth
to the eighteenth, inclusive, and which the French rite
has contracted to four. These degrees s.re divided into
four series, or independent branches.
CAPTIOUSNESS. Captiousness ia apt to ovenet
the harmony of conversation. And it is so, not oilly
because it often produces misbecoming and provoking
expressions and behaviou:r in a part of the company, but
because it is a tacit accusation and a reproach for something ill taken from those we are displeased with. Such
an intimation or even suspicion must always be uneasy
to society ; and as one angry person is sufficient to di.Scompose a whole company, for the generality, all mutual
happiness cease therein on any such jarring. This failing
therefore, should be guarded against with the same care,
aa either boisterous rusticity and insinuated contempt, or
lll~natured disposition to censure.-1Warti1l Clare.
CAPTIVITY. The J~ws hving offended the Most
High, we1e delivered over to tho Chaldeans t~ be ehaathcd ; nnd Nebuchadnezzar let loofl8 his full vt-ngeance
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upon them. He ravaged the whole country; and the
holy city of God, after a protracted siege, during which
many traitors went over to the enemy, was abandoned to
pillage. They burned the temple, broke down the walla
of the city, set fire unto her towers, and carried away
the consecrated vessels of gol~ and silver, the brazen sea
and altar, and the two pillars of Jachin and Boaz, which
stood at the entrance of the,orch. All the princes, the
nobility, and every person o consequence, according to
the prediction of Jeremiah, were removed iQ.to the land
of Chaldea; but Nebuzaradan, the chief of Nebuchadnezzar's officers, left behind many families of the lower
classes to cultivate the vineyards, and other servile purposes, with strict injunctions to transfer the fruits thereof
to Babylon in their season, as luxuries for the tables of
the nobility.
CARDINAL POINTS. The cardinal points ·of the
Ctlmpass have a peculiar signification amongst us, and
particularly the east, west, and south. The east is a
place of light, and there stands the W. M., a pillar of
Wisdom, as a representation of the rising sun; and as
that luminary opens the glorious day to light mankind to
their labours, so theW. M. occupies this station to open
lodge, and to employ and instruct the brethren in Masonry. The south is a s1!ation of another important officer,
the pillar of Beauty, who is placed in that quarter that
he may be prepared to mark the sun at its meridian, to
call the workmen from labour, and to recruit their
strength by necessary refreshment and rest, that their
toils may be resumed with renewed vigour and alacrity,
without which neither pleasure nor profit can mutually
result. In the west stands the pillar of Strength, to
mark the setting sun, and close the labours of the day
by command of the presiding officer; because the declining luminary warns mankind of the necessity of repose,
else our nature would sink under the effects of incessant
toil, unrelieved by rest and recreation.
CARDINAL VIRTUES. They are Fortitude, by which
we are taught to resist temptation; Prudence, by ~bich we •
are instructed to reb•nlate our conduct by the d\~t~~'i\ ()\
reason; Temperance, by which we lea.m \o \!,O"'i~'U\ ~'-11!1 ~v.
sions; Justice, which constitutes the cemen.\ ()\ e\.-& ~~'"'S •
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CASSIA. 'l'he cassia was anciently a symbol of
honour, triumph, life, and resurrection, according io
Pierius, who published his Hieroglyphica in 1676, which
would be qm te sufficient to authorize its introduction
into our symbolical legend. When the Master Mason
exclaims, therefore, "My name is Cassia.," it is equiva. lent to saying, "I have been in the grave ; I have
triumphed over it by raising from the dead; and being
regenerated in the process, have a claim to life (everlasting)."
CATECHISM. This is the most important document
of Freemasonry. The catechism was formerly only communicated by conference from one lodge to another, or
from one brother to another; and this is the reason why
we have so many different forms of the catechism,
although in spirit there is no material difference in any
of them. As a religious catechism contains a summary
of all that is taught by that religion, so our catechism
contains the essence of Freemasonry; but it is not to be
understood without the teacher taking great pains in
instructing the student! nor without having previously
been inetructed in a lodge, and being able to reflect upon
and remember the instructions there given. Every degree
has its own catechismus; and in many lodges it is customary to explain part of it at every meeting, in order that
the members may become intimately acquainted with it.
-Gadicke.
CATENARIAN ARCH. This constitutes the form
of a Royal Arch Chapter, and is constructed on the
following princifles. It is a known truth that a semicircular arch wil not sustain its own weight, the crown
crushing out the sides; it depends, therefore, on abutment for supfort. The only arch the bearing of which
is true in al its points of the curve, is the catenarian
arch. If a slack chain or rope be supported by two
D)Oks, the curve it fall!! into is what is called the catenarian curve ; and this inverted is the mechanical arch of
the same name. Such an arch, truly constmcted, will
• stand independent of any collateral aid whatever.Noortkouck.
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in the United States, is presented with a new name,
which is Caution, to teach him that as he is then imperfectly instructed in the mysteries of Masonry, he ou~ht
to be cautious over all his words and actions, that nothing
may escape him. which may tend to afford information to
the opponents of Masonry. This is one of the triad of
duties recommended in the first degree.
CAUTIOUS SECRECY. The cautious secrecy of the
Craft in early ages was used to prevent the great principles of science, by which their reputation was secured
and maintained, from being publicly known. Ewn the
inferior workmen were unacquainted with the secret and
refined mechanism which cemented and imparted the
treasure of wisdom. They were profoundly Ignorant of
the wisdom which planned, the beauty which designed,
and knew only the strength and labour which executed
the work. The doctrine of the pressure and counterpressure of complicated arches, was a mystery which
they never attempted to penetrate. They were blind
instruments in the hands of intelligent Master _Masons,
and complet~d the most sublime undertakings by the
effect of mere mechanical skill and physical power,
without being able to comprehend the secret which produced them; without understanding the nice adjustment
of the members of a building to each other, 10 necessary
to accomplish a striking and permanent effect; or without
being able to enter into the science exhibited in the
complicated details which were necessary to form a
harmonious and proportionate whole.
CAVE. Solomon had a deep cave dug underneath the
Sanctum Sanctorum of the Temple, with many intricacies, over which he fixed a stone, wherein he put the ark
and cherubim. They say they did this because, by !he
Holy Spirit foreseeing that that house would be destroyed, he therefore made a secret place where the ark might
be kept, so that its .sanctity might not be profaned by
heathen hands; and they are of opinion that subsequently
J os: ah secreted therein the ark. They .Provt> it firstly
from 1 Kings vi. 9 :-"And the oracle within the house
(t"::~n] he prepared to place there the a.rk.;' ~\\.~'tlb, \\-,
prepare, they understand it to mean "-pt~~\\\)u. \\)'t ~
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It ill usual for lodges which have been established for
that ong period to celebrate the anniversary by a com·
memorative festival.

CENTRAL POINT. Masonry is truly thl! sister of
religion; for she boasts her efficacy in all its native
influence, and is oontinually the assistant promoter of like
principles and of like actions. The central point of all
her innumerable lines, squares and circles, is the love o..
God. And upon this central foint she builds her faith;
from it she derives her hope o glory here and hereafter,
and by it she squares her conduct in strict justice and
universal charity. The central point of all true CJhristianity and of all true Masonry is the love of God. "Ma,.
sonry is dedicated only to the Gospel."
CENTRAL STAR. The human body of Jesus Christ
Js the Ark of the Christian Covenant, over which the
Shekinah appeared in the cave at Bethlehem, in the form
of a supernatural Star in the East, which hence ill placed
in the centr~ of our lodges.
CENTRE. The labors of a Freemason must penetrate to the centre of the earth, and his spirit inquire
into all the operations of nature, and either be able satisfactorily to explain or humbly admire them.-Gadicke.
CEREMONIAL. On our initiation we cannot fail to
be struck with the ceremonials, and must think that
there is more conveyed by them than appears to the vulgar eye. A due attention to the matter will convince us
that our first impressions were just; and by researches
to discover their implications, a competent degree of
knowledge may be acquired touching the origin of Masonry, the reasons which support its several institutions,
the meaning and import of its various symbols, together
with the progress of tho profession.-Hu.tchiii$Oll.
CERTIFICATE. Every Brot.her who travels, and
who wishes to visit the lodges in the cities he comes to,
must not only provide himself with masonic clothing
but with a certificate. These certificates are granted b!
the Grand Lodge of England to e-vers ou.e ~~o \).v. ~
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regularly initiated, and contain an account of when and
where the bearer was made, and a recommendation to all
lodges to admit him to their labours. They are sealed
with the seal of the Grand Lodge, and are signed by the
Grand Secretary, and the brother to whom they belong.
-Gadicke.
CEREMONIES. If a person wishes to become a can
didate for Masonry, he should make up his mind to
•atch the progress of all the ceremonies through which
he may pass, with attention, and search into their propriety, their origin, and their symbolical reference. He
may be quite sure that men of sense and standing in the
world-men whose reputation for wisdom and common
prudence is of some value, would not subject him to any
test which might cast an imputation upon themaelves.
CHAIN. All the Freemasons upon the surface of the
earth form one chain, every member is a link of it, and
should ever strive with the true hand of a brother to
strengthen it. No wavering doubt should break it. Non~
should be shut out from it, as is taught in every lodge.
What an encouraging thought it is for the newly initiated brother to find himself at once surrounded with the
light arising from this great chain. This chain can be
no fetter to him, for the hands of brethren prove the
contrary.-Gadicke.
CHALK. Chalk, charcoal and clay, have ever been
esteemed the emblems of freedom, fervency, and zeal,
because nothing is more free for the use of man than
chalk, which seldom touches but leaves its trace behind;
nothing more fervent than charcoal, for when well lighted
no metal is able to resist its force ; nothing is more 2f'.nl·
ous than clay, our mother earth, who will open her arms
to receive us when forsaken by ali our frien?s·
CHAMBER. It is only in solitude that we can deeply
reflect upon our present or future undertakings, and
blackness, darkness, or solitariness, is ever a symbul of
death. A man who has undertaken a thing after mature
reiection seldom turns back. No symbol of death will
t#mify him, and the words of the sacred writings, "Iu
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beginning was the l~ght," cha.rm him on to seek
rght he bas lost.-Gadu:ke.
'
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CHAPEL. In every convenient place the architect of
a lodge should contrive secret cryptre or closets. They
are of indispensable utility, but in practice are not sufficiently attended to in this country. On the continent
they are numerous, and are dignified with the name of
chapels. They ought to be seven in number; 1, a room
for visitors; 2, the Tyler's room; added to which there
t>ught to be 3, a vestry where the ornaments, furniture.,
jewels and other regalia are deposited. This is called
the Treasury or Tyler's conclave, because these things
are under his especial charge, and a communication is
generally made to this apartment from the Tyler's
room. There ought to he 4, a chapel for preparations, hung with black, and having only one small
lamp placed high up near the ceiling; 6, a chapel
for the dead furnished with a table, on which are
a lamp, and emblems of mortality; 6, the master's
conclave, where the records, the warrant, the minutes
and every written document are kept. To this room the
W. M. retires when the lodge is called from labour to
refreshment, and at other times when his presence in the
lodge is not essential ; and here he examines the visitors,
for which purpose a communication is formed between
his conclave and the visitor's chapel. It is furnished
with blue, and here he transacts the Jodge business with
his secretary. The Ark of the Covenant is also deposited
in this apartment. None of these closets should exceed
12 feet square, and may be of smaller dimensions according
to circumstances. In the middle of the hall there should
be 7, a moveable trap-door in the floor, 7 feet long and
3 feet in depth, the use of which is known to none but
perfect Masolls, who have passed through all the sym·
bolical degrees.
CHAPITER. Upon each of the pillars of King Solomon's temple was placed a chapiter or symbolical om,..
ment, five cubits in height, composed of network, chaina,
pomegranates, and lily work or opening flowen cast in the
I&Dle mailerial of which the pillars were formed.. L\'L.~
tb-t Palladium of Troy they ap-pea.t to \\11o.~~ ~~~~ ~-
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tial to the well-being of the structure. Thus, at the
time when the temple was abandoned by Jehovah, he it
repn•sented as standing magnificently upon the altar,
..,nd commanding the angel of tlestmction to strike the
heads or cl1apiters of these two pillars, and the total ruin
not only of the temple but of Jerusalem and the entire·
system of Jewish polity should ensue (Amos, ix. 1). As
their destruction was thus comprehensive and sigmfieant,
so was their erection symbolical of the magnitude and
splendour of the Jewish n'\tion under Solomon. And
this reference was embodied in their names.
CHAPLAIN. The Grand Chaplain is appointed by
the Grand l\Iaster on the day of his installation. He
should attend all the quarterly communications and
other mcetingR of the Grand Lodge, and there ofter up
solemn pra)"l'r suitable to the occasion, as established by
the usages of the fratcrnity.-Constitutions.
CHAPTER. A convocation of Royal Arch :Masons is
ca1led a chapter. The presiding officers are a king, a
priest, and a prophet, who nrc representatives of Zerubbabel, Jcshua, and Haggai. These officers are styled
either by the founders' names as above, or as first, second,
and third Principals. All chapters are under the jurisdiction of the Supreme Grand Chapter in London.
CHARACTER. The charncter of a man that would
become a Mason must undergo the strictest scrutiny.
He must be a man of strict morality; he must be
humane, benevolent, and charitable to his fellow-creatures; he must be no gambler, tippler, or profane swearer;
he must be no railer aguin!<t the religion of Christ, or the
professors thereof; he must be a lover of decency and
order; and he must be stric.tly honest, industrious, and
upright in all his conrluct; for such as delight in the
practice of vice are a disgrace to civil society, and are
seldom reformed by the most excellent institutions.
They retain their vices unchangeable as the skin of the
Ethiopian or the spots of the leopard. Such indeed
would never apply for admission into our benign institution, were they acquainted w·ith her solemn principles, u
\Vere not lovers of decency nnd order.-PoWN".t,

CHARGES, ANCIENT. The Charges of a Freemnson,
they were collected from the old records of the Fraternity, unllcr the superintendence of Bro. J as. Anderson, and
the learned committee who acted with him, and given to
the Craft, through the press, in 1723, by order of the Grand
LOllge of England, in 1721, have been, wherever promulgated, accepted, and acknowledged as conta.inmg the
csnence of the fundamental principles, and law of Freemasonry. In them are to be found those un<Wiputed, timehonored principles which constitute the wntten Landmarks of our Order. They are divided int-> six general
heads, viz : 1. Of God and Religion ; 2. Of the Civil
Magistrat{ls, supreme and subordinate ; 3. Of Lodges ;
4. Of l\Iasters, W a.rdens, FellowR, and Apprr.ntices; 5. Of '
the management of the Craft in working; 6. Of behavior,
which lust is subdivided into six parts, detailing the
several duties of Masons under all the diff(!l'ent relations
of life, as a subject of civil government, anJ as a man.
3.'~

CHARITIES. Our general charities are the Schools
for Bovs allCl Girls, the Fund of Benevolence for Widows
ami Di:!trc~sed Brethren, the An.nuity Fund for Aged
Brethren, and the Asylum for Worthy Aged and Decayed
Freemasons and their \Vidows, and they are all amJ?lY
supilortcd. In the schools seventy boys and sixty-five
girls are educated and clothed. The funded property of
the Girls' School is about 16,0001., and its incomP 1600/.
a year, including V>Ol. annually from the Grand Lodge.
The funded property of the Boys' School is not sv much,
it amounts only to 8500/. and the annual income of about
1150[., including 150/. from the Grand Lodge. The
funded property of the Royal :Masonic Annuity Fund is
3500/., and the annual income including 400[. from the
Grand Lodge, is 1300/. 'l'he number of annuitants at 20l.
· n year t~aeh is now thirty. The funded property of the
Asylum is about 34.50/., and its annual income fwm other
smiret>R . 400/. 'fhe two latter charities are now united
together. 'I'he sums annually voted hy the Board of
nevo),~uce to distreRsed brethren nml the widows of )laso'Ils
amouut to about 7501., and its funded property is 12,000/.,
a.nd that of the Board of General Pm1>0ISCS about 6000/.
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CHIEF POINT. The chief point in Masonry is to
endeavour to be happy ourselves, and communicate that
happiness to others.
CHILDREN OF LIGHT. Rememberingthewonden
in the beginning, we, claiming the auspicious countenance of heaven on our virtuous deeds, assume the figure•
of the sun and moon as emblematical of the great light
of truth discovered to the first men, and thereby implying that as true :Masons we stand redeemed from darkness, and are become the sons of light, acknowlcd~ng
in our profession our adoration of him who ga,·e hght
unto his works. Let us then by our practice and conduct in life, show that we carry our emblems worthily,
and as the children of light, that we have turned Our·
backs on works of dark~ess, obscurity and drunkenness,
hatred and malice, Satan and his dominions ; preferring
charity, benevolence, justice, temperance, cha~.;~tity and
brotherly love, as the acceptable service on which the
Great :Master of all, from b1s beatitude, looks down with
npprobation.-Ilutclti.Mon.
CHISEL. The chisel, though a small instrument, is
calculated to make a permanent impression on the
hardest substance, and the mightiest structures are
indebted to its aid. It morally demonstrates the advantages of discipline and education. The mind, like the
diamond in its natural state, is unpolished ; but as the
effects of the chisel on the externa1 coat soon present•
its latent beauties to the view, so education discovers the
latent virtues of the mind, in order to display the summit
of human knowledge, our duty to God and man.
CHOICE OF OFFICERS. This is a matter of great
concern, for the officers of a lodge are not only b~mnd
to advance the welfare of their own particular lodge, but
whatever may tend to the good of the Fraternity in
general. Therefore no man ought to be put m such
election, but such as by his own skill and merit is deemed
worthy of performance, dz., he must be well acquainted
with all the private and rublic ru}p,s and orders of th~
Craft; he ought to be stnctly honest, tu\.t\l.n.\\1 \\."\'\.""m"-~~
patient m injuries, discreet
e(".l.'ien&\\e>~, ~....~ U\
20
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~ounscl, constant in amity, and above all, faithful U.
secrecy.-Dermott.

CHRISTIANITY. Masonry is the excellency o(
Christianity, and every Mason is, if he is in realitv a
Mason, a true Christian ; or at least be is in reality tiuly
reli~ious according to his profession, whether he be Jew
or Christian.-Jnwood.
CIRCLE. The circle bas ever bee~ considered symbolical of the Deity; for as a circle ap1 ears to hare
neither beginning nor end, it may be justly considere11 11
type of God, without either beginning of days or endwg
of years. It also reminds us of a future state, ~bete
we hope to enjoy everlasting happiness and joy.-<iitJ
Lccture.s.

CIRCLE AND PARALLEL LINES. In all regular
and well-formed lotlges there is a certain point within a
circle, round which it is said the genuine professors of
our science cannot err. This circle is bounded north and
south by two perpendicular parallel lines. On the
ueper or eastern part of the periphery rests the Holy
B1ble, supporting Jacob's fadder extending to tho
heavens. The point is emblematic of the Omniscient
and Omnipresent Deity, the circle represents his eternity,
and the two perpendicular parallel lines his equal justice
and mercy. It necessarily follows therefore that in traversing a masouic lodge, we must touch upon these two
great parallels, as well as upon the volume of the sacred
law ; and whilst a Mason keeps himself thus circumscribed, remembers his Creator, does justice and loves
mercy, he may hope finally to arrive at that immortal
centre whence all goodness emanates.-Hcmming.
CIRCUMAMBULATION. The ancients made it a
eonstant practice to turn t~emselves round when they
worship~ed the gods ; and Pythagoras seems to recom·
mend it m his symbols. By this circular mov£>ment say•
Plutarch, some imagine that he intended to imitate the
motion of the earth ; but I am rather of opinion, thai
the precept is grounded on another notion, that as all
temples are built fronting the east, the people at their
Antrance turned their backs to the t!un; anii consequently,
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order to face th~ sun, they were ·obliged to make a
hnlf-turn to the right, and then in order to place themselves before the Deity, they completed the round in
offering up their prayer.
CLANDESTINE LODGES. Some years ago ther~
were a number of those l!O called lodges, but there are
none at present. Clandestine lodges are such as have
been formed by avaricious Freemasons, who take money
from those people who can have no idea of the difference
between warranted and unwarranted lodges. They were
not warranted by any Grand Lodge, and endeavoured as
much as possible to conceal their existence from the
Grauu Lodges; their founders formed a ritual from their
memories, and by this ritual they made so called Freemasons, but as they could not legitimize themselves for
want of certificates and proper information, they were
unable to gain admission into any worthy and warranted
lodge. Since the lodges have been formed into unions,
working under one Grand Lodge, unwarranted lodges
have less chance of existing than formerly. A lodge
which is held without the knowledge of the magistrates
or police of the place may be considered as an unwarranted lodge.-Gadicke.
CLASSES. Ancient masonic tradition informs us that
the speculative and operative Masons who were assembled
at the building of the temple, were arranged in nino
classes, under their respective Grand Masters ; viz.
30,000 Entered Apprentices, under their Grond Muster
Arloniram; 80,000 Fellowcrafts, under Hiram Abifr;
2000 Mark 1\len, under Stolkyn; 1000 MMtcr 1\Iasons,
under Mohabin; 600 Mark MBBters, under Ghiblim;
24 Architects, under J oabert ; 12 Grand Architects, under
Adoniram; 45 Excellent Masons, under Hiram Abift';
9 Super-excellent Masons, under Tito Zadok ; besides
the Ish Sabbal or labourers.
CLOSING. When it is proper time to close the lodge
rt is always high midnight, and the brethren then go
peaceably home, remembering that the high midnight
of life may overtake them without a momt-nt'll warning.

CLO-COE.
CLOTHING. It was ordered by the reJtU]atioa1
ugreed by the Grand Lodge, March 17th, 1771, that none
but the Grand Master, his Deputy and Wardens, who
were the only grand officers then in existence, sluill wear
their jewels in gold pendant to blue ribbons about their
necks, and white leather aprons with blue silk. Masters
nnd Wardens of particular lodges may line their white
leather aprons with white silk, and many hang tl1eir
jewels by white ribbons about their necks. Master Ma. sons now are clothed in white, sky-blue, Rnd silver;
Grand and Provincial Grand Stewards in white, crimson
and silver; and all other Grand and Provincial Grand
Officers in white, purple and gold.
CLOUDY PILLAR. When the Israelites were delivered from the Bondage of Egypt, and had arrived on
the borders of the Red ~en, the Egyptians thought they
were so completely ensnared that tl~eir escape was im
possible. \Vith inaccessible mountains on eacl1 side, thr
sea in front, and the Egyptian army behind, they
appeared to be completely hemmed in. And why did
Moses place them in this situation? The road to Palestine
was open by the hthmus; but he declined escaping by
that avenue, and led the people southward, and placed
thus at the apparent mercy of their enemies. The truth
is, Moses had no option in the matter ; he followed the
direction of the Cloudy Pillar, because he had full confidence that it '''ould conduct him right.
COCHLEUS. A staircase contrived as a screw in the
inner wall of the temple.
COERCION. The rules of the Fr.ntemity imperatively
Jcclare that no person can be o.dmttted a Ma..,on excel!t
by his own free-will and accord. That the candidate IS
unbit\Sed by the improper solicitation of friends, and
uninfluenced by mercenary motives ; that he is prompted
to solicit the pdvileges of Freemasonry by a fnvorablo
opinion of the institution, and a desire of knowledge.;
and that he will cheerfully conform to all the ancienli
nsages ond customs of the Fraternity. Coercion is..
therefore, not tolerated, but is an ofl'ense agn.inst Ma-sonry.
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COFFIN. In all the ancient mysteries, before an
aspirant could claim to participate in the higher secrets of
the institution, he was placed within the pastos, or coffin,
or in other words was subjected to a solitary confinement
for a prescribed period of time, that he might reflect
seriously, in seclusion and darkness, on what he wa.a
about to undertake, and be reduced to a proper state O&
mind for the reception of great and important truths, by
a course of fasting and mortification. This was the symbolical death of the mysteries, and his deliverance from
confinement wa.a the act of regeneration, or being born
again ; or as it wa.a also termed, being raised from the
dead.
COLLAR. An ornament worn about the neck, to
which is suspended a jewel appropriate to the office
which the wearer occupies in a lodge. The colour variea
according to rank.
COLLEGIA ARTIFICIUM. The "Encyclopedia
Americana," art. Masonry, derives the Order from the
Collegia Artificium of the Romans ; and says its members were introduced into this country by the kings
Alfred and Athelstan, to build castles and churches.
They then united, uuder written constitutions of the
Roman and Greek colleges, and the provisions of the civil
law. Their religious tenets being often objects of suspicion to the orthodox catholics, and often differing among
themselves, they were not allowed to obtrude in their
meetings, and of course they were kept secret.
COLONIAL. It being necessary, on account of the
distance of foreign district Grand Lodges, and the consequent delay in their communications with the Grand
Lodge of England, that their powers should be more
extensive, the Grand Lodge delegates to its foreign
district Grand Lodges, meeting under a Grand Master
duly authorized and appointed by the Grand Master of
l<;ngland, in addition to the powers before specified, that
of expelling Masons, and erasing lodges within the
district, subJect, however, to appeal to the Grand Lodge
of FAtgland.- ConstitutioM.
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prepared to decide thereon, without being taken by
surprise, a general committee, consisting of the present.
and past Grand Officers, and the Master of every regular
lodge shall meet on the Wednesday immediately preceding each quarterly communication ; at which meeting,
all reports or representations from the Most Worshipful
Grand Master, or any board or committee appointee!_ by
the Grand Lodge shall be read ; and any member of the
Grand Lodge intending to make a motion therein, or to
submit any matter to its consideration, shall, at such
general committee, state, in writing, the nature of his
intended motion or business, that the same may be read.
No motion, or other matter shall be brought into discWtsion in the Grand Lodge, unless it shall have been
previously communicated to this general committ'!e.-·
Constitutions.
COMMON GAVEL teaches us to lop oft' excrescences,
and smooth surfaces; or, in other words, to correct
irregularities, and reduce man to a proper level ; so that
by quiet deportment, he may, in the school of disciplinE.',
learn to be content. What the common gavel is to the
workman, enlightened reason is to the passions; it curbs
ambition, depresses envy, moderates anger, and encourages good dispositions.
COMMUNICATIONS. Four lodges shall be holden,
for quarterly communication, in each year, viz., on the
first Wednesday in the months oBiarch, June, September,
and December, at which none shall be present but the·
proper members, without p~rmission of the Grand
Master, or presiding Grand Officer. No visitor shall
speak to any question without leave of the Grand
Master, nor shall he, on any occasion, be permitted to
vote.- Constitutions.
OO:MPANION. The title by which Royal Arch Masons
address each other, and is equivalent to the word Bro~her
in the Lodge. It is supposed to refe! to the comp~mo?
ship which existed among the anCient Jews while m
captivity from the destructi011 of the first temple by
Nebuchadnezzar, until their return to Jerusalem with
Zerubbabel, hy permission of Cyrus, King of :P~m~
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CO IP A E . T he compn
on rrht o keep 111
wi thin the bond of union ' itl! all mankind, but more
csp ially with our broth r Mn on ; and may very one
wh c band have lift~d thi great light outinue to be
guid d by it in all hi action ! By the compa e tLe
k.Hful architect i nabl d accurately to det rmine the
clative proportions of all parts of the building when he
is laying it down upon the tracing-board for the use
of the workmen. \Vithout accurate measurement, and
thereby acquired symmetry and eurythmy, or beautiful
and skilful proportwning of all its parts unto the whole,
architectural beauty is not attainable. Without cultivated and amiable conduct-without benevolent feelings and
charitable actions towards each other, no endearing bond
amongst mankind is conceivable; for so long as mankind
confine themselves to acts of justice alone to each other,
so long must they be kept asunder by cold civility. It
is only the calm affection of pure philanthropy which ca!i
unite them in the closer bonds of fraternal affection. A
circle or line drawn by the compasses is also an emblem
of eternity, and commonly represented by a serpent in
the form of a circle.-Gadickc.
CO~IPLAINT.
If any complaint be brought, the
brother found guilty shall stand to the award and determination of the lodge, who are the proper and competent
judges of all such controversies (unless you carry them
by appeal to the Grand Lodge), and to whom they ought
to be referred, unless a lord's work be hindered the
meanwhile, in which case a particular reference may b.:
made; but you must never go to law about what concerneth :Mu.:~onry, without an absolute necessity apparent..
LO the lodge.

COMPOSITE. The Composite order of architecture
is so called from being composed out of the other orders.
It is also called the Roman or Italic order, as having

been invented by the Romans, conformably to the rest,
which are denominated from the people among whom
they had their rise.
•
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CONCEALMENT. Keep the door of thy lips nor
uver let the frantic moments of revenge wound that
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\Vhich, in sober reflection, perhaps thou wouldst wish, in
vain, to spend years to heal. 'l'hink the best, but never
speak the worst ; reverence and imitate the good qualities of others, .but to all their defects, whether real or
imaginary, be a Mason in secrecy, and thus prove to the
world-whose eye is curious, indeed, over Masons-that
one of the secrets of Mwsonry is the concealmel1t of our
brother's fault, which, by discovery, could neither bt'
amended nor obliterated. ·
CONCLUSION. Let us hear the conclusion of the
whole matter. Fear God and keep his commandments,
for this is the whole duty of man. For God shall bring
every work into judgment, with every secret thing,
whether it be good or whether it be evil.-Sulomon.
CO~CORD. The Master of each lodge should found
his govemmcnf in concord and universal love ; for as the
Ore_at Architect moves the system with his finger, nnd
touches the spheres with harmony, so that the morning
stars together sing the songs of gratitude, and the floods
clap their hands, amidst the invariable beauties of order ;
so should we, rejoicing, be of one accord and of one law,
in unanimity, in charity, and in aficctiou, moving by onfl
unchanging system, and actuated by one principle, recti·
tude of manners.-Hutchimon. .

CONFIDENCE. What the ignorant eall "the
oath," is simply an obligation, covenant, and promise
enacted previously to the divulging of the specialities of
the Order, and our means of recognizing eacl1 other; and
that they shall be kept from the knowledge of the world,
lest their original intent should be thwartetl, and their
benevolent purport prevented. Now pray what harm is
there in this t Do you not all, when you have anything
of a private nature wb;ch you are willing to confide in a
particular friend, before you tell him what it is, demand
o& solemn promise of secrecy ?
And is there not the
utmost propriety in knowing whether your friend is
detennined to keep your secret before you presume t<:
reveal it ?-Harril.
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person can be admitted to it who is not master of all the
previous degrees. It concludes with the words-con·
summatum est.
CONTROVERSY. Masonry is a universal system,
and teaches the relative and social duties of man on the
broad and extensive basis of general phiJanthropy. A
Jew, a Mahometan, or a Pagan, may attend our lodges
without fear of hearing his peculiar doctrines or mode of
faith called in question by a comparison with others
which are repugnant to his creed, because a permanent
and unaltera&le landmark ot Masonry is, the total absence
ami exclusion of religious or political controversy.
Each of these professors practices a system of morality
suited to the sanctions of his religion, which, as it emanated from the primitive Rystem of divine worship, bears
some resemblance to it, and consequently he can hear
moral precepts inculcated without imputing a designed
reference to any peculiar mode of faith.
COPESTONE. The uppermost and last-laid stone of
a building. Operative Masons, at the completion of the
edifice, still observe the custom of celebra.tmg the laying
of the Copestone. The Most Excellent Master's degree,
v.s conferred in Royal Arch Chapters, owes much of its impressive ceremonies to" the celebration of the Copestone."
CORINTHIAN. The Corinthian is the noblest,
richest, and most delicate of all the orders of architecture. Villipandus supposes the Corinthian capitol to
have taken 1ts origin from an ornament in King Solomon's Temple, the leaves whereof were those of the
palm tree.
CORN. Corn was a symbol of the resurrection, which
is significantly referred to in the third degree of Masonry
Jesus Christ compares himself to a com of wheat falling
into the ground, as a symbol of resurrection. St. Paul
says, the sower sows a simple grain of corn, no matter
of what kind, which at its proper season rises to light,
clothed in verdure. So also is the resurrection of the
dead. The apostle might, says Calmet, have insta.n.~~d.
the power of God in the progresa oi v\.'1\.U~'\\.\.\~"n. \ ~
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tian captivity ; the wanderings in the wilderness; the
building of the first and second Temples , the captivities;
the revelation of the cherubic emblem of the De1ty; and
the annunciation of the Messiah by John the Baptist.
'l'he disquisitions on these important points, which
embrace also many collateral subJects of equal interest,
ure recommended by the sublime elucidations of symbol
ical machinery with which they are accompanied.
COWAN. From the affair of Jeptha, an Ephraimite
was termed a cowan or worthless fellow. In Egypt lA
cohen was the title of a priest or prince, and a term 'of
honour. Bryant, speaking of the harpies, says they were
priests of the sun ; and as cohen was the name· of a dog
.as well as a priest, they are termed by Appollonius''thedogsof Jove." Now St.Johncautions the Christian
brethren that "without are dogs," (~ewE~) cowaus or listeners ; and St. Paul exhorts the Christians to "beware
of dogs, because they are evil workers." Now xvwt~ a
dog, or evil worker, is the masonic cowan. The above
priests or metaphorical dogs, were also called cercyonians or cer-cowans, because they were lawless in their
behaviour towards strangers. A writer of the " Fret!maaons' Quarterly Review " thus explains the word. "I
trace it," says he, "to the Greek verb a~eDVw, to bear or
listen to, from which it is but parce detorta; and we
have high authority for so importing words from one
language to another." Our illustriom~ brother,· Sir Walter Scott, makes one of his characters in "Hob Roy"
say-" she does not value a lawsuit muir as a cowan,
imd ye may tellllac Cullummore that A linn I verach said
aae."
CRAFT. The term applied to persons, collectively
in a trade or mochani~al occupation. In free or speculative M~onry it signifies the whole Masonic family,
"·herever dispersed.
CRAFTSMAN. As a Craftsman you are to encourage
industry and reward merit ; supply the wants and relieve
the necessities of brethren and fellows to the utmost of
your power and ability ; and on no account to wrong
them or see them wronged, but timely t,() a~~"t\.~ \\\~~
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CRUSADES. There is not an instance of the European states uniting in any one enterprise save the holy
war; and from thence wa most rationally must conceive
the present number of Masons, dispersed over the face
of Europe, was principally derived. By the Crusades,
the number of our society would be greatly augmented;
the occasion itself would revive the rules of Masonry
they being so well adapted to that purpose, and als<
professional of the Christian faith, from whence sprang
the spirit of the enterprise. After these pursuits subsided, bodies of men would be found in every country
from whence the levies were called; and what would
preserve the society in every state, even during the
persecutions of zealots, the Master Mason's Order, under
tts present principles, is adapted to every sect of Christians. It originated from the earliest era of Christianity,
in honour to, or in confession of, the religion and faith
of Christians, before the poison of sectaries was diffused
over the church.-Hutc/,inson.
0RUX ANSATA. This sign, originally signifying
life, was adopted as a Christian emblem, either from its
similarity to the shape of a cross, or from its being
considered the symbol of a state of future existence.
CRYPT. A subterranean vault. On the top of the
mount of Olives was a vast and very ancient crypt, in
" the shape of a cone of immense size ; the vertex alone
appearing level with the soil, and exhibiting by its
section at the top a small circular aperture, the sides
extending below to a great depth lined with a hard red
stucco." It was an idolatrous construction, ~rhaps a8
old as Solomon, and profaned by Josiah. It Solomon
built this crypt, he might, as the Jews say he did,
construct one of the same kind beneath the Temple, for
the reception of the ark, &c., in case of danger; but this
must remain undecided till the " times of the Gentiles
are fulfi.lled."-Calmet.
CUBE. The cube is a symbol of truth, of wisdom,
of moral perfection. The new Jerusalem promised by
the Apocalypse, is equal in length, bre&dth., ~ \\.~\.~\\.'"
The mystical city ought to be eo'U.%\.0.~1:~\\ v. ~ ~~--
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church, where divine wisdom will reign. Isaiah, announcing the coming of the Messiah, said, "He shall
dwell in the highest place of the solid rock, and the
water which shall flow from him shall give life."
0UIHCAL STONE. At the building of the Temple
of Jerusalem, an unexpected and affiictingevent occurred,
which threw the :Masons engaged in the work into the
greatest confusion. The G. M. (H. A. B.) had sent to
certain F. Cs. thirteen stones, and directed that with
these they should complete a. small square near the
cape-stone, being the only portion of the fabric which
remained unfinished. Every stone of the temple was
formed into a square, containing five equilateral triangles,
each equilateral triangle being equal to a. cube, and e.ach
side and base of the triangles being equal to a plumb
line. The space, therefore, which remained to oe com
pleted was the last triangle of the last stone, and equal
to the eighth part of the plumb-line, or t of the circle,
and -(5 of the triangle, which number is in Hebrew 1'1" c
the great name of the Almighty. The thirteen stonee
consisted of all the fragments which remained from the
building, and comprised two cubes in two divisions. In
the first was contained one cube iu au entire piece, and
in the second a cube in twelve parts: viz., 4~ parts in
1 piece, 2 parts in 4 pieces, 1 part in 1 piece, and l
part in 6 pieces; total 12 pieces. The F. Cs. carried
the broken cube to S. K. I., who in conjunction with
H. K. '1'. din•cted that they should be placed along with
the jewels of the Craft, on a cubic stone encrusted with
gold, in the centre of a deep cavern within the foundations
of the temple, and further ordered, that the door of this
mysterious court should be built up with large stones, in
order that no one in future should be able to gain
admission into this mysterious apartment. At the rebuilding of the teml)le, however, three F. Cs. lately
returned from Babylon, in the course of their labours
inadvertently stumbled upon this mysterious recess. They
discovered the fractured cube, and carried the pieces to
Z. J. H., who recognized in the four pieces the XXXX.,
n.nd accordingly advanced the F. Cs. to a new order
in Masonry for having nocomplisbed this discovcry.T,t&lur.
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CUBIT. A n1easure of length employed by the ancien~.
equal to the longth of the arm from the elbow to the tip
of the middle finger. Among different nations the length
of the cubit differed. The cubit of the Romans was aboui
17! inches; that of the Hebrews 22 inches, but its length
is now generally stated a.t 18 English inches.

•

CURIOSITY. Freemasonry has in all ages excited
the curiosity of mankind; and curiosity is one of the
most prevailing passions in the human breast. The
mind of man is kept in a perpetual thirst after knowledge,
nor can he bear to be ignorant of what he thinks others
know.
CYPHER. It is not customary in Freemasonry to
write in cypher, neither is there any law commanding it
to be done, although there is a very ancient cypher extant taken from the Square and Triangle. This is also
called the Ammonian writing of the ancient Egyptian
priests. In the yeaJ; 1808, Bro. J. G. Broman, Director
of the Academy of Commerce and Professor of the
:Mathematics at Mannheim, published a programme of a
Pangraphia or universal writing, and at the same time an
Arithmetical Krypto-grapbic, which was to be extremely
useful in Freemasonry; but so far as we know this work
has never appearcd.-Gadicke.
CYPHER WRITING. The system of cypher writing
has been found so convenient as a depository of ineffable
aecretF.o, that it has descended down to our own times,
and various methods have been prescribed for its use, any
of which will answer the intended purpose; for the interpretation is absolutely impracticable without a key.
The simplest kind of cypher consists of a simple transposition of the letters of the alphabet, and arpears to
have been one of the earliest specimens of th1s kind of
secret communication which was used in modern times,
Its mystery, however, is perfect; and the places of the
several letters may be so varied as to preclude the possi·
bility of detection.
nbcdefghijklm
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Oliver, for the purpose of invoking the bleaaing of God
on their labours, lead them to a ball in full musoni<. costume, as the gentry of old used to exhibit their servants
and retainers at an assize or county meeting in blue coats
and badges; whence instead of a praying institution as
:Masonry is, it becomes a dancing institution, which it
dechledly is not.-.Prccma1om' Quarterly Review.
DARKNESS. The darkneBB of Masonry is iuvested
with a pure and dignified reference, because it is attached
to a system of truth. It places before the mind a series
of the most awful and impressive images. It points to
the darkneBB of death and the obscurity of the grave, as
the forerunners of a more brilliant and never-fading
light which follows at the resurrection of the just.
Figure to yourselves the beauty and strict propriety of
this reference, ye who have been raised to the third
degree of Masonry. Were your minds enveloped in the
shades of that darkness? So shall you again be involved
in the darkness of the grave, when death has drawn his
sable curtain round you. Did you rise to a splendid
scene of intellectual brightneBB? So, if you are obedient
to the precepts of Masonry and the dictates of religion,
shall you rejoice on the resurrection morn, when the
clouds of error and imperfection are separated from your
mind, and you behola with unveiled eye the glories
which issue from the expanse of heaven, the everlasting
splendours of the throne of God !
DARKNESS VISIBLE. The light of a Master
:Mason is darkness visible, serving only to express that
gloom which rests on the prospect of futurity. It is that
mysterious veil which the Eureka of human reason cannot penetrate, unless assisted by that light which is from
above.
DAVID. The uninterrupted prosperity which David
enjoyed, inspired him with a destgn of building a suml?:'
tuous temple for the worship of the Deity, deeming 1t
in a high degree criminal to permit the ark of God to
remain in a tabernacle at a time when he re~:~ided in a
palace, constructed and ornamented with the utmoai
profusion of elegRnce and aplendour. And to thiA
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was furiher incited by an ancient prediction of lloBei!J.
Bot David as yet was ignorant of the place where the
Temple of the Lord was to be erected; for it still
remmned in the possession of the Jebusites, and on that
spot Araunah had established his threshing floor. At
this period Mount Moriah exhibited a picturesque appearance, being covered by groves of olive trees ; and for
this reason it was called " the field of the wood." After
David had made the above determination, the Lord
directed Nathan the prophet to communicate to him,
"Thus saith the Lord, shalt thou build me an house for
to dwell in. Whw thy days be fulfilled, and thou shalt
sleep with thy fatl,,rs, I will set up thy seed after thee,
which shall proceed out of thy bowels, and I will establish his kingdom. He shall build an house for my name,
and I will establish the throne of his kingdom for ever
I will be his father, and he shall be my son."
DAY AND NIGHT. The sun is the monarch of the
day, which is the state of light. The moon of the night,
or the state of darkness. The rays of the sun falling on
the atmosphere, are refracted and diffused over the whole
of that hemisphere of the earth immediately under his
orb ; while those rays of that vast luminary which,
because of the earth's smallness in comparison of the
sun, are diffused on all sides beyond the earth, falling on
ilie opaque disc of the moon, are reflected back on what
may be called the lower hemisphere, or that part of tlh'
earth which is opposite to the part which is illuminated
by the sun; and as the earth completes a revolution on
its own axis in about twenty-four hours, consequently
each hemisphere bas alternate day and night.-Adam
Clarke.

DAY'S WORK. The day's work closed when the
sun set in t!le west. All the expressions used in scripture
about hired servants imply that they were hired by the
day. This is still the case jn the east, where not only
labourers, but mechanics, whether they work for a householder or for a master in their own craft, are paid by the
day, and regularly expect their day's wages when the
wn goes down. It has never come to our knowledge
that they work at any trade after sunset, even in winter.
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DEACON. The duties attachetl to the office of a
deacon are, " to convey messages, to obey commands,
and to assist at initiations, and in the general practice of
the rites and ceremonies of the Order." The jewel of
their office is a dove, as an emblem of peace,.and charac·
teristic of their duties.
DEATH. The heathen nations, before the coming of
Christ, wanted the blessin~ of revelation, and knew
nothing of the destination of man after he was laid in
the silent tomb. One of their own poets tells us this:
"Alas," says he, "when the plants and flowers of the
garden have perished, they revive again, and bloom the
succeeding year; but we, mighty, wise, and powerful
men, when once we die, remain insensible in the hollow
tomb and sleep a long and endless sleep-a sleep from
which we never shall be awakened." Seneca said, "post
mortem nihil est." Virgil describes death as an "iron
sleep, and an eternal night." (En. x. 7%.) But so
inconsistent were the heathen philosophers upon these
abstruse subjects, which they had received only from
dark and uncertain tradition, that in the sixth book of
the Encid, the same poet describes with great minuteness
the places of reward and punishment which are assigned
to mankind after death, as the consequence of their
personal responsibility.-Bishop Mant.
DECLARATION. Every candidate, previous to his
admission, must subscribe his name at full length to a
declaration of the following import, viz. :-" To the
Worshipful :Mu.sters, Wardens, Officers, and :Members of
the Lodge of
, No. - . I,
, being a free
man, and of the full age of twenty-orie years, do declare,
that unbiassed by the improper solicitation of friends,
and uninfluenced by mercenary or other unworthy motive,
I freely and voluntarily offer myself a candidate for the
mysteries of Masonry; that I am prompted by a favour·
able opinion conceived of the institution, and a desire of
knowledge, and that I will cheerfully conform to all the
ancient usages and established cus1nms of the Order.
WitneRS my hand this
day of
• Witness.ComtitutiOiu.
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iepufation, that though well stricken in· years, having
been in his youth initiated into Masonry, he would
acquiesce in their request, thus completing by his learning what the other St. John had begun by his zeal; and
thus drew what Freemasons call a line-parallel ; ever
since which, the lodges in all Christian countries have
been dedicated to the two St. Johns.- York Lecture..
DEFAMATION. To defame our brother, or sufter
him to be defamed, without interesting ourselves for the
preservation of his name and character, there is scarce
the shadow of an excuse to be found. Defamation is
always wicked. Slander and evil speaking are the pests
of civil society, are the disgrace of every degree of religious profession, and the poisonous bane of all brotherly
love. Defamation is never absolutely, or indeed at all,
necessary; for suppose your brother has faults, are you .
obliged, because you speak of him, to discover them Y
has he no good qualities1 sure all have some good ones ;
make them then, though ever so few, the subject of your
conversation, if ye must talk of him ; and tf he has no
good qualities, speak not of him at alt.-Inwood.
DEGREE. A degree, as the word implies, is merely
a grade or step, or preparation, as one grade is but preparatory to another higher, and so on in progression to
the "ne plus ultra." A degree sometimes, but not in
Freemasonry, means a class or order.
DEGREES. Why are there degrees in Freemasonry?
The reason why this question is asked by the men of the
world, is because the)' q,re men and not schoolboys who
arc initiated, and beca~c the whole of the Order could
be communicated to them at one time. But still there
are degrees, or steps, and truly for this simple reason,
as there is no art or science whiCh can be communicated
at one time, so neither can Freemasonry ; and although
they are men of mature age who are initiated, yet they
require to be proved step by step. Freemasonry is a
science which requires both time and experience, and
more time than many Masons, especially govemmeni
ufficers or tradesmen, can devote to it; the only time
they in fact can appro:priate to this purpose being their
hours of recreation. It ts, therefore, good that it is com-
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DEPUTY GRAND MASTER. This officer is to be
appointed annually by the Grand Master, on the day of
his installation, and, if :present, is to be immediately
mstalled according to anCient usage. He must have been
master of some regular lodge. In the absence of the
Grand Master, the Deputy possesses all his powers and
privileges.-Comtitutiom.
DESIGN. The initiation into the first or entered
apprentice's degree was made to partake, in a slighter
proportion, of those trials of physical and moral courage
for which the admission into the ancient and chiefly
Egyptian mysteries were famous. The second or Fellowcraft's, was rendered interesting by those scientifi.c
instructions and philosophical lectures which characterized later parts of the mysteries; though both degrees
":ere made to tend to _tpe ~lory of that God who had
~JIVen such wonderful faculties to them and to the welfare of their fellow-creatures. Thus instructed in morals
~nd science, the third or Master Mason's degree led them
to that great truth which the sublimest part of even the
heathen mysteries, though it too seldom succeeded, was
intended to teach, and the faithful believer was assured
of a future life and immortality beyond the grave. And,
whereas, the heathens bad taught this only by the ap:pli
cation of a fable to their purpose, the :wJ.sdom of the pwtu
Grand Mason of the Israelitish Masons took advantage
of a real circumstance which would more forcibly
impress the sublime truths he intended to inculcate
upon the minds of all brethren. Such is a brief outline,
intelligible, I trust, to the members of the Ord"!r, of
the design of that beautiful system which, then e~;tab
lished, has long been the admiration of the world, and
has stood the test of ages amid every persecution.Archdeacon lt!ant.

DIAGRAMS. The three most perfect of all geometrical diagrams, are the equilateraf triangle, the square,
and the equal hexagon. To this we may add an observation, for which we are indebted to our Grand Master
Pythagoras, that there exists no other regular equilateral
forms, whose multipleii are competent to fill up and
oecupy the _whole space about a gtvcn centre which can
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ha.nnony produ~ed by the admirable arrangementa which
had been adopted amongst the workmen, conceived an
idea of forming an universal bond of brotherly love,
which should unite all nations in the pursuit of virtue
and science. ~"'or this purpose, he admitted into his
system those, illustrious sages who visited Jerusalem from
every part of the globe, and allowed them to participate
in his mysteries. And hence, when they returtJ.ed home
they diffused Freemasonry over the whole face of the
earth.
DIRECTOR OF CEREMONIES. The Grand Director of Ceremonies is annually appointed by the Grand
Master on the day of his installation. He. must be a
Master Mason, and punctually attend all the ordinaiy .
and extraordinary meetings of the Grand Lodge.
·
DISCIPLINE. At the building of the temple the
hours of labour and rest and refreshment were distinctly
regulated, and enforced with such strictness that every
brother who absented himself from his work, even for
the shortest period, was punished by a heavy fine deducted
from his wages, because he violated the unity of labour,
by which a correct result could be alone accomplished.
The precise hours of commencing work and calling off
to refreshment, were stipulated in their general contracts,
and conducted by known signals and reports, and they
were not allowed to exceed them by a single minute.
This perfect system of discipline is worthy of imitation·
amongst the Masons of the present day, if they wish to
attain the same excellence in tho moral edifictl which the
Craft is intended to raise.
DISCLOSING. The means devised for promoting the
welfare of Freemasonry are the secrecy, the language,
ond the government of the Lodge. Secrecy m wisely
adopted to begin and continue Masonry, beca,ISe it 11
necessary. If the lodge should work in ;P.ublic, who in
11. short time could be its members?
Bes1des secrecy is,
of it.~elf, a virtue; and is taught as such in the lodge, and
taught effectually. Men should be able to keep their
own secrets, and should never violate the confidence of
c thers. Masonic secrecy is a mys~rious thing, but ao
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the difference between them may be amicably settled;
which, if happily effected, they are then at liberty to
clothe themselves, and work With that love and harmony
which ought always to characterize the Free and Accepted
Mason. But if, unfortunately, the differences be of such
a nature as cannot be so speedily adjusted, it were better
that one or both should retire, than, by their presence,
they should disturb the harmony of the lodge.
DISSOLVED LODGES. If the majority of any
lodge should determine to quit the society, the constitu. tion, or power of assembling, remains with the rest of
its members who adhere to their allegiance. If all the
members of a lodge withdraw themselvcs;their constitution ceases and becomes extinct ; and all the authority
!.hereby granted or enjoyed reverts to the Grand Lodge.
-Constit·utions.

DISTRESS. The sign of distreBB is said, in the book .
of Raziel, to be derived from the expulsion of Adam
from the Garden of Eden. He communicated it; along
with the divine mysteries he had learned there, to his son
Loth ; Loth communicated them to Enoch ; Enoch to
Methusalem; Methusalem to. Lamech; Lamech to Noah;
Noah to Sem; Sem to Abraham; Abraham to Isaac;
Isaac to Jacob; Jacob to Levy; Levy to Kelhoth;
Kelhoth to Amram ; Amram to Moses ; Moses to Joshua ;
Joshua to the Elders; the Elders to the Prophets ; the
Prophets to the Wise Men ; and then from one to the
other down to Solomon. The sign of distress is very
little different from that of the Freemasons.-Rosenberg.
DIURNAL PROGRESS. The sun rises in the three
stages of its diurnal prowess, first in the east to open
the day, and dis.J?euses lite and nourishment to the whole
creation. This 1s well represented by the Worshipful
Master, who is placed in the east to o:pen the lodge, and
who imparts light, knowledge, and mstruction, to all
under his direction. When it arrives at its greatest altitude in the south, where its beams are most piercing and
the cool shade most refreshing, it is then also well represented by the Junior Warden, who is placed in tlie
10uth to obaerve its approach to meridian, and at the
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and beautiful system, which, if studied with attention
and practised with sincerity, will inspire a holy confidence that the Lord of Life will enable us to trample
the king of terrors beneath our feet, and lift oUr eyes to
the bright !Iorning Star, whose rising brings peace and
~alvation to the faithful and obedient to the holy Word
of God. There is, indeed, scarcely a point of duty or
morality whi~h man has been presumed to owe to God,
his neighbour, or himself, under the Patriarchal, the
Mosaic, or the Christian dispensations, which, in the con'!Jtruction of our symbolical system, has been untouched.
The fQrms and ceremonies, secrets and landmarks, the
types and allegories of Freemasonry, present copious
subjects of investigation, which cannot be easily exhausted. The nature of the lodge, its form, dimension~~,
and support; its ground, situation, and covering; its
ornaments, furniture, and jewels, all unite their aid to
form a perfect code of moral and theological philosophy,
which, while it fascinates the understanding, improve11
the mind, until it becomes polished like the perfect
Ashlar, and can only be tried by the square of God's
word, and the unerring compass of conscience.
DORIC. The Doric is the second of the five orders
of architecture, and is that between the Tuscan and the
Ionic. It is the most natural and best proportioned of
aM. the orders ; all its parts being founded on the natural
position of solid bodies.
DORMER. The dormer is the window that give11
light to the entrance into the Sanctum Sanctorum.
DOUBLE CUBE. The heathen deities were many or
them represented by a cubical stone. Pausanius infom1s
us that a cube was the symbol of Mercury, because, like
the cube, he represented Truth. In Arabia a black stone
in the form of a double cube, was reputed to be possessed
of many occult virtues. Apollo was sometimes worshipped under the symbol of a square stone, and it is
recorded that when a fi1tal pestilence raged at Delphi,
the oracle was consulted as to the means proper to be
adopted for the purpose of arresting its pro~eM., \\.~\\ \.\.
eommanded that the cube shou\d be O.o'\l.\)\~. '"t~\."6. ~-
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under~:~tood by the priest to refer to the altar, which W'8lil
of a cubical form. They obeyed the injunction, increasing the altitude of the altar to its prescribed dimensions,
like the pedestal in a Masons' lodge, a11;d the pestilence
ceased.

DOUBTS. It is a good rule in all doubtful matters
to suspend our opinion at least till positive proof is
obtained on which to found it. Until we have fully
ascertained the real state of the case, let us always be
willing to put the fairest construction it will admit; and
even to hope the best of a thing when appearances are
against it. Where doubt hesitates, let candour prompt ;
and where justice balances, let mercy preva.i[ Even
where we find ourselves obliged to blame the principles
of a certain sect or party, let us not be so uncharitable
as t~ confound all its adherents and followers under one
general and indiscriminate censure. Especially let us
not charge them with such consequences of their tenets
as they disavow.-Harris.
DOVE. This bird was the diluvian messenger of
peace, and hovered over the retreating waters like a celestial harbinger of safety. Thus a lunette floating on the
surface of the ocean, attended by a dove with an olive
braneh in its mouth, and encircled by a rainbow, form a
striking and expressive symbol which needs no explanation. If Freemasonry has allowed this bird to occupy a
high situation amongst its hallowed symbols, the reasons
for such an appropriation are fully competent to justify
the proceeding. The dove was an agent at the creation.
at the deluge, and at the baptism of Christ.
DRESS. At the revival in 1717, it was directed-and,
that there might be no mistake about the matter, the
canon was inserted by Anderson and Desaguliers in the
earliest code of lectures kuown,-that the symbolical
clothing of a Master Mason was-" skull-cap and jacket
yellow, and nether garments blue." After the middle
of thA century, he was said to be "clothed in the old
colours, viz., purple, crimson, and blue ;" and the reason
assigned for it was, " because they are royal, and such as
the ancient kings and princes used to wear;" and we are
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Informed by sacred history that the veil of the Temple.
was composed of those colours ; and therefore they were
considered peculiarly appropriate to a professor of a
"royal art." The actual dress of a Master Mason was,
however, a full suit of black, with white neckcloth, apron,
gloves, and stockings ; the buckles being of silver, and
the jewels being suspended from a white ribbon by way
of collar. This disposition prevailed until the Union in
181.3, when it was ordered that in future the Grand Officers should be distinguished by purple, the Grand Stewards by crimson, and the Master Mason by blue, thus
reverting to " the old colours " of our ancient brethren.
DUAD. The duad, representing the number 2, answers to the geometrical hne, which, consisting of length
without breadth, is bounded by two extreme points. It
signifies darkness, fortitude, harmony and justice, becaUBtl.
of its equal parts, and the moon because she ia forked.
DUPLICATION. The duplication of a cube is the
finding the side of a cube that shall be double in solidity
to a given cube, which is a famous problem cultivated
by the geometricians two thousand years ago. It was
first proposed by the oracle of Apollo at Delphos, which
being consulted about the manner of stopping a plague
then raging at Athens, returned for answer, that the
plague should cease when Apollo's altar, which was cubical, should be doubled. Upon this they applied themselves in good earnest to seek the duplication of the cube,
which was afterwards called the Deliau problem. The
problem is only to be solved by finding two mean proportional& between the side of the cube, and double·thafi
side ; the first whereof will be the side of the cube
(}oubled, as was observed by Hippocrates Chrus. Leaving the consideration of the various methods which have
been employed to accomplish the solution of this very
important problem, it remains for me to add, that the
solution of the cube's duplication constitutes the apex
of the Temple; and renders a parallelipipidon, containing 16 linear units, equal to 15 linear units; thus bring
ing the number 16 or""~ Messiah; the great name Jab
comprising the first two letters of the Tet.ragrammaton
or ineftubl~ name of Deity ~"".-Tyler.
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DU'r-EAV.
· DUTY. Freemasonr_y requires you to be a good and
loyal subject; true to your queen; just to your country;
peaceable, honest, industrioui ; temperate in all things ,
good members of society; kind to your wives and families ; courteous to your friends and neigh hours ; anxious
to do good to all men ; to love the brotherhood, to fear
God, to honour the queen; and whilst you practise the
weightier matters required by the law of justice, judgment, and equity, to forget not life eternal by J esua
Christ, the only sure foundation of all your hopes here.
and of your eternal happiness hereafter.-Percy.
EAGLE. The eagle formed a constituent part of the
cherubic symbol. It was referred to the prophet Daniel
because be spake with angels, and received vtsioll8 which
_relate to all time ; and to St. John, who in his gospel
treats of Christ's divinity, and soars to heaven like an
eagle, in the Book of Revelation.
EAR OF CORN. Some old Masons appear to think
that the introduction of this symbol into Freemasonry
was intended to perpetuate a remembrance of the tranait over the river Jordan by the armies of Israel, when
they entered the land of Canaan for the first time, under
the command of Joshua. This event, so important in the
Jewish history, having taken place at the celebration of
the passover, when the promised land was eovered with
fields of ripe com, the " ear" was assumed all a symbol
of that plenty which gladdened their hearts after a period
of forty years in the· wilderness, where they had been
fed with manna only, and eagerly longed for a change of
food.
EAST. The pedestal, with the volume of the Sacred
Law, is placed in the eastern part of the lodge, to signify
that as the sun rises in the east to o:pen and e.nliven the
day, so is the W. M. placed in the cast to open the
. lodge, aud to employ and instruct the brethren in Maaonry.
EAVESDROPPER. In the lectures used at the
revival of Masonry in 17 l 7, the following /unishment
was inflicted on ll cowan. " To be place under the
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eaves of the house in rainy weather, till the water runr.
in at his shoulders and out at his shoes." The French
rather extend this punishment. " On le met sous une
gouttiere, une pompe, ou une fontaine, jusqu'a ce qu'il
SQit mouille depuis la tete jusqu'aux pieds." Hence a
listener is called an eavesdropper.
EBAL. The following was introduced into the lecturee
of Masonry by our brethren of the last century. Moses
commanded Israel that as soon as they had passed the
Jordan, they should go to Schechem, and divide into two
bodies, each comr,osed of six tribes ; one placed on, that
is adjacent to, Ebal ; the other on, that is adjacent to,
Gerizim. The six tribes on or at Gerizim, were to pronounce blessings on those who should faithfully observe
the law; and the six on Mount Ebal were to pronounce
curses against those who should violate it. This Joshua
executed. Moses enjoined them to erect an altar of
unhewn stones on Mount Ebal, and to r>laster them over:
that the law might be written on the altar.-Calmet.
EDEN. When God created the first man he placed
him in the Garden of Eden, to dress it and to keep
it. Horticulture or gardening is the first kind of employment on record, and that in which man was engaged
while in a state of perfection and innocence. Though
the garden may be supposed to produce all things spontaneously, as the whole vegetable surface of the earth
certainly did at the creation, yet dressins and tilling
were afterwards necessary to mamtain the different kinds
of plants and vegetables in their perfection, and to repress
luxuriance. Even in a state of' innocence we cannot
conceive it possible that man could have been happy i1
inactive. God gave him work to do, and his employment
contributed to his happiness; for the structure of his
body, as well as of his mind, plainly proves that he wae
never intended for a merely contemplative life.-Ada~~~
Clarke.
EDICT OF CYRUS. No sooner was the prescribed
term of the Israelitish captivity completed, than the
Babylonian monarchs were expelled, according to the
voice of prophecy ; and, the anger of the Lord appeasea.
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ELE-END.
ELEMENTS. The three elements, water, fire, and
air, signify three F. Cs., which conduct us, and are so
necessary for our preservation, that our life is at an end
the moment they l}uit the body. Diseases are generally
caused by a revolution in these elements. The force 0&
one being increased appears to destroy the body. If the
element of fire becomes unnaturally strong, it causes
inflammation and fever. If it be the element of water
which increases in strength, other diseases, equally dangerous, are brought on. When death takes place, the
three elements are again represented by the burning
taper, the basin of water, and towels, which are·generally
placed beside a. dead body, and which also represent the
three wicked F. Cs., who have destroyed their master.Roaenberg.
·
EMBLEMS. Freemasonry being confessedly an aile. gorical system, all its points, parts, and secrets, must
partake in common of its emblematical construction.
Every doctrine and ceremony has its mystical reference
-every landmark its legitimate explanation. But there
are often more important antitypes than those which are
commonly assigned; and thougb they do not appear on
the surface, are nevertheless worthy of our most serioUI
consideration. Hence arises the necessity in these times
of scientific and ~hilosophical research, of maintaining
Freemasonry in Its proper rank, by investigating the
tendency of its numerous details, that we may correctly
ascertain whether their import be uniform, and their
typical reference valuable.
EMERGENCY. A lodge of emergency may, at any
time, be called by the authority of the Master, or, in his
absence, by the senior Warden, but on no pretence
without such authority first given. The particular re88Qn
of calling a lodge of emergency shall be expressed in the
summons, and afterwards recorded in the minutes ; and
no business but that so expressed shall be entered upon
at such meeting.-Conatitutiom.
ENDLESS SERPENT. The serpent was symbolical
of the divine wisdom, power, and creative energy ; and
of immortality and regeneration, from the shedding of
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bis skin; and of eternity, when in the act of biting b.iJ
own tail. Besides these various symbolizations, we are
informed that the Egyptians represented the world by a
circle intersecteq by two diameters perpendicular to
each other.-Dean.
.
ENJOYMENT. Freemasons are allowed the privilege
of enjoying themselves with innocent mirth, treating
one another according to ability, but avoiding all exce.ss,
or forcing any brother to eat or drink beyond his inclina-tion, or hindering him frQm going when his occasions call
him, or doing or saying anything offensive, or that may
forbid an easy and free conversation; for that would blast
our harmony. and defeat our laudable purposes.-Ancient
Charges.
ENOCH. The degeneracy of mankind became so great
before the flood, and their perversions of pure antediluvian
Masonry soJrievous, that, according to our traditions,
Enoch fear
the genuine secrets would be lost, and
swallowed up in the predicted deluge. To prevent which,
he hid the grand secret, engraven on a white oriental
porphyry stone, in the bowels of the earth ; and being
apprehensive that the morality and science which had
been embodied in ~'reemasonry with such care would be
absorbed in the general destruction, to preserve the
principles of the science, he built two pillars near the
BJ;>Ot where they were concealed, with an inscription in
meroglyphics, importing that near it was 8 {)rcciOUif
treasure, which had been dedicated to God.
ENSIGNS. On this subject we might refer to the
Talmudists, who have gone so far as to define the colours
and the figures or arms of the very ensigns. They say,
on .that of Judah, a lion was painted with this inscription.
_;.u Rise,· Lord, let thine enemies be dispersed, and let
thoee that hate thee flee before thee." They gave to
1888Char an ass, tv Zebulun a ship, to Reuben a river
(others give Reuben the figure of a man); to Simeon a
sword, to Gad a lion, to Ephraim an umcom; an ox to
Manasseh, a wolf to Benjamin, and a serpent to Dan,
though the others give him an eagle. In short they
pretended that the f'nsign of Asher was a handful of corn.
'tnd that of NapthaJi a stag.-A.dum L"larkr.
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ENTERED APPRENTICE. Our brethren of the
eighteenth century seldom advanced beyond the first
degree; few were passed, and fewer still were raised to
the third. The :Master's degree appears to have been
much less comprehensive than at present; and for some
years after the revival of Mas.onry,. the third degree was
unapproachable to those who lived at a distance from
London; for by the laws of the Grand Lodge it wa
ordered, that "Apprentices must be admitted Fellow~rafts
and Masters oniy here (in Grand Lodge), unless by a
dispensation from the Grand Master."
ENTERING. The lodge when revealed t11 an entering
Mason, discovers to him the representation of the world;
in which, from the wonders of nature, we are led to
contemplate the Great Original, and worship him for his
mighty works; and we are thereby also moved to exercise
those moral and social virtues which become mankind as
the servants of the Great Architect of the world, in whose
image we were formed in tl'oe beginning.-Hutchimon.
ENTRANCE. In America, "after the lodge has been
regularly opened in the third degree, the work is introduced on the entrance of the candidate by the reading of
that beautiful and exquisitely touching portion of the
penitential hymn of King Solomon, called the Ecclesiastes
(xii. 1-7). Remember now thy Creator in the days of
thy youth, &c. In the course of the ceremony there is
a prayer of deep devotion and pathos composed from
some of the most sublime and affecting passages of that
splendid sacred drama of Araby, the BooK. of Job. Thil
prayer inclndes a portion of the funeral service of th£
Protestant Episcopal Church, and is full of tenderness
and beauty."-Stone.
ENVY. None shall discover envy at the prot~perit.Y
of a brother, nor supplant him, or put him out of h1s
work, if he be capable to finish the same, for no man can
finish another's work so much to the lord's profit, unless
he be thoroughly acquainted with the designs and draughts
of him that began it.-Ancient Char/{U•
EQUALITY. In no soci•ty is this more practu.el
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lt is well known that there were three distinct sectsPharisees, Sadducees, and E88enes. This third was the
oldest sect, and ·they were now and then called Thora- .
peutics. The Essenes 11!-udably distinguished themselves
m many respects from the other two sects, inasmuch as
they were less numerous, and proceeded on their way
peaceably, noiselessly, and without ostentation, or forcible
attempts at proselytism; for which reason they were
much less known than the other sects. Fidelity to their
princes or rulers, lawful order, adherence unto truth,
virtue, sobriety, humility, and strict secrecy, were the
chief principles of their code of action. To the punctual
performance of those and other similar duties, viz., the
strictest maintenance of the secrets of their society ; of
justice and of humanity every one pledged himself when
he was admitted a member, by a most solemn oath. It
was only by being of mature age, and going through a
three years' probation, during which they were obliged
to lead a temperate, chaste, moral, virtuous, and, in
many respects, a severely self-mortified life, that they
were enabled to gain admission into the Order, when
they received a white dress or apron and a small hatchet
(dolabclla), as the signs of their admission.-Gadickc.
ESSENTIAL SECRETS. The essential secrets of
Masonry consist of nothing more than the signs, gripe,
passwords, and tokens, essent-ial to the preservation of
the society from the inroads of impostors ; together with
certain symbolical emblems, the technical terms appertaining to which served as a sort of universal langu~e,
by which the members of the Fraternity could distingw.ah
each other, in all places and countries where lodges were
instituted.-Seone.
ESTABLISHED. Solomon erected his pillars in the
porch of the temple, which he designed should be a
memorial to the Jews as they entered the holy place, to
warm their minds with confidence and faith, by this
record of the promises made by the Lord unto his father
David, and which were repeated unto him in a vision, in
which the voice of God proclaimed (1 Kings, ix. 6), "I
will establish the throne of thy kingdom npon l8raeJ for
ever."-Hutchin1o1t.
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ESTABLISHED RELIGION. Ache~rfulcompliance
with the established religion of the country in which
they live, is earnestly recommended in the assemblies of
Masons; and this universal conformity, notwithstanding
private sentiment and opinion, is the art prnctised by
them, which effects the laudable purpose of conciliating
true friendship among men of every persuasion, while it
proves the cement of general union.-Pruton.
EUCLID. An old MS. on Masonry says, "Euclid was
the pupil of Abraham, and in his time the river Nile
overflowed so far, that many of the dwellings of the
people of Egypt were destroyed. Euclid instructed
them in the art of making mighty walls and ditches, to
stop the progress of the water; and by geometry,
measured out the land, and divided it into partitions, so
that each man might ascertain his own property." The
MS. is incorrect in making Euclid contemporary with
Abraham ; but it truly adds that he gave to Masonry the
name of Geometry.
EVIDENCES. It is not to be presumed that we are
a set of men professing religious principles contrary to
the revelations and doctrines of the Son of God, reverenc·
ing a deity by the denomination of the God of Nature,
and denying that mediation which is graciously offered
to all true believers. The members of our society at this
day, in the third stage of Masonry, confess themselves to
be Christians. The veil of the temple is rent, the builder
is smitten, and we are raised from the tomb of transgres·
sion. Our authorized lectures furnish us such a series
of evidences in support of this opinion, as can scarcely be
found in the detai1s of any other human institution ; for
Freemasonry, as now practised, is a speculative, and not
an operative institution, although it is admitted that both
these might be blended in ancient times. The evidences
of the above fact run through the entire system, and are
equally conspicuous in every degree.-Hutcltinson.
EXALTED. This word applies to the ceremony and
the position to which the candidate is elevated when he
rece1ves the degree of the Royal Arch ; for it is declared
to be jndescriba.bly more august, sublime, n.nd important
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than all which precede it, a.nd is the summit a.nd perfootio11
of ancient Masonry.
EXAMINATION. If a stranger apply to you in the
character of a Mason, you are cautiously to examine him
in such a method as prudence shall direct you, that you
may not be imposed upon by an ignorant false ~retender
whom you are to reject with contempt and dension, an
beware of giving him any hints of knowledge. But if
you discover him to be a true and genuine brother, you
are to respect him accordingly; and if he is in want, y01.
must relieve him if you can, or elso direct him how he
may be relieved.-Ancient Charges.
EXAMPLE. Nothing is more apt to attract the eyes
and enliven the countenance than 1ight, especially that
which shines in a dark place; so nothing can more excite
the observation, engage the attention, or gladden the
tlearts of beholders, than a fair, bright, excellent charac-ter, apl_)earing in the midst of' a dissolute and corrupt
generatiOn. And as all luminous bodies, in proportion
to their own brightness, diffuse "their light arouncf them,
and at a distance enlighten other bodies ; so in a moral
and religious sense, a good example is a light shining in
darkness, spreading its influence every way., diffusing
instruction and knowledge-motives to reform, and enr.ouragement to virtue.-.Harris.
EXCLUSION. No lodge shall exclude any member
without giving him due notice of the charge preferred
against him, and of the time appointed for its consideration. The name of every brother excluded, together
with the cause of his exclusion, shall be sent to the
Grand Secretary; and if a country lodge, also to ths
Provincial Orand Master, or his deputy.-Comtitution•·
EXEMPTION.. The Masons who were selected to
build the temple of Solomon, were declared free, and
were exempted, together with their descendants, from
imposts, duties and taxes. They had also the privilege
to bear arms. At the destruction of the temple by
Nebuchadnezzar, the posterity of these Masons were carried into the captivity with the ancient Jews. But the
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good will of Cyrus gave them perml8sion to erect a
second temple, having set them at liberty for that purpose. It is from this epoch that we bear the name of
Free and Accepted Masons.- Yot·k Lecture3.
EXPENSES. The whole expense of building the
TemJ!le of Solomon was so prodigious, as ~ves reason
to thmk that the talents whereby the sum ts reckoned:
were another sort 'lf talents of a far le88 value than the
Mosaic talents : for what is said to be given by David,
and contributed by the princes toward the building of the
temple at Jerusalem, if valued by these talents, exceeded
the value of SOO,OOO,OOOl. of our money, which was enough
to have built all that temple of solid silver.-Prideaux.
EXPERIENCE. The process of a Mason's experience
ia gradual, from the rough stone in the north east angle
of the lodge, to the perfect aspirant, standing on the five
points of fellowshi]?. His progress, however, can only
be matured by senous reflection and mental assiduity,
without'which he will never understtmd the typical references contained in the degrees he bas received, or their
tendency to dignify his nature, and make him a wiser
and a better man. Still these steps, sublime though
they be, are only preparatory to something infinitely
more striking, and more directly applicable to the great
dispensation on which all our hopes of happiness, both
in this world and a better, are suspended. Red Masonry
displays the direct prophecies of the MeBBiah, the star of
Jacob, Shiloh, the comer-stone, Moses at the bush, &c.
In Military Masonry, all these prophecies are fulfilled,
and the Christian system clearly developed ; while in
the Rose Croix, it is displayed in all its comely and perfeet proportions.
EXPULSION. A Mason offending against any law or
regulation of the Craft, to the breach of which no specific
penalty is attached, shall, at the discretion of the Grand
Lod~e, or any of its delegated authorities, or of a Provinctal Grand Master, be subject to admonition, fine, or
suspension. If fine be the punishment awarded, it shall
be, for the first offence, not le88 than one pound, nor
more than five pounds ; for a second offenr.e of a similat
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nature, within three years, it shaH be not less than two,
nor more than ten pounds; and if a brother shall refuse
to pay the fine, or be guilty of u. third oftence witlrin
three years of the second offence, he shall be expelled
·
from the Craft.-Comtitutions.
EXTENT. A Mason's Lodge is. said to extend from
Et.LSt to West, in breadth between North and South, in
uepth from the surface to the center of the earth, and
even as high as the heavens, to show the universality of
the science, and that a Mason's c.harity should know no
bounds save those of prudence.-Hemming.
EXTERNAL. The external preparation of a candidate, which takes place in a convenient room adjoining
the lodge, is too well known to need explanation ; and if
not, it is a landmark which cannot be inserted here.
EYE. The Eye of God is in every place, for the
purpose of taking a strict and impartial cognizance of all
human actions. This expressive emblem will remind
you that the Deity is watching over all mankind, and
will weigh in the balance of truth, every action, thought,
and word.
EYE OF PROVIDENCE.

A svmbol of theW. M.

As the eye of the Great Architect or heaven and earth is
incessantly upon all his works, so should the eye of the
W. M. be upon every thing which passes in hislodge.-

Gadicke.
EYESIGHT. He who has been temporarily deprived
of his. sight is reduced to the condition of a new-born
babe, or of one of those unfortunate i,ndividuals whost>
natural infirmity renders the presence of &. conductm
indispensably necessary; but when there are no outward
objects to distract his attention, it is then that with the
eye of reflection he probes into the deepest and darkest
recesses of his own heart, and discovers his natural impcrfP-ctions· and impurities much more readily than he
could possibly have done had he not been deprived of his
sight. This short deprivation of 1.1igl~4; has kindled in his
heart a spark of tho brightest and the purest flame.
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"The people which sat in darkness saw a great light,"
(Mat. iv. 16). We must further admit that those who
have been deptived of their sight, and who have hopes of
being restored to it, strive most industriously and diligently to obtain it; that they hl\ve no greater desire,
• and that they will most readily pledge themselves to do
all that can be required of them, in order to obtain that
inestimable blessing.
A man who bas been deprived of his sight may be
introduced into places. where he is surrounded by the
strangest and the rarest objects, without a possibility of
his becoming a traitor. At the same time, those who
are in J!Ossession of their sight cannot feel the care oi
their gwdes so much as those who are hoodwinked, and
who feel that without the constant attention of their
conductors, they would be much more helpless than they
now are ; but however many proofs of attention and care
they may receive, there is still something left to wish
for; and to the question, What is your chief desire, the
answer will ever assuredly be, "Lig!tt.''-Gadicke.
EZRA. Ezra, or Esdras, the famous Jewish high priest
and reformer, was of a sacerdotal family, by some thought
to be the son of J eraiah, the high priest, who was put to
death at Riblatha by_ Nebuchudnezzar, after the capture
of Jerusalem ; but as Calmet thinks only his grandson
or great-grandson. It is believed that the first return of
Ezra from Babylon to Jerusalem, was with Zerubbabel.
in the beginning of Cyrus's reign, A. M. 3468, of which ht.
himself wrote the history. He was very skilful in the
law, and zealous for God's service; and had doubtless a
great share in all the transactions of his time.-Calmet.
FAITH. Fruth is the foundation of justice, the bond
of amity, and chief support of society ; we live and walk
by faith; by it we have an acknowledgment of a superior
being, have access to the throne of grace, are justified,
accepted, and finally received. A true Christian faith is
the evidence of .things not seen, the substance of things
hoped. for; this maintained, and well answered by walking according to our masonic profession, will turn faith
into a vision. and bring us to that blessed mansion above,
where the just exist in perfect bliss to ull eternity ; ·wh('re

we shall be eternally happy with God, the grand ge.;metrician of the uniYetse, whose Son died ·for us, and r>se
again that we might be justified through faith in his
most precious blood.-Lecturu.
FABRIC. The masonic system exhibits a stupendous
and beautiful fabric, founded on universal/iety. To rule
and direct our passions, to have faith an hope in God,
and charity towards man, I consider as the objects of
what is termed spe!!ulative Masonry.-Jm&e~.
FALL OF !IAN. When our first parents transgressed
by eating the forbidden fruit, they saw what they h~
never seen before, that they were stripped of their excellence ; that they had lost their innocence ; and that they
had fallen into a state of indigence and danger. They
were expelled from the garden of Eden, the ground was
cursed for their sakes, and they were condemned to eat
their bread b.y the sweat of their brow. Out of this
melancholy defection from purity and peace, a portion of
the Royal Arch Degree has been constructed.
FALL OF WATER. There is a certain emblem in
the degree of a Fellowcraft which is said to derive its
origin from the waters of Jordan, which were held up
while the Israelites passed over, and which would naturally fall with great violence when the whole host had
reached the opposite shore.
FANATICISM. Fanaticism, or a fanatic, dare not be
permitted among Freemasons. We should unanimously
strive to obtain that object for ·which the rules of the
Order so powerfully work, and thus there can be no
disputes or persecutions among us for diversity of opinion.
Every Freemason prays to God in the way his religion
teaches him, and he is encouraged so to do in the lodge.
If we did not allow the wild dreams of imBo~Tination, or
the still wilder ones <'4' superstition, to have any effect
upon our ideas of God and of godly things, all persecution for difference of religious opinions would fall of
themselves. Of fanaticism of whole lodges against each
other for a difference in thP.ir rituals and systems, there
were f.lrmerly too many traces; but they have happily
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FEES. No lodge shall make a Mason for a less consileration than three guineas, exclusive of the ·registering
fee, nor on any .Pretence remit or defer the payment of
any .P.art of this sum; the member who proposes any
candidate must be responsible to the lodge for all the
fees payable on account of his initiation. All monies
paya6le for re~ister fees, certificates, or quarterage, shall
be deposited m the hands of the Master, to be kept
distinct from the funds of the lodge; and shall be remitted,
with proper lists, at least once a year if in the cou.ntry,
and twice a year if in London.-Constitutiom.
FEES OF HONOUR. Every brother on his appointmentor reappointment to either of the following offices,
shall pay these sums:-The Deputy Grand Master, having
served the office of Steward, ten guineas, if not, thirty
guineas ; the Grand Wardens eight guineas each ; Grand
Treasurer five guineas ; Grand Registrar, Secretary, and
Deacons, three guineas each ; Grand Director of Ceremonies, Superintendent of Works, and Sword Bearer,
two guineas each ; a Provincial Grand Master twent:y
gnineas, and if he have not served the office of Grand
Steward, twenty guineas more; and a Deputy P.rovincial Grand Master pays two guineas for registering his
name in the books of the Grand Lodge.
FELLOWCRAFT. The second, or Fellowcraft's degree, is rendered interesting by those scientific instructions and philosophical lectures which characterize later
parts of the mysteries ; though both of these degrees
were made to tend to the glory ot: that God who had
given such wonderful faculties to them, and to the wP.lfare
of their felluw-creatures.-Archdeacon Mant.
FEMALES. The only reason why ladies cannot be
present in an open lodge of Freemasons, is that their .
mysteries, being symbolical of labour as performed by ,
man, could not in ihat case be shared by women ; no
honest-hearted man could for, a moment believe that in
mind she WM inferior; if a man existed who thought so,
let him ask from whom he first imbibed ll'.ssons of piety,
virtue, and honour. But if ladies could not share ow
labour of work, there was no reason why they should noi
enjoy our labour of love.-Crucdf.c.
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FESTIVALS. The two festivals set apart by Masons
of the United States are those of St. John the Baptist,
June 24, and St. John the Evangelist, December 27. The
annual festival of the Masons of England is celebrated
on the Wednesday following St. George's day, April 23,
he being their patron saint. The Grand Lodge of Scotland, for a similar reason, celebrate St. Andrew's day,
November 30.
FIDELITY. Joining the right hands is a pledge of
fidelity; for Valerius Maxemus tells us that the ancients
had a moral deity whom they called Fides, a goddess of
honesty or fidelity, and adds, when they promised anything of old, they gave their hand upon it, as we do now,
and therefore she is represented as giving her hand, and
sometimes as only two hands conjoined. Chartarius
more fully describes this by observing that the proper
· residence of faith or fidelity was thought by the ancients
·to be in the right hand.-Calcott.
FIDUCIAL. The fiducial sign shows us if we prostrate ourselves with our face to the earth, we thus throw
ourselves on the mercy of our Creator and Judge, lookirig
forward with humble confidence to his holy promises, by
which alone we hopE! to pass through the Ark of our
redemption into the mansion of eternal bliss and glory to
the presence of Him who is the great I Am, the Alpha
.md Omega, the Beginning and the Ending, the First
iond the Last.
FIERY CLOUD. This pillar, or column, which
appeared as a cloud by day and a .tire by night, was a
- symbol of the divine presence. This was the Shekinah,
or divine dwelling p1ace, and was a continual proof of
the presence and protection of God. 'Vhether there was
more than one pillar is not clearly determined by the
text. If there was but one, it certainly assnmt:d three
~itferent appearances, for the performance of three very
important offices. 1. In the day time for the purpose of
potnting out the way, a column or pillar of a cloud was
all that was requ!site. 2. At night, to prevent that
confusion wh'.ch must otherwise have taken place, t.he
pillar of "loud became a pillar of fin•, uot to direct their
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journeyings, for they seldom travdlc<l by uight, hut tc
give light to every part of the Israelitish camp. 3.
In such a scorching, barren, thirsty desert, something
further was necessary than a light and guide. It appears
that this cloud had two sides, one dark, and the other
luminous. The luminous side gave light to the wholo
camp of Isrnel during the night of passage ; and the dark
side turned towards the pursuing Egyptians, and prevented them from receiving any benefit from the light.Adam Clarke.
FINES. A lodge which has been convicted of any
breach of masonic law, shall, at the discretion of the
Grand Lodge, be subject, for the first offence, to a fine
of not less than one pound nor more than five .Pounds;
for a second offence of a similar nature, withm three
years, it shall be not less than two nor more than ten
pounds ; and if the lodge shall refuse to pay the fine, or
be,guilty of a third offence within three years of the
second ofiEmce, the lodge shall be erased and its constitution forfeited. All fines levied shall be applied to the
general charity -Co1utitutwm.
FIRE. Fire and light were the uniform tokens of the
appearances of the Deity. Sometimes shining with a
mild and gentle radiance, like the inferior luminaries of a
M~osons' lodge, and at others flaming fiercely amidst clouds
and darkness, thunderings and noise. To Adam :t:J.e
manifested himself in the Shekinah, which kept the gates
of Paradise ; to Abel, and Enoch, and Noah, the Deity
appeared in a flame of fire. Nor were the appearances
changed when he visited Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Tc.
Moses in the bush, and to the Israelites in the wilderness
fire was his constant symbol.
FIRST DEGREE. In this lecture virtue is painted
in the most beautiful colours, and the beauties of
morality are strictly enforced. Here we are taught
such wise and useful lessons as prepare the mind for a
regular advancement in the principles of knowledge an~
philosophy; and these are imprinted on the memory b)
lively and sensible images, well calculated to influence
our conduct in the proper discharge of the duties of life.
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The whole is a regular system of morality, conceived in
a strain of interesting allegory, which readily unfolds its
beauties to the candid and industrious inquirer.-Pre.rton.
FIRST PARENTS. The first parents of mankind
were instructed by the Almighty, as to his existence and
attributes, and after their fall were further informed ot
the redemption which was to be perfected by Christ,
and, as a sign of their belief, were commanded to offer
sacrifices to God. It is aleo highly probable that symbolical actions should have been instituted by them in
memory of their penitence, reverence, sympathy, fatigue,
and faith, and that these might be transmitted to posterity.-Archdeacon Mant.
FIRST PRINCIPLES. In the formation of all human
aocieties, there are first principles, which constitute the
basis of union. This holds true in all cases. If, therefore, we desire to arrive at simple matters of fact, and
form a correct judgment, as it regards the soundness of
those fundamental principles, adapted as the basis of
such union, or the true objects contemplated in the
organization of any society, this is the time when truth
appears with the least incumbrance, and the motive of
action is seen under the least djsguise. In most cases
where moral, benevolent, or humane establishments have
been formed, these two points are clearly developed.Town.
FIVE. · We say that a regular lodge consists of seven
Masters, and also of five. The last number is derived
from the five senses, inasmuch as the persons who are
united to form a lodge should be as perfect as a whole,
and work together with as much unanimity as a single
man, who is endowed with five healthysenses.-Gadicke.
FIVE POINTS OF FELLOWSHIP. Thefivepoints
of fellowship were thus illustrated in the lectures used
by the Athol Masons of the last century :-"When the
necessities of a brother call for my support, I will be
ever ready to lend him a helping hand to save him from
einking if I find him worthy thereof. 2. Indolence shall
not cause my footsteps to halt, nor wrath to turn them
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!lside; but forgetting every selfish consideration, I will
be ever swift of foot to save, help, and execute benevolence to a fellow-creature in distress, but more particularly to a brother Mason. 3. When I offer up my
ejaculations to Almighty God, I will remember my
brother's welfare, even· as my own ; for as the voice of
babes and sucklings ascend to the throne of ~race: so
most assuredly will the breathings of a fervent heart
ascend to the mansions of bliss. 4. A brother's secr~t,
delivered to me as such, I will keep as I would my own,
because, if I betray the trust which has been reposed in
me, I might do him an irreparable injury; it would be
like the villainy of an assassm, who lurks in darkness to
11tab his adversary when unarmed and least prepared to
meet an enemy. 6. A brother's character I will support
in his absence, as I would in his presence. I will not
revile him myself, nor suffer it to be done by others, it
it is in my power to prevent it. Thus by the five point.
of fellowship, we are linked together in one indivisible
chain of sincere affection, brotherly love, relief, and
truth."
FIXED LIGHTS. The fixed lights of a lodge wel'fl
formerly represented by " three wmdows, supposed to
be in every room where a lodge is held ; referring to the
cardinal points of the compass, according to the antique
rules of Masonry." There was one in the east, another
in the west, and another in the south, to li~ht the m:m
to, at, and from labour; but there was none m the north,
because the sun darts no rays from thence. These constitute the symbolical situations of the three chief
officers.
FLOATS. At the building of the temple, everything
was prepared with the greatest nicety, tbe stones were
all hewn in the quarries, and there squared, fashioned,
marked and numbered ; and the timber being cut in the
forests, was there framed, carved, marked and numbered
also; so that when brought to Jerusalem, there was
nothing left to be done but the arrangement of its different part11. The materials being thus prepared, were carried on floats down to Joppa, and thence conveJed to
Jerusalem on carriages of curious mechanism provided for
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aquare (0,) should reach from east to west, and from north
to south; up to the clouds and to the centre of the earth.
The limits of its influence are not fonned by four straight
lines, or by two squares placed opposite to each other,
but are extended to the utmost bounds of the habitable
globe. The lodges must therefore do more than give
their workplaces the fonn of a long square. But if the
brethren are assembled in a long square, let them lift up
their spirits to the contemplation of the Most High,
admire nim in the wonders of nature, and ~xtend, as far
as in them lies, good and perfect gifts into every clime.Gadickc.

FORTITUDE. By fortitude we are taught to resist
temptation, and encounter danger with spirit and resolution. This virtue is equally distant from rashness and
cowardice; and he who possesses it, is seldom shaken,
and never overthrown, by the storms that surround him.
FORTY. The two perfect numbers, four and ten,
being multiplied into each other, produce the nmuber
forty, which was also sacred, and bore a reference to the
number seven. Thus the probation of our first parents
in the garden of Eden1 as is generally supposed was forty
years; the deluge was occasioned by a rain of forty days
and nights, of which event Noah had seven days notice;
and the waters remained upon the face of the earth forty
days. The days of embalming the dead were forty, and
of mourning seventy. The concealment of Moses in the
land of Midian was forty years, and he was on the mount
forty days and nights. Jesus Christ fasted forty days and
nights in the wilderness, to prepare for his ministry; and
was tempted of the devil forty days; and the same term
elapsed between his resurrection and ascension.
FORTY-SEVENTH PROBLEM. As this figure de
pends on the connexion of several lines, angles and tri
angles, which form the whole, so Freemasonry depends
on the unanimity and integrity of its members, the infle:ri·
bility of their charitable pursuits, and the immutability
of the principles upon which the society is established
The position is clear, and therefore in a synthetical sense,
we demonstrnte that some of our brethren from their
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FOUR DEGREES. Aucient Masonry consistR of
ur degrees; the three first of which are, that of the
Apprentice, the Fellowcraft, and the sublime degree of
Master; and a brother being well versed in these degrPes,
and otherwise qualified, as hereafter will be expressed,
is eligible to be admitted to the fourth degree, tlie Holy
Royal Arch.-Ahiman Rezon.
FREE. A word that is often beard among us, but
which is circumscribed by the same bounds as the freedom of social life. In our assemblies we have nothing
resembling the freedom to act every one according to
the dictates of his own caprice; but we are free, or at
least, each of us ought to be free, from the dominion
of pride, of prejudice, of passion, and of other follies
of human nature. Free from the madness of refusing
obedience either to the law of the land or the Craft.Gadicke.

FREERORN. No candidate can be admitted into
Freemasonry, or share in its occult mysteries, unless be
be a free man, of mature age, sound judgment, and strict
morality. Nor can any one, although he have been
initiated, continue to act as a Mason, or practise the
rites of the Order, if he be temporarily deprived of his
liberty, or freedom of will. So essential is it to Freemasonry, that its members should be perfectly free in all
their actions, thoughts and designs.
FREEMASON. The explanations of this word, which
say the same thing in nearly every living language, are
very various. Ori~nally the name was only Mason, but
the privileges whtch were granted unto certain real
architects and artists, induced them to adopt the title of
Freemasons, to distinguish themselves from those who
were merely operative masons. Others again say that
Masons should labour free and unconstrained. He who
is free from prejudice, and understands how to regulate
his life and actions by the working tools of an operative
mason, can well explain the meaning of the word Freemason. We may also reasonably suppose that many
distinguished persons, who were neither architects nor
artists, hnve been admitted into the Fraternity, nnd that
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those persons were afterwards exclusively called Free
and Accepted Masons; which title they have propagated.
-Gadicke.
FREEMASONRY. Masonry,according to the general
acceptation of the term, is an art founded on the principleR of geometry, and directed to the service and convenience of mankind. But Freemasonry, embracing a
wider range and having a nobler object in view, namely,
the cultivation and improvement of the human mind,
may with more propriety be called a science, inasmuch
as availing itself of the terms of the former, it inculcates
the principles of the purest morality, though its lessons
are for the most part veiled in allegory, and illustrated
by symbols.-Hemming.
FRIENDSHIP. Friendship is traced through the
circle of private connections to the grand system of
universal benevolence, which no limits can circumscribe,
as its influence extends to every branch of the human
ra9e. On this general plan the universality of the system
of Masonry is established. Were friendship confined to
the spot of our nativity, its operation would be partial,
and imply a kind of enmity to other nations. Where
the interests of one country interfere with those of
another, nature dictates an adherence to the welfare of
our own immediate connections; but such interference
apart, the true Mason is a citizen of the world, and his
philanthropy extends to all the human race. Uninfiuenced by local prejudices, he knows no preference in
virtue but according to its degree, from whatever country
or clime it may spring.-Preston.
FRUITS. What arc the fruits of Masonry? It hatt
often been effectual to save life and property; it ha11
often relieved distress; it constantly teaches the ignorant; it daily wipes rivers of tears from the eye of
distress; it has often reconciled the most jarring inter·
ests; it has often converted the bitterest foes into the
dearest friends.- Inwood.
FUNERAL. The public are frequently astonished at
beholding a huge funeral procession, and cannot conceive
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how the deceased, who lived in a state of comparative
obscurity, could have had so many friends, amongst
wbow some are of the highest rank in society, and from
those friends, one of them advances to the brink of the
grave, and addresses the assembled multitude upon life,
death, and immortality, in such a touching and feeling
manner, that brethren, relations, and spectators, are
bathed in tears. He who can flatter himself that he
will have such a funeral, . and that he is worthy of it,
can go down to the grave in peace, certain that be will
receive the reward of aJl his labours from the Great
Architect of the Universe.-Gadicke.
FURNITURE. The furniture ofa. Masons' lodge ought
to be disposed with the same scrul'ulous exactness as
the furniture of the tabernacle whwb Moses made according to the pattern which the Deity shewed him in
the mount. The tracing-board should be placed on the
Master's pedestal, underneath the bible, square and compasses; the first great light being displayed in Ruth.
This is for the first degree. The book of constitutions
is placed before the Past Master; the globes in the west;
the rough ashlar in the north-east, the perfect ashlar in
the north-west, while the Master Masons should take
their station in the south-west, and Past Masters in the
south-east; the Secretary in the north, and the Treasurer
in the corner of Amorites.
G. The situation of this letter, when alone, is well
known to all Freemasons. It cannot allude to the name
of God alone in the German lodges, or it could not be
found in the situation in foreign lodges. It has a closer
affinity to Geometry, which is so necessary to an Archi·
teet, and· geometrical certainty and truth is everywhere
necessary.- Gadicke.
GEOMETRY. Among the mathematical sciencet
geometry is the one which bas the most especial reference
to architecture, and we can, therefore, under the name
of geometry, understand the whole art of Freemasonry.
In Anderson's Book of Constitutions, Freemasonry ia
frequently c~lled ~eometry, and of the latter he saith,
that the whole bem.g of ihe Order is comprehended in
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it. Freemaaons therefore ought to m&.ke themsel vea
intimately acquainted with geometry. It is not absolutely necessary to be able to delineate geometrical
figures ; but it is necessary to be able to deduce all our
actions, works, or resolutions from geometrical principles.
-Gadicke.
GHIBLIM. The Uhiblimites were expert operative
Masons, who understood the science of geometrical proportion in its practical references, and were cemented in
their lodges by the morality of its detached and component
parts.
GIRDLE. The girdle, in anctent times, was an universally received emblem of truth and passive duty.
Elijah the Tishbite and John the Baptist, were both
girded with an apron of (white) leather. It was said of
Jesus Christ, that his girdle should represent equally
righteousness and fidelity. And in conformity with these
authorities, his principal disciples exhorted the Christian
converts to gird up the loins of their minds, to be sober
and hope to the end, and to stand firm in the faith, having
their loins girt about with truth.
GIRLS' SCHOOL. This charity was instituted on
the 25th of March, 1788, by the late Chevalier Bartholo.
mew Ruspini, for the purpose of maintaining, clothing
and educating, an unlimited number of the female children and orphans of reduced brethren, belonging to the
ancient and honourable society of Free and Accepted
Masons, and of protecting and preserving them from the
dangers and misfortunes to which distressed young females are peculiarly exposed; with the further vie"' of
training them up in the knowledge and love of virtue, in
the habits of industry necessary to their condition, and
of impressing on their minds a due sense of subordination,
true humility, and the principles and practice of all
social, moral, and religious duties. This charity is supported by voluntary contributions.
GLOBE OF FIRE. In the last century some fanciful
brethren referred the circle and point to the cherubic
form which was placed at the gate of paradise, to prevent
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the return of our first parents to that region of. never
ending happiness and de1ight, after their fall from purity
and rectitude, in the attempt to acquire forbidden
knowledge. The "fire unfolding itself," or globe of fire
described by the prophet Ezekiel, represented the Deity,
and the living creatures on one side, and wheels on the
other, denoted his power and goodness.
GLOBES. The terrestrial and celestial globes are the
noblest instruments for giving the most distinct idea of
any problem or proposition, as well as for enabling us to
solve it. Contemplating these bodies, Masons are inspired
with a due reverence for the Deity and his works ; and
are induced to apply with diligence and attention to
astronomy, geography, navigation, and all the arts dependent on them, by which society hl\8 been so much
benefited.-Pre.rtan.
GLORY IN THE CENTRE. When in the lodge we
elevate our thoughts to the Deity, our eyes involuntarily
rest on the glory in the centre; then with hearts overflowing with gratitude and love, we bow reverentially
before the All-seeing eye of God, which the sun, moon,
and stars obey ; conscious that it pervades their inmost
recesses, and tries our thoughts, words and actions, by
the uPerring touchstone of truth and eternal justice.
GLOVES. The operative Mason cannot use gloves at
his work, but we can, and that too, of the purest white,
at ours, thereby intimating that every action of a Mason
ought to be pure and spotless.-Gadicke.
GOLDEN CANDLESTICK. This utensil was made
by Moses for the service of the Temple. It consisted
wholly of pure gold, and had seven branches; that is,
three on each side, and one in the centre. These branches
were at equal distances, and each one was adorned with
flowers like lilies, gold knobs after the form of an apple,
and similar ones resembling an almond. Upon the
extremities of the branches were seven golden lampe,
which were fed w1th pure olive oil, and lighted every
evening by the priests on duty. The candlestick wu
placed in th~ Holv Place, and served to illuminate the
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altar of incense and the table of shew-bread, which stood
in the same chamber.-Calmet.
GOLDEN FLEECE. The masonic apron is said to
be more ancient than the badge of any other honourable
institution. It was used before the Greeks or Romans
had a name. The Argonautic expedition is generally
believed to be only a figurative account of the deluge;
and the apron is unquestionably older than that event;
it was therefore worn before the establishment of the
spurious Freemasonry. We are certain from undeniable
authority, that the apron was the first species of clothing
with which mankind were acquainted, and was adopted
before the expulsion of our progenitors from the garden
of Eden. When they had violated the original compact,
their eyes were opened to a sense of guilt and shame,
aod they saw that they were naked. Decency suggested
the necessary expedient of covering themselves with
aprons. It is therefore said with great propriety, th~t.
" the apron is more ancient than the golden fleece OJ
Roman eagle."
GOLDEN RULE. Freemasonry recommends tne practice of the golden rule, do unto others as you would
have them do to you, not so much to preserve the peace
and order of civil society, (which notwithstanding it
cannot fail to do) as to inspire in our own bosoms, a love
<»f virtue and _gootl will to man.
GOOD MASON. The good Mason is an example to
hie neighbours, and his name and character are proverl.lial.
Those who are younger venerate him, his compauiom
love him, his superiors extol him. In his famify he is
high without severity, and condescending without meanness; his commands are gentle-indeed his wishes are
his commands; for all are. equally ready to answer his
desires. To his wife he is the tender husbaud, not the
uaurying lord ; to his children he is the kind, the providential father, not the domineering tyrant ; to lus sernnta he ia equally the friend as the superior. 1'hus
ruling, be is obeyed with cheerfulness ; and thus his
home, whether a cottage or a palace, i11, while he i~t
p~nt, the habitation of peace; wh8n there ho leavea
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it with reluctance, and when absenthiuetum is expected
with a pleasing avidity.-Inwood.
GOSPEL. The Royal Order of Masonry, however
secret from its most early foundation to the present
moment, has nothing belonging to it, but what is so far
from giving bitth or growth to the commission of any
thin~ inconsistent with the strictest parts of our holy
religiOn, whether it respects our duty to God nr man,
that every part of it, il duly followed, has a direct tendency to enforce and to encourage the performance of
every one of its most holy precepts; and, " the precepts
of the Gospel are universally the principles of MOBonry:
-Inwood.
GOVERNMENT. It is well 1\) give rules for th"
good government of a lodge; but the best teacher is experience. Points of minor importance, both in discipline
and doctrine, are of constant occurrence, which have no
precedent, and must be regulated by the judgment of the
Master. And on these trifling matters, the welfare and
prosperity of a lodge frequently depend.
GRACE. When brother Masons are assembled at the
banquet table, where it is their duty to crave a blessing;
how joyfully do they hear the words·• 0 soun~c of the purest light ! 0 Lord of Glory I
Grea.t, incomprehensibly grea.t, a.re thy ha.ndy worb;
Thou ga.vest to us at the building of the Temple
Wiadom, Strength, and Beaut1l
Thou gavest to us vitality, pleasure, meat, and drink I
To thee, therefore, be glor1, honour, praise, and thank&

.After the meal the Chaplain again lifts his voice :
" God be praised! Thou hast thought on us this da1 allo ;
Be rraised for this da1'S blessinp j
Oh protect us fatherl1, aceord111g to th1 grace and power,
In happiness and in sorrow, in all our ways,
And blees this night."

Gadicke.
GRADES OF RANK. Many persons have endeavoured to substantiate their objections to the institution
of Freemasonry, from the admttted dogma that its members meet on a level ; whence they conclude that the
system abolishes all human distinctions, and promises tu
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ascension into the cloudy pillar, or Shekinah, which
hovered over the Mount of Olives; and the consecutive
steps of this great scheme have been embodied in the system of Freemasonry. It can therefore be shown, that the
historical landmarks consist of certain prominent facta
recorded in the Jewish scriptures, which have been
received in all ages, both before and after the advent of
Christ, as typical of the Redeemer of man, and of him
only.
GRAND ARCHITECT. This Most High Being
ought to be duly revered by every brother as the Great
Architect of heaven and earth, and his name ought never
to be spoken but with the greatest humility and re-v-erence. It is not improper, when we are always &peaking
of Masonry, to call Goa the Great Architect of heaven and
earth, as we also call him the Lord of lords and King of
kings. Every one, even those who are not Freemasons,
call him the Creator of hea.ven and of earth. He has
created everything that we can see ; and it is certain that
he has created many things which we have not power to
see; and when the brethren strive to ad~rn his greatest
work-when they assist in carrying on the spiritual temple in ~he manner he has_ ordained-they most assuredly
fulfil h1s holy law.-Gadu:ke.
·
GRAND EAST. Wherever the superior body of' the
masonic institutions is situated, that place is called the
Grand East (Grande Orient); London, York, Dublin,
Edinburgh, Paris, Vienna, and Amsterdam, are all Grand
Easts in masonic language. Every state in America has
a Grand East, and every other place where there is a
governing Grand Lodge, is called by Masons the Grand
East. The East with Masons has a peculiar meaning.
It is well known that the sciences first rose in the East,
and that the resplendent orb of light from that quarter
proclaims the glory of the day. "And behold the Glory
of the God of Israel came from the way of the East,
and his voice was like the noise of many waters; the
earth shined with his glory. The East Gate shall be
shut; it shall not be opened; and no man shall enter by
it, because the Glory of the God of Israel hath entere<J
by it. It is for the Prince."-Dalcko.
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GRAND LODGE. This governing body consists of
a Grand Master with a full staff of purple officers, the
Grand Stewards for the year, and the Masters, Past Masters, and Wardens, of every warranted lodge. In the
Grand Lodge, besides the power of enacting laws and
regulations for the government of the Craft, and of altering, repealing, and abrogating them, provided that they
continue to preserve the ancient landmarks of the Order,
the Grand Lodge has also the inherent power of investigating, regulating, and deciding, all matters relative t3
the Craft or to particular lodges, or to individual brothers,
which it may exercise either by itself or by such delegated authority as, in its wisdom and discretion, it may
appoint ; but in the Grand Lodge alone resides the
power of erasing lodges, and expelling brethren from
the Craft, a power which it ought not to delegate to any
subordinate authority in England.-Comtitutiom.
GRAND MASTER. Tais chief officer is generally a
person of the highest rank. He is nominated at the
quarterly communication in December, and the election
takes place in the month of March following. If the
Grand Master should die during his mastership, or by
11ickness, absence, or otherwise, be rendered incapable of ·
discharging the duties of his office, the Deputy Grand
Master, or, in his absence, the Grand Wardens, shall
assemble the Grand Lodge immediately, to record the
event, which Grand Lodge shall appoint three of its
members to invite the last preceding Grand Master to
act as Grand Master till a new election take plaee; if
he decline to act, then the last but one, and so on ; but
if no former Grand Master be found, the deyuty, or the
grand officer next in rank and seniority, shal proceed as
principal. If there be a Pro-Grand Master at the time
when a vacancy occurs in the Grand Mastership, such
Pro-Grand Master shall forthwith act as Grand Master
until a new election take place at the usual period.Constitution&.
GRAND OFFICERS. Noneofthegrandofficers can
be removed, unless for reasons which appear sufficient
to the Grand Lodge; but, should the Grand Master be
dissatisfied with the conduct of any of his grand officers,
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ne may submit the case to the Grand Lodge ; and should
it appear to the majority of the brethren present that
the complaint be well founded, he may d18place such
grand officer, and nominate another.-Con~titutiom.
GRAND OFFICERS' CLUB. As its name imports
none but grand officers are eligible for members; but
there is no ballot for admission, it being held that all
who are considered worthy of elevation in the Order,
have a natural claim to enter, although it is well understood that there is no compulsion to join the club, and
that several grand officers do not avail themselves of the
opportunity. The Grand Master sometimes honours the
club with his presence.
GRAND STEWARDS' LODGE. This lodge has
no number, but is registered in the books of the Grand
Lodge, and placed in the printed lists, at the head of all
other lodges, and ranks a~ordingly. It is represented
in the Grand Lodge by its Master, Past Masters, and
Wardens. Being constituted as a Master Masons' lodge,
it bas no power of making, paBBing, or raising Masona.
GRAND WARDENS. The Grand Wardens are a:epointed by the Grand Master annually, on the day of hts
installation, and if present, are to be immediately installed. These officers should have regularly served the
office of Master of a lodge. They cannot act as Wardens of a private lodge while they continue Grand
Wardens. When the actual Grand Wardens are in the
lodge no others can supply their places ; but in their
absence the senior Past Grand W a.rdens present shall ac'
pro tempore. If no Past Grand Wardens be present, the
Grand Master may direct any Master of a lodge to aci
as Grand Warden for that occasion.-Con~titutions.
GRAVE. The Grecian graves were always marked
by a shrub called no&o11, or a garland of herbs. In honour
of the dead they threw boughs and leaves upon the
grave ; as Euripides says they did to Polyxena when she
died; for in latter times if a man had won a race or the
like, they had a custom to bedeck his valiant corpse with
boughs and leaves of myrtle, as in EuripideB. Elect. v.
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writer in Ametica, when men, ignorant of chirography,
impressed the seal of their parchments with the tooth m
their head for a signature, it was usual for Master Masons
to give their apprentice a grip or sign, by which he
should make himself known to any Mason as a regular
E. A. P. to the trade; and another when he ha.d completed his apprenticeship, and passed on to the rank of a
JOurneyman, or F. C.; and a third when,
assiduity
and skill, he had become himself a master of the work,
took buildings to rear, hired Fellowcrafts or journeymen,
and received apprentices. The word, the sign, and the
grip, in those days, were the certificate of the Craft to
its regularly taught members.

br

GUIDE. At our introduction into Masonry, we seek
for an able guide to conduct us from this dark state of
human life into light, and when arrived at that desired
point, we are struck with the symbolic representations
before us ; and under promise of fidelity we begin our
career in this secret society of Free and Accepted Masons.
We emerge gradually from the lowest vale, and by study
arrive at the highest dc~rec of the occult science, or to
the greatest mental perfcction.-Husenbcth.
GUTTURAL. The guttural sihrn alludes to temper
ance, which demands a cautious habit of restraint, as
may be necessary to preserve us from the risk of violating
our obligation and incurring its penalty.-Hemming.
HAGAR. Abraham was exceedingly attached to the
son of Hagar the Egyptian bond-woman, and as he
grew up, the affections of his father increased so inordinately that he earnestly intreated the Lord that Ishmael
might be the child of promise. But the request wrut
denied, as being inconsistent with the divine purposes;
for children cannot inherit a free and noble spirit except
they be born of a free woman.
HAGGAI. This holy prophet and principal of the
Snnhedrim, or Royal Chapter, was born during the
Babylonisb captivity, and returned to Jerusalem with
Zerubbabel and J eshua. HP exhorted them to resume
the work of the Temple, when it bad been interrupted
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nearly fourteen yp,ars, in consequence of the intrigues of
the Samaritans, and other obstructions excited to defeat
the eruct of Cyrus. The prophet represents the people
as more ready to build and adorn their own· dwellings
than to labour in the service of God. He tells them that
the unfruitful seasons they bad experienced were entirely
owins- to this cause. He then encourages them with
promiSes of future blessings; and predicts the important
revelations that should precede tlie final advent of the
Messiah, when the kingdoms of the 'vorld should become
the kingdoms of the Lord and of his Christ.
HAMMER. With this small working tool the Master
of a lodge governs the most numerous meetings. The
blow of the Master's hammer commands industry, silence,
or the close of labour, and every brother respects or
honours its sound. In so far the hammer is a symbol of
the power of the Master. The hammer must never be
lost sight of at the meeting of the lodge ; and ~hould the
Master be unavoidably compelled to leave the lodge-room,
be must deliver it to his Deputy or Past Master, or some
other skilful brother. The Wardens do not govern the
lodge with their hammers, they only direct attention by
them to the commands of theW. M.-Gadickc.
HAND. When the calamities of our brother call for
our aid we should not withdraw the hand that might
sustain him from sinking; but that we should render him
those services, which, not encumbering or injuring our
families or fortunes, charity or religion may dictate for
the saving of our fellow-creature.-Vld Lccture3.
HARODIM. The mysteries of this Order are peculiar
to the institution itself; while the lectures of the Chap-

ter include every branch of the masonic system, and
represent the art of Masonry in a finished and complete
form. Difterent classes are established, and particular
lectures restricted to each class. The lectures are divided into sections, and the sections into clauses. Tht\
sections are annually assigned by the Chief Harod to t1.
certain number of skilful companions in each class, who
are denominated Sectionists; and they are empowered to
di11tribute the clauses of their re11pective !lectiom~. with
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the approbation of the Chief Harod and General Director,
among the private companions of the Chapter, who are
denominatca Clausehofders. Such companions 88 by
assiduity become possessed of all the sectiOns of the lecture, are called Lecturers ; and out of these the General·
Director is always chosen.
HARPOCRATES: This Egyptian god was unknown.
to the Greeks till the time of Alexander. They worshipped him under the name of Sigalion, and loaded him
with many attributes unknown to the ancient Egyptians.
lie appears as a young man in an Egyptian mitre, holding a cornucopia, lotus, and quiver, accompanied with
the poppy and owl, draped in a long robe, head raiment,
branch of persea, the finger on the mouth, persea, cornucopia, lotus, basket on the head. In Stosch, the bust
swaddled iu a net, persea on the head, globe and serpents
ou the breast, but the finger on the mouth, and lock of
hair distinguish nearly all his £gures.-Fosbroke.
HEARING. Hearing is that sense by which we· are
·enabled to distinguish sounds, and are made capable of
all the perceptions of harmony and melody, witli all the
agreeable charms of music; by it we are enabled to enjo;Y
the pleasures of society; and reciprocally to commumcatc to each other our thoughts and intentions, our
purposes and desires, and by means of this sense our
reason is capable of exerting its utmost power and
energy.-Old Lectures.
HEART. The heart is the seat of the affections,
passions and desires; and by the precept given by. Solomon, to keep our hearts, is meant, that we should
diligently preserve our good dispositions, and correct
our bad ones. All the actions of a man's life issue and
proceed from the heart; which is the fountain not only
of our natural life, but of our mortal too; so that as a
, man's heart is, so will his life be : if his heart be kept
clean and pure, his life cannot be wicked and vicious ;
but if his heart be wicked and vicious, his life cannot be
kept clean and pure.-Biskop Beveridge.
HEIGHT.
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Not content with this devout expreBBion of his feelings
morning and evening, he always went into the temple at
the hour of high twelve, when the men were called from
labour to refreshment, to inspect the progress of the
work, to draw fresh designs upon the tracing-board, if
such were necessary, and to perform other scientific
labours, never forgetting to consecrate his duties by
solemn prayer. These religious customs were faithfully
performed tor the first six years in the secret rect-sses ot
his lodge, and for the last year in the precinct~:~ of the
Most Holy Place. At length, on the very day appointed
for celebrating the cape-stone of the building, he retired
1\8 usual, according to our tradition, at the hour of high
twelve, and did not return alive.
HILARITY. In all Mtu10nic festivals hilarity should
be tempered with tho1118htfulness and circwnspection;
and, although we have no objection, in the words of an
old Masonic song, to
"Crown the bowl, and fill th-e glru;s
To every virtue, every grace,
To tbe brothcrhood·rcsound
Health, and let it tbrice go round,"

yet we would not forget, in the hours of relaxation, to
retain decorum in festivity and innocence in mirth, for,
when pleasure is chastened by virtue, its relish will be
mcreased, and its zest improved.
HILLS AND VALLEYS. Before we had the convenience of such well-formed lodges, the brethren used to
meet on the highest of hills and in the lowest of valleys ;
and if they were asked why they met so high, so low,
and so very secret, they replied, the better to see and
observe all that might ascend or descend; and in case
a cowan should appear, the Tyler might give timely
notice to the W. M., by which means the lodge might
be closed, and the jewels put by, thereby preventing any
unlawful intrusion.- Old York Lecture1.

IDRAM. The gavel of the Worshipful ~fBster is so
called in England, and on the continent of Europe, in
allusion to the perfect order observed by the craftsmen at
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HOLY FIRE. When Nehemiah was appoir.ted to
the government of Judea, with full authonty to build
the wal;s of Jerusalem, and to finish the Second Temple,
be sent to search for the holy fire, which, before the
captivity of 13a.bylon, the priests had hidden in a dry and
deep pit ; not finding any fire there, but only thick and
muddy water, he sprinkled this upon the altar, and presently the wood which had been so sprinkled took fire
as t.oon a.s the sun began to shine, which miracle coming
to the knowledge of the king of Persia, he caused the
place to be encompassed with walls where the fire had
been hidden, and granted great favours and privileges to
the priests.-Calmet.
HOLY GROUND. The lodge is situated on holy
ground. The first lodge was consecrated on account of
three grand offerings thereon made, which met divine
approbation. First, the ready compliance of Abraham to
the will of God, in not refusing to offer up his son Isaac
as a burnt-offering, when it pleased the Almighty to substitute a more agreeable victim in his ste81l ; second, the
many pious prayers and ejaculations of King David,
which actuallr appeased tLe wrath of God, and stayed a
pestilence whwh than raged among the people, owing to
his inadvertently having had them numbered; and thirdly,
the many thanksgivings, oblations, burnt Sacrifices, and
costly offerings which Solomon, King of Israel, made at
the completion, dedication,· and consecmtion of the temple of Jerusalem, to God'11 ~~ervice. These three did then,
have since, and I trust ever will, render the ground-work
of a Masons' lodge holy.
HOLY OF HOLIES. The innermost and most sacred
part of the temple was called the Holy of Holies, and
sometimes the Most Holy Place, and was ordained and
made on purpose for the reception of the Ark of the
Covenant. Tho whole end and reason of that most sacred
place being none other, but to be a tabernacle for it.
This place or room was of an exact cubic form, as being
thirty feet square and thirty feet high. In the centre the
ark was placed, upon a stone rising there three fingen
breadth above the floor, to be, as it were, a pedestal for
it. On the two sides of it stood two cberubims fifteen
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memorable tranMCtions. The Burning Bush ; the striking
of the rock with the rod ®f Moses ; the lifting up of
Moses· hands by Aaron and Hur, which -produced the
slaughter of the Amalekites ; the delivery of the law ;
the forty days abstinence by Moses; the demolition OJ
the two tables of stone on sight. of the golden calf; and
the supernal vision of Elijah.
HOSPITALITY. The white stone mentioned iD the
Apocalypse, appears to bear some relation to a particular
custom among the ancients, with which they commenced
and perpetuated a refined friendship. For this purpose
the contracting parties took a small piece of bone, ivory,
or stone, and dividing it into equal and similar parts, one
of the persons wrote his name on one of these and hia
friend upon the other, and they made a mutual exchange.
This little ticket, or "keepsake," was retained as a
sacred pledge and remembrancer of an attachment the
most sacred and inviolable. entire and permanent, that
could be found. Including the word, sign, and token of
an endeared fraternity, it was the means of ascertaining the
heart's affections after many years' absence, and of securing for him a welcome to the privileges, and a share in
the endearments of hospitality and love. Of course the
token was carefully preserved. Though, in itself, considered of smallest worth, yet M the memorial of a highly
esteemed friend, as it renewed those kind emotions of
which he was the object, and called up a history on
which the heart delighted to dwell, its value became
inestimable, and lest some one else should take the advantage of it, the possessor kept it with great privacy, and
cautiously concealed from every one the name and mark
engraved upon it.-Harris.
HOUR-GLASS. The hour-glass is an emblem of human
liffl. We cannot without astonishment behold the little
particles, which the machine contains, pass away almost
imperceptibly, and yet, to our surprise, in the short space
of an hour all are <:xhausted. Thus wastes human life.
At the end of man's short hour, death strikes the blow,
and hurries him off the stage to his long and darksome
resting place.
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HOURS OF WORK. The masters and officers should
always be punctual in their attendance, and observe the
hour of meeting with scrupulous exactness; for correct
conduct in officers will invariably produce a corresponding
accuracy in the brethren. I know nothing which tends
more to disgust and sour the mind than the unprofitable
employment of waiting impatiently for the attendance
of the superior officers, with a probable expectation of
being disappointed at last.
HUMANITY. What it is and how variously it can
be explained, is not necessary to be stated here. To the
]~reemason it must be a thing of the heart. All lodges
must exercise it towards each other, as also must every
brother, not merely in, but also out ·of the lodge.Gadicke.

I. A. M. According to the cabalistical theologians,
Moses, asking the Lord if he would tell him the name
of his Divine Essence, received for answer, say "I AM
THAT I AM," sent me to you, (the children of Israel),
equivalent to saying-What use is it to ask what is inexplicable? "I AM THAT I AM," as the ancient sages
_say, meant, that he was with them in that captivity, so
would he be in others; and therefore He then revealed
to Moses the Tetragrammaton ; and this He repeated, as
He would manifest Himself by its representation of the
ten sovereign lights: and by that means would become
known, although veiled in them; because His existence
will be ever hidden from all, and cannot be explained by
any character.-Manasseh Ben Israel.
IDEAS. The Jewish system was made up chiefly
of ceremonies, types, and figures, denoting intellectual
things and moral duties. This mode of teaching morality
waa at that early period of the world necC$sary. And
why?-Because then not one [erson in ten thousand
bea1de the priesthood could rea . The people were not
then able to exhibit thoughts to the eye by means of
writing, hence the necessity arose of teaching by signs
and symbols,,that when these struck the eye they should
raise corresponding ideas in the mind, and thus convay
moral tn1ths and duties by the sight and by the operatiou
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of tools und mechanical instruments. This is the fulcrum on which rests and turns the first and most fascinating part of masonic instruction.-Watc:rlw-lue.
ILLEGAL SUSPENSIONS. If the Grand Master
should be satisfied that any brother has been illegally,
or without sufficient cause, suspended, removed, or
cxcl urlcd from any of his masonic functions or privileges,
by auy private lodge or any subordinate authority, he
may order him to be reinstated or restored, and may
also suspend, until the next ensuing quarterly communi
cation, any lodge or brother who shall refuse to compl)
with such order.-Constitutions.

IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL. The third or Ma&ter'a degree leads to that great truth which the sublimes•
rart of the heathen mysteries was intended to teach;
Nld the faithful believer was assured of a future life and
immortality beyond the grave.
IMMOVEABLE. The immoveable jewels are the
tracing-board, for theW. M. to draw his designs on; the
T(\ugh ashlar, for the E. A. P. to mark and indent on;
and the perfect ashlar, for the experienced F. C. to try
and adjust his jewels on. They are termed immoveable,
because they are distributed in places assigned thetn in
the lodge, for the brethren to moralize upon. They
were formerly called the trasel-board, the rough ashlar,
and the broached thurnel.

•

IMPEACHMENT. In 1842 a singular case occurred
at New York, in which the rights and privileges of
a. Master of a lodge were placed in jeopardy, by the
action of his lodge. After the lodge was opened, the
Master had occasion to be absent for a short time, leaving
the Senior Warden in the chair. On his return, he found
that charges had been preferred against himself, and a
committee appointed to try him; and the Senior Warden
refused to return into his hands the warrant and mallet
of the lodge. Complaint being made to the Grand
Master by the Master, he directed the Grand Secretary
to inform the Senior Warden that it was his direction
that he should forthwith return the warrant to the banda
of the Master, and that the aetion of the lodge on that.
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ease must be suspended, and the members hold them
selves in readiness to maintain their charges before tha
Grand Stewards' Lodge, which was all pro1nptly com·
plied with by the parties. The ground of his decision
was, that the Master of a lodg11 is only subject to impeachment and trial before his peers, who are acquainted
with his duties, but which the members of a lodge
cannot know, until they are themselves seated in the
oriental chair.
IMPERFECTIONS. The system as taught in the
regular lodges, may have some redundancies or imperfections, occasioned by the indolence or ignorance of
the old members. And, indeed, considering through
what obscurity and darkness the mystery has been
delivered down; the many centuries, and languages,
and Meets, and parties, it has run through, we are rather
w wonder it ever arrived to the present age without
more imperfections.-Ander1on.
IMPLEMENTS. A general collection of masonic
implements may remind the Master of his power and
jurisdiction, while they warn him to avoid the abuse of
that power, limiting his jurisdiction and ;prescribing his
conduct. They likewise afford him copwus topics of
adviee to such as assist him in the government of the
Fraternity, as well as to all the brethren over whom he
is called to preside. He may descant on the excellence
of the holy writin~ as a rule of life; for those writiugs
~ach us that, being born upon a level, we should uct
upon the square, circumscribing our desires within the
compass of Nature's gifts, poured from the horn of plenty.
Here, also, he may exhort them to walk uprightly,
suffering neither the pressure of poverty, nor the avarice
of riches to tempt the heart for a moment to swerve
from the line of rectitude which is suspended before them
from the centre of heaven. The division of time into
equal and regular portions, he may also urge as the surest
meth ld of securing the greatest good from the opportunities that are afforded us. The subjection of our ,
passions and desires is here likewise taught by the gavel,
which is used by the operative builder to remove tho
e:r.crea~nccs and to smooth the surfaces of the rough
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materials for a building: while the ·by-laws of the l<dge
regulate the deportment of the craftsmen, while assembled
for the purposes of social improvement and mental
recreation, aud while separated from the rest of mankind,
u.rHI placed among none but brethren.-Monitor.
IMPUTATIONS. Individual errors or crimes ought
dnly to reflect discredit on the offending parties, for a
gigantic society like ours, whose profe11sors are spread .
over the face of the earth, and are found in every civilized
country on the globe, cannot be responsible for the misconduct of every single member of its body. It is very
common to hear those who are not Masons urge this
argument with all the force and confidence of conviction.
A Mason has misconducted himself most grossly, they
will say, and therefore Masonry must be a bad institution.
But this way of reasoning is absurd. 1'ake the argument
in another point of view, and what does it end in t Why,
a general condemnation of all institutions, human and
divine. How would it shock our ears were it applied to
Christianity. A Christian has been guilty of acts of
violence; be has robbed one neighbour, slandered another,
and murdered a third; ai1d therefore-mark the consequence--Christianity must be a bad institution. Is not
this preposterous? Does it follow because a wicked
Christian commits wurder, that the Christian religion
must neceSS&rily recommend the commission of murder?
So Masonry. If some brethren so far forget their solemn
obligations M to overstep the boundaries of decency; if
they set the censure of the world at defiance, and disgrace
themselves in the eyes of God and man, it cannot be
urged that the institution recommends this conduct.
IMPOSTS. The members of the secret society of
1'yrian artists, who were hired by King Solomon to erect
that. 11acred structure, in order to distinguish them from
the Jews, who performed the more humble labours, were
ho11oured with the epithet of Free annexed to the name
of builder or mason; and being talented forei&rners, were
freed from the usual imposts paid to the state by the
suhjecta of Solomon.-IIuscnbeth.
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of the menabers present; some admit one black ball,
some two. The by-laws of each lodge must therefore
guide ihem in this respect; but if there be three black
balls, such person cannot, on any pretence, be admitted.
INFLUENCE. The influence of Freemasonry can
only be supported by an unanimous determination amongst
the brethren to preserve in their private lodges the utmost
l"eh-rularity and decorum, an uniformity of rites and ceremonies, and, above all, a resolution to practice, in their
several stations, those moral duties which are so strongly
recommended, and so beautifully uisplayed in the private
lectures of the lodge.
INITIATED . .The initiated, while in the lodge,
labour to perfect their own m<1ntal faculties, as well as
those of the whole human race. Here let us seck the
secrets of Masonry, in themselves unpronounceable;
neither are they to be communicated by the laying on of
hands, in a few fleeting hours. Thoughts, the indulgence
in which a few short years ago would have been punished
by the sword, the stake, or banishment, are, in our days,
loved as philanthropic; and princes now do things fot
which but a few years back misunderstood philosopherf>
were condemned as mad impostors. But there art.
thoughts, even in the present day, which the great mast.
of mankind may mock or curse, but which will in some
future period be usefully and beneficially introduced into
privatelife. This has been nearly all, and yet continues
to be the chief employment of a genuine Freemason;
although in the lodge those subjects are very seldom
openly introduced; it is for this reason that the great mass
consider the ceremonies to be the true secret, whereas
thJy are in reality but the shell in which they are enclosed
-Gadicke.
INITIATION. If the brethren, when they enter into
this society, do not reflect upon the principles on which
it is founded; if they are content to remain m their ptimiti.ve ignorance, or do not act upon the obligations which
they have taken upon themselves to discharge, all I can
say is, that the sooner such individuals retire from the
Order, the better it will be for the society, and the mortt
creditable to themselvcl!l.-The Du.la of Swuz·

INN-INS.
INNER GUARD. The dutyofthe Inner Guard is to
admit Masons on proof, to receive the candidate in form,
and to obey the commands of the Junior Warden.
INNOCENCE. That innocence should be the professed principle of a Mason occasions no astonishment,
when we consider that the discovery of the Deity leads ua
to the knowledge of those maxims wherewith he m•y be
well pleased. The very idea of a God is attended with
the belief that he can approve of nothing that is "vii ;
and when first our predecessors p!ofessed themselves eervants of the Architect of the world, as an indispensable
duty they professed innocency, and put on white raiment,
as a type and characteristic of their conviction, and of
their being devoted to his will.-Hutchinson.
INQUISITION. The sanguinary tribunals of the
inquisition have kept immured and led to the slaughter
many an unfortunate Freemason, for daring to seek Light,
Science, and Truth, where Darkness, Ignorance, and
Falsehood held an arbitrary sway! The auto daft, which,
under Philip the Second, was almost quotidian, was insti·
tuted to indulge the fanaticism of a barbarous populace,
or the capricious ambition of despotic rulers. Not many
years ago, a Freemason of the name of Almodovar was
burnt tn Seville, along with a young woman who had
been convicted by the holy office of having carried on an
intercourse with an evilBpirit, and of knowing the futuze
by heart. Both these helpless victims of ignorance and
fanaticism breathed in every feature the most perfect
health, so that the hands of the executioner who threw
them on the pile trembled all the while. It was in a
square, destined to those horrible assassinations, that at
the end of a pathetic sermon the two unfortunate beings
were conveyed on ass-back. "ltc missa est, " was the sign
given to throw the wretched creatures on the burning
pile.-Freema~ons' Quarterly Review.
INSECT-SHERMAH. Many of the Jews believe the
Temple to have been ~ divine work. Some of them suppose that the stones were not so framed and polished 6y
human art and industry, but by a worm called samir,
which God eTea.ten ~ot tb.~ ~~~- A.ud they further f~igu
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that the stones came to the temple of their own accord,
and were _put together by angels. Thia legend appears
to have ansen from a misrepresentation of the word samir,
which signifies a very hard stone, that might be cut and
polished with great perfection. It was an emblem of
the peace and quiet of a Christian church. In mat~onie
lore, the above worm is called " the insect shermah."
INSIGNIA. The presidin~ officers of a lodge are dis.
tinguished by certain geometnCal. figures, being combinations of those which are called perfect, viz., the square,
the equilateral triangle, and the circle; the latter being
a general characteristic of grand officers. The compasses
(G. M.,) are parts of the triangle; the square {W: M.,)
either triangle or square; the level (S. W.,) and the
plumb, (J. W.,) are both parts of a square. Now the
square, level and plumb, have their separate and specific
uses, and are assigned to the three chief officers, as
emblems of their respective duties. But the Past Master ·
having already executed them all, and being no longer an
operative, is relieved from the burden of bearing a workin~?, tool, and invested with a problem of the greatest.
utility in geometrical demonstrations, he having attained
the rank of a ruler in Israel ; and therefore the Master's
square is relieved by a square silver plate, on which is _
delineated the forty-seventh problem of Euclid. The
compasses are instruments of design, and are thus
appointed to the Grand Master. He designs; the P.M.
demonstrates; the W. M. governs his particular lodge;
the S. W. preserves equality and harmony amongst the
brethren; and the J. W. takes care that the proper hours
of labour are maintained. Thus a system of arrangement
is preserved, which produces order and regularity, and
constitutes the Wisdom, Strength, and Beauty of Freemasonry.
INSTALLATION. This ceremony takes place in
every lodge at the commencement of the masonic year.
The officers are insta1led, and diligently instructed in
their respective duties, from the ancient statute!!- of the
Order. It frequently happens that, on those occasions.
the newlr installed officers prove to the brethren their
qualifications, an.l it is well for the lodge when they
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1how that they are duly impreASed with the important~e
of the trust reposed in them by their brethren.-Gadicke.
INSTRUCTED. The candidate is instructed by the
W. M. in his duties as a Mason; the first and most
impressive part of which, is to study the Holy Bible, and
to practice the three great moral duties to God, your
neighbour, and yourself: To God, by holding his name
in awe and veneration; viewing him as the chief good,
imploring his aid in laudable pursuits, and supplicating his
protection on well-meant endeavours. To your neighbour,
by always acting upon the square, and considering him
equally entitled with yourself to share the blessings of
providence, rendering unto him those favours and friendly
offices, which, in a similar situation, you would expect
from him. And to yourself, by not abusing the bounties
of providence, impairing your faculties by irregularity, or
d€'basing your profession by intemperance.
INSTRUCTION. Any person can be made a membe1
of the Order by being initiated; but by so doing, he for
the most part only learns to know the ceremonies; and
the precise bearing or meaning of Freemasonry he must
learn by being afterwards instructed. In many lodges
those instructions are written out as a commentary, and
are given to the lodge from time to time : at these times
the W. M. or lecturer has ample room for explanatory
remarks. In other lodges it is left to theW. M. to instruct the brethren upon masonic subjects, according to
his own views. These instructions form a principal part
of the labors )f a lodge, and the candidate must pay
great attention to them.-Gadicke.
INSTRUCTION, LODGES OF. The importance of
meetings under this title is sufficiently apparent, by the
provision made for their government and regulation in
page 90 of the Book of Constitutions ; indeed, to the discipline which pervades, we may say, all of them, the Order is much indebted, as it frequently happens that business of a general nature, which engages toe attention of
~ lodge, prevents a regular practice in the ceremonials of
the Order, and the members would require a longer time
to · become pr~ficicnt but tor the lodges of instruction
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whose business being confined to the pritcipal discipline
required in the ceremonials, lectures, &c., gives a more
ample opportunity to those who seck information, as
well as a greater scope to those who arc emulolllt of pre·
ferment. There are several lodges of instruction in
London, which are attended by brethren distinguished
by their masonic attainments, the benefits of which al!
s.re desirous to impart.
INSTRUMENTAL MASONRY. The instrumental
consists in the use and application of various tools and
implements, such 11£ the common gauge, the square, the
plumb-line, t~e level, and others that may be called ma-thematical, invented to find the size or magnitude of the
several parts Qr materials whereof our buildings are com-·
posed, to prove when they are wrought into due form
and proportion, and when so wrought, to fix them in
their proper places &nd positions, and likewise to take
the dimensions of all bodies, whether plain or solid, and
to adjust and settle the proportions of space and extent.
To this part also belongs the use of various other instruments or machines, such as the lever, the wheel and
axle, the wedge, the screw, the pulley, &c., which may
be called mechanic, being used to forward and expedite
our business, to alleviate our toils, and enable us to perform with a single hand what could not be done without
many, and in some cases not at all; and those more properly belonging to our brethren of the second degree,
styled Fellowcrafts.-Dunckerly.
INSTRUMENTS. There are certain tools or instruments well known to every Master Mason, which have
undergone some variations ih style and denomination
since the revival in 1717. They were then called, setting maul, setting tool, and setting beetle. Later in the
century, they had the names of setiing tool, square, and
rule ; which at the union were changed into plumb-rule,
level, and heavv maul.
INTEGRITY. As no man will build a house u,eon a
bog or a quicksand, a man of suspicious integrity w11l be
found equally unfit to sustain the character of a true
Mason.-Noortlun.t,k.
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INTERNAL. The internal preparation of a candidate
for Ma,sonry, is exemplified by the declaration he is called
on to make with respect to the motives which have in
Juced him to seek its privileges.
INTERRUPTION. There cannot be a greater rude
ness than to interrupt another in the current of his dis
course; for if it be not impertinence and folly to answer
a man before we know what he has to say, yet it is a
plain declaration that we are weary of his discourse, that
we disregard what he says as unfit to entertain the soc:liety with, and is, in fact, little less than a downright
desiring that ourselves may have audience, who have
something to produce better worth the attention of the
company. As this is no ordinary degree of disrespect, it
cannot but always give a very great oficnce.-.Marti~t
Clare.

INTRODUCTION. The mode of introduction which
a Mason ought to use to recommend himself to notice, is
a salute of respect to the Master in the chair.
INTRUSTED. When the candidate was intrusted,
he represented the tribe of Asher, for he was then presented with the glorious fruit of masonic knowledge, as
Asher was represented by fatness and royal dainties.
INUNDATIONS. The inundations of the Nile naturally obliterated the landmarks, which consisted principally of holes dng in the earth at certain distances,
forming the boundary lines of each estate or division ot
property; for I do not find that they used termini, or if
they did, they were merely slight stakes, which the
wate1·s loosened and washed away. These holes being
filled with the alluvial soil brought down from the mountains of Ethiopia, when the waters receded, the whole
country presented a level surface, and nothing but the
practical assistance of geometry could possibly determinR
the amount and locality of private possessions. From
his superior knowledge of geometry, Euclid was enabled
to restore to Masonry its ancient systematic usages and
customs, as well as t6 regulate the affairs of Egyptian
agriculture; and he became a general benefactl)r to the
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t:~>untry, "giving.'' says an old record of the Craft, "to
his system the name of geometry, which is now called
Masonry."

INVESTED. The investment of the candidate referred to Napthali, and by this ceremony he was considered free; thus the tribe of Napthali had a peculiar
freedom attached to them, in confOrmity with the divine
blessing pronounced by Moses just before his death.
INVESTITURE. Among the primitive Masons, the
badge of innocence received a characteristic distinction
from its peculia t colour and material; and was indeed
an uneqmvocal mark of superior di~nity. The investiture of the apron formed an essential -part of the ceremony of initiation, and was attended with rites equall7.
significant and impressive. With the Essenian Masons, It
was accomplished by a process bearing a similar tendency, and accompanied by illustrations not less imposing
and satisfactory to the newly initiated inquirer. He
was clothed in a long white robe, which reached to the
ground, bordered with a fringe of blue ribbon, to incite
personal holiness, and fastened tightly round the waist
with a girdle or zone, to separate the heart from the
lower and more impure parts of the body. With feet
bare and head uncovered, he was considered a personification of modesty, humility, and the fear of God.
INVOCATION. The invocation used in the United
States at the dedication of masonic lodges, is as follows:
-" Supreme Architect of all worlds ! vouchsafe to
accept the solemn dedication of this ball to the glory
of thy holy name !-Make its walls salvation, and its
arch praise. May the brethren who shall here ass'emble,
meet in unity, work in love, and part in harmony. May
Fidelity keep the door, Faith prompt the duties, Hope
animate the labours, and Charity diffuse the blessings of
the lodge ! May wisdom and virtue distinguish the
fraternity, and Masonry become glorious in all the earth!
So mote it be! Amen."
IONIC. The Ionic bears a kind of mean proportion
between the more solid and delicate orders. Iris said
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to have been formed after the model of an agreeable
young woman, of an elegant shape, dresse i in her hair;
as a contrast to the Doric order, which was formed after
that of a robust man.-Preston.
/
IRON CROW. The crow being an emblem of uprightness, alludes to the erect manner in which the spirit will
arise on that great and awful day to meet its tremendous
though merciful judge.
IRON TOOLS. Every piece of the Temple, whether
timber, stone, or metal, was brought ready cut, framed
and polished, to Jerusalem; so that no other tools were
wanted nor heard, than what were necessary to join the
several parts together. All the noise of axe, hammer
and saw, was confined to Lebanon, and the quarries and
plains of Zeredatha, that nothing might be heard among
the Masons of Sion, save harmony and peace.
ISAAC. Abraham offered his son Isaac in sacrifice,
when it pleased the Lord to substitute a more agreeable
victim in his stead. As Isaac was an express type of
Christ, so this event pointed out the great atonement;
Isaac was named by a celestial messenger before he \vas
born-so was Christ; Isaac canied the wood on which
he was offered, and Christ bare the cross on which he
was crucified; Isaac was offered on lfount Moriah, Christ
was offered on an adjoining mountain; Isaac wag to
suffer by his father's hand, and whose sword was it that
pierced Christ? Isaac was redeemed from death tlm~e
oays after Abraham was commanded to offer him up, and
Christ was raised from the dead three days after his actual
crucifixion. And, lastly, Isaac became the father of the
Jews, as Christ is the universal father of Christians.
ISHMAEL. It is probable that Ishmael laughed and
jeered at the great bustle which was made at Isaac's
weaning, looking upon himself as the firstborn, and by
right of that to have the privilege of fulfilling the promise
of the Messiah. This gives a good account of Sarah's
earnestness for the expulsion, not only of him, but of his
mother also; who it is likely flattered him, and bare him
up in those pretensions. Many think he did more thuu
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mock him, beoause St. Paul calls it persecution, which
Hierom takes for beating. Isaac, who perhaps resenting
his flouts, might say something that provoked Ishmael to
beat him. And it is very prof>abl~ his mother enc.ouraged
him in this, or at least maintained him in his insolence,
which was the reason why Sarah pressed to have them
both turned out of doors.-Birhop Patrick.
ISH CHOTZEB. Hewers of stone in the Tyrian
quarries, preparatory of King Solomon's Temple.
ISH SABBAL. The men of burden, being the remains
of the old Canaanites who were employed about the work,
amounting to 70,000, who are not numbered among the
masons.
JACHIN. In the dome of Wortsberg, in front of the
.mtrance to the chamber of the dead, we see on one side,
on the chapiter of a column, the mysterious inscription
Jachin ; and at the other side, the word Boaz, on the
shaft of a pillar. And the figure of Christ, which occupies the top of the ~ortal of the church of St. Dennis,
has his hand placed m a position well known to all existing Freemasons.-Clavel.
JACOB'S LADDER. Either resting upon the floorcloth or upon the Bible: the compasses and the square
•hould leaif the thoughts of the brethren to heaven. If
we find it has many staves or rounds, they represent as
many moral and religious duties. If it has only three,
they should represent Faith, Hope, and Charity. Draw
Faith, Hopo, and Charity from the Bible; with these
three encircle the whole earth, and order all thy u.ctions
by the square of. truth, so shall tho heavens be opened
unto tbee.-Gadacke.
JAil. The inspired writings inform us that .the deity
was known in idolatrous nations, under his own proper
and significant appellation of Jehovah. St. Paul says,
that ther knew God, though they glorified him not as
God, netther were they thankful; but worshipped the
creature rather than the Creator. And God h\m'6~\{ '-~\\'
us that they possessed the Tetragrn.mm\\\()~,~~\'t\\.\:.~~'" ~'
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11a0red name, which amongst the Jews was Jab; for h6
says, "from the rising of the sun, even unto the goins
down of the same, my name shall be (or is, accordin~ to
the translation of Cudworth,) great among the Gentiles
And they superstitiously believed that the Name was of
such sovereign efficacy, as to enable the possessor to curta
diseases, work miracles, and foretel future events."
·
JEDIDIAH. We have a tradition, that King Hiram
has been Grand Master of all nations; and when the
Temple was finished, came to survey it before its consecration, and to commune with Solomon about wisdom
and art; when, finding the Great Architect of the Universe had inspired Solomon above all mortal men, Hiram
very readily yielded the pre-eminence to Solomon Jedidiah, i.e., the beloved of God.-Ander1on.
JEHOSHAPHAT. Our ancient brethren who reduced
the scattered elements of Freemasonry into order at the
beginning of the last century, considered the lodge to be
situated in the valley of Jehoshaphat; and that in whatever part of the world it might be opened, it was still
esteemed, in a figure, to occupy that celebrated locality.
Thus it was pronounced, in the earliest known lectures,
that the lodge stands upon holy ground, or the highest
bill or lowest dale, or in the Vale of J ehoshaphat. This
celebrated valley derives its name from Jehovah and
Shaphat, which means Christ, and to judge; and as the
prophet Joel had predicted that the Lord would gather
together all nations, and bring them down into the valley of Jehoshaphat, it was believed by the Jews, (and
the Christians subsequently ado,Pted the same opinion)
that in this place the transactions of the great dhy of
judgment would be enacted.
·
"'"''- This word contains the mystery of the Trinitr,

u the at;~cient Jews who lived before Christ testify m

their traditions. For by., they understand the origin of
all things. By n they mean the Son, by whom all things
were made. . By , which is a conjunction copulative,
they understand the Holy Ghost, who is the love which
binds them together, and proceeds from them. And
rurther, that n reiers to the two natures of Christ, the
divine and human.- Vatalndus.

JEH--JEW~

JEHOVAH. Moat Christian tranalaton
Testament, including our own, generally al
introducing the Name in their versions, pu
Lord" instead of Jehovah, in this following t
of the Jews, who, to avoid any attempt to pr<
name, read .,:~.,lit Adonai, instead of it, and of ·
who set down the word Kv~•or in lieu of it. '
uotion of this matter is explained in the Talr
authority of R. Nathan Ben Isaac, who is repo
"In this world thin~ are not as in tht> worl
in this world we wnte the name <f God with
n,n., (Jehovah), and read .,:~.,lit (Adonai), but iJ
to come we shall both read a~1d write n,..."
JEPTHA. There is an old masonic tradit'
ing J eptha to the following effect. When th
ites had assembled together to molest Jeptha,
encamped round a certain pillar, which b«
in an elevated situation, commanded a view
cient country, where Jeptha was prepared
him. After the battle, when the Ephrai
retreating, Jeptha called a.council of war to«
the necessary means of intercepting them, "
agreed that they should be made to prono1
word on the shores of Gilgal, by which the
distinguished in the dark as in the light. .A
were unable to pronounce this word, they ,
diately slain. This test word having been t:
distinguish friend from foe, &c.
JESHUA. J eshua the high priest was l
scendant from Seraiah, who held the ponti
the temple was destroyed, and he became t
and colfeague of Zerubbabel in the furthe1
great design of building the second temple.
JEWELS. The Fremasons' ornaments ar
els, the square, the level, and the plumb-r
who are intrusted with them must possess g
and whether they can be cautious and wortl
of them must be apparent from their previow
JEWISH MASONS. The true and pure
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Lodges allow no Jews to be admitted; fot a Jew, according to his faith, cannot lay his hand upon the Gospel of
St. John as a proof of his sincerity ancf truth. Also the
doctrine of a Triune God is the most important distinction
between Christianity and JudaiMm, ancfthe chief doctrine
of Christianity, so that no Jew can acknowledge this
•ymbol, which is so sacred to a Freemason.-Gadicke.
JEWISH SYMBOLS. The Jews had many symbols
represented on the Tabernacle and the Temple. Moses
placed in the former two cherubims, or sphynxes, as well
as ornaments and decorations of flower-work ; and figures
of cherubims were embroidered on the veil of the Holy
of Holies, on the hangings of the sanctuary, and probably
on the curtain also. It is evident, therefore, that Moses
never intended to prohibit the use of symbols; nor was
such a thing understood by the Jews. in any age. · Solomon did not so understand him, for in his temple the
cherubims were represented in the Sanctum Sanctorum,
and he decorated the walls with palm-trees, cherubims,
flowers, and other figures. The brazen sea rested upon
twelve oxen. In Ezekiel's description of the temple
are many figures, which, like the Egn>tian deities,
had heads of animals. The pillars, Jachin and Boaz,
were decor~ted with lily-work, net-work, and pomegranates, as symbols of the peace, unity, and plenty which
distinguished the building. Even after the Babylonish
captivity the same symbolical system was used. The
golden lamp in the second temple, of which a representation is still extant on the triumphal arch of V espasian
at Rome, was placed on sphynxes. In the roof, and at
the gate of Zerubbabel's temple, there were golden vines,
thickly charged with rich clusters of grapes.
JEWS. The Jews for five hundred years after theil'
delivery from Egypt, have left not a single masonic
tradition beyond that recorded in the first degree, and as
the second degree treats upon the arts and sciences it
certainly came from a different source than the first, for
the ten commandments, and more especially the Talmudic explanation of the same, wete a bar to the higher
studies of the Jews. Nothing sculptured, or otherwise
made with banda, whereby the Deity, or eternity wns
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repreaented, was permitted; and the Rabbinical law
saying that the sciences were not necessary, operated so
powerfully upon the conscientious part of that people,
that they followed the humble employment of a pastoral
life. This accounts for the scanty documents we have
of the lsraelitish Freemasonry.-HU8e1tbeth.
JOHN'S BROTHERS. Before the ye&r 1440 the
masonic society was known by the name of J ohn'a
Brothers, but they then began to be called Free and
Accepted Masons, at which time in some part of Flanders, by the assista,nce and riches of the ·brotherhood,
the first hospitals were erected for the relief of such as
were afflicted with St. Anthony's fire. Although in the
exercise of charity we neither regard country nor religion,
yet we consider it both necessary and prudent to initiate
none into our mysteries, except those who profess the
Christian religion.-Charter of Colne.
JOINING. If any member shall be exeludf'd from his
lodge, or shall withdraw himself from it, without having
complied with its by-laws, or with the general regulations of the Craft, he shall not be eligible to any other
lodge, until that lodge has been made acquainted with
his former neglect, so that the brethren may be enabled
to exercise their discretion as to his admission. Whenever a member of any lodge shall resign, or shall be
excluded, or whenever at a future time he may require
it, he shall be furnished with a. certificate stating the
circumstances under which he left the lodge; and such
certificate is to be produced to any other lodge of which
he is proposed to be admitted a member, previous to the
hallot being ta.ken.-Ccm.stitutiom.
JOPPA. There is an .old tradition among Masons,
that the banks of the river at Joppa. were so steep as to
render it necessary for the workmen to assist each other
up by a peculiar locking of the right hand, which is still
preserved in the Mark-Master's degree.
JOSEPH. Freemasons are accustomed to esteem
Joseph as one of their greatest lights, because of his
numerous practical virtues. He forgave his brethrea
J4:
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freely when he possessed tlie power of punishin~ them
for t'heir inhumanity towards lnm, he succoured hJB aged
father in his distress, and by his superior wisdom aud
discernment, he saved a whole people from destruction.
These are all masonic virtueq of the first cla.sa; and
having been beautifully illustrated in the character and
conduct of Joseph, his example is recommended to ow
consideration, 88 an useful lesson more powerful than
precept, and more efficacious than admonition.
JOURNEY. Every Freemason, when he is initiated
into the Craft, is taught to consider human life 88 a
journey. He would faint with fatigue, lose himself in
unknown roads, or fall over high precipices if he was not
supported, faithfully conducted, and fraternally warned.
By these means he arrives in safety at the end of his
journey, and is permitted to receive light himself, that
he ma;r be able to support, lead, and warn others when
travelling the same road.-Gadicke.
JOURNEYMAN. Three or four years since, a paragraph went the round of the press, deriving the English
word "journeyman" from the custom of travelling among
workmen in Germany. This derivation is very doubtful.
Is it not a relic of Norman rule, from the French "jour
nee," signifying a day-man? In support of this, it may
be observed that the German name tor the word in question is "tagelohner," day-worker. It is also well known,
that down to a comparatively recent period, artisans and
free labourers were paid daily.-Notcs and Queries.
JUNIOR WARDEN. The Junior Warden is an important officer. The jewel by which he is distinguished
JB an emblem of uprightness, and points out the just and
upright conduct which he is bound to pursue, in conjunction with the MMter and his brother Warden, in
ruling and governing the brethren of the lodge according
to the Consiitutions of the Order; and more particularl;r
by a due attention to caution and security in the exannnation of strange vmtors, lest by his neglect any unqualified person should be enabled to impose upon the lodge,
and the brethren be thue innocently led to forfeit their
obliption.
•
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JURISDICTION. In its general sense, the power 01
right to exercise authority. All Lodges working within
the territorial limits of a Grand Lodge are under itt
control and jurisdiction.
JUST AND PERI~ECT. This arpellation, which is
given to St. John's lo•lges ingeneral, IS of a more important nature than is generally understood by it, for it is
not sufficient for a lodge only to be so far just and perfect as to belong to a certain Grand Lodge, to work
according to an acknowledgccl ritual, and to have all its
officers and members in their proper places, but it must
be just unto all the brethren, and pcrfeet in the exercise
of every masonic duty. It is not just when the brethren
are deprived of their rights, even of superintending the
economy of the lodge, tor such a lodge has no independence, and he who is not independent cannot exerciso
his masonic duties as u. perfect Master.-Gadicke.
JUSTICE. Justice, the boundary of right, coitstitutea
the cement of civil society. Tins virtue in a great
measure constitutes real goodness, and is therefore represented as the perpetunl study of the accomplished Mason.
Without the exerci8e of justice, universal confusion
would ensue, lawless force might overcome the principles
of equity, and social iutercourse no longer exist.-Pruton.
JUSTIFICATION. We do not hesitate to appeal to
the world in justification of the purity of our moral system. Our Constitutions are well known; we have
submitted them freely to general investigation. We
solemnly avouch them as the principles by which we are
governed, the foundation on which we build, and the
rules by which we work. w~ challenge the most severe
critic, the most practised moralist, the most perfect
Christian, to point out anything in them inc.onsistent
with good manners, fair morals, or pure religion.-Harri.f.
KEY. This symbol may be improved to impress upon
the mind of every brother the importance of those secret
which have been transmitted through thirty centuries,
amidst bitter persecutions, for the benefit of the sons of
light. As we have th~s receind them, untarnished by
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the touch of profane curiosity, and unimpaired by the
revolution of time and eml?ires, let us deliver them, in .
ul l their purl ty and perfectiOn, to succeeding brethren,
confident that they will never be divulged to such aa are
unworthy.
KEYSTONE. This refers to the keystone of the
Royal Arch, called by some the cape-stone, beca·ISe they
erroneously suppose that a knowledge of the principles
of the arch is not so old as the building of the Temple
of Jerusalem. It was known, however, to the :Bgyptians
several centuries before Solomon flourished, as modem
discoveries fully testify.
KING. 'l'he first officer ·in the Royal Arch Chapter.
commonly called the First Principal. He represents
Zerubbabel, the Governor of Judea, at the building of
the second temple.
KING HENRY VI. In the minority of King Henry
VI., a very respectable lodge was held at Canterbury,
~...,d a coat of anns, much the same as that of the London Company of Freemasons, was used by them·; whence
it is natural to conceive that the said coml>anyis descend,,~.~ from the ancient Fraternity, and that m former times
no man was made free of that company until he was
initiated in some lodge of Free and Accepted Masons, as
a necessary qualification; and it not only ap.Pears that
before the troubles which happened in the re1gn of this
unfortunate prince, Freemasons were universally esteemed, but even King Henry himself was made a Mason iu
the year 1442, and many lords and gentlemen of the
court, after his example, solicited and obtained admittance into the Fraternity.-Calcott.
KING NAME. The name of God includes·all things.
He who pronounces it shakes heaven and earth, and
inspires the very angels with astonishment and terror.
There is a sovereign authority in this name; it governs
the world by its power. The other names and.surnamea
of the Deity are ranged nbout it like officers and soldien
about their sov~reigus and generals. From this King
Nume they receive their orders and obey.-Calmet.
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KINGLY POWER. The kingly power was restored
in the person of Zerubbabel, who sprang from the royal
line of David. and the tribe of J udan; nor waa a vestige
thereof again effaced until after the destruction of the
city and temple by the Romans, under Titus, in the year
76 of the present era, thus verifying the remarkable prophecy of Jacob, delivered in Egypt above one thousanit
years before, that the sceptre should not depart from
Judah, nor a law-giver from between his feet, until
Shiloh came.
KNEE BENT. When we offer up our ejaculations
to Almighty God, we will remember a brother'l!l welfare
as our own ; for aa the voices of babes and sucklings
ascend to the throne of grace, so most assuredly will the
breathings of a fervent heart; and so our prayers are certainly required for each other.-Ash.
KNEELING. When we bow the knee, it rel?resents
our fall in Adam; and when we rise, having rece1ved the
benefit of prayer addressed to the throne of grace, it is
a type of our restoration in Christ by the grace of God,
through whom we are able to lift up our hearts to heaven. The candidate for Masonry is directed to bend the
knee with a similar reference.
KNOCK. A candidate for Masonry is said to have
complied with the tenns of a certain text of Scripture,
by having first sought in his mind whether he were really
desirous of investigating the mysteries of Masonry; then
asked counsel of his friend, and lastly having knocked, the
door of Masonry became open to him; ~nd it will be
remembered that the door of a Freemasons' lodge does
not stand open for every one to enter, neither do we call
labourers to the work, but those who wish to work with
us must voluntarily offer their services. If he desires to
be admitted, he must knock earnestly and manfully.
"Ask and ye shall receive, seek and ye shall find, knock
and it shall be opened unto you." He who cannot knock
in the full confidenc~ of an honourah'e feeling, and is
not convinced in his own mind that he deserves to be
admitted, ought not to have the door of the lodge open·
ed to him.-Gadickc.
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KNOWLEDGE. A man of perfect wisdom and
knowledge, accomplished in all Ins ways, and without
the least blame, was painted in the Egyptian hierogly
phics with a beautiful face, with wings like an angel,
holding in his hands a book, in which he looked, a sword,
and a balance, and behind him two vases, one of them
full of water and the other of blazing fire, under his
right foot a ball with a crab painted on it, and under his
lett a deep pot full of serpents, scorpions, and different
reptiles, the covering of which ha(} the shape of an
engle's head.-..A.ben Wa.shih.
KNOW THYSELF. A broth11r is said to be a good
Mason who has studied and knows himself, and has learnt
ar.d practised that first and great lesson of subduing his
passion to his will, and tries to the utmost of his power
to free himself from. all vices, errors and imperfections;
not only those that proceed from the heart, l>ut likewise
all other defects of the understanding which are caused
by custom, opinion, prejudice, or superstition; he who
asserts the native freedom of his mind, and stands fast in
the liberty that makes him free ; whose soul is (if one
may so express it) universal and well contracted; and who
despises no man on account of his country or religion ;
but is ready at all times to convince the world that truth,
brotherly love, and relief, are the grand principles on
which he acts.
LABOUR. An important word in Freemasonry-we
may say the most important. It is for this sole reason
~one, that a person must be made a Freemason ; all
other reasons are incidental and unimportant, or unconnected with it. Labour is commonly the reason why
meetings of the lodge lll'e held, but do we every time
receive a proof of activity and industry Y The work of an
operative mason is visible, if ~ven it be very often badly
executed ; and he receives his reward if his building is
thrown down by a storm in the next moment. He is
convinced that .be bas been active; so must also the
prother Freemason labour. His labour must be visible
to himself and unto his"brethren, or, at the very least,
it must be conducive to his own inward satisfaction.Gadich.
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LABOURER. No labourer shall be employed in tho
proper work of Masonry; nor shall Freemasons work
with those that are not free, without an urgent necessity;
nor shall they teach labourers and unaccepted Masons,
us they should teach a brother.-Ancie•.• Charge..
LADDER. Standing firmly on the Bible, square and
compasses, is a ladder that connects the earth with the
heavens, or covering of a lodge, and is a transcript of
that which the patriarch Jacob saw in a vision when
journeying to Padanarnm, in Mesopotamia. It is composed of staves, or rounds innumerable, which point out
so many moral virtues, but principally of three, which
refer to Faith, Hope and Charity ; Faith in the Great
Architect of the Universe, Hope in salvation, and to be
in Charity with all mankind, but more particularly with
our brethren.
LAMBSKIN. The lambskin has in all ages been considered as an emblem of innocence and peace. The Lamb
of God who taketh away the sins of the world, will
grant to those who put their trust in Him, hi~t
peace. He, therefore, who wears the lambskin as a b~dge
of Masonry, is reminded of that purity of life and con veraation, which it is absolutely necessary for them to
observe, who expect to be admitted into the Grand Lodge
above.-.Hardie.
LAMECH. After the sun had descended down the
seventh age from Adam, before the flood of Noah, there
was born unto Mathusael, the son of Mehujael, a man
called Lamech, who took unto himself two wives; the
name of one was Adah, and the name of the other Zillah.
Now Adah his first wife bare him two sons, the one namctl
Jabal, and the other Jubal. Jabal was the inventor of
geometry, and' the first who built houses of stone and
timber; and Jubal was the inventor of music and harmony. Zillah his second wife, bare Tubal Cain, the
instructor of every artificer in braS! and iron ; and a
daughter called Naamnh, who was the fifllt founder of u,..
Wf'a,•cr's craft.-Ancimt Mm<mic MS.
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LANDMARKS. What are the landmarks Yis a queetion often asked, but never determinately answered. ID
ancient times, boundary stones were used as landmarb
before title-deeds were known, the removal of which wu
trictly forbidder.. by la\f. With respect to the landmarb
of Masonry, some restrict them to the O.B. signs, toke~
nd words. Others include the ceremonies of initiation,
passing, and raisin~; and the form, dimensions, and sup'('Ort; the ground, situation, and covering; the ornaments,
turniture, and jewels of a lodge, or their characteri11tic
symbols. Some think that the Order has no landmarks
beyond its peculiar secrets. It is quite clear, however,
that the order against removing or altering the landmarks
was universally observed in all ages of the Craft.
LATE HOURS. It is a fact, confirmed by Pxperience,
that an indulgence in late hours cannot fail to injure the
credit and respectability of a lodge, because it introduces
other habits which are not consistent with the gravity
and deconrm which ought always to characterize the
proceedings of Masonry. And hence it is an important
part of theW. Master's duty, to discountenance such
baleful practice. If the brethren meet for the purpose
of business, or to cultivate a knowledge of the science by
joining in the lectures, let them pursue their labours with
assiduity and zeal during the period prescribed in the
by-laws; and should it be necessary for the Junior Warden to perform his office, let the brethren enjoy thP.mselvea
with decent moderation; but by all means let thE' Senior
Warden discharge his duty honestly and conscientiously,
and let the lodge be closed and the brethren depvt to
their own homes at such an hour a.s shaH excite no
unpleasant feelings, nor call forth reproachful obSP.rvavations from the females of their families, whom it
is their duty and interest, as well in the character of
husbands and fathers, as of :Masons, to love, to cherish.
and to oblige.
LATO:MUS, oH LATO:MIA. (.A. quarrv.J A term sometimes applied to Masons. The title IS by no means a
correct one. The word ln.picida is more appropriate,
which Bailey defines a. hewer of stones; a stone-cutter.

LAW.
or Mason. The word is derived from the Greek, and in·
tended to apply to a cutter and polisher of precious stones.
LAWS OF THE LAND. The Freemason has the
greatest respect for the laws of the land in which ht~
lives, and he obeys them with the zeal of a faithful subject.
If he is intrusted with the putting those laws in force,
his masonic duties remind him to be faithful and diligent
in applying them. Should the state command the lodge
to be closed of which he is a member, he immediately
obeys, and visits no assembly which is not allowed, or at
least tolerated by the state. In the event of a brother
wilfully violating the laws of his country, the Order itself
directs the attention of the magistrates unto him, and he
who is punished as a criminal by the laws, is excluded
from the Order without exception.-Gadicke.
LAWS OF MASONRY. In the Grand Lodge resides
the power of enacting laws and regulations for the government of the Craft, and of altering, repealing, and
abrogating them, provided that they continue to preserve
the ancient landmarks of the Order. No motion for a new
law or regulation, or for the alteration or repeal of an old
one, shall be made, until it shall have been proposed in, or
communicated to, the general committee, which meets on
the Wednesday preceding each quarterly communication,
nor mitil it shall have been handed up in writing to the
Grand Master. After having been perused and found by
him not to contain anything contrary to the ancient landmarks of the Order, the motion may be publicly proposed
If seconded, the question shall be put thereon for the
opinion of the Grand Lodge. If approved and confirmed
at the next ensuing meeting ol the Grand Lodge, i*
becomes a law of the society.-Con1titutiom.
LAW-SUITS. If any brother do }'OU an injury, you
must apply to your own or his lodge, and from thence you
may appeal to the Grand Lodge at the quarterly commu
nication, as has been the ancient laudable conduct of ow
forefathers in every nation; never take a legal course bu ·
when the case cannot be otherwise decided, and patiently
listening to the honest and friendly advice of Master and
fellows, when they would prevent your going to law with
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strangers, or would excite you toJmt a speedy period to
all lawsuits, that so you may fin the affair of Masonry
with the more alacrity and success; but with respect to
brothers or fellows at law, the Master and brethren should
kindly offer their mediation, which ought to be thankfully
submitted to by the contending brethren; and if that submission is impracticable, they must however carry on
their process or law-suit without wrath or rancour, (not
in the common way) saying or doing nothing which may
hinder brotherly love and good oflices to be renewed and
continued, that all may see the benign influence of Masonry, as all true Masons have done from the beginning of the
world, and will do to the end of time.-Ancicnt Charge4.
LEAGUE. It was lawful in ancient times, before the
1aw of Moses was given, to make leagues with strangers
to their religion, for their mutual benefit, as 1tf!ars by
the story of Jacob and Laban, Isaac and
elech,
(though some doubt whether he was an idolater) and the
law of Moses made no alteration. If Hiram therefore
worshipped other gods, Solomon might, notwithstanding,
make a league with him, (inasmuc:h as Hiram calls him
brother) he being none of the seven nations of Canaan.Bilhop Patrick.
LEATHER APRON. The white leather apron is an
emblem of innocence, and. the badge of a Mason ·more
ancient than the golden fleece, or Roman eagle, more
honourable than the star and garter, or any other order
that could be conferred upon tho candidate at that or
nay future period, by king, prince, or potentate, or any
other peraon, except he be a Mason ; and which every
one ought to wear with pleasure to himself, and honour
to the fraternity.
LEAVING. When a brother changes his residence
from the place where the lodge is held, of which he is a
member, ne will act prudently by requiring a written
dismissal from the lodge, m~re especially if there is a
lodge in the place where he is going to take up his new
abode, and he wishes to become a member of it. In t~
dilmissal it ought to be certifiecl that he had been a
.:filigent workman, and that he hl\d done his duty to the
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lodge, of which be had up to that period been a member.
Should there be any other reason why a member declares
himself ofl' the lodge, it ought to be truly stated, for truth
should ever be one of the distinguishing characteristics
of a Mason. Without .such a written testimonial, no
strange brother should be allowed to leave one lodge and
join another. In places where there are many lodges, a
brother may leave one and join another, but ought not to
do so without a written testimonial that he has done his
duty to the lodge he is leaving ; should there be any particular reason for this step, both lodges ought thoroughly
to know them. Many brethren leave one lodge and join
another, without any notice whatever to the lodge they
have left ; the consciences of those brethren must be their
own accusers or excuscrs.-Gadicke.
LEBANON. The forel!lts of the Lebanon mountains
only could supply the timber for the Temple. Such of
these forests us lay nearest the sea were in the possession
of the Phrenicians, among whom timber was in such
constant demand, that they had acquired great and acknowledged skill in the felling and transportation thereof,
and hence it was of such importance that Hiram consented
to employ large bodies of men in Lebanon to hew timber,
as well as others to perform the service of bringing it
down to the sea-side, whence it was to be taken along
the coasts in floats to the port of Joppa, from which
place it could be easily taken across the country to Jerusalem.-Kitto.
·
LECTURE. Literally, a formal or methodical discourse
intended for instruction. Lectures have been adopted
from the earliest ages as a convenient mode of teaching
the elements of every branch of human knowledge. The
course of instruction in Freemasonry is divided .in parts
or sections, which is called a. lecture. Each degree is so
arranged that the candidate will enjoy the advantage of the
theory, the practice, a.nd then the explanation or lecture.
Those who are desirous of learning the lectures, with the
greatest advantage, must regularly attend the Lodges, and
be diligently nttentive to the instruction they receive there.
LECTURER.

In the symbolical lodges of the Co uti·
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nent and elsewhere, a lecturer is annually appointed,
and after the W. M , and P. M., the iecturer hu the moat
important office in the lodge. He, as well as the two
first officers, must be perfectly acquainted with Freemasonry, and not only a man who has received a liberal
education, but must also possess the true spirit of oratory.
His orations or lectures must produce an impression on
the minds of his hearers. At the election of- a lecturer
the electors should bear this in mind, and reflect that he
has· something more to do than merely read the ritual.
If the lecturer has sufficient knowledge to be enabled to
teach the brethren Freemasonry, or the bearing of moral
truths upon the science in an agreeable and instructive
manner, and not in mere mystical forms, he will be willingly listened to by the brethren. Some discourses are
appropriated to certain seasons, but even these the lecturer must be able to make interesting, in order that
they may not appear as mere repetitions. He .w ho confines himself to these discourses, and the mere reading of
the ritual, does not fulfil the duties of his office as he
ought.
LEFT HAND. The left hand is mentioned in the
system of Freemasonry, as being nearest to the heart.
Levinus Lemnius, speaking of the right finger, says that
" a small branch of the artery, and not of the nerves, aa
Gillius thought, is stretched from the heart unto thia
finger."
LEGEND. Amongst the Je\\'S the type n~a{Joll,,
whether expressed dramatically or by words, was a legend
or symbol. This methoJ of conveying a striking truth
by the use of metaphorical imagery, was employed in
their private as well as their public affairs. The symbols,
parables, or legends, were, in process of time, multiplied
so abundantly, as to form the chief contents of the Mishna
and Gemara, compiled by the Rabbi Judah Makkadoeh
and his successors, which form the text and annotations
of the Talmud.
LENGTH. The length of the lodge expresses the
extent of masonic love. With t.his love our profe88iOD
will never be in dan~et Q{ ~\~\iring the Appellation of
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hypocrisy, but will bear the test of scrutiny; and how·
ever severely tried, will be found a firm possession. With
this love our devotion will be the true devotion of the
soul, in all its native simplicity and sincerity. This
heavenly spark within our bosoms will catch that he~r
venly flame of divine and seraphic love, which alone can
unite the Creator with the creature ; and thus alone can
be formed and completed, that true felicity of the human
'!loul, the union to its divine original.-Inwood.
LESSER LIGHTS. These lights or luminaries are
used to light us to, at, and from labour.· They are situated in the east, west, and south, in allusion to the ap.J!!r
rent course of the sun, which, rising in the east, ga.ln8
its meridian in the south, and disappears in the west.
These luminaries represent emblematically, the sun,
moon, and the Master of the lodge.
LEVEL. The level is used by operative Masons to
lay levels and to prove horizontals. It is the duty of
the foreman or superintendent of every building, frequently to prove the various parts of the building by
the level, m the course of its erection, and he who
neglects this important part of his duty, lays himself
9pen to severe censure.-Gadicke.
LEVY. The timbers for building the temple at
Jerusalem, were felled in the forests of Lebanon, where
a levy of thirty thousand men of Jerusalem were employed by monthly courses of ten thousand; and the
stones were cut and wrought in the quarries of the
mountains of Judea, by eighty thousand men, assisted
by seventy thousand who bare burthens.-Hemming.
LEWIS. This appellation ilf given to the son of a
Maaon. Lewis formerly had the privilege of being
initiated into the Order younger than any other person,
even in his eighteenth year; b11t they only enjoy this
privilege now in those lodges where the law does not
prohibit any one to be initiated before he has reached
his twenty-fifth year. Lewis must also be a cultivated
and morally reseectable young man, or the entrance
into the lodge wiR be refused to him as well as to lhoae
whose fathen are not MaaoDL-Gculicke
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LIFE. The sign of the cross amongst the Egyptian!
sigr1ified life, aud was the mark by which the Cabalist•
expressej the number ten, which was a perfect number,
denoting heaven, and the Pythagorean Tetractys, or in
communicable name of God.
LIGHT. Light is a symbol of knowledge. May
every Mason strive incessantly for light, and especially
for the light eternal! When a society is assembled any
where to do good, they require an influential person to
commumcate the light of experience, instruct them, and
point out the way they should go, or bring light to them.
This may be doue symbolically, by suddenly lighting up a
dark room ·with torches. He who thus introduces the
light into the lodge, must be a worthy man, and experienced in the Craft.-Gadicke.
LILY. This flower was full of meaning among the
ancients, and occurs all over the East. Egypt, Persia,
Palestine, and India, presented it everywhere over their
architecture, in the hands and on the heads of their sculptured figures, whether in bas-relief or statue. We also
find it in the sacred vestments and architecture of the
tabernacle and temple of the Israelites, and see it men•
tioned by our Saviour as an image of peculiar beauty and
glory, when comparing the works of nature with the decorations of art. It is also represented in all pictures of the
salutation of Gabriel to the Virbrin Mary, and in fact hm1
been held in mysterious veneration by all people of. all
nations and times. It is the symbol of divinity, of purity,
und abundance, and of a love most complete .in affection,
charity, and benediction; as in Holy Scripture, that
mirror of purity, Susannah, is defined Susa, which signifies
the flower of the lily, a JYame given to the chief city of the
Persians, for its superior excellency. The three leaves of
the lily in the arms of France, mean piety, justice, and
charity.-Sir Robert Ker Portr:r.
LILY-WORK. Lily-work, from its whiteneBi, denotes
peace.
LINE. The universal bond with which every Mason
ought to be united to bi'tll \n:~tlu:en, should consist of sixty
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threads or yams, because, according to the ancient sta.
tutes, no lodge was allowed to have above sixty members;
but it neither depends upon th~ quality of the thread, nor
the number of the brethren, if the bond which unites us
all is composed of true brotherly love.-Gadi.cke.
LINEAR TRIAD. This figure, which appears in
aome old Royal Arch floor~loths, bore a reference to the
sojourners, who represented the three stones on which
prayers and thanksgivings were offered, on the discovery
of the lost Word ; thereby affording an example, that it J.S
our duty in every undertaking, to offer up our prayen and
thanksgivings to the God of our salvation.
LINK.

Refers to Genesi11 xi.

LION. The lion was a symbo! of Jeremiah, because
of the terrible voice of his threatening; and of St. Mark,
because his gospel begins with the voice in the wilderness;
but principally of Christ, who is denominated the lion of
the tribe of Judah, and will ultimately subdue all thingt~
to himself; "for he must reign till he hath put all enemies
under his feet."
LODGE. As men call the house of God a church, and
when religious services are performed in it, RaY it is church
hours, so also we call the locality in which a lodge assembles, a lodge, and when the brethren are assembled in it,
it is lodge hours. The form of a lodge is an oblong square.
Three well-informed brethren form a legal lodge, five improve it, and seven make it perfect. We may also call a
room in which a lodge is held, a hall.-Gadicke.
The earliest description of a lodge that I have met with,
explains it as being "just and perfect by the numbers
three, five and seven." This was subsequently exempli·
fied in the following prescribed form. " A lodge of
Masons is an assemblage of brothers and fellows met
together for the purpose of expatiating on the mysteries
of the Craft, with the Bible, square and compasses, the
Book of Constitutions, and the warrant empowering them
to act." In the formula used at the present day, a further
amplification has been adopted. It is here denominated
11.11assembly of Masons, just, perfect, and regular, who are
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met together to expatiate on the mysteries of the Order
just. because it contains the volume of the Sacred Law
unfvldeu; perfect, from its numbers, every order of
:Masonry bciug virtually present by its representatives, to
ratify a111l coulirm its proceedings; and regular, from its
warrant of constitution, which implies the sanction of the
Grand .Master, for the country where the lodge is held.
LODGES OF LEBANON. Each of the degrees in
these lodges .bau its distinguishing signs, words and
tokens, without which confusion and disorder could
scarcely have been prevented. The Apprentices messed
by seven in a company, and the Fellowcrafts by five.
The :Masters and \Vardens were men of enlightened
minds and matured understandings, well skilled in
geometry and the rules of proportion. They trained
their respective brethren and fellows to the practice of
blending moral virtue with the pursuits of science, and
inculcated charity or brotherly love, 118 the distinguishing
feature of their profession.
LODGES OF TYRE. In the quarries of Tyre were
two lodges of Super-excmlent Musters, as supervisors of
the work, over which 'l'ito Zadok, the high priest, presided: these were the Harodim. There were also six
lodges of Exeellent )lasters, eight Grand Architects, and
sixteen Architects-men of superior talent, who had been
selected for their profieieuey in the sciences, and placed as
superiuteiHlcnts O\·er the workmen. This was a necessary
provision; tor thus tlwy were enabled to regulate the
procee<lings of, and to preserve order and arrangement
in, the several departments which were assigned to them.
There were three classes of 1\lasters in thirt.y-six lodges,
called Menatzchim, aud seven hundred lodges of GhibJirn, o1· operative Fcllowcrafts, under Hiram Abitr, their
Grand :Master.
LOGIC.

.Consists of a regular train of argument,

whe~ce we 1.nfer, ~educe, and conclude, according

~er~am

to

prern1ses lmd down, admitted, or granted; and
m 1t am employed the fa cui tiP!l of conceiving, judging,
re-asoning, and dis'Posing which are naturally led on
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from one gradation to another, till the point in question
is finally detcrmined.-Prcston.
LOVE. The universal charity of a Mason, is like
the charity of the l\Iason's God, and his God is the
Uod of love. ConsiJer t.be extent of the love of God,
and that only, according to his degree, is the extent
of masonic charity. In the broad circle of his affections,
he encloses all mankind; he, like the God of love, looks
through station, clime, and colour, and ~ith one wish
of universal good-will, he wishes well to all mankind.
With the compass of his mind, he measures and draws
the square of h1s conduct, and within that square, having
honestly provided for his own household, he forms his
little angles of beucvolence and charity, to the distressed
of all communities.-Jnu:ood.
LOYALTY. As Masons you are required to be, lUI
your ancient brethren have always been, true to your
Queen, and just to your country; to teach all within the
sphere uf your acquaintance to be loyal; to assist readily
in putting down all disloyalty or rebellion; to foliow
tcmpcrauce, fortitude, prudence, and justice, in your
walk through this life; to be good hm;;bands, kind
parents, "training up your children in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord."-Pt:Tcy.
1\I.ADE. This solemn ceremony should never in any
lodge be considered as the most important part of a
Freemason's work (although it is always a thing of
importance to initiate a new member into the Order.)
I ustruction and charity are the chief works of a :Freemason. Initiations are only secondary to these. The
day of his initiation must ever be an important epoch
to a Freemason, and lend to a serious self-examination.
'l'he reflection that in one evening he has become closely
united with many thousands of unknown men, is of itself
important, even if the initiated should not be able to
appreciate the real spirit of the Order. On his initiation
the caudidate must place himself unreservedly in the
hands of the proper officer appointed to conduct him,
and submit himself to every proof that is demanded
from him, uml make no objPction to auy of the cere·
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monies he has to go through, but answer every question
truly and manfully. When he arrives in the 888embly
of the brethren he is asked again, and for the last time,
if it is his wish to be initiated. In the moment when
he is about to receive the first degree, every freedom
is permitted to him either to go forward in the ceremony,
or return from whence he came; for we must admit that
to enter upon an unknown undertaking is a dangerous
thing. He who is in earnest will here prove that he
holds it to b~ unworthy of a man not to complete any ·
undertaking which he has commenced after mature
deliberation. If he does so, the assembled brethren
cheerfully and unanimously pronounce him "worthy,''
and he is made a partaker of the LIGHT. The solemn
ol>ligation taken by the candidate, and the sacred and
mysterious manner in which the sacred numbers are
communicated, have always been respected by every
faithful brotber.-Gadicke.
MALLET. This is an important instrument of labour,
and no work of manual skill can be completed without
it. From it we learn that labour is the lot of man,
and that skill without exertion is of no avail; for the
heart may conceive, and the head devise in vain, if the
hand be not prompt to execute the design.
MAN. The man formed a part of the cherubic symbol, and referred to the propf1et Isaiah, because of his
prophecy of Christ being a man, by his birth of a virgin:
and to St. Matthew, because he gives Christ's human
genealogy. It was the insignia of Reuben, and denoted
rpason and religion.
MANN A. A Royal Arch symbol. The manna is
called by David "the bread of angels." Some Rabbin1
believe that it had this name, because the angels are
refreshed by divine light, "quod lumen incorporatum
est, et factum manna." The Rabbi Ishmael, however,
does not subscribe to this doctrine, because the angels
being immaterial, do not eat material food; and manna
being a material substance, could not be made out of
the divine light, which is a spiritual substance. Christian
div1nes, bowevet, tb.\\\\.. tb.\\.t tb.e mystical manna -.ru
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called the bread of angels, because it was a type of
Christ, whom the angels wished to behold.
MANUAL !IASONS. The manual consists of such
parts of business as are performed by hand labour alone,
or by the help of some simple instruments, the uses
\vhereof arc not to be learnt by any problems or rules
of art, but by lahonr and practice only; and this is more
peculiarly applicable to our brethren of the first degree,
tmlled Entered Apprentices.-Dzmckcdcy.

•

l\IANUAL SIGN. This reminds us of that deliberate
and steady prudence which ought to guard our actions,
forbidding us to seal with the sacred pledge of our right
hand, what the heart has not sanctioned with its approbation.-Hemming.
1\IANUSCRIPTS. At the revival in 1717, Grand
1\Iaster Payne had desired that all old masonic records
might be brought into the Grand Lodge in order to
discover the usages of ancient times ; and in the year
1721, Dr. Anderson was employed to prepare a Book of
Constitutious. Between these two periods, several very
valunble manuscripts concerning the fraternity, their
lodges, regulations, charges, secrets, and usages, which
hall been deposited in private lodges, particularly one
written by Nicholas Stone, the Warden under Inigo
Jones, were hastily burnt by some sc:rupulous brothers,
un<ler a jealous supposition that committing to print any
thing relating to :Masonry, would be injurious . to the
interests of the Craft· but surely such an act of fclo de 1e
::onld not proceed from zeal according to knowledge.-Noortlwuck.

MARK OF CAIN. Some say he was paralytic; this
seems to have arisen from the version of the Septuagint
"groaning and trembling shalt thou be." The Targum
of .Jonathan ben .Uzziel says, the sign was from the great
and precious Name, probably one of the letters of the
name Yehovah. 'fhc author of nn Arabic catena in the
Bodleian Library says, " A sword could not pierce him,
fire could not burn him, water could not drown him, nnd
air nould not blasf. h!m; nor could thunder or lightning
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&trike ·miL. The author of Bereshith Rabba, a wmment
on Genesis, says the mark was a circle of the sun rising
upon him. Abravanel says the sign was Abel's dog,
wnich constantly accompanied him. Some uf the doctors
in the Talmud say, that it was the letter 1"1 thau marked
on his forehead, which signified his condition, as it is the
first letter in the word n::~,wn teshubah, repentance. Rabbi
Joseph, wiser than all the rest, says it was a long hom
growing out of his forehead !-Adam Clarla.
MARK .MASONS. The degree of Mark-Master Masor
may be considered as appendant to that of Fellow Craft
although entirely distinct and different from it. The
order and harmony which this degree communicated to
tl!e builders of the temple at Jerusalem, are incalculable;
and, indeed, without 1t, so many workmen of different
nations would have been in continual confusion. Not
Qnly was each workman thereby known to the Senior
Grand Warden, but every part of the workmanship, for
that stupendous structure, was subjected to the nice8t
scrutiny-while every faithful labourer received with
punctuality the rewards of industry and skill. But it has
a speculative allusion infinitely interesting to every
accountable being. It typifies the trial of the great day,
when every man's work will be proved, whether it be
good or bad. That which is imperfect will be cast out,
as unfit for the new J em salem, into which "nothing can
enter that worketh abomination or maketh a lie."
MASON. A Mason is a man whose conduct should
be squared by strict rectitude and justice towards his
feJ low-creatures ; his demeanour should be marked by
tbf3 level of courtesy and kindness ; while uprightness oJ
heart and integrity of action, symbolized by the plumb,
ahould be his distinguishing characteristic ; and thus
guided by the moveable jewels of Masonry, he may descend the vale of life with joy, in the hope of being
acce:pted by the Most High, as a successful candidate iOr
admission into the Grand Lodge above.
MASON MARKS. Those brethren who have been
initiated into the degrees of Mark-Man and Mark-Master,
perftletly well understand, that the mark which wu
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conferred upon the ancient craftsman was not arbitrary,
but selectea from a defined and well-understoud seriesthat the craftsman was not entitled to usc any mark
until his fitness had been tried, and he had proved himself well skilled in the use of the plumb, the level, and
the square. That the distinction of the mark was conferred with peculiar solemnities ; and that the subsequent
obligation to use the particular mark so conferred, and t.o
affix it to every "perfect ashlar," was not discretionary,
but imperative. A knowledge of these facts, combined
with a. careful examination of the ancient marks, will, no
doubt, throw much additional light upon the history 01
ecclesiastical architecture, as well as prove the firmer
connection, and show the union existing in past ages,
between practical architecture and symbolical or spiritual
Masonry.-Pryer.
M.ASON'S WIND. At the building of King Solomon's
Temple, a Mason's wind was said to blow favourably
when it was due east and west, because it was calculated
to cool and refresh the men at labour.
MASONIC HALL. A masonic hall should be isolated, and, if possible, surrounded with lofty walls, so as
to be included in a court, and apart from any other
buildings, to preclude the possibility of being overlooked
by cowans or eavesdroppers ; for Freemasonry being a
secret society, the curiosity of mankind is ever on the
alert to pry into its mysteries, and to obtain by illiocit
means, that knowledge which is freely communicated to
all worthy applicants. As, however, such a situation in
large towns, where Masonry is usual1y practised, can
seldom be obtained with convenience to the brethren,
the lodge should be formed in an upper story ; and i1
there be any contiguous buildings, the windows should
be either in the roof, or very high from the floor.
MASONIC YEAR. Freemasons date their year according to Mosaic chronology, or from the creation of the
world, thus four thousand years more than the common
calendar shows. The masonic year does not commence
on the 1st January, but on the 24th June. But this way
of reckoning is only usual in the writings of the Order.
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:MASONRY. It is useless to profess a knowledge ul
Freemasonry, if we do not frame our lives according to
it. It is not enough to be acquainted with its doctrines
aml precepts, if we fail to reduce them to practice. In
such a case, our knowledge will rather tend to our dishonour in this world, and will certainly be an additional
article of accusation against us in the next. It would be
very unreasonable to doubt the beneficial eftl>cts of our
masonic precepts; but to admit them to be true, and yet
net as if they were false, would be unwise in the highest
degree. I willuot, however, do my brethren the injustice
to believe that many of them are capable of" such a perversion of reason. And it is my firm persuasion, that
t!Jcy who practise the duties which Freemasonry teaches,
in conjunction with the fi1ith propounded in their religion, will inherit that eternal city of God, where they
will be as~ociated '-Vith a holy and happy fraternity of
· saints and angels, and enjoy the sweet commuuings of
brotherly love for ever and ever.
~lASTER O:b~ THE CEREMONIES. He must be
the first at every assembly of the brethren, to see that all
preparations arc made that are necessary for holding a
lodge, aud then invite the brethren to {'nter. He introdu~(·s the visiting brethren, and shows them their places.
He must enter into conversation with every stranger
who comes into the ante-chamber, to discover if he is a
brother. In the lodge he must pay attention, and see
that evcrythiug necessary for the due solemnity is prepared before the lodge is opened, and that nothing muy
disturb that solemnity while it is open. His seat is so
•laced, that the \V. ~I. has him in full view, and he can
eave it as often as he thinks necessary without asking
leave of tho \V. l\1. He has the same charge at the banquet, and the serving brethren are generally under his
direction. Visitors apply to him first; and it is therefore
necessary to fill this office with nn experienced Mason,
and, if it be practicable, with one who speaks different
foreign languages.- Gadicke.

l

MASTER Ol<' A LODGE. All prefenncnt among
Masons should be grounded upon real worth aod/ersonal
merit only, thcrc~on• \\O bt()\.h.~t shall be electe Muster
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of a lodge, or appointed to any office therein, merely on .
account of seniority or rank. The Master, who must
have previously been appointed and served as a Warden
of some warranted lodge, shall be annually elected by
ballot; and at the next lodge, when the minutes are
confirmed, he shall be installed in the chair according to
ancient usage; he shall then appoint his Wardens and all
other officers of the lodge, except the Treasurer and Tyler
-Comtitutiom.
MATERIAL LIGHT. Light is one of the most.
astonisiling productions of the creative skill and power
of God. It is the grand medium by which all his other
works are discovered, examined, and understood, so far u
they can be known. Its immense diffusion and extreme
velocity are alone sufficient to demonstrate the being and
wisdom of God. Light has been proved by many experiments to travel at the astonishing rate of 194,188 milea
in one second of time! and comes from the sun to the earth
in eight minutes llti seconds, a distance of 96,613,794
English miles.-Adam ClArke.
MATURE AGE. The Order of Free and Accepted
Masons should consist solely of men of mature age, and it
is in accordance with this rule that young men and boys
are denied admittance. In the ancient charges of the
English Constitution Book, under date 29th December,
1729, it is laid down as a rule that no person shall be
initiated under twenty-five years of age. The lodges of
other countries initiate at an earlier period, and the son
of a Freemason, called Lewis, is allowed to be initiated
much earlier.
MEET ON THE LEVEL. The level is an emblem
of equality, because with God there is no respect of
persons, and in his sight all men are equal, liable to the ·
same infirmities, redeemed by the same Saviour, subject
to the same death and judgment. This is the sense in
which Ma10ns understand the quality of members~ tyled
lodges They know nothing of that levelling equality
which 18 the idol of the revolutionists of this world; they_
are t&ught by their Constitutions to be "peaceable subject., and obedient to the ciru powen," and are enemiea
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to that confusion and anarchy which is destructive of
social happiness. Hence the level distinguishe£1 t.he Senior
Warden to remind him that while he presides over the
labours of the lodge by command pf the W. M., as the
Junior Warden does over its refreshments, it is his duty
to see that every brother meets upon the level, and that
the principle of equality is preserved during the work,
witho'\1t which harmony, the chief support of our institution, could not be maintained in its purity and usefulness.
MEETINGS. Our meetings, when conducted according to the true spirit of the Order, are characterised by
an emulation to excel in wisdom, and the knowledge of
· practical virtue; and that the instruction incessantly
poured from the Master's chair is derived from an ample
and exhaustless mine, stored with the richest gems of
morality and religion, to reform the manners, and cultivate genial propensities in the mind.
MEMBERSHIP. A Mason may withdraw from his
lodge, but the membership remains inviolable. The true
Mason considers, as one of his most sacred duties, the
exact fulfilment of the engagements which bind him to
his rite, the lodge from whence he first received the light
and the masonic body from which he received his powers.
He cannot be relieved from his obligations, except by
the masonic power ·with which he made his engagements.
and according to the masonic laws which he has sworn
to observe and respect. Every attempt which may have
for its object to compel a Mason, either by persecution
or violence, to quit a rite to which he belongs, is contrary
to the spirit and laws of Masonry.
MENATZCHIM. Overseers and comforters of the
people in working, who were expert Master Masons.
MENTAL. The mental qualifications of a candidate
embrace sanity of mind, a capability of understanding the
O'bligationa and instructions of the Order, that he may be
prepared to perform its duties.

KERCY. A. vmu.~ ~\\\~'b. inspires ue With a com-
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passion for others, and inclines us to assist them in their
necessities. It is one of the noblest attributes of the
Deity, speaking after th~ manner of men, and explaining
what, by supposition, may pass in the mind of God, by
what passes in the human mind. The object of mercy is
misery; so God pities human miseries, and forbears to
chastise severely; so man pities the misery of a fellow
i
man, and assists to diminish it.-Calmct.
MERIDIAN. The sun being a fixed body, the earth
constantly revolving round it on its own axis, it necessarily follows that the sun is always at its meridian; and
Freemasonry being universally spread over its surface, it
follows, as a second consequence, that the sun is alwp.ys
at its meridian with respect to.Freemasonry.
MERIT. At the buildin~ of King Solomon's temple,
merit alone entitled to preferment; an indisputable instance of which we have in the Deputy Grand Master of
that great undertaking, who, without .either wealth or
power-without any other distinction than that of being
the widow's son-was appointed by the Grand Master,
and approved by ~he peo;ele, for th.is single reason,
because he was a skilful artlficer.-Whumash.
MESOURANEO. The point within the circle waa
an universal emblem to denote the temrle of the Deity,
and referred to the planetary circle, m the centre of
which was fixed the suo, as the universal God and father
of nature; for the whole circle of heaven was called God.
Pythagoras esteemed the central fire the supernal mansion of Jove; and he called it Meoov~twBo, because the
most excellent body ought to have the most excellent
place, i. e. the centre.
METAL. Many men dote on the metals silver and
gold with their whole souls, and know no other standard
whereby to estimate their own worth, or the worth 0.1
their fellow-beings, but by the quantity of these metals
they possess, thereby debasing and degrading those qualities of the mind or spirit by which alone mankind ought
to be estimated. He who wishes to be initiated into
Freemasonry must be willing to relinquish all descrip-
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tiona of metal, and all the adventitious circumstance~ of
rank and fortune, for it is the MAN that is received into
Freemasonry, and not his rank. or riches.-Gadich.
METAL TOOLS. At the building of King Solomon's Temple there was not heard the sound of axe,
hammer, or any other tool of brass or iron, to disturb
the peaceful sanctity of that holy place. The stones
were hewn in the quarry, there carved, marked, ~md
numbered. The timber was felled and prepared in the
forest of Lebanon, and conveyed by floats from Tyre to
Joppa ; the metals were fused and cast on the plains of
Zeredathah ; after which the whole was conveyed to
J eru88lem, and there set up by means of mauls, and
other instruments prepared for that purpose.
MIDDLE CHAMBER. The Temple of Solomon
stood on Mount Moriah, and occupied the site of the
present mosque of Omar, beneath the dome of which is
a remarkable rock, fifteen feet above the level of the surrounding platform, evidently left by design for & peculiar
purpose, and well answering to the account in 1 Kings
vi., where it is stated that " the door for the middle
chamber was in the right side of the house, and they
went up with winding stair& into the middle chamber,
"and out of the middle into the third ;" thus establishing
the fact that the Holy of Holies was on an elevated
spot, to which, and to nothing else, can this remarkable
rock be referred with the shadow of a reason.
MID-DAY. As often as the Freemason commences
his work, it is noon or mid-day, or that time in which
the sun has attained its greatest altitude; for the earth
being round, the sun is always on the meridian somewhere. The Freemason has the moat en1ightenecl and
useful works to do; and when high noon is passed, he
must be able to give the most satisfactory proofs of
the. utility of his labour.
MIDNIGHT. It is only when midnight draws near
that a freemason thinks of concluding his labour; in fact,
bis activity a.nd industry should penetrate unto high
.
midnight, or low twelve.
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MILITAltY LODGES. No warrant shall be granted
for the establishment of a military lodge without the
consent of the commanding officer of the regiment, battalion, or company, to which it is to be attached, being
first obtained. No military lodge shall, on any pretence,
initiate into Masonry any: inhabitant or sojourner in any
town or place at which 1ts membe!'s may be stationed, or
through which they may be marching, nor any person
who does not at the time belong to the military profession, nor any military peraon below the rank of a
corporal, except as aerving brethren, or by diapensation
from the Grand Master, or some provincial Grana Muter.
-Con~titutiom.
.
MINERVA. Freemuons uae the statue of Minerva,
or open temples with her statue therein, as symbols of
wisdom. Mythology teaches lis that Jupiter opened his
scull to bear Minerva, for this reason-slie is the symbol
of all thoughts that are formed in the head, and the
protectreBB of the arts and sciences. She is generally
represented as a young female in Grecian costume, and
has an owl or a cock by her side, as a symbol of uaeful
study and watchfulness.
MINUTE BOOK. Every lodge shall have ita by-law•
fairly written, and shall also keep a book or books i~
which the Master, or some brother appointed by him as
secretary, &hall enter the names of 1ts members, and of
all persons initiated or admitted therein, with the dates
of their proposal, admission, or initiation, passing, and
raising; and also their ages, as nearly as possible, at that
time, and their titles, professions, or trades, togetht~i
with such transactions of the lodge as are proper to be
written.-Comtitution..
MISCONDUCT. If any brother behave in such a
way as to disturb the harmony of the lodge, he shall be
thrice formally admonished by the Muter, and if he
persist in his irregular conduct, he shall be punished
according to the 6y-lawa of that- particular lodge, or
the case may be reported to higher masonic ·authority.Comtitution•.
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MOCK MASONS. In the year 1747 some unfaithful
brethren, disappointed in their expectations of the high
offices and· honours of the society, joined a number of
the buffoons of the day, in a scheme to exhibit a mockery
of the public procession to the grand feast. This, as
may we1l be supposed, furnished mirth to the gaping
crowd, and disgust to the society, who, wisely recollect.
ing themselves, determined in future to confine their
operations within the limits of their own assembly.
They were called Mock. Masons.-Noortlwuck.
MODEL. The Temple of Solomon was erected according to the model presented by God to King David,
who nevertheless was not permitted to build this sacred
temple himself, because his hands had been stained with
blood.
MODERATION. Towards tho well-governing of a
lodge of Masons, I would rec~mmend moderation in the
superior officers aud subordination in the brethren ; for
without mutual good will, equanimity of temper, and
reciprocal forbearance, the superstructure will crumble
to decay, and the lodge, sooner or later, be.inevitably
dissolved.
MONAD. The monad is the principle of all things.
From the monad came the indeterminate duad, as matter subjected to the cause monad; from the monad and
the indeterminate duad, numbers; from numbers, points;
from points, lines ; from lines, superficies ; from superficies, solids ; from these solid bodies, whose elements
are four, fire, water, air, earth; of all which, transmutated and totally changed, the world consists.&anley.

MONITORIAL. The monitorial sign reminds us of
the weakness of human nature, unable of itself to resist
the power of Darkness, unless aided by th!f; Light, which
is from above, and we thus acknowledge our own frailty,
and that we can do no good acceptable se"ice but
through Him from whom all good and just counsel doth
proceed, and under whose divind and special favour we
l~P never be found un'2tofita.ble ao"ants in Hia sight.
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MOON. The moon is the second lesser light in Freemasonry, moveable, not fixed, and receiving her light
from the sun. Changing Wardens lead and assist ua,
and the moon lights the wanderer on his way by night,
but clouds may intercept the light of the moon ; for this
reason we must not <fepend upon her, but choose our
road by a great and fixed light.-Gadic~.
MORAL ARCIDTECTS. As moral architects we
build temples for every virtue; prisons and dungeons for
vice, indecency, and immorality. We are disl!osed to
every humane and friendly office ; ever ready to pour oil
and wine into the wounds of our distr~ed brethren, and
gently bind them up, (it is one of the principal ends of
our institution,) so that when those who speak evil or
lightly of us shall behold our conduct, and see by our
means the hungry fed, the naked clothed, the sick sustained and chenshed--shall see our light so usefully
shine-their evil-speaking may be silenced, their foolish prejudices removed, and they may be convinced that
Masonry is an useful and a venerable structure, supported
by the great and everlasting pillars of Wisdom, Strength,
and Beauty.-Codrington.
MORAL DUTIES. The science of Freemasonry embraces every branch of moral duty, whether it be apylied
to God, our neighbour, or ourselves. This peculianty in
the system is expreBBly inculcated on every member of
the Order at his first admiBSion into a lodge ; so anxiously has Freemasonry provided against any mistake as
to its peculiar tenets• . No brother can be ignorant of the
great points of masonic duty, although he may be unacquainted with the minuter details. The traditions and
peculiar doctrines which are included in the more
abstruse portions of the lectures may have remained
unexplored ; but of its moral and religious tendeucv
he cannot be uninformed.
MO:UAL LAW. A Mason is obliged by his tenure to '
obey the moral law; and if he rightly understand the
art, he will never be a stupid atheist nor an irreligious
libertine. He of all men should best know that God
Ieeth not u man aeeth ; for man looketh at the outward
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appearance, but God looketh to the heart. A :Muon il
therefore particularly bound never to act against the dictates of his conscience. Let a man's religion or mode of
worship be what it may, he is not excluded from the
Order, provided he believe in the glorious Architect of
heaven and earth, and practise the sacred duties of m~
rality.-.Ancient Chargu.
MORAL QUALIFICATIONS. The moral qualifi~
tions of a candidate are, that he shall neither be an
atheist, an infidel, nor an irreligious libertine; that he
must practise the four cardinal and the three theological virtues; he must be an humble believer in the wisdom, power, and goodness of God, because this constitutes the religious creed of Freemasonry, and acts u a
cheek upon vice, and a stimulus to virtue.
MORAL PHILOSOPHY. The moral philosophy of
the Order refers to Him whose injunctions to his creatures are peculiarly applica.ble to the performance of
Christian auty. It teaches that we owe a duty to God,
which includes reverence for his name and attributes,
veneration for his sacred character, and obedience to his
just commands. It speaks of a duty to our neighbour;
with whom we are directed to act on the square in all
the transactions of life. It inculcates a duty to ourselves.
We are expected to cultivate self-knowledge and selfrespect. For this purpose, an attention to the four
carainal virtues is recommended, as well as the practice
of every moral and social duty. Prudence should direct
us; Temperance should chasten us; Fortitude support
us ; and Justice be the guide of all our actions. And in
the course prescribed for the regulation of our conduct,
we are directed to maintain in their fullest splendour
those truly masonic ornaments,-Benevolence and Charity; and to imprint indelibly on our minds the sacred
dictates of Truth, Honour, and Virtue.
?tfORALITY. The morality of Masonry requires us
to deal justly with others; not to defraud, cheat, or
wrong them of their just dues or rights. But it goes
further ; regarding all as the children of one ~
Father, it considers man as bound by piety, maaonic mo-
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rality, and fraterna. bonds, to minister to the wants of
the destitute and affiicted ; and that we may be enabled
to fulfil this high behest of humanity, it strictly enjoins
industry and frugality, that so our hands may ever be
filled with the means of exercising that charity to which
our hearts should ever dispose us.-Henkle.
MORIAH. The name of the whole mountain, on the
several hills and hollows of which the city of Jemsalem
stood, was called Moriah, or Vision; because it was high
land, and could be seen afar off, especially from the south;
but afterwards that name was appropriated to the most
elev-ated part on which the Temple was erected, and
where Jehovah appeared to David. This mountain is a
rocky limestone hill, steep of ascent on every side, except
the north, and is surrounded on the other sides by a
group of hills, in the form of o.n amphitheatre, which
situation rendered it secure from the earthquakes that
appear to have been frequent in the Holy Land, and have
furnished the prophets with many elegant allusions.Horne.
MORTALITY. Let the emblems of mortality 'Yhich
lie before you lead you to contemplate your inevitable
destiny, and guide your reflection to that most interesting of human study-the knowledge of yourself. Be
careful to perform your allotted task while it is yet day;
continue to listen to the voice of nature, which bears
witness that even in this perishable frame resides a vital
and immortal principle, which inspires a holy confidence
that the Lord of Life will enable us to trample the King
of Terrors beneath our feet, and lift our eyes to the bri~ht
Morning Star, whose rising brings peace and salvation
to the fil.i.tbful and obedient of the human race.
MOSAIC PAVEMENT. The mosaic pavement wa&
found before the porch of King Solomon's Temple. Fortunate are they who can draw near unto it, as also unto
the porch.-Gadicke.
MOSES. Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the
EsYPtians; he was ~itiated in all the know~edge ofth~
WlBe men of that nation, by whom the lea.rnmg of anti-
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quity had bean retained and held sacred; wrapped up from
the eye of the wicked and vulgar in symbol8 andhiefOoo
glyphics, and communicated to men of their own order
only, with care, secrecy, and circumspection. Thia
secrecy is not in any wiae to be wondered at, when we
consider the persecution which would have followed a
· faith unacceptable to the ignorance of the nations who
were enveloped in superstition and bigotry. Moses purged
divine worship of its mysteries and images, and t.aught
the Jews the knowledge of the God of the Univene,
unpolluted with the errors of the nations of the earth, and
uncorrupted with the devices and ludicrous ceremonies
instituted by the people of the east, from whom he
derived his first knowledge of the Divinity.-Hutcl&iuml.
MOTIONS. Let the Master of a lodge disco~e, on
all occasions, that itching propensity which inmtes a
brother to make motions on indifferent or trifling subjects. Any motion, on which the lodge is divided, musi
be to a certain extent injurious, amo·n gst so many various
habits, views, and propensities, as usually constitute a
lodge of Masons.
MOTIVE OR REASON. He who wishes to enter
into the Order of Freemasonry, should first be able to
render unto himself a good and satisfactory account why
he wishes to take that step. This ·is not easy. A man
who is not a Freemason, can only know the Order by
hearsay, or by reading masonic books, and it is rather a
dangerous undertaking to join a society, with which a
l!erson is totally unacquainted. lt is quite different to
JOining any other select society, who publish their rules
and regulations, and the names of all their members, and
by those means invite others to join their society. Freemasons on the contrary, try to persuade no one to join
their society, do not publiah their rules or regulations,
and the names of the members are very rarely known,
and what is more, the candidate must submit himself to
rules and regulations, the purport of which are entirely unknown unto him ; it is true, tbat there is nothing in those
rules contrary to the laws of God, or to his duty t.o b11
king and country, as a good citizen of the state; but he
who ia not a Freemason, cannot have any clear idea of
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what those duties are. What then are the motives sufficiently strf''lg to induce a free man to offer himself as a
candidate for admission into a comparatively unknown
society. Those parties act the most prudently, who admit that they wish to join the Order, because as a ~seful
and innocent society, it has enjoyed·the protection of the
state for such a number of years, because so many pru·
dent men are members of the Order, and because, in
general, the members distinguish themselves by the propriety of their manners, the uprightness of their business
transactions, and the correctness of their moral conduct.
-Gadicke.
MOUNT OF GOD. The ascent to the summit of the
paradi8iacal mount of God, by means of a pyramid consistmg of seven steps, was an old notion, certainly entertained before the vision of Jacob, for it prevailed amongst
the }tfexican savages ; and the original settlers on th4J
vast continent of America could have no knowledge of
this vision, either by tradition or personal experience.
The Jewish Cabalists entertained a belief that the paradisiacal mount was the place of residence chosen by th.,.
children of Seth, while the contaminated descendants ot
Cain resided in the plains below ; and its altitude was
said to be so great, that from its summit might be heard
the angels of heaven, singing their celestial anthems
before the throne of God!
MOVEABLE JEWELS. The compasses, square,
level and plumb, are called the moveable Jewels, because
they distinguish the officers of a lodge, and are transferable to their succ~ssor_s. They ~ere formerly suspended
from narrow wh1te nbbons, whiCh were succeeded by
blue of the same width; but the regulation now is, "the
collars to be made oflight blue ribbon four inches broad;
if silver chain be used, it must be placed over the lighs
blue ribbon."
MUSIO. Music teaches the art of forming concords,
so as to compose delightful harmony, by a proportional
arrangement of acute, grave, and mixed sounds. Thill
art, by a series of experiments, is reduced to a science,
with respect to tones, and the intervals of ~ound ouly
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H inquires into the nature of concords and discords, aDd
enables us to find out the proportion between them by
numbers.-Pre&ton.
MUSICAL BRETHREN. No lodge is willingly held
without songs and music, or a piano at least. If there
are many brethren belonging to a lodge who can contribute to the musical entertainment, they form themselves
into a musical society, and thus provide both social and
sacred musical entertainments.-Ga.dicke.
MYSTERIES. The usages and customs of the ancients
in their secret societies are called mysteries. If by mysteries we merely understand a secret religion, then, in
the civilized part of the globe, there can be no mysteries,
for God may be openly worshipped everywhere; but if
by mysteries we understand secret ceremonies and doetrines, then we may say that there are still mysteries
among Freemasons. But we do not call our seereta
mysteries, and we thereby prove that with us there can
be no secret religion. No one among us is a mystago~ue,
and our outward appearance has nothing mystenous
about it.-Gadicke.
MYSTERY. The word mystery has given occasion
to many improper impressions against our masonic societies. Treason, infidelity, a charge of taking rash and
unnecessary obligations, have been laid to their responsibility, yet none of these charges have ever been sub
stantiated by their persecutors. The word mystery h011
brought down anathemas from over-zealous divines upon
the heads of Masons, and has induced merciless governors
to use their weapons against the Craft, when, upon a
slight inquiry, the church as well as the state might be
informed, that uevotion to God, obedience to the state,
and to all superiors, brotherly love and universal charity,
are tbe principles which separate our Fraternity from
all other sectet societies which h~ve of late years risen,
to the degradation of religion, and to the dangt~r of good
order in society and the statc.-Huscnbcth.
1\IYSTIC. Denotes a st'cret doctrine which worh
specially ul'on \.he \ed\.u~% ()( the heart, or '?f feeHos•
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which cannot be expressed by words. The my11tic is a
man who believes himself exalted above the material
world, and feels himself united with the immaterial and
spiritual. We may call mysticism the feeliug of faith,
or living and moving in supernatural and immortal life.
Every man ought to be somewhat mystical, but ought to
guard against that coarse mysticism, which believes in
intercourse with angels, and to be able to penetrate into
the third heaven.-Gadicke•
. MYSTIC TIE. The sacred a.nd'universal principle of
the royal art, which unites men of the most opposite tenets,
of the most distant countries, and of the most contradictory opinions in one indissoluble bond of affection, so
that in every nation a Mason finds a friend, and in every
clime a home, has been amply denominated the mystic
tie, and tho Fraternity are often termed " Brethren of the
Mystic Tie." .
MYSTICAL LECTURE. The mystical knowledge
of the Royal Arch degree, comprehends the form and
exposit~on of the sacred signs, and the nature and import
of the Holy Word, and the traditional ceremony to be
used in showing and communicating the secrets.
NAKED FEET. The act of going with naked feet
was always considered a token of humility and reverence,
and the priests in the Temple always officiated with feet
uncovered, although it was frequently injurious to their
health. The command thus given to Moses, did not
represent the civil and legal ceremony of p!Jtting off the
shoes, as the Jews were subsequently dtrected to do,
when they renounced any bargain or contract, nor yet
the sign of grief and sorrow, as when David entered into
Jerusalem barefooted; but it was enjoir.ed that Moses
might approach that sacred place with reverence and
godly fear, as if it had been a ten1ple consecrated to
divine worship. 1'hus the preacher says, "Take heed
unto thy feet, when thou enterest the temple of God.''
NAME OF GOD. Josephulil says that the Name was
never known, until God told it to Moses in the wilderness; and that he himself did not dare to mention it, for .
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that it was forbidden to be used, except once in a year
by the High Priest alone, when he appeared before the
Mercy Seat on the day ofl expiation. He further adds
that it was lost through the wickedness of man; and
hence has arisen a difference of ol.'inion, some supposing
the Word itself lost; others, the ID1port, ~r the meaning
only; and many, the manner of its delivery; and from
hence contend, that Moses did not ask the Almighty for
his name to carry to his brethren, but for the true
delivery or pronunciation only. How far that might be
the case, is to us uncertain; but it is certain that the
true mode of delivery cannot now be proved from any
written record; first, because it is capable of so many
variations from the manner of annexmg the Masoretic
points, which points were not extant in the days of
Moses; and secondly, because the language now in use
amongst the Jews, is so corrupt and altered from that
in which be wrote, that none of them, except some few
of their learned, understand anything of it; for which
reason the Jews call it 1"'1"1jllcn cw Shem Hamphoreth, the
unutterable name. Hence is our learned brother Pythagoras his n-rfayfappa-rov or quaternion.-Du1lkerly.
NAME OF THE LODGE. Any lodge which may
not be distinguished by a name or title, being desirous
of taking one, must for that purpose procure the approbation of the Grand Master or Provincial Grand Master,
and the name must be registered with the Grand Secretary. No lodge shall be permitted to alter its name
without the like approbation.-Constitutiom.
NAMES OF MASONRY. We still retain all the
narnes by which the science has been distinguished in
every age of the world, either in its speculative or
operative form; whether it were characterized by the
name of Lux, as in the patriarchal age; or Geometry, as
it was _called by Euclid; or Philo~ophy, as Pythagoras
named 1t; or Mesouraneo, or any other title; a memorial
of such designation has been embodied in the system.
We say Freemasonry is a system of Wisdom, Strength
and Beauty, and the definition was adopted from our
ancient G. M. King Solomon, who called the science
Wisdom ; which by the Cabalists was subsequently de-
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nominated Baphomet. And he defines it thus: " Wisdom is the worker of all things; she is the brightness
of the everlasting Light, the upspotted mirror of the
p9wer of God, and the image of his goodness. She is
more beautiful than the sun, and above all the order of
the stars; being compared with the light, she is found
before it."
NATURE AND ART. Ifwe take a view of the productions of nature and art on the face of the planet wliich
we inhabit, we shall find that all is replete with the divine
principle of the Order. There is not a mountain or valley,
a tree, a shrub, or a blade of grass; there is not a magnificent structure of polished marble, rich in the splendid
decorations of gorgeous architecture, or a refuse stor.e
rejected from the quarry; there is not an object, animate
or inanimate in universal nature, but it is instinct with
the genius of Freemansonry ; and the learned brother
may find an instructive masonic lecture in the wing of a
moth, as well as the motions of the august lights of
heaven.
NEBUCHADNEZZAR. In the eleventh year of the
reign of Zedekiah, King of Judah, Nebuchadllezzar, King
of Babylon, besieged, and took the city of Jerusalem, set
fire to the temple and city, totally leveling and razing it
until it became desolate, and the remnant of the people who
escaped the swm-d he carried away captive to Babylon.
NEG A';riVE. When any one is proposed to become a
member, or any person to be made a Mason, if it appeat·
upon casting up the ballot that he is rejected, no. member
or visiting brother t~hall discover, by any means whatsoever, who those members were that opposed his election,
under the l?.enalty of such brother bein~ for ever expelled
the lodge (if a member,) and, if a visitmg brother, of his
being never more admitted as a visitor, or becoming a
member ; and immediately after a negative passes on any
person being proposed, the Master shall cause the law to
be read, that no brother present may plead ignorance.Old ConttitutiOfU,

NEHEMIAH. Nehemiah was entrusted with a special
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commission to rebuild the wallR, and renew the fortifiea.tions of Jerusalem, and to effect a full restoration of the
lands and property wl!ich had been seized during the
captivity, by the neighbouring nations. When he arrived
at JeruRalem, and took possession of his government, he
found his country's enemies, the Samaritans and others,
headed by Sanballat, Tobias and Geshem, opposing every
obstacle that might distress and discommode the Jews.
·rhe reparations of the walls and fortific:~.tions met with a
formidable resistance from those people, who conspired
to attack the Jews while engaged in labour, and consequently unarmed; and to this they were encouraged by
some traitors within the city. The vigilance of Nehemiah
frustrated the scheme.
NEIGHBOUR. Freemasonry instructs us in our duty
to our neighbour, teaahes us to injure him in none of his
connections, and in all our dealings with 'him, to act with
justice and impartiality. It discourages defamation, it
bids us not to circulate any whisper of infamy, improve
any hint of suspicion, or publish any failure of conduct.
It orders us to be faithful to our. trusts, to deceive not him
who relieth upon us, to be above the meanness of dissimulation, to let the words of our mouths be the thoughts of
our hearts, and whatsoever we promise, religiously to
perform.- Codrington.
NETWORK. Was one of the enrichments with whi...h
the chapiters of the two pillars of Solomon's Porch were
adorned. From the connection of its meshes, it denoted
unity.
NEUTRAL. As all were not of Christ who called
themselves Christians in the time of the apostles, so all
are not Masons who have been initiated into the Order.
A knowledge of signs, words and tokens, without an
ability to apply them according to their proper design,
can no more constitute a Mason, than the po&session of
working tools can make a man a carpenter, unless he
kn?'Ys how to use them. Th ~re are many erroneous
op1mons abroad on this point. A person procures initiation, and fancies that is all he wants. There never wM a
more fatal m\st&.k.e. Initiation is hut th~ hom-.book of
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Masonry, and is only of the same use towards a knowledge
of its ~rinciples, as the alphabet is to those who desire to
excel m literary attainments. lf this consideration were
duly enforced upon every candidate for Masonry, the
Order would assume a different aspect, and its genuine
·
lustre would be more universally diSplayed.
NEW LAW. No motion for a new law or regulation,
or for the alteration or repeal o~ an old one shall be made,
until it shall have been proposed in, or communicated to,
the general committee, nor until it shall have been
handed up in writing to the Grand Master. After having been perused and found by him not to contain anything contrary to the ancient landmarks of the Order,
the motion may be publicly proposed. If seconded, the
question shall be put thereon for the opinion of the
Grand Lodge. If approved and confirmed, at the next
ensuing meeting of the Grand Lodge, it becomes a law
of the society.-Cmt8titutimu.
NILE. In the time of Euclid the river Nile overflowed so far, that many of the dwellings of the peoplt>
of Egypt were destroyed. Euclid instructed them in
the art of making mighty walls and ditches, to atop the
progress of the water ; and by ~eometry measured out
the land, anq divided it into partitions, so that each man
mi~ht ascertain his own property.-Old Mtumlic Maau.Jcnpt• .
NIL NISI CLAVIS DEEST. Attached to the intersecting triangle of the original jewel of the Ro:yal Arch
there is frequently the motto of "nil nisi claVIs deest,'•
which is a declaration that the wearer of a jewel containing this emblem is desirous of doing his duty, and
filling up with justice that link in the chain of creation,
wherein the Most High hath pleased to place him.
NINE. Nine being the square of three, is a perfect
ternary, beyond which there is no number. . It is obaerved by arithmeticians, says Hume, (Dial. Nat. Rei. p
167,) "that the products of nine compose always either
9, or some lesser products of 9, if you add together all
the characters of which any of the foi'Iller products ill
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composed. Thua of 18, 27, 36, which are product. of9,
you make 9 by adding 1 to 8, 2 to 7, 3 to 6. Thus 369
1s a product also of nine ; and if you add :J, 6, 9, you
make 18, a lesser product of nine."
NINE MASTERS. The following are the names or
the nine masters who are said to have been elected by
Solomon after the death of Hiram Abiff; Moabon, Jachin,
Boaz, Ganigam, Azariah, Joram, Jsch'gi, Achal, Obed.
NOACHIDJE. Sons of Noah; the first name of Freemasons; whence we may observe that believing the
world was framed by one supreme God, and is governed
by him ; and loving and worshipping him ; and honouring
our parents; and loving our neighbour as ourselves; and
being merciful even to brute beasts, is the oldest of all
religions.
NORTH. The operative mason is accustomed to
lay the foundation-stone of a new building on the north
side, and for this reason, all those who have not been initiated amongst us have their place in the north. The
light streams from the east unto the north, as all our
knowledge has been obtained from the orient.-Gadickc.
NORTH-EAST. The foundation-stone C!f every magnificent edifice was usually laid in the north-east; which
accounts in a rational manner for the general disposition
of a newly initiated candidate. When enlightened bu\
uninstructed, he is accounted to be in the most superficial
part of 1\Iasonry.
NU:l\IBERS. We consider the number three, or three
times three, as a sacred number; and in all the mysteries
of the ancients, the number nine, was most important.
Whether we, as Christian Freemasons, still have an ancient explanation of the sacredness of this number, or
whether we derive its sanctity from the Holy Trinity. W(l
cannot here determiue.-Gadicke.
OATH. In Freemasonry a number of men form themselves into a society, whose main end is to improve in
::ommcndab\e sk.Hl and knowledge, ttllll to promoto wli-
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venal beneficence and the social virtues of human life,
under the solemn obligation of an oath. This liberty all
incorporate societies enjoy, without impeachment or reHection.-Anderson.
OBEDIENT. To be obedient is one of the great
duties of a Freemason, not only to the laws of the Craft,
but to the laws of the kingdon or state in which he may
reside, to the laws of God, to the laws of morality, but
above all, to the laws of true benevolence. He is also
. bound to be obedient to the commands of his superiors
when in the lodge; but every ruler ought to be cautious,
and only give such orders as may be cheerfully obeyed
by a free man and Mason, and not require a slavish obedience, for in the lodge there are neither lords nor slaves,
but truth and justice must there reign in unanimity.Gadicke.
OBELISK. A high, square-sided and sharp-pointed
pillar, which is commonly erected in commemoration of
some celebrated person or remarkable event. They are
to be found among the masonic emblems.-Gadicke.
OBJECTS. To communicate the blessings of which
we are partakers; to contribute to the successful propagation of knowledge, virtue and peace, of the sciences and
arts, and of whatever adorns social life ; and to assert
the advancement of human happiness, have ever been
the great objects of Freemasonry.
OBJECTIONS. Objections have been urged against
Freemasonry in all ages of its existence, by those who
were jealous of its secret influence, or envied the _l.)rivileges of the favoured individuals who had been imtated
into its mysteries. But although refuted over and over
again, the same objections recur at stated periods ; being
reproduced, as it should appear, for the pu~ose of fanning our zeal and keeping alive our interest m the institution. It is amusing, in studying the history of the
Craft, to find the hackneyed arguments which were
refuted by Hutchinson, Calcott and others, in the last
century, brought forward again and ngain by new candidntes for th~ honaur of an anonymous blow at tho
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immortal giantess. Scarcely any novelty in the form of
an objection is to be found. The censures have been
chiefly confined to its secrecy, the exclusion of females,
the obligation, &c.
OBLATIONS. The oblations which were made by
the people towards the erection of the Tabernacle, were
so many types of. the seve_ral graces of Christianity; the
gold of Faith, the silver of Hope, the precious stones of
Charity; the blue colour of the silks, &c., denoting the
lifting up our hearts to heaven, a privilege conveyed to.
mankind by the meritorious atonement of Jesus Christ;
the purple, our warfare and tribulation for the sake of
religion ; and the crimson, or as the original words (tolag
hath shani) signify, the double scarlet, the joint love of
_
God and man.
OBLIGATION. Freemasons in their secret societies,
obligate their disciples, similar to the ancient brethren,
to keep their doctrines, their engagements, and their
transactions, from those who are not of the Order. This
obligation is not composed of such tremendous oaths
with which we are charged by bigots, who, ignorant as
they naturally must be, of the whole of our transactions,
unless they had been received into our society, thunder
their unholy anathemas and excommunications against
us. And thereby make fools approve their rash acta, the
world wonder, and the Mason smile at their daring insolence, to condemn their fellow·creatures for imaginary
sins against God and religion, which must ultimately be
laid to the charge of those triflers with their neighbours'
consciences.-Huscnbeth.
OBLONG. The Tabernacle, with its holy emblems,
was a type of a Masons' lodge. It was an oblong square,
and, with its courts and appendages, it represented the
whole habitable globe. Such is also the extent o.f our
lodges. The former was supported by pillars, and the
latter is also sustained by those of _W. S. and B. They
were equally situated due enst and west. The sacred
roll of God's revealed will and law was deposited in the
Ark of the Covenant; the same holy recora ia placed in
& conspicuous part of our lodges. The altar of incenee
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a d()a.ble cube ; and so is our pedestal and stone of
foundation. The covering of the Tabernacle was com~
posed of three colours, as a representation of the celestial
hemisphere ; such also is the covering of a Masons' lodge.
The floor of the Tabernacle was so holy that the priests
were forbidden to tread upon it without taking off their
shoes ; the floor of the lodge is holy ground.

W&S

OBSERVANCES. Almost all the circumstances
attending the promulgation of the Jewish dispensations
have been introduced into Freemagonry; and the par~
ticular observances incorporated with its ceremonial.
The Divine appearance at the Burning Bush, the shoes,
the rod, the serpent, and the Sacred Name, are equally
embodied in the system. The plagues of Egypt, with
the signs which attended the dh·ine deliverance of the
children of Israel from captivity-the pillar of a cloud
and of fire, the mighty winds, the division of the Red
Sea, the salvation of God's people, and the destruction
of Pharaoh and his host; the wanderings in the wilderness, the delivery of the law, the building of the Tabernacle, and the establishment of the hierarchy, the order
observed in the frequent migrations, led by the banners
of each tribe, and other important events, all form parts
of the complicated system of Freemasonry, and show ita
connection with the offices of religion.
.
ODD NUMBERS. Odd numbers were ever esteemed
more propitious than even ones, and hence were the
conservators of greater virtues. They were sacred to
the celestial deities, and represented the male sex, while
even numbers were female, arld appropriated to the sub~
terranean gods. Hence the monad was esteemed the
father of numbers, and the dund the mother, from whose
union proceeded not only the triad but the 88cred quaternary, which was the origin of the·seven liberal sCiences,
and the maker &nd cause of all things.
OFFICE. If the su:perior officers of a lodge be unacquainted with the pnnciples of the institution, it can
scarcely be expected to prosper. Should the Master be
ignorant of h1s work, the brethren will soon learn to
despise his authority. To speak in 'the tcr.hnical lan·
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guage .,r Masonry, if he be unp!)ssessed of the art flf
drawing designs, how are the FeJlowcrafts to execute,
or the Apprentices to be instructed Y
OFFICERS. The masonic officers of a lodge are the
Master and his two Wardens, with their assistants, the
two Deacons, Inner Guard, and the Tyler; to which, for
the better regulation of the private concerns of the
lodge, may be added other officers, suf.h as Chaplain.
Treasurer, Secretary, &c.-Constitutimu•.
OIL. One of the elements of consecration. Oil was
anciently considered the symbol of prosperity and happiness. The oil of gladness mentioned in the Jewtsh
writings was a. perfumed oil with which people anointed
themselves on days of public rejoicing and festivity.
Everything that was appropriated to the purposes of
religion in the Tabernacle and Temple, were all cons!lcrated with oil. Kings and priests were anointed in
the same manner. And our Iodges, as temples consecrated to morality and virtue, are also hallowed by the
application of corn, wine, and oil.
OLIVE BRANCH. A very great sensation has been
created in India by the proposal of the Right Worshipful Brother Burns, Prov. G. M. for western India, to
establish a new order, under the designation of the
"Brotherhood of the Olive Branch in the East." The
proposal was brought forward on St. John's Day, June
24, 1846, when no fewer than eighty brethren, of various
nations, were assembled at Bombay; and it has been
received by the principal members of the Craft in India
with great enthusiasm.
OLIVE TREES. There are some who compare the
symbol of a point within a circle to the golden candlestick flanked by two olive trees, mentioned by Zechariah;
the candidate representing the circle, the oil the point,
and the trees the two perpendicular parallel lines. The
former was an emblem of the Jewish nation governed
by the central oil, or the Holy Spirit of God; and the
olive trees were the two anomted ones, viz., the king
and priest, a.~-p\ieO. b-y the ~ro\?het to Zerubbabel and
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Jeshua, whc• were raised up by divine providence to
preside over the temporal and spiritual affairs of the
J ewisb nation when the second Temple was building,
and bearing an ultimate reference to the lights and
ornaments of the Christian church.
ON. Under this appellation the Deity was worshipped by the Egyptians, and they professed to believe
that he was eternal, and the fountain of light and life,
but, according to their gross conceptions, being neceasarily visible, the sun was adored as his representative,
and was most probably the same as Osiris. If they
believed On to be the living and eternal God, they
allowed the same attributes to the sun, which they
undoubtedly worshipped as the Lord of the creation.
Oannes was the God of the Chaldeans, and Dag-On of
the Philistines; both of which are derivations of the same
name. On was evidently the same deity as the Hebrew
Jehovah, and was introduced amongst the Greeks by
Plato, who acknowledges his eternity and incomprehensibility in these remarkable words: "Tell me of tbe God
On; which is, and never knew beginning." And the
same name was used by the early Christian!~ for the
true God; for St. J obn, in the Apocalypse, bas this
expression-0 !Jv, xa• ~ 'I"• xa• ~ ~fXOf4E?'O'' WDiCh is translated by our authorized version of the Scriptures, by
"Him, which is, and which was, and which is to come."
OPENING. The opening of the lodge is a ceremony
of great solemnity and importance. Everythin~ is conducted in such a manner as to inculcate respect tor those
in authority, with solemn reverence and adoration of
the Deity, whose blessing and direction on our leaders
is invoked, not in a light and thoughtless manner, as
some may perhaps infer, but with the gravity and
decency of a well-regulated church·.
OPERATION. The veil thrown over Masonry rendera
its operations silent and unobserved; yet the rnfluence
of a body spread through all classes of society, pervading
every circle, and diffusing (though by its separate members) opinions digested and matured, from remote periods,
in the brotherhood, must be powerful in its effect.
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OPERATIVE. As operative masons w~ are tauaht
to hew, square, lay stones, and prove horizontals. We
allude by operative masonry to a proper application of
the useful rules of architecture, wlience a structure
derives figure, strength, and beauty, and whence resul*
a due proportion and a just correspondence in all its
parts.
OPHIR. Various have been the conjectures con·
ceming the situation of Ophir. Josephus places it in
the East Indies, in a country which, by his description,
should appear to be Malacca. Bochart contends that
it was Taphrobana, or Ceylon. Calmet places it in
Armenia; .Montanus in America; and Huetius in the
eastern coast of Africa. As various have been the
sentiments with respect to Tarshish; some consider it
as having been near, and others as distant from, Ophir
AU that Scri:pture tells us is, that the navy of Tarshish
came in once m three years, and furnished Solomon with
immense wealth; of which we know not the amount,
since we can make no exact estimate of the value of
the talents specified.
OPINIONS. Individuals have passed various OJ iniona
respecting the purity and usefulness of Freemasonry. One
says it is a modern institution, and therefore of little
value; another terms it frivolous, and conseqently contemptible. A third calls it anti-christian, and wame the
public to avoid it as a snare. Others affirm that it is behind
the advancing spirit of the times, and therefore obsolete ;
but let any one candidly judge it by its fruita, which ie
the great Christian criterion by which all things ought to
be tried, according to the divine fiat of its founder (Luke
vi. 44). We feed the hungry, clothe the naked, comfort
the sick, relieve the distressed, and provide for the fatherless and the widow. Is any one hungry-we give him
meat. · Is any one thirsty-we give him drink ; nakedwe clothe him ; sick-we visit him ; in prison--we
come unto him with the messenger of mercy. Whate:-er
may be the opmions of our opponents of such deed• u
~hese, we have t~e satisfaction of knowing that an app~ •lDg aentence WI U be pronounced upon them at the 1· t
day.

ORD-O:RI.
ORDER. In every order the spirit of regularity should
reign, and more especially in the Order of Freemasonry.
The Master's call to order reminds the brethren of this
in every lodge, and each one acknowledges by the sign,
that he is mindful of his duty. Originally the society of
Freemasons was not an Order, but a fraternity, and the
name Order has been introduced into England in modern

times.-Gadicke.
ORDEBS OF ARc:m:TEOTURE. By order is meant
a system of all the members, proportions, and ornaments
of columns and pilasters. There are five orders, which
are thus classed: the Tuscan, Doric, Ionic, Corinthian,
and Composite.
ORGANIZATION. The Dyonitiasts fonned one and
the same association, as the Jewish Masons who built the
Temple of Jerusalem. These latter, beyond doubt, were
bound together in an organization which extended beyond
Judea. The Bible exhibits them mixing themselves with
the Tyrian MII.Sons, notwithstanding the ordinary repu~
nance of the Israelites towards strangers ; and masomo
tradition, which must not be contemned, shows that they
recognized each other by wordli and secret signs, similar
to those employed by the Masons of other countries.Clavel.

ORIGINAL POINTS. Ancient Masonry admitted
twelve original points, which constitute the basis of the
entire system, and without which no person ever did or
can be legally received into the Order. Every candidate
is obliged to pass through all these essential forms and
ceremonies, otherwise his initiation would not be legal.
They are-opening, preparing, reporting, entering, pray
er, circumambulation, advancing, obligated, intrusted,
invested, placed, closing.
ORIGIN OF MASONRY. The origin of Masonry i1
indisputably traced from the creation of the universe; for
after the Almighty Architect had finished his great
design in making all things good, and, according to geometry, Adam, the first of all the human 'l'&ce, did soon
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discover this noble science, by surveying tl e worke of
God in his state of innocence; and although he fell
through disobedience, and was expelled from that lovely
arbour into the wide world, he still retained the knowledge thereof, and commur.icated the same to his oftBpring
-Multa Paucis.
ORPHANS. There lived in the county of Essex, a
clergyman named Hewlett. He died of malaria. Hia
troubles had been of no common kind. His wife had
died of consumption, about three months previouslr, and
nine orphan children were left without a shilling m the
world to provide for them. There was a lodge in Rochfort, Essex ; they met, took the case into consideration,
and before they separated, nine brethren agreed each to
take a child to his own home.-Bushell• .
OUT OF THE LODGE. A Freemason ought to distinguish himself from other men out of the lodge, as well
as in it, by uprightness and friendship to the brethren,
by a free and unconstrained manner of thinking, and by
an unimpeachable purity of living. A brother Freemason shall not only conduct himself in the lodge, but also
out of the lodge, as a brother t~wards his brethren; nnd
happy are they who are convinced that they have in this
respect ever obeyed the laws of the Order. A free and
unconstrained manner of thinking distinguishes not only
an enlightened man, but a man who nobly protects thas
which is just;-Gadicke.
OUTWARD CEREMONIES. A Freemason can neither become a gross sensualist, nor profess to be stoically
dead to all sensual pleasures; for it is not necessary
that he should deny himself the innocent enjoymentl
provided for the eye, the ear, and the taste. No man can
maintain that he is entirely uninfluenced by outward
impressions. To appeal to the bodily feelings or passions,
is found the most eflectual meansofarou.~ing the sympathy
and securing the attention of the mulittude. It IS for
this reason that among the ceremonies of l<'reemasonry,
we find outward forms calculated to work upon the
inward feelings; these ceremonies are, for the 8Teater
part derived from ancient times, and it ia very probable
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that they were more fitted for the state of society then
existing, than they are for that which now exista.Gadicke.

OX. The ox forms a c< mponent part of the cherubic
symbol. It was referred to the prophet Ezekiel, because
he sets forth the restoration of the Temple and ll.ltar, the
emblem of atonement being an ox ; and to St. Luke, who
commences with the narrative of Zacharias the priest. It
also bore a reference to the priestly office of Christ.
. PARALLEL LINES. In every well-regulated lodge,
there is found a point within a circle, which circle is
embordered by two J>erpendicular parallel lines. These
lines are representatives of St. John the Baptist, and St.
John the Evangelist, the two great patrons of Masonry,
to whom our lodges are dedicated, and who are said to
have been "perfect parallels in Christianity as well as
Masonry."-Old Lecture~.
PARTS. An old word for degrees or lectures. In
this sense, Freemasonry is said to be consistent in all its
parts, which :point to one and the same object, prominently kept m view throughout all the consecutive
degrees; and that every ceremony, every landmark, and
every symbolical reference, constitutes a plain type of
some great event, which appears to be connected with
our best and dearest interests.
PASSIONS. The end, the moral, and purport of Masonry, is to subdue our passions; not to <fo our own
will ; to make daily progress in a laudable art; to
promote morality, charity, good-fellowship, good nature,
and humanity.-Andencm.
PASS-WORDS. Much irregularity has unfortunately
c:rept into the blue de~rees, in consequence of the want
of masonic knowledge m many of those who preside over
their meetings ; and it is particularly so with those who
are unacquainted with the Hebrew language, in which
all the words and pass-words are given. So essentially
necessary is it for a man of science to preside oyer a
lodge, thai much injury may arise from 1he •ruallu.G
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deviation in the ceremony of initiation, or in the 1~
of instruction. We read in the Book of J ud~es, that the
transposition of a single point over the Schin, in consequence of a national defect among the Ephraimites,
designated the cowans, led to the slaughter of 42,000
men.-Dalcho.
PAST MASTER. A Past Master, or one who baa
actually served the office of Master, so long as he remains
a subscribing member to any warranted lodge, is, ex
officio, a member of the Grand Lodge, and appears to be
entitled to many privileges. None but a Past Master can
legally initiate, pass or raise. A :Master cannot resign
his chair except to a past Master. No board of Past
Masters can be legally formed, unless three or more
installed :Masters be present.
PATRONAGE. Many lodges honour the head of the
government as their patron without his being a Freemason, and receive from him a public local decree, or
protectorium, by which they are not only permitted to
hold their lodges, but are also legally protected. It is
likewise frequently the case that the patron is a member
of the Order.-Gu.dicke.
PAVEMENT. The voluptuous Egyptians, who exhausted their ingenuity in the invention of new luxuries,
used in common with painted walls and ceilings, the
mosaic pavement, richly tesselated. In the palace of
Cleopatra, these pavements were inlaid with precious
stones ; and in India, the floors of the most sacred temples, or at least of the adyta, were enriched with polished
stones disposed in small squares or tessera. which reflected
the beams of the sun in a variety of splendid colours. On
a similar principle, the floor of a Masons'. lodge has been
constructed, which is thus.Jn proper keeping with the
rest of its decorations ; for the design would be imperfect, if a strict regard to uniformity and propriety nad
not been obsP.rved throughout the whole arrangement.
This is a striking evidence of the unity of design with
whieh the great plan of Freemasonry was originally
constructed. How minutely soever the parts or elements
may appear -to be disposed, they each and all conduce
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to the same end, the glory of God, and the welfare of
man.
PEACE. A Masons' lodge is the tem_ple of peace,
harmony, and brotherly love. Nothing 1s allowed to
enter which has the remotest tendency to disturb th.,
quietude of its pursuits. A calm enquiry into the beauty
of wisdom and virtue, and the study of moral geometry,
may be prosecuted without excitement; and they constitute the chief employment in the tyled recesses of the
lodge. The lessons of virtue which proceed from the
east, like rays of brilliant light streaming from the rising
sun, illuminate the w·est and south; and as the work
proceeds, are carefully imbibed by the workmen. Thus
while Wisdom contrives-the plan and instructs the workmen, Strength lends its able support to the moral fabric,
and Beauty adorns it with curious and cunning workmanship. All this ii accomplished without the use of
either axe, hammer, or any other tool of brass or iron,
within the precinct of the temple, to disturb the peaceful
sanctity of that holy place.
·
PECTORAL. The general signification or symbolical
reference of the pectoral was this :-the four rows of
pr~cious stones referred to the four cardinal virtues, and
the three stones in each, to the three theological virtues.
The twelve stones denoted the precious doctrines of
Christianity, jromulgated by the twelve apostles; and
the Urim an Thummim, the vital sparl. of these doctrines, was Christ, who bears his church to the throne
of heaven, as the high priest bore that mystical oracle
on his breast. This utensil has been variously explained,
one translating the words Urim and Thumnnm by elucidations and perfections ; another doctrines and truths ;
others brightness and perfection, justice and doctrine,
lucid and perfect, &c. Philo says they were "duas virtutes depictas ; " and the seventy translate them by the
word .dr;lmuw and .Al.rjtl'a•at~, manifestations and truth.
They were certainly some tangible substances, which
were placed in the doublings of the pectoral, as in a purse
or pocket, by which responses were vouchsafed to the
wearer of the ephod.
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PECULIAR RESIDENCE. What was the object of
building the temple of Solomon ? One purpose, we are
informed, was, that is might be a house of prayer for all
nations. But this was not its only purpose. God intended
to make it the seat of his visible presence, or the place
of his habitation. It was not designated, thought an
eminent commentator, to be a place to worship in, but
a place of worship at, where God was known to have a
peculiar residence.-Scott.
PEDAL. The pedal is the point on which we receive
the first great recommendation of the Master, ever to
continue, as we then appeared, upright men and Masons.
It therefore denotes the duty of universal justice, which
consists in doing to others as we would they should d.>
unto us.-Hemming.
PEDESTAL. The altar of the lodge is a pedestal in
the fonn of a double cube, on which is displayed the
Holy Bible, to confer u,eon it the attribute of justice.
And why is the o.l?en B1ble said to be the emblem of
justice ? I answer m the expressive words of an eloquent
writer· Because there is no other virtue of such absolute
importance and essential necessity to t!le welfare of
society. Let all the debts of justice be universally dischargerl; let every man be just to himself, and to all
others; let him endeavour, by the exercise of industry
and economy, to provide for his own wants, and prevent
himself from becoming a burden upon society, and abstain,
in the pursuit of his own subsistence, from everything
injurious to the interests of others; let everr one render
unto all their due-that property which he IS obliged by
the laws of the land, or by those of honourable equity,
to pay them; that candour and open dealing to which
they have a right, in all his commercial dealings with
them ; that portion of good report to which their merit
entitles them, with that decent respect and quiet submission which their rightful civil autbority demands. If
iustice were thus universally done, there would be little
left for mercy to do.
PENAL. The penal sign marks our obligation, and
reminds us also of 1he fall of Adam and the dreadful
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penalty entailed thereby on his sinful posterity, bekg no
less than death. It intimates that the stiffneck of the
disobedient shall be cut off from the land of the liVlng
by the judgment of God, even as the head is severed
from the bOdy by the sword of human justice.
PENCIL. This is one of the working tools of a Master
Mason. With the pencil the skilful artist delineates the
building in a draught or plan for the instruction and
guidance of the workmen. The pencil teaches us that
our words and actions are observed and recorded by the
Almighty Architect, to whom we must give an account
of our conduct through life.
•
PENITENTIAL. The reverential sign may be considered as the parent of the-penitential or supplicating
sign, since it justly denotes that frame of heart and
mind without which our prayers and oblation of praises
will not obtain acceptance at the throne of grace, before
which how should a frail and erring creature of the dust
present himself unless with bended knees and uplifted
hands, betokening at once his humility and dependence?
In this posture did Adam first kneel before God and ble88
the autlior of his being; and there too did he bend with
contrite awe before the face of his offended Judge, to
avert his wrath, and implore his mercy; and transmitted
tllis sacred form to his posterity for ever.
PENT ALPHA. In the Royal Arch Dogree, the name
of God is depicted in the centre of old floor-cloths, by a
double interlacing triangle thus ll), inscribed within a
dark circle, representing unlimited space beyond the
reach of light, and the top representing the "light
shining in darkness, and the darkness comprehending it
not." This had been used as a Christian symbol, to denote the two natures of Jehovah, the God-man, for
centuries before the Royal Arch Degree was ever thought
of. In this form )$., or the above, it was called the/entangle, or seal of Solomon, and the shield of Davi , and
was employed all over Asia as a preservative against
witchcraft, in which superstition the Jews are said to
have participated ; for they used written charms enclosed
in the above hexagonal or pentangular fiiure, and disposed
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cabalistically, which were worn about their neck&. It
constituted the Pythagorean pentalpha, and wu the
symbol of health.
PERFECT ASHLAR. The perfect aahlar is a stone
of a true square, which can only be tried by the square
and compasses. This represents the mind of a man at
the close of life, after a well-regulated career of piety and
virtue, which can only be tried by the square of God'•
Word, and the compaases of an approving coll.BCience.
PERJURY. Let any unprejudiced man pronounce
his opinion of Freemaaonry from the experience of the
benefits it baa conferred on society, and his judgment
cannot be unfavourable. Take the great body of Freemuons, and their most determined enemies must admit
them to be honourable in their actions, and estimable in
private life. Look over the criminal calendar at any
assizes, and you very seldom find members of this Order
charged with felonious offences, or accused of disturbing
social order. Should a Maaon be convicted of felony or
perjury, he is immediately expelled the Order.
PERPENDICULAR. Geometrically, that which is perfectly upright and erect, inclining neither one way or the
other. Symbolically, inclining neither to avarice nor
injustice, to malioe nor revenge, to envy nor contempt, in
our intercourse with mankind ; but as the builder raises
his column by the plane or perpendicular, so should the
Mason carry himself toward the world ; thus will he stanti
approved before heaven and before men, purchasing
honor and felicity to himself as a professor of Masonry.
PERSONAL MERIT. All preferment amongst Masons is grounded upon real worth and personal merit
only, so that the lords may be well served, the brethren
not put to shame, nor the Royal Craft despised. Therefore no Muter or Warden is chosen by seniority, but for
his merit. It is impossible to describe these things in
writing, and therefore every brother must attend in hit
place, and learn them in a way peculiar to this Fraternity
-Ancient Clw.rges.
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PETITION. Every application for a warrant to hold
a new lodge mvst be by petition to the Grand Master,
signed by at least seven regularly registered Masons; and
the lodges to which they formerly belonged must be
specified. The petition must be recommended by the
officers of some regular lodge, and be transmitted to the
Grand Secretary, unless there be a Provincial Gran
Master of the district or province in which the lodge i
proposed to be holden, in which case it is to be sent io
him, or to his deputy, who is to forward it, with hia
recommendation or opmion thereon, to the Grand Master.
Applications fur relief must also be by petit!on, stating
the name, occupation, place of abode, and present circumstances of tbe petitioner ; together with the name
and number of the lodge in which he was initiated, and
the time when he was made a Mason. The ·apJ?licant,
unless disabled by disease or accident, must s1gn hia
name to the petition.-C011.1titutimu.
PHRASES OF ADMISSION. When a candidate
receives the first degree, he is said to be initiated, at the
second step he is paned, at the third raued; when he
takes the mark degree, he is c011gratulated; having passed
the chair, he is said to have 1m:sided; when he becomes a
.Most Excellent Master, he Is acknowledged and receiwl;
and when a Royal Arch Mason, he is exalted.
PHYSICAL. The physical qualifications of a candidate are, that he shall be a free man, hom of a free
woman, of mature age, and able body.
PICKAXE. The sound of the stroke of the ptckaxe
reminds us of the sound of the last trumpet, when the
grave shall be shaken, loosened, and deliver up its dead.
PILLARS. Every lodge must be supported by three
grand shafts, or pillal'8-Wisdom, Strength, and Beauty
Wisdom constructs the building, Beauty adorns, and
Strength supports it; also, Wisdom is ordained to diacover, Beauty to ornament, and Strength to bear. He
who is wiae as a perfect Master, will not be easily injured
by his own actions. Hath a person the strength which
a Senior Warden rep~esentl, he will bear and overcome
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every obstacle in life. And he who is adorned, like tbe
Junior Warden, with humility of spirit, approaches
nearer to the similitude of God tban another. But the
three pillars must be built upon a rock, and that rock ia
called Truth and J ustice.-Gadicke.
PILLARS OF THE PORCH. It is generally thought
that these pillars were made and erected onl! for ornament, because they supported no building. But Abarbinel's conjecture is not improbable, that Solomon had
respect to the pillar of the cloud, and the .Pillar of fire,
that went 6efore them and conducted them m the wilderness, and was a token of the divine Providence over
t.hem. These he set at the porch, or entrance of the
Temple (Jachin representing tbe pillar of the cloud, and
Boaz the pillar of fire), praying and hoping that the
Divine Light, and the cloud of His glory would vouchsafu to enter in there; and by them God and His providence would dwell among them in this house.-Bi&hop
Patrick.
PLACED. The situation of the candidate at the
north-east angle of the lodge, was symbolical of Josel>h,
who was the father of two tribes of Israel, one of whtch
was placed at the head of his division of the Israelites
in the wilderness, and bore one of the great cherubic
banners, and the other had two allotme.nts in the land
of Canaan.
PLANS. The tracing-board is for the Master to draw
his plans and designs on, that the bui1ding may be
carried on with order and regularity. It refers to the
Sacred Volume which is denominated the Tracing-Board
uf the Grand Architect of the Universe, because in that
holy book he had laid down such grand plans and ho1y
designs, that were we conversant therein, and adherent
thereto, it would bring us to a building not made with
hands, eternal in the heavens.
PLOTS. A Mason is a peaceable subject to the civil
powers wherever he resides or works, and is never to be
concerned in p1ots and conspiracies against the peace
and welfare of the nation, nor to behave hiiQself unduti-
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fully to inferior magistrates. He is cheerfully to conf.>rm
to every lawful authority; to uphold, on every occasion,
the interest of the community, and zealously to promote
the interests of his own country.-Ancient Chargu.
PLUMB-RULE. Without this instrument the opera-tive mason cannot prove that his work is perfectly
upright; and the overseer or su:perintendent of any build·
ing must have this tool ever 10 his hands, that he may
prove that his men are working correctly. To proceed
straight forward in the paths of virtue and honour, and
faithfully to perform those duties the Craft requires of
us, demands constant attention on the part of every Free
and Accepted Mason.-Gadicke.
•

POETRY OF MASONRY. An intelligible view of
the poetry of Masonry may be gathered from its general
principles. It inculcates brotherly love amongst all
mankind; it tends to soften the harshness of an exclusive
feeling towards those who differ from us in our views of
religion and. politics, although it allows of no discussion&
on either the one or the other; it suppresses the-attachment to class, which is the bane of all other institutions;
and, by the purity of its sentiments, it harmonizes the
mind, ameliorates the disposition, and produces that
genuine feeling of benevolence and Christian charity
which " suffereth long and is kind; which envieth not,
vaunteth not itself, is not easily puffed up, doth no~
behave unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked, thinketh no evil, rejoiceth not in iniquity, but;
rejoiceth in the truth, beareth all things, enduretb all
things."
POINT. A point is an inactive effective disposition
or inclination to tlie several duties of man, and is the
beginning of every active duty. It is also the beginning
of every advantage, profit, pleasure, or happiness, that
flows from the observation or performance of such a duty.
POINT WITHIN A CIRCLE. As in a circle, bow·
ever large, there is one middle point, whither all converge, called by geometricans the centre; and although
~he paril of the whole circumference may be dhided
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innumerably, yet is there no other point save that one
from which all measure equally, and which, by a certain
law of evenness, hath the sovereignty ov~r all. But if
yo a leave this one point, whatever point you take, the
greater number of hoes you draw, the more everything
is confused. So the soul is tossed to and fro by the very
vastness of the things, and is crushed by a real destitution, in that its own nature compels it everywhere to
seek one object, and the multiplicity suffers it not.-Se
.A.ugwtin.

POLITICS. Politics are entirely prohibited from a
Freemasons' lodge, and no brother dare attempt to propaga.te his views upon politics by means of the Order, this
being in direct opposition to the ancient statutes. The
political opinions of mankind never agree, and they are
thus directly opposed to brotherly union. If a peculiar
set of political opinions gain the upper hand in a state,
or if a revolution take place, or if a country be invaded
by a foreign army, the fodges close themselves. Charity
to a suffering warrior, let him be a friend or a foe, must
not be considered as a political act, for it is the general
duty of mankind, and more especially it is a masonic
duty .-Gadicke.

POMEGRANATE. Grained A~. The fruit is about
the size of an orange, of a tawny brown, containing an
abundance of seeds ; when ripe it opens lengthwise, and
is full of juice like wine, which is, when cultivated, sweet
and highly agreeable. As an emblem for ornamentation
it wM highly esteemed by most of the nations of antiquity.
Mo~~es was directed to put embroidered pomegranates,
with golden bells between them, at the bottom of the
high-priest's robe. The two pillars set ur at the porch of
the temple were ornamented with rows o artificial pome~ates. This fruit, because of the exuberance of its
seed, has been selected by Masons as an emblem of plenty.
PORCH. The width of the porch, holy and most
holy places, were twenty cubits, and the height over the
holy and most holy places, was thirty cubits; but the
height of the porch was much greater, being no lesa
than 120 cubitiJ, or four times the height of the rut of
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the building. To the north and south aides, and the
west e~d of the holy and most holy places, or all around
the edtfice, from the back of ·the porch on the one side,
to the back of the porch on the other side, certain
buildings were attached ; these were called side cham~
bers, and consisted of three stories, each five cubits
high, and joined to the wall of the temple without.Calma.
POT OF INCENSE. The pot of incense presents
itself to our notice as an emblem of a pure heart, which
is always an acceptable sacrifice to the Deity; and as
this glows with fervent heat, so should our hearts continually glow with gratitude to the greut and beneficent
author of o!lr existence, for the manifold blessings and
comfort.~~ we enjoy.
POT OF MANNA. The pot of manoa was placed
in the sanctuary to commemorate the heavenly bread,
by which the Israelites were sustained in the wilderness;
it has therefore been adopted as a masonic emblem, to
signi(y that Christ is the bread of God which came down
from heaven.
PURSUIVANT. An attendant or herald, who publicly
announced all new-comers at tournaments, etc. In some
Grand Lodges, an officer whose name implies similar
duties, and who acts as the inner sentinel

We

PRACTICE.
may talk of religion, its doctrines,
its precepts, and its privileges; we may talk of/hilosophy with all its train of human perfections, an human
acquirements; we may become Masons, boast of its
secrecy, its science, and its morals; put on all its ~audy
trappings and ornaments, and decorate ourselves wtth ittt
richest external jewels. But if our religion is destitute
of love to God, and of charity towards our fellow creatures; if our philosophy is destitute of philanthropy, or
if our Masonry is destitute of the activity of doing good,
away with rehgious profession, it is but an empty name;
away with philosophical sentiment, it is but as sounding
bras11; away with masonic pretension•, they are but aa
tink.ling cymbala.-I11IDCIOC'l.
.
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PRAYER. The legitimate prayers of Freemasonry
are short addresses to the Great Architect of the Universe for a blessing on our labours. Now who is thil
Divine Being whom we thus invokeY-Why, according
to the interpretation of our ancient brethren, "Him that
was carried to the top of the pinnacle of the holy
temple," or Jesus Christ. Nor is ~'reemasonry singular
in t~is interpretation. St. Paul says "Jesus Christ laid
the foundat10ns of the earth, and the heavens are the
work of his hands," or, in other words, that he is the
Great Architect of the Universe.
PRECAUTION. The greatest precautions are used to
prevent the admission of unworthy characters; if from
want of proper information, or from too charitable co~
structions, such are introduced, we deeply regret the
mistake, and use every proper method to remedy the
evil.-Harrn.
PRECEDENCY. The precedency of lodges is derived
from the number of their constitutions, as recorded in
the books of the Grand Lodge. No lodge shall bo
acknowledged, nor its officers admitt-ed into the United
Grand Lodge, or a Provincial Grand Lodge, nor any of ·
its members entitled to partake of the general charity or
other masonic privilege, unless it has been regularly
constituted and registered.-Constitutionl.
PREFERENCE. Though we give a decided preference to such as have been tried and proved, and found
to be worthy, and have in consequence been made members of the masonic family, we are known to profess and
practise charity unconfined, and liberality unlimited,
and to comprehend in the wide circle of our benevolence, the whole human race.-IIarri&.
PREJUDICE. From prejudice, as well as from ignorance, arise most of the objections against Freemasonry.
and all the misre:presentations of its principles and prootices. As the ongin of such dislike to OQr im~titution il
so well known, it might be deemed paving too great
respect to its evils, to take any notice of them all. In
general, it \a best to .de%~i%e the invectivea of calumny.
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and smile at the impotence of malice ; to disdain taking
any notice of groundless surmises, and not to give ourselves the trouble of listening to the queries of the
ignorant, or of confuting the opinions of the prejudiced
and captious.-Harris.
PREPARATION. Preparation bas several departments, various steps and degrees. We must place our
feet on the first round of the masonic or tlieological
ladder, before we can ascend the second ; and we must
receive the degree of Entered Apgrentice before we can
obtain the Fellowcraft, and the ~ ellowcraft before the
degree of Master Mason. Then how complete is the
analogy between the work of speculative Masonry, and
the preparation of the materials for King Solomon's
Temple, and what does the argument by way of analogy demonstrate~ Every moral truth which the pre-.
paration of the materials of the temple teaches, our
masonic preparation also illustrates. It would be wise
in us, to think often of the necessity of preparation to
be advanced in light and k.nowledge.-Scott.
PREPARED. A man who has been properly pre
pared to be initiated into Freemasonry, is a true symbol
of a pure and uncorrupted man, such as the Society
wishes and requires to have as members. Such an one
must be able to appreciate his fellow mortals more by
their moral worth and intellectual attainments, than by
their rank, power, or riches. Happy are those who
wish to be so estimated,. for they will do honour to the
Craft when clothed in purple and gold.-Gadicke.
PREPARING BROTHER. It is the duty of the
preparing brother, shortly before the candidate for initi&
tion is introduced into the lodge, to prove if he still contmues earnest in his desire to be initiated, what are the
red8ons which induce him to do so, and if he is willing
t.o submit himself unconditionally io the rules of an
unknown society. From this we may perceive that the
preparing brother must possess a fine knowledge of mankind. The situation in which he is placed with regard
to the candidate, gives him an opportunity of putting a
number of question• whieh could aot be put in any oth_;,
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plaee, or which the candidate could not &ll8Wer so folly
and so unhesitatingly as in the l?reparing-room. The
preparing brother must not territy the candidate from
seeking admission; his duty is merely to remove any
erroneous ideas the candidate may have fonned of the
Craft, as far as may be found necessary.-Gad.iCke.
PRE-REQUISITES. No person is capable of becoming a member unless, together with the virtues aforementioned, or at least a disposition to seek and acquire
t1tem, he is also free-born, of mature age, of good report,
of sufficient natural endowments, and the senses of a
man ; with an estate, office, trade, occupation, or some
visible way of acquiring an honest livelihood, and of
working in his Craft, as becomes the members of this
most ancient and honourable fraternity, who ought not
. only to earn what is sufficient for themselves and families, but also something to spare for works of charity and
supporting the true dignity of the royal Craft.-Moore
PRIEST. The second principal of the Royal Arch.
PRINCIPAL POINT. The principal point of Masonry, is Brotherly Love, Relief, and Truth.
PRINCIPALS. In a Royal Arch Chapter the Companions are supposed to be seated round, in the fonn of
the catenarian arch, in which the thrones of the three
Principals form the key or cope-stone, to preserve a
memory of the vaulted shrine in which King Solomon
deposited the sacred name of the word. The cope-stones
are represented by the three Principals of the Chapter,
because as a knowledge of the secrets of the vaulted
~hamber could only be known by drawing them forth,
o the complete knowled~e of this degree can be attained
only by passing through 1ts several offices.
PRINTED WORKS ON FREEMASONRY. The
Mason promises at his initiation, that he will not betray
the secrets of the Order by writing, and notwithstanding
the great number of the so-called printed works upon
)?reemasonry which we have, there is not an author ot
une of those works who has been a ·traitor to the real
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secrets of tho Craft. When it is maintained by the
world that the books which are said to have been written
by oppressed Freemasons, contain the secrets of Free.
masonry, it is a very great error. To publish an accounil
of the ceremonies of the Lodge, however wrong that may
be, does not communicate the secrets of Freemasonry.
The printed rituals are not correct, as they are llrinted
from memory, and not froma lodge copy. Inquinesinto
the history ·of the Order, and the true meaning of ita
lljeroglyphics and ceremonies by learned brethren cannot
be considered treason, for the Order itself recommends
the study of its history, and that every brother should
instruct his fellows as much as possible. It is the same
with the printed explanation of the moral principles and
the symbols of the Order; we are recommended to study
them incessantly, until we have made ourselves masters
of the valuable information they contain; and when our
learned and cautious brethren publish the result of their
inquiries, they ought to be most welcome to the Craft.Gadicke.

PRINTING. No brother shall presume to print 01
publish, or cause to be printed or publish~d, the pro
ceedings of any lodge, nor any part thereof; or thtt
names of the persons present at such lodge, without the
direction of the Grand Master, or Provincial Grand
Master, under pain of being expelled from the Order.
This law is not to extend to the writing, printing, or
publishing, of any notice or summons issued to the members of a lodge by the authority of the Master.-Comtittf.liom.
PRIVATE DUTIES. Whoever would be a Mason
should know how to practise all the private virtues. He
should avoid all manner of intemperance or excess, which
might prevent his performance of the laudable duties
of his Uraft, or lead him into enormities, which would
reflect dishonour upon the ancient fraternity. He is to
be industrious in h1s profession, and true to the Lord and
Master he serves. He is to labour justly, and not to eat
any man's bread for nought; but to pay truly for his
meat and drink. What leisure his labour allows, be ia
to employ in studying the arts and aciencea with a dili-
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gent mind, that he may the better perform all his dutie11
to his Creator, his country, his neignbour and himself.Moore.
PRIVILEGES. The majority of every ~articular
lodge, when duly congregated. have the pnvilege of
instructing their Mast~r and Wardens for their conduct
in the Grand Lodge and tluarterly Communications; and
all particular lodges in the same CommuniCations, shall
as much as possible observe the same rules and usages,
and appoint some of their members to visit each other
in the different lodges, as often as it may be convenient
-Moore.
PROBATIONS. Probation impliP..a progression, and
progression implies reward. If the labour of the Entered
Apprentice is intended to refer to the fall of man, or the
curse pronounced for his disobedience, then the induatri·
ous and Christian Mason has an assurance that the time
will' come when he wiU be called from his labour OD
earth, to refreshment in heaven.-&ott.
PROCESSIONS. Our public proceaaions han beea
instituted for many noble purposes. We visit the houe
of God in ~ublic, to offer up our/rayers and praiael for
mercies and blessings ; we atten in a booy to abew the
world our mutual attachment as a band of brothen; we
are arranged in a set form to exhibit the beauty of oar
system, constructed on the most harmonious proportio111,
and modelled by a series of imperceptible gr&dee of rank,
which cement and unite us in that indissoluble chain of
sincere affection which is so well understood by Master
Masons, and blend the attributes of equality and subordination in a balance so nice and equitable, that the
concord between rulers and brethren is never subject to
violation, while we meet on the level and part on the
square.
PROCLAMATION. On the proclamation of Cyrus
the Jews left Babylon, under the conduct of Zerubb&bel, son of Shealtiel, the lineal descendant of the princely
house of Judah, attended by J eshua the High. Priest,
Haggai the -pro-phet, a.ud Ezra the ecnbe, and returned
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their own land. In the seventh month of the same
the altar of God was erected, and burnt offerings
were sacrificed upon it; and the feast of tabernacles
was kept according to the law of Moses. Men were also
employed according to the permission of Cyrus, to cui
cetfa.rs in Lebanon, and bring them by sea to Joppa. In
the beginning of the second year, the foundation of the
temple was laid by Zerubbabel, the Grand Master of the
J ew1sh Masons, assisted by J eshua the High Priest, as
Senior Grand Warden, with great rejoicing and praise to
God.
to

year

PROFANE. The word signifies uninitiated. All
those who do not belong to the Order are frequently so
called. Before a lodge is held, care must be taken that
none but the initiated are present, and that the lodge
is carefully tiled. In the lodge lists, which are frequently
open to the public, there are given the addresses to which
all letters for the lodge must be sent, and these are called
profane addrC~SBes. It would be much more pro~r to
call them " town addresses," for many of the uninttiated
translate the word profane as unmannerly or impious.Gadicke.

PROGRESSIVE. There are three steps and three
degrees in symbolical Masonry. Each step or degree is
an advance towards light and knowledge. There is more
revealed in the Fellow Craft's degree, than in the de~ee
of the Entered Apprentice ; and there is fulness of light
and knowledge in the degree of Master. Mankind, before the appearance of the Messiah, had been partially
instructed under the patriarchal and Levitical dispensations. But the world was then comparatively in dark..·
ness ; more light was wanted, and tb.e Messiah came to
give more light, to teach and instruct the world in the
mysteries of his kingdom.-Scott.
'
PROMISE. The promise of a Saviour, ita reference
and fulfilment, is the great mystery of Freemasonry.
Some of our most sublime observances are founded upon
it, and the distinguishin~ tokens of recognition in one of
the degrees, refer exclUSively to that gracious in~si·
tion of the Deity in behalf of fallen man : and by .vutue
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of one of these significar:.t signs, if we prost.rate OWAelveA
with our face to the earth, it is to supplif'..ate the mercy
of our Creator and Judge, looking forward with humble
confidence to his holy promises, by which alone we hope
to pass through the ark of our redemption, into the.
mansions of eternal bliss and glory.
PROMOTION. Every man strives for promotion,
either in office or in knowledge. It is for this rea80u
that the Apprentice strives for the Fellowcraft's degree;
the Fellowcraft for the Master's degree, and the Master
for a still higher degree, or state of knowledge. Those
who really and zealously strive to obtain a correct knowledge of all that is truly good and valuable in the Craft,
will not fail in their endeavours to obtain masonic promotion.-Gadicke.
PRONUNCIATION. The name of Jehovah is the
fountain and root, produces all others, and itself is
derived from none ; which is shewn by being written
"n ~.., "n .,.,.. which is seventy-two ; and is adduced by
"Bereshith Raba," as one of the highest Names, being
taught by the priests and wise men, once in seven years,
to their equals in piety and virtue, from the pronunciation being extremely difficult and secret.-Ma1UZ88eh .Ben.
]IJTael.

PROPAGATION. Our Grand Master Solomon, observing the effects produced by strict order adopted
among the Masons emplo,red in his work, conceived the
idea of uniting the wise 10 every nation, in the bond of
brotherly love, and in the pursuit of scientific acquirements. He admitted to the participation of this system
those illustrious sages, who resorted to Jerusalem, even
from the uttermost parts of the East, to be instructed
in his wisdom ; and they returning to their respective
homes, propagated the system of J1"'reemasonry over the ·
whole face of the Eastern continent.-Hemming.
PROPER PERSONS. The per.sons made Masons, or
admitted members of a lodge, must be good and true
men, free born, and of mature and discreet age and sound
judgment ; no bondmen, no women, no immoral or scan..
dalous men, but of good report.-- Ancient Chargu.
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It is to be lamented that the indulgence Mbjoined tc
this wholesome injunction, (no lodge shall ever make a
Mn.~on without due in<Juiry into his character,) should
weaken the regard senously due to it; for as no man
will build his. house upon a bog or a quicksand, a man
of suspicious integritr will be found equally unfit to
sustain the character of a true Mason ; and if some corresponding regard to worldly circumstances w~re included,
it would operate more for the welfare and credit of the
Rociety.-Noorthouck.

PROPHET. The third principal of the Royal Arch
·
Chapter.
PROPOSING. Proposing a candidate is a thing which
requires the ~eatest care and attention. Through an
improper subJect, a whole lodge-nay, even the whole
Society-may receive a deep wound. No one dare propose a person with whom he is not intimately acquainted,
and whose conduct he has not had an opportunity of
observing under different circumstances. The person
who is about to make a proposition, must have carefully
inquired whether the candidate is influenced by the
desire of gain or self-interest; for he must not look to
the Order as a means of making money, but rather as a
means of expendin~ it in charitable objects.
PROSCRIPTION. The severest punishment in the
Order. The Freemason who is found guilty of a crime
against the regulations of the Order, or the laws of the
land, is solemnly proscribed, und notice of his proscription is sent to all lodges, so that he never can gam
admission again.-Gadicke.
PROTECTION. The true believers, in order to
withdraw and distinguish themselves from the rest of
mankind, especiallY' the idolaters by whom they were
surrounded, adopted emblems, and mystic devices, together with certain distinguishing principles, whereby they
should be known to each other; and also certify that
they were servants of that God, in whose hands all creation existed. By these means they also protected themselves from persecution, and their faith from the ridicule
of the in~rednlous vulgar.-HiLtcltinson.
27
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PROTOTYPE. Masonry has the Omnipotent Arohi-.
teet of the Universe for the object of its adoration and
imitation, His great and wonderful works for its pattern·
and prototype, and the wisest and best of men of a11 ages,
nations and languages, for its patrons and profeBBOrs.
But though Masonry primarily inculcates morals and the
religion of nature, it has caught an additional spark from
the light of revelation and the Sun of Righteousness.
And though Masonry continues to bum with subordinate
lustre, it lights the human traveller on the same road, it
breathes a concordant spirit of universal benevolence and
brotherly love, adds one threaa more to the silken cord
of evangelical charity which binds man t.o man, and
crowns the cardinal virtues with Christian graces.Watson.

PROVERBS OR MAXIMS. }"'or the most part having
reference to the Order, are in many lodges orally communicated to the brethren, and they are examined in the
proficiency they have obtained in discovering the spirit
and meaning of those proverbs, before they can obtain a
higher degree.-Gad.icke.
PROVINCIAL GRAND LODGE. The Provincial
Grand Lodge of each province is to be assembled by the
Provincial Grand Master or his deputy, at least once in
each year for business; and which may also be a masonic
festival. ThP. present and past provincial grand officers,
being subscribing members of any lodge within the district, with the Masters, Past Masters, and Wardens of all
the lodges, are members of the Provincial Grand Lodge;
:~.nd the Master and Wardens shall attend the same when
duly summoned, or depute some brethren properly qualified to represent them.-Con.Ytit-utions.
PROVINCIAL GRAND MASTER. The appointment of this officer, for counties and for large populoWI
districts, i11 a prerogative of the Grand Master, by whom,
or, in his absence, by his deputy, a patent may be granted, during pleasure, to such brother of emmenoo and
ability in the Croft as may be thought worthy of the
ap.J:lointment. By this patent he is invested with a rank
auu power, in his part.ieular district, similar to those poesc~:~sc,l by t\\~ Gta,,\\ "\\\.\)0\~t \"\\.\"-~\{.-C<Jwilutiou.
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PROVINCIAL GRAND OFFICERS. These officers
. are ~ be annually nominated and installed or invested,
according to their stations, in the Provincial Grand
Lodge; and when so . regularly appointed, they J!OBSess,
within their particular diatrid, the rank and pnvileges
of grand officers; but they are not by such appointment
members of the United Grand Lodge, nor do they take
any rank out of the province, though they are entitled to
wear their clothing as provincial grand officers, or past
officers, in all masonic 888emblies. No brother can be
appointed a Grand Warden unless he be the Master of a
lOdge, or has regularly served in that office; nor a Grand
Deacon, unless he be a Warden, or Past Warden of a
lodge. If Grand Stewards are appointed, the number
shall not exceed six, nor shall they take any prominent
rank or distinction in the province.-Co713titutiom.
PRUDENCE. The emblem of prudence is the first
and most exalted object that demanas our attention in the
lodge. It is placed in the centre, ever to be present to the
eye of the Mason, that his heart may be attentive to her
dictates, and steadfast in her laws; for prudence is the
rule of all virtues; prudence is the path which leads to
every degree of propriety ; prudence is the channel
whence self-approbatiOn flows for ever. She leads us
forth to worthy actions, and, as a blazing star, enlightens
us throughout the dreary and darksome paths of lifeHutchimon.

PUBLICITY. What is there in Freemasonry, except
the landmarks and peculiar secrets, that we ought to be
anxious to conceal 't Are our dochines unfavourable to
the interests of morality, that we ure desirous of hiding
them from public observation? Are our ceremonies repulsive to vil"tue, or our practices subversive to the rules
aml decencies of societyY Nothing like it. We boast
of our benevolent institutions; we extol our brotherly
Jove; we celebrate our regard for the four cadinal, and
the three theological virtues. Why place our light under
a bushel? why refuse to let it shine before men, thai
they may see our good works have a tendency to the glory
of our }'ather which is in heaven Y
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PUNCTUALITY. I would impress upon the Kasten
and Wardens the necessity of being punctual, and alway•
to open their lodges and commence their business at the
exact hour mentioned in the summonses, assured that if
they persevere in this duty, they will incite regularity in
the brethren, and the consequences will be, that their
families, and the world at large, will appreciate an inBti
tution which thus displays the fruits of sound and wholesome discipline; the lodges will increase in number and
reputation, and through their exemplary conduct, Freemasonry will secure a triumphal ascendancy, and excite
general admiration and respect.
. PUNISHMENTS. Those Freemasons who Violate
the laws of the country in which they reside, are either
suspe~ded, excluded, or proscribed. The lodge, never•
theless, never usurps the place of the magistrate or judge,
as it has been formerly accused of doing. It rather
directs the attention of the officers of jutttiee to those
brethren upon whom remonstrance!! are of no avail, and
whom it is compelled to exclude.-Gadicke.
PURITY. White was always considered an emblem
of purity. Porphyry, who wrote so largely on the spurious Freemasonry, says, " They esteem h1m not fit to
offer sacrifice worthily, whose body is not clothed in a
white and clean garment; but they do not think it any
great matter, if some go to sacrifice, having their bodies
clean, and also their garments, though their minds be not
void of evil, as if God were not the most delighted with
internal purity, which bears the nearest resemblance to
him. It was even written in the temple of Epidauraslet all who come to offer at this shrine be pure. Now
purity comists in holy thoughts.
PURPLE. The colour by which the grand officers
are distinguished. It is an emblem of union, being produced by the combination of blue and dcarlet, and remmda
the wearer to cultivate amongst the brethren over whom
he is placed, such a spirit of union as may cement them
into one complete and harmonious society.

QUADRANGULAR DIAGRAM. Thia figure, wbiC'b
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appears on some of the old Ror,ai. Arch fioor~loths,
. reminds us o( the seven pair of p1llars which supported
King Solomon's private avenue, the seven steps in ad·
vancing, and the seven seals ; for in those days the 0. B.
was sealed seven times. The entire hieroglyphic, including the linear and angular triads, and
the quadrangular diagram, was usoc in the
!
continental degree of Secret Master, to exl
press the Tetragrammatl)n, or Sacred Name, which they
MSert was found written upon the ancient monuments
of Jerusalem.

< U

QUALIFICATION. Every candidate for the office
of Master must be true and trusty, of good report, and
held in high estimation amongst the brethren. He must
be well skilled in our noble science, and a lover of the
Craft; he must have been regularly initiated, passed, and
raised in the three established degrees of Freemasonry,
and have served the office of Warden in some regulru
warranted lodge. He ought to be of exemplary conduct,
courteous in manners, easy of address, but steady and firm
in principle. He must have been regularly ballotted
for, and elected by, the Worshipful 1\Iaster, officers, anci
brethren, in open lodge assembled; and presented ac·
cording to ancient form, to a regularly constituted board
of installed Masters.
QUALIFICATION QUESTIONS. These questions
are used as tests, to ascertain the progress of a candidate
during his/assage through the degrees. They are significant; an every one who aspires to the character of a
perfect Mason, ought to be acquainted with them.
QUARRELLING. As a Mason you are to cultivate
brotherly love, the foundation and cape-stone, the eement
and glory of this ancient fraternity, avoiding all wrangling
and quarrelling, all slander and backbiting, nor permitting
others to slander any honest brother, but defending his
character and doing him all good offices, as far as is consistent with your honour and ~fety, and no farther.Ancient Charges.

QUARRIES OF TYRE.

The arrangement of the
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Tyriau quarries must not be compared with the common
stone-pits of this country, but rafher to an extensive coal
mine. 'fhus, Shaw describes the quarries of Strabo, at
Aquilaria:-" Small shafts or openings are carried up
quite through the surface above, for the admission of
fresh air, whilst large pillars, with their respective arches,
are still left standing to support the roof." Here·thc
lodges wer~ opened in the several degrees.
QUARTERLY COMMUNICATIONS. Four Grand
Lodges, representing the Craft, shall be held for quarterly communication in each year, on the first Wednesday
in the months of March, June, September and December,
on each of which occasions, the Masters and Wardenl!l of
all the warranted lodges, shall deliver into the hands of the
Grand Secretary and Grand Treasurer, a faithful list of
all their contributing members; and the warranted lodges
in and adjacent to London, should pay towards the grand
fund one shilling per quarter for each member.-Artidr•
o/ Union.
QUARTERLY SUBSCRIPTIONS. Supporting a
paying the serving brethren, and other expen~
which are unavoidable, cause an expenditure which the
uncertain fees upon initiation will not meet, and thus
renders it necessary for the brethren to contribute a small
sum monthly for this purpose; these sums vary in
amount in different lodges according to their own bylaws made for the purpose. The balance in the hands of
the Treasurer, after paying all necessary expenses, is
spent for the benefit of the lodge, or devoted to charitable purposes. No subscribing brother ought to neglect
these J.>ayments; and he who lives in a place where
there Is no lodge, and is not a subscriber, acts most
unmasonica.lly by neglecting to support the Charities.Poor brethren, and those who are initiated as musical or
serving brethren, are exempt from all contributions; but
those who are able to subscribe and do not do so, deserve
most justlv to be struck off the list of members.lod~e,

Gadicke.

•

QUATERNARY. The sacred quaternatj, or number
four, involves the liberal sciences, physics, mo..lity, &c
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And because the first four digits, added into each other,
produce the number teo, Pythagoras called the quater-.
nary all number, and used it as the symbol of univer• sality.
QUEEN ELIZABETH. During the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, the government of the country attempted to
interfere with Freemasonry, but without success. The
queen was jealous of all secrets in which she wos unable
to participate, and she deputed an armed force, on St.
John's day, in December, 1561, to break up the annual
Grand Lodge. The Grand Master, Sir Thomas Sackville,
received the queen's officers with great civility, telling
them nothing could give him greater pleasure than to
admit them into the Grand Lodge, and communicate to
them the secrets of the Order. He persuaded them to
be initiated, and this convinced them that the system
was founded on the sublime ordinances of morality and
religion. On their return, they assured the queen that
the business of Freemasonry was the cultivation of morality and science, harmony and peace; and that politics
and religion were alike forbidden to be discussed 10 their
assemblies. The queen was perfectly satisfied, and never
attempted to disturb the lodges again.
RAINBOW. The rainbow was an emblem common
to every species of religious mystery; and was probably
derived from an old arkite tradition, tlrat the divmity was
clothed in a rainbow; for thus he is represented by Ezekiel the prophet : " As the appearance of the bow that is
in the cloud in the day of rain, so was the appearance of
the brightness round about; this was the appearancs
of the likeness of the Glory of the Lord." St. Johu
saw in a vision the throne of God encompassed by a
rainbow. A rainbow was in fact the usual emblem of a
divine Saviour throughout the world. Some Christians,
"from th~ irradiation of the sun upon a cloud, apprehend the mystery of the Son of Righteousness in th
obscurity of the flesh by the colours green and red
the two destructions of the world by water and fire ; or
by the colour of water and blood the mysteries of baptlsm,
lnd the holy eucharist"
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RAISED. The expressive term used to designate the
reception of the candidate into the third or sublime
de~ee of Master Mason, ~nd. alludes b?th to a part of
the ceremony and to our fa1th m the ~lonoUl'l morn of the •
resurrection, when our bodies will nse, and beeome as
incorruptible as our souls.
RECOGNITION, SIGN OR SIGNS, WORD, AND
GRIP. Wherever brethren meet, in whatever part of
the world it may be, whether they can understand each
others language or not, if it be by day or by night, if
one be deaf and the other dumb, they can nevertheless
rect>gnise each other as brethren. In ·this r~pect the
recognition signs are a universallan~age, and they are
communicated to every Ml\Son at his initiation. Signs
and grips can be given so cautiously that lt is not possible to perceive them, if they are surrounded by thousands
who have not been initiated. To give the word is some
what more difficult. B~ the grip we :may make ourselves
known to the blind, by the sign unto the deaf, and by
the word and grip by day or by night.-Gadicke.
RECOMlfENDATION. The following is the general
form of a petition to the Lodge of Benevolence for relief,
which may be altered according to circumstance~ :-We
the undersigned, being the Master, Wardens, and majority
of the members present, in open lodge assembled, of
, and held at
, this
lodge No.- called
---day of
• , 18-, do hereby certify, that the
within named petitioner hath been a regular contributing
member of this lodge for the space of
years ; and
that we have known him in reputable circumstances,
and do therefore recommend him to the Lodge of Benevolence for relief, having satisfactory grounds for believing
the allegations set forth in his petition to be true.-Con•titutiqns.

RECONCILIATION. Freemasonry teaches to su~
press private prejudices and party spint; to forget animosities, and to listen to the voice of reconciliation ; to
!!often into gentleness and complaisance, sympathJ, and
love; and to prepare for all the duties of UnlversnJ
beuevolence.-Harru.
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RED SEA. That ·part of the sea over which the
Israelites passed, was, according to :Mr. Bruce, and other
travellers, about four leagues across, and, therefore,
might easi,ly be crossed in one night. In the dividing of
the sea, two agents appear to be employed, though the
effect produced can be attributed to neither. By stretching out the rod the waters w~re divided; by the blowing
of the vehement east wind, the bed of the sea was dried.
It bas been observed that in the ben of the sea, where
the Israelites were supposed to have passed, the wa.toris
!lbout fourteen fathoms, or twenty-eight yards deep. No
natural agent could divide these waters, and cause them
to stand as a wall u;pon the right band and upon the
_left; therefore God d1d it by his own sovereign power.
When the waters were thus-divided, there was no need
of a. miracle to dry the bed of the sea, and make it passable; therefore the strong desiccating east wind was
brought, which soon accomplished this object.-Adam
Clarke.

·

REFRESHMENT. I like the good old custom of
moderate refreshment during lodge hours, because, under
proper restrictions, I am persuaded that it is consonant
with ancient usage. The following are the routine
ceremonies which were used on such occasions by our
brethren of the last century. At a certain hour of the
evening, and with certain ceremonies, the lodge waa
called from labour to refreshment, when the brethren
"enjoyed themselves with decent merriment," and the
song and the toast prevailed for a brief period. The
songs were usually on masonic subjects, as printed in the
old Books of Constitutions, and other works ; and
although the poetry is sometimes not of the choicest
kind, yet several of them may class amongst the first
compositions of the day. Each song had its appropriate
toast; and thus the brethren were furnished with the
materials for passing a social hour. And I can say from
experience, that the time of refreshment in a masonio
lodge, up to the union in 1813, was a period of unalloved
happiness and rational enjoyment.
REGALIA. No brother shall, on any pretence, be
wmitted into the Grand Lodge, or any suborainate lodge,
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without his proper clothing. If c.m honorary or ot~er
jewel be worn, it must be conformable to, and consistent
with, those degrees, which are recognised by the Grand
Lodge.-Constitution8.
.
'
REGENERATION. The cro8s on which the Messiah
suffered was typified by th~ staff of Jacob amongst the
patriarchs ; amongst the Jews by- the rod of Moses, as
an agent of salvation on their dehverance from Egyptiau
bondage, and during their sojournings in the wilderness;
and also by the pole on which the brazen serpent was
suspended : and amongst the heathen by the tau-cr9s11,
which was appropriated to Serapis, and other deities ;
and, in its triple form (lzl), constituting a striking
emblem of Royal Arch Masonry united with Christianity
at the present day. And it is remarkable, that in each
and every case, whether of the staff of Jacob, the rod of
Moses, the fillar of the brazen serpent, or the tau of the
heathen natiOns, the emblem signified alike the cross of
Christ, regeneration, and life.
REGISTRAR. The Grand Registraris to be appointed
annually by the Grand Master on the day of his installation, and, if present, invested according to ancient custom. He shall have the custody of the seals of the
Grand Lodge, and shall affix the same to all patents,
warrants, certificates, and other documents issuea by the
authority of the Grand Lodge, as well as to such as the
Grand Master, in conformity to the established laws and
regulations of the Craft, may direct. He is to superin., tend the office of the records of the Grand Lodge, and
to take care that the several documents issued from his
office be in due form.-ComtitutifJ1U.
REGISTRATION. Every lodge must be particularly
careful in registering the names o1 the brethren initiated
therein, and also in making the returns of its members,
as no person is entitled to partake of the general charity,
unless his name be duly registered, and he shall have
been at least two years a contributing member of a
lodge; except in the following cases, to which the limitation of two years is not meant to extend, viz.: shiywreck, or capture at sea, loss by fire, or br~ing ot diM-
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locating a limb, fully attested and proved. To prevent
injury to individuals, by tbeir being excluded the privileges of Masonry, through the neglect of their lodges in
not registering their names, any brother, so circumstanced, on producing sufficient proof that he has paid
the full fees to his lodge, including the register fee, shall
be capable of enjoying the privileges of the Craft. But
the offending lodge shall be reported to the Board of
General Purposes, and rigorously proceeded against for
detaining monies which are the property of the Grand
Lodge.-Comtitutiom. .
·
REGULAR LODGE. By this term we are not only
to understand such a lodge as works under a general
warrant, granted by the Grand Lodge of the country in
which it is situated, and which is acknowledged by, and
is in correspondence with, the neighbouring lodges, but
also that the Book of the Holy Law shall be unfolded
on the pedestal ; that it shall be composed of the requisite number of brethren, and the authority of the warrant
enforced by the presence of the Book of Constitutions.
REGULARITY. He only is acknowledged as a Free
and Accepted Mason who has been initiated into our
mysteries in a certain manner, with the a11sistance of, and
under the superintendence of at least seven brethren, and
who is able to prove that he has been regularly initiated,
by the ready use of those signs and words which are used •
by the other brethren.-Charler o/ Colne.
REGULATIONS Without such regulations as Solomon had devised for the government of his servants,
without such artificers, and a superior wisdom overruling
the whole, we should be l\t a loss to account for the
beginning, carrying on, and finishing that great work in
the space of seven years and six. months, when the two
succeeding temples, though much inferior, employed so
much more time; and then we have good authority to
believ~ that the temple of Diana, at Ephesus, a strucsure
not comparable to the Temple of Jerusalem, was two
h1mdred and twenty years in building.-Hutc/,iruon.
UEINSTATEMENT

The Provincial Grano Master
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has no power to expel a Mason, though he mar., when
satisfied that any brother has been unjustly or illegally
suspended,_removed, or excluded from any of his masonic
functions or privileges by a lodge, order him to be
immediately restored, and may suspend, until the next
quarterly communication, the lodge or brother who shall
efuse to comply with such order.-Comtitutimu.

Jno-

RELIEF. Relief is an important tenet of our
ession ; and though to relieve the distressed is a uty
incumbent on all men, it is more particularly so on
Masons, who are linked together by an indissoluble chain
of sincere aflection. To soothe calamity, alleviate misfortune, compassionate misery, and restore peace to the
troubled mind, is the grand ann of the true Mason. On
this basis he establishes his friendships, and forms his
connexions.
RELIGION. The ancient lodges only admitted those
persons into the Order who acknowledged the diviuity of
Jesus Uhrist; thus they were to be Christians, eithet· of
the English, Catholic, Lutheran, reformed, or modt~rn
Greek church. Mahometans, Jews, &c., were excluded,
for none of these acknowledged the New Testament aR
a sacred writing. In modem times some of the French
lodges have initiated Jews, but they are not acknow• ledged by the ancient lodges to be Freemasons.-GaJicke
REMOVAL OF LODGES. When any lodge shall
have resolved to remove, the Master or Warden shall
forthwith send a copy of the minutes of the lodge for
such removal to the Grand Secretary, or to the Provincial
Grand Master or his deputy, that it may be ascertaiuecl
whether the above law has been strictly complied with,
11JJd that the removal may be duly recorded. If the
meeting of a lodge at its usual place should by any circumstance be rendered impossible or improper, the Master
may appoint any other place, and consult his brethren
on the occasion.-Constituti01U.
RENUNCIATION. Amongst the Jews, when a person
renounced any bargain or contract, he took off his shoe,
and gave it to his fellow; which was considered a snfti-
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cient elidence that he transferred all his ri~ht unto that
person to whom he delivered his shoe. It 18 not easy to
give an account of the origin of this custom ; but the
reason is p_lain en?ul?h, it b~ing a natural si~_ificati~n
that he res1gned Ins mterest 10 the land by giVmg h1m
his shoe, wherewith he used to walk in it, to the end
that he might enter into it, and take possession of it himself: The 'l'argum, instead of a shC~e, oath the right-hand
glove; it being the custom in his time, perhaps, to g~ve
that jnstead of the shoe. }'or it is less troublesome to
pull off a glove than a shoe, and deliver it to another;
though it hath the same signification ; as now the J ew8
deliver a handkerchief to the same purpose. So R. Solomon Jarchi affirms-" We acquire, or buy, now by a
handkerchief, or veil, instead of a shoe."-Buhop Patrick.
REPASTS. The days of meeting are often days of
festivity. The repasts are heightened by the temporary
equality, which adds much to the mirth of the meeting,
and all cares subside for the day. What has been said oi
certain assemblies, where decency was not respected, u
most certainly the invention of calumny.-Barruel.
REPORT. The sound of the Master's hammer reminde
each brother of the sacred numbers, a thing which ought
to induce us readily and cheerfully to acknowledge and
obey his commands. He who wishes to gain admittance
amongst us must remember the saying, "Knock and it •
shall be opened unto you." It is only then that he can
enter with a sanctified heart.-Gadicke.
REPORTS. The reports or signals of Masonry are
too well known to every brother to need any explanation.
They are arranged on certain fixed principles to distinguish every separate degree.
REPRESENTATION. The public interests of the
Fraternity are managed by a general representation of
all private lodges on recotd, together w1th the present
and past grand officers, and the Grand Master at their
h~. All brethren who have been regularly elected
and installed as Master of a lodge, and who have ex6nutcd the office for one year, shall rank as Past Mast6ra,
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aLd shall be members of thA Ol'faald Lodge. But if I
Past MMter shall cease to sub!K'nbe to a lodge for the
space of twelve months, be shall no longer eujoy the
rank of Past l\Iaster, or continue a member of the Grand
Lodge.-Constitutio118.

REPRESENTATIVES, or DEPUTms FROM on
LoDGE TO ANOTHER. They may either be represent&
tives of one Grand Lodge in another, or of a St. John'
Lodge in a Grand Lodge. In the last case the deputy
must endeavour to maintain the rights and privileges of
the lodge he represents, and must not allow any resolutions to be passed which may act injuriously to the
lodge he represents, or any other lodge. We perceive
by this that a deputy should have clear views of the
rights and privileges of the lodge he represents, and of
the whole Order, or he cannot do his duty as a deputy in
bringing any propositions he may have to make before
the Grand Lodge. He must also be able to transmit a
correct account of the transactions of the Grand Lodge
to the lodge from which he is deputed.-Gadicke.
REPUTATION. It seems the M8.8ons have great
regard to the reputation, as well as the profit, of their
Order; since they make it one reason for not divulging
an art in common, that it may do honour to the possessors
of it. I think in this particular they show too much
regard for their own society, and too little for the rest of
mankind.-Locke.
REPROACH. There are some of persons of so captious
and uncharitable a make, that it would be impossible for
the most cautious to avoid their remarks, or escape their
censures. The exccptious may lay hold of some unguarded circumstance or other, misrepr~sent what is
good, and, by giving it a wroug turn or appellation, spoil
both its credit and effect. While the envious and malicious will be sagacious in discovering the weak side of
every character, and dexterous in making the most and
worst of it. Thus circumstanced, how are we to conduct ourselves? How is it possible to steer clear from
blame? It may not be. But if we cannot escape
reproachel\, we may avoid dcsurving t!•cm.-Ilrtrri.s.
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RESIGNATION. This word is sometimes applied when
a member desires to leave his Lodge. A Mason's obligations to the Order are ind~feasible. In the separation of
R brother from his Lodge, the word dimit should be used.
RESPECTABILITY. In referring to the prosperous
condition of the Craft, and the accession wh1ch is daily
making to its numbers, 1 would observe that the charac
ter of a lodge does not depend upon the number but the
respectability of its members. It is too often the case
that a lodge manifests too great anxiety to swell its
numbers, under the erroneous i()ea that number constitutes might. It should, however, be remembered, that
the race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong.
So it is in Masonry; a lodge of a dozen men, of respectable standing in society, will exert more influence upon
the community than five times the number of doubtful
reputation. The latter will be greater in numerical
strength, but the former in actual power.-7'anne/,ill.
RESTRICTIONS. When the Temple at Jerusalem
was completed, King Solomon, being desirous to transmit the society under the ancient restrictions, as a blessing to future ages, decreed that whenever they should
ahsemble in their lodges, to discourse upon, and improve
themselves in, the arts and sciences, and whatever else
should be deemed proper topics to increase their knowledge, they should likewise instruct each other in secrecy
and prudence, morality and good fellowship; and for
these purpose! he established certain peculiar rules and
customs to be invariably observed in their conversatiol18,
that their minds might be enriched by a perfect acquaintance with, and practice of, every moral, social, and
religious duty, lest, while they were so highly honoured
by being employed in raising a temple to the great Jehovah, they should neglect to secure themselves a happy
admittance into the celestial lodge, of which the Temple
was only to be a type.-Calcott.
RESURRECTION. The Master Mason's tracing-board,i
covered with emblems of mortality, reads a lesson to the
initiated of the certainty of death, and also of a resune~
tion from the dead. Like that of the two pre~ding
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eonbiving to captivate the hearer by atrength of arp
ment and beauty of expression, whether it be to entreat
or exhort, to admonish or applaud.
RHYME. When lectures were added to the system
of Freemasonry, they were sometimPs couched in doggrel
rhyme; but their versel'l seldom embodied any of the
peculiar secrets. The introduction of the " Master's
Part," as it was then called, was expressed as follows
The passage has been expunged from our disquisitioll8,
as unmeaning and useless, and therefore there will be no
impropriety in introducing an extract here, to show how
our forefathers worked. Ex. An E. A. P. I presume you
have been. Jl. J. and B. I have seen. A~. M. I was
most rare, with diamond, ashlar, and the square. E.c
If a M. M. you would be, you most understand the rule
of three, and M. B. shall make you free; and what you
want in Masonry, shall in this lodge be shown to thee.
ll. Good Masonry, I understand; the keys of all lodges
are at my command, &c.; &c.
RIBBON. The ribbon worn by the Companions of
the Order, is a sacred emblem denoting light, being
composed of the two principal colours with which the
veil of the tabernacle was interwoven. It is further
signified by its radiated form, and in both respects has
been considered an emblem of regal power and dignity.
RIGHT ANGLE. The perfect sincerity of one right
line to another, is as the line of that angle, the line of
duty being radius. An acute angle is imperfect sincerity.
An obtuse angle is injustice. Join sincerity perfectly to
any duty, and it forms justice, and is equal to an angle
of ninety degrees.- Old Lecture.
RIGHT HAND. The proper residence of faith or
fidelity was thought to be in the right hand, and therefore
this deity was sometimes represented by two right hands
joined together; sometimes by two little images shaking
each other by the right hand; so that the right hand was
esteemed by the ancients as a sacred symbol. And
agreeably to this are those expressions in Virgil:-" Ji~n
llextra fidesque;" as if ahaking by the right hand waa
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He is taught to reverence God's holy name, and never tc
mention 1t but with that revereLtial awe which is due
from the creature to tbe Creator; to imJ?lore His aid in
all laudable undertakings, and esteem Hrm as the chief
good.-Scott.
REVERENTIAL. We are taught by the reverential
sign to bend with submission and resignation beneath
the chastening band of the Almighty, and at the same
time to engraft his law in our hearts. This expressive
form, in which the Father of the human race first presented himself before the face of the Most High, to receive
the denunciation and terrible judgment, was adopted by
our Grand Master Moses, who, when the Lord appeared
to him in the burning bush on Mount Horeb, covered
his face from the brightness of the divine presence.
REVISION. A revision of the lodge lectures periodically, to meet the advance of civilization and science,
ought to take J?lace under the sanction of the Grand
Lodge. Every mstitution, to be perfect, should be consistent with itself. And hence the insufficiency of the
present lectures may reasonably be questioned. It is
therefore desirable that the attention of the fraternity
should be fairlr awakened to the subject, that they may
take the prem111es into their most serious consideration,
and endeavour to J>lace Freemasonry on so substantial
a basis, as to constitute the unmixed pride of its friends
and defenders, and defr. the malice of its traducers and
foes, if any such are still to be found amongst those who
are indifferent to its progress.
REWARD. The brethren are released from their
labour to receive their reward: Respect, love, and gratitude, are their reward, and the consciousness of having
deserved such must dwell in the breast of the labourer
himself. No one can or dare declare himself to be
worthy or unworthy of this reward, much less can he
claim merit from his brethren.-GaJicke.
RHETORIC. Rhetori~ teaches us to speak copiously
and fluently on any subject, not merely with propriety,
but with all the advantage of force and elegance ; wisely
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degrees, it is au oblong square, circumscribed by a black
border within the four cardinal points of the compau.
'l'lu.• principal figure is a black coffin, on a white grouud,
at the head of which is placed a sprig of evergreen, called
cussia, or acacia, which "ppears to bloom and flourish
over the grave, as though it said-" 0 death where is thy
sting! 0 grave where is thy victory! "
RETURNS. Every lodge shall, at 1~ once tn the
year·, transmit, by dir~ct com.municatioo, to the Grand
~cen~tary a regular hst of Its mem hers, and of the
brethren iuiti11ted or admitted therein since their last
return, with the dates of initiating, passing, and raising
every brother; ulso their ages as nearly as possible at
that time, aml their titles, professions, additions, or
tnules; together with all momes due or payable to the
Graucl Lodge; which list is to be signed by the Muter
nnd Hl•cretary.-Constitutiom.
RE-UNION. Freemasonry forms a happy centre of
re-union for worthy men, who are desirous of a selecl.
society of friends and brothers, who have bound themselvt's in a voluntary obligation to love each oth~r. to
afford aid and assistance in time of need, to anima~ one
another to acts of virtue and benevolence, and to keep
inviolably the secrets which form the chief charactt ristic
of the Order.-Lalande.
RI<~VELATION. Masonry J?rimarily inculcates n .orals
and the religion of nature, but It has caught an additional
o~park from the light of revelation and the Sun of Ri,Jhteousncss. And though Masonry continues to burn with
subordinate lustre, it lights the human traveller ou tho
same road ; it breathes a concordant spirit of uni•ersal
benevolence and brotherly love; adds one thread moro
to the silken cord of cvangelic.al charity which bindr: man
to man, and crowns the cardinal virtues with Chr.!'.liao
graces.- Wat.on.

REVELS. No dark revete or midnight orgiP.~; hTe
practised in a lodge. No words of wrath or condemnation
arc heard, and no inquisitorial questions are aaked. The
candidate hears of peace, brotherly love, t•olief, and trut·h
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an indit~pensable token of an honest heart And again
"Cur .Jextrcc jungere dextram non datur, ac veras audire,
et rcJdere voces Y" that is to say, why should we no~
join right hand to right hand, and hear and speak the
truth ?-Andenon.
R.IGH'l' LINE. A right line is a duty persisted in
with constancy, or any uninterrupted advantage, profit,
pleasure, or happiness. 'fhat which hath no dependence
on any other thing to make it perfect in itself, IS a right
. line. Every divine command is a right line, and also the
sincerity with which such a command ought to be performed. Every line representing a duty to be performed,
may be supposed to contain all the particular branches
of that duty; for the branches or parts of any duty, must
of consequence make up the whole duty itselt:-OM
Lecture.
RIGHTS. The right of the Entered Apprentice to be.
advanced, or the Fellow Craft to be raised, depends, in
strict principle, upon his proficiency in the degree which
be has received. He should be able to exhibit a beautiful
specimen of intellectual or moral work, to entitle him to
receive wages, or to enter upon the study of higher
departments of science.-Scott.
RITE. A rite is an item in the ceremonial of confernng degrees, although in some countries it is extended to
include a number of degrees and orders, as in the Frencl:
rite "ancien et accepte," which comprehends the "Mac;onnerie Symbolique, Elu, Chev. d'Orient, du Solei!,
Kadosh, Rose Croix," &c., with the "Grades dites Philosophiques et Administratifs."
RITUAL. This word imports how a lodge ought to
l>c opened and closed, and how an initiation, passing, or
raising ought to be conducted; this may also be called
. the liturgy of the lodge. The ritual is not the same in
all lodges, nay, there are nearly as many different rituals
ns there are Grand Lodges. Many of those rituals are of
quite modern origin, especially that of the Grand Lodge
Royal York, Berlin, and that of the Grand Lodge of
Hamburgh. The English ritual is the moat ancient. anJ
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extended itself int.o every part of the earth but W8l
afterwards superseded in many places by the French,
Swedish, and others. Those outward fornis and ceremonies, although they differ, yet they do not divide the
brethren amongst themselves, but each lodge and its
members is tolerant with the members of other lodges;
and all lodges are allowed to endeavour and strive to
obtain their object by what way they think best. Neither
is there any real difference whether some ceremonies are
to be £erformed in this manner, or in that, according to
the different rituals, or whether the officers are called
this or that. Time and various circumstances have made
those alterations in the rituals principally to produce a
more lasting impression upon the mind of the candidate
at his initiation, and to advance with the improved spirit
of the times. Fragments from some of the rituals liave
been published, especially from the old ones; but there
must be more than a dozen rituals published before an
uninitiated person could learn how an initiation w&s conducted, or how a lodge was h~. The end to which the
ritual lead!! us is the principal object, or the real secret
of Freemasonry, and it would reqmre an adept to discover
this from any ritual. There only ought to be one ritual,
as was the case in former ages; and the unlucky word
system ought never to have been introduced into the
Craft.-Gadicke.
·
RIVERS OF EDEN. The four rivers of Paradise
had a reference to the cardinal virtues. In Pisor, our
first parents revered the fountain of prudence ; in Gihon
they beheld the sacred stream of justice. The rapid torrent of Hiddekel denoted fortitude, and the Euphrates
the mild and steady current of temperance. Happy was
their state, while these sacred truths continued to guide
their actions; and the Mason will be equally happy who,
through life, adheres to the lessons here inculcated.
Instructed by prudence, guided by justice, strengthened
by fortitude and restrained by temperance, like Adam in
the gai."den of Eden, his services will be acceptable to
the Deity.
·
ROD. The rod of Moses, fearful as the attack of a
1erpent to the Egyptians. was a sceptre of righteousn~se
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to the children of Israel. It was a sign ~f the .i1vine
authority, ar1d a visible ·demonstration of God's power
used to confound the pretended Rkill of the magicians,
to show the omnipotence of the Deity, and to humble
_ the p.ride of Pharaoh, when he beheld the mightv won·
ders wrought by so contemptible an agent as a sheilherd's
staft: But above all, this ·rod metamorphosed, was a
type of Christ's death, to which indeed Freemasonry
ultimately points; for as by a serpent death came into
the world, so by the death of the Son of God, the
serpent, or Satan, was fullv vanquished and trodden underfoot.
ROUGH ASHLER. We cannot regard the rough
ashier as an imperfect thing, for it was created by the
Almighty Great Architect and he created nothing imperfect, but gave us wisdom and understanding, so as to
enable us to convert the seemingly imperfect to our
especial usc and comfort. 'Vhat great alterations are
made in a rough ashier by the mallet and chisel ! With
it are formed, by the intelligent man, the most admirable
pieces of architecture. And man, what is he when he
first enters into the world ?-Imperfect, and yet a perfect
work of God, out of which so much can be made by
education and cultivation.-Gudicke.
ROYAL ARCH. This degree is more august, sublime,
and important than those which precede it, and is the
summit of ancient Masonry. It impresses on our mind&
a more finn belief of the existence of a Supreme Deity
without beginning of days or end of years, and justly
reminds us of the respect and veneration due to that holy
name. Until within these few years, this degree w~
not conferred on any but those who had been enrolled a
considerable time in the fraternity, and could beside•
~ivc the most unequivocal proofs of their skill and pr<t
ficiency in the Craft.-Aitiman Rezon.
IWYAL ART. It is a royal art to be able to preserve
a secret, and we are, therefore, accustomed· to call Frecmasonrv a royal art. 'l'o be able to plan large buildings,
especinlly palaces, is also certainly a great and a royal
art, but it is Rtill a more royal art to induce men to do that.
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whid1 is good, and to abstain from evil, without having
recourse to the rower of the law. Others d~rive the
appellation, roya art, from that part of the memBers of
the English Builders' Huts, who, after the beheading of
Charles I., 30th JanUJ).ry, 1649, joined the persecuted
Stuart, inasmuch as that they laboured to restore the
oyal throne, which had been destroy~d by Cromwell
Anderson, on the contrary, in his English Constitution
Book, affirms that the afpellation royal art is derived
from tlle fact, that roya persons have stood, and still
stand, at the head of the Craft.-Oadicke.
ROYAL LODGE. The Royal Lodge was held in thea
city of Jerusalem, on the· return of the Babylonish captives in the first year of the reign of Cyrus; over it pre
sided Z., the prince of the Jews, H., the prophet, and J.
the high priest. Now it was that the kingly power wu
again more visibly restored, and continued till the total
destruction of the city and temple by the Romans, under
the command of Titus; when Herod, not of their own
royal line, nor even a Jew, was appointed king, and
hereby was verified that prophecy of Jacob's in Egypt,
delivered more than one thousand years before, " that
the sceptre should not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver
from between his feet, until Shiloh come."
RUAl\IMI. The words Ammi and Ruammi, made use
of by the prophet Hosea, may be interpreted, my people,
and obtained mercy.
RULERS. The rulers and governors, supreme and
subordinate, of the ancient lodge, are to be obeyed in
their respective stations by all the brethren, according to
the old charges and regulations, with all humility, revernee, love, and alacrity.-Ancient Charge~.
SABBATH. The institution of a Sabbath was U.
szgnum creation is, for a memorial of the creation ; because,
as God rested on that day in testimony that his work was
completed, so it was accounted holy, and appointed to
be observed as a day of universal repose.
SAClU:D. We call that sacred which is separated
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from common things, and dedicated either entirely or
partially to the Most High. The ideas of truth and virtue, the feeling of a pure love and friendship are sacred,
for they eleva£e us above common things and lead to God.
The tenour of sacred thought and feelings is towards
religion, and therefore all things are sacred which are
peculiarly dedicated to religious services, and carefully
guarded from being applied to profane uses, or which, by
means of their religious importance and value, are especially honoured and cons1dered indispensable to our
,;pititual and moral welfare. According to these ideas of
what is sacred, the Freemason can call his work sacred,
and every brother must acknowledge it to be so. Our
labours being separated from "the outward world, and
founded upon truth and virtue, require brotherly love
and philanthropy, and always elevate the spirit to the
Great Architect of the Universe. But true inward
sanctity every brother must have in his own breast, and
not have it to seek in the degrees of the Order.Gculicke.
SACRED LODGE. Over the sacred lodge presided
Solomon, the greatest of kings, and the wisest of men;
Hiram, the great and learned king of Tyre; and Hiram
Abiff, the widow's son, of the tribe of Napthali. It was
held in the bowels of the sacred Mount !tloriah, under
the part whereon was erected the S. S., or H. of H. On
this mount it was where Abraham confirmed his faith by
his readiness to offer up his only son Isaac. Here it was
where David oftbred that acceptable sacrifice on the
threshing-floor of Araunah, by which the anger of the
Lord was appeased, and the plague stayed from his
people. Here it was where the Lord delivered to David,
m a dream, the plan of the glorious temple, afterwards
erected by our noble G. M. K. S. And lastly, here it
was where he declared he would establish his sacred
name and word, which should never pass away; and for
these reasons, this was justly styled the Sacred Lodge.
SACRED NAME. This name expre8ses the eternity
of the Godhead, and points to his unchangeableness, as
well as his infinite perfections. The Hebrews noted the
attributes of the Deity under different names. If the,
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wished to express his divine essence, they used the word
Jehovah, if his omnipotence was the theme, it was El,
Elah, or Eloah; to expreBB his excellency, they used the
word Elion; and for his mercy, Elchannan.
ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST. He was the forerunner
of Jesus, a son of the Jewish priest Zacharias and of
Elizabeth, who, as a zealous judge of morality _and undaunted preacher of repentance, obtained great celebrity,
first in liis native country, then in the mountains of
Judea, and afterwards among the whole nation. His
simple and abstemious manner of living contributed
much to his fame, and especially the peculiar purification
or consecration by baptism in a river bath, which he
introduced as a symbol of that moral purity which he so
zealously inculcated. Jesus allowed himself to be baptized by him, and from that time forward John said unto
his disciples, that he was certainly the Messias. The
frank earnestness and the great fame with which he
preached even in Galilee, soon brought upon him the
suspicion and hatred of the court of 'l'etrarch Antipas, or
King Herod, who imprisoned him, and on the 29th
Auguet, in the thirty-second or thirty-third year of his
life, caused him to be beheaded. 'l'he 24th June, his
birth-day, is dedicated to his memo~ through all Christendom. The patron saint of the 1! reemasons' brotherhood was formerly not St. John the Baptist, but St.
John the Evangelist, whose festival they celebrated the
27th December, upon which day they hold their general
assembly, probably induced thereto because at this season of the year the members could be better spared from
their business or profeesion. For this reason also they
chose for their quarterly festivals, the Annunciation of
the Virgin 1\lary, Michaelmas, and the festival of St. John
the Baptist, which last festival, on account of the better
weather and other circumstances having been found to
be more convenient for the yearly assembly, was often
appointed for the time on which it should be held, so
tflat it has no'": become m~arly general. Many lodget
still celebrate the 27th December, and call it the minor
St. John's day.-Gadicke.

ST. JOHN THE EVANGELIST. St. _John the
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Evangelist and Apostle of Jesus, whose gospel is so
important to all Freemasons, was born in Bethsaida, in
G11lilee, a son of Zebedee, and a disciple of Jesus, who
Jo,·ed him because .he distinguished himself by his gentleness and humility. After the ascension of Jesus, he
preached the gospel principally in Asia Minor and at
Ephesus, where it is probable that he died in a good old
age. He was a man of great energy and poetic fire and
life; in his early years somewhat haughty and intolerant,
but afterwards an example of love. We have a gospel
or biography of Jesus by him, and three of the epistles
.. also bear his name. The gospel of St. John is especially
important to the Freemason, for he preached love, and
his book certainly contains all the fundamental doctrines
of Freemasonry. As a Freemason ought never to forget
that he bas laid his hand upon the gospel of St. J obn, so
should be never cease to love his brethren according to
the doctrine of love contained in that sacred book.
Many lodges celebrate his anniversary, the 27th December.-Gadick~.
ST. JOHN'S MASONRY. Originally there was only
one kind of Freemasonry. But when the Scottish and
other higher degrees were introduced, the three first
degrees received the name of St. John's Masonry.Gadicke.

·

SALT. In the Helvetian ceremonies of Masonry,
salt is added to the corn, wine and oil, because it was a
symbol of the wisdom and learning which characterize
Masons' lodges. Pierius makes it an emblem of hospitality and friendshiJ?, and also of fidelity. In the
ScriJ?tures, salt is considered as a symbol of perpetuity
and mcorruption, and used as a covenant. The formula
used by our ancient brethren, when salt was sprinkled
on the foundation-stone of a new lodge was, " May this
undertaking, co11trived by wisdom, be executed in strength
and adorned with beauty, so that it may be a house
where peace, harmony, and brotherly love shall perpetually reign."
SALUTE. As operative masons and other mechanic•
have a so-called sign or pass-word, especially wbP.U\.\~(\\\
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tramp, so had we als(\ formerly a proper form for salutiJI&
strange brethren. At yresent the salutation " from the
Worthy and WorshiJ.lfu Brethren of the Holy Lodge of
St. John," &c., &c., IS not required from a foreign brother
who is paying a visit, because something more is demanded from him than this ancient method of legitimation.
The salutation of the brethren should be a salute of
peace and love, and strengthened by the sacred numbens.
He who does not really love his brother, let him not.
take him by the hand, let him not feign love. Expe:rience teaches us that every brother is not worthy of
love, and that those who meet every one with an embrace, who profess to love every- one, lay themselvea
open to the suspicion that they do not really and truly
respect any one.-Gadickc.
SANCTUM SANCTORUM. This was the oracle;
.d here were four cherubim, two lesser constructed by
J'\loses of massive gold, and two larger made by Solomon and plated with gold. The former were attached
to the lid of the Mercy Seat, the latter spread their
-vings over it as an ornament and protection •
•~ANHEDRUI. The Sanhedrim was a council of
seventy-one or seventy-two senators among the Jews,
who detem1ined the most important affairs of the nation.
The room in which they met was a rotunda, half of
which was built without the Temple and half within,
the latter part being that in which the judge sat. The
Nasi, or prince, who was generally the high priest, sat
on a throne at the end of the hall, his deputy, called
Ab-beth-din, at his right hand, and the sub-deputy, or
Chacan., at his left ; the other senators being ranged in
Jrder on each side. Most of the members of this council
wer~ priests or Levites, though men in private statjone
:;f hfe were not excluded.-Culmct.
SASH. The colour of the R. A. sash is one of the
most durable and beautiful in nature. It is the appropriate colour adopted nnd worn by our ancient bret.Ei.ren
of the three l'ymbolical degrees, and is the peculiar
characteristic of an institution which bas stood the teet
of agm1 a111l which is as much distinguished by the
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durability of its materials or principles as by the beauty
of its superstructure. It is an emblem of universal
friendship and benevolence, and instructs us that in
the mind of a Mason, those virtues should be as the
blue arch of heaven ibelf.-Moore.
SCARLET. This rich and beautiful colour is emblematical of fervency and zeal. It is the apl?ropriate
colour of the Royal Arch degree; and admomsbes us,
that we should be fervent in the exercise of our devotions
to God, and zealous in our endeavours to promote the
happiness of man.-Moore.
SCEPTRE. The old Masons used to say in the R. A.
Lecture, " On the top of those staves or sceptres, are
the banners of the twelve tribes, which we have for
many purposes; esbecially to commemorate the great
wonders wrought for the children of Israel during their
travels in the wilderness, when they were first set up as
standards around their encampments, and about wfiich
each tribe \Vas assembled in due form. The devices
thereon were emblematical of what should happen to
their posterity in a(ter ag~s."
SCHAliiR. It is asserted by the Rabbins, that King
Solomon received a secret from Asmodeus, an evil spirit,
mentioned in the book of Tobit, who had usurped his
throne aud afterwards became his prisoner. By the
use of this, he was enabled to finish the temple without
the use of axe, hammer, or metal tool ; for the stone
schnmir, which the demon presented to him, possessed
the property of cutting any other substance, as a diamond
cuts glass. This, however, is wholly fabulous. 1\Ietal
tools were used in the forest and the quarry, and it was
by a very natural process that the building was constructed without the pollution of these instruments.
SCHISM. It is commonly believed that the prevalence of schism in any iustitution, is the fruitful parent
of many evils, which cannot fail to detract from its
purity and excellence. And so it is; but the evil is uot
without its portion of ~ood. Experience teaches that if
Lhe members of an institution become apathetic, notllin~
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is so hk.ely to rouse them to a sense of duty, a& the
existence of conflicting opinions, which produce a separation of interests, and divide them into two adverse
sections; each of which, like the self-multiplying polypus, will frequently become as strong and prosperous u
the parent institution.
SCHOOLS. The Royal Freemasons' School for F&male Children was established in 1788, for maintaining,
clothing, and educating the ft:male children and orphan&
of reduced brethren, for protecting and preserving them
from the danger and misfortunes to which distressed
young females are peculiarly exposed; for training them
up in the knowledge and love ol' virtue, and in habits of
industry; and impressing on their minds true humility,
tmd the practice of all social, moral, and religious duties.
Already have nearly 600 female children been admitted
to this school, since its establishment, and have been
apprenticed, or returned to their friends, many of whom
have become ornaments of their sex and station, and all of
them good and useful members of society. I must also
mention the Royal l\Iasonic Institution for Clot_h ing,
Educating, and Apprenticing the Sons of Indigent and
Deceased Freemasons, established in 1798. The boys
are educated at schools near the residences of their
parents or friends, are furnished with books, taught to
read, write, and arithmetic, furnished with proper clothing, and on leaving the institution, a suitable apprentiCft
fee is granted to them.-Pe1·cy.
SCIENCE. Freemasonry is a science not to be confined to a few Israelitic traditions learned by heart, as a
echool-boy learns his lessons; it is a science which embraces everything useful to man ; it corrects the heart,
and prepares it to receive the mild impressions of the
divine code; its moral injunctions, if duly weighed and
properly applied, never fail to form its disciples into
good members of society. It opens a progressive field
tor inquiry, and 'ought never to be driven into narrow
bounds by the enactment of a law, saying, thus far will
we allow you to go, Bnd no farther, under the penalty
~of exclusion from its universality.-J[Il.,t11beth.
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SCIENTIFIC MASONRY. The scientific consists in
the knowledge of several of the arts and sciences, so far
aa to enable us to discern the reason for the operations
of those before-mentioned instruments, tools and machines, and to the force and momentum of the different
mechanical powers ; and also to clear up and arrange our
ideas in such a manner, as to be able to delineate them
so clearly on our tracing-board, ~hat, by the help of a
proper scale, the brethren of the second de~ree may take
them off and complete our design, and it intended for
that purpose, erect a stracture, which when finished,
shall contain the greatest degree of strength, elegance
and convenience, that the quantity of materials and space
allowed will admit of; and this is the part of, or applicable to, our brethren of the highest degree of the Craft
of Master Masons.-Dunckcrly.
·
SCRIBES. The two scribes represent the two columns which supported and adorned the entrance to the
arch; whence is signified their duty of registering, or
enterjng in the records, every act, law and transaction,
for the general good of the chapter.
SCROLL. The fine inner bark of such trees as the
lime, ash, maple, or elm, was early used as a substance
for writing on. As such was called in Latin liber, this
• name came permanently to be applied to all kinds of
books, and has, in a similar connection, been adopted
into most European languages. These books, like all
others of flexible materials, were rolled up to render them
portable, and to preserve the writing. They were usually rolled round a stick or cylinder, and if they were
long, round two cylinders, hence the name volume
(volumen), a thing rolled up, which continues to be
applied to books very different from rolls. In using the
roll, the reader unrolled it to the rlace he wanted, and
rolled it up again when he had reac it. The book of tho
taw written on parchment, is thus rolled and thus read
in the Jewish synagogues at the present time.-Kitto.
SKULL AND CROSS-BONES. These are emblems
of mortality, and teach the Master Mason to .contemplote
death as the end of his afflictions, and the entrance to
another und a better lift~.
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SCYTHE. The scythe is nn emblem of time, which
cuts' the brittle thread of life, and launches us into eteruity. \Vhat havoc does the scythe of time make among
the human race! If by chance we escape the numeroW!
evils incident to childhood and youth, and anive in
perfect health and strength at the years of vigorous manhood; yet decrepid old age will soon follow, and we
must be cut down by the all-devouring scythe of time,
and be gathered into the land where our fathers have
gone before us.-Old Lectures.
SEAL. Every Lodge has its own seal, and a collection of these seals is a very interesting thing, for they
each contain either a symbolical or an allegorical allusion
to the name of the lodge. Every certificate is sealed
with the seal of the Grand Lodge by which it is granted,
and as all Grand Lodge seals are well known, it thus
prevents false certificates from iujuring the Craft.Gwlicl.:e.
The component parts of the cherubim are exhibited in
the official seal of, I believe, all the Grand Lodges in the
world. In that of the Grand Lodge of England, the two
large cheruhims of Solomon are its supporters, nud the
tour figures are impaled with the Masons' arms ou the
field. The crest is the Ark of the Covenant, ou which
the cherubim are again repeated a.s hovering over the
Mercy Seat, to form the superb throne of the Deity.
SEAL OF SOLOMON. The double or endless triangle, in one or other of its different fom1s, constituted tl1e
famous seal of Solomon, our ancient G. lf., which was
t;aid to bind the evil genii 80 fast, that they were unable
to release themselves. By virtue of tQ.is seal, as the
Moslems believed, Solomon compelled the genii to assist
him in building the Temple of J crusalem, and many
other magnificent works.
SECOND DEGREE. As the darkness of heathenism,
or natural religion, preceded the divine revelation vouchpafed to the people of God, so by our initiation into the
second degree, we advance still farther into the dawn
--·%~gured out by the Mosaic di~:~pcnsation, which preceded
"""~ more perfect Chriman clay. Here ·the novice is
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broughl to light, tt, behold and handle tools of a more
o.rtificiat and ingenious construction, and emblematic of
sublimer moral truths. By these he leams to reduce rude
matter into due form, and rude manners into the more
roljshed shape of moral and religious l'ectitude; becommg thereby a more harmoRious corner-stone of symmetry
in the structure of human society, until he is made a
glorious corner-stone in the temple of God.-Watson.
SECRECY. Secrecy is one of the first duties of a
Freemason, but those Masons err much who think they
do their duty by only exercising it in things concerning
the Order of the lodge. It is not for this reason only
that secrecy is so often inculcated in the lodge as a
masonic duty, it is that he ought to use secrecy and caution in all his transactions out of the lodge, and especially
where his talkativeness might be the means of causing
injury or damage to his fellow~men.-Gadicke.
SECRETARY. An important office in a lodge, for it
is necessary that it should be filled by a man who can
not only make out the common transactions of the lodge,
but who is also capable of comprehending the spirit of
a lecture, and introducing it into the transactions, briefly
and at the same time cotTectly. To write a protocol
correctly, so that in the event of any dispute it may
serve as wrJtten evidence, is, as is well-known, a most
difficult task, and requires great experience. The Secretary must be a Master Mason, and, when necesBllry, the
brethren must asstst him as copyists.-Gadicke.
.
SECRET. What can it be? This is a question which
has been asked for centuries, and will probably continue
to be ask(!d for centuries to come. Ceremonies, customs,
moral explanations of allegorical and symbolical instru
ments and figures which are to be found in a Freemasons'
lo•lge, are, it is true, considered as secrets by some of
the brotherhood. But those cannot be the real genuine
secrets of Freemasonry; it is impossible; for a Mason
may be acquainted with all the ceremonies, usages, an~
customs of the Craft-he may be able morally to explain
every symbolical or allegorical instrument or ffguro
which is to be found in a 1\Iasons' lodge-and yet neither
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be happy in this world, nor have a sure -foundation on
which to build his hopes of happiness in the world to
come.-Gadicke.
SECRET SOCIETIES. Freemasons ever endeavour
to act up to the principles of the ancient secret societlcs
nnd if they differ in some points from the practices of
those ancient worthies, it is in having improved upon
their leading principles, by spreading the truth most
extensively over th6globe, whilst the schools and academics of learning of our predecessors, were more of loca'
than of universal existence.-Husenbeth.
SECT. It must not be imagined that Masonry is a
system of religion at the present period. Nothing can
be farther from the truth. Such a. supposition would
reduce it to the level of a. religious sect, and utterly destroy its universality. It embraces a view of all the
main facts connected with the great plan of human
redemption; but leaves the brethren to arrange those
facts as may suit their own individual opinion. This u
the doctrine of the first ancient charge.
SEDITION. The following clause of exemption fro>m
the penalties of the Sedition Act, was highly honourable
to the Order:-" And whereas, certain societies have
been long accustomed to be holden in this kingdom,
under the denomination of lodges of Freemasons, th~
meetings whereof have been in a great measure directed
to charitable purposes, be it therefore enacted, thnt
nothing in this act shall extend to the meetings of any
such society or lodge which shall, before the passing of
this act, have been usually holden under the said denomination, and in conformity to the rules prevailing among
the said societies of Freemasons."

.

SEEING. Seeing is that ·sem'le by which we are
enabled to istinguish objects of different kinds, and, in
an instant of time, without any change of place or situation, to view armies in battle array, figures of _the most
stately structures, and all the agreeable varieties displayed
the laodscnpe of nature.- Old Lecture~.
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SEEK. He who is desirous of finding wisdom, must
diligently seck for it; and if he would know the real
design of Masonry, he must study, and observe, and meditate, on what h"e hears in the lodge, otherwise the bond
age of ignorance will never be removed.
SELF-INTEREST. Let me travel from east to west,
or between north and south, when I meet a true brother,
I shall find a friend, who will do all in his power to serve
me, without having the least view of self-interest; and if
I am poor and in distress, he will relieve me, to the
utmost of his power, interest, or capacity. This is the
second grand principle; for relief will follow when there
is brotherly lovc.-Dunckerley.
SELF-KNOWLEDGE. Every Freemason is earnestly exhorted to study himself. He who does not
know himself, his moral weaknesses, his desires, his
powers of toleration, and his real, not his imaginary,
spiritual strength, cannot live as the Order requires that
he ought to live, in the bonds of the closest fraternal
love with the whole brotherhood; and if an office is intrusted to him in the lodge, he cannot know whether he
is capable of filling it with credit to himself and profit to
the Craft. It is quite as necessary that a Freemason
should be as well acquainted with his mor!ll strength as
he is with his moral weakness; for marty Masons are
inactive in the lodge and in the Craft, lllerely because
they do not know the power which is within themselves.
He who has thoroughly studied himself, and is suscepti
ble of all good impressions, will be subject tq much leY
P.vil than othcrs.-Gadick.c.
SEMPER EADEM. What is thiR imperious institution which has spread her wings over the whole continent of Europe, and which, without the slightest dept~nd
ence on any form of government, has preserved its pm ity
amidst every species ofpolitical convulsion, the disasters
of empires, and religious wars? What is this immense
and influential association whose origin is lost amidst the
darkness of antiquity, and whose ramifications branch out
amidst the conflicting interests of commercial speculation, diplomatic alliance'l, and nll the social establish-
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ments of mankind, in every country of the world, in aptte
of ditlerences in climate, colour, language and mannelll?
What is the signification of its rites and_ ceremonies, itt
usages, and its symbols 'I What services is it able to
render to the sacred cause of humanity 'I Every reasonable man will answer these questions by a reference tn
the mysteries of Freemasonry.-~"anvier.
SENIORITY OF LODGES. The precedency of
lodges is derived from the number t>f their constitution,
as recorded in the books of the Grand Lodge. No lodge
can be acknowledged, nor its officers admitted into the
United Grund Lodge, or a provincial Grand Lodge, nor
any of its members entitled to partake of the general
charity or other masonic privilege, unless it baa boon
regularly constituted and registered.-Comtitution,.
SENIOR WARDEN. The duty ofthe Senior "\\"'arden, like that of the Master, is indicated by his jewel of
office, which is a symbol of equality, and instructs him
tlmt the duties of his situation ought to be executed with
strict impartiality, and without respect of persons. Regularity of attendance is an essential part of this office,
because if the Master should die, or be removed, or be
rendered incapable of discharging the duties of his office,
the Senior Warden must supply his place until the next
election of officers; and even should the Master necessarily be absent from any single lodge, the Senior Warden
must rule the lodge, if no former Master be present~
SEPHIROTH. The term sephira is derived from .,.,tl)
sapphire, which, in holy writ, appears to have been considered of the highest brilliancy; the word is therefore
generally translated " splendour, " although some writera
consider its derivation to be from "''EEt:l, to number, and
render it "enumerations." The former is the most correct, from its supposed origin being, that previous to the
creation all space was filled with infinite light, which
was withdrawn to a certain point when the Divine Mind
resolved to form the universe, thus leaving a spherical
vacuum. From the concave so formed, a beam of light
issued to the opaque sphere. This light not continuing
long in a rectilinear coullle, diverged nt ten different
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points, forming as many separate concentric circles of
light, divided from the supreme light by portions of
o.Paque space, yet leaving in the centre an opaque sphe·
neal body; they have therefore termed them sovereign
light~. They are 1!-amed-1, The Crown; 2, Knowled~e;
3, W1sdom; 4, Mtght; 6, Mercy; 6, Granc:feur; 7, Victory; 8, Glory; 9, Stability; 10, Kingdom.

SERPENT AND CROSS. Before the Israelites were
permitted to inhabit the country assigned to them by
covenant from Jehovah to their ancestor Abraham, a
compound symbol, which was afterwards introduced into
Freemasonry, was publicly exhibited as a type of salvation. I refer to the tau-cross and serpent. The Israelites
were subjected to a plague of serpents, as the punishment of sin ; and on their repentance Moses was directed
to elevate a serpent of brass, that whosoever looked on
it might be saved. Hence the cross became an emblem
of life and salvation; and being, in a higher degree
tripled amongst ourselves, signifies the Tetragrammaton,
or Him who made tho worlds, even the author of our
redemption-Jesus Christ.
SERVITUDE. The stipulated period of an apprentice's servitude is seven years, put less time will suffice,
if found worthy of promotion by possessing the quo.litiea
of freedom, fervency, and zeal.
SEVEN. Seven is an important number to a Freema
sou. In ancient times each -brother was compelled to he
acquainted with the seven liberal arts and sciences; it
is tor this reason that seven brethren form a symbolic
lodge. If two triangles ~ are joined together, they
torm 1Jc, or six-pointed star, and if this figure is enclosed
in a. circle, then there are seven points ~; and it waa
with this figure that the ancients represented the aevel'
subordinate powers of uature.-Ga.dick.e.
SEVEN STARS. An emblem which denotes tht~
number of brethren requisite to make a perfect lodge.
SEVENTY YEARS. This period of the captivity in
Babylon must be computed from the defeat of the }<;gyp-
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tians at Carehernish, in the same year that this prophecy
was given, when Nebuchadnezzar reduced the neighbour·
ing nations of Syria and Palestine, as well as Jerusalem.
under his subjection. At the end of seventy years, or:
the accession of Cyrus, an end WliS put to the Babylonish monarchy; Babylon itself became a subject and
dependant province, and began to experience those divine
vi!!itations which terminated at length in what is so
iustly called "perpetual desolation."-Blayney.
SHEBA. The Queen of Sheba appears to have been
a person of learning, and that sort of )~·uming which Wall
then almost peculiar to Palestine, not to Ethiopia; for
we know that one of her reasons for coming Wall to
examine whether Solomon Wall really the learned man he
was said to be. She came to try him in allegories and
parables, in which Nathan had instructed him. They
say she was a pagan when she left Arabia; but being full
of admiration at Solomon's works, she was converted to
Judaism in Jerusalem, and bore him a son, whom he
called Menilek, and who was their first king.-Bruce.
SHEEP. The people of God are often typified in the
Scriptures under the name of sheep, because of their
mi!U, patient, and inoffensive nature. The lambskin,
then, is an appropriate emblem of the innocence of Jesus,
and the meekness of his followers. The lamb, too, is of
a social nature, and is emblematical of brotherly love.
It is easily led. But there are "lost sheep" spoken of
in the Bibk'-those which have wandered far from their
fold and shepherd. The apostles were sent to the lost
Pheep of the house of Israel. Christ called his own
sheep by name, and leadeth them out. The sheep should
always listen to the shepherd's voice; and follow him and
fear. Jesus three times bade Simon Peter to feed his
sheep. The repetition of the command is regarded as
very beautiful in the Greek dialect. Jesus was called
the Lamb of God, not only on account of his spotle&~
innocence, but in allusion to the lamb sacrificed for the
passover, he being the true Paschal Lamb, slain from the
foundation of the world.-Scott.
SHEKIN AH. A beam of glory. This beam ahoiNI
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upon ·Abel and his sacrifice, and is thought by some to
have been the moving cause of Cain's envy. God testi·
fied his approbation of Abraham's sacrifice by the same
glory, which, like the flame of a lamp, passed between
the sacrifices. The pillar of a cloud, and the clouds which
filled the 'l'abernacle and the Temple, were of the liame
nature ; and, according to the Scriptures, were Jehovah,
or Christ; for St. Paul tells the Jews that these bright
cffulgencies vouchsafed to their ancestors, were beams of
glory from the eternal Son of God.
SHESH-BAZZAR. Was another name for Zerubbabel, for it was common in the time of the captivity for
the great men of Judah to have two names: one of their
own country, which was domestic; another of the Chaldeans, which was used at court. Nehemiah had two
names, and this of Shesh-bazzar seems to have been a
good omen of their flourishing condition ; being compounded of two words signifymg fine linen and gold.
On the contrary, Zerubbabel was a name importing the
misery of the people of Israel at that time ; for it is as
much as an exile or stranger in Babylon, where he was
born. Thus £ious men, in the midst of the honours they
had at court (for Josephus saith, Zerubbabel was one of
the guard of the king's body), were admonished not. to
forget their brethren, but sympathize with them in theh
miseries.-Bishop Patrick.
SHEWBREAD. On the golden table in the Tabema·
cle of Moses, were placed the twelve loaves of unleavened bread, called tbe presence bread, because it was
perpetually before the face of Jehovah, and some say
they were marked with the names of the twelve tribes
of Israel; but there is no authority for this conjecture
in the sacred writings.
SHIBBOLETH. Shibboleth signifies waters. Thus
the Ephraimites prayed the men of Gilead to allow them
to pass over, and were asked in return-To pass over
what? They could not answer "Shibboleth" without;
betraying themselves to the enemy.
SHOE. The putting oft" the shoes some su.y.
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commanded Moses, that he should thereby sanotify tbll&"
place by making bare his feet. But the place was holy
already, because of God's presence ; the place was not
holy because Moses put off his shoes, but because it
was holy be is bid to put off his shoes. Ambrose thus
applieth it--" that because the shoes are made of the
skms of dead beasts, Moses should put off all fear of death,
for fear whereof he fled at the first from Pharoah." (Comment. in Lucani lvii~) Cyprian says, "that Moses, by
putting off his shoes, does not challenge any right in the
spouse of the church, but resigneth it to Christ, the head
and husband thereof; for this was the custom, that the
next kinsman, by putting off a shoe, surre~dered his right
to his deceased brother's wife."
SHOVEL. The use· of the shovel is to clear away
rubbish and loose earth; . and it morally depicts the
mortal state in which the body is laid in the grave; that
when the remains of this body shall have been properly
disposed of, we. with humble but holy confidence, hope
·.;hat the spirit may arise to everlasting life.
SHRINE. The place where the Secrets of the Royal
Arch are dep~ited.
SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MUNDI. "Every thing
vanishes like an extinguished flame." A most important
symbol for a Mason. No earthly glory should be able
to captivate him ; for be must ever bear in mind the glory
of a flame in comparison with which every. other glory is
vain. Life itself is like a flame, it can be extinguished
before it has been scarcely perceived. This beautiful
1.1ymbol has been adopted by the Knights of the Garter.
When the helmet, sword, &c., of a departed brother are
solemly lowered, the herald-at-arms exclaims:-"Sio
transit gloria mundi! "-Gadicke.
SIGNATURE. Every brother to .whom a Grand
Lodge certificate is granted must sign his name in the
margin thereof, or it will not be valid.-Comtitutimu.
SIGN OF DISTRESS. In a society whose members
"ught fraternally to love and asaist each other, it \1 to
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be expected that they should have a sign whereby they
co·..tld make themselves known. immediately to their
brethren, in however distressed circumstances they might
be placed, and thereby at the same time claim their
assistance and protection. 'fhis is the sign of distress, in
conjunction Wlth a few words. He who falls into the
greatest difficulty and danger, and supposes that there 14
a brother within sight or bearing, let him use this sign,
and a true and faithful brother must spring to his assist~
ancc.-Gadicke.
SIGNS. The science of Freemasonry is still charn~
terized by S. W. and T.; but it is a gr:ievous error to
suppose them to be the essence of the system ; they are
merely senseless designations of something p~>ssessing
~reater Yalue. The are to the Mason as the wig to the
Judge, lawn sleeves to the reverend prelate, or the goldheaded cane to the ancient physician-essentials as to
form, but unimportant in reality. '!'he sterling value of
our doctrines, as well as their universality, would remain
uninjured, if these conventional marks of recognition
were all abolished. Preston calls them the keys of our
treasure; and so, indeed, they are to a certain extent, but
the cabinet might be opened if these keys were lost. The
S. W. and T. are merely conventional, though it is not
tu be denied that g1·eat numbers of Masons are satisfied
with their possession, and look for nothing beyond
them.
SILENCE. The first thing that Pythagoras taught
Its scholars was to be silent; for a certain time he kept
t~1em without speaking, to tho end they might the better
learn to preserve the valuable secrets he had to commu~
nicate, and never to speak but when required, expressing
thereby that secrecy was the rarest virtue. Aristotle was
asked what thing appeared to him most difficult; he
aw.Jwered to be sooret and silent. To this purpose St.
Ambrose, in his offices, placed among the principal foun
dations of virtue the patient gift silence.-Dcrmott.
SINCERITY. A search after truth is the peculiar
13mployment of 1tlasons at their periodical meetings, and
~heref?re they describe it as a divine attribute, aud the
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roundation of every virtue.· To be good men and true, is
the first lesson we are taught in :Masonry. On this theme
we contemplate, and by its dictates endeavour to regulate
our conduct; influenced by this princi_ple, hypocrisy and
deceit are unknown in the lodge; smcerity and plain
dealing distinguish us; while the heart and tongue join
in promoting the general welfare, and rejoicPig in each
other's prosperity.
SITUATION. The lodge is situated due east and
west, for various reasons; but the principal inducement
of our ancient brethren to adopt this disposition was,
that it might serve to commemorate the great deliverance
of the Israelites from bonda~e, by imitating the arrange- .
ment of the Tabernacle whtch was erected by :Moses in
the wilderness, as a place of public worship until the
Lord should reveal the situation which he had chosen for
his Holy Name amongst the tribes in the promised land.
SIX LIGHTS. Royal Arch Masons acknowledge 8U
lights; the three lesser, together representing the light
of the Law and the Prophets, and by this number allud&
to the Patriarchal, MosalCal, and Christian dispensations.
The three greater represent the sacred Word itself,
expressive of His creative, preserving, and dcstroyiug
power. These lights are placed in the form of an equilateral triangle, each of the lesser intersecting the line
formed by the two greater. Thus geometrically dhiding
the greater triangle into three lesser triangles, at ih
extremities, and by their union, form a fourth triangle i'l
the centre, all of them being equal and equilnteral,
emblematical of the four degrees in Masonry-the En .
tered Apprentice, the Fellowcraft, the Master Mason
and the Holy Royal Arch.
SIX PERIODS. In six days God created the heavens
and the earth, and rested upon the seventh, therefore
our ancient brethren dedicated it as a day of reat from
their labours, thereby enjoying frequent opportunities to
contemplate the glorious works of the creation, and to
adore their great Creator.-Webbe.
SKIRRET.

The wrret acting on o. centrepin :a ueed
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to mark out the ground of a new buildin~. As the
skirret has a chalked line attached to it, it pomts out the
straight line of duty chalked out in the Sacred I.aw of
G~
.
SKY-BLUE. In the cosmogonies divine wisdom crt'ates the world, and the Creator is always coloured blue.
Vishnu, according to the sacred books of the Hindus, wu
born of a blue color. '!'his indicates that wisdom, emanating from God, is symbolized by azure. In Egypt the
surreme God, the Creator of the universe, Cneph, was
pamted sky-blue. In Greece azure is the colour of
Jupiter. In China the firmament is the supreme God;
and in Christian symbolism the azure vault of heaven is
the mantle which veils the Divinity. Azure is likewise
the symbol of God the Saviour, the Redeemer of mankind.
SLINKING. It is not only yossible, but it has often
happened, that men have stole mto the Lodge who were
never worthy of being admitted members of the Order,
but who have managed to get initiated by hypocrisy, and
because the members have not had sufficient opportunities
to prove them, and to watch their previous conduct.
But it is quite impossible for any one who na.s not been
initiated to find his way into a lodge to indulge his
curiosity. Every cultivated and moral man knows that
initiation will not be denied him if he applies in arroper
manner for it, and we are assured that they wil never
attempt, either by force or fraud, to gain admittance
into a society where they have no right to be. Should
any one, destitute of moral feeling, attempt to do so,
thmkiug that from printed works he has made himself
acquainted with our customs, and can pass himself off
for a Mason, he never can get beyond tlie ante-chamber
for he has no certificate, or if he has, it is not his, and
this is .soon proved ; his name is not upon any list, nor
does he know anything of how he should answer the
questions which will be put to h!m. An uneducated
man has still less chance of stealing into a lodge, for his
answer to the first question put to him would discover
him at once. If we were as well secured from the first
manner of improperly gaining admittance into a lodge aa
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we B.le from the last, the Order would be in a moN
flourishing condition than it now ia.-Gadicke.
SMELLING. With regard to the or~n, it is an
Impression made on the nose by little J>articlea-continually exhaling from odorous bodies; with regard to the
object, it is the figure &.lld disposition of odorous eflluvia,
which sticking on the organ, excite the sense of smelling;
and with regard to the soul, it is the perception of the
impression of the object on the organ, or the aftection in
the soul resulting therefrom.
SOCIETY. Freemasonry forma a happy centre of
reunion for worthy men, who are desirous of a select
society of friends and brothers, who have bound themselYes in a Yoluntary obligation to love each otb~r; to
afford aid and assistance in time of net:d; to anim~ one
another to acts of virtue and benevolence; and to keey
inviolably the secrets which form the great characteristic
of the Order.-Lalande.

waat

SODALITIES. Cato the censor, when he
Questor, instituted sodalities, or fraternities of congenial persons. In the early state of society, when the laws were
too weak to afford protection, individuals had no other
means of securing tneir lives and property but by t>nter~
ing into such associations, where a number of persons
engaged themselves to vindicate and assist each other.
And they had periodical meetings, at which they enjoyed
themselves merrily. Thus Quintilion said: "Tempestiva
convivia, et perviliges jocos, advocata sodalium turba
solutas, et afliuens agebam." Confraternities of the same
kind, says Bishop Percy, prevailed in this kingdom 11ot
only during the Anglo-Saxon times, but for aomt> age•
after the conquest,
SOJOURNERS. Wh.ile preparations were in progresa
for building the second Temple, sojourners and pilgrim~
from Babylon, incited by the admonitions of the Prophefu.
occasionally added to the number of those who engaged
with enthusiasm in these laborious duties; and their
ex8.1Dple afforded great P-ncouragement to the workmen.
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SOLID. A solid hath length, breadth, and thickneBS,
and is generated by the flowing of a superficies. A solid,
then, is the whole system of divine laws, as e;tisting in
practice. For if every duty in practice and perfection is
a superficies, it will follow that when they are all laid
one upon each other, there will be fonned a solid; and
this solid will be a rectangular triangular pyramid, whose
altitude and the length and breadth of Its base are all
equal. For the length, breadth, and height of the wholP.
law in practice must be perfect.- Old Lecture.
SOLOMON. Solomon, son of David, by Bathsheba,
was declared by his father to be heir to the throne of the
Hebrews, thereby setting aside his elder brother. He
enjoyed during a long and peaceful reign, from 1016 to
976 before Christ, the fruits of the deeds of his father.
The wisdom of his judicial decisions, as also the improvement and perfection of the system of government he
introduced, gained him the love and admiration of the
people; and his fame is immortalized by the building of
the Temple, which, for size, magnificence, and beauty,
far exceeded all the works of architecture ever before
seen. This Temple is one of the most sublime symbols.
in the Order of Freemasonry, for which reason Solomon's
name has been introduced here.-Gadicke.
SOLOMON'S TEMPLE. This is most important al!
a symbol to a Freemason, for in its time it was considered
as the most re~lar and most magnificent building. Solomon built th1s temple at Jerusalem, and it was noi
only a place for the worship of God, but also a dwelling
for the priesthood, and a depository for the ark. David
provided a great quantity of buildmg materials, and lefi
an enonnous sum of money to pay the expe:r;ases of the
building, which was carried on in/erfect quietness. All
the stone and wood were prepare without the city, and
then brought to Jerusalem. The foundation was laid in
the year nf the world :2993; and at that time the Phamieians possessed the best artists of every description, and
m architecture they took the lead of all other nations•.
In order, therefore, to build his Temple according to the
best rules of architecture then known, Solomon requested
Hiram, King of Tyre, to furnish him with ~n archi~t,
and he sent him one who was also called Huam. Htram
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. not only posseMed scientific knowledge, but c.lsosufficient
practical skill in his art to enable him to make everything
according to the wish of King Solomon, as well in the
building of the Teml?le with regard to magnificence, u
also in originality oftormation, and in the appropriateneM
of the sacred vessels which were necessary in the sacrifices and burnt offerings, and which were all formed in
strict proportion, according to the rules of geome~.
The walls that surrounded the Temple were 7700 feet Ii1
circumference. The large and noble hall stood towardl
the west, and the Holy of Holies in the east.-Gadiclte.
SOLSTICES. The symbol of a point within a circle
bas sometimes been invested with an astronomical refe-

rence. Thus it is said that the point in the centre
represents the Supreme Being; the circle indicates the
annual circuits of the sun ; and the parallel lines mark
out the solstices within which that circuit is limited.
And they deduce from the hypothesis this corollary, that
·the Mason, by subjecting himself to due bounds, in imi'iation of that glorious luminary, will not wander from
the path.of duty.
SONGS OF MASONRY. What may be termed the
domestic manners of a society, vary with the customs of
the age in which it flourishes; and the fluctuations are
accurately marked in the character of its songs. It is
unnecessary to enter into a dissertation on the merits of
masonic poetry. In this respect I am willing to confess
that the Craft does not o~cupy the first rsnk in the
literature of the day. But our songs are not destitute
of poetical merit, if it consist in the display of images
whtch are peculiarly appropriate to the subject under
illustration; sentiment which strikes the imagination.
and excites new feelings in the mind; pathos which
touches a sensith·e chord in the listener's heart; and a
. moral to inspire a love of virtue ;-all expressed in chaste
• language, and divested of extravagancies either in stylR
or matter.
SOUL OF THE WORLD. Philoh says that the
Sabbath was the soul instilled into the world by God ;
Which R. Abraham Aben Ezra and Nachmanitles properiy
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observe was the benediction which God bestowed on the
Sabbath Day, sanctifying it thereby; for by the superior
influence of that da;r, the body is renovated, the strength
renewed, and new mtelligence and knowledge conveyed
to the soul.-Manaueh Ben I~rael.
SOUTH. The due course of the sun is from east to
south and west ; and after the Master are placed the
'\Vardens, to extend his commands and instruct10ns to the
west and the north. From the east the sun's rays cannot
penetrate into the north and the west at the 88Jlle time.
-Gadicke.
SPECULATIVE. The masonic system exhibits a
stupendous and beautiful fabric, founded on ur.iversal
piety. To rule and direct our passions, to have faith ano
hope. in God, and charity towards man, I consider as the
obJects of what is termed Speculative Masonry.-Stephen
Jones.
SPIRIT OF THE CRAFT. O'er the tesselated pavement of this fleeting and chequered existence, we are f~t
hastening to the common end of all men ; and along the
downward track of Time, we are descending, some more
smoothly than others, but all with no less sure and quick
transition. Let us not, therefore, be unmindful of the
merciful ends of our creation and redemption, to "shine
as the stars in the heavens," when raised in glorified
bodies from the darkness of the tomb, we shall be presented, by our All-sufficient Conductor before the throne
of the Almighty and ever-to-be-adored and worshipped
F.temal :Master of the heavenly lodge above !-Poole.
SQUARE. In architecture not only are the corners
of the building proved by the square, but all horizontal
and perpendicular lines are drawn by it. Without accurate Rqunring, a building would be weak and tottering in
its first stages of erection, and must ::Jontinue unfinished.
Without a well-defined and very clear code of the reciprocal laws and duties of the officers and members of any
social, charitable, or scientific society, it is impossible for
it to avoid being completely overthrown in a very short
time. Perfect legality is the only sure foundation for
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any society, and by it alone bodies of meu are kept
within their proper limit~:~; for as soon as arbitrary power
and physical force usurp the place of the laws of any
society, it speedily becomes defunct; with r : t propriety, therefore, is the square put into the
ds of the
Worshipful Master, in order that he may keep the brethren within the square of the ancient charges of Freemasonry. This symbol must at all times, apd in all places,
be regarded as a great light, and the genuine Freemason
is not only reminded by this light to do his duty to hia
brethren, but to all mankind.-Gadicke.
STANDARD. The Israelites in the. wilderness were
marshalled according to their tribes, each tribe being
sub-divided into families. Every head of a sub-division,
or thousand, was furnished with an ensign, or standard,
under which his followers arranged themselves, according
to a. pre-concerted jlan, both when in camp and when
on the march ; an thus all confusion was prevented,
how hastily soever the order might be given to proceed
or to halt and pitch their tents. The four leading divisions were designated by the component parts of the
cherubim--a man, an ox, a. lion, and an eagle.
STANDARD BEARER. Grand Standard Bearers
may be appointed by the Grand Master as occasion shall
require; tliey must be Master llllBOns, and are to carry
the standard of the Grand Lodge, Grand Patron, and
Grand Master, on all grand ceremonies. ~hey are not,
however, by their appointment, members of the Grand
Lodge, nor are they to wear the clothing of a grand officer. Any grand officer appointed to have a standard,
may appoint a Standard Bearer whenever it shall be
necessary, who must be a Master Mason.-CoMtiLutiom.
STAR. A star, in hieroglyphical language, always
denoted a God. Thus, when Balsam predicted· that a
star should arise out of Jacob, and a sceptre out of Israel.
he referred to the law-giver, or Shilo, ·of whom that
patri11rch had already spoken. A star out of Jacob and
u. God out of Jacob would, therefore, be parallel expressions. And who could that God be who should bear
the sce11tre of Israel as King of kings and Lord of lont.
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but the theocratic King of Israel, Jehovah, the M:eaaiah,
or Christ?
STARS. The Master Mason, like the starry firm..
ment, ought to be able to enlighten the younger brethren. Seven stars remind us that seven brethren make a
perfect lodge. Stars are also employed principally as
aymbols of great intellectuality, and this symbol hu
bc.,'tm perpetuated from the most remote antiquity. The
decoration of most spiritual and temporal orders coosi8ta
of a star.-Gadicke.
STATUTES OR DUTIES. Every lodge has ita
statutes, with which every brother should be well acquainted, and which ought frequently to be read in open
lodge. They treat upon the duties of a Freemason both
in and out of the lodge, upon the duties of the officers,
on the management of toe lodge, the duties and privileges of the brethren towards each other, and of the
locality in which the lodge is placed.-Gadicke.
STAVES. In the year 2613, while Moses was tending the flock of his father-in-law Jethro, at the foot of a
mountain, he was commanded by the Almighty to go
down into Egypt, and deliver h1s brethren from their
~alling captivity. The Deity then asked him-" What
1s that in thine hand?" And he said, "A rod." And
the Lord said unto him-" Cast it upon the ground."
And ll.e cast it upon the ground, and it immediately
became a serpent, and Moses fled from it. And the Lord
said unto Moses-" Put forth thy hand and take it by the
tail." He did so, and it resumed its original form. This
is the origin of our R. A. staves.
STEP. In the system of Masonry, the candidate is
presented at each step with three precious jewels. Aa
an E. A. P., he receives "a listenin~ ear, a silent tongue,
and a faithful heart." As a F. C., 1t is "faith, hope, and
charity." And as a M. M., he receives " humanity, friend
11hip, and brotherly love."
STEPS. The reflecting man ia cautious bow be takea
" step, and it is not indifferent to him whether they Rre
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directed to the east or west, north or sm th. His demo
is to be continually progressing, and he. does pro~~
even though he is compelled occasionally to watt, or
even to take a by-path. But to him the three grud
steps, which symbolically lead from this life unto the
source of all knowledge, are of the utmost importance.
lie advances with a firm step, and he never tt"rns back
-Gadiclu.
STEWARD. The stewards are those officers who
have charge of the expenditure of the lodge in refreshment, &c. Every lodge has two.-Gadiclce.
STONE OF FOUNDATION. The masonic ·founda
tion stone is said to have been inscribed with the awful
Name or Word, which is confide'] to the perfect Master
when be has arrived at the highest dignity of the science.
The characters were placed within an equilateral triangle
and circle, ns a symbol of the Divine Being under whose
protection this consecrated stone was J!laced, and hence
It was frequently termed the stone of life. The Rabbins
believed that, from the potency of this Word, the st~ne
was invested with oracular powers, and many other
singular virtues.
STONE PAVEMENT. The stone pavement ia a
figurative appendage to a Master Masons' lodge ; and,
like that or the Most Holy Place in the Temple, is for
the High Priest to walk on.
STONE SQUARERS. These were the Dionysiacs, a
society of architects who built the Temple of Hercules
"t Tyre, and many magnificent edifices in Asia Minor,
before the Temple of Solomon was projected. They
were the Masters and Wardens of the lodges of Maao111
during the erection of this famous edifice.
STRENGTH. It is not neceBSary that the strength
of a Warden should consist of the physical or bodily; it
shoald be of the spiritual. A pillar has strength to bear.
He who assiduously goes through the difficult path of
life-courageously bears up against all its disappointmenta-manfully and unflinchingly speaks the truth,
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even before the thrones of kings and princes,-he possesses true strength.-Gadicke.
STRIKING OFF. Prohibiting a lodge to assemble,
or striking a lodge off from the Grand Lodge list. It i8
an eyent of a very rare occurrence that a lodge is struck
off the list, or prohibited from assembling. This may
he done by command of the State; and when this is the
case, the brethren are bound to obey the law without
murmuring, or complaining that their sphere of usefulness is circumscribed. But when a lodge is struck off
from the list of the Grand Lodge under which it held its
warrant, it must be because it has fallen into irregularity,
or has violated the rules of the Craft to such a degree as
to bring down upon it the greatest punishment the Grand
Lodge can inBict.-Gadicke.
STRING. Our traditions say that when Hiram Abiff
went into the H. of H. to offer up his orisons to God at
the hour of high twelve, the ark of the covenant had
not been removed thither, for that took place at the
dedication, after which no one was permitted to enter
but the H. P., and he only once a year, on the great day
of expiation, at which time he had a string, or belt, round
his waist, which extended into the court of the Tabernacle, that he might be drawn from the S. S., in case
sudden death should occur whilst he officiated there.Dalcho.
SUBORDIN-ATION. The rulers and governors, SU•
preme and subordinate of the ancient lodge, are to be
obeyed in their respective stations by all the brethren,
according to the old charges aud regulations, with all
humility, reverence, love, a.nd alacrity.-Ancient Charges.
SUBMISSION. Your obedience must be proYed by
a close conformity to our laws and regulations ; by
· prompt attention to all signs and summonses; by modest
and correct demeanour whilst in the lodge; by abstaining fhm1 every topic of religious or Jlolitical discussion;
by a ready acquiescence in all votes and resolutions duly
passed by the brethren; and by perfect submission to
the Mu~ter and his Wardens, whilst acting in the discharge of their re-spective oftices.-llt·mmiJtg.
29
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SUCCOTH. When a sufficient quantity of atone
and timber had been provided for the building of the
Temple, the brethren were assembled in the extensive
plains between Succoth and Z&rthan, where the whole
materials were arranged, squared, and carved; having
been first carefully measured under the architect's own
eye, and the shape delineated by darker lines; each
lodge having its peculiar mark and number, that spP.Cimens of imperfect workmanship. might be known and
submitted to general rep~obation.
SUMMONS. The brethren must be invited by summons from the Secretary on every lodge night; which
summons must cc:'ntain the place where, and the time
when, the lodge 1s- to be held, 88 wellaa what degrees
will be wrought.-Gadicke.
SUN. The sun rises in the ea8t, and in tne eaBt is
the place for the Worshipful Master. As the sun is the
IJource of all life and warmth, so should the Worshipful
Master enliven and warm the brethren to their work.
Among the ancient Egyptians, the sun was the symbol
of divine providence. Schiller says, "the sun darts his
beams equally into every part of infinity."-Gadicke.
SUPERFICIES. The flowing of a line generates a
surface. A surface, therefore, is perfect duty. Duty is
either theoretical or practical. The sum o( theoretical
duties is the whole system of divine commands. Practical duties are those commands as existing in practice.0/d Lectures.
SUPERINTENDENT OF WORKS. The grand
sur.erintendent of the works ought to be a brother well
sktlled in the science of geometry and architecture. He
is to advise with the Board of General Purposes, on all
plaus of buildings or edifices undertaken by the Grand
Lod5e, and furnish plans aud estimates for the same;
he is to superintend their construction, and see that they
are conformable to the plans approved by the Grand
MaRter, the Grand Lodge, and the Board of General
PurpOl'f-'S; he is to suggest improvements when necessary,
iu ull the \\(lifices of the Grand Lodge; and on the firr.t
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meeting of the Board of General PPTposes in rrr-ry year
report on the state of repair or dilapidatifin of such
edifices, and make such farther reports from time tc
time, as he may deem t>\:pedient.-Constitution.t.
SUPPORT. The lodge is supported by three pillars,
which are called Wisdom, Strength, and Beauty; because
no piece of architecture can be termed perfect, unless it
have Wisdom to contrive, Strength to support, and
Beauty to adorn.
SURF ACE OF THE EARTH. Reminds the Freemason that his activity should be universal, that hills or
mountains in his way should not be able to tum him
from the straight path of duty, but that in the midst of
the greatest dangers and difficulties, be should proceed
steadily, though cautiously, · on his way to ligbt and
truth.-Gadicke.
SUSPENSION. If imy brother be summoned to at
tend the Grand Master or his deputy, or his Provincia]
Grand Master or his deputy, or any board or committee
authorized by the Grand Lodge, and do not comply, 01
give sufficient reason for his non-attendance, the summons is to be repeated, and, if he still persist in his
contumacy, he shall be suspended from all masonic
rights, and the proceeding notified to the Grand Lodge
-Con1titution1.
SWORDS. In ancient times, every brother waa
obliged to be armed in the lodge to protect himself, in
case the lodge was assaulted, and as a symbol of manly
akength. At present, swords are not necessary in many
lodges, and in others, they are only used as symbols of
obedience, in case that one should be necessary, and to
be regarded as the sword of justice. For the protection
of his fatherland, every faithful brother ought to draw
the sword of defence cheerfully, but he ought never to
stain it with a brother's blood, even though that brother _
is a foe.-Gadicke.
SWORD BEARER. The Grand Sword Bearer i1
'Lppointt>d annually by the Grand Master, on the day of
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his installation. His duty is to attend the quarterly
communications, and other meetings of the Grand
Lodge.
SYMBOL. Every Apprentice knows what to understand by this word, and he also knows that a pillar upon
a good foundation may stand firm, although nearly
broken. The inscril?tion further says to him, "Let no
one despair under h1s trials, when his anxious strivings
after the only true good are impeded at every step; the
man determined to advance in the paths of virtue must
be firm as & well-founded pillar, even when it is broken
above half-through."-Gadicke.
SYMBOLICAL. Freemasonry being confeMedly an
allegorical system, all its points, parts, and secrets must
partake in common of its emblematical construction.
Every doctrine and ceremony has its mystical referenoes
-every landmark its legitimate explanation. But there
are often more important antitypes than those which are
commonly assigned, and though they do not appear on
the surface, are nevertheless worthy of our serious con!!ideration. Hence arises the necessity, in tllese times
of scientific and philosophical research, of maintaining
Freemasonry in its proper rank, by investigating the tendency of its numerous details, that we may correctly
!I.Scertain whether their import be uniform, and their
~ypical reference valuable.
SYMBOLICAL LECTURE. The forms, symbols,
es.nd ornaments of Royal Arch Masonry, as well as the
rites and ceremonies at present in use among us, were
adapted by our predecessors nt the builtling of the second
temple. Thus to preserve in our minds the providential
means by which that great discovery was efiected, as in
our hearts tbe lesson of that high morality, we, as members of this exalted degree, ought to practice, we have
recourse to the explanations pf the symbolical lecture.
-R. A. Lecture.
SYMBOLICAL MACHINERY. The learned Faber,
speaking of the construction of the Apocalypse, h&S the
following very imp(jrtant remark : "Jn t.hc J•epre.tenfa.
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tion of a pure church, an ancient patriarchial scheme of
symbolical machinery, derived most plainly from the
events of the deluge, and borrowed, with the usual perverse misapplication, by the contrivers of paganism, has
been reclaimefl (by Christianity) to its proper use."
What is this patriarchial scheme of symbolical machinery,
from which the heathen contrived and borrowed their
spurious Masonrr? What can it be, but a system of
truth, appended to the original plan of divine worship,
which Wall revealed by God to the first man? It was
indeed primitive Freemasonry, veiled in allegory, and
illustrated by symbols.
SYMBOLICAL MASONRY. Symbolical Masonry,
under whatever form it may be propounded, is a catholic
institution, democratic in its form and government, and
universal in its operation. This is demonstrable from
any of the definitions of the Order, from the free election
of its chief magistrate, and the inferior governors of every
private lodge, annually and by universal sufti·age, and
from the reputed form and extent of its lodges. If ii
were deprived of any of the above attributes, it would be
no longer Freemasonry; and all its beneficial effects upon
the mind and manners of men, would be scattered to the
winds of heaven.
TABERNACLE. The Tabernacle appears to have
been constructed on the plan of the Egyptian temples.
It is true that, strictly speaking, it ought not to be looked
upon as a piece of architecture, being only a vast tent.
But by reflecting on it more closely, we shall perceive
that the Tabernacle had a great relation with architecture. In the government of the Hebrews, the Supreme
Being was equally their God and King. 'l'he Tabernacle
was erected with a view to answer to the double title.
It served at once for the temple and the palace.
TACITURNITY. Taciturnity is a proof of wisdom,
and an art of inestimable value, which is proved to be an
attribute of the Deity, by the glorious example which he
gives in concealing from mankind the secret myiStcriea
of hi11 providence. The wisest of men cannot penetrate
into the arcana of heaven, nor can they divine to-day
whnt to-morrow may bring forth.
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TASSELS. Pendant to the comers of the lodge are
four tassels, meant to remind us of the four cardinal ,;rtues; namely, temperance, fortitude, prudence and justice; the whole of which, tradition informs us, wee rconstuut.ly practised by a; great majority of our ancient
brethren. The distinguishing characters of a good Freem.ason, are virtue, honour and mercy ; and should those
be banished from all other societies, may they ever be
found in a :Mason's breast.-Hemming.
TAU CROSS. The emblem {tLl) forms the principal
distinction of a Royal Arch Mason's apron and jewel.
Being placed in the centre of a triangle and circle, both
emblems of the Deity, it would appear that it was originally intended to typify the sacred name, as the author
probably of eternal 1ife; being tripled in the Christian
system, because the life to come, according to the light
of revelation, is superior to the elysium of the heathen;
or perhaps in allusiOn to the three heavens mentioned by
St. Pauh It has been referred to the three great lights
of Masonry, expressive of the creative, preserving, and
destroying power of God.
·
TEMPERANCE. By temperance, we are instructed
to govern the passions, and check unruly desires. The
health of the body, and the dignity of the species, are
equally concerned in a faithful observance of it.
TEMPLE. The Temple of Solomon was only a small
building, and very inferior in point of size to some of our
churches, its dimensions being only one hundred and five
feet broad, and one hundred and fifty feet long. Its
splendour and superiority lay in the richness of its matcnnls, and ornaments, and the cloisters and other buildinge
with which it was surrounded. It was built of white
marble, so excellently put together, that the joints could
..lvt be distinguished, and the whole building looked as
though it had been cut out of one entir& stone. 'l'ho
timber was cedar and olive wood covered with plates of
6old, and studded with precious stones of many hues.
TEN. The numhN of pNf<'ction. The great triangle
genera\ly dl."'ll()m\mit~~l l'':f tb.\f60rt•t~n, bf'cause it aerv.ed
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as a principal illustration of that philosopher's system.
This emblem powerfully elucidates the mystical relation
between numerical and geometrical symbols. It is composed of ten voints, so arranged as to form one greatei
equilateral tnangle, and at the same time to divide it
in~o nine similar triangles of smaller dimensions.-Hem·

•mng.
TESSELATED. The tesselated border was anciently
called the !dented Trasel. A learned Scottish Malllon, in
a letter to the author, thinks that the proper term is
tasselated border. The simple and original meaning, he
says, is to be found in books of heraldry, and is nothing
more than an indented bordure of a shield, or coat of
arms. In Ma..o~onry, the border is the margin of the
masonic floor-cloth, or tableau of the lodge, the tassels
being appended as ornaments.
·
TESSERA HOSPITALIS. This was a token or tally
amongst the ancient Greeks and Romans, divided lengthwise into two equal parts, upon each of which one of the
parties wrote his tm.me, and interchanged it with the
other as a sign of hospitality. The production of this,
when they travelled, gave a mutual claim to the contracting parties and their desc.endants, for reception and
kind treatment at each other's houses, as occasion might
require. It is supposed that an allusion to these is
intended in the Book of Revelations, where it is said,
"to him that overcometh will I give a white stone, and
in the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth, save he that receiveth it."
TESTS. One cogent reason why our brethren of the
last century adopted a series of tests to distinguish the
cowan fi·om the true and faithful brother, is fonnd in the
fact thnt the entire system of speculative Masonry is
contained in the Holy ~criptures. The Old Testament
presents us with its history and legend, its types and
symbols; and the New Testament with its morahty, and
the explauation of those allegorical references, which
·were a sealt•d book until the appearance of the Messiah
npon earth, and the revelation of his gospel. Now, aa
tlw particular tests where all this information might be

'
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found, were freely circulated amongst the brethren iD
manuscript, if not print, a few stray copies might get
into the bands of the uninitiated, and a superficial knowledge of our referencew might be thus attained; and
without some written tests as a means of detecting imposture, a bold man, even ~th such slight pretensions,
might have succeeded in introducing himself into a lOll~e
·where the officers were careless about the admission of
visitors, and the Senior Entered Apprentice was remiss
in the discharge of his duties; and once there, he would
aee enough to qualify him to repeat the experiment, and
'thus would become enabled to reveal the truths, which
were not bound upon his conscience by any obligations
to secrecy.
TETRAGRAM?tiATON. The Jews are quite aware
that the true pronunciation of the Word is lost, and
regard it as one of the mysteries to be revealed in the
days of the Messiah. They hold, however, that the
knowledge of the Name of God does exist on earth, and
he by whom the secret is acquired, has, by virtue of it,
the powers of the world at his command ; and they account for the miracles of Jesus, by tellillg us that he
had got possession of the Ineffable Name. Rightly
understood, they seem to mean that he who calls upon
God rightly, by this His true name, cannot fail to be
heard by him. In short, this word forms the famoua
tetragrammaton, or ouadrilateral name, of which every
one has beard.-Kitto.
THEORY. The theory of masonry contains something of the whole of science; the operative part of
Masonry is the practice of all the virtues, of all the
sciences. Therefore, to be initiated only into the theory
of Masonry, is at least to be in the way of learning well;
and if we follow on to exercise the practice of Masonrv,
it will as assuredly lead us into the way of doing wd1 ;
..md both to learn and to do well, is the whole of our
religion, whether as men, as Christians, or as Masons.Tnwood.

THIRD DEGREE. In the ceremonial of the Third
Degree, the last grand mystery is attempted to be illua-
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tlated in a forcible and peculiar manner, showing by
strikiug analogy, that the Master Mason cannot be deemed
perfect in the Jdorious science, till by the cultivation of
his intellectual powers, he has gained such moral government of his passions, such serenity of mind, that in
synonymous apposition with Mastership in operative art,
his thoughts, like his actions, have become as useful as
human intelligence will permit; and that having passed
through the trials of life with fortitude and faith, he is
fitted for that grand, solemn, and mysterious consummation, by which alone he can become acquainted with the
great secret of eternity.-Cruco/ix.
THREAD OF LIFE. By which the masonic key is
suspended.
THREE. A sacred J:lUIDber in Freemasonry, with
which all labour is commenced and finished. This number reminds us of the three great lights, \he three kingdoms of nature, the Holy Trinity, or of the words of
Christ : "Where two or three are assembled in my name,
there will I be in the midst of you." We may also consi<ler ourselves as the third party in unity and love,
whose duty it is to exercise those two cardinal virtues.
The Christian can also take the number three as the
grand distinguishing doctrine of his faith. There are
three principal parts in a man, body, soul, and spirit.
Faith, love, and hope, support and adorn life.-Gadicke.
THREE GRAND OFFERINGS. These were all
performed on the sacred mountain of Moriah. First, the
offering of Isaac, when it pleased the Lord to substitute
a more agreeable victim in pis stead. The second consisted of the many pious prayers nod ejaculations of
King David, which appeased the wrath of God, and put
a stop to the .Pestilence which raged among his people,
owing to his madvertcntly having had them numbered.
And the third, of the many thankilgivings, oblations,
burnt sacrifices, and costly offerings, which King Solomon made at the dedication and consecration of the
Temple
THREE SENFWR

The three senses, hearing, llet'ing
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and feeling, are deemed peculiarly essential among»t
Masons, and held in great estimation. Their nature and
uses, form a part of the instruction in the Fellowcraft's
·
degree.
THREE STEPS. The three steps delineated upon a
Master's carpet, are emblematical of the three principal
stages of human life, youth, manhood, and old age.
.
TIME. The central point is a. symbol of time, and
the circle of eternity. The latter, like the universe,
being unlimited in its extent; for time is but as a point
compared with eternity, and equi-distant from all parts
of its infinitely extended circumference; because the
latter occupied the same indefinite space before the crrur
tion of our system, as it will do when time is extinguished, and this earth, with a.ll that it contains, sha.ll be
· destroyed.
TOASTS. The brother whose duty it is, as a. visitor,
to return thanks, must be extremely careful not to say
too much, or he is easily led away into an extempora-neous lecture, to which it is not so easy to find a becoming end ; the opposite fault of repeating a few set
phrases, like a parrot, ought to be equally as carefully
guarded against. If both old and young members are at
the same table, the young never ~ttempt to press before
the old. And before the close, the toast, which is so
dear to every good Mason, should never be omitted; viz.
"our sick and afHicted brethren," neither ought the serving brethren ever to be forgot.-Gadicke.
TOKENS. Signs, tokens, and words do not constitute Freemasonry, but are local marks whereby they
know each other, and may be altered, or entirely done
away, without the least injury to scientific Freemasonry.
It is with many F'reemasons too absurd a belief, and a
still more absurd practice, to build our science upon so
shallow a foundatiOn as sign's, tokens, and words, which
I fear constitute with some the only attainment they look
for in Preemasonry. That certain signals may be necessary, I do readily allow; but deny that tmch a. mechanism
shall constitute a principal part of our institution.Hwenbeth.
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TONGUE. A Mason should use his tongue to protect,
but never to betray.
TRACING-BOARD. The tracing-board ie for the
Master to draw his plans and designs on, that the building, whether moral or literal, may be conducted with
order and regularity.
TRADITION. It is well-known that in former times,
while learning remained in few bands, the ancients bad
several institutions for the cultivation of knowledge,
concealed under doctrinal a.nd ritual mysteriea, that were
sacredly withheld from all who were not initiated into a
participation of the privileges they led to, that they
might not be prostituted to the vulgar. Among these
institutions may be ranked that of Masonry; and its
value may be inferred from its surviving those revolutions
of government, religion and manners, that have swallowed
up the re11t. And the traditions of so venerable an
institution claim an attention, far superior to the loose
oral relations or epic songs of any uncultivated people
whatever.-Andenon.
TRAITOR. Ancient Freemasonry inflicted very severe punishment for the least treason to the Order;
nevertheless, we have accounts of men who have proved
traitors, even as we find accounts of such traitors to the
mysteries of the ancients. With the increa.11e of enlightenment and rational reflection, it is admitted that a brother
may both speak and write much upon the Order without
becoming a traitor to its secrets. How an initiation is
conducted, bow a word or grip is given, gives no key to
the true secret of the Order; but we nevertheless disapprove of such disclosures, for this reason, that the
umnitiated could only form a useless chimera from them.
-Oadicke.
TRANSFERRING. If a lodge be dissolved, the constitution shall be delivered up to the Grand Master, and
shall not, on any account, be transferred without his.
consent. If the brethren holding a warrant for a lodge
render themselves unworthy of longer tossessing it, the
Grand Ma'1ter may, after the Grand odge shall have
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decided on that fact, transfer such warrant to other
brethren, whom he may think deserving, with a new
number, at the bottom of the lodges then on rAcord.ConstitutUm.s.

TRAVEL. Out ancient brethren are masonieally
sa.id to have travelled from west to east, in search oJ
instruction; and it is an undeniable fact that all know·
ledge, all religion, all arts and sciences, have travelled,
according to the course of the sun, from east to west.
From that quarter the Divine glory first came, and thence
the rays of divine light continue to diftuse themselves
over the fil.ce of the earth. From thence came the Bible,
and through that the new covenant. From thence came
the prophets, the apostles, and the first missionaries that
brought the knowledge of God to Europe, to the isles of
t-.be sea, and to the west.-Adam Clarke.
TREASURER. The old founders of the lodges must
have intended to collect large sums of money, or very
small sums must in those days have been considered large
treasures, for they have given the title of treasurer to
the brother who has charge of the lodge funds. Every
lodge has a treasurer, and it is his duty not only to take
care of, but to collect all the lodge dues. Part of the
expenditure of the lodge is fixed, and part is voted by
the Master Masons for charitable purposes. Those lodges
which are in the habit of practising the charitable virtues, inculcated so forcibly in Freemasonry, seldom are
in possession of large funds ; and lodges which pride
themselves upon being rich, seldom enjoy a great reputation in Frcemasonry.-Gadicke.
'l'RIANGLE. A geometrical figure, which every
knows; and he must iu particular study tha~
triangle which has three equal sides, or which is called
an equal sided triangle. The ancient Egyptian priests
expressed the origin of all things by the triangle; and
whe.n they afterwards wished to describe the Godhead in
·its varieus attributes, they also adopted the triangle.
The kind, good, gracious, and merciful God, they «lelinented by the water triangle "\;" ; and the just and angry
God, by the fue triangle L:::.. • 'l'lw triaugle oo~sidt>red aa
Freema~n
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a geometrical figure, is composed of three things, which
united, form one whole, viz., of bl1ree particular pointe
and angles, by the union of wh1ch the triangle itself is
formed, as one whole, or complete figure. It is for this
reason that it has be~n adopted as the symbol of the
'friune God. If we unite a '7 with ,6. we have a six
pointed star ¢ as a syrpbol of the perfect Godhead, in
all his attributes and works. If we surround this fi~ure
with a circle ~ there will be seven points in it, if we
include the centre point of the circle, which represent
the sacred number seven.-Gadicke.
TRIPLE TRIANGLE. One would be apt ta suspect
that they (the Druids) had a regard for the sacred symbol
and mystical character of medicine, which in ancient
times was thought to be of no inconsiderable value; this
is a pentagonal figure, formed from a triple triangle,
called by the name of llygeia, because it may be resolved
into the Greek letters that compose the word. The
Pythagoreans used it among their disciples as a mystical
symbol denoting health, and the cabalistic Jews and
Arabians had the same fancy. It is the pentalpha, or
pcntagrammon, among the Egyptians, the mark of prosperity. Antiochus Soter, going to fight against the
Galatians, was advised in a dream to bear this sign upon his banner, whence he obtained a signal victory.Stukely.
TRIPLE TAU. This figure forms two right angle!
on each of the exterior lines, and another at the centre
by tht!ir union, for the three angles of each triangle are
equal to two right angles. This being triplified, illustrates the jewel worn by the companions of the Hoyal
-\reb, which by its intersection forms a given number of
ngles; these may be taken in five several combinations,
and reduced, their amount in right angles will be found
equal to the two Platonic bodies, which represent the
four elements and sphere of the universe.-R. A. Lecturt.
TROWEL. The trowel is appropriated to the Master's
degree, because, as the lectures say, it is as Master Masons
only we constitute the recognh:ed of the masonic family.
Again, this implement is considt>.red as the appropriate

'
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working tool of the Master Mason, because, in o~rative
masonry, while the E. A. P. prepares the matenals, and
the Fellowcraft places them in their proper situation. the
Master Masog spreads the cement with a trowel, which
binds them together. In SpP.cula.tive Masonry the Master
of the lodge is the cement which unites the brethren,
and binds them together in peace, harmony, and brotherly
love.
TRUE. The Mason should not only be true to the
brotherhood and the Order, but to all mankind. Every
Mason ought to act in such a manner as to render it
unnecessary to doubt his truth. Flattering words, which
are only calculated to entrap the weak and the unwary, do
not strengthen that truth which is expected amongst
brethren. We must be able to depend with as much
confidence upon the word of a Mason as if he bad given
us a written undertaking.-Gadicke.
TRUTH. Truth is a divine attribute, and the foundation of every virtue. To be good and true, is the first
lelilson we are taught in Masonry. On this theme we
contemplate, and by its dictates endeavour to regulate
our conduct; influenced by this principle, hypocrisy and
deceit are unknown in the lodge; sincerity and plain
dealing distinguish us, while the heart and tongue join
in promoting the general welfare, and rejoicing in each
other's prosperity.-Preston.
TUBAL CAIN. Before the general deluge there wu
a man called Lameck, who had two wives, the one callt.>d
Adah, the other Zillah; by Adah he had two sons, J abeII
and J uball; by Zillah he had a son called Tubal, and a
daughter called Mahmah. These four children found
the beginning of all the crafts in the world. Jabell found
out geometry, and had divided flocks of sbeep.and lambs;
he built the first house of stone and timber. Juball
found out music.- Tubal found out the Smith's trading
or craft, also the working of gold, silver, copper, iron,
and steel.-Ancient Masonic Manuscript.
TUSCAN.

The Tuscan being the first, is the mod

iimple and solid of the five ordors. It waa invented ia
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Toscany, whence it derives its name. The simplicity
of the construction of this column, renders it eligible
where solidity is the chief object, and where ornament
would be superfluous.
TWENTY-FOUR INCH RULE. An instrument made
use of by operative masons to measure and lay out
their work; but we, as Free and Accepted Masons, are
taught to make use of it for the more noble and glorious
purpose of dividing our time. It being divided into
twenty-four equal parts, is emblematical of the twentyfour hours of the day, which w~ are taught to divide into
three parts, whereby we find a portion for the service
of God, and the relief of a worthy distressed brother;
a. portion for our usual avocations; and a portion for
refreshment and sleep.-Lectu1·es.
.
UNANIMOUS. A ballot is unanimous when there are
no black balls. This unanimity must be founded upon the
proper exercise of the rules and regulations laid down for
our guidance in this important part of our duty, and a
perfect unanimity in the opinions of the brethren on the
moral character of the candidate.-Gadicke.
UNIFORMITY. All lodges are particularly bound to
observe the same usages and' customs ; every deviation,
therefore, from the established mode of working is highly
improper, and cannot be justified or countenanced. In
order to preserve this uniformity, and to cultivate a good
understanding among Freemasons, some members of
every lodge should be deputed to visit other lods-es as
often as may be convenient. If anv lodge shall gtve its
sanction for a lodge of instruction being liolden under its
warrant, such lodge shall be responsible that the proceedings in the lodge of instruction are correct and regular,
and that the mode of working there adopted has received
the sanction of the Grand L0dge.-06n8titutions.
UNIVERSE. The universe is the Temple of the Deity
whom we serve. Wisdom, Strength, and Beauty are
about his throne, as the pillars of his works ; for his
Wisdom is infinite, his Strength is in omni~otence, and
Beauty stands forth through all his creation m symmetry
and order. He hath stretched forth the hea\'ens as a
canopy, and the earth He bath planted as his footstool;
He crowns his temple with the stars as with a dil\dem;

'
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anJ in his hand He e:d.endeth the power and the glory;
the sun and moon are messengers of his will, and all his
law is concord. The pillars supporting the lodge are
representative of these dirine powers. A lodge, where
perfect Masons are assembled, represents these works of
the Deity.-Hutcltinson. ·
UNIVERSALITY. The universality of Masonry is
thus described by a masonic writer of •he last century:
"Leaving holy ground, we trace Masonry amongst the
Eastern Magi, and in the renowned learning of Egypt.
From whence, like other sciences, taking a westerly
direction, it was brought by that Europeli.D apostle of
Masonry, Pythagoras, from whose propagation it reached
the British isle. Its princiP.les were respected and disseminated by Brahmins, philosophers, artists, and saints,
and diffused the light of science to the remotest comers
of the earth. It taught natural relig!on, philosophy,
asobordination, and arts on the banks of the Ga11ges, m
the hieroglyphics of Egypt, the sanctuaries of Eleusis,
the schools of the sages, the caves of the Druids."
UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE. An universal languago
has been much desired by the learned of many ages. It
is a thing rathtlr to be wished than hoped for. But it
seems the Masons pretended to have such a thing among
them. If it be true, I guess it must be something like the
language of the pantomimes among the ancient Romans
who are said to be able, by signs only, to express and
deliver any oration intelligibly to men of all nations and
languages.-.Uxke.
UPPER CHAMBER. Our lodges are formed in upper
chambers, and carefully guarded by tyled doors and
drawn swords. The highest of hills and the lowest of
valleys are situations least exposed to unauthorized intrusion. Thus Masons are said to meet in these situations,
to commemorate a remarkable custom of the ancient Jews
in the building of their temples, schools, and synagogues;
and as by the Jewish law, whenever ten of them assembled
together for that :purpose, they proceeded to work, so it ·
was with our anment brethren, who formed themselves
into a lodge, whenever ten operative masons were &ssem•
hle.d, consisting of the Master, two Wardens, and seveq
Fellow-Crafts.
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UPRIGHT POSTURE. To walk and act upzightly
before beaTen t\nd before men is to add still great luster
to the Mason's character; to do justice and to have
charity, are excellent steps in human life, but to act
uprightly, gives a superlative degree of excellence, for in
that situat.ion we should become examples in religious, in
civil, and in moral conduct, which are among the great
principles of our noble institution.
USAGES. The usages and customs of Masons have
ever corresponded with those of the ancient Egyptians,
to which they bear a near affinity. Their philosophers,
unwilling to e:ipose their mystenes to vulgar eyes, concealed their particular tenets, and principles of polity and
philosophy, under hieroglyphica.l figures, and expressed
their notions of government by signs and symbols, which
they communicated to their priests, or magi alone, who
were bound by oath not to reveal them.
VAULT. Vaults are found in every country of the
world as well as in Judea, and were used for secret
purposes. Thus Stephens, speaking of some ruins in
Yucatan, says-" The only way of descending was to tie
a. rope around the body, and be lowered by the Indians.
In this way I was let down, and almost before my head
had pa.ssed through the hole, my feet touch the top of a
heap of rubbish, high directly under the hole, and falling
off a.t the sides. Cla.mberin~ down it I found myself in a
round cha.mber, so filled w1th rubbish that I could not
stand upright. With a. candle in my hand, I crawled all
round on my hands and knees. The chamber was in the
shape of a dome, and had been coated with pla.ster, most
of which had fallen, a.nd now encumbered the sround, the
depth could not be a.scertained without cleanng out the
interior."
VIRTUES. In all ages it has been the object of Freemasonry, not only to wform the minds of 1ts members,
by instructing them in the sciences and useful arts, but
to better their hearts, by enforcing the precepts of
religion and morality. In the course of the ceremonies
of initiation, brotherly love, loyalty, and other virtues are
inculc:~ted in hieroglyphic Ryrubol!!, and the candidate is
often remintlell that there ili an eye nbove, which ohseneth
the workingK of his heart, antl iii ever fixed upon the
thoughtt! "'ud actions of mcn.-.Luurie.

'
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VISITING BRETHREN. If a Freemason is a mem·
her of any lodge, be bas a right to be admitted into all
other lodges as a visiting brother, but be must be either
introduced by a member of the lodge, or he must be able
to legitimize himself by producing . his Grand Lodge
certificate, and proving himself by his work.
VOTES. All matters are to be decided by a majority
of votes, each member having one vote, and the Grand
Master two votes; unless the lodge, for the sake of expedition, think proper to leave any particular subject to the
determination of the Grand Master. The votes of the
members always to be signified by each holding up one
of his hands, which uplifted hands the Wardens are k>
count, unless the number should be 80 uneven as to
render counting unnecessa.ry.-Oonatitutions.
WAGES. The tradition respecting the payment of the
wages at the building of Solomon's Temple,
may or may not be accurate, as I am ignorant of the
authority on which the calculations are founded. Indeed
the probabilty is, that the tradition has been fabricated
in a. subsequent age, without the existence of any docu~
ments to attest its authenticity. The men were paid in
their lodges by shekels, a silver coin of about half-a-crown
of our money ; and the number of shekels per day was
regulated by the square of the number of the degree
which each order of men had attained. Thus with respect
to the Entered Apprentices only, there were ten thousand
in work, and twenty thousand at rest. These men, at
the rate of one shekel per head, would receive daily
£1,250, or, during the seven years and seven months of
building the Temple, £3,458,750. In the hi~her grades,
the men were not only remunerated for theu labor, bu'
also for their superior ingenuity and artistical skill.
workmen'~:~

WARDENS. Every lodge has tWo, and they stand
next in rank to theM. W. Their places are 80 situated,
that they are enabled to superintena the execution of the
commands of the W. M. Experienced brethren, who
have a sufficient knowledge of strength and beauty, and
who are at all times ready to use the level and the plumbrule, ought always to be chosen as W a.rdens, that they
may be enabled to conduct the business of the lodge iD
the unavoidable absence of theW. M. or his deputy.
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WARRANT. In former times a lodge foo"Ined. itself
without any ceremony, wherever a sufficient number of
bt·ethren dwelt to form a lodge, and one of th1) neighboring lod~es formed it for them. But in 1722 the Grand
Lodge m London determined that every new lodge in
England should have a patent, and since that time all
those brethren who wish to form a new lodge, strive to
obtain a warrant from the Grand Lodge. The new lodge
then joins the Grand Lod~e as a daughter lodge, binds
itself to work according to 1ts B)'stem, and to keep within
the ancient landmarks. Then 1s such a lodge called just
perfect, and regular.-Gadicke.
·
WATCH-WORD. The Word is not to be understood
as a watch-word only, after the manner of those annexed
to the several degrees of the Craft, but also, theologically,
as a term to convey to the mind some idea of that Great
Being who is the sole author of our existence, and to
carry along with it the most solemn veneration for his
sacred Name and Word, as well as the most clear and
perfect elucidation of his power and attributes that the
human mind is capable of receiving.
WEST. Where the sun closes its daily race, there the
thanks of the inhabitants of the world follow it, and with
the ensuing morning it again commences its benevolen*
course. Every brother draws near to the evening of his
days; and well will it be with him if at the close of his
labors he can look forward with hope for a good reward
for his work.-Gadicke.
WHITE. This color has ever been regarded as emblematic of purity and innocence. In the York rite the
upron is alwa;rs of this color, though the trimming varies
in the symbohc and chapitral degrees. "Let thy garments
be always WHITE," etc.-Solomon.
WHITE STONE. The white stone is an inestimable
gift, promised to every one who lives a moral and virtuous
life. White is an emblem of J;>Urity, and tho new name
conveys a title to be admitted wtthin tho veil, and honored
with a seat ncar the living God in that palace which is
described by St. John a.~ a perfect cube, whose wnlh~ and
foundations are garnished with all manner of precious
stoneR, all hewed, squared, and polished by the masterly
hand of the 'f. G. A. 0. T. U.
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"WIDOW'S SON . Hiram, the archi~t. is described in
two places of Scrifture; in the first he is called a willow's
eon, of the tribe o Naphtali, and in the other is called the
son of n. woman of the daughters of Dan; but in both that
hi<> father was a. man of Tyre; that is, she was of the
daughters of the city of Dan, in the tribe of Na.phta.li, and
is called a. widow of Na.phta.li, as her husband was a
Naphtalite; for he is not called a. Tyrian by descent, but
a man of Tyre by ha.bitation.-.A.nderson.
WINDING STAmCASE. When the Fellow-Crafts
went to reeeive their wages, they ascended a winding
staircase, the steps of which, like all the Masonic symbols,
are illustrative of discipline and doctrine, as well as of
natural, mathematical, and metaphysical science, and 0{>611
to us an exk,nsive range of moral and speculative inqmry.
In their delineation, the steps, which count odd numbers,
should be more particularly marked as one, three, five,
seven, eleven; and in ascending them the Fellow-Craft
should pause on each alternate step, and consider the
several stages of his progress, as wen as the imporla.Bfi
lessons which are there inculcated.
WISDOM. Those alone are wise who exercise the
powers of the mind in secrecy, and who, without an1
selfish object, endeavor to promote the universal happlness of mankind, whom neither fortune nor misfortune are
able to drive from a calm and steady progress through
life. To possess Masonic wisdom it is not necessary to be
very learned, or to have a most penetrating genius; the
man of good plain common sense ma:y be more masonically wise than the most learned man m existence. It is
not the. act of a wise man to make a great profession of
wisdom ; and the secret.<> of our Lodges ought to teach us
how to exercise our Masonic wisdom.- Gtidiclce.
WORKING TOOLS OF FREEMASONS. They are
of three kinds, viz: ornament.<>, furniture, and jewels.
What we understand by these are things without which
we are unable to perform any manualla.&or as ought to be
expected from working tools; but if we take them as
Rymbols, then they have a most important signification.
WORLDLY W~ALTH. Masonry regards no man on
account of his worldly wealth and llonor. The poor as
well as tlw rich may knock at the door of our tem}lle, ancl
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gain admission. All are welcome if found worthy to
receive light. This is strictly spiritual: "Seek, and ye
shall find; ask, and ye shall receiVe; knock_and the door
!!hall be opened unto you."-Scott.
WORSIDPFUL. A title of respect ~ven to justices of
the peace, etc., and in the same sense to symbolic Lodges,
nutl also to the present and Past Masters of the same.
WOHSHIPFUL MASTER. He who has attained the
tl1inl degree in Freemasonry is a MI\Ster; and where they
do uot work in the so-called high degrees, has attained
the summit of his profession. None but F. Cs. who have
been found worthy can obtain this degree. As 8. M. M.
he has o. voice in all the consultations of the officers of
the Lodge, and he may, if possessed of snfficient Masonic
skill, be appointed to any office in the Lodge, even that
of W. M. This is the ·highest preferment a Mason can
obtain in St. John's Masonry, through the three degrees
of which every candidate for the P.M. degree must have
pi\Ssed. If there are members in the Lodge who have
the higher degrees, they are generally elected W. M. ; but
although it is by no means necessary to posseBB those
degrees to enable a brother to be elected to the chair, it
is absolutely necessary that he should be a. man of good
moral character, and extensive Masonic information; he
is then elected by his brother M. Ms. for one year. The
greatest care and caution ought to be used by the brethren
at this election to prevent the Lodge being injured by
the election of an Improper person. He must also b8
well acquainted with the Order, its doctrines, its secreta,
its history, and constitution, and must poBSess the power
of communicating his own reflections upon all theRe subjects, in a cleo.!' comprehensive form, to the bre~en.
YEAR OF MASONRY. The birth of Christ is commonly h>iven to the autumn of the year 5 before Christ,
which is an apparent anomaly, which may require a few
words of explanation. The era of the birth of Chri.td
was nnt in use until about 532 A. D., in the time of Justinian, when it was inbduced by Dionysius Enguus, a
Scythian by birth., and a Roman abbot; and which only
began to Jlrevo.il in the West about the time of Charlee
Martel and Pope Gregory II., .&. D. 730. It has lo~
been agreed by all chronologers that Dionysius made
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in placing the birth of Ohrist some years

too late; but the amount of the difference has been

variously estimated at two, three, four, five; and· eyen
eight years. The general conclusion is that which is
adopted in our Bibles, and which places the birth of Christ
four years before the common era, or more probably a few
months more. In Masonry we add 4000 up to the birth
of Christ, and that sum constitutes the reputed year of
Masonry.
YORK MASONS. The brother of King Athelstan,
Prince Edwin, being t.aught Masonrv, and taking upon
him the charges of a Ma~:~ter Mason, ·for the love he had
to the said Craft, and the honorable principles whereon
it is grounded, purchased a free charter of King Athelstan
for the Maso1.1s; having a correction among themselves,
as it was anciently expressed, or a freedom .and power to
regulate themselves, to amend what might happen amiss,
and to hold a yearly communication and general assem'l>ly. That accordingly Prince Edwin summoned all the
Masons in the realm to meet him in congregation at York,
who came and composed a general Lodge, of which he
was Grand Master; and having brought with them all
the writings and records extant, some in Greek, some in
Latin, some in French, and other languages, from the
contents thereof that assembly did frame the Constitution
and Charges of an English Lodge, and made a law to
preserve and observe the same in all time coming.
ZEREDATHA. The pillars and other brass work were
cast in the clayey ground between Succoth and Zeredatha.
In the Hebrew the words for "clayey ground" are "in
the thickness of the ground." That is, the earth was stiff
and glutinous, and upon that account more fit to make
moulds of all kinds.
ZERUBBABEL. The son of Salathiel, of the royal
race of David. Cyrus committed to his care the sacred
vessels of the temple, with which he returned to Jerusalem.
He is always named first, as being the chief of the Jews that
returned to their own country, where he laid the foundations of the second temple. When the Samaritans offered
to assist in rebuilding the temple, Zerubbabel and the
principal men of Judah refused them this honor, since
Cyrus had grantc l his commission to the Jews only.
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KETITOICB OP TBJI Jol.t.IOiflC Alles. By CILUILIUI 8coTT ••• , . • , • • • . • . . • •
M.t.8TBR WoJUUu.M, B7 JOB:IC K. ll.u.L. ..................... . ... Tack,
M.t.IOICIO H.t.u•. B7 Gsoaaa W. CnA. ... ...... .. ....... .. .............
JuaTw.t.IC ll.t.8oiC. B1 an E!Cauu RaOTOa......... .... ..... .. .. .. .. . ..
1 Ot7TLIMB8
SncuuTJVB FuaK.t.aoMBT. By Towx........ .. .......
M.t.eoiC 111 lltaa Pucu. B1 an EICGLIIB RI:OTOa....... ....... .... ....
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Printed Blank Books for Lodge, Chapter, or
Commandery.

Loooa OR Ca.Al'TD RaataTD .... .... .... ·.. .. .. .. .... ....... .. .. eech,
RIECBIPT BooKI J'OR LoooB OR CB.t.l'TU.. .. ........... .. ...... .. . "
PaoPGai'PIOIC Boon
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
DR.t.PT Boo sa J'OB Looos oa CBAJPTBBI .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. "
VtaJTORI' Boos...... .. ........ .... .... .. ....... ... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. ...
BuCK Boos.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Ons CARDa roa TBR Lonaa .................................. pcr dozen.,
0DB C.t.RDI POR TBB CB.t.l'TU.-.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. •
I'BTtTIONa POB MaJUIBMBIP........... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ...... .. .. per 100,
L11na11aa .t.KD JdmUTII-Boose. L.uloa AKD IXALL DtBLa.
ll.t.aOIIIO L • o o • - IUtD ~ .... . ..... .. ....... ... ........per o:u1re,
BIICRII'I' ocT'• Rsc111PT1 .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. ..
Boott Otl M.t.RBI J'OR CBAJ"RB8 ......... ... ..................... .......
Qt:BITIOIC Boou POB CoJDU.lll1JDT.. ,., .. .,.. . • , .... ........... ., ... ,

GOODS O'P' ALL EINDII I'OR

LODGE, CHAPTER, COlfMANDERY, ETC.,
ON llA.ND AND JUDE TO OBDEB.
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